
Marclt 6, 2012 

Attn: Honorable Pam O'Connor, President of SCAG and Regional Council members 
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) 
818 W. Seventh Street, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 

RE: Active Transportation in SCAG's 2012 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) 

Dear Honorable O'Connor, Regional Council members and Policy Committee members: 

On behalf of the Alliance for a Healthy Orange County, we would like to thank Southern California Association of 
Governments (SCAG) staff, Regional Council and Policy Committee members for the opportunity to participate in the 
2012 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). We recognize the multitude of efforts required to develop the long range plan 
and are appreciative of all of the hard work that has already been done. 

The Alliance for a Healthy Orange County is a county-wide collaborative of health care organizations, community-based 
organizations and universities whose mission is to champion policy strategies and leverage funding opportunities that 
result in enhanced health outcomes and reduced health disparities for Orange County residents. 

The Alliance urges SCAG to consider the important health impacts of the RTP and place increased emphasis on projects 
that will promote active transportation. The region does not need a plan that allocates $22 billion on road widening and 
only $6 billion on active transportation. It is critical to change funding allocations to improve safety and public health 
throughout our region. 

We request that SCAG amend the Draft RTP/SCS to include the following: 

1. Increase the overall percentage ofRTP funds dedicated to active transportation from 1.3 percent of the 2012 RTP 
to 5-8 percent of the total 2012 plan. 

2. Prioritize active transportation funding and distribute these funds evenly over the 25 year period of the plan so 
that the benefits of active transportation are brought to Orange County sooner. 

3. Incorporate the development of an Active Transportation Finance Strategic Plan by 2014 that identifies how each 
CTC is spending funds and the opportunities available to increase funding for active transportation. 

4. Allocate funding for bicycle and pedestrian planning and usage counts. 

5. Set aside funding in the RTP to support SCAG cities in developing bicycle and pedestrian master plans, safe route 
to school pans and ADA transition plans. Establish a goal that 50% of SCAG cities shall develop these plans by 
2016. 

Alliance for a Healthy Orange County is a fiscal sponsorship project of the One OC and funded by the Health Funders Partnership of Orange County and 
the California Endowment 



6. Adopt a Regional Complete Streets Plan by 2014~ This plan will incorporate input from local jurisdictions to 
prioritize complete streets projects in programming efforts and dedicate a portion of system preservation and 
maintenance funding for improving the road conditions of all users. 

7. Adopt Safe Routes to School Regional Strategic Plan by 2014. 

8. School Siting and Joint Use Policies should be incorporated as land use elements of the SCS. 

9. Set measurable safety and health goals for all users~ Goals are set for the reduction of green house gases in the 
draft 2012 RTP/SCS. Active transportation plays a pivotal role in the reduction of these green house gasses. 
Similar measurable goals should be set for reducing crash rates for active transportation and for reducing the 
health impacts of obesity. These could include a report on the number of children walking and bicycling to 
school across the entire region as well as a report detailing access to parks, open spaces and quality active 
transportation networks. 

10. Monitoring detailed population data and metrics in environmental justice communities~ 
The lack of active transportation funding disproportionally affects immigrant, lower-income, and minority 

populations because these neighborhoods have greater barriers to physical activity and transit access, higher numbers 
of busy regional arterial, poor pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure, unsafe neighborhoods, and lack of safe storage for 
bicycles and safe crossings. Thus, these neighborhoods would benefit from an increase in funding allocations (in order 
for SCAG to meet its Title VI obligations) and from a detailed strategic plan. 

Compliance with the SCS requirement of SB 375 and the well-being, safety, and health of citizens within the SCAG 
region will depend on the future development of our multi-modal transportation network,jobs, housing, education and 
healthy environments for families to live in. 

We sincerely appreciate this opportunity to provide feedback for the 2012-2035 draft RTP/SCS. Please feel free to 
contact us with any questions or concerns; our contact information is listed below. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

~~ 
Barry Ross 
Chairman 

Alliance for a Healthy Orange County is a fiscal sponsorship project of the One OC and funded by the Health Funders Partnership of Orange County and 
the California Endowment 



  
 
 
 

 

 
 
Tuesday, Feb. 14, 2012 
 
President Pam O’Connor and Members 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 W. Seventh Street, 12th Floor  
Los Angeles, CA 90017  
 
Dear President O’Connor and Regional Council Members: 
 
The health and medical community wishes to thank the Southern California Association of 
Governments (SCAG) staff for their hard work on the Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable 
Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) and for recognizing that the decisions made in the planning 
process ultimately affect public health and air quality. We are especially pleased to see the 
inclusion of some of the health and equity indicators that we championed in our comment 
letters (May 6 and Aug 26) captured in SCAG’s performance measures.  While we believe the 
draft plan under review has many positive elements, we also believe strengthening measures 
are needed to assure that strong public health benefits are achieved through the plan. 
 
The serious air pollution and health problems experienced in the Southern California region 
require strong action to transform transportation and land use planning.  The Los Angeles 
region continues to be rated as the most polluted area for ozone in the country by the 
American Lung Association and the public health toll remains high.  The Inland Empire 
continues to bear the brunt of this pollution due to weather patterns that concentrate pollution 
in the area leading to more severe health impacts.  
 
Research by the American Lung Association in California quantified the respiratory health 
benefits of smart growth strategies in the Southern California region. This analysis showed that 
the six-county Southern California region could avoid over $16 billion in cumulative health 
and societal costs through smart growth strategies that reduce the growth in the region’s 
vehicle trips by 20 percent by 2035. While large, these benefits may represent a small fraction 
of the greater benefits that accrue with more physically active transportation options, as 
envisioned and quantified by the California Department of Public Health’s I-THIM modeling 



project. Understanding the potential benefits of given planning scenarios will help to identify 
plans that provide the greatest reductions in harmful emissions and chronic illnesses.  
 
Health experts have continued to speak out through workshops, hearings, joint letters and the 
media about the devastating toll of respiratory illness, obesity, diabetes, and heart disease 
caused by our car-dependent community designs throughout the Southern California region 
and about the need for greater focus on a shift to active transportation modes like walking, 
cycling and transit that reduce pollution emissions and gets people out of their cars and into a 
more physically active lifestyle. 
 
We offer the following comments and recommendations to ensure that the Sustainable 
Communities Strategy and future transportation investments place sufficient emphasis on 
promoting  active transportation modes and transit oriented development, measuring and 
improving health progress, and ensuring that  health and equity are imbedded in the decision 
making process for this plan and future planning efforts.  
 
Key Health Recommendations for SCAG SCS 

 Increase active transportation investments to more than $12 billion a year.   While we 
appreciate the increase in active transportation funding included in the draft SCS, we 
believe more funding is needed.  A recent study by the Los Angeles County of Public 
Health estimated that up to $40 billion could be needed to build out all of the current 
bicycle and pedestrian projects in Los Angeles County alone. SCAG, in coordination with 
health departments and organizations, should conduct a comprehensive needs 
assessment for the Southern California region to determine the infrastructure needs to 
develop a network of bicycle and pedestrian pathways and transit connections. Analysis 
is also needed of how SCAG’s bicycle and pedestrian per capita investment compares 
with other regions.  

 Improve Assessment of health benefits through new modeling approaches. Utilize the 
new California Department of Public Health I-THIM screening tool to analyze the 
potential chronic disease reductions that can be achieved in the SCAG region based on 
increased transportation-related physical activity such as walking and biking.  This model 
was used in the San Francisco Bay Area region to determine reductions in heart and 
respiratory disease, breast cancer and other health effects linked to active 
transportation scenarios.  We urge SCAG to incorporate this tool in regional planning 
and decision making for transportation investments. 

 Include the attached list of 13 health and equity metrics in the SCS and monitor over 
time, including expanded public health targets. In addition to monitoring premature 
mortality, SCAG should also assess reductions in asthma incidence and exacerbations 
due to traffic related pollution (NOX) and other targets through collaboration with local 
health departments, the South Coast Air Quality Management District, academic 
researchers and community based organizations. Improvements to the targets should 
be monitored and reported to the public every two years.  Additional comments on the 
targets already included by SCAG in the SCS will be sent in a separate comment letter. 



 Focus investments on completing transit systems and building out transit 
infrastructure, rather than highway expansion, including the following:. 

o Doubling Metrolink ridership by 2020 and double it again by 2035 
o Expanding  Bus Rapid Transit and regional bus service 
o Enhancing TOD planning and 1st-mile-last-mile investments near Metrolink 

stations 
o Doubling the bicycle network to 24,000 miles and improving pedestrian 

environment 

 Increase transit and transit oriented planning in Inland Empire.  Because so much of 
the planned growth in the Inland Empire is relatively low density and remote from 
transit, SCAG should work closely with Inland Empire governments to accelerate 
expansion and frequency of transit and rail to the area and focus more growth around 
transit corridors. A recent health forum hosted by the American Lung Association in 
California in Riverside highlighted the dramatic rates of respiratory illness, heart disease 
and obesity in the region associated with poor land use and sprawl development. 

 Front load active transportation funding. SCAG should commit to a higher amount of 
transportation funding for bike and pedestrian infrastructure, especially in the early 
years of the 25-year RTP process. SCAG should work with local transportation agencies 
to prioritize bicycle and pedestrian projects and ensure the majority of funds are spent 
prior to 2020.  

 Increase investments in zero emission freight transportation in order to reduce diesel 
emissions and exposures in communities near freight corridors and rail yards. Ensure 
that funding mechanisms are in place to expedite the implementation of the zero and 
near-zero emission freight and truck strategies and infrastructure. Prioritize spending on 
projects that deliver maximum health benefits for residents of the region, especially 
those living along freeways and freight corridors. 

 Evaluate the number and type of new developments that could be located in close 
proximity to freeways and high traffic roadways in the SCAG region under the new RTP 
and potential pollution exposures.  The Environmental Justice Appendix to the Plan shows 
that approximately  25% - 27% of households living within 500 feet of freeways could face 
greater exposures to CO and PM than under the base case, with high concentrations of minority 

and low income residents disproportionately affected.   Work with air district, health 
departments and universities to develop and implement best practice policies for 
developments located near heavy traffic areas to reduce exposures to air pollution. 

As health and medical organizations and professionals, we recognize that strong government 
policies to control harmful emissions and that dramatically increase options for active 
transportation are critical to improving public health and quality of life in Southern California. 
We stand ready to assist you in implementing a truly health protective, equitable and 
sustainable plan for Southern California. 
 
Signed, 
 
 



 
Kathy Magliato, MD 
Board of Directors & Volunteer 
American Heart Association 
 
Bonnie Holmes Gen 
Executive Director for Air Quality and Public Health 
American Lung Association in California 
 
Robert Vinetz, MD  and Anne Farrell-Sheffer, MPH 
Co-Chairs 
Asthma Coalition of Los Angeles County 
 
Zachery Scott 
Director of Programs 
Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America, 
California Chapter 
 
Ruben Cantu 
Program Director 
California Pan-Ethnic Health Network 
 
Maya Golden-Krasner  
Staff Attorney  
Communities for a Better Environment 
 
Maxwell Ohikhuare, MD 
Health Officer 
County of San Bernardino | Department of Public Health  
 
Rachelle R. Wenger, MPA 
Director, Public Policy & Community Advocacy 
Dignity Health (Formerly Catholic Healthcare West) 
 
Jocelyn Vivar Ramirez, M.P.H. 
Research & Policy Analyst 
East Yard Communities for Environmental Justice 
 
Jonathan Heller, PhD 
Executive Director 
Human Impact Partners 
 
 
 



Dolores Gonzalez-Hayes 
Director of Policy 
Latino Health Access 
 
Jessica Tovar, MSW 
Project Manager 
Long Beach Alliance for Children with Asthma  
 
Alexis Lantz 
Planning & Policy Director 
Los Angeles County Bicycle Coalition 
 
Jeremy Cantor, MPH 
Program Manager 
Healthy Places Coalition 
Prevention Institute  
 
Ricky Choi, MD, MPH 
Chair 
National Physicians Alliance – CA 
 
Patricia Ochoa 
Environment and Health Coordinator 
Physicians for Social Responsibility – LA 
 
Pauline Chow, Esq. Southern California Policy Manager 
Rye Baerg, Southern California Policy Manager  
Safe Routes to School National Partnership 
 
Jim Mangia, MPH 
President & CEO 
St. John's Well Child and Family Centers 
 
Dr. Robert Ogilvie, PhD 
Program Director, Planning for Healthy Places 
Public Health Law and Policy 
 

Anne Kelsey-Lamb, MPH 
Director 
Regional Asthma Management and Prevention 
 

Luis Pardo 
Executive Director 
Worksite Wellness LA  



 
Individuals 
Gary Melton, RN, MBA 
Director of Health Administration 
Inland Empire Health Plan (IEHP) * 
 
Karen Jakpor, MD, MPH 
American Lung Association in California volunteer 
Riverside 
 
Susan Sprau, MD 
Past President 
CA Chapter of the  American College of Physicians* 
 

Savita Reis, MD 
Whittier 
 
Tamanna Rahman, MPH 
DrPH Student 
UCLA School of Public Health 
 
Trish Roth, MD 
Pediatrician 
Santa Monica 
 
Richard J Jackson MD, MPH 
Professor and Chair, Environmental Health Sciences* 
UCLA School of Public Health* 
Former Director, National Center for Environmental Health CDC 
Former California State Public Health Officer 
 

* For identification only 
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Sustainability Committee, Los Angeles Section 

American Society of Civil Engineers 

Comments on December 2012 draft of 

SCAG 2012 Regional Transportation Plan 
 

The Southern California Association of Governments’ (SCAG) 2012 Regional 
Transportation Plan (Plan) is an excellent planning document based on 2005 technology.  
It lacks only an update for the digital technology of 2010 and an infusion of hope amid 
the many challenges.  You can accomplish that update by inserting the Arial font text at 
the appropriate locations in the Plan.  Any text not in Arial font is supporting logic and 
documentation.  SCAG may choose to insert the non-Arial font or use it to prepare an 
alternate revenue-expense model. 
 
SCAG is a sufficiently large economy to drive more applications of digital technology for 
transportation safety and convenience.  If SCAG does not drive digital applications, the 
digital applications will drive SCAG.  For example: 

� In response to youth surveys, General Motors is applying digital technology.  For 
example; small self-driving taxis and cars which will park themselves a mile or 
more from their passenger drop off or pick up locations.1, 2  Today’s tech-savvy 0-
15-year olds will be the transportation consumers responding (or not) to SCAG’s 
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) as the 18-38-year olds of 2030. 

� Drivers are ever more distracted by their digital devices, so much so the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration recommends banning all use of digital 
devices, even hands free phones.3  Increasingly distracted drivers are more likely 
to kill pedestrians and bicyclists, with more adverse impacts on TDM and safety.4 

� Pedestrians and bicyclists are distracted reading their digital device and oblivious 
to outside sounds wearing earphones.5  

� As of 2009, anyone with a smart phone had access to real-time (and very 
distracting) visual indications of traffic conditions on their alternate routes.     

 

                                           
1 Self-parking is described in News Briefs, page 36, Civil Engineering, December 2011 (Civil 
Engineering is the magazine of the American Society of Civil Engineers).  The POD car is 
described at http://theweek.com/article/index/217867/gms-new-self-driving-pod-car. 
2 General Motors is responding to numerous surveys, “Young buyers want cars that are safe, 
affordable, compatible with the latest high-tech gadgetry, and good for the environment.”  In 
1983, 80% of 18 year olds had driver’s licenses, in 2008 only 67%.  
http://www.vcstar.com/news/2012/jan/12/editorial-job-1-is-getting-teens-interested-in/   
3 Associated Press, December 17 & 18, 2011 based on NHTSA campaign http://distraction.gov/  
4 Individual car safety/convenience features (adaptive cruise control, self-parking, stability 
control, out-of-lane warning, etc.) are less likely to sense pedestrians while giving drivers a false 
sense of safety while distracted. 
5 Editorial in Ventura County Star, December 29, 2011 mentioning the National Transportation 
Safety Board, the American College of Emergency Physicians, the San Francisco Municipal 
Transportation Agency, and AAA Texas. 
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The American Society of Civil Engineers, Los Angeles Section, Sustainability 
Committee encourages SCAG to drive digital applications for transportation because 
digital applications allow tremendous improvements in mobility, safety, and air quality 
with relatively little use of the Earth’s natural resources. 
 
Further, motor vehicles manufacturers are implementing digital applications in an 
uncoordinated fashion motivated to sell more vehicles: adaptive cruise control, stability 
control, self-parking, voice recognition, collision warning, General Motors’ OnStar, etc.  
While these systems help protect the vehicle occupants, they are likely to increase the 
rate of bicyclist and pedestrian deaths above 21%.6  Our committee includes regular 
bicycle commuters who often get unsolicited comments about the dangers involved.  It 
would seem the perception of danger is discouraging bicycle and pedestrian 
transportation.  It follows that an increase in perceived safety is essential for increasing 
active transportation.    
 
    

Executive Summary 
 
After the Mobility, Safety, Air Quality, and Financial Challenges of Executive Summary 
pages 2 and 3, add: 
 

DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES 

 
Our electronic systems continue to improve in reliability, performance, and cost.  2035 is 
as far in the future as 1986 is in the past.  In 1986, mobile phones were the size of small 
vacuum cleaners and anti-lock brakes were standard on a few luxury cars.  Personal 
computers were the size of a desk drawer with the power to handle word processing and 
simple spreadsheets.  In 2010, smart phones are smaller than a deck of cards, are a 
tenth the cost of a 1986 personal computer, and possess the power of a 1986 super-
computer.  Full drive-by-wire stability control systems are standard on most cars.  The 
global positioning system (GPS) was not fully operational with civilian accuracy of about 
30 feet until 1994.  In 2010, smart phones have GPS which can be integrated with the 
smart phone’s accelerometers for precision of a few inches at highway speeds.7 
 
Our vision includes pushing the connectivity and computing power of 2010 to address 
the transportation challenges of 2020, 2030, and beyond. 
 

                                           
6 The December 2011 draft 2012-2035 Plan, page 2. 
7 Differential, Wide Area Augmentation, Local Area Augmentation, and multiple signals increase 
accuracy.  The differential GPS position accuracy of an object which is still for minutes is 
fractions of an inch.  The accelerometers allow moving objects to integrate GPS signals over time 
to achieve accuracy within several inches and to cover areas with spotty GPS signal reception.  
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At the end of the Financial Plan Executive Summary pages 7 and 8, add: 
 
REDUCED INSURANCE COSTS 

 
Drivers and businesses in the SCAG region paid about $25 billion in 2010 for vehicle 
insurance.8  By pushing digital systems to address transportation safety challenges, 
SCAG can decrease collisions from about 83,000 per year in 2010 to less than 500 per 
year in 2035.9  Digital systems would save drivers and businesses about $240 billion on 
insurance premiums over the twenty years between 2015 and 2035.10  Also, by pushing 
digital systems to address transportation mobility challenges, SCAG can reduce the 
regional person-hours of traffic delay below 1 million hours per year.11  The insurance 
and time savings more than justify the increased gas tax12 and mileage-based user fee 
suggested in Table 2 with directly offsetting savings for drivers and business.13 
 
 

                                           
8 An estimate based on proportionality of population SCAG may want to verify. 
9 The modest drop in collisions per year shown in Figure 2.2, page 38 may be due as much to the 
economy and the increased prevalence of stability control systems than California’s Strategic 
Highway Safety Plans.  Extending digital systems beyond drive-by-wire stability control 
promises near-zero collisions.   
10 It is possible for 99% of vehicles to have digital zero-collision systems by 2035.  A linear ramp-
down of accidents and insurance costs starting in 2015 would extend over twenty years with an 
average saving (predicted for 2025) of $12 billion per year. 
11 The December 2011 draft Plan’s Figure 6.1 on page 164 indicates essentially no change from 
2008’s time lost to traffic delays for the Plans’ 2035 projection of about 4 million hours/yr.  
Because digital systems are super-polite (the cars are informing each other of moves well within 
digital reaction times) merging is smoother and per-lane capacity at speed is easily doubled.  The 
smooth merging feature should be effective eliminating traffic delays even beyond the effective 
doubling or tripling the number of lanes.  While actually doubling lanes or buses or trains is not 
fiscally possible, virtually doubling them is as inexpensive as $200 per vehicle per a 2005 
estimate by General Motors engineers. 
12 Overall sustainability would be better by either 1) shifting the per-mile fee to fuel tax or 2) 
implement the per-mile fee as a function of vehicle weight.  As a commuting bicyclist I might pay  
1/20th the rate of a Smart Car, who would pay ¼ the rate of an SUV, who would pay 1/6th the rate 
of a loaded semi-truck.  Bicyclists and pedestrians could pay toward a lottery-type incentive 
system as combination virtual force field and bicycle computer device logs commuting miles. 
13 The December draft Plan indicates substantial new revenue to preserve essentially the same 
traffic delay and a modest decrease in vehicle insurance costs.  “Same as 2008” will not keep the 
Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach competitive with a widened Panama Canal or help the 
SCAG region attract other businesses while other regions improve their transportation and drop 
their expenses applying digital systems.  
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Vision 
 
Change the title and add the following to pages 27 and 28: 
 

INTEGRATED LAND USE AND DIGITALLY ENHANCED TRANSPORTATION 

 

Digitally enhanced transportation is the application of technology allowing: 
• Transit users to keep shopping, working, or playing until they receive an alarm 

that they have just enough time to get to the bus stop. 
• Bus drivers to vary their routes and stops in real time to optimize service, 

revenue, and expense. 
• Cities to organize all the possible parking spots (street, schools, churches, 

business, and individual residences) for public-private coordinated time-of-use 
and membership-based tolls and space sharing.14 

• Private drivers and passengers to share rides on-the-fly as a decentralized 
neighbor-helping-neighbor form of transit. 

• Pedestrians and bicyclists to be protected from motor vehicles by a virtual force 
field using a $50 device which informs motor vehicles of their location, velocity, 
and accelerations.  The same device can offer tips on safe bicycling and safe 
walking.15   

• Motor vehicles to be protected by the same virtual force field.  The virtual force 
field not only prevents accidents, it negates the perceived safety of larger 
vehicles.16 

• More gamification17 in traffic management, such as speed camera lottery. 
• Safely doubling road capacity while maintaining the speed limit (no congestion 

delays) by applying the same virtual force field to make vehicles super-polite.  
• Rental of bicycles, traditional cars, or self-driving vehicles by the minute.18 
• Cargo-pooling for mail, hardcopy messages, tools, equipment, food, etc.19 

 

                                           
14 (We may find excess parking spaces to convert into mini-parks or weekly/seasonal business 
locations.) 
15 (Bicycle on the right!  Spanish translations welcome.  Stop for red light!  Cross curbs at right 
angles.) 
16 The perception of safety in small vehicles allows the proliferation of Smart Car sized vehicles 
and even freeway capable human-electric hybrids. 
17 Gamification is applying games to life (transportation, education, government, etc.).  
Gamification and speed camera lottery are explained at: http://www.aol.com/video/youve-got-gabe-

zichermann/517241772/?icid=maing-grid7%7Cmain5%7Cvideo-module%7Csec3_lnk1%7C125198.  
18 Many cities already have bicycle rentals by the minute from a multitude of locations spread 
around the city, one example: http://www.bcycle.com/.  General Motors is developing two-person 
self-driving, self-parking, digitally summoned electric vehicles:  
http://theweek.com/article/index/217867/gms-new-self-driving-pod-car.  Private companies are offering 
hourly car rentals, one example: http://www.zipcar.com/.    
19 With convenient communications and radio ID tags, a U.S. Postal Service tractor could connect 
with a preloaded trailer full of store-assembled boxes of groceries, and deliver each box to the 
apartment which ordered those groceries.  See http://www.prweb.com/releases/2011/10/prweb8844077.htm 
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Background information on decentralized transit and parking 

 
Smart phone-transit20 is by far the most business like way to reduce vehicle miles.  With 
smart phone-transit, everyone can elect to participate public transit, which is as time 
conserving as hailing a taxi and as energy and cost conserving as carpooling.  That is, the 
public transit via smart phone is super-convenient relative to buses or trains.  There are 
many examples.  This software for i-phones is a ridesharing focused explanation of smart 
phone-transit: www.avego.com/ui/index.action.  This app can work on any smart phone. 
  
Cellphone-parking21 guides people to empty parking spaces and enhances many other 
strategies for increasing ridership on traditional and new forms of public transit. 
 
Two non-profits have included smart phone-transit in their documents.  Santa Barbara’s 
Community Environmental Council describes it as dynamic ridesharing coordinated with 
smart phones in their 2007 Transportation Plan for their Fossil Free by 2033 Program.  
Sierra Club California mentions making transportation information available with smart 
phones in their November 19, 2008 comment on the California Air Resources Board’s 
(CARB) scoping plan for California’s Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006. 
 
 
Motivation 
 
The author’s research for the Santa Barbara Community Environmental Council’s Fossil 
Free by 2033 Transportation Plan (Free by 2033 Plan) confirmed a strong preference for 
convenience when selecting transportation.  The Free by 2033 Plan22 concludes increased 
ridesharing can reduce vehicle miles by 20% much quicker and less expensively than can 
increased use of traditional public transit.  Convenience and cost factors strongly favor 
ridesharing. 
 
These general facts from the Legislative Analyst’s Office23 concerning carpool lanes 
confirm a need to increase timesaving and convenience aspects of public transportation: 

• High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes are underused in the off-peak direction or 
during off-peak hours, because there is little timesavings incentive to carpool 
when traffic is flowing. 

                                           
20 Cellphone-transit uses the GPS, computer, and communications capabilities of cellphones to produce 
public transit by connecting people to share the empty seats in their cars. 
21 Cellphone-parking can have a sensor on each parking spot, or use individual’s cellphones, or use the 
car’s digital safety system as the sensor.  In any case, the digital system would send information for billing, 
payment, guiding drivers to empty (non-reserved) spots, and gathering information on parking supply and 
demand. 
22 http://www.communityenvironmentalcouncil.org/Programs/EP/PDFs/Transportation_Nov08/CEC_transportation_Nov08_final.pdf  
23 Legislative Analyst’s Office, “HOV Lanes in California: Are They Achieving Their Goals,” January 
2000 
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• HOV lanes are most effective when they provide timesaving.  HOV lanes do not 
increase carpooling, unless there is traffic slowing congestion. 

 
The summer 2008 high fuel costs followed by the fall 2008 low fuel costs provide a 
price-based example.  High fuel costs increased bus and train ridership and prompted 
calls for more convenient buses and trains.  At least in Los Angeles, new summer 2008 
riders generally abandoned buses and trains when fuel prices dropped. 
 
Further, consider how rapidly people abandon bicycles, buses, and trains when they can 
barely afford a private motor vehicle in developing countries.  Witness the switch away 
from bicycles in China and India. 
 
All this implies that transit riding must become as convenient as single occupancy 
vehicles if transit riding is to increase significantly.  Rather than allowing traffic 
congestion to drag on the economy, make transit more convenient.  The best transit riding 
increasing strategy will be super-convenient.  The inexpensive super-convenience of 
digital applications extends to low income people unlike traditional public transit (which 
is not convenient) or single occupancy vehicle tolls (which are expensive).  SCAG’s 
implementation of smart phone-transit would make SCAG’s transit system more 
sophisticated and 21st Century than New York, San Francisco, London or Paris. 
 
Smart phone-transit & Smart phone-parking 
 
Smart phones can coordinate and improve all our existing transportation equipment with: 

• Convenient access to bus and train schedules and next-bus or next-train arrival 
times, even while you are standing at the curb; 

• Automatic payment for train, bus, carpool, taxi, or rideshare (with demand-driven 
price adjustments honing in on the best price for minimum vehicle-miles); 

• The convenient access to several modes of transportation makes traditional public 
transit more acceptable due to the easy on-the-fly availability of other modes to 
meet the unexpected. 

• Carpools or rideshares scheduled weeks, days, hours, or minutes ahead, or even 
when a car is parked, or when a car with an empty seat is driving by; 

• The smart phone warns you, routinely minutes before arrival, that a bus, train, or 
parking lot will be full.  The warning could be days in advance when people are 
reserving for special events. 

• Real-time ridesharing buddy selection (sometimes you want professional peers, 
sometimes church buddies, sometimes teammates); 

• Navigation guidance to empty parking spots, paying the parking meter, parking 
meter rates that vary with time of day and number of people in the car; 

• Rewarding with parking spots near the “in” restaurant for past public transit use, 
because the smart phone reliably documents time and distance spent commuting 
via public transit (or rideshare, or bicycle or walking); 
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• Businesses, churches, schools, employees, and individual citizen parking space 
owners could share parking spots with time-of-use metering and the rate 
communicated through and paid through the smart phone; and 

• The smart phones may communicate using UC Berkeley developed software to 
direct individual drivers around traffic congestion.  Again, the congestion can be 
predicted and prevented hours or even days in advance with sufficient people 
scheduling transportation on smart phone-transit. 

 
Any smart phone with GPS (global positioning system) and modest computation power 
can have software more comprehensive than the i-phone application announced by 
Avego in November 2008.  Other phone companies have been a little slower to acquire 
3rd party transportation applications.  However, the Blackberry Storm, the T-Mobile G1, 
the Samsung Instinct, and the LG Dare are all smartphones with touchscreens.  They 
should be able to run smart phone-transit software. 
 
The smart parking meters, most using Zigbee radio protocol, are already installed in 
several communities.  San Francisco’s SFPark project installed 6,000 meters in summer 
2008.24  Each meter is about the size of a deck of cards, is glued to the pavement, and has 
several years of battery life.  The smart parking meters relay information to each other 
sometimes via similarly equipped electric, gas, and water meters.  The communication 
allows car navigation to empty parking spaces and rate adjustment from a central office.  
The internal computer allows parking rates to vary for the convenience of the owner of 
the parking space and as a means to reduce vehicle-miles. 
 
For example, a school could adjust the parking rate depending on location, time of day, 
how many students arrive in that vehicle on that day, how often that student has used 
other public transit or bicycled.  A restaurant adjacent to the school could “rent” evening 
parking hours from the school with automatic payment validation when the people spend 
more than 20 minutes in the restaurant.  Churches could “rent” parking spots for major 
sports events or nearby Christmas shopping because the parking rate for non-members 
would be exceptionally high during church events.  One side effect of this coordinated 
parking is the opportunity to convert seldom-used parking into parks or bicycle lanes. 
 
Other solvers will offer many strategies which are greatly enhanced by smart phone-
transit and smart phone-parking: wireless web on buses and trains, rewarding employees 
to abstain from using a parking spot, subsidized bus passes, carpool lanes, time-of-use 
road tolls, emergency ride home, designated park&ride areas on every block, etc.  You 
can find a great list of such ideas in the Santa Barbara Community Environmental 
Council’s Transportation Plan3. 
 

                                           
24 See website at SFPark.org.  Check comments at http://pressabout.us/sfpark.org.  
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Economics 
 
As Avego proves, the only cost of providing smart phone-transit in the SCAG area is the 
cost of encouraging it’s use and perhaps assisting Apple and other manufacturers to 
provide compatibility between smart phones and apps.  The cost of smart phone parking 
is in establishing and maintaining a data base for the smart phones to interact with.  
Again, private companies can provide this service in exchange for a share of the parking 
fees.  Consumers seeking the conveniences of smart phone-transit and smart phone-
parking will force smart phone manufacturers and service providers into larger 
investments in order to protect or increase market share. 
 
Potential incomes from providing smart phone-transit and smart phone-parking include: 

• When each train, bus, or rideshare rider pays the driver, the smart phone-transit 
service is paid two cents per mile.  One billion miles a year would provide $70 
million per year. 

• The smart phone service provider pays $1 of their monthly Internet service fee to 
start and maintain the smart phone-transit and smart phone-parking service.  Five 
million smart phone owners generate $60 million a year. 

• SCAG might pay the smart phone-transit service a fee to obtain ridership data for 
adjusting routes and fares to minimize both vehicle-miles and passenger-miles-
per-gallon. 

• Businesses, schools, churches, and governments could pay for special (picture, 
music, or video) listing in the service so that people can identify them, find how 
to travel to them, and gather data on what draws customers, voters, students, and 
members. 

• The smart phone-parking service provider may be paid from a portion of the 
parking fees (as is often done for traffic-light-running-ticketing cameras). 

• Parking space owners can sell parking spaces at the time-of-use rate that fits the 
owner. 

 
Individuals bear the cost of buying smart phones and services.  Because individuals 
obtain smart phones for so many other reasons, the individual’s incremental cost is small.  
Small is relative and flexible.  Phones can be a provided at a nominal cost and profits 
made on the service.  This low initial price is followed by higher operating fees is like 
obtaining a loan and using the phone purchase to pay for itself with the personal savings 
on transportation costs. 
 
SCAG can trigger the smart phone market share race, advertise the program, and 
contribute to economic opportunity with contests and promotions.  $1 million would buy 
about 5,000 smartphones wholesale.  The smartphones can be rewards for idea contests, 
student essay contests, or a recruiting contest.  In a recruiting contest, contestants sign up 
regular customers at regular customer rates.  The new customers’ transit use is summed 
(aggregate manner to avoid privacy issues) for the contest period.  The contestants whose 
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customers accumulated the most transit miles win the smartphones and year of service.  
The summed miles can be displayed on a website with hourly updates to create 
excitement.  Note that a bus or taxi driver with a smartphone and the service creates a 
participating bus or taxi with automatic payment option and data transfer to the agency. 
 
Charities can participate as receivers of rider’s payments, by recycling smartphones, and 
by subsidizing service fees.  Americans are more generous then fugal.  That suggests past 
efforts to encourage more car-pooling were hindered because the $2 fee for giving 
someone a 5 mile ride wasn’t worth the time required to set-up a pool.   However, 
generous Americans will hunt for passengers, if the fees are automatically transmitted to 
their favorite charity. 
 
Business and government can save money and gain clients by providing employees who 
attend off-site meetings with the smartphones and service.  Businesses doing so gain a 
marketing edge because their potential clients will want to be associated with such smart 
and energy efficient service providers. 
 
Future 
 
Consider adding the parking meters as a smart phone feature gradually starting in 2013.  
The phones will need more accurate GPS, which can be provided using inertial 
navigation to improve satellite fixes, or by providing more GPS channels within the 
phone, or by providing more satellite repeaters.  The accurate within-a-yard phone would 
link to the city’s GIS (geographic information system) whenever the car stops in any 
mapped parking spot.  Ergo, the smart phone becomes the parking meter. 
 

 

Background information on zero-congestion, zero-collision vehicles 

 

Motor vehicles can use digital technology to avoid crashing into each other.  Commercial 
aircraft already use this electronics to safely increase landings and take-offs in less time.  
It’s called the Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast System25 and started 
coordinating 9,000 helicopter flights a day over the Gulf of Mexico in January 2010.  The 
electronics is robust and keeps getting better.  For example, the U.S. Air Force is 
developing tiny quantum-mechanical devices that improve your car keeping track of 
itself even if it loses its Global Positioning System signals.26 
 

                                           
25 One of many possible descriptions: http://www.rescuecom.com/blog/index.php/computer-support/flight-

made-cool-and-safe-ads-b-is-coming/  
26 http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=getting-gps-out-of-a-jam  
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Electronics is way cheaper than car insurance.  In 2005, General Motors engineers 
estimated $200 per car to upgrade OnStar to zero-crash, zero-congestion.27  Of course, 
most other cars would have to be similarly outfitted for this low-cost approach. 
 
Example actions 
 
Allow, beginning January 1, 2013, single driver cars with zero-crash and zero-congestion 
technology to use car-pool lanes. 
 
Announce such technology will be required for the “fast” lane of 3+ lane freeways 
starting January 1, 2016. 
 
Announce such technology will be required for all but the slow lane of every freeway in 
SCAG member jurisdictions starting January 1, 2020. 
 
Announce a lottery which bicyclists and pedestrians enter by logging miles with their 
zero-crash technology equipped smart-phone, bicycle computer, or pedometer.  
 

                                           
27 2005 quote no longer available, low cost can be inferred from the Vehicle-to-Vehicle portion of 
http://www.traffictechnologytoday.com/opinion.php?BlogID=45  



 
 

                                                            
 

Richard I. Mueller 

President       

 
February 9, 2012 
 
Mr. Jacob Lieb 
SCAG  
818 W. 7th Street, 12th Floor  
Los Angeles, CA 90017 
Via email:  2012PEIR@scag.ca.gov 
 
Subject:  Official Comment on the 2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan/EIR; 
  Recommendation to Include an Underground, Automated Alternate to the  
   East West Freight Corridor 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
 
For the past two years I have been involved with the refinement and promotion of a freight transportation 
concept we call “Green Rail Intelligent Development”, or GRID.  GRID is composed of three major 
components, as follows.  
 

1) A “SuperDock” to provide highly automated transfer of container freight directly between ships and 
trains.  Two types of trains would be served by the “SuperDock”, Class 1 trains for BNSF and Union 
Pacific to travel through the Alameda Corridor, and drone container trains to and from points in 
southern California. 

2) A freight pipeline, essentially a tunnel for the drone trains to travel between warehouse districts in the 
Los Angeles region and the Ports. 

3) Loading/unloading terminals to feed and receive drone trains into and from the freight pipeline/tunnel.  
These terminals would be strategically located near concentrations of warehouses in downtown Los 
Angeles, the City of Commerce, Rowland Heights, and Fontana. 

 
The freight pipeline would essentially provide an unobtrusive, nearly noise-free, electrically powered 
alternative to the East West Corridor proposed in the RTP.   
 
Initial indications are that the efficiency of the “SuperDock” and freight pipeline system could generate a 
sufficient cash flow for the system to pay for itself using current freight costs and without any tax increases.  
This system has received a specific endorsement from the Angeles Chapter of the Sierra Club. 
 
I recognize there is insufficient time for the study of GRID that would be required for GRID to be included as 
an alternative in the current RTP.  However, as soon as the draft RTP is finalized, I encourage SCAG to 
participate in an investigation of GRID to determine its viability.  GRID provides an opportunity for a true 
paradigm shift in freight transportation within southern California that could significantly reduce highway 
congestion and make freight transportation to and through southern California competitive with that anywhere 
in the world. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ameron International Corporation 
Water Transmission Group 
 

 
Richard I. Mueller, P.E. 
President 
 

Ameron International Corporation 
Water Transmission Group 
10681 Foothill Blvd., Suite 450 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA  91730 
Telephone: 909/944-4100. Ext. 192 
Fax:  909/980-7865 
Email: Richard.Mueller@nov.com 
 

mailto:2012PEIR@scag.ca.gov
mailto:Richard.Mueller@nov.com


February 9, 2012 

Mr. Jacob Lieb 
Ms. Margaret Lin 

rrouo Verdugo Ci lie 

Southern California Association of Governments 
818 W. 7th Street, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 

Re: Draft 2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy 
(RTPISCS) and Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) 

Sent: Via e-mail (rtp@scag.ca.gov and 2012PE1R@scag.ca.gov) and via 1st Class Mail 

Dear Mr. Lieb and Ms. Lin: 

On behalf of the Arroyo Verdugo Subregion, please accept these comments regarding the SCAG 
2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) and 
associated Transportation Conformity Report and Draft Program Environmental Impact Report 
(PEIR), which were approved at the Arroyo Verdugo Steering Committee Meeting of February 6, 
2012. It is important to state, out of respect for all of my colleagues on the Steering Committee, 
that the cities of Burbank and Pasadena abstained from all of these comments. However, the 
majority of the cities (Glendale, La Canada Flintridge and South Pasadena) did approve these 
comments to be forwarded to you for review. 

Our comments are as follows: 

1. PURSUANT TO FEDERAL REGULATIONS, PROJECTS SHOULD NOT BE 
INCLUDED IN THE RTP/SCS CONSTRAINED PLAN, WHICH. HA VE ONLY 
SECURED A SMALL PORTION OF THE REQUIRED FUNDING NEEDED TO 
COMPLETE THE PROJECT: 

The RTP/SCS, according to federal regulations, in "nonattainment and maintenance areas," 
(which includes the area covered by the RTP/RCS) must "address the specific financial 
strategies required to ensure the implementation of projects and programs to reach air quality 
compliance" (23 CFR § 450.322 (b) (11) (part)). Projects which only have secured a small 
portion of the needed funding, and which rely on speculative funding, such as potential 
and/or possible tolling authority, should not be included in the RTP/SCS, since this inclusion 
does not meet the federal requirements for a fiscally constrained plan. 

Burbank • Glendale • La Canada Flintridge • Pasadena • South Pasadena 
1327 Foothill Boulevard • La Canada Flintridge, CA 91011 

Phone: 818-790-8880 • Fax: 818-790-7536 • Email: awilson@lcf.ca.gov 



2. LANGUAGE SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN THE RTP/SCS REQUIRING A FULL 
COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS FOR ALL PROJECTS IN THE CONSTRAINED 
PLAN: 

Language should be included in the RTP/SCS that clearly states that a full cost/benefit 
analysis shall be completed for each project contained in the RTP/SCS constrained plan. 

3. SCAG SHOULD VIGOROUSLY PURSUE PROJECTS WHICH WOULD PROVIDE 
ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVES TO THOSE CURRENTLY IN 
THE PLAN IN ORDER TO BEST COMPLY WITH EXISTING ENVIRONMENTAL 
LEGISLATION: 

The PEIR states that: (1) "Re-entrained roadway dust would increase proportionate to VMT. 
This would be a significant impact;" (2) "Impacts related to total GHG (Greenhouse Gas) 
emissions were determined to be significant even after mitigation.; " (3) the PMlO Emissions 
Exhaust Only for Heavy Duty Trucks will increase (Table 3.2-4).; and (4) the "Plan would 
result in a significant and unavoidable impact related to heavy-duty truck VHD [Vehicle 
Hours Driven}, among other impacts. " 

SCAG should vigorously pursue projects under CEQA, the Clean Air Act, SB375 and AB 32 
which would provide environmentally superior alternatives to those currently in the Plan, 
such as freight to rail mixed with additional transit. Additionally, sensitive receptors, such as 
schools and residences, must have adequate mitigation measures that satisfy these legal 
requirements. 

4. MAJOR HIGHWAY EXP ANSI ON PROJECTS SHOULD NOT BE FRONTLOADED 
IN THE RTP/SCS: 

The RTP/SCS frontloads highway modalities by disproportionately allocating funding and 
anticipated completion dates. This is evidenced by comparing Table 2.2 - Major Highway 
Completion Project against Table 2.5, Major Transit Projects, in chapter 2 of the RTP/SCS. 
Transit projects are built in segments with the final project not being completed until 2030-
2035. Expanding highways induces VMT and therefore frontloading major highway 
completion before transit projects does not comply with the tenets of SB 375 and AB 32 to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions by reducing VMT. Additionally it is well documented that 
land uses adjacent to freeways are prone to increased toxins which cause negative health 
impacts. 

According to SCAG staff, highway projects may be more easily financed than transit projects 
by borrowing against future toll revenues. They state that this is the reason the· highway 
projects are frontloaded. This financial reasoning does not justify sacrificing environmental 
concerns by building the highway projects prior to transit projects. 

5. THE TERM "SR-710 GAP CLOSURE" USED IN THE PLAN SHOULD BE 
SUBSTITUTED WITH "710 NORTH EXTENSION": 

The "SR 710 Gap Closure" language, already in the 2008 R TP, should be modified to 
consistency with Metro' s stated intent, which should serve to ease, if not eliminate, the 
current polarizing language. The shift in title from "710 North Extension" to "710 Gap 

Arroyo Verdugo Subregion 



Closure" is invalid, since there is no gap. SR-710 terminates at Valley Boulevard. There is 
no northerly extension to connect to, since the portion of the 210 interchange including Del 
Mar Boulevard was built conditioned upon the fact that it "would have no effect on the 
decision as to the ultimate freeway location and will not foreclose alternatives to the 
proposed ultimate .. . Freeway." This title seems to create a sense of inevitability or priority 
for this project over competing ones and cannot be justified. 

6. SCAG ASSUMPTIONS REGARDING THE "SR-710 GAP CLOSURE" PROJECT 
PRODUCING CONGESTION RELIEF AND LOWER GREENHOUSE GAS 
EMISSIONS ARE FLA WED, BASED UPON EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON OTHER 
HIGHWAY PROJECTS THAT HA VE BEEN BUILT: 

The PEIR states that "The Plan would increase VMT when compared to existing conditions." 
(SCAG RTP/SCS p. 3.2-25). Specifically, decreasing VMT is the goal of SB 375 and should 
also be the goal of the RTP/SCS. The increase in VMT is the Plan's reliance on freeway 
(whether tunnel freeway or above ground freeway) expansion to meet the region's mobility 
needs. Notably, the RTP/SCS describes the SR-710 tunnel as a tunnel with 4 lanes in each 
direction. This is a major highway expansion being introduced into the region. To the extent 
that this causes the widening of other freeways (such as the I-210), it will further expand the 
freeway system. The region would be better served with an alternate project which is not 
highway oriented and which would potentially decrease VMT, rather than increasing it. 

SCAG assumes that the SR-710 extension will produce congestion relief and lower 
greenhouse gas emissions. These assumptions are not borne out by recent research, and there 
are a host of other previous studies showing that an increase in highway capacity increases 
VMT and that once the project is built, congestion, within a few years, returns. These SCAG 
assumptions are flawed. 

7. THE DEFINITION OF THE SR-710 GAP CLOSURE PROJECT FROM ONE 
PRECISE POINT TO ANOTHER THREATENS PROGRAM-LEVEL 
CONFORMITY IN THE PLAN AND PREJUDICES FUTURE ENVIRONMENT AL 
ANALYSES: 

The Plan has modeled the SR-710 extension from one precise point north to another. 
Unfortunately, this assumption removes the low-build or multi-modal solution to the 
congestion problem. Under federal regulations, because of this specificity, the Plan and the 
PEIR threaten program-level conformity and prejudice future project-level environmental 
analyses. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of our comments. 

Sincerely, 

David A. Spence 
Chair of the Arroyo Verdugo Steering Committee 

c: Members of the Arroyo Verdugo Steering Committee 

Arroyo Verdugo Subregion 
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February 13, 2012 

Mr. Hasan Ikbrata 
Executive Director 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 West Seventh Street, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017-3435 

Re: Draft 2012 Regional Transportation Plan and Program Environmental 
Impact Report 

Dear Mr. Ikbrata: 

The Association of California Cities - Orange County (ACC-OC) is grateful for the opportunity to 
provide its comments on the Southern California Association of Government's 2012 Regional 
Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy draft Program Environmental Impact Report. By 
way of background, the ACC-OC recently joined a coalition of local governments, business community 
and non-profits to provide its comments and concerns on several key issues where the coalition agreed 
upon including: 

• Induced growth 
• Financial feasibility and responsibility for the implementation of proposed mitigations 
• Funding assumptions, especially as it relates to conceptual "mileage-based" user fees 
• Mitigation measures that exceed SCAG's authority and responsibilities for implementation of the 

RTP. 

In supplement to these issues, the ACC-OC respectfully submits a series of additional concerns that we 
believe should be addressed to ensure the RTP/SCS can meet its objectives without unnecessarily 
burdening cities across Southern California. These issues include: 

• In general, the RTP infringes upon local. control: The 2012 RTP assumes an inability of local 
agencies to balance the societal and cultural costs associated with plan objectives and instead 
requires that they assume the objectives stated in the plan, which may or may not be shared local 
objectives. Matters such as reducing vehicle miles traveled, eliminating the consumption of fossil 
fuels in favor of zero or near zero emission vehic1es, installing infrastructure necessary to support 

The huh for good public policy in Orange County I ,,,,·w .. \CCOC.org 
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zero emission vehicles (such as charging stations), reducing obesity, environmental justice 
impacts, anticipating extreme weather and related events, increasing development densities, and 
the likelihood of the adoption of active transportation methods or the practicality of necessary 
infrastructure improvements are matters of intense local debate and are not appropriate subjects 
for regional determination. The RTP should be based less upon behavior management of both the 
public and public agencies and more upon accurate predictions of population patterns and future 
transportation requirements. 

• The RTP takes aggressive steps to force cities to adopt costly programs in a time when cities 
are facing record budget shortfalls and loss of revenues: Many cities continue to struggle with 
the loss of revenue into general funds. Additionally, with the loss of redevelopment funds - a 
staggering $550 million in Orange County alone- cities face difficult choices on whether or not 
they can afford to pursue beneficial programs, including blight removal, transportation-oriented 
development projects, and th.e greening of cities. While these may be meritorious projects, cities 
wilJ now be forced to chose between these and core services, including public safety. Mitigation 
measures, a sample of which is included below, exacerbate lhe difficulty of these choices. 

o Urban Growth Boundaries: MM-LU42 - "Local jurisdictions or agencies can and 
should establish an urban growth boundary (UBG) with related ordinances or programs 
to limit suburban sprawl; local jurisdictions or agencies can and should restrict urban 
development beyond the UGB and streamline entitlement processes within the UGB for 
consistent projects. " 

o Climate Action Plans: MM-GHG9 - SCAG member cities and the county governments 
can and should adopt and implement Climate Actions Plans (CAPS, also known as Plans 
for the Reduction of Greenhouse Gas Emissions as described in CEQA Guidelines Section 
15183. 5 Tiering and Streamlining the Analysis of Greenhouse Gas Emissions) 

o Energy Audits: MM-PS91 - Local jurisdictions can and should require the performance 
of energy audits for residential and commercial buildings prior to completion of sale, and 
that audit results and i~formation about opportunities for energy efficiency improvements 
be presented to the buyer. 

o Parking Management Plans MM-TR96 - "Local jurisdictions can and should 
implement a Parking Management Program to discourage private vehicle use ... " 

Moreover, these mitigation measures deal mostly with SB 375' s Greenhouse Gas Reduction 
targets. However, Orange County completed its own SCS (included in the RTP as an appendix) to 
ensure it can achieve these goals. Therefore, any SB 375 and/or SCS mitigations should also be 
included as an appendix and for the consideration of each sub-region, including Orange County. 

The hub for good public policy in ( )r:tnge Count~ I \\·ww. ,\CCOC.org 
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• SCAG has significantly over-reached on the implementation language of these (and other) 
mitigation measures. The aforementioned measures as well as numerous others, utilize 
troublesome ' can and should" language in context of the implementation of mitigation measures. 
This broadly assumes that a) cities have the ability to enforce and impose these measures and 2) 
that there is funding to ensure the application. In many instances, neither is accurate. 1bis is a 
fundamental problem with the RTP and must be remedied by replacing "can and should" with 
"should" or "may." 

Orange County went to great lengths to produce its own SCS that met CARB's GHG reduction 
targets. However, the draft RTP/SCS proposed mitigation measures go well beyond what the 
Orange County-level SCS found to be effective tools to reach these targets. To assume that Orange 
County cities "can and should" implement these draconian mitigation measures is to discount the 
extraordinary effort to develop an effective SCS for the unique cities in Orange County. 

• Funding mechanisms for the RTP need much more economic analysis. Specifically, the 
identification of more than $110 billion through the implementation of a "mileage-based" fee is 
conceptual at best; even an "adjusted gas tax alternative" is not guaranteed. Developing a $500 
billion transportation plan with approximately 20 percent of the budget attached to a concept 
requires a significant local, regional, state and federal vetting process. We encourage SCAG to 
include alternative methods of funding should such a mileage-based fee be deemed infeasible. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on this important document. We strongly advise SCAG 
to incorporate these comments into the next draft of the RTP/SCS PEIR and look forward to working with 
SCAG on its improvement. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~~/ib:;-
Lacy Kelly 
CEO, ACC-OC 

Cc: Will Kempton, CEO, OCTA 
Dave Simpson, Executive Director, OCCOG 
Lucy Dunn, President & CEO, OCBC 
Dennis Wilberg, President, OCCMA 
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February 9, 2012 

 
Mr. Hasan Ikhrata 
Executive Director 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 West 7th Street, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017-3435 
 
Subject: 2012 RTP  
 
Dear Mr. Ikhrata: 
 
For more than a century the Automobile Club of Southern California, with six million members, has 
advocated for better mobility, traffic safety, quality of life, and economic opportunity. We support 
policies and projects to achieve these objectives and reasonable and fair ways to pay for them. 
 
Development and approval of an effective and achievable Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) is 
crucial to a more mobile and stronger economic future. The Auto Club commends the Southern 
California Association of Governments (SCAG) for its work on the draft RTP, for highlighting and 
addressing important issues, and for including needed strategies ranging from expanded road, 
transit, and goods movement capacity to system preservation.  The following are comments and 
recommendations to strengthen the RTP and ensure its implementation delivers promised benefits.    
 
Government, business, and user stakeholders need to work together to implement realistic 
and appropriate new revenues. The RTP assumes $220 billion in new taxes and fees (mostly 
levied on motorists) and financing over the next 20+ years. Some of these assumptions are not 
realistic and will not likely happen. And other funding options, not now in the plan, might be 
implemented. The region needs to work together to identify and advance the best, most 
appropriate funding options to provide needed financing for RTP priorities. 
 
The RTP must protect and uphold the transportation priorities approved by voters through 
various local transportation sales tax measures. Voters in five counties approved sales tax 
measures to fund specific highway and transit projects.  The RTP must include and support all of 
these priorities and help deliver what voters were promised and what voters approved. Failure to 
do so will make approval of future funding measures nearly impossible. 
 
The 15¢ gas tax increase assumed through 2024 is reasonable if it is paired with state and 
national reforms to ensure funds will be spent efficiently on effective projects. Gas tax rates 
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have not changed in almost 20 years. This user tax has been the backbone of transportation 
funding for decades and it will continue to be an important resource for years to come. 
 
The final draft RTP clearly rules out a previously considered regional gas tax or gas “fee.”  
This is an important improvement that should be maintained in the final plan. Gas taxes 
have been implemented at the state and national level for decades. Attempting to extend such 
authority to local or regional government is not realistic and will hamper other efforts to fund 
transportation. Re-labeling the gas tax as a “fee” does not change the fact that it is a tax protected 
by the State Constitution and numerous voter-approved measures. For these reasons the Auto 
Club strongly opposes any attempt to impose local gas taxes or any form of a “fee” on gasoline. 
 
The Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) charge included in the RTP should be studied further as a 
long-term replacement for the gas tax. However, the amount of the proposed VMT is 
significant, it will not be accepted by many people, and it needs to include assurances 
regarding how the funds will be spent. The proposed VMT fee is projected to generate $110 
billion (half of the RTP’s funding shortfall). To generate this amount, the proposed VMT charge is 
equivalent to a tripling of the gas tax in addition to new tolls and other user fees. Such a large tax 
increase places a significant burden on motorists without assurances of an equivalent or 
proportionate benefit. 
 
Tolls can be an important financing tool for new general purpose highway lanes and for 
allowing more vehicles to use existing HOV lanes by making them HOT lanes. Tolls should 
not be imposed on existing general purpose lanes. The user-pay, user-benefit principle is an 
important cornerstone of transportation funding.  Charging tolls for new lanes or to allow more 
vehicles to access HOT lanes provides both needed funding for the new facilities and inherent 
value to users paying the toll. However, there is no assurance that motorists will adequately benefit 
from tolls or congestion fees imposed on existing freeway lanes or surface streets. New taxes and 
fees are only successful when the public understands and sees a clear benefit for paying them. 
 
The RTP needs to recognize that the most realistic and effective way to achieve desired 
emissions reductions has been and will continue to be through technology advancements 
and not through sweeping attempts to fundamentally alter lifestyles and economic, 
geographic, and demographic patterns. Although SB 375 and its Sustainable Community 
Strategy are required elements of the RTP, they are not likely to significantly reduce GHG 
emissions. Improving and encouraging transit, bicycling, and walking are appropriate and good 
objectives for the RTP. However, emissions reductions from these efforts will be very small 
compared to those that can and will be achieved through other means. These other means include 
improving automobile technologies, alternative fuel and energy sources, and better system 
preservation and management to improve traffic flow and safety. 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to share our thoughts on the draft RTP.  The Auto Club looks 
forward to continuing our work with SCAG and other transportation and business partners to 
productively, realistically, and meaningfully address Southern California’s mobility and financial 
challenges. Please feel free to contact me at 714-885-2307 or finnegan.steve@aaa-calif.com.   
 

Sincerely, 
 
  
 
Stephen Finnegan 
Manager, Government Affairs and Public Policy 

 

c: SCAG Regional Council 



 

 
Northern California 
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Walnut Creek CA 94597 
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P 949.833.0222 F 949.833.1960 brooks-street.com 

February 14, 2012 

Margaret Lin 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 W. 7th Street, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 

Re:  Comments on Draft 2012-2035 Draft RTP/SCS 

Dear Ms. Lin: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on SCAG's Draft 2012-2035 Regional 
Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy ("Draft RTP/SCS" or "SCS").  We 
understand that this is an enormous undertaking and appreciate SCAG's efforts in this process. 
We look forward to playing a constructive role in the further development of the SCS.    

As explained below, we are concerned that the draft RTP/SCS as proposed would result 
in an inappropriate use of the regional growth forecast planning effort to encroach on local land 
use authority and jurisdiction.  We therefore request that SCAG (1) extend the comment period 
and make transportation analysis zone (TAZ) data available for public review and comment; (2) 
correct the TAZ data and maps to accurately reflect current local planning decisions including 
entitled projects; and (3) revise the SCS so that consistency determinations are made not at the 
small-scale scale level of a TAZ, but at the jurisdictional level to allow reasonable flexibility and 
appropriate land use decision making authority at the local level. 

1. The SCS does not appear to account for projects already in process 

Brooks Street represents the owners of thousands acres of property in southern 
California, and has a long history of top-quality developments in the SCAG region.  However, 
we are concerned that the SCS process has not fully accounted for projects that are already in 
process.  Brooks Street has projects in southern California that are fully entitled and approved for 
build-out, as well as proposed projects with pending applications that represent a substantial 
investment of resources to design, plan and communicate with the community and responsible 
agencies.  While the SCS itself states that it was created with input from local jurisdictions (see, 
for example, Draft RTP/SCS p. 111), we are concerned that the growth projections contained in 
the SCS and Land Use Pattern Maps do not in fact reflect the land use decisions that have been 
made by local jurisdictions.  More specifically, while the Draft RTP/SCS indicates that it has 
shifted projected densities from less developed areas to the urbanized core, nowhere does the 
SCS clearly state that those shifts in density take into account development projects that are 
either already approved or that are reasonably foreseeable projects which local jurisdictions have 
already spent considerable resources processing.  
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2. Underlying TAZ data must be released to allow meaningful public comment 

Moreover, the SCS's treatment of approved projects is impossible to determine from the 
information that SCAG has made available to the public.  The 2035 Land Use Pattern Maps, 
which are intended to depict projected density and land use, are at such a large scale, with such 
slight color gradations, that they cannot be interpreted in any meaningful way.  The SCS itself 
does not seem to contemplate that these maps will be important to future transportation and land 
use decisions.    Instead, the SCS focuses on the projected density contained in the data that 
underlies the maps -- data that SCAG has not released to the public.  The SCS states that the land 
use projections contained in the SCS are based on the distribution of growth forecast data to 
transportation analysis zones.  (RTP/SCS, p. 122.)  According to the SCS, the TAZ data contains 
forecasted housing, population, and employment data, which the SCS used to create 
"Community Types" and more refined "Development Types" that contain average use 
designations, densities, and building intensities.  The SCS states that a Development Type, 
including an average residential density, has been assigned to each TAZ for purposes of creating 
the SCS.  (Draft RTP/SCS, p. 123.)  However, it cannot be determined whether this assignment 
was made in a manner that takes existing conditions (including approved and reasonably 
foreseeable projects) as a baseline for these projections, nor can it be determined how the 
forecasting was done or how it was distributed across the TAZ. 

Despite the critical role of the TAZ data in developing the SCS, we are not aware that 
SCAG has made this data available for public review and comment in any meaningful way.  We 
were able to obtain partial data, showing housing densities only, from other agencies involved in 
the SCS process.  These data do not contain employment or population forecasts, and do not 
contain any Community Type or Development Type designations which, according to the SCS, 
have been assigned to each TAZ.  It is not possible for the public to provide meaningful 
comment on the SCS without access to the underlying data on which density and land use 
projections are based.  In the absence of the underlying data and modeling supporting the 
proposed plan, we are substantially impaired in our ability to provide meaningful public 
comment on the technical and legal adequacy of the plan.  In particular, we cannot assess 
whether the underlying data adequately reflects all developments as approved.  Under the 
federal (5 U.S.C. § 500 et. seq.) and California Administrative Procedures Acts (Gov. Code 
§§11340 et seq., including § 11346.2(b)(6)), the opportunity for public comment must include 
disclosure of the data and technical studies in time to provide meaningful public comment.  See, 
e.g. Solite Corp. v. EPA, 952 F.2d 473, 484 (D.C.Cir.1991) (per curiam). 

While we are not confident that the data is either accurate or complete, we have reviewed 
what data we were able to obtain.  Based on our review we conclude that the forecasted housing 
densities do need to be corrected, as the numbers clearly do not reflect either existing 
entitlements or pending, reasonably foreseeable projects.  

3. Implications of consistency with underlying TAZ data  
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The importance of the TAZ data is not limited to understanding how the SCS was 
created.   In addition to being the basis for creation of the SCS land use projections, according to 
the SCS, the TAZ data is to be relied on in future determinations as to whether a project is 
consistent with the SCS.  The SCS states: 

"SCAG suggests that utilizing community types at the TAZ level of geography 
(which an average size of 160 square acres) offers local jurisdictions adequate 
information and flexibility to make appropriate consistency findings for projects 
to be eligible to receive CEQA streamlining benefits."  (Draft RTP/SCS p. 122.)   

"One way of determining consistency [with the SCS] is if a proposed 
residential/mixed use or TPP [Transit Priority Project] conforms with the 
Development Type designated for a TAZ."  (Draft RTP/SCS, page 148.) 

Despite these explicit statements that the existing TAZ data will be critically important to 
future decisions affecting projects, SCAG has not provided the public the opportunity to review 
and comment on the TAZ data in any meaningful way.    

Significantly, a project's consistency with the SCS -- which is to be determined at the 
TAZ level according to the SCS -- affects not only the availability of CEQA streamlining 
incentives, but can have adverse consequences for the availability of federal funds for transit 
improvements that would serve the project.  Transit improvement projects relying on federal 
funding must be consistent with an approved RTP, and with the adoption of SB 375, that 
includes consistency with the Sustainable Communities Strategy portion of the RTP as well.  (40 
CFR 93.102; 42 U.S.C. 7506.)  Thus, if the Draft RTP/SCS has shifted density away from 
approved or pending projects, those projects stand to lose critical transit improvements.  The loss 
of transit improvements could impair project feasibility, or create new unmitigated impacts if 
traffic mitigations become unfunded, which could result in an unlawful taking of private vested 
property rights for those projects that have already been approved by local jurisdictions.  In many 
cases, approved projects also involve executed development agreements, which means that 
violation of contractual rights could also result, causing difficult situations for developers and 
local jurisdictions.  

We are concerned that a project's inconsistency with the growth projections contained in 
the SCS may have broader implications as well.  Local jurisdictions will be under considerable 
pressure to conform their general plans to the density, intensity, and land uses contained in the 
SCS, or risk losing transportation funding throughout their jurisdictions.  While all the 
implications of a project's inconsistency with the SCS have yet to be determined, we are 
concerned that by shifting density away from locally approved and pending projects, the SCS is 
creating land use policy in violation of SB 375's mandate that the SCS must not supersede the 
land use authority of cities and counties.  (Gov't Code 65080(b)(2)(J).) 
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4. RTP/SCS consistency should be determined at the jurisdictional level 

The TAZ maps are a modeling tool for engaging in a regional planning and evaluation 
process.  The feasibility of achieving the precise results in any particular TAZ area has not been 
evaluated or confirmed by any city council or board of supervisors, and as explained above it 
appears that the TAZ data and maps for 2035 do deviate from general plans and vested 
entitlements that have been approved by these elected officials.  While we understand elected 
bodies or senior administrative staffs of local jurisdictions may have approved local input for the 
overall population and household numbers within their respective jurisdictions, we believe they 
have not approved the TAZ data or maps.  Accordingly, requiring consistency determinations 
concerning use designations, density, and building intensity at the small scale of each TAZ 
would be inappropriate and overly-prescriptive.    

Again, SB 375 specifically precludes SCAG from interfering with local land use 
decisions.1  SB 375 requires that an SCS “identify the general location of uses, residential 
densities, and building intensities within the region

                                                
1 SB 375 provides in pertinent part: 

….”  Calif. Government Code § 
65080(b)(2)(B)(i) (emphasis added).  Thus there is no legislative mandate that SCAG identify 
the location of land uses, densities and building intensities within the region more precisely 
down to a TAZ level.  Instead, SCAG should appropriately identify these characteristics at a 
level consistent with the need for reasonable flexibility and local control.  At the lowest, the level 
of comparison should be at a jurisdictional level – particularly given that there are nearly 200 
jurisdictions within the SCAG region.  Accordingly, we urge SCAG to identify such 
characteristics at no finer a scale than at the lesser of (i) the jurisdiction, and (ii) the sub-region 
(i.e., where unincorporated county land is divided into sub-regions). 

• "Neither a sustainable communities strategy nor an alternative planning strategy regulates 
the use of land . . . " 

• "Nothing in this section shall be interpreted as superseding the exercise of the land use 
authorities of cities and counties within the region." 

• "Nothing in this section shall be interpreted to authorize the abrogation of any vested 
right whether created by statute or by common law." 

• "Nothing in this section shall require a city's or county's land use policies and regulations, 
including its general plan, to be consistent with the regional transportation plan . . . ." 
(Gov't Code section 65080(b)(2)(J) 
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Despite SB 375's mandate that the SCS not regulate land use, the draft RTP/SCS "shifts" 
households "from the periphery into the urbanized core" stating that much of this shift "will 
occur naturally in the marketplace," and that this "shift" was done "per consultation with the 
local jurisdictions." (Draft RTP/SCS p. 128.)  However, this shift does not "occur naturally," nor 
through a "consultation" process between agency staff that excludes the public.  Instead, such a 
shift can only occur, if at all, as part of a separate and lengthy discretionary development 
application process involving requests to local land use jurisdictions to amend their general 
plans, specific plans, areas plans, and zoning.  In short, there is no "shift" to high-density housing 
in some local jurisdictions, and away from housing density already approved by other 
jurisdictions, unless and until the local land use jurisdictions adopt the requested discretionary 
approvals.  

4.  Conclusion 

The draft RTP/SCS represents a substantial and important regional planning effort.  We 
believe the current draft needs to be corrected to reflect current local land use planning decisions, 
and to ensure that the regional growth projection process is not implemented in a manner that 
infringes on either vested property rights or the land use authority of local jurisdictions.  We 
appreciate SCAG's consideration of the comments provided in this letter and look forward to 
your responses.  If you should have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.   

Sincerely, 
 
 
 

Scott Goldie  
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February 14, 2012 

 

Mr. Jacob Lieb 

Southern California Association of Governments 

818 West Seventh Street, 12
th

 Floor  

Los Angeles, CA 90017-3435 

 

Re: Building Industry Association of Southern California, Inc.’s 

Comments on the Drafts of the 2012 Regional Transportation 

Plan & Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) and the 

Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) 

 

Dear Mr. Lieb: 

 

Building Industry Association of Southern California, Inc. (BIASC) is a regional trade 

association that represents more than 1,000 member companies.  Together, BIASC’s members 

build most of the homes and communities throughout the same six-county region in which 

Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) is the metropolitan planning 

organization.  Naturally, therefore, BIASC is profoundly interested in SCAG’s role in land use 

regulations and all regional planning for development and redevelopment. 

 

Given our strong interest in the subject, BIASC is grateful for this opportunity to provide 

comments concerning both (i) SCAG’s Draft 2012 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) – which 

includes an inaugural Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS), and (ii) the draft of the Program 

Environmental Impact Report (PEIR), in which the environmental impacts of the 2012 RTP/SCS 

are discussed.   

 

First, BIASC appreciates SCAG’s staff’s professionalism and extremely hard work up to 

this point.  In 2008, when the California Legislature enacted Senate Bill 375 (SB 375) and thus 

mandated the creation of a regional land use plan, the Legislature assigned SCAG’s staff 

daunting new challenges.  Throughout SCAG’s process of developing the SCS, BIASC has 

enjoyed a positive working relationship with SCAG’s staff professionals; and we look forward to 

continuing that working relationship.   

 

Second, BIASC brings to the SCS development process an ingrained, institutional 

philosophy about how land-use decision-making should be undertaken.  We believe that sound 

land-use decisions are best made by the persons who best understand the local contexts in which 

development and redevelopment take place.  Given our philosophical predisposition, BIASC has 

worried from the start that an SCS for SCAG’s region, if not thoughtfully considered and 

fashioned, can harm our vitally important industry, our regional economy, and our society.  
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In addition, BIASC is well aware that attempts made elsewhere to adopt and implement 

“top-down” regional land-use strategies have fared quite poorly.  For example, in July 2010, the 

British Government abolished its “regional spatial strategies” (RSS) law – six years after its 

enactment.  In announcing the RSS law’s abolishment, Britain’s Planning Minister explained: 

 

“[T]hese controversial [regional spatial] strategies have proved that top-down 

targets do not build homes.  All they have produced is the lowest peace time 

house building rates since 1924 and fuelled resentment in the planning process 

that has slowed everything down.”
1
 

 

Because of both (i) BIASC’s longstanding preference for local land use decision-making, 

and (ii) our concerns about the consequences of an ill-conceived SCS, BIASC has participated 

very actively in the public processes that led up to the draft documents on which we now 

comment.  BIASC’s principles and preferences have been expressed many times to SCAG’s 

staff, leaders, committees and regional council members in many forums.  Notwithstanding our 

consistent participation and urging, however, we must now respectfully point out our remaining 

concerns about the Draft RTP/SCS and the Draft PEIR. 

 

In terms of the sheer quantity of concerns, most of them relate to the Draft PEIR.  

BIASC’s specific comments on the Draft PEIR are so numerous that a lengthy appendix 

accompanies this letter, in which our concerns are expressed in some detail.  BIASC respectfully 

asks SCAG to respond, in accordance with CEQA and prior to consideration of the final PEIR 

for certification and approval by SCAG’s Regional Council, to each issue presented in the 

appendix.    

 

To briefly summarize BIASC’s Draft PEIR concerns here, though, they are threefold.  

First, the Draft PEIR indicates that hundreds of specific mitigation measures would need to be 

analyzed and incorporated to the extent feasible in every future project throughout the SCAG 

region.  Importantly, many of the listed mitigation measures were never before assembled for 

presumptive application to individual projects.  Instead, many of them were drawn from “model 

policies” that were intended for consideration only at a jurisdictional planning level – not an 

individual project level.  See Model Policies for Greenhouse Gases in General Plans, June 2009, 

at p. i (disclaimer), found at http://www.capcoa.org/wp-

content/uploads/downloads/2010/05/CAPCOA-ModelPolicies-6-12-09-915am.pdf and 

incorporated herein by reference.   

 

Second, many of the mitigation measures set forth in the Draft PEIR have no relationship 

to the RTP/SCS or its impacts (e.g., mitigation measures ranging from low-flow toilets to green 

roofs).  Other mitigation measures are quite far-fetched, such as the requirement to remove 

obstacles to “edible landscaping” at all projects throughout SCAG’s six-county region.   

                                                 
1
  See 

http://www.dlpconsultants.co.uk/pdfs/client_briefing/42%20Client%20Briefing%20Abolition%20of%20RSS%20&

%20SoS%20Statement.pdf 

http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/uploads/downloads/2010/05/CAPCOA-ModelPolicies-6-12-09-915am.pdf
http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/uploads/downloads/2010/05/CAPCOA-ModelPolicies-6-12-09-915am.pdf
http://www.dlpconsultants.co.uk/pdfs/client_briefing/42%20Client%20Briefing%20Abolition%20of%20RSS%20&%20SoS%20Statement.pdf
http://www.dlpconsultants.co.uk/pdfs/client_briefing/42%20Client%20Briefing%20Abolition%20of%20RSS%20&%20SoS%20Statement.pdf
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Most worrisome about the Draft PEIR, however, is this:  If the Draft PEIR were finalized 

as presently drafted, SCAG would mandate the application of project mitigation measures that 

already conflict with, or will quickly conflict with, evolving and dynamic regulations covering a 

variety of topics.  For example, the Draft PEIR prescribes mitigation requirements concerning 

matters that involve storm water management, home energy efficiency standards, fire protection, 

landscaping, water supply analyses, and municipal sewage treatment facilities – all of which are 

matters and activities that are subject to evolving standards. 

 

For these reasons and those more thoroughly explained in the accompanying appendix, 

BIASC respectfully urges SCAG to clarify and cull the Draft PEIR.   

 

Concerning the actual policy documents at issue (i.e., the Draft RTP and the Draft SCS 

themselves), BIASC has one fundamental concern:  Page 148 of the Draft SCS suggests that 

local governments should look to “transportation analysis zone” (TAZ) maps to determine 

whether a particular project is consistent with the land use designation, density, and building 

intensity of the SCS.  BIASC believes that this section needs to be revised for three distinct 

reasons. 

 

First, BIASC is informed that the TAZ maps break land masses up into relatively small-

scale areas averaging perhaps only about 150 acres in size (and even smaller in more densely 

populated areas).  Requiring determinations about the consistency of future land uses to the SCS 

– concerning use designations, density, building intensity and the applicable SCS policies – at 

that fine a scale would be overly-prescriptive.  SCAG need not be nearly so prescriptive because 

SB 375 requires only that an SCS “identify the general location of uses, residential densities, and 

building intensities within the region….”  Calif. Government Code § 65080(b)(2)(B)(i) 

(emphasis added).  Given this legislative mandate, there is no reason for SCAG to measure and 

compare land-use characteristics within the region at the very fine TAZ level vis-à-vis policy 

determinations.   

 

Instead, the final RTP/SCS should permit local agencies to measure and compare land 

use characteristics with the regional strategy at a level consistent with the need for reasonable 

ongoing flexibility in local land use control.  Therefore, the level of comparison should be, at the 

finest, at a city jurisdictional level (including any sphere of influence) – given that there are 

nearly 200 separate jurisdictions within the SCAG region.  BIASC specifically urges SCAG to 

identify and compare such land use characteristics at no finer a scale than (i) the cities (including 

their respective adjoining spheres of interest), and (ii) concerning the unincorporated areas 

outside of local spheres of interest, by comparison to the rough-scale map that indicates 

generally the locations of building intensification shown in the SCS.  See Exhibit 2 to the Draft 

SCS Background Documentation, found at 

http://rtpscs.scag.ca.gov/Documents/2012/draft/SR/2012dRTP_SCSBackgroundDocumentation.

pdf.    

 

Second, BIASC is concerned that any prescriptive use of TAZ maps for policy purposes 

could have negative consequences vis-à-vis the pending process for a required federal 

http://rtpscs.scag.ca.gov/Documents/2012/draft/SR/2012dRTP_SCSBackgroundDocumentation.pdf
http://rtpscs.scag.ca.gov/Documents/2012/draft/SR/2012dRTP_SCSBackgroundDocumentation.pdf
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conformity determination.  Under the federal laws that relate to the federal funding of regional 

transportation infrastructure, an RTP must be constructed using “the latest planning 

assumptions.”  “Using the ‘latest’ planning assumptions means that the conformity determination is 

based on the most current information that is available to state and local planners….”  U.S. E.P.A. 

Guidance for the Use of Latest Planning Assumptions in Transportation Conformity 

Determinations (EPA420-B-08-901, December 2008), ¶ 2.2 (emphasis in the original), found at: 

http://www.epa.gov/otaq/stateresources/transconf/policy/420b08901.pdf and incorporated herein 

by reference.  If and to the extent that SCAG’s TAZ-level maps and the data reflected in them 

are unacceptable to local planners and were not available to them when the RTP was developed, 

then fine-scale data based upon the TAZ maps should not be incorporated into the RTP via the 

SCS.  They would instead need to be separated out from the RTP and – at most – made part of an 

“alternative planning scenario” (APS) under California Government Code section 

65080(b)(2)(H).  We believe that any conflict between the federally-mandated RTP approach 

and the SCS TAZ-level maps can be avoided by making all relevant policy determinations based 

on comparisons viewed at the city level (including any sphere of influence) and by reference to 

the generalized locations depicted for intensification in unincorporated county areas (for 

example, in Exhibit 2 to the Background Documentation as noted above).  

 

Third, no TAZ-level maps were provided to the public as part of either the Draft 

RTP/SCS or the Draft PEIR, nor were they included in any of the appendices that SCAG 

provided to the public.  Hopefully, the omission reflects SCAG’s pre-publication determination 

to forgo the use of any TAZ-level maps for policy purposes.  If this were the case, then it appears 

that SCAG’s staff inadvertently failed to revise page 148 of the Draft SCS prior to its publication 

for comment; and SCAG should now revise that page to reflect a more appropriate approach (the 

jurisdictional approach suggested above).  If, however, SCAG actually intended the policy 

prescription that is suggested on page 148 of the Draft SCS, then SCAG must be faulted for 

having failed to disclose an essential component of the RTP/SCS, which is the new level of 

policy prescription that such TAZ-level maps would impose or induce through the 

implementation of SB 375.   

 

Under judicial precedents decided pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act 

(CEQA), SCAG’s public disclosures in the Draft RTP/SCS and the Draft PEIR would be 

inadequate if they failed to disclose TAZ-level policy prescriptions affecting the region’s 

population distributions and concentrations: 

   

The detail [of draft disclosure concerning changes induced in population distribution, 

population concentration, and the human use of the land] required in any particular case 

necessarily depends on a multitude of factors, including, but not limited to, the nature of 

the project, the directness or indirectness of the contemplated impact and the ability to 

forecast the actual effects the project will have on the physical environment.    

 

Napa Citizens for Honest Government v. Napa County Bd. of Supervisors (2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 

342, 369 (emphasis added).    

 

http://www.epa.gov/otaq/stateresources/transconf/policy/420b08901.pdf
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In short, if SCAG were planning to utilize the TAZ-level maps as actual policy drivers 

(as page 148 of the Draft SCS may suggest), then SCAG needed to disclose the details of those 

TAZ maps; and SCAG did not.  See CEQA Guidelines, Tit. 14, § 15144 (“an agency must use its 

best efforts to disclose all that it can”).  SCAG would also need to have analyzed environmental 

impacts in much more detail than presented in the Draft PEIR, including the thousands of direct 

conflicts between TAZ maps for established communities and CEQA thresholds relating to 

General Plan compliance, Quimby Act compliance, impacts to protected greenbelts and historic 

resources, local congestion and traffic safety impacts, impacts to schools and other public 

services.  Therefore, BIASC respectfully asks SCAG to revise page 148 of the SCS to avoid the 

insinuation that TAZ-level maps should be utilized for any future regulatory or policy purpose. 

 

As a final additional comment on the draft policy documents, we note that two of 

SCAG’s brethren metropolitan planning organizations (one in the San Diego area another in the 

Sacramento area) have each included a 2050 planning year horizon in their respective RTP/SCS 

documentation.  Such a long-term perspective seems appropriate to consider because land use 

and transportation patterns evolve relatively slowly; and they are subject to numerous variables 

(e.g., the economy, and the allocation of federal funding for regional transportation projects).  

Accordingly, SCAG’s ambitious vision for higher density development patterns along transit 

corridors may not be realized for many decades.   

 

In the nearer term (2020 and 2035), the statewide targets for GHG reductions which were 

established pursuant to Assembly Bill 32 (2006) may be more feasibly be realized through other 

measures such as renewable energy, cleaner cars and cleaner fuels, and stationary source 

controls, as the California Air Resources Board’s AB 32 Scoping Plan explains.  It is possible 

that, in light of analytical constraints prescribed by CARB, the SCAG region cannot realistically 

attain the 2020 and 2035 GHG emission reduction targets established by CARB, in which case 

an APS may be appropriate.  Therefore, SCAG’s consideration of a longer-term, 2050 planning 

horizon may be a useful framework for informing local agencies and other interested 

stakeholders about a more feasible, longer-term regional planning effort. 

 

To conclude, BIASC wishes to once again commend SCAG’s staff for its willingness to 

be open and frank with BIASC’s representatives about a whole range of points of views 

concerning the RTP/SCS and its potential impacts.  BIASC looks forward to working with 

SCAG’s staff through the completion of this challenging process and beyond as the final RTP 

takes shape and ultimately takes effect. 

 

Respectfully, 

 

 

Andrew R. Henderson     Steven.S. Schuyler 

Vice President and General Counsel   Vice President Government Affairs 

 

cc:  Mr. Hasan Ikhrata 
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Appendix to the February 14, 2012 Comment Letter 

from Building Industry Association of Southern California, Inc. 

to Southern California Association of Governments 

 

Detailed Comments on the Draft PEIR  

on the Draft 2012 RTP/SCS 
 

 

In furtherance of the comments set forth in the accompanying letter, Building Industry 

Association of Southern California, Inc. respectfully submits the additional, detailed comments 

set forth below for SCAG’s consideration and response: 

 

To preface, the Draft RTP/SCS and Draft PEIR are both comprehensive in nature; but -- 

like all draft documents – they require clarification, correction, and revision as SCAG works to 

prepare the final versions of the RTP/SCS and PEIR for the SCAG Regional Council's possible 

certification and approval.  This appendix, therefore, provides a number of specific comments on 

the draft documents; in accordance with CEQA (see, e.g., CEQA Guidelines, § 15088).  BIASC 

respectfully requests that responses to each of these comments be included in the Final PEIR.   

 

As background, the Draft RTP reflects a long-range plan that includes transportation 

projects, policies, and a financial plan to create a blueprint for the region's multimodal 

transportation system through 2035.  The RTP improvements include transportation investments 

in projects to close critical gaps in the network that hinder access to certain parts of the region, 

and to strategically enhance the region's transportation system to increase mobility for the 

region's residents and economy.   

 

The SCS -- a component of the RTP -- is a strategy required by SB 375 (Chap. 728, 

Statutes 2008), also known as the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008.   

SB 375 directs the California Air Resources Board (CARB) to set regional targets for the 

reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, consistent with AB 32, California's Global 

Warming Solutions Act of 2006.  The RTP's SCS component contains strategies to reduce GHG 

emissions from passenger vehicles by eight percent per capita by 2020 and 13 percent per capita 

by 2035, compared to 2005, as set by CARB.   

 

Among other things, the SCS is a growth strategy for the region which, in combination 

with transportation policies and programs, strives to reduce GHG emissions from passenger 

vehicles and, if feasible, help meet CARB's reduction targets.  (Gov. Code, § 65080(b)(2)(B).)  

This growth strategy is implemented when the SCS "sets forth a forecasted development pattern" 

for the region. (Id.)  It is important to emphasize that that this development pattern must comply 

with federal law, which requires that any pattern be based upon "current planning assumptions" 

that include the information in local general plans and adopted sphere of influence boundaries. 

(Gov. Code, § 65080(b)(2)(B), (G).)  Local jurisdictions (i.e., cities and counties) are full 

partners in this process and retain full local land use decision-making and zoning authority.  

(Gov. Code, § 65080(b)(2)(K).)   
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The Draft PEIR represents a public disclosure and information document to be prepared 

in accordance with CEQA and the State CEQA Guidelines.  The Draft PEIR is required to 

describe the proposed RTP/SCS project, its potential significant environmental impacts, 

alternatives to the proposed project, and the proposed mitigation measures to avoid or minimize 

the identified significant environmental effects.   

 

BIASC’s Specific Comments on the Draft PEIR 

 

1. The Draft PEIR, Section 1.0, Introduction, page 1-5, should be revised to delete 

the sentence stating that proposed mitigation measures "can be incorporated as policies in the 

final 2012-2035 RTP/SCS and will help ensure that feasible mitigation measures are 

implemented at the project level."  Similarly, page 149 of the Draft RTP/SCS should be revised 

to eliminate the "mandate" language and instead state: "The following tables list specific 

implementation strategies that local governments, SCAG and other stakeholders may use or 

consider while preparing specific projects that help can and should undertake in order to 

successfully implement the SCS."     

 

Explanation:  First, there is no legal requirement for the Draft PEIR's proposed mitigation 

measures to be incorporated as policies in the Final RTP/SCS.  Second, SCAG's Regional 

Council, as its decision-making body, retains the discretion to determine whether the Draft 

PEIR's proposed mitigation measures are actually feasible and this determination is made as part 

of the Regional Council's findings adopted in compliance with CEQA.  The Draft PEIR should 

not limit or constrain the Regional Council's discretion to make mitigation feasibility 

determinations required by CEQA.  Indeed, the Draft PEIR exceeds its authority under CEQA by 

appearing to dictate "feasible" mitigation measures -- a decision reserved for the Regional 

Council as part of its final, deliberative decision-making process. 

 

2. The Draft PEIR, Section 1.0, Introduction, page 1-5, should be revised to delete 

the following text:  

 

"The implementing agencies and local lead agencies shall be responsible for 

ensuring adherence to the mitigation measures as 2012-2035 RTP/SCS projects 

are considered for approval over time. Lead agencies shall provide SCAG with 

documentation of compliance with mitigation measures through SCAG's 

monitoring efforts, including SCAG's Intergovernmental Review (IGR) process."  

 

Explanation: First, SCAG has no jurisdiction or legal authority to require "implementing 

agencies and local lead agencies" to ensure adherence to the mitigation measures found in the 

Draft PEIR or those measures ultimately adopted by the Regional Council.  Second, no 

"implementing agencies or local lead agencies" are required by law to consider the Final PEIR 

mitigation measures unless the agency decides to "tier" from SCAG's Final PEIR in preparing 

project-level environmental analysis.  Finally, based on staff's statements during workshops and 

other public processes, SCAG's original intent was never to impose such requirements on 

implementing agencies and local lead agencies.  Therefore, the text should be deleted to clarify it 

was never SCAG's intent to prescribe mitigation upon implementing agencies, local lead 

agencies, or project sponsors.   
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3. The Draft PEIR, Section 1.0, Introduction, page 1-6, should be revised to delete 

the following text:  

 

"CEQA provides that an EIR can include feasible mitigation measures that are 

within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another agency. The appropriate 

CEQA finding in such instances is that such mitigation measures have been or 

"can and should be" adopted. (Pub. Resources Code, § 21081(a)(2); CEQA 

Guidelines §15092(a)(2).) When this finding is made, there is no further 

requirement that SCAG find that mitigation measures that are within the 

responsibility and jurisdiction of another agency have been incorporated into the 

project. That latter finding is reserved for mitigation measures within SCAG's 

responsibility and jurisdiction."  

 

Explanation: First, CEQA does not provide that an EIR can include feasible mitigation 

measures within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another agency.  Instead, CEQA (Pub. 

Resources Code, § 21081(a)) allows, but does not require, a lead agency to adopt the "can and 

should" finding provided it has no jurisdiction to address the identified significant impacts with 

mitigation measures that it can enforce through permit conditions, agreements, or other 

measures.  (See CEQA Guidelines, § 15091(c), (d).)  Further, the "can and should" finding is 

only "one or more" of the findings specified in section 21081(a) that needs to be adopted.   

 

Second, when making the findings in Public Resources Code section 21080(a)(2) -- i.e., 

the "can and should" findings--SCAG, in any case, is not required to adopt such "can and 

should" measures in its Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan (MMRP).  (See CEQA 

Guidelines § 15091(d), which only requires the lead agencies' mitigation measures to be part of 

the MMRP.)   

 

Third, the Draft PEIR's "can and should" measures are not required to be considered or 

adopted by implementing agencies, local agencies, or project sponsors, unless they decide to 

"tier" from SCAG's Final PEIR when preparing project specific environmental analysis.  Further, 

as explained in paragraph 12, below, the Draft PEIR's "can and should" measures are beyond 

SCAG's jurisdiction and legal authority; they are inconsistent with policy considerations that the 

SCAG Regional Council should consider before certifying the Final PEIR and approving the 

RTP/SCS; and, they are duplicative of existing federal, state, regional, and local regulatory 

frameworks with their own, separate NEPA or CEQA compliance requirements.   

 

4. The Draft PEIR, Section 1.0, Introduction, page 1-6, must be revised to delete the 

following text:  

 

"Nevertheless, it is reasonable to expect that the other agencies will actually 

implement the mitigation measures assigned to them (see discussions below of 

transportation and land use planning and development projects)."   

 

Explanation: This statement was made in connection with the Draft PEIR's "can and 

should" mitigation measures.  However, SCAG has no jurisdiction or legal authority to "assign" 
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mitigation measures to implementing agencies, lead agencies, or project sponsors, nor is there 

any evidence in the record to support SCAG's statement that it is "reasonable to expect that other 

agencies will actually implement" the "can and should" measures identified in the Draft PEIR.  

As stated above, no agency or project sponsor is required to consider any of the "can and should" 

mitigation measures in the PEIR, unless the agency decides to "tier" from SCAG's Final PEIR in 

preparing project-level environmental analysis.  

 

5. The Draft PEIR, Section 1.0, Introduction, page 1-7, must be clarified as shown 

below:  

 

"Transportation Project Mitigation 

 

SCAG has limited authority to approve individual second-tier transportation 

network improvement projects in the RTP. Most individual transportation projects 

in the RTP will be implemented by Caltrans, county transportation commissions, 

local transit agencies, and local governments. These agencies routinely implement 

the types of mitigation measures identified in this Draft PEIR during project 

design, CEQA review, and/or project construction. This Draft PEIR has made a 

preliminary determination that the proposed mitigation measures are feasible and 

effective. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that these agencies will actually 

implement them. 

 

Land Use Planning and Development Project Mitigation 

 

SCAG has no authority to adopt local land use plans or approve local land use 

projects that will implement the SCS. As described in the section below, SB 375 

specifically provides that nothing in SB 375 supersedes the land use authority of 

cities and counties. In addition, cities and counties are not required to change their 

land use plans and policies, including general plans, to be consistent with an 

RTP/SCS. (Government Code §65080(b)(2)(K). Local governments are the main 

agencies responsible for mitigation of the impacts of land use plans and projects 

that implement the RTP/SCS, and SCAG has no concurrent authority to mitigate 

the impacts of land use plans and projects. Local governments routinely 

implement the types of mitigation measures identified in this Draft PEIR during 

project design, CEQA review, and/or project construction. This Draft PEIR has 

made a preliminary determination that these mitigation measures are feasible and 

effective. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that local governments will actually 

implement them." 

 

Explanation: First, SCAG's record does not support the Draft PEIR's statement that 

implementing agencies, local agencies, or project sponsors "routinely implement" the types of 

mitigation measures identified in the Draft PEIR.  In fact, there is no "routine" or "formula" 

associated with the identification and ultimate adoption of mitigation measures.  Instead, such 

measures are identified in response to a specific project's significant environmental impacts and 

those impacts depend upon the project's unique characteristics, location, topography, relation to 

other development, and numerous other unique site conditions.  Further, once an EIR identifies 
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proposed mitigation measures specific to the project and its conditions, the lead agency retains 

ultimate discretion to adopt such measures or reject them on infeasibility grounds.  (Pub. 

Resources Code, § 21081(a)(3); CEQA Guidelines, § 15091(a)(3).)   

 

Second, the Draft PEIR asserts that it made a "preliminary determination that these 

mitigation measures are feasible and effective."  Again, however, the Draft PEIR's statement is 

not supported by any evidence or analysis contained in the record.  Finally, nothing in the Draft 

PEIR or record supports the statement that it is "reasonable to expect that local governments will 

actually implement" SCAG's "can and should" mitigation measures.   

 

6. The Draft PEIR, Section 1.0, Introduction, page 1-12, should be clarified as 

follows: 

 

"CEQA Incentive 

 

As previously discussed, SB 375 provides incentives in the form of CEQA 

streamlining to encourage community design that supports reduction in per capita 

GHG emissions. The land use input for SCAG's SCS was created with the use of 

Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZ) and Development Types. "Development Types" 

were made at the TAZ level of geography (with an average size of 160 acres) to 

offer local jurisdictions adequate information and flexibility to make appropriate 

consistency findings for projects eligible to receive CEQA streamlining benefits. 

 

The Development Types used in the SCS do not represent detailed, parcel-level 

land use designations such as those found within a local jurisdiction's General 

Plan, but rather represent the aggregation of multiple land uses, densities and 

intensities that are expected to preponderate at the jurisdictional level or average 

out within a neighborhood-sized area by 2035. Each Development Type is 

comprised of various characteristics related to employment and housing density, 

urban design, mix of land uses, and transportation options. Details describing the 

characteristics contained within each Development Type are available in 

Appendix: SCS Background Documentation. The lead agency, not SCAG, will be 

responsible for making the determination of consistency for CEQA streamlining 

purposes, pursuant to the provisions of SB 375, for any given proposed project. 

See Govt. Code § 65080(b)(2). One way of determining consistency is if a 

proposed residential/mixed use or TPP conforms to the Development Type 

designated for a TAZ. 

 

The Development Types are expressed in terms of use designations, densities and 

building intensities; and, for any given type, there is one residential density 

indicated. For example, the "Town Center" Development Type reflects an 

estimated average density of 22 residential units per acre. However, it is important 

to note that the designation is a potential ultimate average for the TAZ -- and is 

not an absolute project-specific requirement that must be met in order to 

determine consistency with the SCS. In other words, the SCS was not developed 

with the intent that each project to be located within any given TAZ must exactly 
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equal the density and relative use designations that are indicated by the SCS 

Development Type in order for the project to be found consistent with the SCS's 

use designation, density, building intensity and applicable policies. Instead, any 

given project, having satisfied all of the statutory requirements of either a 

residential/mixed-use project or TPP as described above, may be deemed by the 

lead agency to be consistent with the SCS so long as the project achieves 

consistency at the jurisdictional level, considering the does not prevent achieving 

the estimated average use designations, densities and building intensities indicated 

by the Development Type within the TAZ, assuming that the TAZ will be built-

out under reasonable local planning and zoning assumptions. 

 

SCAG's growth projection data is available on its website for lead agencies to use 

to determine whether projects are consistent with the SCS." 

 

Explanation: The above clarifications are required to ensure that the SCS consistency 

determination is made by the local land use agencies, not SCAG, and that CARB's assessment of 

that consistency will be evaluated at the broader jurisdictional/regional level, as anticipated by 

CARB in its July 2011 "Description of Methodology for ARB Staff Review of Greenhouse Gas 

Reductions from Sustainable Communities Strategies (SCS) Pursuant to SB 375," which is 

incorporated by this reference.   

 

Additionally, this jurisdictional (i.e., city/county) level is more appropriate when 

compared to smaller geographic levels, such as Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZs) or parcel 

assessments that would limit cities and counties' control over land use.  While the SCS sets forth 

forecasted development patterns that may differ from those envisioned in various general plans, 

those patterns, nonetheless, still must be consistent with "current planning assumptions" and 

those assumptions must be grounded in the local general plans and sphere of influence 

boundaries.  (See Gov. Code, § 65080(b)(2)(B).)   

 

 Please also revise/clarify all same/similar text found in the Draft PEIR, Section 2.0, 

Project Description (see, for example, page 2-29).   

 

7. The Draft PEIR, Section 2.0, Project Description, page 2-2, should be revised to 

clarify the summary of the required "contents" of the SCS. Currently, the Draft PEIR states: 

 

"According to Section 65080 of the California Government Code, in summary the 

SCS must: 

 

• Identify existing land use; 

• Identify areas to accommodate long-term housing needs; 

• Identify areas to accommodate an eight-year projection of regional housing 

needs; 

• Identify transportation needs and the planned transportation network; 

• Consider resource areas and farmland; 
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• Consider state housing goals and objectives; 

• Set forth a forecasted growth and development pattern; and 

• Comply with federal law for developing an RTP." 

 

Explanation: The above text must be revised and clarified.  The SCS is a growth 

strategy for the region which, in combination with transportation policies and programs, strives 

to reduce GHG emissions and, if it is feasible, help meet CARB's emission targets for the region. 

Specifically, a SCS must: 

 

(a) Identify the general location of uses, residential densities, and building 

intensities with the region;  

(b) Identify areas with the region sufficient to house all the population of the 

region, including all economic segments of the population, over the course 

of the RTP's planning horizon; 

(c) Identify areas within the region sufficient to house an eight-year projection 

of the regional housing need of the region;  

(d) Identify a transportation network to service the transportation needs of the 

regions;  

(e) Gather and consider the best practically available scientific information 

regarding resource areas and farmland in the region;  

(f) Consider the state housing goals;  

(g) Set forth a forecasted development pattern for the region, which, in 

combination with the transportation network and other transportation 

policies, will reduce the GHG emissions from passenger vehicles, if it is 

feasible, and help meet CARB's emission targets in the region; and 

(h) Quantify the reductions in GHG emissions the SCS is projected to achieve 

and any shortfall in reaching the regional target.  

 

(See Gov. Code, § 65080(b)(2)(B), (H).)   

 

It is important to disclose that the SCS's "forecasted development pattern" must comply 

with federal law, which requires that any pattern be based upon "current planning assumptions" 

that include the information in local general plans and sphere of influence boundaries.  (Gov. 

Code, § 65080(b)(2)(B), (G).)   

 

Please revise the Draft PEIR or incorporate the above text into the Final PEIR.  

Additionally, the same text (quoted above) is repeated in Draft PEIR, Section 2.0, Project 

Description, on page 2-25, and that text also requires the same revisions/clarifications specified 

above. 

 

8. The Draft PEIR, Section 2.0, Project Description, page 2-2, should be revised as 

follows: 
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"SCAG's SCS demonstrates the region's ability to attain the GHG emissions 

reduction targets set forth by the ARB.  The SCS outlines SCAG's plan strategy 

for integrating the transportation network and related strategies with an overall 

land use pattern that responds to projected predicts or forecasts growth, housing 

needs and changing demographics, and transportation demands.  However, neither 

the SCS nor an alternative planning strategy will supersede a city's or county's 

general plan or other planning policies or authorities. Nor must a local agency's 

planning policies, including the general plan, be consistent with either strategy." 

 

Explanation: The above revisions are required to clarify that the SCS is a growth 

strategy based on a forecasted development pattern of growth for the region and that the SCS 

does not supersede a city's or county's general plan or other planning policies or authorities.
1
  

Further, a local agency's land use policies, including its general plan, need not be consistent with 

the RTP's SCS. (See Gov. Code, § 65080(b)(K).)   

 

 Please also see Draft PEIR, Section 2.0, Project Description, at page 2-25.  The same text 

(quoted above) is presented on page 2-25, and also requires the same revisions/clarifications 

specified above.   

 

9. The Draft PEIR, Section 2.0, Project Description, page 2-25, states:  

 

"In accordance with Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(B)(vii), the 2012-

2035 RTP/SCS will achieve GHG emission reductions of eight percent per capita 

in 2020 (meeting the target for 2020) and 16 percent per capita in 2035 

(surpassing the 13 percent reduction target for 2035)." 

 

Comment: Government Code section 65080(b)(2)(B)(vii) states that the SCS must set 

forth a "forecasted development pattern for the region," which, in combination with the 

transportation network and other transportation policies, will reduce GHG emissions from 

passenger vehicles to achieve, if feasible, the CARB's GHG emission reduction targets.  Section 

65080 does not call for exceeding CARB's targets.  While perhaps laudable, it also reflects that 

SCAG went beyond the legal requirements set forth in that section.   

 

Please explain the legal basis for exceeding those legal requirements.  Additionally, 

please clarify and confirm that any consistency determinations will be based on CARB's 

reduction targets for the region (eight percent per capita reduction in 2020 and 13 percent per 

capita reduction in 2035), and not on the SCS projection of 16 percent per capita reduction in 

2035.   

 

10. The Draft PEIR, Section 2.0, Project Description, page 2-27, sets forth a 

description of the SCS's forecasted development patterns, which should be revised as follows:  

 

                                                           
1
  The Institute for Local Government emphasizes this point in its write-up of "The Basics of SB 

375: Transportation, Housing and Greenhouse Gases," which is found at http://www.ca-

ilg.org/SB375Basics and incorporated by this reference.   

http://www.ca-ilg.org/SB375Basics
http://www.ca-ilg.org/SB375Basics
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Land Use Development Pattern.  The land use development pattern of the 2012-

2035 RTP/SCS, which assumes a significant increase in small-lot single-family 

and multi-family housing will mostly occur in infill locations near transit 

infrastructure, in so-called HQTAs [High-Quality Transit Areas]. In some cases, 

the land use pattern assumes that more of these housing types will be built than is 

currently anticipated in local general plans, and in most cases, this shift in housing 

type -- especially the switch from large-lot to small-lot single-family homes—will 

occur only if local land use jurisdictions exercise their discretion in approving 

such shifts from large-lot to small-lot development and amend their zoning and 

general plans, specific plans, areas plans, etc., to reflect such approvals.  naturally 

in the marketplace as developers shift to products in high demand.   

. . .  

The 2012-2035 RTP/SCS land use development pattern accommodates over 50 

percent of new housing and employment growth in HQTAs, while keeping 

jurisdictional totals consistent with local input.  It moves the region towards more 

compact, mixed-use development leading to more opportunities for walking and 

biking, more transit use, and shorter auto trips.  The 2012-2035 RTP/SCS 

allocates forecasts growth according to five community types that are further 

subdivided into 13 development types. The 13 development types, provide for a 

broad range of housing types, including smaller-lot single family homes, 

townhomes, and multifamily condominiums and apartments.  In forecasting the 

SCS development land use pattern, SCAG recognizes the RTP/SCS is not to 

directly regulate the use of land or affect the land use authority of cities and 

counties within a given region.  (Government Code §65080(b)(2)(K).)  Further, 

SCAG acknowledges that the law (i.e., SB 375) does not require that a local 

general plan, specific plan, or zoning be "consistent" with the RTP/SCS.  (Ibid.)  

Finally, SCAG recognizes the authority of local jurisdictions to regulate land use 

through their police powers as authorized by California law and that nothing in 

the RTP/SCS supersedes the local jurisdictions' exercise of their land use 

authority.  

 

Explanation:  At least two reasons justify revisions to the above quoted text in order to be 

consistent with applicable law (i.e., SB 375).  (Gov. Code, § 65080.)  First, according to the 

Draft PEIR, the forecasted land use development pattern in the SCS, in some cases, assumes that 

more high-density housing will be built than is currently anticipated in the local general plans of 

the affected counties and cities.  However, SB 375 requires the contemplated land use 

development pattern in the SCS -- a component part of the RTP -- to utilize "the most recent 

planning assumptions considering local general plans and other factors."  (Gov. Code, 

§ 65080(b)(2)(B).)  Unfortunately, SCAG has deviated substantially from the locally adopted 

general plans, and has made its own land use assumptions that are in conflict with the land use 

plans of adopted general plans within the region.   

 

Second, the draft SCS and associated Draft PEIR both blur the line between regional 

planning (i.e., preparing the required SCS forecasted land use development pattern) and local 

land use authority and jurisdiction.  The SCS is not to directly regulate the use of land or affect 

the land use authority of cities and counties within a given region.  (Gov. Code, § 
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65080(b)(2)(K).)  Additionally, the law (i.e., SB 375) does not require that a local general plan, 

specific plan, or zoning be "consistent" with the SCS.  (Ibid.)  Despite these legal limitations, 

SCAG has made a "shift" in housing types -- deviating from the most recent planning 

assumptions in the locally adopted general plans -- stating that the shift or "switch" will "occur 

naturally" in the marketplace due to shifting demands.  However, this shift does not "occur 

naturally."  Instead, such a shift can only occur, if at all, as part of a separate and lengthy 

discretionary development application process involving requests to local land use jurisdictions 

to amend their general plans, specific plans, areas plans, and zoning.  In short, there is no "shift" 

to high-density housing, unless and until the local land use jurisdictions adopt the requested 

discretionary approvals.  

 

 Please revise/clarify all same or similar text in the Draft PEIR (see, for example, page 2-

30).   

 

11. The Draft PEIR, Section 2.0, Project Description, page 2-35, should be revised as 

follows: 

 

SCAG will use this PEIR as part of its review and approval of the 2012-2035 

RTP/SCS. The lead agencies for individual projects may use this PEIR as the 

basis of their regional and cumulative impacts analysis. In addition, for projects 

that may be eligible for CEQA Streamlining, applicable mitigation measures from 

this EIR shall be incorporated into those projects as appropriate. It is the intent of 

SCAG that member agencies and others use the information contained within the 

PEIR in order to "tier" subsequent environmental documentation of projects in the 

region. Information from this document may also be incorporated in future 

County Congestion Management Programs and associated environmental 

documents, as applicable.   

 

Explanation:  The deleted text is stricken, above, to clarify SCAG's likely original intent.  

First, as to projects that may be eligible for CEQA streamlining under SB 375, the local agencies 

(i.e., cities/counties) ultimately will be responsible for the project-level environmental analysis 

and no law or regulation requires that analysis to "incorporate" the PEIR's mitigation measures 

into those projects.  The local agencies retain that discretion, based on the project-level 

environmental analysis conducted and the mitigation measures to reduce or avoid the identified 

significant impacts.  Second, member agencies, project sponsors, and others are not required to 

use the information contained in the PEIR, unless their project-level environmental analysis 

"tiers" from SCAG's Final PEIR.   

 

12. The Draft PEIR, Section 3.0, Environmental Setting, Impacts & Mitigation 

Measures, sets forth over 500 proposed mitigation measures.  The Draft PEIR's Executive 

Summary also identifies each measure.  In general, the Draft PEIR's proposed "can and should" 

mitigation measures must either be rejected on infeasibility grounds or revised substantially for 

the following reasons:  

 

 (a) SCAG has no authority/jurisdiction to require other agencies to implement 

project-specific mitigation measures;  
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 (b) SCAG has no authority/jurisdiction to monitor mitigation compliance and 

to incorporate the mitigation as "policies" in the RTP/SCS;  

 

 (c) SCAG has provided no evidence or analysis substantiating its belief that 

the identified measures are "feasible;"  

 

 (d) Member agencies, project sponsors, and others retain the discretion to 

determine which measures are feasible for any given project at subsequent 

project-specific stages;  

 

 (e) Several of the Draft PEIR's proposed mitigation measures are outside of 

SCAG's jurisdiction and authority;  

 

 (f) Many of the Draft PEIR's proposed mitigation measures are not desirable 

based on policy considerations; and  

 

 (g) Numerous Draft PEIR's proposed mitigation measures are duplicative of 

existing federal, state, regional, and local statutory or regulatory 

frameworks that require their own NEPA or CEQA compliance; and, 

therefore, are unnecessary.  

 

Notably, the Draft RTP/SCS, page 75, includes the "2012 RTP Environmental 

Mitigation" program, which is based on the proposed mitigation measures listed in the Draft 

PEIR.  The Draft RTP/SCS, page 75, states that the list of all the mitigation measures included in 

the PEIR also will be included in the "Environmental Mitigation Report" of the Final RTP/SCS.  

On pages 76-84, the draft plan then summarizes the Draft PEIR's proposed mitigation measures 

for all 13 environmental categories addressed in that document.  Many of the RTP/SCS 

summaries repeat the mandates (i.e., "require") and the outcome-determinative provisions (i.e., 

"ensure") set forth in the proposed mitigation measures contained in the Draft PEIR.  This 

discussion needs to be revised in a manner that is consistent with the content of the Final PEIR.  

Additionally, the Draft RTP/SCS's "Environmental Mitigation Program," pages 75-84, must be 

revised, consistent with SCAG's revisions and clarifications that are required to be made to the 

"can and should" mitigation measures set forth in the Draft PEIR.  Absent revisions to this 

section of the Draft RTP/SCS, there will be a serious inconsistency between the plan and the 

PEIR.   

 

13. The Draft PEIR contains several proposed mitigation measures that mimic 

comprehensive, existing statutory or regulatory requirements; and, therefore, they (and numerous 

other measures) should be rejected or revised substantially in order to eliminate needless 

regulatory duplication.  The following Draft PEIR mitigation measures are cited as examples:  

 

MM-BIO/OS17:  Project sponsors can and should replace any disturbed wetland, 

riparian or aquatic habitat, either on-site or at a suitable off-site location at ratios 

to ensure no net loss. See MM-BIO/OS1 through MM-BIO/OS14. 
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MM-BIO/OS18:  Project sponsors can and should ensure that when individual 

projects include unavoidable losses of riparian or aquatic habitat, adjacent or 

nearby riparian or aquatic habitat should be enhanced (e.g., through removal of 

non-native invasive wetland species and replacement with more ecologically 

valuable native species). 

  

MM-BIO/OS50:  For projects adjacent to natural watercourses, project sponsors 

can and should submit a vegetation management plan for review and approval by 

the Lead Agency that includes, as deemed appropriate, the following measures: 

 

 Identify and do not disturb a 20-foot buffer from the top of the natural 

watercourse. If the top of bank cannot be identified, leave a 50-foot buffer 

from the centerline of the watercourse or as wide a buffer as possible 

between the watercourse centerline and the proposed site development. 

 Identify and leave" islands" of vegetation in order to prevent erosion and 

landslides and protect nesting habitat. 

 Leave at least 6 inches of vegetation on the site. 

 Trim tree branches from the ground up (climbing up) and leave tree canopy 

intact. 

 Leave stumps and roots from cut down trees to prevent erosion. 

 Plant fire-appropriate, drought-tolerant, preferably native vegetation. 

 Err on the side of caution; if a plant, tree or area is sensitive, obtain a second 

opinion before cutting. 

 Provide erosion and sediment control protection if cutting vegetation on a 

steep slope. 

 Leave tall shrubbery at least 3-feet high. 

 Fence off sensitive plant habitats and creek areas to protect from animal 

grazing as appropriate and necessary. 

 Do not clear-cut vegetation. This can lead to erosion and severe water quality 

problems and destroy important habitat. 

 Do not remove vegetation within 20-feet of the top of bank. If the top of bank 

cannot be identified, do not cut within 50-feet of the centerline of the natural 

watercourse or as wide a buffer as possible between the natural watercourse 

centerline and the proposed site development. 

 Do not trim/prune branches that are larger than 4 inches in diameter. 

 Do not remove tree canopy. 

 Do not dump cut vegetation in a creek. 

 Do not cut tall shrubbery to less than 3-feet high. 

 Do not cut of short vegetation (grasses, ground-cover) to less than 6-inches 

high. 

 

These measures (and several others) are unnecessarily duplicative of the comprehensive 

wetlands/riparian/aquatic habitat regulatory scheme that is already in place at the federal level 

through the Clean Water Act section 404 permitting process overseen by U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers, and at the state level through the California Department of Fish and Game's section 
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1600 streambed alteration program.  This regulatory/jurisdictional scheme comprehensively 

addresses significant impacts to wetlands, riparian, and aquatic habitat and associated resources.  

The regulatory/jurisdictional scheme also requires its own NEPA and/or CEQA compliance.  

Therefore, such measures should be rejected, particularly when project-specific conditions and 

other factors are unknown.   

 

14. Other examples of Draft PEIR mitigation measures that are duplicative of existing 

statutory or regulatory frameworks with their own environmental requirements are provided 

below:   

 

MM-BIO/OS20:  If specific project area trees are designated as "Landmark 

Trees" or "Heritage Trees", then approval for removals can and should be 

obtained through the appropriate entity, and appropriate mitigation measures can 

and should be developed at that time, to ensure that the trees are replaced. 

Mitigation trees can and should be locally-collected native species. 

 

MM-BIO/OS21:  Retention of trees on-site can and should be prioritized 

consistent with local regulations.  Adequate protection can and should be 

provided during the construction period for any trees that are to remain standing, 

including the following, plus any recommendations of an arborist: 

 

a. Before the start of any clearing, excavation, construction or other work on 

the site, every protected tree deemed to be potentially endangered by said 

site work, can and should be securely fenced off. Such fences can and 

should remain in place for duration of all such work. All trees to be 

removed can and should be clearly marked. A scheme can and should be 

established for the removal and disposal of logs, brush, earth and other 

debris that will avoid injury to any protected tree. 

 

b. Where proposed development or other site work could encroach upon the 

protected perimeter of any protected tree, special measures can and should 

be incorporated to allow the roots to breathe and obtain water and 

nutrients. Any excavation, cutting, filing, or compaction of the existing 

ground surface within the protected perimeter should be minimized. No 

change in existing ground level should occur from the base of any 

protected tree at any time. No burning or use of equipment with an open 

flame should occur near or within the protected perimeter of any protected 

tree. 

 

c. No storage or dumping of oil, gas, chemicals, or other substances that may 

be harmful to trees should occur from the base of any protected trees, or 

any other location on the site from which such substances might enter the 

protected perimeter. No heavy construction equipment or construction 

materials should be operated or stored within a distance from the base of 

any protected trees. Wires, ropes, or other devices should not be attached 

to any protected tree, except as needed for support of the tree. No sign, 
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other than a tag showing the botanical classification, should be attached to 

any protected tree. 

 

d. Periodically during construction, the leaves of protected trees can and 

should be thoroughly sprayed with water to prevent buildup of dust and 

other pollution that would inhibit leaf transpiration. 

 

e. If any damage to a protected tree should occur during or as a result of 

work on the site, the project sponsor can and should immediately notify 

the appropriate local agency of such damage. If, such tree cannot be 

preserved in a healthy state, the local agency can and should require 

replacement of any tree removed with another tree or trees on the same 

site deemed adequate by the local agency to compensate for the loss of the 

tree that is removed. 

 

f. All debris created as a result of any tree removal work can and should be 

removed by the project sponsor from the property within two weeks of 

debris creation, and such debris can and should be properly disposed of by 

the project sponsor in accordance with all applicable laws, ordinances, and 

regulations. 

 

 These measures also unnecessarily intrude into local agency (i.e., cities and counties) 

jurisdiction, which comprehensively regulates designated trees for avoidance, minimization, and 

mitigation of significant impacts to such sensitive resources.  For example, Los Angeles County 

already has in place the "County of Los Angeles Oak Tree Ordinance," which is a 

comprehensive permit process regulating significant impacts to oak trees, which are recognized 

as significant historical, aesthetic, and ecological resources within Los Angeles County.  The Los 

Angeles County Ordinance applies to all unincorporated areas of the County.  Cities within Los 

Angeles County either have adopted the County ordinance or their own ordinance, which may be 

more stringent.  Additionally, the County of Ventura has implemented its "Tree Protection 

Ordinance," which applies to all unincorporated areas of Ventura County.  Likewise, the County 

of Orange enforces the County's "Tree Code," which requires a permit before almost all tree 

removal within the County.  The County of Riverside has adopted "Oak Tree Management 

Guidelines;" and San Bernardino County has adopted the Plant Protection Ordinance, which 

protects trees and calls for replacement when authorized to be removed pursuant to a tree 

removal permit.  

 

15. Other Draft PEIR mitigation measures exceed SCAG's jurisdiction and authority.  

Specifically, SCAG's jurisdiction and authority is limited by its structure.  More specifically, 

SCAG is a public agency and voluntary association of counties and cities established in 1965 by 

a "joint powers agreement" among its members, pursuant to California Government Code section 

6500, et seq.
2
  SCAG is  not an agency with land use, taxing, or regulatory powers,

3
 nor is it a 

special district.  As such, it is not "another layer of government."  (Id.)  

                                                           
2
  Title I, Division 7, Chapter 5, of the Government Code authorizes two or more public agencies to 

enter into a joint powers agreement.    
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Instead, SCAG's purpose is to provide a forum for discussion, study, and development of 

recommendations on regional issues of mutual interest and concern to its member agencies 

regarding the orderly physical development of the southern California region.
4
  According to 

SCAG's overall work program (May 2010), SCAG's primary responsibilities include 

development of the RTP/SCS, the Federal Transportation Improvement Program (FTIP), the 

annual Overall Work Program, and transportation-related portions of local air quality 

management plans.
5
  According to SCAG, under the federal Clean Air Act, SCAG is responsible 

for determining whether the transportation plans and programs are in conformity with state air 

quality plans.
6
  SCAG's additional functions include intergovernmental review of regionally 

significant development projects,
7
 periodic preparation of a Regional Housing Needs Assessment 

(RHNA), and serving as the area-wide wastewater treatment management planning agency under 

the federal Clean Water Act.   

 

Because SCAG's jurisdiction/authority is limited by its structure, purpose, and powers, 

SCAG cannot impose "can and should" mitigation measures on local land use 

jurisdictions/project sponsors.  Examples of measures that fall far beyond SCAG's jurisdiction 

and authority are provided below, and should either be rejected or revised substantially:  

 

MM-BIO/OS40:  Project sponsors can and should avoid siting new 2012-2035 

RTP/SCS transportation facilities within areas not presently exposed to impacts 

from transportation facilities. If avoidance is infeasible, the project should 

minimize vehicular accessibility to areas beyond the actual transportation surface. 

This can be accomplished through fencing and signage. Additionally, the area of 

native habitats to be lost to proximity to a transportation facility should be 

assessed and habitat at a quality of equal or superior value can and should be 

secured and protected in perpetuity. 

 

MM-BIO/OS47:  Project sponsors can and should ensure that transportation 

systems proposed in the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS avoid or mitigate significant 

impacts to natural lands, community open space and important farmland, 

including cumulative impacts and open space impacts from the growth associated 

with transportation projects and improvements. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
3
  See "Questions and Answers about the Southern California Association of Governments," 

prepared by SCAG, p. 1-2.   

4
  See, SCAG's Joint Powers Agreement, file number 113. 

5
  See, e.g., SCAG's Overall Work Program, Fiscal Year 2010-2011, May 2010, p. 1. 

6
  SCAG's Overall Work Program, Fiscal Year 2010-2011, May 2010, p. 1. 

7
  In this capacity, federal and state laws have required SCAG to review and comment on the 

consistency of regionally-significant projects with adopted regional plans.  If a regional project is 

determined to be inconsistent, SCAG may suggest adjustments so that the City or County can approve the 

project, but SCAG has no jurisdiction or authority to "reject" such projects.  
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MM-BIO/OS49:  Project sponsors can and should include into project design, to 

the maximum extent practicable, mitigation measures and recommended best 

practices aimed at minimizing or avoiding impacts to natural lands, including, but 

not limited to FHWA's Critter Crossings, Ventura County Mitigation Guidelines, 

CDFG's Wildlife Action Plan and any applicable conservation plans. 

 

MM-BIO/OS54:  Local jurisdictions or agencies can and should establish 

policies and programs to restore, protect, manage and preserve conservation areas, 

including forested areas, agricultural lands, wildlife habitat and corridors, 

wetlands, watersheds, and groundwater recharge areas, that remove and sequester 

carbon from the atmosphere. 

 

MM-BIO/OS55: Conservation Area Development:  Local jurisdictions or 

agencies can and should establish programs and funding mechanisms to create 

protected conservation areas, including:  

 

 Imposing mitigation fees for development on lands that would otherwise be 

conservation areas, and use the funds generated to protect other areas from 

development; 

 

 Proposing for voter approval a small tax increment (e.g., a quarter cent sales 

tax, perhaps for a finite time period that could be renewed) to fund the 

purchase of development rights in conservation areas, or purchase of the land 

outright. 

 

MM-BIO/OS56:  Conservation Area Preservation:  Local jurisdictions or 

agencies can and should establish policies to preserve existing conservation areas, 

and to discourage development in those areas. 

 

MM-BIO/OS59:  Local jurisdictions or agencies can and should evaluate existing 

landscaping and options to convert reflective and impervious surfaces to 

landscaping, and install or replace vegetation with drought-tolerant, low-

maintenance native species or edible landscaping that can also provide shade and 

reduce heat-island effects. 

 

16. Several of the biology-related Draft PEIR mitigation measures also prescribe 

specific mitigation ratios.  Such measures should be revised.  For example, MM-BIO/OS19 

should be revised, as follows:   

 

MM-BIO/OS19:  For projects near water resources project sponsors can and 

should implement Best Management Practices (BMPs) at construction sites to 

minimize erosion and sediment transport from the area. BMPs include 

encouraging growth of vegetation in disturbed areas, using straw bales or other 

silt-catching devices, and using settling basins to minimize soil transport. (See 

also Water Resources Mitigation Measures.)  Mitigation for occupied habitat 

impacted is likely to be compensatory off-site acquisition or protection of similar 
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habitats at a ratio of 3:1 (compensation acres to that impacted) or other similar 

ratio with the approval of the USFWS. 

 

Explanation:  The above measure should be revised to ensure that SCAG does not 

exceed its authority in an area (i.e., biology) that falls outside of its jurisdiction.  In short, the 

project sponsors, in consultation with the applicable resource agency (e.g., CDFG), have the 

discretion to arrive at mitigation ratios or not, based on project-specific considerations and other 

factors that are not known to SCAG at this time.  The same rationale applies with equal force to 

all of the Draft PEIR measures that prescribe mitigation ratios (e.g., MM-BIO/OS19, 22-23, 25-

28, 30, 32-34).   

 

17. The Draft PEIR, Section 3.8, Land Use & Agricultural Resources, contains 

numerous mitigation measures that exceed SCAG's jurisdiction and authority, particularly where, 

as here, SB 375 does not allow SCAG to regulate the use of land or affect the land use authority 

of cities and counties within its region.  The land use-related measures that fall into this category 

are: MM-LU15-20, 23-27, 33-34, 41-46, 58-64, and 80-81.  More specifically, the following 

measures are illustrative:  

 

MM-LU42:  Local jurisdictions or agencies can and should establish an urban 

growth boundary (UBG) with related ordinances or programs to limit suburban 

sprawl; local jurisdictions or agencies can and should restrict urban development 

beyond the UGB and streamline entitlement processes within the UGB for 

consistent projects. 

 

MM-LU43:  Urban development can and should occur only where urban public 

facilities and services exist or can be reasonably made available. 

 

MM-LU44:  The improvement and expansion of one urban public facility or 

service can and should not stimulate development that significantly precedes the 

local jurisdiction's ability to provide all other necessary urban public facilities and 

services at adequate levels. 

 

MM-LU45:  Local jurisdictions can and should redirect new growth into existing 

city/urban reserve areas 

 

MM-LU46:  Local jurisdictions can and should maintain a one dwelling unit per 

10-acre minimum lot size or lower density in areas outside designated urban 

service lines. 

 

 Each measure intrudes into the local land use authority and jurisdiction of SCAG's 

member agencies, project sponsors, and other agencies; and such measures fall well beyond 

SCAG's limited jurisdiction and authority.  The law (i.e., SB 375) makes clear that the RTP/SCS 

is not to directly regulate the use of land or affect the land use authority of cities and counties 

within a given region.  (Gov. Code, §65080(b)(2)(K).)  Additionally, the law does not require 

that a local general plan, specific plan, or zoning be "consistent" with the RTP/SCS.  (Ibid.)  

SCAG also has recognized and respected the authority of agencies to regulate land use through 
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their broad police powers as authorized by California law.  SCAG has recognized that nothing in 

the RTP/SCS supercedes its member agencies' exercise of their land use authority.  By rejecting 

all such measures, SCAG will have clarified its original intent, and the PEIR will be consistent 

with applicable law (i.e., SB 375).   

 

In addition, the above measures call for the creation of urban growth boundaries, 

city/urban reserve areas, and designated urban service lines.  However, all such concepts are 

ordinarily part of a local jurisdiction's growth control measures that are accompanied by local 

voter approval before enactment; as such, such measures are not appropriate for inclusion in a 

program EIR.   

 

Please confirm SCAG's limited jurisdiction and authority, and ensure that the Final PEIR 

expressly acknowledges that limited jurisdiction and authority and only employs a mitigation 

construct that is consistent with it.  Also, please confirm SCAG's recognition of the legal 

limitations set forth in SB 375.   

 

18. The Draft PEIR also contains proposed mitigation measures that fall far outside 

SCAG's limited jurisdiction and authority in other environmental categories aside from 

biology/open space and land use/agricultural resources.  While the list is not exhaustive, each of 

the following greenhouse gas, noise, population/housing, public services, traffic, and water 

mitigation measures either should be rejected by the SCAG Regional Council, or revised 

substantially: MM-GHG3, 8, 11; MM-NO12, 16; MM-POP1; MM-PS3, 14, 25, 37, 39, 41, 67-

68, 71, 95, and 121; and MM-TR17, 23, 28, 35, 83, 85, and 96; and MM-W59-60 and 65. 

 

19. Still other Draft PEIR proposed mitigation measures would cause one or more 

significant effects; however, those effects are not discussed in the PEIR. This omission is 

particularly troublesome.  CEQA Guidelines section 15126.4(a)(1)(D) requires that if SCAG is 

to adopt such measures and if the measures would cause one or more significant effects, then the 

PEIR must disclose and discuss such effects.  Below are just two examples of such measures:   

 

MM-LU50: Local jurisdictions can and should reduce required road width 

standards whenever feasible to calm traffic and encourage alternative modes of 

transportation. 

 

MM-LU85:  Local jurisdictions can and should reduce heat gain from pavement 

and other hardscaping, including: 

 

 Reinstate the use of parkway strips to allow shading of streets by trees; 

 Include shade trees on south- and west-facing sides of structures; 

 Include low-water landscaping in place of hardscaping around transportation 

infrastructure and in parking areas; 

 Install cool roofs, green roofs, and use cool paving for pathways, parking, and 

other roadway surfaces; 

 Establish standards that provide for pervious pavement options: 

 Remove obstacles to xeriscaping, edible landscaping and low-water 

landscaping. 
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These measures call for reduced street rights-of-way and road pavement widths, which 

may compromise the "levels of service" traffic standards applicable to street segments, which 

oftentimes are used as significance criteria in evaluating a project's traffic impacts.  For example, 

in downtown areas, reduced street widths may be recommended to enhance pedestrian 

accessibility, but, in doing so, the road segment can no longer operate at the required "level of 

service," without creating significant traffic impacts (e.g., congestion, delay).  The Draft PEIR 

did not disclose these potentially significant impacts prior to public circulation.  Because such 

measures are beyond SCAG's limited jurisdiction and authority, and because the Draft PEIR did 

not disclose impacts associated with such mitigation measures, the SCAG Regional Council 

should reject such measures on infeasibility grounds.   

 

 20. Also, other Draft PEIR proposed mitigation measures state that local jurisdictions, 

project sponsors, or other agencies will "ensure" that certain environmental outcomes are 

achieved, or "shall minimize impacts" to various environmental conditions.  In fact, the Draft 

PEIR contains about 100 measures directing that such agencies "ensure" or minimize various 

environmental minimization measures (see, for example, MM-AV11-12; MM-AQ3-13; MM-

BIO-9, 11, 13-14, 17-18, 20, 29-31, 35, 47; MM-CUL12-13; MM-GEO1-9; MM-HM5, 7-8, 14; 

MM-LU15, 23, 58, 63, 67, 70, 75, 79; MM-NO10-11; MM-PS1-3, 12-13, 36, 55, 70, 77; MM-

TR21, 33, 41, 56-57, 81; and MM-W5, 9, 15-16, 18, 26, 29, 31, 36, 46, 47, 60, 62, and 65).  The 

problem, however, is that SCAG lacks the jurisdiction and legal authority to be able to "ensure"  

impacts are mitigated or minimized.  SCAG can offer assistance; it can be a forum for 

cooperative decision-making by its member agencies; and it can encourage mitigation/ 

minimization; but, SCAG lacks the jurisdiction or legal authority to direct or mandate the 

outcome of many of the mitigation proposed in the Draft PEIR.   

 

 21. Although the above comments relative to mitigation measures are critical of the 

proposed mitigation measures in the Draft PEIR, it does not mean that SCAG is completely 

constrained from adopting appropriate and feasible mitigation measures.  For example, an 

appropriate mitigation relative to the water quality impacts identified in the Draft PEIR may be 

as follows:   

 

"The implementing agency should conduct or require project-specific hydrology 

studies for projects proposed to be constructed within floodplains to demonstrate 

compliance with applicable federal, state, and local agency flood-control 

regulations. These studies should identify project design features or mitigation 

measures that reduce impacts to either floodplains or flood flows to a less than 

significant level. For the purposes of this mitigation, less than significant means 

consistent with federal, state, and local regulations and laws related to 

development in the floodplain." 

 

 This measure was taken from the Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG) 

Draft PEIR for the SACOG 2035 proposed Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable 

Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS) for the SACOG region, which is found at http://www. 

sacog.org/2035/2011/11/draft-environmental-impact-review-released/ and incorporated by this 

reference.  Unlike SCAG's Draft PEIR proposed mitigation measures, the measure taken from 

the SACOG Program EIR appropriately defers to the implementing agency with jurisdiction; it 
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contains performance standards based on compliance with applicable federal, state, and local 

agency flood-control regulations; and it recommends project design features or mitigation 

measures to reduce impacts to floodplains or flood flows to less-than-significant levels.  It does 

so without SACOG exceeding its jurisdiction or mandating outcomes without the legal authority 

to do so.  These SACOG mitigation measures should be considered in lieu of all of the proposed 

"can and should" mitigation measures contained in SCAG's Draft PEIR.   

 

22. In both the Executive Summary and Section 4.0, Alternatives, the Draft PEIR 

summarizes and evaluates three alternatives to the proposed project.  These comments focus on 

"Alternative 3," also called the "Envision 2 Alternative."  In summary, according to the Draft 

PEIR, the Envision 2 Alternative "includes far more aggressive densities than the 2012-2035 

RTP/SCS, especially around High Quality Transit Areas (HQTAs), increases mobility, reduces 

emissions, and limits the development of single-family housing that would be built in the region. 

The Envision 2 transportation network is similar to the Plan network with minor changes to 

goods movement and transit projects. The growth network associated with Envision 2 maximizes 

urban centers, TODs [transit-oriented development] and HQTAs; it also includes a more 

progressive jobs/housing distribution optimized for TOD and infill."  (Draft PEIR, p. ES-3.)   

 

 First, the Draft PEIR made a preliminary determination that this alternative was 

"feasible" for evaluation purposes.  However, the SCAG Regional Council retains the 

discretionary authority to reject the alternative as infeasible based on legal and policy 

considerations, and because it does not meet the proposed project's objectives.  We ask that the 

SCAG Regional Council adopt such findings.   

 

 Second, the Draft PEIR states that the Envision 2 Alternative includes "far more 

aggressive densities" than the proposed project.  Please clarify whether the alternative includes 

"far more aggressive densities" than those found in SCAG's member agencies' adopted general 

plans.  We ask for this clarification because it appears that the alternative, in fact, proposes "far 

more aggressive" densities and intensities than found in the local general plans or cities and 

counties within the region.  If so, then the alternative conflicts with those adopted general plans, 

which is a permissible factor in rejecting the alternative.   

 

 Third, because SCAG does not have any legal jurisdiction to govern the land use 

decisions of its member cities and counties (see Gov. Code, § 65080(b)(2)(K)), SCAG lacks 

the legal authority to require the elected decisionmakers of cities and counties to adopt or 

amend their respective land use policies, including their general plans and zoning ordinances, 

which would be required to implement the alternative's forecasted land use patterns.  

Accordingly, SCAG lacks the jurisdiction and legal authority to implement the alternative's 

"aggressive" development pattern.  This ground also is a permissible basis for the SCAG 

Regional Council to reject the Envision 2 Alternative.   

 

 Fourth, the Envision 2 Alternative increases densities and intensities in developed or 

previously-developed urbanized areas within the region.  The increased densities/intensities are 

"especially around" high quality transit areas, urban centers, transportation corridors, and 

transit-oriented developments.  More specifically, the alternative, if adopted, would increase 
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population adjacent to transportation/transit facilities when compared to the proposed project.  

Please confirm.   

 

 Finally, the Envision 2 Alternative proposes to eliminate single-family development.  We 

encourage the SCAG Regional Council to reject this alternative because the elimination of 

single-family development is both beyond SCAG's legal jurisdiction and not desirable from a 

policy perspective as it would eliminate an important part of the mix of housing to be provided 

by the adopted general plans within the region.   

 

23. The Draft PEIR fails to adequately address the environmental impacts attributable 

to the densification and intensification of land use development.  For example, Section 4.0, 

Alternatives, of the Draft PEIR does not accurately or fully capture the environmental impacts of 

the Envision 2 Alternative.   

 

While not described in the Draft PEIR, increased density and intensity often can tax 

existing public services infrastructure and trigger the need to upsize water mains, sewer lines, 

etc. -- such activities can result in significant environmental impacts.  Also, as compared to the 

proposed project, the Envision 2 Alternative would appear to result in higher cancer risks for 4 

of the 8 corridor segments modeled in the Draft PEIR, not "2 of the 8 corridor segments 

modeled.  (See Draft PEIR, p. 4-31 and compare to Table 4-16, which suggests that the cancer 

risk based on residential exposure to vehicle operation under Envision 2 is greater for I-8 in 

Imperial; SR-91 in Riverside; U.S. 101 in Ventura; and I-15 in San Bernardino).)  Similarly, 

please confirm whether Envision 2's residential densities in closer proximity to 

transportation/transit facilities give rise to greater air quality impacts, including cancer risks and 

other health concerns, when compared to the proposed project.       

 

In summary, the Draft PEIR needs to be revised to reflect the impacts of densification 

and intensification.     

 

*   *   *   * 



February 14, 2012 

Mr. Hasan Ikhrata 
Executive Director 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 W. i 11 Street, 12111 Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 

Re: Draft 2012 Regional Transportation Plan 

Dear Mr. Ikhrata: 

On behalf of the Burbank -Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority (Authority) let me first state that 
we greatly appreciated the opportunity to work directly with members of your staff in the 
development of the Aviation and Airport Ground Access element of the Draft Regional 
Transp01tation Plan (RTP). We have been active members of the Aviation Technical Advisory 
Committee and provided both technical and policy comments during development of the 
RTP. We are pleased that many of our comments we have provided during development of the 
RTP have been incorporated into the RTP technical attachment entitled: "Aviation and Airport 
Ground Access.'' 

An important concern with the "Aviation and Airport Ground Access" report is the assumption 
that the projected annual passenger demand for Bob Hope Airport (BUR) would be 9.4 million 
annual passengers (MAP) by the year 2035. In the November 9, 2011 response written by Mike 
Armstrong to our October 4, 2011 letter (attached), SCAG took exception to our belief that the 
more realistic assumption would be passenger demand of 8 MAP or less for Bob Hope Airport in 
2035. 

SCAG cites the assumed "constraint" of a 78.9 MAP Settlement Agreement at LAX as the driver 
for this additional passenger demand at BUR. We do not concur with that assumption. 
Specifically, the passenger cap at LAX is not a legally-enforceable access restriction. Instead, it 
is a trigger for LAW A to reduce the number of available air catTier gates. The carriers have 
shown that they have the capability to increase operational efficiencies utilizing aircraft fleet 
mix, scheduling, and available gate capacity. As such, if a reduction in the number of gates did 
occur, carriers could process more than 78.9 million passengers annually. 

2627 Hollywood Way • Burbank, California 91505 • (818} 840-8840 • Fax: (818} 848·1173 
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While the carriers at BUR primarily handle domestic flights now and will continue to do so in 
the future, it is reasonable to expect that the caniers at LAX will structure their operations and 
alliances in such a way as to accommodate the transfer of a continually-increasing number of 
international passengers, regardless of the gate constraints they may face. 

The Authority is currently underway with a new Part 150 Study, in which a new forecast of 
passenger demand will be prepared. We believe that this study will validate our earlier 
assumption that passenger demand in 2035 will be less than 8 MAP. That forecast will be based 
on the econometrics of forecasted population growth, business growth, and per capita income 
within the BUR catchment area, and within the larger region as a whole. That forecast will not 
be based on assumptions about constraints at LAX. We ask that this change in assumption be 
also reflected in the RTP. 

During this process we also worked closely with OLDA in addressing the designation of the 
Northern Corridor as a part of the "Constrained Project" list in the RTP.Recently, OLDA 
transmitted a letter to you dated February 7, 2012 signed by Mr. Frank J. Quintero, Chairman of 
the OLDA Board and a member of the Airpo1t Authority Board of Directors. We would like to 
affirm our supp01t for the comments contained in the February 7th communication. We strongly 
agree that the adoption by the SCAG Regional Council and the Metro Board of Directors of the 
high speed rail project-related Memorandum of Understanding with the California High Speed 
Rail Authority is a significant policy development which should be reflected in the RTP adopted 
by the Regional Council. We also support Metro's Antelope Valley Line Infrastructure 
Improvement Strategic Plan and hope preliminary results from the study can be incorpornted into 
the RTP. 

We appreciate your help in the Authority's effort to improve regional connectivity to the Bob 
Hope Airpo1t. 

Very truly yours, & ~j 

,-< 

A (d~ ,-·-r-~-p.; I 

DanFeger .· 
Executive Director · · 

Attachment, October 4, 2011 letter to SCAG 



Octobel' 4> 2011 

Mike Ai·mstrong 
Southern. Callfomla Assoclatlon of Oovenunents 
818 W7th Street, #1200 
Los Angeles> CA 90017-3435 

Re: Bob Hove Air1,01·t 

Deat·Mikc: 

This letlel' follows up 011 the SCAO Aviation Technical Advisory Committee Meeting on Septembe1· 
22nd at the Bob Hope Alrpo1·t. At that meeting) the committee discussed, among other toplosj SCAG's 
prelimh1ni:y 1,rojectio11 fol' passengei·s likely to use the Bob Hope Ail'port throllgh the yem· 2035. 
SCAG•s projection for the Bob Ail'port ls 9,4 MAP.1 

The problem with SCAG1s prelhninary projection for the Bob Hopo Ail'po1t ls that it fails to 
adequately take into account the fundamental economic ehimgo that has ocolll'red in the Bob Hope 
Airtlt'.ll't catclmtettt al'eas .h1 1·ece11t yea1·s and the1·eby d1·amatlcally over estimates fut\11·e use. Plainly 
stated> the level of 1>assengers 11sing the Bob Ho1>e Ail'port has fallen back to 1993 levels (roughly 4.3 
MAP), Any pmjection that assuutes a 1-eh1m to the growth mto of the bubble economy is we bellevo 
misleading, Instead, the Bob Hope Ah1lort believes thnt foi• a more reliable meh'lc of filtul'e growth is 
the histol'icnl growtlt rate the Afrpot·t has expel'lenccd fa My consistently ove1· the past SO yea I'S, That 
g · 1 rate, ftpproxlmately 1.8% per year, results in a projected 1mssenger level fol' the Ah'pol't in 2035 
r rou hly 8 MAP, not tho 9.4 MAP ln SCAO's cmrent 1>roje0Uon, We wo\lld t·eq1.1est1hnt this 
djustl 1cnt be made. 

M_U$30.UO!l.5.l.019424,/JOIO 

1 SCA G's ?.035111·0Jectlon fo1• tile Bob Ho110 All'}101·t Is tho s111110 under both Its low growth ( 130 MAP fo1• Southem 
C111ifo1'11h1 Aviation) and hlglt growth (164 MAP fo1· Soulhem C11llfornln) projections. 

2627 Hollywood Way • Burbank, California 91606 • (818) 840-8840 • Fax: (818) 848-1173 
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November 9, 2011 

Mr. Murk Hal'dyment 
Director of Envimnmental Programs 
Bob Hope Afrport 
2627 Nol'th Hollywood Wny 
Burbank, CA 9 l505 

Re: Bob Hope Airport Ah' Pnssenger Demnnd Forecnsl 

DenrMm'k: 

We very much nppl'cclate your let101· of Oclobe1· 21 201 l commenting 011 SCAG1s 9.4 
1nillion air passenger (MAP) demand forecmil fol' Bob Hope Alrpm'I in 2035. Tlds 
forecasl was adopted for SCAG's 2008 Regional Tmnsportnlion Pinn (RTP) and hns 
been rccommencled by the SCAO Avhttion Technical Advisory Committee (ATAC) 
for SCAG's 2012 RTP. 11 is based on n capacity analysis of Bob Hope Airpo1·1s 14 
ah·c1·nft gales/pnrking 1>osilions. We recogn1ze llrnt, like most olher airports in tho 
regional syslcm1 Bob Hope Ail'po1·t has seen stagnant 01· declining passenger grnwth 
over the last seveml ycm·s, mninly as n l'esull of the severe economic recession nn<I 
resll'ucturing of the airline industry. Our recommended regional nir passenger 
demand forecast docs not assume thnl these conditions will peniisl; nevertheless, nt 
145,9 MAP In 2035, with a 2.5% annual gl'Owlh rnte, it is conslclembly more 
conservative thnn the 165.3 MAP roi·ecnst adopted for SCAG's 2008 RTP. It is nlso 
more consel'\lative thnn lhe FANs most rccenl National Aerospace Porecnst (3.2% 
nnmml nir pnssengel' growth ,·nte) or most recent Terminal Area Forccnsl for air 
currier ait·po1·ts in the rnglon (3.0% muuml air passenger gl'owth rnte). 

It Is very important to recognize that the funclnmentnl cll'ivcr lhnl cnuses Bob Hope 
Airport (o reach its eslimnted 9.4 MAP cnpncity conslrninl b)1 2035 is the 78.9 MAP 
Settlement Ag1·eeme111 passengcrconslrnined al LAX tlmt Is assumed by lhe J'orecnst, 
With LAX held nl thnl level. and with Long Bench Ail'pOl't nlsp held to its lcgnli)'· 
enforcenblc 4.2 MAP construinl, Bob Hope Airport becomes n superior nnd 
convenient airport ullemntive for scr\ling future domestic nit· pnssenge1· dcmund in · 
Los Angeles Cot1nty within Its 9.4 MAP cnpacily constrnhll. This reflecls 11 

funclmnentnl problem or mn· regional aviation system, which hns fl relatively lnrge 
number of uil'ports ser\ling demand in mbnn centers of Los Angeles nnd Ornnge 
Counties, but which nrc ull l'elatlvely small, highlS1 encronchocl und ultinmlely 
cnpncity-constrnined. Meeting the 145.9 MAP forecast will require Ontario Airport 
to reverse Its steep 1>nssenger decline and grow from Its cmrenl 4.2 MAP to 30,7 
MAP over !he nexl 25 ycnrs. This will proscnl slgnil'icnnl gl'ound access chnllengcs 
In allowing un-served nir passeugel's in Los Angeles uncl Ot'llnge counties to access 
nvnllnble airport cupacily nt Onlnrio Ah·port nnd other nlrporls in the Inland Empire. 

At Its Inst meeting on October 27, ATAC approved the 145.9 MAP nir pnsscnger 
demnnd forecnst with its ullocntlon of 9.4 MAP 10 Bob Hope Airport, but only wilh n 
number of cnvcnts. These include the caveat that the forecust is bnsed on a number 

llw Reylonal Council b com11rhcd of 8•1 l!lectcd orfidal~ reprl'sl'llllll!J 191 <Ille$, sh< counlll'i, 
six Comlly Tr.111spm lnllon commissions and a Trlh~I Governmenl ro111eHintatlvt} within S011the111 Calllmnl,,. 

7.1.11 



of variables that history has show11 can change significantly over time1 and it is 
lmporlanl to update the forecast on an ongoing basis1 most importantly foi· the next 
(20I 6) RTP. Also} that the relaxation or elimination of lhe settlement agl'eement 
constrnints at LAX and John Wayne ~1it1>orts could significantly impact forecast 
allocations of aviation demand at othet· ah'pol'ts h1 the regional system, and ftltnl'e 
updates of the forecost should incorporate any new information provided by locnl 
ah'1>ort m1thol'ities on revised constraints at capacity-constrnined airports, 

I ho1)e that the nbove information addl'esses your <-'Oncerns about the 9,4 MAP nit· 
passenger fol'ecast for Bob Hope Airpol't that has been recommended fo1· SCAG1s 
2012 RTP. Plense let me know If you have any othet· comments or questio11s nbout 
this issue. 

Best rega1'cls, 

~ ~--t;:;;:;i; 
Michael A1·msh·on.g 
Aviation Pl'Ognun Mmmger 
Southem Califomin Association of Governments 

co: Dim Fogel' 
Executive Dfrector, Bob Hope Ah1>01·t · 



State of California• Natural Resources Agency 

DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION 
Inland Empire District• 17801 Lake Perris Drive• Perris, GA 92571 
(951) 443-2423 • FAX (951) 657-2736 

February 14, 2012 

Jacob Lieb 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 West Seventh Street, 12'h Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 

Edmund G. Brown Jr., Governor 

Ruth Coleman, Director 

Re: 2012-2035 Draft Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities 
Strategy and Draft Program Environmental Impact Report (SCH# 2011051018) 

Dear Mr. Lieb: 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the above-mentioned project. We look forward to 
any necessary coordination and remain committed to working with you to successfully 
implement your project. 

State Parks is a Trustee Agency as defined by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) . 
State Parks is also a Responsible Agency as defined by CEQA because the proposed project 
would occur within and require permanent use of Chino Hills State Park. State Parks' mission in 
part is to provide for the health , inspiration , and education of the people of California by 
preserving the state's extraordinary biodiversity and creating opportunities for high quality 
outdoor recreation . 

Environmental Mitigation Program 
We appreciate the advanced mitigation component in the RTP/SCS. Orange County's Renewed 
Measure M has had great success with a similar program. Programs such as these have many 
benefits including streamlined permitting, preservation of important natural lands, improved 
relationships and collaboration with resource and permitting agencies. 

We offer the following suggestions regarding the Conservation Pol icy: 

1. Ensuring State conservancies and joint powers authorities with a conservation focus are 
included in the mapping and prioritization of conservation lands. Specifically, we 
recommend including the Wildlife Corridor Conservation Authority, Puente Hills Habitat 
Preservation Authority, San Gabriel & Lower Los Angeles Rivers and Mountains 
Conservancy, Mountains Recreation and Conservation Authority (MRCA), and Santa 
Monica Mountains Conservancy (SMMC) among the entities upon whose expertise can 
be tapped. 

2. Extending the inventory of protected lands to include all protected lands - Federal , 
State, regional and local natural lands - instead of narrowly limiting the inventory to 
simply Natural Communities Conservation Plan and Habitat Conservation Plan areas. 

3. Ensuring existing wildlife corridors and habitat linkages and highway/roadway 
undercrossings are protected and enhanced during the evaluation of habitat lands and 
during construction of roadway projects. 
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4. Advocating that the advanced mitigation policy result is a net environmental benefit for 
the natural resource lands after construction activities are completed. 

Also, large-scale acquisition and management of lands must not be limited to "critical habitat," 
(RTP, p. 76, 128) as this can be confused with the legal term used by U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service for some federally endangered and threatened species. To clarify, this should be 
replaced by text reflecting the intent, i.e., the best available natural lands with valuable 
environmental resources deserving of conservation/preservation. State Parks looks forward to 
working with Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) on the development of 
the Natural Lands Acquisition and Open Space Conservation Strategy. This will protect 
remaining resource lands and mitigate for impacts from transportation improvements. In addition 
to mitigation banking, transfer of development rights (TOR), and payment of in-lieu fees , State 
Parks recognizes conservation easements as a powerful preservation tool for habitat areas. 
Conservation easements, and fee title transfers to open space park agencies, should be listed 
in the plan alongside the other preservation mechanisms. 

Wildlife Crossings of Transportation Facilities 
State Parks appreciates SCAG's recognition of the impact that linear transportation facilities 
have on natural areas and the need for well-designed wildlife crossings to partially mitigate 
these effects. Wildlife crossings serve two distinct purposes: reducing mortality and preserving 
genetic connectivity. Roads are the leading direct source of human-caused mortality for most 
species in southern California and the entire country. They can become a population sink if a 
significant fraction of a local species is killed, affecting broader population distribution across the 
landscape. Additionally, for highly mobile predators, individuals crossing roads are frequently 
dispersing from their home range in search of new territory and mates, a vital population 
dynamic that is devastating if interrupted. National Park Service research has documented 
significant genetic differences among carnivore populations on either side of the 101 Freeway in 
the Santa Monica Mountains. 

Wildlife crossings need to be discussed in the context of habitat connectivity, which is the 
broader ecological goal for conservation areas. Wildlife crossings are but one critical tool to 
ensure that indicator species are able to safely move about their environment. While much has 
been learned about movement patterns and the way in which key transportation facilities create 
genetic barriers to connectivity, the measures that might mitigate these impacts have not been 
thoroughly researched. Wildlife corridor design is a field in its infancy with few scientifically 
verified best practices for crossing dimensions and landscape features. Given that this research 
is needed to properly mitigate transportation impacts, SCAG should invest in connectivity 
research with a program specifically designed to establish measures that can be incorporated 
into the 2016 RTP revision. Such a program would aggregate existing research, propose new 
study areas, and develop design best practices specifically tailored to the Southern California 
eco-region. 

Comments on Proposed PEIR Mitigation Measures 
Biological Resources and Open Space 
The PEIR includes many mitigation measures for potential impacts to biological resources. 
Overall , these measures are comprehensive and based on sound practice. Inclusion of the 
proposed mitigation measures in project selection and design will greatly improve ecological 
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outcomes in the SCAG region compared to a baseline scenario. The specific measures calling 
for minimum mitigation ratios reflect current accepted practices without limiting the discretion of 
resource agencies to require greater mitigation if warranted. The proposed measures 
addressing habitat fragmentation and connectivity are thorough and appropriate (MM-B10/0S36 
through MM-B10/0S40). These impacts have been all too often unmitigated for transportation 
projects in the past. 

State Parks looks forward to collaboration on regional conservation planning policy to address 
cumulative impacts to biological resources (MM-B10/0S45). MRCA is one agency in the SCAG 
region that administers a highly successful restoration and preservation in-lieu-fee mitigation 
programs in close coordination with state and federal resource agencies. SCAG's planning and 
funding expertise is a welcome addition to ongoing efforts. State Parks recommends that other 
agencies with expertise in the region, such as WCCA, MRCA, SMMC, and Puente Hills Habitat 
Preservation Authority be invited to participate in this process. 

The primary impact from transportation facilities is often the indirect and cumulative impact from 
growth induced by new improvements. As projects increase access and reduce commute times 
from remote areas, these resource lands become economical to develop. State Parks is 
therefore pleased to see SCAG recognize these impacts and call for their mitigation (MM
B10/0S47). Without appropriate growth management along transportation corridors, wildlife 
crossings cannot mitigate connectivity impacts from expanding development footprints. 
Furthermore, induced growth along new corridors often negates the benefits of new 
transportation capacity, prompting even greater impacts from future facility expansion. SCAG 
should develop best practices that would be applicable to new transportation corridors to 
prevent new development from extending into resource lands. The PEIR biology mitigation 
measures should be clarified to delete reference to relocating active nests (MM-B10/0S35), as 
this is likely in conflict with the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Instead, construction buffers to active 
nests should be established, as proposed. 

Public Se,vices and Utilities 
The PEIR lacks a public safety mitigation measure that promotes project design that minimizes 
urban-wildland interface, which is the source of wildfire risk to persons and property. Past 
development patterns include long, meandering urban edges with high risk exposure to 
catastrophic events, causing great strain on local and State firefighting resources largely 
subsidized by those living in lower risk locations. A mitigation measure should include two 
components addressing both project location and project design. First, development that 
extends into high fire hazard areas should be discouraged. Second, there should be an 
emphasis on utilizing project design strategies to reduce risk, such as building within compact 
and defensible footprints and minimizing perimeter length. Projects should be sited in order to 
reduce impacts of required brush clearance on native habitat areas, including adequate buffers 
to protect sensitive resources from brush clearance impacts. 

State Parks concurs that project sponsors and local jurisdictions should work to increase public 
access to open space (MM-PS21 and 26). River parkways and other urban natural parks serve 
a vital purpose in connecting urban residents to natural parkland (MMM-PS22). The City and 
County of Los Angeles have both recognized these projects in master plans for their respective 
river corridors. While planning for these projects is the responsibility of local jurisdictions and 
partners, SCAG has a critical responsibility for funding by including bikeway projects in the RTP 
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area. Regional partnerships are necessary to achieve open space conservation objectives 
(MMPS29). State Parks welcomes SCAG's assistance with planning and identifying funding 
sources for open space acquisition (MM-PS31 and 34). SCAG's participation in coordinating 
regionally significant trail networks is also appreciated, however the greatest contribution SCAG 
could make to these efforts would be including those greenways that serve transportation 
functions , such as the river parkways, in the RTP so that they can be fully developed in the 
short and medium-term (MM-PS33). 

Water Resources 
State Parks also believes that preservation of remaining riparian resources should be the 
highest priority at both the regional and project level, followed by restoration of previously 
impacted areas (MM-W1 and 9). To the extent feasible, natural methods for stormwater control , 
water quality improvements , and infiltration should be encouraged. SCAG sets an appropriate 
standard that new projects should not cause or contribute to conditions that degrade the 
physical integrity or ecological function of any downstream receiving waters (MM-W22). When 
evaluating projects during the environmental review process, SCAG should identify regionally 
significant projects that may impact downstream waters and include comments to that effect in 
Notice of Preparation and Environmental Impact Report responses. This is a critical issue 
wherever natural rivers interact with urban areas. SCAG should participate in the development 
of models of natural processes for the remaining natural rivers in the SCAG region to ensure 
that environmental review can comprehensively evaluate project impacts based on the best 
available information. 

Thank you again for considering our comments. Please keep our agency on your email/mailing 
lists for this project. For further discussion, please contact me or Enrique Arroyo at (951) 453-
6848. 

Sincerely, 

4ilJ4 
Ron Krueper 
District Superintendent 

cc: Jay Chamberlin , DPR Chief of Natural Resources 
Wildlife Corridor Conservation Authority 



State of California-Health and Human Services Agency 

California Department of Public Health 

RON CHAPMAN, MD, MPH 
Director & State Health Officer 

January 19, 2012 

Christopher P. Ganson, Senior Planner 
Office of Planning and Research 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear Mr. Ganson, 

EDMUND G. BROWN JR. 
Governor 

We welcome the opportunity to comment on the Sustainable Community Strategies (SCS) that 
have recently been presented in draft or final formats by the large Metropolitan Planning 
Organizations. Although the California Department of Public Health does not have a regulatory 
role in the SB375 process, there are a number of compelling public health interests in the SCSs 
because of the documented health impacts of housing and transportation in combination with 
economic development, education, and their interactions to create healthy community 
environments. As the convener of the Strategic Growth Council's Health in All Policies Task 
Force, CDPH is working with other State agencies to optimize opportunities to improve public 
health and sustainability. CDPH staff has also played an educational and technical advisory role 
in some MPOs' discussions of performance targets and methodologies to assess project 
performance. CDPH also routinely interacts with local public health departments around the 
state, many of whom have become involved in regional SCS planning. 

Our general and specific comments are detailed in the attached pages. We do note, however, 
that there are several health issues that fall outside of the current framework of SCSs but are 
concerns CDPH believes needs more attention. Although greenhouse gas reduction is a goal of 
the SCSs, climate change will increase risks from higher temperatures on the backdrop of an 
increasingly urbanized California. We feel there is a critical need to integrate urban heat island 
(UHi) mitigation strategies into regional and local plans that will implement transit oriented 
development (TOD) and in-fill development so that UHi risks are reduced as new development 
takes place. Access to health-promoting features of the built environment, including food 
systems, parks, and green space also should be integrated into planning. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or comments. 

Si.ncer'··· . ~~/4/ 
Linda ~d pbr,M.C,,,-M.f,_H 
Deputy Director, Center forChtionic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion 

Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, 1616 Capitol Avenue, Suite 74.420, Sacramento, CA 95814 
(916) 445-0661 FAX: (916) 445-0688 
Internet Address: www.cdph.ca.goy 
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Comments by the California Department of Public Health 
on the Sustainable Community Strategies (SCS) Process and Plan Content 

General Comments 

Health is a critical component of sustainable communities. The California Department of Public 
Health encourages regional planning organizations to embrace the concepts outlined in the 
Healthy Community framework developed by the Strategic Growth Council's Health in All 
Policies Task Force. 1

·P
21 Many strategies that increase community sustainability can also 

support improved health outcomes. For example, policies that support active transportation 
help Californians incorporate more health-promoting physical activity into their lives, while also 
advancing goals to achieve greenhouse gas emission reductions. Infill development can help to 
reduce urban sprawl, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and support location-efficient housing 
that promotes active transportation and allows workers to reap both economic and health 
benefits: Good health is critical for economic sustainability, increasing workforce participation 
and productivity, and slowing the ongoing rise in medical care expenditures, which diverts 
resources from other State priorities such as education or investments in green energy. 

CDPH staff has reviewed the drafts and final versions of SCSs updates to the Regional 
Transportation Plans of the 4 large MPOs and the following comments represent a high level 
synthesis. First, we must laud the MPOs for the diligent work that has gone into these 
documents, and each represents an improvement from the original RTPs. We note an 
increasing number of performance measures that go beyond the traditional health focus on 
traffic injuries and air pollution. We refer to physical activity from active modes of travel, 
including bicycling, walking, and public transit that includes active transport from and to transit 
destinations. Noise and other physical hazards are also getting more attention as health 
performance measures. We also note that discussions of equity increasingly recognize that 
health inequities are caused and exacerbated by built environment factors and the uneven 
distribution of community resources. We are supportive of these developments which will 
deepen the appreciation of how public health is embodied in the many actions outside the field 
of health or health care. 

Specific Recommendations 

We have several recommendations that are based on existing trends in the SCSs and recent 
scientific developments in the transportation and public health fields. 

1. Activity time in active transport (walking, bicycling, etc.) is indispensable as a health-related 
transportation performance measure (e.g., mean daily minutes per person of walking and 
bicycling). Health co-benefits of active transport in one of the large MPOs (Metropolitan 
Transportation Commission, MTC) has recently been quantified2 and the potential for 
reducing chronic disease and greenhouse gases appears to be large on an absolute scale 
and far larger than co-benefits from fine particulate matter reductions, which are a traditional 
focus of health effects. These findings are consistent with emerging evidence from studies of 
other regions of the United States, London, Barcelona, and the Netherlands.3

-
7 Attempts to 

monetize health co-benefits from active transport suggest savings of billions of dollars in 
health care costs and the value of statistical lives saved. 5 
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2. MPOs should consider new tools that have recently become available to quantify the health 
co-benefits of active transport in SCS scenarios and projects. This fills a gap in project 
performance assessment at most MPOs. One such tool co-developed by the CDPH, MTC, 
the Bay Area Air Quality Management District and other researchers is called the Integrated 
Transport and Health Impacts Model (ITHIM), which was used to quantify the health co
benefits of active transport and low carbon driving in the San Francisco Bay Area. This tool 
could function as a post processor to travel demand models that generate miles traveled and 
activity times by mode. Modelers at several large MPOs are already exploring how it can be 
used to complement their methods for project performance assessment. 

3. As tools such as ITHIM become available to MPOs, health co-benefits can be used as a 
criterion for a unique project category that a priori could get a high priority score in the 
project assessment methodologies used by MPOs. 

4. Likewise, using these tools, health co-benefits can be used as a criterion to screen projects 
for cost-benefit and other in-depth analysis. In some MPOs current practice is to screen 
projects based on cost, so that only high cost projects get quantitative assessment. This 
would allow projects with large health co-benefits to also get additional scrutiny in cost
benefit analyses. 

5. Equity/inequity in RTPS is currently framed using title VI of the Civil Rights Act, concepts of 
"no disparate impacts" and "increase access (to affordable housing/transit) to poor people", 
participation of communities of concern, environmental justice. In the development of SCSs 
some MPOs have been exposed to a health-based approach which explicitly calls for ways 
to narrow existing differences in health status and of determinants of health. The Sustainable 
Transportation Council (LEED-like approach to rating transportation systems) is considering 
a goal area in its transportation rating system that explicitly considers reducing health 
disparities.8 This is a promising approach that deserves more attention. 

6. Local health departments are highly interested and would benefit from mechanisms that 
enhance their participation in SCS development and follow-up. We noted with interest that 
SANDAG has a standing Public Health Advisory Committee in which the San Diego County 
Health Department is a partner, and our staff was able to attend one of their meetings. 
National organizations like the Transportation Research Board have recently created 
standing health subcommittees with an expanded focus. It is worth exploring ways local 
health departments and others interested in public health and equity can stay engaged on an 
on-going basis. 

This is particularly germane to a multidisciplinary approach to address the multiple health 
issues and the complexity of health impacts. In this setting expertise could be leveraged to 
explore the potential consequences of different scenarios and SCSs in the context of health 
risks and benefits, addressing air quality, physical activity, access to health promoting 
resources (e.g., transportation, food, employment, education), noise, injuries, social 
networks, etc. for the regional population and vulnerable subgroups. 
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DISTRICT? 
100 S. MAIN . TREET. SUITE 100 
LOS ANGELE . . CA 90012-3606 
PIIO E (2 13) 897-0362 
FAX (213) 897-0360 
TTY (213) 897-4937 

February 14, 2012 

Mr. J Casan Ikhrata, Executive Director 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 W. i 11 Str et 12th Floor 
Los Angeles California 90017-3435 

RE: Draft FY 2012 RTP/SCS AND DRAFT PEIR 
SCH# 2011051018 

Dear Mr. Ikhrata: 

l:'l)MU D G BROWN Jr, Qovemor 

Flex yo" r power' 
He ,mergJ' efficiem! 

'Il1e California Department of Transportation (Department) wishes to thank the outhern 
California Association of Go ernments ( CAG) for the opportunit to review and comment on the 
Draft 2012 RTP/ Sand Draft PEIR. The Caltrans' re icw has found that the RTP/SCS ha 
fulfilled all the requirement of the Caltrans' 2010 RTP Guidelines, pursuant to California 
Government Cod Section 14522. 

The Department commend AG for reaching out and engaging the tate regional and local 
agencies and the public in e tensive outreach efforts and for developing a comprehensi e planning 
process that included Departmental staff on several committees. 

Th 2012 Draft RTP/SCS wa distributed to the Department Divi ions in Sacram nto and Districts 
7 (Lo Angeles and Ventura ounties), 8 ( an Bernardino and Ri erside Counties)_ 11 (Imperial 
County) and 12 (Orange County). The offices within each Division and District were given the 
opportunity to review and comment on the document according to the California Regional 
Transportation Guidelines. 

Caltrans compliments SCAG on developing strategic that will allow the region to not just meet 
but to actually exceed the GHG emission reduction goals mandated under SB 375 . This Draft 
RTP/ CS is commendable for its broad vision, which, while recognizing mobility as a primary 
goal. al o encompasses su tainability the econom employment, air quality, greenhouse ga 
(GHG) emission reduction afety public health, and integrated planning. 

The Department offers the following comments for your consideration: 
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REGIONAL PLANNING 

• Page 7 Table 2: New Revenue Sources and Innovative Financing Strategies- The region's 
budget over the next 25 years totals an estimated $524.7 billion. We encourage SCAG to continue 
close collaboration and consensus-building with Federal, State and Local partners as these strategies 
and funding sources are pursued. 

• Page 27 Integrating Land Use and Transportation - The RTP/SCS states that SCAG has 
incorporated the sub-regional SCS strategies of OCCOG and GCCOG into the regional SCS. It 
would be helpful if the RTP explained exactly how those strategies were incorporated .. 

• Page 30 Public Health - The RTP/SCS recognizes the impact that transportation and land-use 
decisions have on the health of the region's residents. SCAG should be commended for including 
studies and a discussion on this topic in the RTP/SCS which identifies a 200% overall investment 
increa5e over the 2008 RTP. 

• Pages 33-34 Alternatives Development and Evaluation - The chosen alternative should be clearly 
identified in the RTP, with supporting information explaining the rationale for its selection. 

• Pages 112-116 Creation of Land Use Scenarios - Chapter 4 explains and describes the four land 
use scenarios that were developed and presented at the regional public workshops for inclusion in 
the RTP/SCS however it is not clear how the preferred alternative was chosen. 

SYSTEM PLANNING/GOODS MOVEMENT 

• Page 23 - Aviation and Ground Access - the second paragraph alludes to air cargo by 
stating that "Southern California airports play a crucial role in international trade .. ," but the 
text does not elaborate. ff the regional roadway system becomes increasingly congested 
please describe the impacts to air cargo ground access or capacity, being that the last mile is 
typically transported by truck. 

• Page 65 - International Trade - recommend changing the sentence to read, "In the same 
year, $10.4 billion worth of trade passed through the Calexico East International Port of 
Entry (POE) between the U.S. and Mexico in Imperial County." Note: of the three land 
POE's in the county, only Calexico East handles commercial traffic. 

• Page 65 - Local Goods Movement - Dependent Industry Support - recommend adding 
agriculture as one of the supported industry sectors. Agricultural production in the SCAG 
region is significant, amounting to nearly $7 billion in 2010. 
http://www.cfbf.com/counties/index.cfm 

• Page 66 - Land Ports - recommend changing the sentence to read, "The Calexico East 
International POE in Imperial County is the sixth busiest commercial crossing along the 
U.S./Mexico border, with over 600,000 annual commercial vehicle crossings in 2010, and a 
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combined import/export value of over $10 billion. The primary economic drivers of cross 
border trade to Imperial County are the movement of agricultural products and the 
maquiladora trade industry." 

• Pages 71 and 72. Regional Clean Freight Corridor System. The discussion indicates that 
a dedicated truck-only freight corridor could serve as a "platform for the introduction and 
adoption of zero-emission technologies;'~ however, the connections between the East-West 
Freight Corridor and clean trucks could be stronger, and the introduction of clean trucks 
could be related to the timeframe in Table 2.8 (page 72). 

TRANSIT 

• Trip Planners: Please consider incorporating future updates of transit route data in trip planning 
tools such as Google Transit or Go5 I l.com. 

• Page 3 - the following sentence needs to be corrected: "Currently, SCRRA operates seven routes 
including five from downtown Los Angeles to Ventura, Lancaster, San Bernardino, Riverside, 
Orange and Oceanside, from San Bernardino to Oceanside, and from Riverside via Fullerton or City 
ofindustry to downtown Los Angeles." The word in this sentence "five" should read "six" instead. 
One route is missing in the list. Please add "Orange" after Riverside. 

• Page 31- Connectivity measures need to include a high degree of reliability (on-time performance to 
meet connections with other modes). 

• The transit supplemental report should include how gas prices affect the fares and ridership. Gas 
price is a major operating expense in bus operations. It should also include such variables as 
inflation rate, CPI, unemployment rate, to see how they are related to fares and ridership. 

SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY STRATEGY (SCS) 

• It should be noted that CaJtrans has not done an analysis of the transportation travel model work 
utilized with the SCS. We would expect the California Air Resources Board to make any comments 
on that topic: http://w\.\w.arb.ca.gov/research/aaqs/aags2.pdf 

• In order to see the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emission reduction compliance table for the SCAG 
RTP/SCS, the reader has to find it on page 3.6-20 of the PEIR. This data table should be included in 
the SCS Section of the RTP as well as in the PEIR. 

• Caltrans support-; SCAG's RTP/SCS mitigation measures aiming at reducing VMT and the 
associated GHG emissions, encouraging sustainable land use development, and the development and 
implementation of the use of multi-modal transportation options. 

• As the owner and operator of the State Highway System (SHS) the Department's main objective is to 
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protect the mobility and operational safety of the SHS. To ensure operational safety and consistency 
with the Department's policies, we encourage early consultation and coordination with local 
jurisdictions and project proponents on all development projects that may have an impact on state 
facilities. 

• To encourage collaboration among aJI stakeholders we recommend the following comment to be incorporated 
in the policies of the Transportation, Traffic, and Security Mitigation Measures: 

Local jurisdictions and development project proponents should and are encouraged to coordinate and consult 
early with the Caltra.ns District Planning offices of Local Development Intergovernmental Review on any 
land use proposal that wou Id be located with in 500 feet of state transportation facilities to enable 
consideration of the site specific access and operational safety impacts. 

PROJECT LIST 

• On the Project List for Orange County there is no mention of extending the planned High Occupancy 
Vehicle (HOV) lane from Avenida Pico to the Orange/San Diego County Line in both directions. 

• Project List for I ,os Angeles County - on page 157 the Route High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) 
project, Citrus to Route 57 /21 0, it should be noted that the portion of Roule 210 between Route 10 
and Route 210 has been re-named Route 57. This was done to address confusion between Interstate 
210 west of Route 57 and State Route 210 east of Route 57. New signage has been recently added. 

• Also on the Project List for Los Angeles County - please delete the following project on page 161 : 
Route 405 in 1nglewood at Arbor Vitae which is pertaining to constructing the south half of the 
interchange. The Interstate 405 Arbor Vitae Half Interchange Project in 1nglewood has been shelved 
per FHW A due to a required design exception issue. 

IDGHW AYS AND ARTERIALS 

• Page 15 - Caltrans encourages SCAG to coordinate with Caltrans Districts and regional partners to 
ensure consistency with interregional system development and operational strategies. Examples 
could include project phasing and integration, the development of HOV/HOT /Managed Lane 
policies, and the alignment of on-system transit service support strategies. 

• Page 3 - under OR SR-71 should read SR-73 and where it says SB SR-210 should be I-210. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

SB 391 and the California Jnterregional Blueprint should be mentioned among related initiatives. 
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COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT PEIR 

• Page 3 .2-5 - "USEP A also extracted a subset of these 21 MSA T compounds that it now labels as the 
six priority MSA Ts: benzene, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, diesel particulate matter/diesel exhaust 
organic gases, acrolein, and 1,3-butadienc." We recommend mentioning Naphthalene and 
Polycyclic Organic Matter (POM). and updating the text to reflect the additional air toxins. 
Furthermore, state that until the Air Resource Board develops the speciation factors for Naphthalene 
and POM, an analysis cannot be performed. 

• (Pg) 3.2-10 -TABLE 3.2-1: STATE AND NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY 
STANDARDS - Vinyl Chloride for the state standard (24 hour) has been changed from 0.03 ppm 
(42 ug/m3) to 0.01 ppm (26 ug/m3). We recommend using the table published by the California Air 
Resources Board (CARB) located at: 
hnp://wv..-w.arb.ca.gov/researcb/aags/aags2.pdf 

Caltrans commends SCAG for considering some of the health risks associated with the RTP. The 
Health Risk Assessment in Appendix J only analyzed emissions, cancer risk impacts associated with Air 
Quality, and was only focused on several corridors in the region. Caltrans recommends that Health 
Risk/Impacts should first be addressed at the policy level and analyze the potential health risks 
associated with Air Quality, Noise, Hazardous Waste and Community Impacts for the complete RTP, 
considering all the projects included in the plan. 

In an effort to be more efficient and minimize confusion in the future, Caltrans requests that SCAG only 
forward the PEIR to the following two locations: 

California Department of Transportation 
Division of Planning - Office of Community Planning 
Local Development - Intergovernmental Review 
P.O. Box 942874. M.S. 32 
Sacran1ento, CA 94274-0001 
Attention: Terri Pencovic, Statewide Program Manager 

California Department of Transportation 
District 7 - Office of Regional Planning TGR/CEQA Branch 
100 S. Main Street, M.S. 16 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
Attention: DiAnna Watson, IGR/CEQA Branch Chief 

District 7 will be responsible for circulating the PEIR document and coordinating comments on behalf 
of the California Department of Transportation. 
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If you should have any questions in regard to the above comments, please do not hesitate to 
contact Melissa Joshi of my staff at (213) 897-1347. 

Sincerely, 

eputy District Director 
Division of Planning, Public Transportation and 
Local Assistance 
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cc: William A. Mosby, D8 
Bill Figge, D 11 
Pat Landrum, Dll 
Ryan Chamberlain, D12 
Ron Kosinski, D7 
Garth Hopkins, ORIP 
Dara Wheeler, ORIP 
Kathleen McClaflin, DMT 
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Hasan Ikhrata 

Southern California Association of Governments  

818 W. Seventh Street, 12th Floor  

Los Angeles, CA 90017 

 

February 14, 2012 

 

Re: Railroad comments on Draft 2012 Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable 

Communities Strategy 

 

Dear Mr. Ikhrata:  

On behalf of Union Pacific Railroad (UP), BNSF Railway (BNSF), and the Association of 

American Railroads (AAR), collectively “the Railroads”, we want to thank the Southern 

California Association of Governments (SCAG) for the opportunity to comment on the draft 

Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS). The 

Railroads look forward to continuing to work with SCAG staff as it refines the 2012 RTP in the 

coming months. The Railroads comments are organized by the various documents in the 2012 

RTP: the draft 2012 RTP, the Environmental Justice appendix, the Goods Movement appendix, 

the Project List appendix, and the Passenger Rail appendix. Each comment follows a quote from 

these documents (in italics). In some instances comments apply to multiple sections. 

Additionally, the Railroads have submitted a second comment letter on the draft PEIR. 

These comments should not be construed as the Railroads’ agreement or a validation of the RTP, 

SCS, or other long term planning conclusions. The Railroads provide these comments in an 

effort to make SCAG's analyses more reflective of actual railroad operational and business 

needs. However, because railroad operations often change due to circumstances beyond their 

control and/or to better serve their customers’ needs, it is critical that the Railroads preserve the 

flexibility to maintain fluid and responsive operations. 

As an overall comment, many sections of the current draft RTP identify possible elements of the 

strategy without providing consistent information about: (1) who would fund each measure, (2) 

under what authority each measure would be undertaken, and (3) in what timeframe each 

measure would be implemented. The Railroads believe it is important to furnish that information 

so that all stakeholders get an accurate perspective of the overall plan (See Table 1 below). At a 

minimum, the RTP should note that these issues are unresolved. 
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Table 1: Possible Program Elements Requiring More Specificity 

Program Element (Page #) Implementing 

agency 

identified? 

Funding 

identified? 

Timeframe 

identified? 

Authority to 

implement 

identified? 

Further study/demonstration of 

electrification (Page 201 RTP) 

No No No No 

Upgrading switcher 

locomotives (Page 74 RTP) 

No No No No 

Phased implementation of a 

“near-zero or zero emission 

freight system” (Page 74 RTP) 

No No Yes (see 

comments 

below) 

No 

Recommended mitigation for 

rail related impacts (Page 148 

Environmental Justice 

appendix) 

No No No No 

2012 RTP proposes 

electrification (Page 145 

Environmental Justice 

appendix) 

No No No No 

Upgrade switcher locomotives 

(Page 41 Goods Movement 

appendix) 

No No No No 

Timeline to implement “Zero 

Emission Freight System” 

(Page 34 Goods Movement 

appendix) 

No No Yes (see 

comments 

below) 

No 

Locomotive/rail: agency major 

implementation actions (Page 

39 Goods Movement 

appendix) 

No No No No 

$3,771,002,000 for “Goods 

Movement Research and 

Development” (Page 422 

Project List appendix) 

No No No N/A 
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Comments on the draft 2012 RTP/SCS 

The draft 2012 RTP proposes a goods movement environmental strategy that includes, “a two-

pronged approach for achieving an efficient freight system that reduces environmental impacts.”
1
 

These strategies include a number of “zero or near-zero”
2
 emission rail technologies that require 

varying degrees of additional research and development. Thus far, SCAG has failed to clearly 

identify the multitude of issues associated with these potential technologies.  The Railroads 

believe SCAG has not answered the Railroads’ questions submitted in September 2011 

concerning basic operational requirements.
3
 

 

Page 201 RTP (also on Page 21 of Passenger Rail appendix):  

Freight rail activity emits five percent of regional NOx, and four percent of regional PM 

goods movement emissions.  Mitigation of rail emissions is currently underway with 

agreement to upgrade engine and reduce idling at certain rail yards, but more must be done 

to improve regional air quality, help meet federal requirements and reduce health impacts 

for communities near rail activity.  There are several options for a zero emission rail system 

including electrification, battery-hybrid systems and fuel cells.  Since 2008, SCAG has 

worked carefully with representatives from major rail lines, the AQMD and the ARB to 

carefully evaluate potential zero emissions options for freight rail.  In particular, three forms 

of electrification were analyzed in great detail. 

o Electric catenary rail systems – These are perhaps the most technologically ready, 

however, construction for an electrified rail system in Southern California would be a 

major undertaking in terms of labor, timeline, and cost for the SCAG region, and would 

require large public investment as well as cooperation and investment by the BNSF and 

UP railways. 

o Dual mode locomotives – These are also under development and have the ability to 

operate both, on a catenary, or with traditional diesel power.  The ability to operate in 

both modes could potentially reduce operational difficulties associated with 

electrification and would save time, reducing the need to remove the engine at the end 

of the electrified system. 

o Linear synchronous motors – This technology propels rail cars by creating an 

electromagnetic field from motors embedded in the railway.  One advantage of LSM is 

that overhead electric lines would not be needed allowing the electric rail system to 

                                                           
1 SCAG, draft 2012 RTP/SCS, page 74, December 2011. 
2 The railroads question the use of “zero or near-zero” terminology.  The technologies discussed to date at best address 
tailpipe emissions and not total emissions.  Electrification technologies merely export emissions to other areas.  
3 September 16, 2011 comment letter to SCAG on the Freight Rail Electrification Analysis; October 14, 2011 comment 
letter to SCAG on the Environmental Mitigation Strategies Task 10.2 Report 
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extend further into ports and rail yards.  LSM technology is in its early stages and costs 

cannot be estimated, however demonstration projects are underway.  

o The 2012 RTP specifies further study of these technologies to resolve operational 

challenges and to better quantify the costs of implementation and potential savings or 

cost increases of eliminating diesel fuel.  In addition, several other technologies such as 

hybrid diesel-electric locomotives and battery electric tender cars will be considered.  

We also suggest and plan to participate in regional efforts to develop prototypes and 

demonstration of these technologies.  Please see the goods movement appendix of the 

RTP and the SCAG Rail Electrification Study for more information about these 

technologies and next steps for development and deployment. 

Rail Comment: The RTP does not clearly state the issues that remain unresolved with these 

technologies. For example, SCAG needs to clarify if funds for such studies are already 

available. If not, the RTP should make clear that participation in further study and possible 

demonstration of these technologies will only be undertaken if funds become available for 

such activities in the future. SCAG should also clarify that these actions must be voluntarily 

undertaken by all stakeholders. Neither SCAG, nor other local, regional, and state agencies 

have the authority to require the Railroads to participate in or to provide funds for any study 

of electrification or any other technology. SCAG should also clarify that the “several options 

for a zero emission rail system” are not currently available, but could be pursued in the future 

if additional funding, research, development, and testing to confirm their applicability were 

completed. SCAG needs to clearly specify a timeframe for the continued study of these 

technologies. Lastly, the Railroads question why the recommendations on freight rail 

environmental mitigation are repeated in the passenger rail section of the RTP.  

Catenary Electric   

The Draft RTP identifies electric catenary lines, dual mode locomotives, and linear 

synchronous motors (LSM) as potential technologies for future study. Even though 

electric catenary systems are the most proven of the technologies identified by SCAG, 

there are unresolved, major operational concerns with a catenary system, in addition to 

the labor, cost, and timing issues noted in the draft RTP.  Catenary electrification would 

fragment the national goods movement system and would require a major expansion of 

railyards at any intermediate, locomotive exchange points.  At several such locations, no 

adjacent land is available for such an expansion.  Exchanging locomotives would also 

result in significant, nation-wide delays in the goods movement system.  (For more 

information on timing and operational issues with an electric catenary system, please see 

the two issue briefs, entitled Timeline for Freight Rail Electrification in Southern 

California and Defining the Scope of an Electrified Freight Rail Project in Southern 

California, which are attached.) 
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Dual Mode Locomotives  

As the Railroads have discussed at various technical working groups with SCAG, there 

are no existing dual mode locomotives for freight rail operations that could meet the U.S 

EPA’s Tier 4 emissions standards, and there may never be such locomotives due to 

operational size limitations.  Thus the above statement in the draft document “Dual mode 

locomotives – These are also under development…” is misleading to readers. 

Even if a dual mode locomotive could be built to meet the required size and emissions 

limitations, locomotive exchange points would have to be constructed throughout the 

SCAG region. In some instances there is insufficient land available and in all instances 

these exchange points would make the Los Angeles freight system less competitive, due 

to the additional delays and costs of equipment change outs. 

Additionally, one diesel locomotive would still be needed at the locomotive exchange 

points for every dual mode locomotive in order to meet the needs of the national goods 

movement system. For additional information on dual mode locomotives, please see the 

attached issue brief, entitled Dual Mode Freight Locomotives. 

Linear Synchronous Motors (LSM) 

Given the uncertainties about whether LSM technology can provide sufficient traction to 

safely move a 10,000 ton train up and down grades, and given the additional costs 

attributable to the extra lifts of containers necessitated by an LSM-enabled guideway, 

even some of the strongest proponents of the LSM technology do not believe this 

technology could ever be a systems-level propulsion technology for all or most rail-based 

container movements. This technology has never been proven in a rail application.  

Whether and how an LSM technology could pull a 10,000 ton train from sea level to an 

elevation of 3,800 feet on a 1.5-2.5 % grade, as well as provide adequate braking for such 

a train on a 2-3% grade moving in the other direction, are unanswered questions which 

present fundamental safety concerns. These are major questions still unanswered by both 

the potential LSM manufacturers (no systems are in operation today) and SCAG.  As 

SCAG notes in Table 1.1 on page 13 of the Goods Movement Appendix, one of the goals 

of the RTP is to, “Ensure travel safety and reliability for all people and goods in the 

region,”
4
 The Railroads believe that  pursuing these technologies prematurely will have 

the opposite effect. 

In a previous submission to SCAG
5
, the Railroads outlined other questions which remain 

unanswered: 

                                                           
4 SCAG, draft 2012 RTP/SCS, Goods Movement appendix, page 12, Table 1.1, December 2011. 
5 September 16, 2011 comment letter to SCAG on the Freight Rail Electrification Analysis 
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 Has SCAG obtained any engineering plans from General Atomics or another 

LSM proponent that describe the LSM cars with any level of specificity? 

 Does SCAG assume that the Railroads’ mainline tracks could handle LSM trains 

as well as conventional rail traffic, including Amtrak and Southern California 

Regional Rail Authority (Metrolink) passenger trains? 

 Would railcars need to be retrofitted with LSM reactor plates?  Rail cars have a 

diversity of ownership. How will the railcar retrofits be conducted and 

coordinated across owners?  Does SCAG anticipate that all railcars, nationally, 

would be retrofitted with these plates?  If not, how could rail carriers be assured 

that all railcars destined for Southern California are equipped with the requisite 

technology? 

 How will the Right-of-Way be maintained (for undercutting, surfacing, alignment, 

etc.) if motors and/or magnets are attached to the ties or between the rails? 

 How would the need for, the consequences of, and the costs of locomotive 

exchange points be addressed, if at all, with an LSM system?  What are the 

embedded assumptions about the operational impacts of the time required to 

switch LSM helper-cars in or out of a transcontinental train? 

 Have prospective LSM manufacturers suggested how they would install magnets 

or motors at switch points in between tracks (e.g. from a mainline to a spur)? 

 

Page 74 RTP:  

For the near-term, the regional strategy supports the deployment of commercially-available, 

low-emission trucks and locomotives while centering on continued investment into improved 

system efficiencies.  For example, upgrading switcher locomotive engines could reduce 1 to 3 

percent of regional rail emissions.  

Rail Comment: As noted in Table 1, SCAG needs to clarify which stakeholder(s) would 

pursue this strategy and where funding would come from. SCAG needs to be clear that 

upgrading switcher locomotive engines is not in the resource-constrained plan and will only 

be pursued if stakeholders identify funds. Any participation by the Railroads to upgrade 

switcher engines would be voluntary. The Railroads believe that neither SCAG, nor any local 

or regional agencies, have the authority to require the Railroads to deploy newer switcher 

locomotives. 

Furthermore, the Railroads have made significant environmental investments in the SCAG 

region over the last decade or more. The progress made over the years has been documented 

by the Air Resources Board (ARB) in numerous public meetings.  For example, in 2005, the 
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Railroads signed a MOU with ARB that was estimated to reduce PM emissions by 20% by 

2008 at rail yards statewide. In 2009, ARB determined that the Railroads had fully complied 

with all requirements of the 2005 MOU. In 2010, the 1998 Fleet Average Agreement was 

implemented. ARB has said that the 1998 Fleet Average provided “locomotive fleet benefits 

in southern California 20 years earlier than the rest of the country.”
6
  

 

Page 74 RTP:  

In the longer term, the strategy focuses on a more fundamental shift in technology – taking 

critical steps toward gradual implementation of a zero-emission or near zero-emission 

freight system.  

Rail Comment: As the Railroads work with other stakeholders to further reduce rail 

emissions in the SCAG region, it is important that any technology introduced does not 

compromise the safety, velocity, cargo throughput, economic competitiveness, or reliability 

of the goods movement system.  It would be helpful to point out that to date, stakeholders 

have not reached consensus on technologies, timing, funding, or emissions impacts of the 

various options SCAG examined in the RTP.  Prior to proposing a fundamental shift in 

implementing new technology, SCAG and all goods movement stakeholders need to clearly 

establish if and where within the existing rail system, such “critical steps toward gradual 

implementation of a zero-emission or near zero-emission freight system” could be 

implemented. 

 

Page 75 RTP:  

As summarized in Table 2.11, the zero-emission East-West Freight Corridor would eliminate 

4.7 tons of NOx, 0.16 tons of PM2.5, and 4,000 tons of CO2 emissions daily.  Full 

electrification of the rail system, though still a concept at this point, would remove 

comparable amounts of NOx, PM2.5, and CO2.  *Rail electrification is shown here for 

illustrative purposes only.  Further research and development is required to determine if this 

is a reasonable option for implementation. 

Rail Comment:  SCAG should clarify the methodology used to estimate emissions 

reductions from an electrified system.  SCAG needs to explain how it accounted for the 

additional emissions produced as a result of the electricity required for such a system and if it 

has not accounted for them, SCAG should do so in the final version of the RTP.  These 

emissions have real environmental impacts and should be addressed in any reference to 

                                                           
6 California Air Resources Board, Statewide Strategies to Reduce Locomotive and Associated Rail Yard Emissions, December 2006. 
http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/offroad/loco/121406ryloco_strtgy.pdf 

http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/offroad/loco/121406ryloco_strtgy.pdf
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electrification of a freight rail system or the associated emission reductions.  Please refer to 

the attached issue briefs for more information on electrification. 

 

Page 70 RTP:  

In past RTPs, SCAG has envisioned a system of truck-only lanes extending from the San 

Pedro Bay Ports to downtown Los Angeles along the I-710, connecting to an east-west 

segment, and finally reaching the I-15 in San Bernardino County…The East-West Freight 

Corridor would carry between 58,000 and 70,000 trucks per day – trucks that would be 

removed from adjacent general purpose lands and local arterial roads.  

Rail Comment: One of the alternatives of the East-West Freight Corridor for trucks is 

proposed to be directly adjacent to a UP mainline track. As UP has stated in discussions with 

SCAG staff, although off of UP privately-owned right-of-way, construction of such corridor 

could limit future opportunities for businesses to become rail served. 

 

Comments on Environmental Justice Appendix 

The Railroads’ comments on the Environmental Justice appendix are organized according to the 

following primary issues:  

 Unequal characterization between rail and highway impacts 

 Different methods of evaluating rail impacts and highway impacts 

 Inconsistencies with the rest of the RTP 

While the Railroads understand the need to assess the impacts of the RTP/SCS on communities 

across the region, SCAG’s approach to this analysis with respect to rail is flawed and misleading 

in several respects. SCAG’s treatment of rail-related impacts in the Environmental Justice 

appendix implies that rail operations are a very significant contributor to air quality impacts in 

the region.  

While SCAG does not explicitly compare highway impacts to rail impacts, the tone and context 

with which SCAG presents rail-related impacts could leave the reader with the misimpression 

that rail impacts are equal to, or more severe than, the impacts from highways and other mobile 

sources.  This theme is unfortunately repeated elsewhere in the Environmental Justice appendix, 

as exemplified in Table 2, below. Of the greatest concern is the drastic difference between the 

information presented in Exhibit 26, a map which shows modeled regional cancer risk, and 

Exhibit 34, a map which purports to show the health impacts related to rail lines, while only 

displaying regional cancer risk data and a map overlay of rail lines.  
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Table 2: Comparison of evaluation of impacts of rail versus impacts of highway and 

arterials  

 Buffer for 

demographic 

analysis  

Compares 

baseline vs. 

plan 

scenarios? 

Overlays cancer 

risk with source? 

Identifies changes in 

pollutant exposure? 

Highway 

Impacts 

Section 

* Areas within 500 feet 

of major corridors 

* Roads with daily trips 

>100,000; rural roads 

w/ daily trips >50,000 

Yes No - mapped region-

wide only.  

“Similar to the results 

of the regional emission 

analysis…the 2012 

RTP/SCS will reduce 

both CO and PM for 

most places along the 

freeway adjacent 

areas…” Pg. 122 

Rail 

Impacts 

Section 

* Areas within various 

distance of any rail line 

or rail facility: 

*1/4 mile; 1/2 mile; 1 

mile; 2 miles (grade 

separations only) 

No Yes No discussion 

 

The Railroads would like to understand how SCAG intends to harmonize the Environmental 

Justice appendix with the draft RTP to resolve the inconsistencies between the two. Specifically:  

1) Why does SCAG conduct the evaluation of environmental impacts from rail so 

differently than its evaluation of impacts from roadways?  

a. Why do the buffer distances differ? 

b. Why does SCAG evaluate baseline versus plan scenarios for the road and 

highway portions of the RTP, but not for rail?  

c. Why does SCAG state that rail operations result in significant emissions while 

failing to quantify emissions from either rail or highways in the appendix?  

d. Why does SCAG present a map of the regional cancer risk levels co-located with 

rail lines, without presenting the parallel display of cancer risk levels co-located 

with highways and arterials?  

2) How will SCAG resolve the inconsistency between the recommended environmental 

mitigations in the RTP, Goods Movement appendix, Environmental Justice appendix, and 

PEIR?  
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a. Will any of the recommended mitigation options in the Environmental Justice 

Appendix be placed in the Goods Movement appendix or main document of the 

RTP? 

b. Are any of the mitigation recommendations in the Environmental Justice  

appendix in the resource constrained plan or strategic plan of the RTP?  

i. If so, how will they be paid for?  

ii. If so, how does SCAG plan to implement them?  

 

Unequal characterization between rail and highway impacts 

Page 136 Environmental Justice appendix: 

Exhibit 34 illustrates areas adjacent to railroads overlaid with areas of high cancer risk. As 

shown in the maps below, a large portion of areas adjacent to railroads [are] similar to 

areas of high cancer risk. These observations suggest that emissions from locomotives, rail 

yard and other rail facilities could result in an increased cancer risk in the neighboring low-

income and minority communities. (See referenced Exhibit 34 further below) 

Rail comment: Both Exhibit 34 and SCAG’s conclusion referencing it are fundamentally 

flawed; the conclusions presented are unfounded and SCAG does not provide supporting 

factual data.  

First, SCAG does not clearly define how the cancer risk shown on the map was determined, 

what emissions or other environmental factors the map is intended to reflect, or what sources 

(e.g. mobile or stationary or other) the cancer risk derives from. They list as the source for 

the map, “SCAG, ESRI shaded relief, train atlas.” This reference does not provide any 

information that would shed light on the critical assumptions that go into creating this 

analysis. ESRI is a GIS software developer, and therefore provides no information on the 

data inputs themselves. Additionally, the data presented in the environmental justice section 

is not consistent with, or supported by, any data in the PEIR’s Health Risk Assessment, 

which only modeled certain representative highway segments and did not model rail. 

Second, SCAG vaguely describes this map as an “overlay.” If the data reflecting the areas of 

high cancer risk on the map in Exhibit 34 is the same data used to generate the regional 

cancer risk map in Exhibit 26, then the cancer risk was generated at the regional level, and is 

therefore not directly attributable to rail emissions. The map in Exhibit 34 illustrates the co-

location of rail lines in areas where there are elevated cancer risks as a result of multiple 

sources of air pollution: it does not provide any data to show correlation or causation 

between rail lines, specifically, and cancer risk in the area. Additionally, the exhibit is 

misleadingly titled “Rail-related health risk impacts” when it presents regional data that is 

not based on rail emissions. 
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The major highways and arterials traversing the SCAG region cover the same areas where 

there are confluences of rail lines. The map presented in Exhibit 26 shows that the network of 

highways is co-located with the geographic area that is identified as having the highest 

cancer risk, but it does not emphasize the highways in the same manner that Exhibit 34 

emphasizes rail lines. By overlaying the rail lines on the map in Exhibit 34 with a 1-mile 

buffer and then including the statement that “emissions from locomotives, rail yards and 

other rail facilities could result in an increased cancer risk in the neighboring low income and 

minority communities,” SCAG unfairly points to the potential impacts of rail, while failing to 

provide a comparable evaluation of the impacts from highways and arterials.  All sources 

need to be treated with equal attention and assigned fair attribution.   

For comparison, Exhibit 34 on page 137 and Exhibit 26 on page 104 of the Environmental 

Justice appendix are presented below. Both Exhibit 26 and Exhibit 34 appear to be derived 

from similar data for regional cancer risk, however they are displayed with very troubling 

differences. Whereas Exhibit 26 is presented in the more neutral colors of greens and blues, 

Exhibit 34 is in reds and purples, strengthening the intensity of the message about the 

negative health impacts of rail. Secondly, the two maps have different scales: Exhibit 26 is 

40 miles-per-inch, and Exhibit 34 is 20 miles-per-inch. This makes the area of high cancer 

risk appear twice as large on the rail map as it does on the region-wide map. Finally, while 

the highway system appears on both maps, it is overpowered by the bright purple rail lines on 

Exhibit 34, making the highways barely noticeable. All of these factors leave the reader with 

the impression that rail causes more severe impacts than highways in the region, even though 

this conclusion is not supported by the data that SCAG presents. SCAG does not include a 

similar map highlighting the areas within 500-feet of a highway, to show corollary “highway 

related health risk impacts.” In fact, rail is the only source for which SCAG chose to do a 

map overlay of this type. 
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Figure 1: Exhibit 34 from SCAG EJ Appendix 

 

 

Figure 2: Exhibit 26 from SCAG EJ Appendix 

 

 

SCAG must either remove Exhibit 34 and misleading discussion language, or substantially 

revise it and provide the source data. If SCAG decides to keep Exhibit 34, it must present 

identical maps and analyses for arterials, highways, and other transportation sources 

discussed in the plan, such as airports. Further, SCAG should ensure that maps for each 
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source are presented in the same manner: at the same scale, with the same color scheme, and 

utilizing the same buffer distances. 

While SCAG’s maps demonstrate co-location of rail lines and highways or arterials with 

areas of regionally high cancer risk, it is crucial to point out that proximity does not equal 

risk. SCAG’s presentation of a map which overlays the rail lines on top of a separately 

generated, regional cancer risk map to support observations about increased risk makes an 

inaccurate assumption that proximity to one source is equivalent to risk of exposure. Mere 

proximity to a source should not be used as a determinant for exposure in risk assessment 

analysis because it fails to identify the chemicals involved, the dose of exposure (including 

the dispersion of pollutants), the duration of the exposure, or the toxicity of the chemicals in 

question.  SCAG should: (1) either remove the map entirely or (2) revise the maps as 

requested above and, in addition,  revise the statements on page 136 of the Environmental 

Justice appendix as suggested below: 

Exhibit 34 illustrates areas adjacent to railroads overlaid with the modeled regional 

cancer risk from all sources areas of high cancer risk. As shown in the maps below, a 

large portion of areas adjacent to railroads are co-located in to areas of existing high 

regional cancer risk. These observations suggest that emissions from locomotives, rail 

yard and other rail facilities could result in an increased cancer risk in the neighboring 

low-income and minority communities. 

Furthermore, it should be noted that the Railroads, as well as other sources, have made 

significant improvements to their equipment and operations since 2005, the data year for the 

regional cancer risk map.
7
  

 

Different methods in evaluating rail impacts and highway impacts 

Rail comment: SCAG rail impacts and highway impacts are handled differently by SCAG, 

both in discussion text and in how tables and figures are organized and displayed.  

First, when analyzing the data on potentially impacted areas, SCAG uses shorter distances to 

create the geographic buffers around the highways and arterials than it does around the rail 

lines . Although the railroads do not endorse a particular buffer for demographic analysis, we 

believe the areas chosen by SCAG are unreasonably arbitrary.  This arbitrary selection 

affects not only the evaluation of local impacts from rail, but also the assessment of whether 

                                                           
7 Six years of progress has been made and documented by the Air Resources Board (ARB) in numerous public 

meetings.  For example, in 2005, the Railroads signed a MOU with ARB estimated to reduce PM emissions by 20% 

by 2008 at rail yards statewide. In 2009, ARB determined that the Railroads had fully complied with all 

requirements of the 2005 MOU. In 2010, the 1998 fleet average agreement was implemented and is estimated to 

reduce NOx by 67% from uncontrolled levels. ARB staff estimates that the railroads have reduced emissions at rail 

yards statewide by 50% since 2008. 
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the impacted communities are in fact environmental justice communities.  We would like to 

see more information on how SCAG reached its conclusions that rail disproportionately 

impacts environmental justice communities versus non-environmental justice communities.  

SCAG does not show a rational basis for these conclusions.   

The analysis buffer for highways is 500 feet, but the analysis buffer for rail lines is ¼ mile, ½ 

mile, and 1 mile. SCAG uses buffers to evaluate demographic trends or potential 

environmental justice areas (Table 47 on pages 134-35), and to generate the map for 

geographic overlay with regional cancer risk. SCAG does not provide any justification for 

the difference between the buffer distances around rail versus highways and arterials used in 

the analyses. ARB’s Land Use Handbook cautions against locating sensitive land uses within 

500 feet of a freeway, or 1000 feet of a rail yard (roughly .2 miles), and does not include 

recommendations for rail lines. SCAG should either justify the difference between the 

buffers or make them the same.  

In the discussion of highway and arterial impacts, SCAG compares the impacts from on-road 

sources as a result of implementing the RTP to the impacts of a no-plan scenario. However, 

this comparison is not completed for rail impacts.  

The approach SCAG staff took in characterizing the “Rail-Related Impacts” creates the 

potential for an inaccurate interpretation of rail’s contribution to the region’s air quality.  For 

example, on page 136, SCAG states, “these observations suggest that emissions from 

locomotives, rail yard and other rail facilities could result in an increased cancer risk in the 

neighboring low-income and minority communities.” However, in the section on highway 

and arterial impacts, SCAG does not discuss the potential for increased cancer risk from 

freeway emissions, but notes in the regional section that areas of high cancer risk are located 

near freeways (page 96). Additionally, in the introduction to the rail-related impacts section, 

SCAG states, “these observations suggest that rail-related environmental burdens, such as air 

pollution and noise from locomotives, rail yard and other rail facility, are relatively higher to 

low-income and minority communities than regional average” (page 131), but SCAG does 

not quantify the emissions generated by rail anywhere in the Environmental Justice appendix. 

Further, although SCAG broadly states that rail emissions are significant on page 131 of the 

Environmental Justice Appendix, SCAG does not quantify actual emissions. Quantification 

of rail emissions and the comparison between the emissions from trucks on highways and rail 

emissions in the region is critical to understanding freight transportation tradeoffs, the 

context under which investments in rail are made, and the potential shifts between 

transportation modes. One train can carry enough cargo to take 280 trucks off the road, and 

rail is three or more times as efficient as trucks on a ton-per-mile basis. Therefore increased 

rail traffic can decrease overall emissions for communities in the region. 
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Inconsistencies with the rest of the RTP  

The Environmental Justice appendix includes a set of environmental strategies for freight rail, 

called the “Recommended Mitigation for Rail Related Impacts,” that is completely different 

from that which is  presented in the rest of the RTP. It is unclear who would implement these 

strategies, where the funds would come from, in what timeframe these mitigation measures 

would be pursued, and under what authority.  SCAG does not state if any of these mitigation 

measures are a part of the resource-constrained plan or the strategic plan.  Additionally, these 

strategies are not consistent with the strategies outlined in the RTP or the Goods Movement 

appendix.  

 

Table 3: Comparison of mitigation measures in EJ appendix as compared to the Draft RTP 

Recommended Mitigation for Rail Related 

Impacts, Environmental Justice appendix 

(Page 148) 

Goods Movement Environmental Strategy, 

RTP (Page 74) 

 Accelerated Introduction of Cleaner 

Line-Haul Units  

 Construct sound reducing barriers 

between noise sources and noise-

sensitive land uses 

 Improve the acoustical insulation of 

dwelling units where setbacks and sound 

barriers do not sufficiently reduce noise 

 Implement, to the extent feasible and 

practicable, speed limits and limits on 

hours of operation of rail and transit 

systems, where such limits may reduce 

noise impacts. 

Near Term 

 Upgrading switcher locomotive engines 

 Continued investments into improved system 

efficiencies 

Long Term 

 Critical steps toward phased  implementation 

of a zero-emission or near zero-emission 

freight system 

 

Rail Comment:  SCAG needs to clearly state whether the rail mitigation measures in the 

Environmental Justice appendix are a part of the resource-constrained plan or a part of the 

strategic plan. As stated earlier, SCAG also needs to clarify who would be responsible for 

pursuing these mitigation measures, where the funding would come from, in what timeframe 

the measures would be implemented, and under what authority.  Neither SCAG nor other 

local, regional, or state agencies have the authority to require the Railroads to pursue any of 

these measures.   

First, SCAG recommends the acceleration of cleaner line-haul locomotives. Tier 4 

technology will not be commercially available until 2015, at the earliest.  The development 
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of Tier 4 locomotives under the US EPA regulatory timeline is a significant challenge for 

locomotive and aftertreatment manufacturers.  A revolutionary leap in both engine and 

aftertreatment technologies is required in order for line haul locomotives to meet Tier 4 

emissions requirements. At this time, these new technologies are untested and unproven in 

line haul locomotive applications. 

Historically, the development of new, effective locomotive technology has taken an average 

of about seven to eight years to achieve reliability goals (and some changes have taken more 

than a decade). However, the 2008 US EPA regulation (a technology-forcing regulation) 

allows locomotive manufacturers just six and a half years to conduct Tier 4 research and 

development, complete design and reliability field testing, and begin full-scale production. 

Since locomotive manufacturers are accomplishing a major technological change in an 

abbreviated timeframe, there are development risks associated with Tier 4 technology. These 

risks include the potential for in-use locomotive failures that would cause train delays and 

interruptions across the goods movement system. Therefore, the Railroads, while optimistic, 

are appropriately cautious at this time.  

Second, the Environmental Justice appendix recommends the installation of sound barriers 

and acoustical insulation. The Railroads are not responsible for these improvements, nor can 

local jurisdictions require the Railroads to implement these measures. Again, SCAG needs to 

be clear about whether the RTP requires these measures to be implemented, or if they are 

only recommended actions for future consideration that do not currently have funding 

identified. SCAG also needs to clarify whether the installation of sound barriers would be on 

the Railroads’ property and if there would be any potential for interruption to railroad 

operations. 

Finally, in response to the recommended strategy to reduce speed or hours of operation, 

SCAG should note that the Railroads operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week.  Limiting 

hours of operation would have nation-wide effects and could ultimately result in higher 

emissions in the SCAG region if containers were shifted to truck transport.  Additionally, 

train speeds are dictated by track conditions and regulated by the Federal Railroad 

Administration
8
 and therefore fall outside of the authority of SCAG.  Accordingly, this 

strategy should be removed from the Environmental Justice appendix.  

 

Page 145 Environmental Justice appendix:  

Additionally, the 2012 RTP proposes railroad electrification, which would significantly 

reduce rail-related emissions throughout the region, and especially for in low-income and 

                                                           
8 FRA’s Track Safety Standards establish track structure and track geometry requirements for nine separate classes of track. They 

can be found at 49 CFR Part 213, (Sec. 213.9 and Sec. 213.307). See also http://www.fra.dot.gov/Pages/1234.shtml 
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minority communities adjacent to railroads. Further study and demonstrations are needed to 

broadly deploy near zero and zero emission rail technologies that would significantly reduce 

environmental impacts from locomotives and rail-related facilities. Please refer to the Goods 

Movement Technical Appendix to review the 2012 RTP Goods Movement Environmental 

Strategy and Action Plan for Technology Advancement. 

Rail comment: According to the Goods Movement appendix and the RTP, SCAG is not 

proposing to implement electrification, but rather to continue study of electrification and 

other ultra-low emission strategies in the future, if additional funds become available. 

Therefore, SCAG should remove the sentence that claims “the 2012 RTP proposes railroad 

electrification” and revise this section to be consistent with the Goods Movement appendix 

and the RTP. SCAG, and other local, regional and state agencies, do not have the authority to 

require the Railroads to pursue electrification. Additionally, please refer to the attached issue 

briefs for more information on electrification. 

 

Page 131 Environmental Justice appendix: 

Environmental pollution from locomotives, rail yards and other rail facilities is a major 

public health concern at the national, regional and community level. The movement of goods 

by rail involves diesel-powered locomotives and equipment, resulting in significant emissions 

of particulate matter (PM), nitrogen oxides (NOx), hydrocarbons, and other air toxins 

throughout the process. 

Rail comment: SCAG does not specify what types of rail it is referring to in the impacts 

assessment.  Is SCAG including freight and passenger rail?  If passenger rail is included, are 

commuter lines and urban lines accounted for? 

In 2010, ARB estimates locomotives contributed less than one percent of PM2.5 emissions 

and less than three percent of NOx emissions in the South Coast Air Basin (see Figure 4 

below). As a point of comparison, other mobile sources such as passenger vehicles, off-road 

equipment (e.g. farm and construction), and diesel trucks in the South Coast Air Basin 

contribute roughly 20%, 24%, and 27% of NOx, and 8%, 10%, and 7% of PM2.5, 

respectively.
9
  Despite this, SCAG portrays rail emissions as regionally significant in the 

Environmental Justice appendix.  

 

Finally, the Railroads disagree with SCAG’s statement that locomotive emissions are a 

national “major public health concern.” The air quality and mix of emissions sources in the 

SCAG region are unique, and perhaps uniquely challenging due to the geographic and 

meteorological conditions.  As SCAG notes, 33% of all freight containers in the U.S. move 

                                                           
9 ARB - Almanac Emission Projection Data (Updated in 2009); Passenger Vehicles - LDV, LDT, LDT 2.  Diesel Trucks - LHDV1, 

LHDV2, MHDV, HHDV  
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through the Southern California Ports.
10

  Many of these goods travel on rail, and yet, rail is 

less than 3% of NOx and 1% of PM emissions in the South Coast Air Basin.  

 

Figure 3: South Coast Air Basin Mobile Source Emissions (2010) 

 

Figure 4:Drafted by California Environmental Associates. Source Data: ARB - Almanac Emission Projection Data 

(Updated in 2009); Passenger Vehicles - LDV, LDT, LDT 2.  Diesel Trucks - LHDV1, LHDV2, MHDV, HHDV 

 

 

Page 145 Environmental Justice appendix: 

The train traffic index of each railroad segment is calculated by using average daily train 

volume multiplied by daily total gate down time of two grade crossings located at both ends 

of the segment. The following map illustrates the train traffic index of railroad segments 

adjacent to the grade separation projects... As shown in the map below, San Bernardino 

County and Riverside County have higher train traffic index values than other counties. As 

                                                           
10

 SCAG, draft 2012 RTP/SCS, Goods Movement appendix, page 6, December 2011. 

South Coast Air Basin Mobile Source Emissions (2010)

Source: ARB - Almanac Emission Projection Data (Updated in 2009); Passenger Vehicles - LDV, LDT, LDT 2.  Diesel Trucks - LHDV1, LHDV2, MHDV, HHDV 
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railroad emissions and noise are greater where there is a large amount of train traffic 

volume, these observations suggest that the rail-related environmental impacts could be 

greater in San Bernardino County and Riverside County than other counties. And, based 

upon the analysis of Environmental Justice categories above, the low-income and minority 

communities adjacent to railroads and grade-crossings in San Bernardino County and 

Riverside County can be more affected by rail-related impacts, such as emissions, noise, 

accidents, traffic delay, etc. than other population groups. 

Figure 4: Exhibit 36 Train Traffic Index 

 
 

Rail comment: SCAG uses the results of the train traffic index analysis to suggest the 

relative level of impact on different rail segments. Did SCAG include passenger trains in this 

index? SCAG should state whether the above map reflects both passenger rail and freight rail 

or just one or the other. SCAG’s assertions about the correlation between “accidents” and 

“traffic delays” on such segments are purely speculative and should be noted as such.  

Also, there should be a discussion of the planned improvements scheduled for these areas, 

through existing commitments for grade separations and capacity improvements, such as the 

Colton Crossing. In addition, SCAG fails to include a comparison of the improvements in 

train traffic index over the lifespan of the RTP.  SCAG should clarify that the index provided 

is simply a snapshot in time for 2010. Given that Colton Crossing is a committed and funded 

project,
11

 SCAG should show relative improvement gained through completion of Colton 

Crossing and other near-term grade separations. 

 

                                                           
11 SCAG, draft 2012 RTP/SCS, Project List appendix, page 313, December 2011. 
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Furthermore, SCAG provides no information that the “total gate down time of two grade 

crossings located at both ends of the segments” has been correlated to traffic counts on the 

streets with the gates down. Without the traffic counts or the time of day data, SCAG can 

draw no conclusions about the correlation between gates being down and the impacts to 

human populations. 

 

Comments on Goods Movement appendix 

As pointed out earlier in this letter, participation of the Railroads and other stakeholders in any of 

the strategies identified by SCAG in the Goods Movement appendix must be a collaborative and 

voluntary process. Despite the best efforts of the SCAG staff, many of these strategies are vague 

and potentially misleading. For example, SCAG provides a specific timeframe for the study and 

demonstration of various ultra-low emission technologies presented in a way that appears to be 

applicable for all of the technology options. In fact, the stage of development for each 

technology varies widely. Likewise, the timeline for the development and demonstration of each 

technology will vary greatly. One size does not fit all. The approach that SCAG has laid out in 

the Goods Movement appendix is of little utility to the stakeholders involved in the SCAG 

region and should be revised substantially or even removed.   
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Page 34 Goods Movement appendix:  

Figure 5: Timeline to Implement a Zero and Near-Zero Emission Freight System 

 

 

Rail Comment: SCAG needs to be clear about which specific activities associated with the 

phases of development listed in Figure 9 are in the resource-constrained plan, which have 

funds currently available, and which activities do not have funds available. This will help 

clarify which activities will only be implemented when, and if, additional funds become 

available. If there is funding currently available, SCAG needs to state that it plans to carry 

out the timeline presented for the technology demonstration and potential implementation of 

new freight movement technologies. If not, it should point out that such a project could not 

be implemented until or unless funding becomes available.  Additionally, it is worth noting 

that any full scale demonstration and/or commercial deployment would need the full support 

of the Railroads, and potentially other governmental agencies, to move forward. SCAG 

should also include a provision that the Railroads will be involved in the design of the 

parameters for a full-scale demonstration. 
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In Figure 9, it appears that Phase 1 is already complete and consisted of the work done to 

develop the draft 2012 RTP.  If this is true, SCAG should clarify that point. 

 

The timeframe for Phase 2 will vary substantially depending on which technology is studied 

further. Electric catenary systems present some serious operational, safety, and funding 

issues; however, these systems are better understood and appear to be more developed than 

the linear synchronous motor system or the hybrid locomotive with an advance battery/ 

tender car technology. SCAG should specify the technologies that would be evaluated in 

Phase 2 and provide specific timeframes for each. In any event, the timeframe identified by 

SCAG for Phase 2 is far too short for the evaluation, development, completion of the 

environmental review process and demonstration of an electrified system. For example, even 

demonstration of a catenary electric system would require the development of electric 

locomotives and the adaptation of those locomotives to western freight operations.  Because 

most other ultra-low emission systems are only conceptual at this point, the timeframe for 

Phase 2 would be even longer.   

 

The desired accomplishments in Phase 3 are unrealistic for the short time allocated.  The 

timeline should be revised so that any deployment or operational demonstration would come 

after sufficient time has been allocated to resolve all technical, operational, and safety issues 

identified for the various low emission system options.  As SCAG notes on page 35 of the 

Goods Movement appendix, past studies by the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, 

“highlight the difficult challenges associated with this sector, especially with regard to 

operational needs, integration of the technologies into the national rail system, federal safety 

requirements, and costs.”
12

   

 

Additionally, the timeline for Phase 4 is unrealistic and should be lengthened to give adequate 

time for zero-emission technologies to mature and undergo sufficient testing. An inadequate or 

insufficient demonstration program or premature adoption could lead to serious disruptions to the 

national goods movement system. Please refer to the attached issue brief, entitled Timeline for 

Freight Rail Electrification in Southern California and the Roadmap for Moving Forward with Zero 

Emission Technologies at the Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles
13 for more information on the 

timeline to implement an electrified freight rail system in Southern California.   

 

 

                                                           
12 SCAG, draft 2012 RTP/SCS, Goods Movement appendix, page 35, December 2011. 
13 Port of Long Beach & Port of Los Angeles, “Roadmap for Moving Forward with Zero Emission Technologies at the 
Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles” Technical Report, Updated August 2011. 
http://longbeach.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=18&clip_id=4942 

http://longbeach.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=18&clip_id=4942
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Page 36 Goods Movement appendix:  

Phase 2 also includes initial proof of concept and testing of several types of zero-emission 

locomotive technologies and supporting infrastructure.  Demonstration would include 

technology optimization along prescribed routes under conditions applicable to goods 

movement activities.  An initial step would entail creating a test track to allow for the 

demonstration of various technologies to move containers. For rail prototypes basic 

performance requirements include, but are not limited to: sufficient tractive power to haul a 

double-stacked railcar, adequate braking capability and other parameters to support safe 

operation, and the ability to operate in zero-emission mode. 

For rail, uncertainties associated with new technologies would be addressed through a rail 

operational assessment study that evaluates the potential operational impacts of a zero or 

near zero-emission rail system both within the Basin and on the larger national freight 

railroad system. This study would build on the work of SCAG’s Rail Electrification Study, 

2011. Because overhead catenary systems have already been proven for passenger and some 

freight applications, this study would also evaluate the practicability of utilizing existing 

technologies for rail service in the South Coast Air Basin.  

Rail Comment: SCAG should clarify under what circumstance this phase will be 

undertaken.  The draft RTP implies that it would only take place if future funds are collected 

from the VMT tax, but it is unclear. If Phase 2 is undertaken, the Railroads believe that 

SCAG needs to explicitly outline on what right-of-way and for what purposes such a system 

could be deployed.  Additionally, part of Phase 2 should include an evaluation to estimate the 

total capital and operating costs for such a system, how those costs might be passed through 

to customers, and if the magnitude of the costs might cause cargo to shift either between 

modes or to a different port.  
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Page 39 Goods Movement appendix: 

Figure 6: Locomotive/Rail: Agency Major Implementation Actions 

 

Rail Comment: It would appear from the simple language in Table 16 that the actions listed 

are included in the resource constrained portion of the RTP.  However, SCAG has yet to 

identify what funding source would be used, and in what timeframe the ‘agency action’ 

would occur. Specifically, SCAG should clarify whether there is funding available for the 

incorporation of a ‘footprint’ and planning for wayside power into rail lines and/or whether 

there is funding identified to support rail evaluation and demonstration efforts.  If there is not 

money available for such efforts, the Railroads believe that these measures would more 

appropriately be placed in the strategic plan.  In any case, the timeframe for implementing 

these actions (2012) is unrealistic given the lack of funding identified to date. 

It is not clear how SCAG, AQMD and/or ARB will determine if electrified rail technologies 

are feasible.  The Railroads should participate in the development of design criteria to make 

this determination.  SCAG also needs to clarify what is meant by ‘incorporate’ in the 2012 

Agency Action section. Specifically, the Railroads have the following questions:   

o What processes would occur should any of these elements be ‘incorporated’ into the 

RTP?   

o Would this incorporation involve a formal amendment process?   

o Would the Railroads have an opportunity to comment if SCAG, AQMD, and/or ARB 

were to pursue any of these implementation actions, based on the RTP? 
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Page 42 Goods Movement appendix:  

Because of the cost and potential operational challenges associated with mainline 

electrification, such a strategy should be considered a longer term initiative, requiring 

further studies as well as proof of concept and prototype testing of zero-emission locomotive 

technologies which have the potential to minimize cost and operational impacts, as discussed 

under the phased implementation section of this appendix……Construction of any electrified 

rail system in Southern California would require a large investment, as well as cooperation 

by the BNSF and UP railways. 

Rail Comment: SCAG staff has explicitly stated at various public meetings that mainline 

electrification is not part of the resource constrained plan or the strategic plan. Please confirm 

that this is the case. Additionally, SCAG should explain what is meant in the above 

paragraph by the statement that SCAG would require the “cooperation by the BNSF and UP 

railways.”  

 

Page 42 Goods Movement appendix:  

Two promising technologies that are under development include hybrid diesel-electric 

locomotives and battery electric tender cars. Each requires additional development and a 

more thorough understanding of operational considerations. Fuel savings would allow for a 

small fuel storage tank and provide space for storage of the necessary batteries on individual 

locomotives. The locomotives would therefore switch between Tier-4 diesel electric and 

battery modes. The batteries would recharge as the locomotive is operating in diesel-electric 

mode. Also, battery electric tender car technology could be used with current locomotives. 

Battery tender cars would be placed behind diesel-electric locomotives, and would carry 

batteries that could power locomotives through the environmentally sensitive areas. Such a 

system could have many of the same advantages as the hybrid diesel-electric locomotives, 

including zero-emission operation, but would also have the added benefit of being applicable 

with current locomotives and reducing or eliminating the need for wayside power such as 

from overhead catenary wires.  

Rail Comment: SCAG should explain that neither the hybrid diesel-electric locomotive nor 

the battery electric tender car technologies are currently available and are not part of the 

resource constrained or strategic plan.  Each technology would need to be designed, 

developed, and tested prior to implementation, which is a process that historically has taken 

between five to ten years. 
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Page 27 of the RTP (referring to the Goods Movement appendix): 

The RTP goods movement strategy ensures that investments in transportation infrastructure 

and associated transportation programs contribute to achievement of the region’s air quality 

goals.  Efforts are already underway, as the San Pedro Bay Ports have invested heavily in 

deploying clean trucks over the last several years.  Additionally, planning efforts are 

underway to establish a regional zero emission freight system. 

Rail Comment: SCAG needs to clarify what is meant by the “planning efforts” for a 

“regional zero emission freight system.”  These planning efforts will be, as the Railroads 

understand, the continued study and evaluation of technology, operational issues, and costs 

associated with various electricity-based options. While these technologies will likely offer 

some localized emissions reductions, as cleaner diesel locomotives are introduced into the 

region, including Tier 4 locomotives, the magnitude of emission reductions will be 

significantly reduced.  SCAG identifies a similar trend in the potential for emissions 

reductions from passenger transportation strategies on page 28 of the RTP, stating that as, 

“passenger vehicles have become cleaner, the positive air quality impacts of transportation 

strategies that reduce vehicle use or change congestion conditions (i.e., non-fuel or engine-

based strategies) have been significantly diminished.”
14

  SCAG should also note that the 

magnitude of the benefits associated with electrification activity would be diminished with 

the introduction of cleaner locomotives. 

 

Page 41 Goods Movement appendix: 

Switcher locomotives contribute only a small share of total locomotive emissions; however, 

their activity is concentrated in rail yards and greatly impacts surrounding communities. 

Nevertheless, low-emission technologies are available and have relatively low costs. To 

reduce emissions from switcher locomotives, one option is to replace remaining Tier 0+ 

switchers with new Tier 4 switchers. Although there are only projected to be 29 Tier 0+ 

switchers in the Basin in 2023, they have high emission rates. NOx and PM2.5 emission rates 

from a Tier 4 switcher would be approximately 10–15 times lower than a Tier 0+ engines. 

Another option is to rebuild existing GenSet switchers with engines that meet the U.S. EPA 

Tier 4 non-road emission standards, which could cut Nox and PM2.5 emissions by a factor of 

10. The emission reductions of these strategies could reduce emissions for switcher engines 

between 27 and 53 percent. However, since switchers are a small part of the overall fleet, 

these two switcher strategies would reduce total freight locomotive Nox and PM2.5 emissions 

by 1–3 percent.  

 

                                                           
14 SCAG, draft 2012 RTP/SCS, page 28, December 2011. 
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Rail Comment: The RTP should note that SCAG, and all other local, regional, and state 

agencies, do not have the authority to require the retrofit or replacement of Tier 0 or Tier 0+ 

locomotives.  SCAG should clarify that this strategy can only be implemented on a voluntary 

basis, is not in the resource-constrained portion of the RTP, and will only be implemented if 

stakeholders can fund the replacement of older switcher locomotives.  

Tier 4 locomotives are not in production yet, and are not expected to become commercially 

available until 2015. Therefore, it is illogical to include a strategy to repower switcher 

locomotives with Tier 4 engines as they do not currently exist.  Moreover, this is not a cost 

effective strategy to reduce emissions as switcher engines burn far less fuel than line-haul 

units.  The Railroads have used public/private partnerships in the past to help reduce 

emissions from switcher locomotives as opportunities arise, but future projections out to 

2023 regarding the repower of switcher engines to Tier 4 are not realistic.  

Figure 7: Emission Reductions from Replacing Tier 0 with Tier 4 Switchers (Tons per Day) 
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Page 35 Goods Movement appendix:  

Additionally, significant effort has gone into analyzing the options for a zero-emission rail 

system in the Basin.  These include recent efforts by the Ports of Los Angeles and Long 

Beach in their Roadmap study and by SCAG in the freight rail electrification report.  Each of 

these efforts highlights the technical opportunities and the need to pursue a zero-emission 

freight transportation system for the future.  However, they also highlight the difficult 

challenges associated with this sector, especially with regard to operational needs, 

integration of the technologies into the national rail system, federal safety requirements, and 

costs.   

Rail Comment: SCAG should note that when the Ports’ presented their evaluation of “zero 

emission” options in mid-2011, they concluded that, “none of the proposals were sufficiently 

mature to commit to a full-scale operational deployment or demonstrated they could deliver a 

reliable and financially sustainable system…”
15

 

 

Comments on Project List appendix 

The Project List appendix includes a funding measure for over $3.7 billion for further research 

and development of goods movement system improvements.  It is unclear where the money will 

come from and for what specific improvements it will be used. SCAG needs to clarify the source 

of these funds, the specific priority of measures for which the funds will be used, and in what 

timeframe they will occur. 

 

  

                                                           
15 Port of Long Beach & Port of Los Angeles, “Roadmap for Moving Forward with Zero Emission Technologies at the 
Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles” Technical Report, Updated August 2011, page 10. 
http://longbeach.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=18&clip_id=4942 
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Page 422 of Project List appendix: 

Figure 8: Financially Constrained RTP Project List 

 

Rail Comment:  SCAG identifies $3,771,002,000 for ‘goods movement research and 

development’ as a part of the resource constrained plan in measure RRC0703.  This language 

is vague and potentially misleading.  The funding source is unclear, and is not mentioned in 

the Goods Movement appendix or in the RTP.  SCAG needs to clearly identify the source of 

funds and their specific use. 

o What technologies would ‘goods movement research and development’ cover?   

o Why does the RTP ID begin with RRC – is that indicative of the intention to use 

these funds for rail technology development?  

o Where could a reader find the write-up of RRC0703?  

This vague placeholder for goods movement research and development has the potential to 

be interpreted differently by various stakeholders and needs to be clarified to avoid future 

conflict. 

 

Comments on Passenger Rail appendix 

The following comments pertain to various strategies and passages that concern the Railroads 

right-of-way (ROW) throughout the draft 2012 RTP and appendices.  Prior to moving forward 

with some of SCAG’s passenger rail and goods movement environmental strategies, SCAG 

should ensure that issues will not arise with sharing ROWs.  Failure to address these issues early 

on could result in increased congestion and emissions in the SCAG region.  
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Page 16 Passenger Rail appendix: 

In the SCAG Region, this plan will be complicated by drive issues. While the Authority’s 

HSTs will be electric drive, and powered by direct-overhead contact lines (often called 

catenaries), Amtrak and Metrolink currently operate diesel-electric locomotives, as do UP 

and BNSF. Moving forward, the region will have to reconcile the use of electric and diesel-

electric locomotives in the same corridor; and resolve whether these two types of 

locomotives can share facilities. Blended operations may not be possible until these conflicts 

are resolved.  

Rail Comment: Before moving forward with this part of the passenger rail development, 

SCAG and/or the High Speed Rail Authority need to address whether the overhead catenary 

lines will interfere with freight railroad operations. Failure to reconcile this issue could result 

in major operational issues in the SCAG region and result in economic and environmental 

harm.  SCAG should identify if funding has been allocated to study the potential issues with 

shared ROWs and what agency would decide if and how facilities can be shared. The 

Railroads should be included in all conversations and studies that address using rail facilities 

as to not adversely affect the goods movement system. 

 

Page 21 Passenger Rail appendix:  

Currently, rail service between downtown L.A. and the Coachella Valley is only provided 

three days a week with an unattractive schedule as part of Amtrak’s interstate services. 

Union Pacific Railroad owns this rail corridor east of Colton and is opposed to 

implementing additional passenger service without large capital improvements. However, 

Amtrak retains the right to operate passenger service on freight-owned railroads and there is 

a process in place to resolve freight opposition, although Amtrak and other partners such as 

Caltrans DOR and RCTC may be required to fund capital projects to mitigate potential 

financial damages to Union Pacific. A 2010 RCTC study estimates $75 million in station 

costs, $40 million in equipment costs, and $11.4 million in yearly operating costs to start this 

service. These figures do not include any capital costs required to mitigate service 

disruptions incurred by Union Pacific.  

Rail Comment: UP has entered into an agreement with SCAG member agencies to study the 

possibility of service to the Coachella Valley that would be served by whatever Amtrak 

service is currently provided in the region. There would be lost freight capacity to UP in 

providing such service that would have to be mitigated in some manner. 
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Page 19 Passenger Rail appendix: 

Phase II is from Madera to Sacramento and in our region from L.A. Union Station to San 

Diego through the San Gabriel Valley and Inland Empire. Phase II is in the Supplemental 

Alternatives Analysis phase and includes some alternative alignments in our region: either I-

10 or SR 60 through the San Gabriel Valley, and either I-15 or I-215 from the Inland Empire 

to the San Diego County line. There is currently no funding for Phase II.  

Rail Comment: A portion of this analysis impacts UP owned ROWs. UP’s position on this 

subject was best stated in its November 23, 2009 letter to the California High Speed Rail 

Authority providing scoping comments for the Los Angeles to San Diego via Inland Empire 

EIR/EIS. 

UP owns the Los Angeles, Alhambra, and Yuma subdivisions ROWs in fee simple between 

central Los Angeles and the Colton – San Bernardino urban complex. UP controls the 

operation and maintenance of these subdivisions. No other carrier or government agency has 

the right to permit other railroads or rail operators to use any part of this ROW. These CTC-

dispatched main lines, primarily single-track but with some segments of double track, form 

the western end of the vital Sunset Route and are the main conduits for movement of Pacific 

Rim containers out of the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. The importance of these 

subdivisions to the efficient movement of containers and other freight traffic cannot be 

overstated. Confirming prior statements, both written and oral, UP will not voluntarily make 

any part of these subdivisions available for the high-speed rail alignment. 

 

The Railroads thank SCAG for their consideration of these issues and look forward to reviewing 

the final 2012 RTP/SCS.  Please contact Max Pike at 415.421.4213 ex. 26 or Sarah Weldon at 

415.421.4213 ex. 34 at any time should you have questions. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Kirk Marckwald 

Principal, California Environmental Associates 

On behalf of Union Pacific Railroad, BNSF Railway and the Association of American Railroads 

 

cc: 

Rich Macias, SCAG  
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Annie Nam, SCAG 

Margaret Lin, SCAG 

Jacob Lieb, SCAG 

Scott Moore, UPRR 

Lanny Schmid, UPRR 

Lupe Valdez, UPRR 

Dave Seep, BNSF 

Juan Acosta, BNSF 

LaDonna DiCamillo, BNSF 

Mike Rush, AAR 
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Attached are draft issue briefs covering four important aspects of a potential Southern 
California freight rail electrification:   
 

1. Timeline to Construct for Freight Rail Electrification in Southern California            Pgs. 1-2 
2. Defining the Scope of an Electrified Freight Rail Project in Southern California      Pgs. 3-8 
3. Dual Mode Freight Locomotives                                                                                     Pgs. 9-14 
4. Similarities between Existing Electrified Rail Systems and a Possible  

System in Southern California                                                                                       Pgs. 15-20 

These issue briefs have been prepared by California Environmental Associates on behalf of 
Union Pacific Railroad, BNSF Railway, and the Association of American Railroads (the Railroads) 
to help evaluate the costs, challenges, and benefits of electrifying freight rail mainline 
operations in Southern California.   

These are the first in a series of briefs covering possible emission reductions strategies aimed at 
achieving zero or near zero emissions from various components of the goods movement system 
in Southern California. They are not intended to promote or to discourage the electrification of 
freight rail operations.  Rather, this analysis will help inform various stakeholders of the 
environmental, operational, and economic implications of such a system and provide a 
thorough compendium of the most complete information currently available for each of several 
issue areas.  

These briefs serve as an initial draft for each topic covered.  The Railroads encourage other 
stakeholders to review the analyses and suggest improvements and other data sources that 
should be considered and incorporated.  As more and better information becomes available, 
the Railroads will periodically update information and findings. 
 
Please contact Max at 415-421-4213 x26 or max@ceaconsulting.com if you have any questions 
or comments.  

To: Annie Nam, SCAG 

From: Max Pike & Kirk Marckwald 

CC: Sarah Weldon 

Date: 9/2/2011 

Re: Draft Electrification Briefing Papers 

mailto:max@ceaconsulting.com�
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Timeline for Freight Rail Electrification in Southern California 

To accurately evaluate the merits of freight rail electrification in Southern California, it is 
essential to understand the time required to implement an electrified system. The 1992 
Southern California Regional Rail Authority (SCRRA) report provided an estimated timeline for 
complete electrification (conceptual design, preliminary engineering, environmental review, 
final design, bidding process, construction, and final testing for the three rail lines that carry the 
majority of the freight rail traffic in Southern California).1

 

  The 1992 SCRRA estimated timeline 
for each of these rail lines is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: 1992 SCRRA Estimate: Years to Complete Electrification of Three Rail Lines 
 

Route Conceptual 
Design 

Preliminary 
Engineering/ 
Environmental 
Review 

Final 
Design 

Advertise, 
Bid & 
Award 

Construction Functional 
Testing/ 
Start up 

Total 

Barstow 0.5 1.75 1.5 0.25 5 0.5 9.5 
Yermo 0.5 1.75 1.5 0.25 5 0.5 9.5 
Yuma 0.5 2 2 0.25 8.25 0.5 13.5 
 
The Railroads believe that the timelines from the SCRRA report may have been reasonable at 
the time the report was prepared, but are unrealistic and not achievable in the current 
regulatory and litigation climate, especially with regard to the period needed for environmental 
review.  For instance, each Railroad is in the CEQA environmental review process in Southern 
California for the expansion or construction of additional intermodal facilities near the Ports. 
These environmental reviews are entering their seventh year, and may take up to two more 
years to complete. In contrast, the SCRRA estimated that the studies could be completed and 
certified in just two years. Given that a freight rail electrification project would have a much 
broader scope and larger impacts than these intermodal railyard construction projects, the 
estimated timeframe of 1.75 to 2 years for the preliminary engineering and environmental 
review process used in the original SCRRA report is far too short.   
  
Table 2 adjusts the SCRRA timetable to reflect the Railroads’ real world experience. This 
analysis assumes the three mainlines (see Figure 2 in the “Defining the Scope” brief) would be 
constructed concurrently to achieve maximum emissions reductions in the shortest possible 
period of time, at the lowest cost, and with the fewest disruptions to existing rail operations.   
  

                                                 
1 Southern California Regional Rail Authority, Southern California Accelerated Rail Electrification Program, February 
1992. Report Executive Summary, p ES-6, Exhibit ES-3. 
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Table 2: Revised time line for Southern California Rail Electrification 

Route Project Definition, 
Conceptual Design, 
Railroad and Utility 
Agreements, Access 
Rights, Regulatory 
Approvals, Funding Plan & 
Funding Commitments2

Environment
al Studies & 
Documentati
on 

 

Final 
Design, 
Bid & 
Award 

Construction 
Time & Final 
Testing 

Total 

Railroads’ 2011 
Projection for 
all 3 Rail Lines 

33 7  2.25 8.75-9.75 21-22 

SCRRA’s 1992 
Projection for 
Yuma (longest 
rail line studied) 

0.5 2 2.25 8.75 13.5 

 
Under the Railroads’ updated timeline and with an assumed program start date of 2012, the 
earliest date that construction and final testing of all three rail lines to Barstow, Yermo, and 
Yuma could be completed is 20334

                                                 
2 While such a timeframe is theoretically plausible, for each year that the funding plan is not completed the entire 
project would shift as well. Construction should not start until 100% of the funding is secured. 

 and the projected emissions reduction benefits would not 
be realized until that date.  

3 If funding commitments are not achieved by the third year, the project will slip a corresponding number of years. 
4 This is in comparison to the SCRRA assumption for the final design, bid, and award, construction time, and final 
testing for the Yuma line which is estimated to take 11 years. Southern California Regional Rail Authority, Southern 
California Accelerated Rail Electrification Program, February 1992. Report Executive Summary, p ES-6, Exhibit ES-3. 
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Defining the Scope of an Electrified Freight Rail Project in Southern 
California 

Proponents of freight rail line electrification are assessing the potential of electrification in 
Southern California to reduce regional air emissions from the goods movement system. 
However, since North American Railroads operate a transcontinental system, with locomotives 
traversing the continent (see Figure 1), the merits of partial electrification of the system has 
several drawbacks.  
 

Figure 1: 60-Day Movement of One Class 1 Line-haul Locomotive in the U.S. 
 

 
Prepared by California Environmental Associates 

 
A national electrification program would be the most logical and least disruptive way to 
electrify the Railroads’ high tonnage mainlines. A national program would avoid the 
fragmentation between diesel and electrified segments that is inherent in a regional system. 
However, given the enormous amount of capital required (likely hundreds of billions of dollars), 
the necessary coordination among all of the states and Class 1 Railroads, and the geographic 
scale of such a retrofit, the Railroads believe a national scheme to electrify freight rail 
operations is not feasible in the foreseeable future.  
 
While a national electrification project may be too large in scope, some electrification proposals 
under consideration in Southern California appear to be too narrow in their approach.  One 
proposal being considered by the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) has 
suggested that an electrification could be phased in sequentially over  three rail segments: the 
first from the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach (“the Ports”) via the Alameda Corridor to the 
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City of Commerce, the second from the City of Commerce to Colton/San Bernardino, and the 
third from Colton/San Bernardino to Barstow, Indio, or other major railyards at the edge or 
outside of the South Coast Air Basin (SCAB) (see Figure 2).5

 
   

Figure 2: SCAG’s Sequential Electrification Proposal 

 
 
This concept to sequentially electrify line segments is flawed and unrealistic for the following 
reasons. 
 
First, a sequential approach would create temporary, intermediate locomotive exchange points 
where diesel locomotives would be swapped for electric locomotives (and vice versa). When 
the next line segment was electrified, these locomotive exchange points would become 
obsolete and new locomotive exchange points would need to be constructed at the next 
railyard along the route.  At each locomotive exchange point, the Railroads would have to: (1) 
repurpose work space in the yard, thereby reducing the existing rail operations to 
accommodate electrified operations, or (2) acquire new real estate and build new tracks to 
exchange locomotives before trains could travel into or out of the electrified system.  
 
Additionally, sequential construction would be more expensive than a non-phased system 
approach.  Significant disruptions to current rail operations, and the requirement of additional 

                                                 
5 Southern California Association of Governments, Rail Electrification Methodology Overview, May 2011, p. 6. 
SCAG’s initial proposal for freight rail electrification suggested electrifying operations from the Intermodal 
Container Transfer Facility (ICTF) through the Alameda Corridor. Their current proposal creates a second stage to 
electrify operations through West Colton and San Bernardino and the last phase would aim to electrify operations 
from the San Pedro Ports to Barstow, Indio, Chatsworth, and San Fernando.  
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land and/or reduced throughput at the intermediate railyards would increase capital costs and 
the time required to complete a fully electrified system in Southern California.  Furthermore, as 
discussed in more detail below, delays and increased costs would probably cause diversion of 
time-sensitive freight from rail to truck.  
 
Activities at the Locomotive Exchange Points 
At each locomotive exchange point, every eastbound and westbound train would have their 
locomotives exchanged, either electric units for diesel units or vice versa.  Increasingly, trains to 
and from Southern California utilize “distributed power,” which locates locomotives throughout 
the train, i.e., all locomotives may not be located together at the front of the train. Changing 
out these distributed power locomotives would cause significant delays and make operations at 
the locomotive exchange points more complex than if locomotives were only located at the 
front of the train.  
 
In addition, when the locomotives were exchanged, air brake tests and other safety tests would 
be required before the train could continue. Under the best case scenario, and with extra labor, 
the Railroads estimate the total time required would be over three and a half hours for a single 
train.6

 
  The complete locomotive exchange process is detailed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Breakdown of Locomotive Exchange Best Case Scenario 
 

Power change element Time Total Elapsed Time 

Pull train into railyard 20 minutes 20 minutes 

Remove the front locomotives, replace with 
alternative power locomotive (either diesel to 
electric, or vice versa) 

30 minutes 50 minutes 

Uncouple the train in front of the center 
locomotive(s), pull front of train forward, remove 
middle locomotive(s), replace with alternative 
power locomotive(s) (either diesel to electric, or 
vice versa) 

1 hour 1 hour 50 minutes 

Remove the rear locomotives, replace with 
alternative power locomotive (either diesel to 
electric, or vice versa) 

30 minutes 2 hours 20 minutes 

Reassemble the train, perform air brake test 1 hour 3 hours 20 minutes 

Train departs from railyard 20 minutes 3 hours 40 minutes 

 
In contrast, freight trains currently move into and out of the SCAB without stopping. Therefore, 
introducing the locomotive exchange points would result in a minimum delay of at least three 
                                                 
6 Interview with Michael Iden, General Director Car & Locomotive Engineering, Union Pacific Railroad, July 2011. 
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and a half hours per train in the goods movement pipeline. For time sensitive products, such as 
perishable agricultural products or items carried for a package delivery company with a hard 
delivery date, this delay would be unacceptable, causing some customers to ship their freight 
by other, higher-emitting modes.  
 
There are significant costs and operational issues associated with a three and a half hour delay 
at any locomotive exchange point, be that an intermediate point of a sequentially built system 
or at the terminus of the electrified system.  These costs will be described more fully in a 
subsequent issue brief, but for certain types of freight moves and destinations such a delay 
would cause trains to be about 20-25% less time competitive than trucks.  This means freight 
that is currently moved on trains will be drawn to trucks.  Also, depending on how the costs of a 
potential electrified system were to be borne, the need to build or modify one of more 
locomotive exchange points might  cause the Railroads to raise their rates to shippers, thereby 
adding further pressures for shippers to consider a modal shift or a  port of entry shift.  Finally, 
were the region to decide to sequentially develop the system, such an approach would triple 
the cost of creating locomotive exchange points and these significant additional costs would far 
outweigh the potential earlier air quality benefits that such a sequential system might achieve. 
 
Requirements for Locomotive Exchange Points 
Each locomotive exchange point, whether a temporary intermediate point or a permanent 
point at the electrified system terminus, would require a major reworking of an existing 
railyard(s) or construction of whole new yards to handle the additional operations necessary to 
switch between electric and diesel power. To ensure that there is sufficient space to handle 
trains with both diesel and electric locomotives, and to support the associated breakdown and 
rebuilding of trains, the Railroads would need to: (1) acquire new land to substantially increase 
the size of the yard, (2) build a new railyard, or (3) reduce the throughput at an existing yard. 
Each locomotive exchange point would require eight tracks to exchange locomotives for four 
trains at a time. This type of expansion is not feasible at any of the facilities proposed by SCAG 
because there is no developable land adjacent to the existing yards and because disrupting 
current housing or industrial activities on adjacent lands could never be considered. The 
alternative—reduced throughput—would cause further detrimental downstream effects by 
requiring increased activity at other yards, thereby  pressuring freight rail customers to switch 
to other, higher-emitting transportation modes and/or causing shippers to switch to other 
ports of entry.  
 
In the sequential system, the Railroads would also need to relocate or add diesel and electric 
locomotive facilities to the intermediate exchange points to maintain both diesel and electric 
locomotives. If these facilities were not relocated to the locomotive exchange points, the diesel 
locomotives would be required to travel into the electrified zone for service on tracks with an 
already high level of traffic. These additional diesel trips would also create emissions in the 
electrified zone, offsetting a portion of the emission reductions gained by electrification. 
Alternatively, the Railroads could use electric locomotives to transport the diesel locomotives 
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through the electrified zone, avoiding some of the extra emissions, but resulting in higher costs 
given the need for additional electric locomotives and the loss of track time for more 
productive operations.  
 
In summary, even though there could  modest air quality benefits that could be achieved earlier 
from a sequential development approach, such an approach creates a number of significant 
operational and economic hurdles, including the need for additional land, additional ready 
tracks, intermediate locomotive exchange  facilities, and construction of new electric and 
additional diesel locomotive maintenance facilities. Furthermore, such a disruption to the 
goods movement system under such an approach could lead to the counterproductive shift of 
cargo from rail to less fuel efficient modes. 
 
Conclusion  
The Railroads believe that short of achieving a national electrification system, the only regional 
system that should be studied and evaluated is one that would: (1) establish a logical and 
coherent framework for the region, (2) minimize construction disruptions to the current rail 
system to minimize loss of traffic to highway transportation or to other ports, (3) make full use 
of current rail facilities, and (4) assure that all routes of the system were funded and built 
simultaneously, not sequentially. 
 
Such a study would be focused on the electrification of the mainlines from the Ports through 
the SCAB to the most logical terminals at Yermo, Yuma, and Barstow (see Figure 3).  These lines 
carry a high percentage of the freight rail traffic in the SCAB.  By evaluating a coherent and 
logical electrified system to these terminals, the project would avoid the costs of four 
intermediate power change points, would have far fewer operational challenges, lower costs, 
and would avoid the additional dilemma not having sufficient funds to complete the desired 
system.  
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Figure 3: Proper Study Area for Electrified Lines in Southern California7

 
 

 
 
 

                                                 
7 Base map from Professional Railroad Atlas of North America. 
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Dual Mode Freight Locomotives  

Introduction 
Some proponents of electrification have suggested that an alternative to the traditional 
catenary system with dedicated electrified locomotives could be the use of “dual-mode” 
locomotives.  Dual-mode locomotives could operate either on the electrified system (drawing 
power from the overhead catenary line) or function as independent diesel locomotives 
(deriving power from an onboard diesel engine), thereby eliminating the need to break down a 
train and swap electric locomotives for diesels or vice versa.  However, such apparent flexibility 
from dual power locomotives evaporates when the capabilities and limitations of such units are 
carefully evaluated.  For the reasons outlined below, the Railroads believe dual-mode 
locomotives could not and would not meet the freight rail operational requirements in 
Southern California.   
 
The starting point for evaluating the suitability of a dual-mode freight locomotive must be 
based on the performance features of contemporary diesel freight locomotives used by the 
Class 1 U.S. freight railroads. Such a locomotive would need: 

• Sufficient speed (70 mph) and sufficient pulling force, or tractive effort (185,000 
pounds) from a single diesel engine 

• Enough fuel capacity to travel approximately 1,600 miles without refueling 

• Six traction motors (axles) 

• Weigh less than 434,000 lbs 

• Fit on a standard locomotive platform (less than 80 feet long) 

• Include enough room for diesel aftertreatment equipment required to meet Tier 4 
emission standards (see Figure 1) 

Currently, there are no dual-mode locomotives proven to handle the power and other 
requirements for U.S. freight locomotives (i.e., reliability, life cycle costs, and federally-
mandated safety directives).    
 
There are two distinguishing performance characteristics of any locomotive: horsepower and 
pulling force.   

1. Horsepower is required for speed. 

2. Pulling force (technically known as “tractive effort” and measured in pounds) is required 
for moving heavy trains at low speeds over grades or hills. 

Passenger locomotives are designed to meet only one performance characteristic: to move 
relatively lightweight passenger trains at high speeds (79-to-110 mph).  While passenger 
locomotives may have high horsepower engines for speed, they do not necessitate engines that 
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can produce high levels of pulling force.  Existing dual-mode commuter locomotives are capable 
of meeting the light-weight, high speed needs of passenger railroads, but they are not capable 
of meeting the needs of U.S. freight railroads.  
 
Comparison of Passenger and Freight Locomotive Operating Requirements 
Requiring a freight railroad to use dual-mode commuter locomotives would be infeasible, 
uneconomical, and disruptive of time-sensitive freight train operations. The dual-mode 
commuter locomotives being considered for freight rail operations in Southern California are 
technologically inferior and inappropriate for the following reasons: 

1. The 4-axle dual-mode design is grossly inadequate for western freight railroads which 
encounter heavy mountain grades (insufficient pulling force). 

2. Dual-mode locomotives provide 1/12 the pulling force per dollar as compared to 
current Tier 2 line haul diesel locomotives. Therefore, to get equivalent pulling force, 
the Railroads would need to make 12 times the capital investment to run an electric 
line haul locomotive. 

3. Excessively small fuel tanks, as a result of limited space on the locomotive platform, 
would reduce a dual-mode locomotives operating range between refuelings by 
approximately 75%. 

4. Diesel engines in the dual-mode commuter locomotives are built for the passenger, not 
the more severe freight duty cycle and would therefore likely wear out much quicker, 
greatly increasing maintenance expenses for engine overhauls. 

5. The dual-mode commuter locomotive, as currently designed, appears unlikely to be 
produced after 2014 because of its structural inability to accommodate the EPA 
exhaust aftertreatment required by Tier 4 regulation (see discussion and Figure 1 
below). 

The largest available dual-mode locomotive is the Bombardier ALP45DP, which generates 4,200 
hp during diesel operations.8

                                                 
8  

  While this is roughly equivalent to the 4,400 hp rating of the 
modern freight locomotives operating in the U.S., other factors such as pulling force limit its use 
in freight operations. Table 1 below shows the characteristics needed by a locomotive for 
reliable and efficient freight rail service, and compares these specifications to those of the dual-
mode Bombardier ALP45DP and the traditional Tier 2 diesel locomotives.  

http://www.bombardier.com/en/transportation/products-services/rail-vehicles/locomotives/other-projects/alp-
45dp---canada--usa?docID=0901260d80165898# 
 

http://www.bombardier.com/en/transportation/products-services/rail-vehicles/locomotives/other-projects/alp-45dp---canada--usa?docID=0901260d80165898�
http://www.bombardier.com/en/transportation/products-services/rail-vehicles/locomotives/other-projects/alp-45dp---canada--usa?docID=0901260d80165898�
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Table 1: Comparison of Bombardier Dual Mode ALP45DP and  
Traditional Tier 2 Locomotives9

Parameter 

 

Traditional Diesel 
(Tier 2)10

Dual mode 
(ALP45DP) 11

Length (ft) 

 (Tier 2) 

72-74 71.5 

Width (ft) 10.9 10.9 

Max Speed (mph) 70-75 130 

Power Rating (hp) 4,400 4,200 (diesel)  

5,367 (electric) 

Weight (lbs) 416,000 288,000 

Pulling Force or Tractive Effort (lbs) 185,000 (at start) 71,000 (at start) 

Starting Capability on 2% Grade 
(such as Cajon, Beaumont, etc.) 

~4,170 ~1,600 

Dynamic Braking (lbs) 117,000 (at 12 mph) ~34,000 (at 20 mph) 

Fuel Tank Capacity (gal) 5,000 1,800 

Fuel Range (miles) 1,600 ~500 

Operating Range Transcontinental Urban short-haul, 
multi-stop trips and 
return 

Number of Traction Motors (axles) 6 4 

Number of Diesel Engine(s) 1 2 high speed engines 
(max. 1,800 rpm) 

  

                                                 
9 This table is a truncated version of a more extensive comparison between Tier 2 diesel freight locomotives and 
the ALP45DP.  To request a copy of the complete table, please contact Max Pike at max@ceaconsulting.com. 
10 http://www.getransportation.com/rail/rail-products/locomotives/evolutionr-series-locomotive.html & 
http://www.emdiesels.com/emdweb/products/sd70ace.jsp & additional information from interview with Michael 
Iden, General Director Car & Locomotive Engineering, Union Pacific Railroad, August 2011. 
11 http://www.bombardier.com/en/transportation/products-services/rail-vehicles/locomotives/other-projects/alp-
45dp---canada--usa?docID=0901260d80165898# & http://www.railwayage.com/in-this-issue/alp-45dp-two-
locomotives-in-one-june-2011-3228.html & http://www.railwaygazette.com/nc/news/single-view/view/alp-45dp-
electro-diesel-locomotive-debut.html 

http://www.getransportation.com/rail/rail-products/locomotives/evolutionr-series-locomotive.html�
http://www.emdiesels.com/emdweb/products/sd70ace.jsp�
http://www.bombardier.com/en/transportation/products-services/rail-vehicles/locomotives/other-projects/alp-45dp---canada--usa?docID=0901260d80165898�
http://www.bombardier.com/en/transportation/products-services/rail-vehicles/locomotives/other-projects/alp-45dp---canada--usa?docID=0901260d80165898�
http://www.railwayage.com/in-this-issue/alp-45dp-two-locomotives-in-one-june-2011-3228.html�
http://www.railwayage.com/in-this-issue/alp-45dp-two-locomotives-in-one-june-2011-3228.html�
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Comparison of Passenger and Freight Locomotive Chassis Design 
As shown in Table 1, while the ALP45DP may have a relatively high horsepower rating to 
achieve high speeds, it does not have sufficient pulling force or dynamic braking for use in 
freight service.  The engineers who built the ALP45DP made a number of design compromises 
to fit all of the necessary equipment onto the 4-axle car body. Although the power rating of the 
dual-mode locomotive is comparable to that required for freight service, the ALP45DP achieves 
that power output using two lighter, smaller, high-speed, off-road diesel engines which are 
much less durable than the medium-speed engines used in freight locomotives. While light-
weight diesel engine technology has proven successful in certain switch locomotive applications 
(e.g., using GenSets), line haul locomotives operate on a much more severe duty cycle, and the 
lighter weight, high-speed engines have proven to be unreliable.   

Using smaller engines would be similar to replacing a passenger vehicle engine with multiple 
lawnmower engines:  they might work for a short period of time, but the demand on the engine 
would be so great that any advantages of the smaller size would be more than offset by the 
need for constant maintenance or replacement.  An article in International Railway concluded 
that, “a high-speed (1,800 rpm) diesel [engine] is much lighter yet just as powerful, but its 
components will have a much higher wear rate.”12

The second compromise may be in the step-down transformer used in the ALP45DP, which is 
much smaller and lighter than comparable transformers (of similar voltage and power rating) 
used in Amtrak electric locomotives. This dual-mode transformer operates at a higher cooling 
oil temperature in order to minimize the size and weight. It is unknown how these transformers 
would perform over time in long haul, heavy duty freight operations in terms of reliability and 
maintainability. 

  Replacing the two lightweight engines in the 
dual-mode passenger locomotive with a single, more robust engine would create further 
challenges with respect to size constraints when attempting to configure a Tier-4 compliant, 
freight-duty dual-mode locomotive. 

 
Lastly, it is not clear that a dual-mode locomotive could even be built within the current 
federally mandated freight locomotive “footprint” (length, weight, and height).    In order to 
operate in freight service, the dual-mode locomotive would need to be reconfigured to 
accommodate six axles to provide adequate pulling force for transporting heavy freight loads. 
The dual-mode locomotive would also need a step down transformer and switch gear to 
operate on the overhead catenary system.  Finally, to meet Tier 4 emission standards, it is 
expected that an additional five to six feet of length will be needed on a locomotive platform to 
accommodate the exhaust aftertreatment technology for the diesel engine.  It is unclear how a 
manufacturer could also fit all of the required elements for a Tier 4 locomotive, along with the 
transformer and switch gear, within this same platform, while staying below the required size 
limits.  Locomotive platforms cannot be extended beyond 80 feet, as day-to-day operations 
require that locomotives be able to turn within a fixed radius. Extending locomotives to 90 or 

                                                 
12 Vantuono, William. American operator look to dual-mode traction. July, 2006. International Railway Journal. 
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100 feet in length would preclude dual-mode locomotives from operating throughout the 
national railroad network, adversely affecting railroad operations by geographically 
constraining certain locomotives to certain track networks.  The space constraints are 
graphically illustrated in Figure 1.  

Figure 1: Platform Issues with Dual-Mode Locomotives 

 
 
The space constraints discussed above also limit the size of the locomotive fuel tanks. A 
traditional diesel locomotive can carry approximately 5,000 gallons of fuel, allowing the 
locomotive to travel approximately 1,600 miles before refueling.13

 

 In comparison, the fuel tanks 
on most dual-mode locomotives have a capacity of around 1,800 gallons, greatly reducing the 
operating range of the units on the non-electrified track segments. In order for the dual-mode 
locomotives to be used throughout the national rail network, construction of additional fueling 
facilities would be required.  Also, additional delays would be created due to additional 
refueling stops.  

Conclusion 
Dual-mode locomotives are not a new technology.  A small number of dual-mode locomotives 
have existed since the 1920s; however, they have only been designed for switch locomotive 

                                                 
13 Interview with Michael Iden, General Director Car & Locomotive Engineering, Union Pacific Railroad, August, 
2011. 
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operations or lighter passenger trains designed for higher speeds.14  While newer, “high 
powered” (i.e., greater than 4,000 hp) dual-mode locomotives are available today,15

 

 these units 
have only been used for passenger service, which does not require the same level of locomotive 
durability as freight service. A manufacturer might eventually be able to build a freight dual-
mode locomotive, but it would entail a lengthy design and engineering process.   

The ALP45DP acquisition process took six years and is detailed below.16

 
 

2006  Specifications developed, reviewed, and approved 

2007  Request for proposals advertised, and locomotive manufacturer selected 

2008  Notice to proceed issued 

2009  Design engineering 

2010  Production design finalized and approved 

2011 First locomotive prototype assembled, tested, and revenue service 
started 

2012  Production completed  

Locomotives in commuter rail service generally operate fewer than 18 hours per day over 
relatively short distances and over consistent and unvaried terrain.  Unlike commuter trains, 
freight locomotives operate for extended periods over longer distances.  For example, a freight 
train between Chicago and Los Angeles will travel approximately 2,200 miles over a two-to-
three-day period. In addition, locomotives operating in freight service must have the power and 
durability to handle steep grades and extreme changes in ambient temperatures, such as the 
elevated temperatures found in desert environments and tunnels which can be longer than two 
miles. It is unlikely that the dual-mode locomotives available today could meet these demands. 
 
In addition, the cost of existing dual-mode locomotives is $12.2 million compared to $2.4 
million for a Tier 2 unit.  To put that in perspective for the scale of freight operations in 
Southern California, 100 dual-mode units would cost the Railroads $1.22 billion compared to 
$24 million for the same number of Tier 2 units, if the dual-mode locomotives cost the same as 
the ALP45DP.  However, it is likely that the additional requirements necessitated by freight rail 
operations in Southern California would drive the cost of each unit even higher.  For all of these 
reasons, dual-mode locomotives are not a viable solution to address electrification of mainline 
freight operations in Southern California. 

                                                 
14 CBS Local, New York, NJ Transit Unveils New Dual-Mode Locomotive, May 11, 2011. 
http://newyork.cbslocal.com/2011/05/11/nj-transit-to-unveil-new-dual-mode-train/ 
15 .These newer dual-mode passenger locomotives are currently being delivered to and used in New Jersey and 
Montreal.   
16 http://www.ble272.org/09-03-25%20Transprotation-Safety%20Presentation.pdf 

http://newyork.cbslocal.com/2011/05/11/nj-transit-to-unveil-new-dual-mode-train/�
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Similarities between Existing Electrified Rail Systems and a Possible 
System in Southern California 

Both in the United States and in other countries, there are a handful of electrified freight rail 
systems, either shortlines or as segments of larger networks.  Proponents of electrifying freight 
rail operations in the South Coast Air Basin (SCAB) often point to these systems as proof that 
electrification of rail can easily be implemented in Southern California.  However, any 
application of this technology must meet the specific demands of the geographic locale and 
operating characteristics of the rail system under consideration.  Unless the operational and 
technical specifications are substantially similar, it is difficult, if not impossible to predict the 
success of a future system. Also, other factors, such as the political, economic, and 
environmental drivers must be evaluated for compatibility, as well.  
 
Criteria for comparing electric rail systems 
The following design characteristics must be considered and matched before concluding that an 
existing electrification system provides an appropriate comparison to a proposed system:   

• Service:  passenger, freight, or both 

• Materials transported: bulk or intermodal or both 

• Common carrier or single industry service 

• Terrain: mountains, hills, rivers, etc. 

• Horsepower requirements   

• Gross tons pulled 

• Dedicated service or locomotive exchange points or connections to a larger rail network 

• Sufficient existing or new infrastructure to meet energy and capacity demand 

• Retrofitting an existing diesel line or  construction of a new electrified system  

• Source of project funding: private investors, taxpayers, or a combination 

• Operating subsidies:  initial or ongoing public operating subsidies  

Several frequently cited electrified rail systems are described below.  The QR National and the 
Trans-Siberian Railway (TSR) were retrofit to diesel systems.  The Caltrain Commuter Rail 
Electrification proposal, were it to be built, would be a retrofit, as well.   
 
The Black Mesa & Lake Powell Railroad (BMLP) and Deseret Power Railroad (DPR) are short 
industrial operation rail lines (i.e., not common carriers) that were built as rail line dedicated to 
serving electric utilities. 
 
QR National 
QR National is the largest private freight hauler in Australia and is located in Queensland. 
Generally, QR National’s operations are focused on large, heavy freight operations such as coal, 
iron ore, agricultural products, and containers. QR National operates the Central Queensland 
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Coal Network which consists of approximately 1,400 miles of freight rail infrastructure.  
Immediately following an oil crisis in the 1980s, QR National, under government operation at 
the time,17 decided that projected oil prices justified the electrification of existing coal rail lines.  
QR National installed a 25 kV overhead catenary system on approximately 500 miles of their 
Blackwater network that began operation in 1986,18 and on approximately 530 miles of the 
Goonyella system that began operations in 1985.19

 
   

Over time, however, the actual price trends in diesel fuel and electricity made the difference in 
operating costs between electric and diesel smaller than originally anticipated. QR National was 
unable to secure full cost recovery on the electric overhead infrastructure for the Blackwater 
rail line as of 2008.20 Since it was electrified in the mid-1980s, the Blackwater system has been 
extended as more mines have become active in the region. However, further investment in 
electrification necessitated rate increases for QR National’s other lines, with some lines 
witnessing a 28% increase.21

 
  

The justification for these increases has been debated and has prompted QR National’s major 
customers to threaten to build their own rail lines.  Recently, BHP Billiton, a major global mining 
company that accounts for 40% of QR National’s business, has indicated that it plans to build its 
own rail line in response to the steep cost increases of QR National.22

 

  The high costs tied to the 
capital expenses and increased operational costs of running an electrified system demonstrate 
the potential impacts of electrification on the greater goods movement system. 

The Trans-Siberian Railway 
The Trans-Siberian Railway (TSR) is a government funded and operated rail line in Russia that 
was built between 1891 and 1916.  Stretching some 5,750 miles, it is the longest continuous 
mainline railway in the world.  The TSR handles passenger and freight service—the principal 

                                                 
17 In July 2010 QR National was privatized and is now listed on the Australian Stock Exchange. QR National operates 
the Central Queensland Coal Network under a 99 year lease with the Australian government.  
http://www.qrnational.com.au/Corporate/Pages/AboutQRNational.aspx 
18 The Blackwater rail network in Central Queensland consists of approximately 612 miles of total track; about 500 
miles of the track are electrified. The Blackwater system connects 12 coal mines in the Bowen Basin coal area to 
two export terminals at the Port of Gladstone and also serves a number of domestic users including a power plant, 
cement plant, and refinery. 
http://www.qrnational.com.au/NetworkServices/RailNetwork/Pages/BlackwaterSystem.aspx 
19 The Goonyella rail network is located in Central Queensland and consists of approximately 530 miles of track, all 
of which are electrified. The Goonyella systems connect 22 coal mines in the Bowen Basin coal region to the Hay 
Point Coal Terminal and Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal.  This network also transports products to other destinations 
by way of connections to the North Coast Line and the Central Line.  
http://www.qrnational.com.au/NetworkServices/RailNetwork/Pages/GoonyellaSystem.aspx 
20 Synergies Economic Consulting. “Review of AT5; The Case for Network Wide Pricing.” April 2008. 
21 Queensland Competition Authority. “QR Network's 2010 DAU - Tariffs and Schedule F.” June 2010. 
22 http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/08/18/bhp-rail-idUSL3E7JI0BI20110818 
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commodities are coal, oil and oil products, and wood products.23

 

 The TSR was electrified over a 
74-year period; electrification was completed in 2002.  Both 25kv AC and 3kv DC overhead lines 
were installed at varying times and locations during the many decades-long construction 
period.   

The electrification of the TSR rail system allowed average train weights to be doubled from 
3,300 tons to 6,600 tons, producing reductions energy (and perhaps emissions) per ton-mile of 
freight hauled.  Such a reduction, however, would not be realized were a freight line in the 
United States to be electrified, given the fact that the average western U.S. freight train 
currently is at least 9,900 tons. 24

 
  

The Black Mesa & Lake Powell Railroad (BMLP) and the Deseret Power Railroad (DPR)  
The BMLP and the DPR railroads are privately owned utility rail lines used specifically to haul a 
single commodity—coal—to each utility’s power plant.  Each is an industrial short line railway 
consisting of a short single-track with loops on both ends. They were built by the utilities as 
electric railway systems (BMLP began operations in 1973; DPR in 1984). The rail lines use a 50 
kV overhead catenary system and each railroad operates one train at a time that makes two to 
three round trips per day. Neither the BMLP nor the DPR interchange with any other railroads 
and rail ways, and they are completely isolated from the national rail network.  Both use 
multiple 6,000-horsepower electric locomotives to haul less than 10,000 tons of coal three 
times daily over a distance of 35 miles (DPR) to 78 miles (BMLP).25

 
   

An electrified industrial short line railway faces none of the challenges that common carrier 
railroads operating on a network system would. Since BMLP and DPR are single purpose 
industrial shortlines that have short and simple tracks, they are able to use high-powered 
electric locomotives to complete their primary objective: speedy, short, round-trip cycles. There 
is little variability in the weight pulled by BMLP and DPR from trip to trip; the trips follow a 
regular schedule; there is only one point of loading and one point of unloading; and thus, no 
locomotive exchange points are required.  
 
In contrast, the freight rail system in Southern California is much more complex than either of 
these small-scale operations. First, the primary objective of the Railroads in Southern California 
is to maintain throughput, fluidity and reliability for their customers across the system, not just 
within Southern California. A partial electrification of the Railroads’ national system would 
interfere with all of these functions by creating locomotive exchange points where electric 
locomotives would need to be swapped out for diesel locomotives.  Second, the Railroads’ 
systems are not a single track, with loops at each end, but are connected to national networks 

                                                 
23 Mote, Victor, “Trans-Siberian Railway.” Encyclopedia of Russian History. 2004. Encyclopedia.com. (August 19, 
2011). http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1G2-3404101396.html  
24 Interview with Mike Iden of Union Pacific Railroad, July 2011.  
25 Black Mesa & Lake Powell Railroad is owned by the Salt River Project and the co-owners of the Navajo 
Generating Station; Desert Power Railroad is owned by Deseret Generation & Transmission Company. 
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that span much of the United States.26 Lastly, the variability in weight pulled from trip to trip is 
much greater for common carrier operations, as is the variability in times of travel.27

 
   

The technical attributes (a captive, single commodity, electrified loop rail operation) have no 
applicability to helping assess the feasibility of a complex freight rail operation in Southern 
California.  The scale, scope, ownership, and purpose of each of these systems have virtually no 
overlap. .   
 
Caltrain Commuter Electrification Project 
Some agencies have suggested that Caltrain’s proposed Commuter Electrification Project to 
electrify a 52-mile passenger rail line between San Francisco and San Jose could be used to 
estimate the costs of and operational implications of the electrification of freight operations in 
Southern California.28

 

 However, as is the case with the other global examples described above, 
the Caltrain commuter electrification project does not provide a good basis for assessing the 
costs or operating challenges of a regional freight rail electrification project in Southern 
California.  There are several fundamental differences between this project and an effort to 
electrify freight rail in Southern California. 

In particular the Caltrain commuter electrification project would electrify the entire 52 mile 
Caltrain system.  No locomotive exchange points would be required to interface with non-
electrified portions of the system, and there would be no assembling and breaking down trains 
to deal with distributed power.  Additionally, passenger rail lines have more consistent weight 
(and hence power requirements) per train, and consistent schedules, thus greatly simplifying 
the interaction between the rail electrification loads and the power grid. 
 
Caltrain commuter rail has regular daytime operations with occasional freight trains during off-
peak hours. This operating regime will allow construction to occur mostly at night and not 
interfere with the principal mission for the line.  How disruptions in freight service during the 13 
year construction period for a regional electrified freight system in Southern California would 
be significantly more complex than for Caltrain and has remained an unaddressed issue in any 
earlier analyses.  
 
Funding for Electrification Projects  
In all of the examples discussed above, the electrification of the lines was either government 
financed or financed by a utility that could recoup its investments directly from its ratepayers. 
Given the enormous cost of electrifying Southern California freight rail lines, the vast majority 

                                                 
26 BNSF operates in 23 states and UP operates in 28 states. 
27 The times at which freight locomotives travel in an electrified system is important because of the interaction 
between the substantial electrical loads and the timing of electrical energy supplies, and other electrical loads, on 
the regional electric grid. 
28 Caltrain 2025 Electrification. 
http://www.caltrain.com/projectsplans/Projects/peninsularailprogram/Caltrain_2025__Electrification_.html 

http://www.caltrain.com/projectsplans/Projects/peninsularailprogram/Caltrain_2025__Electrification_.html�
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of the construction costs would have to be borne by government entities.  Thus far, given the 
depleted nature of both state and federal treasuries, the likelihood over such a public 
commitment is speculative at best. 
 
Planning & Evaluation Timeframe 
None of the railways discussed above were electrified under a set of governmental regulations 
similar to existing California requirements.  The extended time required for assessment, review, 
and approval in California would increase both the cost and duration of the planning and 
construction processes.   
 
Conclusion 
The Railroads believe the examples above demonstrate that existing electrified rail lines do not 
demonstrate the feasibility of other proposed electrification projects.  Each rail application is 
unique and that many variables affect the technical and economic feasibility of a given rail 
electrification project. An evaluation of rail electrification in the SCAB must examine the true l 
financial and other implications of an electrification project in Southern California.  Proponents 
of such a system cannot assume that an electrified system operating under its specific 
circumstances in Russia or Australia is an indicator that electrification could succeed in 
Southern California.    
 
As shown in Table 1 below, these existing electrified railways operate under very different 
conditions, and have different objectives, than the Southern California freight rail system.  
None of the examples discussed above match Southern California’s unique technical, economic, 
political, and environmental climates, so their utility in making the case for an electrification 
project in the Southern California region is marginal, at best. 
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Table 1: Comparison of Other Electrified Freight Railways to  
the Southern California Freight System 

Assessing Similarity  to a Southern California Scenario  

Issue 
Southern 
CA 
(645 miles) 

TSR 
(5,753 miles) 

QR National 
(>1,000 miles) 

DPR 
(35 miles) 

BMLP 
(78 miles) 

CalTrain 
(52 miles) 
Proposed system 

Public subsidies:  initial 
or ongoing public 
funding  

None 
proposed to 
date 

Publically 
funded 

Publically funded  
Utility 
reimbursed by 
ratepayers 

Utility 
reimbursed by 
ratepayers 

Public funding 

Ownership:  private or 
public when electrified? 

Private Public Public   Private Utility Private Utility Public 

Retrofitting an existing 
diesel line vs. 
construction of a new 
electric system 

Retrofit  Retrofit Retrofit New New Retrofit  

Locomotive exchange 
at connection to larger 
rail network 

Yes, 
multiple 

Yes, multiple  
(change in 
voltage ) 

Yes No No No 

Type of materials 
transported 

Intermodal 
goods 
Manifest 
and Bulk 

Bulk and 
Manifest 

Bulk and 
Manifest 

Coal Only Coal only People only 

Green shading = Similar characteristic to a Southern California system 
Red shading = Significantly different from a Southern California system 
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February 14, 2012 
 
 
Ms. Margaret Lin  
Southern California Association of 
Governments  
818 W. 7th Street, 12th Floor  
Los Angeles, California 90017-3435  
 
Re:  SCAG’s 2012-2035 Draft Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities 
Strategy 
 
 
Dear Ms. Lin: 
 
I am writing on behalf of the California Natural Gas Vehicle Coalition to provide comments 
on the Southern California Association of Governments’ (SCAG) 2012-2035 Draft Regional 
Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS).    
 
The California Natural Gas Vehicle Coalition (CNGVC) is an association of natural gas 
vehicle and engine manufacturers, utilities, fuel providers and fleet operators serving the 
state. We work with legislators and regulators to develop policies that will increase 
alternative fuel and vehicle use, support new initiatives and provide up-to-date information 
on NGV technology and market developments. 
 
Our primary concern is that the draft plan largely ignores natural gas as a transportation 
fuel and its potential to be a significant part of the solution for the region’s transportation, 
air quality, and sustainability goals.  By focusing almost entirely on “zero-emission” 
vehicles we believe SCAG is missing the opportunity to develop a strategy that achieves the 
same benefits in a shorter time frame and for significantly less cost.   
 
Over the last two decades we have seen in California that it is very difficult to predict which 
technology will succeed and even more difficult to say when they will achieve significant 
market penetration.  That is why more agencies and companies are taking a portfolio 
approach to developing and deploying clean transportation technologies.    
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Natural Gas Vehicle 
Coalition 
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Natural gas should be an integral part of your Regional Transportation Plan. Natural gas is 
a very clean fuel, available today for half the price of diesel, and it is abundant in North 
America.  This is why the medium- and heavy-duty vehicle markets in particular are 
embracing natural gas like never before.  Many public and private fleets are investing in 
natural gas vehicles.  Transit agencies, taxi fleets and private companies such as Waste 
Management; United Parcel Service, AT&T, and Verizon have purchased thousands of small, 
medium, and large natural gas vehicles.    
 
The heavy duty vehicle sector seems to show the greatest promise for natural gas because 
of the fuel cost savings over diesel and the lack of other viable alternatives to diesel.  
Recently Swift Transportation, one of the largest trucking companies in the country, said 
they would be investing heavily in natural gas trucks and could reach 30%-40% 
penetration in their fleet in 3-4 years.  
 
Be careful about “zero-emission”.  The term is used a bit too freely these days.  Using life 
cycle emissions analysis California has found that zero-emissions at the tailpipe are only 
part of the picture.   It is important to consider the whole picture including upstream 
emissions from production and transportation of fuels.  Some are trying to draw a bright 
line between “ZEV fuels and technologies” and “non-ZEV fuels and technologies”.  We do 
not see a bright line now and to the extent that there is a line we see it fading over time.  
Natural gas vehicles are near-zero emissions today and are getting cleaner with each 
generation of engines.   Biomethane (aka renewable natural gas) has been identified as one 
of the cleanest transportation fuels by the California Air Resources Board.  Renewable 
Natural Gas has 90% less carbon emissions than gasoline.   Sources include landfills, 
agricultural operations like dairies, and waste water treatment plants.  Whether it is used 
on its own or blended with conventionally natural gas it is likely to be one of the cleanest 
fuels in transportation over the next couple of decades.   
 
For these reasons we ask you to revise your plan to include natural gas as a meaningful 
part of the solution. 
 
Thank you for considering our comments. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Tim Carmichael 
President 
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February 14, 2012 
 
     VIA ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION 
 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 West 7th Street, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 
rtp@scag.ca.gov 
 

Re: Comments on Draft 2012-2035 Regional 
 Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy 

 
Dear Sir or Madam:  
 
California Rural Legal Assistance, Inc. (CRLA) submits the following 
comments on the Draft 2012-2035 Regional Transportation 
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) on behalf of José 
Saldívar, a farmworker who has lived and worked in the Eastern Coachella 
Valley for almost forty years, and other low-income residents of the 
Eastern Coachella Valley.  CRLA is a non-profit legal services organization 
that provides legal representation to low-income residents of rural 
California, including in many communities comprised primarily of 
farmworkers and their families.  Within the SCAG region, CRLA provides 
services in the Eastern Coachella Valley, Imperial County, and Ventura 
County. 
 
Promotores Comunitarios del Desierto (PCD) is a community-based 
organization working with residents of the Eastern Coachella Valley to 
empower them to voice their concerns in issues such as health access, 
infrastructure, and environmental justice, serving as a bridge between 
agencies and residents. 
 
El Sol (El Sol) Neighborhood Educational Center is a non-profit agency 
serving San Bernardino and Riverside Counties since 1991.  El Sol provides 
prevention and early intervention services in the areas of mental health, 
nutrition, and post-partum depression, as well as offering classes in 
computer literacy and English as a Second Language.  El Sol works in the  
“Promotores de Salud” model, utilizing different strategies of community 
outreach such as community organizing and popular education.   

http://www.crla.org/
mailto:Arrodriguez@crla.org
mailto:Mbeaman@crla.org
mailto:Ebenitez@crla.org
mailto:Crodriguez@crla.org
mailto:Crodriguez@crla.org
mailto:Lmartinez@crla.org
mailto:cmendez@crla.org
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Pueblo Unido Community Development Corporation (PUCDC) is a non-profit organization that 
responds to the needs and concerns of underrepresented rural communities of the Eastern 
Coachella Valley through actively engaging and fostering collaborative efforts among residents 
and other stakeholders to find viable solutions, leverage critical resources, and bring new 
opportunities to improve the quality of life for residents. 
 
Comité Cívico del Valle (CCV) is a non-profit organization serving Imperial County and the 
Eastern Coachella Valley.  CCV’s mission is to improve the living conditions of its communities 
through education, capacity-building, and civic participation with the vision of living in healthy, 
prosperous, and informed communities. 
 
We commend SCAG for the detailed preparation and analysis evident in the draft RTP/SCS and 
accompanying documents.  Transportation planning for a region of SCAG’s size and diversity is a 
challenging endeavor.  The draft RTP/SCS shows an impressive commitment not only to 
addressing the region’s transportation needs but also to fulfilling the new requirements of SB 
375.  However, we have some concern that the draft RTP/SCS does not make adequate 
provision for the unique circumstances of rural communities in the SCAG region, particularly 
the low-income rural communities that house the region’s agricultural workforce.  We offer the 
following comments in an effort to ensure that SCAG will adopt a final RTP/SCS that addresses 
the needs of low-income rural and farmworker communities. 
 
We recommend that SCAG add an RTP goal focused on equitable distribution of the benefits 
and burdens of the RTP/SCS. 
 
The draft RTP/SCS includes a list of RTP Goals, set forth on p. 13 and correlated with 
performance measures as described on p. 15.  The RTP Goals address a number of key concerns 
such as safety, air quality, goods movement, and facilitation of transit and active 
transportation.  However, the RTP Goals included in the draft RTP/SCS fail to address issues of 
equity, either on a socioeconomic axis (equitable distribution of burdens and benefits across 
socioeconomic categories) or on a geographic axis (equitable distribution of burdens and 
benefits throughout the diverse communities of the SCAG region).  Given the size and diversity 
of the SCAG region, it is unlikely that such equity will be achievable unless it is made a primary 
goal of the RTP/SCS and explicitly considered at each step of the RTP/SCS development process.  
We recommend that SCAG add an RTP Goal incorporating these two axes of equity.  The 
majority of our remaining recommendations would support the incorporation of such a goal 
into the fabric of the entire RTP/SCS. 
 
We recommend that SCAG further the farmland preservation goal of SB 375 by actively 
planning for the transportation and housing needs of the region’s agricultural workforce. 
 
As acknowledged on p. 128 and in Exhibit 4.8 of the draft RTP/SCS, SB 375 requires SCAG to 
include in the SCS a consideration of resource areas and farmland.  See Cal. Gov’t Code § 65080 
(b)(2)(B)(v).  The preservation of productive farmland will necessarily require providing for the 
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needs of the region’s agricultural workforce, including the need for the creation of 
appropriately sited decent affordable housing – generally at levels affordable to extremely low-
income (ELI) households – and transportation options, including transit, that facilitate 
farmworkers’ access not only to their agricultural workplaces but also to human services, 
children’s schools, medical facilities, retail (including full-service grocery stores), non-
agricultural jobs for other adult members of farmworker households, and other amenities.  In 
the interest of preserving the region’s farmlands, we recommend that SCAG incorporate the 
consideration of these needs as a component of the consideration required by SB 375. 
 
This recommendation will also further SB 375’s broader goal of greenhouse gas reduction by 
increasing transit accessibility to rural populations, resulting in a reduction of vehicle miles 
traveled.  Like many rural areas in the SCAG region, the Eastern Coachella Valley is severely 
underserved by transit.  Bus service is utterly nonexistent for large portions of the Eastern 
Coachella Valley population.  A few communities in the Eastern Coachella Valley receive bus 
service, but its utility is significantly diminished by long headways and inconvenient transfers.  
In order to access the educational and work opportunities of the Western Coachella Valley – 
where housing costs are unaffordable to the low-income farmworker households of the Eastern 
Coachella Valley – rural residents must budget up to four hours per day for bus commuting.  
This level of service creates tremendous obstacles to the use of transit by rural residents, 
perpetuating a reliance on personal vehicles and excluding residents who cannot afford to use 
personal vehicles for lengthy commutes.  Bus service to such underserved communities should 
be expanded and improved in the interest of equity, environmental justice, and greenhouse gas 
reduction. 
 
We specifically recommend that SCAG consider the following strategies: 

 Regularly convene planning staff and governmental decision-makers from jurisdictions 
containing farmland to focus on meeting unmet housing and transportation needs of 
agricultural workers; ensure that such convenings are informed by input from 
agricultural workers and/or from community-based organizations familiar with the 
transportation and planning needs of the agricultural workforce and other rural 
residents 

 Provide technical assistance to member jurisdictions by conducting feasibility analyses 
of creative transit strategies, such as local circulators in rural communities, to address 
the unmet transit needs of farmworker families and other rural residents 

 Encourage the implementation of farmworker, student, and commuter vanpools in rural 
areas; provide technical assistance on vanpools by maintaining a library of resources on 
such topics as project development, financing, outreach, and project administration 

 Explore the feasibility of vanpools or similar programs for non-work-related 
transportation needs such as access to medical facilities, retail, and other services 

 Conduct outreach to governmental decision-makers and community groups regarding 
funding opportunities for expansion and improvement of transit in rural areas 

 
 
In the interest of mitigating the impacts of gentrification and providing adequate services to 
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agricultural workers and other low-income rural residents, we recommend that certain of the 
benefits proposed for HQTAs be made more widely available. 
 
We commend SCAG for its innovative proposals to incentivize growth in high-quality transit 
areas (HQTAs).  However, as is noted at various points throughout the draft RTP/SCS and the 
draft Environmental Justice Supplemental Report, there are as-of-yet unanswered concerns 
about the likelihood of gentrification in HQTAs, as lower-income households find themselves 
priced out of increasingly desirable housing markets.  Thus, certain HQTA-related incentives, 
such as transit fare discounts, would likely provide greater benefits to higher-income 
households than to the lower-income households who need such fare relief.  Furthermore, 
certain sectors of the SCAG region’s population – such as agricultural workers – do not 
realistically have the option of living in an HQTA; HQTA incentives should not exclude such 
households, whose contribution to the region’s economy and character are recognized in SB 
375’s prioritization of farmland resources.  In order to enhance the equity of the HQTA 
incentives proposed in the draft RTP/SCS, we recommend that SCAG consider the following 
augmentations of those incentives: 

 Provide local circulator services in non-HQTAs that are unserved by existing transit 
services, including rural agricultural communities 

 Consider household income, and not solely HQTA residence status, in structuring any 
transit fare discount(s) 

 
In addition, we note that certain land use and transportation policies could result in the 
development of more HQTAs than are contemplated in the draft RTP/SCS.  This is particularly 
true in the inland counties of Riverside, San Bernardino, and Imperial, where very low 
percentages of the population currently have access to high-quality transit but where slight 
decreases in bus headways could bring existing bus routes within the definition of high-quality 
transit.  Furthermore, we note that some of the HQTAs designated in the draft RTP/SCS appear 
to be along routes with extremely limited accessibility, such as Interstate 10 serving the 
Western Coachella Valley.  Although such short-headway bus routes are likely to provide high-
quality transit to people living at designated stops along the route, it seems highly unlikely that 
all persons living within the Interstate 10 corridor will realistically enjoy such access.  We 
recommend that the utility and accessibility of HQTAs be extended via the following measures: 

 Prioritization of the extension of HQTA status to more communities by decreasing bus 
headways, particularly in the inland counties of Riverside, San Bernardino, and Imperial 

 Close collaboration with community-based groups and with county-level planning staff 
and governmental decision-makers to increase the feasibility of developing affordable 
housing in rural areas at a density of twenty dwelling units per acre (for example, 
through modifying local zoning ordinances to allow densities of twenty units per acre in 
mobilehome parks located on land zoned for agricultural use), such that these areas 
could be eligible for HQTA incentives 

 Adopt a more flexible density standard for HQTAs in agricultural areas in order to make 
it feasible for mobilehome parks, which constitute the vast majority of affordable 
housing in the Eastern Coachella Valley and frequently occur in dense clusters along 
major thoroughfares, to qualify for incentives such as local circulators and transit fare 
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discounts 

 Ensuring the utility and transparency of the HQTA designation by defining HQTAs based 
on residents’ access to transit stops, rather than solely by proximity to a high-quality 
transit route 

  
We recommend that SCAG take a leadership role in developing non-regressive funding 
mechanisms for transportation development. 
 
We applaud SCAG for taking on the difficult question of transportation funding and the ongoing 
wisdom of relying on existing federal and state gas tax structures, including excise taxes.  
However, some of the funding mechanisms on which the draft RTP/SCS relies are likely to have 
regressive and/or inequitable impacts, causing low-income households and communities to 
bear a disproportionate share of the cost of the region’s transportation system.  Point-of-sale 
revenue sources – such as sales taxes, gasoline taxes, and farebox recoveries – indisputably 
have a regressive impact on households least able to afford them.  The projected Vehicle Miles 
Traveled (VMT) tax seems likely to further the goals of SB 375 by creating incentives for people 
to live in transit-rich areas close to jobs, services, and retail opportunities.  However, given the 
very real risk of gentrification in such neighborhoods, the VMT is likely to have a 
disproportionate impact on lower-income households who cannot afford the higher housing 
costs of desirable urban neighborhoods.  Furthermore, as discussed above, SB 375 encourages 
MPOs to prioritize the preservation of farmland resources.  A VMT could undermine this goal by 
creating an unaffordable burden on farmworker families, who face lengthy commutes not only 
to the fields and packing houses in which they work but also to medical care, grocery and other 
retail outlets, schools, human services, and other amenities.  Residents of agricultural areas 
have little access to any form of transportation other than personal vehicles, and the draft 
RTP/SCS does not propose expanding transit to reduce this burden.  Farmworker households 
should not be penalized for failing to use transit when transit has not been made available to 
them. 
 
We recommend that SCAG apply its considerable technical expertise to devising and advocating 
for more equitable mechanisms of transportation funding at the local, state, and federal levels.  
One possibility might be a VMT tax structured to allow tax credits for lower-income households 
and/or for other households that are unable to access housing in transit-rich neighborhoods, 
such as farmworker households.  Because a VMT tax cannot be assessed at the point of sale, it 
is likely to be far more flexible than a traditional gas tax and can therefore be made more 
responsive to equity concerns. 

 
We recommend that data on the environmental justice impacts of the draft RTP/SCS be 
disaggregated in order to facilitate analysis of the impacts on disadvantaged communities 
within the SCAG region. 
 
Significant portions of the draft RTP/SCS, particularly the draft Environmental Justice 
Supplemental Report (draft EJ Report), analyze data at the regional level.  For example, the 
draft EJ Report summarizes the following data based on its region-wide impacts on specific 
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income quintiles and racial or ethnic groups:  distribution of savings in travel time and distance; 
accessibility to employment and services; accessibility to parks; exposure to emissions and 
consequent health risks; and exposure to noise impacts.  However, the maps presented in 
Exhibits 1-14 of the draft EJ Report demonstrate that environmental justice (EJ) populations are 
not distributed evenly throughout the region; rather, there are pockets where certain EJ 
variables are extremely concentrated, with disproportionately high percentages of poverty, 
minority population, foreign-born population, non-English-speakers, and populations without a 
high school diploma concentrated in communities of extreme disenfranchisement.  Such 
communities include not only urban pockets in and near Los Angeles, but also the agricultural 
communities of the Eastern Coachella Valley and much of Imperial County.  An analysis that 
examines, for example, emissions exposure encountered by the entire Latino population of the 
SCAG region fails to address the ways in which burdens of the draft RTP/SCS might or might not 
be disproportionately visited on localities that struggle under the weight of multiple categories 
of disadvantage. 
 
In particular, the Eastern Coachella Valley – the population of which is over 97% Latino – 
appears to realize few benefits under the draft RTP/SCS, giving rise to an appearance of denial 
of service in this area and perpetuation of historic exclusion.  Based on the level of analysis 
made available by SCAG in the draft EJ Report, it is impossible to determine whether the 
Eastern Coachella Valley is expected to bear a disproportionate share of the burdens of the 
draft RTP/SCS, such as increased exposure to emissions and/or noise impacts. 
 
Furthermore, we note that the Environmental Justice Mitigation Toolbox on pp. 147-48 of the 
draft EJ Report does little to address the specific risks confronted by local EJ communities.  
While the Toolbox provides a number of suggestions to reduce RTP/SCS-related impacts 
throughout the SCAG region, its recommendations do not acknowledge the heightened level of 
exposure to environmental risks that is all-too-frequently visited upon communities of 
concentrated disadvantage. 
 
In order to minimize the chances that localities of extreme disenfranchisement will 
disproportionately bear the burdens of – and be deprived of the benefits of – the draft 
RTP/SCS, we recommend that SCAG take the following steps: 

 Use the geographic data in Exhibits 1-14 of the draft EJ Report to identify local EJ 
communities that are subject to two or more of the categories of disadvantage 
highlighted in the Exhibits 

 Conduct a Performance Area Analysis (similar to the 11-factor Performance Area 
Analysis set forth in pp. 34-146 of the draft EJ Report) with respect to each of the local 
EJ communities thus identified 

 Monitor implementation of the RTP/SCS to quantify actual impacts on local EJ 
communities 

 
We recommend that SCAG utilize a more broadly accepted measure of economic disadvantage 
in conducting its environmental justice analysis. 
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Throughout the Performance Areas Analysis of the draft EJ Report, SCAG relies on income 
quintile as a measure of economic disadvantage.  However, as indicated on the income quintile 
table on p. 6 of the draft EJ Report, this measurement is not defined in a way that accounts for 
differences in household size; a one-person household with an income of $45,000/year falls 
into the same quintile as a seven-person household with an income of $45,000/year, although 
these two households face vastly different financial prospects.  An analysis conducted on this 
basis will not yield an accurate measure of economic need. 
 
We recommend that SCAG instead use the measures of Extremely Low-Income, Very Low-
Income, Low-Income, Moderate Income, and Above Moderate Income established annually by 
the California Department of Housing and Community Development based on data provided by 
the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development.  These figures are a broadly 
accepted measure of a household’s relative economic need and are already easily available to 
SCAG due to its obligations related to the calculation of the Regional Housing Need Allocation 
(RHNA).  An EJ analysis based on these figures will yield a far more accurate portrait of the 
impacts of the draft RTP/SCS on households of various levels of economic need or privilege. 
 
We recommend that SCAG provide more detailed analysis regarding the expected distribution 
of air quality impacts of the draft RTP/SCS. 
 
Although we commend SCAG for developing a draft RTP/SCS that will improve overall air quality 
in the region, we are very concerned to learn that 23-29% of SCAG-region residents are 
expected to experience worse air quality.  The draft RTP/SCS and Supplemental Reports do not 
clarify which portions of the region are expected to realize the greatest air quality benefits and 
which will suffer the expected declines in air quality.  We recommend that SCAG provide a 
detailed geographic analysis of the draft RTP/SCS’s projected air quality impacts and include 
this analysis in the EJ Performance Areas Analysis, subject to the revisions of the Performance 
Areas Analysis recommended above. 
 
We further wish to call to SCAG’s attention that rural areas of the Eastern Coachella Valley are 
currently not subject to adequate air quality monitoring.  The air quality monitors maintained 
by the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) for the Coachella Valley are in 
urbanized areas of the Valley and do not reflect the air quality of the rural and agricultural 
areas of the Eastern Coachella Valley, which suffer from high levels of blowing dust (including 
from traffic over unpaved roads), pesticide sprays, smoke from agricultural burning (often in 
close proximity to residential areas), and particulates from the drying Salton Sea.  We 
recommend that SCAG aggressively pursue the spirit of transportation conformity by 
advocating for expansion of air quality monitoring to the Eastern Coachella Valley and to other 
areas that are subject to unique air quality stressors not detected by SCAQMD’s air quality 
monitors as currently distributed. 
 
*        *        * 
 
Thank you for your kind consideration of these comments.  Should you have any questions 
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about these comments, please feel free to contact Cristina Méndez (cmendez@crla.org; (760) 
398-7261 x 307) or Phoebe Seaton (pseaton@crla.org; (559) 233-6710 x 315). 
 
Yours, 

 
Laura S. Massie 
Attorney at Law 
California Rural Legal Assistance, Inc. 
 
/s/ 
Eduardo Guevara 
Associate Director 
Promotores Comunitarios del Desierto 
 
/s/ 
Maria de Anda 
Desert Region Supervisor 
El Sol Neighborhood Educational Center 
 
/s/ 
Sergio Carranza 
Executive Director 
Pueblo Unido Community Development Corporation 
 
/s/ 
Luis Olmedo 
Executive Director 
Comité Cívico del Valle, Inc. 
 
 
 
cc: Phoebe Seaton, Project Director, Community Equity Initiative, CRLA, Inc. 
 Cristina Méndez, Community Worker, Community Equity Initiative, CRLA, Inc. 

mailto:cmendez@crla.org
mailto:pseaton@crla.org


February 10, 2012 

Southern California Association of Governments 
818 W. Seventh Street, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 

California Trucking Association Comments 
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) 

2012 Regional Transportation Plan 

To Whom It May Concern: 

On behalf of the members of the California Trucking Association, we thank you for allowing us to submit 
our comments on the 2012 SCAG Regional Transportation Plan. 

The California Trucking Association (CTA) is a non-profit trade organization representing over 4,000 
individual trucking companies and suppliers. Members of our association range from single truck owner
operators to large Fortune 500 companies, and we are the largest state trucking organization in the 
country. 

The bulk of our membership is either headquartered in the SCAG area of influence, or has terminal 
operations in the region in order to move their goods throughout Southern California. Our membership is 
heavily invested in how the transportation system in Southern California is planned, funded, operated, 
and maintained. We seek to be partners with SCAG in planning for the region's infrastructure future so 
that goods can continue to move efficiently and economic growth continues to take place. 

As your Goods Movement Appendix indicates, goods movement dependent industries employ almost 3 
million people in the region, and contribute over $250 billion to the region's GDP on an annual basis 
(Goods Movement Appendix, Page 10). Trucks are the very backbone of the economic power of these 
industries. However, our Association is well aware that in order for Southern California to keep this 
economic strength and to stay competitive in the global marketplace, policy makers and industry groups 
will have to work together in order to secure stable and robust funding sources for all segments of the 
region's transportation system. 

We also seek to be a partner with SCAG in promoting policies that balance economic growth with clean 
air and environmental sustainability concerns. Over the past decade, our members have invested billions 
of dollars in new technologies and equipment that will ensure that the citizens of the SCAG region will 
breathe cleaner air well into the future. 

Below are our comments on the 2012 Regional Transportation Plan. We hope that these comments will 
help SCAG promote an environment where trucking companies can continue to operate and thrive in 
Southern California. If you should have any questions or concerns in regards to our comments, or if there 
are resources we can provide for you, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Sill//C-L 
RJ C antes 
T ra sportation Policy Coordinator 
(916) 373, 3563 
rjccn·~1ntcs~1'c1ltrux.org 



California Trucking Association (CTA) Comments 
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) 
2012 Regional Transportation Plan 

Transportation Finance: 

The California Trucking Association is concerned about some of the assumptions made for the 
"Reasonably Available Revenues" projections. SCAG has identified $219.5 billion in additional 
revenues that according to the R TP are " .. .likely to materialize within the R TP time frame" 
(SCAG 2012 RTP, Page 7). 

• A substantial portion of the $219.5 billion that has been indentified is the $110.3 billion 
that would be generated from a "Mileage-Based User Fee" set at $0.05 per mile and 
commencing in 2025 (2012 SCAG RTP Transportation Finance Appendix, Pages 15, 16). 
Although SCAG notes that they've projected the fee to commence in 2025, substantial 
amount of study is needed on the feasibility of implementing such a system on 
commercial motor carriers. To date, there has been little to no study done on how a 
system would be administrated, or what the financial burden would be for motor carriers 
and ultimately consumers. 

• Although SCAG has also indicated that the revenues projected from a mileage based user 
fee will be generated on a national level, the California Trucking Association will note 
that it strongly opposes the implementation of a mileage based user fee on local or 
regional levels (2012 CTA Federal Transportation Policy Guideline). 

• SCAG has also $4.2 billion in projected revenue generation from a "Free Fee/National 
Freight Program" (2012 SCAG R TP Transportation Finance Appendix, Page 7). The California 
Trucking Association has supported the inclusion of the National Freight Program in the 
Senate Environment & Public Works Committee Map-21 legislation. However, we have 
not endorsed specific strategies to fund any expenditures made through the program 
other than the existing Highway Trust Fund sources (2012 CT A Federal Transportation 
Policy Guideline). 

• The California Trucking Association also strongly opposes local, regional or statewide 
freight fee proposals that would compromise the competitiveness of California's 
shipping, warehousing and commercial trucking industry. Such a system must be 
explored, developed, and implemented on a national level only. 

• SCAG has also projected $22.3 billion in revenue generation for the region through the 
tolling facilities associated with the I-710 Freight Corridor, the East-West Freight 
Corridor, the High Desert Corridor, and the SR-710 tunnel (2012 SCAG RTP 
Transportation Finance Appendix, Pages 34, 35). In general, the California Trucking 
Association opposes tolling as a means for revenue generation due to the high overhead 
costs associated with running tolling facilities and programs, the potential for increased 
congestion around tolling facilities, and the disproportionate financial burden that is 
placed on the trucking industry. 



• In addition, the California Trucking Association is very concerned about the toll revenue 
estimates that have been associated with the East-West Freight Corridor and the I-710 
Freight Corridor. If these projects are planned as zero-emission corridors as a part of the 
Goods Movement Environmental Strategy and Action Plan as outlined by the RTP, the 
near term revenues generated from these tolling facilities will not meet the estimated 
projections that have been provided due to an overestimate of zero emission technology 
penetration rates. 

Project List: 

In general, The California Trucking Association's analysis of the Project List Appendix has been 
positive. We are encouraged that SCAG continues to be concerned about the degradation of our 
roadway system, and is planning to invest significant amounts of capital in maintaining our 
current roadway infrastructure. We firmly believe that such efforts will improve goods 
movement efficiency, reduce congestion, improve regional economic productivity, and reduce 
pollution. However, we do wish to address our concerns with a few projects listed in the 
Financially Constrained R TP List: 

• SCAG includes $3,771,002,000 for 'goods movement research and development' as a part 
of the resource constrained plan in measure RRC0703 (2012 SCAG RTP Project List 
Appendix, Page 422). We believe that this allocation is not mentioned in the Goods 
Movement appendix or in the RTP. To avoid confusion or conflict, SCAG needs to 
clearly identify where these funds would come from, and specifically, what they would 
be used for. What technologies and sectors would 'goods movement research and 
development' cover? Where could we find the description of RRC0703? 

• Also, identified in the list is a $5 billion allocation for a "Goods Movement Bottleneck 
Relief Strategy" (2012 SCAG RTP Project List Appendix, Page 422). The California 
Trucking Association is supportive of indentifying and improving bottleneck choke 
points that restrict the ability to move goods efficiently by trucks. Moving forward, we 
urge SCAG to include industry stakeholders in any discussions so that input can be 
given on the locations which are restrictive to motor carriers. 

• The California Trucking Association has not taken a position on whether or not to 
endorse the East-West Freight Corridor (2012 SCAG RTP Project List Appendix, Page 422). 
We hope to continue having discussions with SCAG in regards to the project's costs, 
access abilities, and design concepts. However, we urge SCAG to immediately inform 
any and all property owners along the project alternative alignments about the potential 
for future eminent domain issues. SCAG should account for funds that will be needed to 
fairly compensate property owners that could potentially be affected. 



Goods Movement: 

The members of the California Trucking Association are dedicated to working with policy 
makers in order to enhance the quality of life of all Californians through environmental 
protection measures that are based on sound science and that are balanced with the realities of 
the economic market place. In the past decade, the trucking industry has gone through 
transformative changes due to regulatory mandates and voluntary competitive measures in order 
to get cleaner trucks on the road. SCAG's Goods Movement Environmental Strategy and Action 
Plan are of great interest and concern to our members that have made substantial investments in 
new technologies at dramatic costs to their companies. Below are our specific concerns related 
to this program: 

• SCAG should acknowledge that participation of goods movement stakeholders in any of 
the strategies identified by SCAG in the Goods Movement appendix would be a 
voluntary process and not mandatory. Mandating specific technologies undermines the 
investments our members have made in response to the Air Resources Board's (ARB) 
Truck&:: Bus Rule. The California Trucking Association would strongly oppose any and 
all efforts to impose a new timeline for truck turnover that would differentiate from the 
ARB regulations. 

• SCAG provides a specific timeframe for the study and demonstration of various zero or 
near/zero emission technologies. (2012 SCAG R TP Goods Movement Appendix, Page 34 ). 
The information is presented in a way that might be applicable for all of the technology 
options and all fleets. In fact, there is significant variation in the different technologies' 
stages of development. Not all technologies have been created equal due to 
implementation concerns and market readiness. SCAG should account for this reality. 

• In order to introduce zero or near/zero emission technologies in private fleets, SCAG 
would need to work with regional company owners by providing significant amounts of 
capital to meet the goals laid out in the plan. The upfront incremental costs for these 
vehicles vary from $20,000 / $100,000+ over comparable diesel powertrains. These 
figures do not encompass the significant infrastructure investments and loss of 
operational flexibility associated with zero and near/zero emission technologies. Which 
activities have funds currently available and have been accounted for in the R TP's fiscally 
constrained plan? SCAG needs to help identify where the funding will come from in 
order to meet these new goals. 

• If there is funding currently available, SCAG needs to state that they plan to carry out 
the timeline presented for the implementation of a zero and near/zero emission freight 
system. If not, it should be pointed out that such a project could not be implemented 
until or unless funding becomes available. 

• Additionally, SCAG should note that any full scale demonstration and/or commercial 
deployment would need the full support of the involved stakeholders to move forward. 
SCAG should also include a provision that the business stakeholders will be involved in 
the design of the parameters for a full/scale demonstration. 



• Furthermore, the final stages in the timeline are unrealistic and should be lengthened to 
give adequate time for zero-emissions technologies to mature and undergo sufficient 
testing. An inadequate or insufficient demonstration program could result in premature 
adoption and could lead to serious disruptions to the goods movement system and thus 
unintended consequences from significant job loss and economic impacts to the region. 

• As trucking companies work together with regulatory agencies to further reduce 
emissions in the SCAG region, any technology introduced must not compromise the 
safety, velocity, cargo throughput, economic competitiveness, or reliability of the vehicle. 

• SCAG should clearly state in the R TP that to date, stakeholders have not reached 
consensus on technologies, timing, funding, or emissions impacts of possible the various 
options SCAG examined in the Goods Movement Environmental Strategy and Action 
Plan. 

• It would be unwise to commit funding to large scale infrastructure projects to support 
zero emission transportation technologies until these technologies mature. Certain early 
approaches may quickly become obsolete as heavy duty partial hybrid electric and 
battery electric vehicles reach commercialization. 

• SCAG should not oversell its timeline for zero emission technology implementation. 
SCAG does not have control over technology penetration rates nor can it predict how 
this market, just barely in its infancy, will perform in the coming years. Arbitrary 
timelines are not a substitute for the kind of analysis that produces good public policy 
and efficient government expenditure. 

I-710/East-W est Freight Corridors 

• We agree with SCAG's observation that the zero and near-zero emission heavy duty 
vehicle market has yet to develop a fully market ready technology as of the authoring of 
the 2012 RTP. 

• SCAG should approach the role of the Freight Corridors in nurturing this emerging 
market realistically. While exemption from tolls or other privileges granted zero and 
near-zero emission heavy duty vehicles will play a role in incentivizing accelerated 
adoption, these technologies will face significant implementation challenges out of 
SCAG's control. 

• Facility restrictions that prevent National Network terminal access for reasons other 
than safety are currently prohibited by federal law. 



Margaret Lin 

Canyon Land Conservation Fund 
PO Box 613 

Silverado CA 92676 

Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) 
818 W. Seventh Street, 1ith Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 
RTP@scaq.ca.qov 

Re: Comments on the Draft 2012 RTP/SCS and Draft PEIR 

Dear Ms. Lin: 

2-8-2012 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) 2012 
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and Sustainable Community Strategy (SCS). The Canyon Land Conservation 
Fund is based in Silverado, Calif. and our mission is to conserve the last natural wildland in and adjacent to the 
Cleveland National Forest. Our organization includes support from 1, 500 residents in Orange County communites of 
Silverado, Modjeska and Trabuco Canyons. We are writing to provide comments on the Draft 2012 RTP/SCS and the 
Draft Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR). 

Under the Endangered Species Act, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service have defined critical habitat as areas 
that support endangered or threatened species that are essential to the species' conservation. The description in the 
Conservation Planning Policy section (page 76 of the Draft 2012 RTP/SCS) states "large-scale acquisition and 
management of critical habitatto mitigate impacts related to future transportation projects" [emphasis added]. We 
believe there are other habitat areas in the SCAG region worth considering for acquisition and management and 
therefore SCAG should not limit the mitigation opportunities to only critical habitat. We suggest expanding the 
language to incorporate all "important habitat lands." 

Thank you for reviewing our comments and we look forward to working with SCAG on the implementation of this 
policy. Should you need to contact me, I can be reached at 714-228-7900 #1148. In addition, we request to be 
included on any notifications (electronic or otherwise) about this policy's creation and implementation, please send 
information to eamador@pacificexcess.com 

Sincerely, 

Ed Amador/Chay Peterson 
Canyon Land Conservation Fund 
PO Box 613 
Silverado, CA 92676 
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CENTENNIAL FOUN ERS LLC 

Mr. Hasan lkhrata 
Executive Director 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 West Seventh Street, 1ih Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017-3435 
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February 14, 2012 

Re: Draft 2012 Regional Transportation Plan & Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) 
Draft Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) 

Dear Mr. lkhrata: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft 2012 RTP/SCS and associated PEIR. 
We want to recognize the tremendous efforts put forth by you and your staff to create this 
incredibly complex document while keeping the public informed and welcoming stakeholder 
input every step of the way. 

The application for the proposed sustainable new town of Centennial, located at the intersection 
of 1-5 and SR-138 in North Los Angeles County, was deemed complete by the County of Los 
Angeles in 2008. The proposed $9.5 billion direct investment in this region over 20 years will 
provide 23,000 homes, approximately 27,500 construction jobs and over 30,000 permanent jobs 
for Los Angeles County. By providing a pedestrian-oriented, sustainable community design with 
a balance of jobs and housing and the necessary density to support public and community 
services for the entire region, Centennial will complement the infill, TOD developments being 
proposed in the urban cores, achieving long-term emissions reductions as mandated by SB 
375. 

After careful review of the PEIR, we respectfully request that you consider the attached list of 
technical corrections to various exhibits contained in the RTP/SCS and PEIR. Please note that 
these exhibit corrections have already been conveyed to Jacob Lieb, Manager of 
Environmental Planning, in person. Should you have any questions or require further 
clarification, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Centennial Founders LLC 

Carlene Matchniff 
Vice President Entitlements 

cc: Robert A. Stine, CEO and Kathleen J. Perkinson, Senior VP - Tejon Ranch Company 
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CENTENNIAL FOUN E L 

SCAG RTP/SCS and PEIR corrections - TAZs 20280.100, and 20281.100, County of Los 
Angeles 

1) RTP/SCS Exhibit 4.13, Land Use Pattern Map SCAG Region 2035, correct Growth 
Pattern shading to reflect Centennial 

2) RTP/SCS Exhibit 4.15 Land Use Pattern Los Angeles County 2035, correct Growth 
Pattern shading to reflect Centennial 

3) PEIR Exhibit 2.18, Project Description, Land Use Pattern in L.A. County, correct Growth 
Pattern shading to reflect Centennial 

4) PEIR Exhibit 3.3-5, Special Status Natural Communities in the SCAG Region, correct 
Terr. Comm. (specific) vegetation category for Centennial to grassland community and 
should not go into Kern County as not in RTP/SCS 

5) PEIR Exhibit 3.8-1, Regional Distribution of Important Farmlands and Grazing Lands; 
need to clarify the difference in similar colors on the legend. Centennial is Grazing Land 
and should be reflected as such. Recommend the map distinguish the colors on the 
legend for Grazing Lands and Non-irrigated Farmlands as they are difficult to distinguish 
as currently presented 

6) PEIR Exhibit 3.8-9, Household Density by Census Tract, correct to correspond to the 
household T AZs for the area and change exhibit to the 901-1,500 category 

7) PEIR Exhibit 3.8-10 Employment Density by Census Tract, correct to correspond to the 
employment TAZs f0r the area and change exhibit to the 1,001-1,500 category 
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February 14, 2012 
 
Ms. Margaret Lin 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 West Seventh Street, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 
RTP@scag.ca.gov/ lin@scag.ca.gov 
 
SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT 2012 REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION  
PLAN, APPENDICES, AND GROWTH FORECAST DATASETS  
 
Dear Ms. Lin: 
 
The Center for Demographic Research at Cal State Fullerton has reviewed the Draft 2012 
Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategies, its associated appendices, and 
the growth forecast datasets. We greatly appreciate the opportunity to do so and for all of the work 
SCAG staff has done to produce these reports and work with local agencies during the 
development process.  
 
First, we would like to express support of recommendations by the Orange County Council of 
Governments, the Orange County Transportation Authority, the Transportation Corridor 
Agencies, and other Orange County agencies whose comments also request the inclusion of the 
updated Orange County growth forecast, the 2010 Orange County Projections Modified, in the 
RTP/SCS plan and alternatives.  
 
Our comments are grouped as follows: 
1. Incorporate the Orange County Projections-2010 Modified Growth Projections, as adopted by 

the OCCOG Board of Directors, into all RTP/SCS/PEIR documents, appendices, tables, maps, 
narrative, modeling runs, PEIR Alternatives (including Alternate C/3/Envision 2 referencing 
the Orange County growth forecasts) consistent with the subregional delegation MOU 
between OCCOG, OCTA and SCAG. 

2. SCAG's adoption of the growth forecast numbers should be at the county level, consistent 
with past RTPs, and not at a smaller level of geography such as city, census tract, or traffic 
analysis level. 

3. Other Comments on the Draft 2012 RTP documents in Tables 1, 2, and 3. 
 
1. Incorporate the Orange County Projections-2010 Modified Growth Projections, as adopted by 

the OCCOG Board of Directors, into all documents, tables, maps, narrative, modeling runs, 
and PEIR Alternatives (including Alternate C/3/Envision 2) referencing the Orange County 
growth forecasts consistent with the subregional delegation MOU between OCCOG, OCTA 
and SCAG. 
 

On January 26, 2012, the update to the OCP-2010 dataset, known as OCP-2010 Modified, was 
officially approved by the OCCOG Board of Directors and is a data amendment to the Orange 
County  Sustainable Communities Strategy. The dataset includes the 2010 Census population and 
housing data, along with the 2010 EDD Benchmark data, consistent with SCAG’s updated growth 
forecast dataset. The dataset was provided to SCAG staff in December 2011 and this is the formal 
notice of the update which should be incorporated into the 2012 RTP/SCS, PEIR, and related 
documents. 
 



Ms. Lin  2/14/2012 
2012 RTP/SCS Comment Letter  Page 2 of 8 

2. SCAG's adoption of the growth forecast numbers should be at the county level, consistent with past 
RTPs, and not at a smaller level of geography such as city, census tract, or traffic analysis level. 

 
The 2012 growth projections identify population, housing and employment data for the six-county SCAG 
region, from 2008 (Existing) to 2020 and 2035. These growth projections represent the best available 
information from local jurisdictions, the business community and landowners. However, as time passes, what 
is feasible for any given project can change. The triggers for change to adopted growth projections can range 
from factors such as market conditions, new information or data, infrastructure availability, changes in 
funding availability (such as the dissolution of redevelopment agencies statewide), and changes to 
jurisdictional boundaries resulting from future annexations and incorporations of previously-designated 
unincorporated territory. SCAG should continue to adopt the 2012 growth projections at a countywide level, 
consistent with past approvals of Regional Transportation plan growth forecasts. A county level of 
geography accommodates internal adjustments to changing conditions as described above, without 
compromising the integrity of the overall growth projections. However, approving the growth projections at 
any lower level of geography, such as at the city level, would be challenged with continual revisions and 
shifts to the total number of housing, population and employment within a city, among cities, and between 
cities and counties as a result of the factors described above. Adoption of the data at a level lower than the 
county would limit jurisdictional control and create inflexibility in a regional planning document. In addition, 
the level of geography in which RTP/SCS growth forecast is adopted should not be determined by other 
processes. For example, the RHNA allocations must be consistent with the RTP/SCS; state law does not 
require that they be identical. The RTP/SCS can be adopted at the county level and the RHNA process may 
proceed independently until it is completed after the appeals, trades, and transfers are completed. The RHNA 
allocations that were derived from the growth forecast can still be determined to be consistent with the 
RTP/SCS, even if changes are made to the city totals during the appeals, trades, and transfers process.  
 
3. Other Comments on the Draft 2012 RTP documents in Tables 1, 2, and 3: 
 
Table 1. 2012 RTP/SCS COMMENTS 
# TOPIC PAGE 

REFERENCE 
RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

1 General 
Comment 

all All chapter headings should include the Chapter number on 
each page for ease of reference. 

2 Clarification 1, left column “The 2012 RTP/SCS includes a strong commitment to reduce 
emissions from transportation sources to comply with SB 375, 
both improve public health, and meet the National Ambient Air 
Quality Standards as set forth by the federal Clean Air Act. As 

3 Clarification 4, right 
column 

“This region needs a long-term, sustainable funding plan that 
ensures the region receives its fair share of funding, supports an 
efficient and effective transportation system that grows the 
economy, provides mobility choices, and improves our quality 
of life.” 

4 Clarification page 7-  
Table 2 and  
page 95- 
Table 3.3  

Is additional $0.15 gas tax the sum total of both state and 
federal taxes or $0.15 each?  

5 Clarification 12, right 
column 

“It also demonstrates how we can transition from things we 
know to be unsustainable over the long term and beyond the 
term of this RTP—such as reliance on fossil fuels—to new 
technologies for the future.” 
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# TOPIC PAGE 
REFERENCE 

RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

6 Clarification 30, 31, 73 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
30, right 
column 
 
 
31, right 
column 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
73, right 
column 
 

AB 32 is global warming solutions act. SB 375 was determined 
to be stand-alone legislation. RTP document is not forum to 
address global climate change and references are unnecessary, 
off topic, and distract from RTP goal and purpose. “Global 
warming” and “global climate change” / “climate change” are 
not interchangeable phrases. References should be removed or, 
where appropriate, language should be changed to “global 
warming”. 
 
“The RTP/SCS includes the following actions to address energy 
uncertainty and reduce the region’s contribution to global 
climate change:” 
 
“Adaptation 
Climate change global warming mitigation means reducing or 
sequestering greenhouse gases, whereas adaptation is preparing 
for known impacts of climate change global warming. Over the 
coming century, some climate change studies project that 
Southern California will be expected to manage extremes of 
precipitation and temperature, increased storm frequency and 
intensity, and sea-level rise. These climate changes will would 
impact streamflow, flooding, water supply, sea level, and soil 
water content. These impacts will would affect agriculture, 
stormwater, wastewater treatment, wildfire risk, roads, forest 
health, and biodiversity. These impacts will would also have 
consequences for public health, economic livelihoods, the 
financial sector, the insurance industry, individual comfort, and 
recreation. In practice, these impacts will would mean coping 
with…” 
 
“Goods movement is also a major source of greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions that contribute to global climate change 
warming.” 

7 Clarification 40, left 
column 

“Strategic investments, put forth by the private sector, that 
would remove barriers associated with telecommuting are 
expected…” 

8 Correction page 42- Table 
2.2 
 

241 toll road completion year is 2030 

9 Define in text 
and add to 
glossary 

50, left 
column 

“scrip” 

10 Clarification 54, right 
column 

“Express/HO T Lane Network 
Despite our concerted effort to reduce traffic congestion 
through years of infrastructure investment, the region’s system 
demands continue to exceed available capacity during peak 
periods.” 
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# TOPIC PAGE 
REFERENCE 

RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

11 Clarification 78, right 
column 

“Greenhouse Gases 
On road emissions (from passenger vehicles and heavy duty 
trucks) constitute 93 percent of the transportation sector total. 
Emissions from passenger vehicles, which are the subject of SB 
375 and this RTP/SCS, constitute ___% of the transportation 
sector’s greenhouse gas emissions total.” 

12 Clarification 80, left 
column 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
82, right 
column 

Statements are made, such as the following, "the RTP has the 
ability to affect the distribution of that growth" (in population in 
the region).  These statements could be interpreted to be 
contrary to SCAG's obligation under the Memorandum of 
Understanding with OCCOG to respect the strategies and local 
land use policies in the OC SCS.  
 
Please clarify how it is in SCAG's ability to affect local change 
when the OC SCS is consistent with acceptance of local land 
use plans and planned population and employment 
distribution? 
 
Recommended text change: “Transportation projects including 
new and expanded infrastructure are necessary to improve 
travel time and can enhance quality of life for those traveling 
throughout the region. However, these projects also have the 
potential to induce attract more of the regional population 
growth in certain areas of the region. This means that although 
Although SCAG does not anticipate that the RTP would affect 
the total growth in population in the region, the RTP has the 
ability to affect the distribution of that growth.” 
 
“In addition to induced population growth, transportation 
projects in the RTP also have the potential to divide established 
communities, primarily through acquisition of rights-of-way.” 
  
Text indicates that the RTP and projects in the RTP/SCS as 
“inducing” growth.  It is noted that use of the term “induced 
growth” has a negative connotation and implies growth above 
and beyond what would occur naturally.  However, it is stated 
in the RTP that the population, housing, and employment 
growth totals are fixed and only the distributions may change 
based on the plan.  This means there will not be “new” growth 
and that the RTP and SCS may simply influence and shift the 
growth anticipated for the region. This moving of growth is the 
result of changes in distribution that are due to changes in land 
use or densities.  Because of this, it is requested that references 
to “induced growth” be reworded to reflect the shifting of 
growth in the region. 
 
Recommended text change: “Cumulative impacts from the 
projected growth induced by the RTP include increased 
impervious surfaces;…” 
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# TOPIC PAGE 
REFERENCE 

RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

13 Clarification page 95- Table 
3.3 

“Mileage-based user fees would be implemented to replace gas 
tax and augment—estimated at about $0.05 (2011$) per mile 
and indexed to maintain purchasing power starting 2025.” 
 
Suggested language is from page 31 of Growth Forecast 
Appendix: 
Current gasoline tax, estimated at about $0.05 (2011$) per 
mile will increase through 2025, then in 2026 it would be 
replaced with a mileage-based user fee indexed to maintain 
purchasing power 

14 Clarification 105, right 
column 

“While the region was once known worldwide as the “capital of 
sprawl,” the region today is projecting growth on only a small 
fraction of the has little raw land available in the region left to 
accommodate additional growth.” 

15 Clarification 106, last 
paragraph 

Please revise the text in the last paragraph on page 106 to state:  
 
“These subregional SCS documents are incorporated into the 
regional SCS and represent the SCS for each of these 
subregions.” 

16 Clarification 110, right 
column 
 

“Municipal water and sewer systems, for example, ensure clean 
water. At the same time, concrete stormwater runoff channels 
harm water quality and sprawl eats into open space as areas 
become more urbanized and the percentage of impervious 
surface is increased, the hydrologic regime is dramatically 
altered. Drainage conveyances that once were natural and 
riparian are required to be engineered as hardened flood control 
channels to provide adequate protection of private property and 
public infrastructure from the increased frequency, duration, 
peak flow, and overall volume of stormwater runoff. With this 
armoring of once natural channels, water quality benefits from 
biofiltration are lost along with opportunities for infiltration and 
evapotranspiration, which can lead to hydromodifcation 
downstream in sections which are not yet engineered and 
hardened. Many strategies…” 

17 Add to 
glossary 

127, right 
column 

“Gentrification” 

18 Please clarify 128, left 
column 

“Thus, this adjustment allowed the land use pattern to conform 
more closely to local expectations general plans, while reducing 
the amount of vehicle miles traveled.” 
 
Whose/What are “local expectations?” 

19 Revise 
language to 
clarify 

149, right 
column 

Revise language to clarify that SCAG intends policies, 
strategies, and measures are a menu of options. 
 
“The following tables list specific implementation strategies 
that local governments, SCAG, and other stakeholders may use 
or consider while preparing specific projects which would help 
can and should undertake in order to successfully implement 
the SCS.” 
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# TOPIC PAGE 
REFERENCE 

RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

20 Revise 
language to 
clarify 

153, right 
column 

“Evaluation and Revision 
SCAG will also track its own progress in implementing its 
RTP/SCS strategies in conjunction with the preparation and 
adoption of its Overall Work Program and Annual Budget.” 
 
Clarify if “its progress” is SCAG’s progress or the region’s 
progress. 

21 Add to 
glossary 

166, right 
column 

“Greenfield” 

22 Correct 
language 

193, right 
column 
 

RC adopted revised PPP in January 2012  

23 Revise 
language to 
clarify 

194, right 
column 

“In addition to these targeted outreach efforts, all regular and 
special meetings of the RTP task forces, the Transportation 
Committee (TC), the CEHD, the EEC, and the SCAG Regional 
Council are publicly noticed and …” 

24 Please clarify 203, right 
column 

“…including Los Angeles Ontario Airport, the March Inland 
Port…” 
 
Should LAX and Ontario airports be named separately? 

25 Add to 
glossary 

205 “Active transportation” 

 
 
Table 1. GROWTH FORECAST APPENDIX COMMENTS 
# TOPIC PAGE 

REFERENCE 
NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

1 Update growth 
forecast 
numbers 

23, Table 13 In December 2011, Orange County provided SCAG with the 
revised growth forecast dataset, OCP-2010 Modified, per the 
OC SCS MOU (official OCCOG Board action 1/26/2012).  
 
Please incorporate OCP-2010 Modified into all reports, tables, 
exhibits, alternatives, maps, and modeling runs for final RTP.  

 
 
Table 3. SCS BACKGROUND DOCUMENTATION APPENDIX COMMENTS 
# TOPIC PAGE 

REFERENCE 
NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

1 Please define 53, right 
column 

Housing Options and Mix: 
 
Define Larger-lot single family in text 

2 Clarification 71-74, 80-83 Alternatives A, B, C 
 
Names of Alternatives differ than those listed in the PEIR on 
pages ES-3 and 1-4.  
 
Please be consistent with naming protocol for alternatives 
between two/all documents. 
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# TOPIC PAGE 
REFERENCE 

NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

3 Clarification 71, right 
column 

“Plan Alternative (B) 
… The alternative maintains city-level forecast control totals 
for both households and jobs, however, within city boundaries 
shifts are made to focus a much larger share of future growth in 
a more compact way around HQTAs, except in Gateway and 
Orange County COG subregions per their SCS delegation 
agreements. Future housing market demand is expected to shift 
significantly to small lot single-family, townhomes and multi-
family hosuing housing.” 

4 Please define 71, right 
column 

Plan Alternative (B) 
 
Define small lot single family in text 

5 Clarification 71, right 
column 

Plan Alternative (C) 
“As a result very suburban communities may experience no 
new housing or employment growth, while some urban areas 
with very good access to regional transit may experience 
significant increases in housing or employment growth.” 
 

6 Clarification 72, left column “While each alternative is distinctive, a number of parameters 
remained constant across each alternative: the regional 
RTP/SCS forecast total for population, households and jobs;…” 
 
“Detailed forecast: the detailed distribution of population, 
households, and jobs across the region…” 

7 Clarification 72, left column What does it mean that TAZ boundaries include city 
boundaries? 

8 Clarification 72, Table D1 Alternatives A & B: 
“Controlled to TAZ-based RTP/SCS Forecast for 2020; 
Controlled to city-level RTP/SCS Forecast for 2020-2035, 
except in Gateway and Orange County COG subregions per 
their SCS delegation agreements.” 
 
Add statement to table notes: Gateway and Orange County 
COG subregions’ local input data will not be changed per their 
SCS delegation agreements. 

9 Clarification 74, Table D2 Alternatives A & B: 
Add statement: Gateway and Orange County COG subregions’ 
local input data will not be changed per their SCS delegation 
agreements. 

10 Clarification 75, right 
column 

“Development Types 
The alternatives are built on, and provides data at, the level of 
the TAZ, which includes housing units and employment.” 
 
Please clarify if TAZ is Tier 1, Tier 2, or both. 

11 Clarification 79, right 
column 

“Subregional SCSs submitted by the Gateway Cities Council of 
Governments (GCCOG) and the Orange County Council of 
Governments (OCCOG) will be respected unchanged and 
integrated into the alternatives (with possible revisions for 
Alternative C only).” 
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# TOPIC PAGE 
REFERENCE 

NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

12 Clarification 80 Alternative A 
Add statement: Gateway and Orange County COG subregions’ 
local input data will not be changed per their SCS delegation 
agreements. 

13 Clarification 81 Alternative B 
Add statement: Gateway and Orange County COG subregions’ 
local input data will not be changed per their SCS delegation 
agreements. 

14 Clarification 115, left 
column 

Transit Zoning Code Santa Ana 2011 
 
Is this a duplicate of the 2010 Santa Ana project? 

 
Again, we thank you for your time and consideration of the comments above. 
 
Sincerely,  

 
Deborah S. Diep 
CDR Director 
 
CC:  CDR Management Oversight Committee 
  CDR Technical Advisory Committee 
 Hasan Ikhrata, SCAG 
 Scott Martin, CDR 
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Citizens Alliance for Property Rights 

January 30, 2012 

Pam O'Connor, President 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 W. Seventh Street, 12th Floor 

Los Angeles, CA 90017 

Dear Ms. O'Connor: 

RE: RTP and SCAG Land Use Planning -An Open Letter 

Please note that many of our members recently attended what was one of many so 

called, "Visioning" sessions. This one was geared to our local elected officials and held at the 

Camarillo Public Library on January 19, 2012. Please note that very little public notice was given 

for the session. We were only made aware of it through a third party. At the beginning of this 

session we were subjected to a film clip that was little more than "touchy feely" propaganda. 

Adorable young tykes extolled the virtues of "walkable" communities and public transportation. 

The presentation was halted half way through due to questions from citizens who took umbrage 

to a plan that is, in truth, a one size fits all blueprint. These citizens are well aware that, 

"sustainable community strategies" is a marketing term crafted to pull the proverbial wool over 

the public's eyes. That it is, in fact, a move toward regional governance which will further 

distance voters from those who they have entrusted to safeguard their interests. Further we do 

believe 84 elected officials, from various cities and counties, can do what is in the best interest 

of their citizens when crafting policies for the over 18,000,000 residents residing within SCAG's 

boundaries. 

We understand that more of these sessions are planned but that Ventura County has 

already had its allotted two in January. Yet, really, how much of the public were made aware of 

what you are planning? How many know that SCAG, once tasked to plan for future growth, has 

now morphed into a regional government that will alter our lifestyles and erode our freedom. 

How many of the taxpaying citizens of our county would agree to having so much of their 

transportation dollars funneled into transit and away from road expansion? How many would 

agree to plans for denser, pack and stack, development in what are suburban communities? 

PO Box 152 
Somis CA 93066 
(805)428-2939 

http://vcpropertyrights.net/ 

Page 1 



Citizens Alliance for Property Rights (CAPR), Ventura County, wishes to go on record opposing 

the implementation of your proposed sustainable strategies. Your plans have already damaged our 

communities, hampered our valuable agricultural industry, and caused further waste of precious 

taxpayer funds. Denser development makes sense for Santa Monica, the area you represent, Ms. 

O'Connor. However it makes no sense whatsoever in communities like Thousand Oaks and Simi Valley 

where people have moved to raise their families and enjoy a suburban lifestyle. 

In closing, be aware we are watching you, know what a sham the Compass Blueprint is and how 

your efforts are shackling the very people you have, as elected officials, been sworn to serve. 

Sincerely, 

The Board of Directors 

Citizens Alliance for Property Rights, Ventura County 

cc: Linda Parks Ventura County Supervisor, Bryan A. MacDonald Oxnard City Council, Glen Becerra Simi 

Valley City Council, Carl Morehouse San Buenaventura City Council, Keith Millhouse, Moorpark City 

Council 

PO Box 152 
Somis CA 93066 
(805)428-2939 

http:/ /vcpropertyrights.net/ 
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Mr. Hasan lkhrata, Executive Director 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 West ih Street, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 

February 14, 2012 

RE: City Comments on the Draft SCAG 2012 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) 
and Sustainable Communities Strategy and Program Environmental Impact 
Report; Support for RTP Project List and the 710N Gap Closure Project 

Dear Mr. lkhrata, 

We are pleased to join with METRO in complimenting SCAG not only for its fine 
work on this far reaching document, but for its unprecedented outreach process. 
Both lend themselves to the success of the RTP. 

We note that METRO, in its written communication to SCAG, stated that all of its 
projects which are in the Los Angeles County Long Range Plan (LRP) are also in the 
SCAG RTP. We acknowledge and support the LRP, and now the RTP, which 
includes all the Measure "R" transit and highway projects, with identified funding 
sources for each. 

We further join with and support the complimentary comments of the City of Los 
Angeles which state, in its communication to you that, with a few minor 
exceptions, that the RTP is satisfactory to the City. 

All of us are grateful for the Los Angeles County voter mandate known as 
Measure "R", now passed into law and being actively implemented. It is safe to 
say that without "Measure R" most all of our sorely needed transportation 
projects may not have seen a shovel raised to move the first piece of dirt. 

"Measure R" provided certain amounts of money for specific projects. The 710N 
Gap Closure Project was named in the law and was allocated over 700 million 
dollars. We concur with SCAG and our other regional and city partners that the 
710N Gap Closure Project is appropriately designated a "constrained project" in 
the 2012 RTP Constrained Plan and, further, that the 710N Gap Closure Project 
has met all the federal requirements for inclusion in said Plan. Attempts to say 
otherwise will be vigorously refuted by all parties. 

Measure R was a mandate of the voters of Los Angeles County to fix the traffic 
problems and to clean up the air. The 710N Gap Closure was a significant part of 
the voter mandate, and efforts are now underway to fulfill that mandate. In fact, 
METRO is engaged in an EIR/EIS process right now at the project level. Any and 
all outstanding gap closure issues and the environmental impacts of which 
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transportation mode type (or combination of modes) should be used to close the 
gap will be answered within the next 30 months. 

Two things are clear from the many 710N Gap studies prior to the current EIR/EIS 
effort: there is no proposed project in the SCAG region which reduces traffic 
congestion more than the completion of the 710 Gap, and there is no proposed 
project in the SCAG region which reduces air pollution more than the 710 Gap. 
The project is vital to many more than those who live in the area. It is vital to the 
conformity issue between the Transportation Plan and the Air Quality Plan. 

We continue to join with those who have supported the Completion of the 710 
Gap at METRO and as proponents of the closure of the Gap: US Congressperson 
Judy Chu, Senator Bob Huff, Assemblyman Cedillo, Assemblyman Mike Eng, SCAG, 
Independent Cities, San Gabriel Valley Council of Governments, Pasadena (by 
virtue of an imitative ordinance requiring support of the completion of the Gap), 
San Gabriel Valley Economic Partnership, 710 Freeway Coalition, Polling data: 710 
completion, Supporters of the completion of the Gap, the vote of the CTC Public 
Infrastructure Advisory Committee supporting the project, the City of Rosemead, 
the City of San Gabriel, the City of San Marino the city of Monterey Park, El 
Serreno, and the City of Glendale among others. Support runs as high as 7 to 1. 

While it may be tempting to trace the history of the project (actually going back 
as far as 1933), surely most everyone involved knows that history. The injustice 
occasioned on many is known; less recognized is why the injustice occurred and 
how our entire region has truly suffered over such a long period of time. The few 
still seem to believe that it is all right to harm the many. 

In conclusion, the City of Alhambra joins with the voters of Los Angeles County 
and all our partners in looking forward to the day in the foreseeable future when 
the 710N Gap Closure will be a reality. We are proud to be a part of the Southern 
California Region and thank SCAG for producing an RTP we can all be proud of. 

Sincerely, 

Leland C. Dolley 
City Of Alhambra 
Special Counsel 
310 545 3078 
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City of Anaheim 

PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

February 14, 2012 

Mr. Hasan lkhrata, Executive Director 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 W. Seventh Street, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 

RE: DRAFT 2012-2035 REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN, 
SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES STRATEGY, AND DRAFT 
PROGRAM ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 

Dear Mr. lkhrata: 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on the Southern California 
Association of Governments (SCAG) Draft 2012-2035 Regional Transportation 
Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) and its associated Draft 
Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR). City staff recognizes the 
monumental efforts undertaken by SCAG to prepare these extremely important 
regional documents. 

The City of Anaheim is a recognized leader in the region for establishing creative 
and innovative new, infill and refill development strategies that support many of 
SCAG's objectives, particularly as they relate to transportation infrastructure, urban 
growth, and sustainability. The City has also taken a proactive role in reducing 
regulations and promoting incentive based approaches to encourage business and 
development growth, preserve existing neighborhoods and help foster a freedom 
friendly regulatory environment. Our comments below are based on the extensive 
experience the City has in proactively supporting infill and refill development and 
reflect the City policies of reducing regulations and promoting incentive based 
approaches instead of increasing regulation. It is important that the k TP /SCS and 
PEIR documents do not contain provisions that restrict the City's flexibility to 
develop the policies, strategies and programs that will work best for our community 
while meeting regional goals. 

Staff has also reviewed and concurs with comments from the Orange County 
Transportation Authority (OCTA) and the Orange County Council of Governments 
(OCCOG). Some of these OCTA and OCCOG comments are restated and 
highlighted in the comments below. 

Comments on the RTP and SCS 

Expanded High Occupancy Toll (HOT) Lanes System - Staff concurs with the 
OCTA comments identifying a need for additional information on the HOT Lane 
network included in the RTP. An expansion of toll facilities in the region that is not. 

200 South Anaheim Boulevard 
P.O . Box 3222 
Anah eim, California 92803 

TEL (714) 765-51 39 
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consistent with the Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) prepared by the OCTA has been 
included in the RTP.  Specifically, the RTP/SCS identifies a program to allow extra capacity in 
High Occupancy Vehicle lanes (HOV lanes or carpool lanes) to be sold to single-occupant 
drivers, thus converting these facilities into High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes.  This change is 
shown along the SR-91 from the Orange/Los Angeles County border and connecting with the 
existing SR-91 toll facilities.  Several miles of this facility are within or are partially within the 
City of Anaheim and are bounded by residential neighborhoods.  Because the facility is not 
currently funded through the OCTA LRTP and does not have the capacity to support a toll 
system, more information is necessary to evaluate the project’s feasibility.    

 
Request:   

1. Please include text in the RTP stating that any expansion of the HOT lanes is tentative 
and would require additional study to determine right-of-way impacts, community issues, 
and overall feasibility. 

 
California High-Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA) Project – Staff concurs with the OCTA 
comments supporting a phased delivery approach, which includes early investment in the 
existing LOSSAN and Metrolink infrastructure, and indicating it is more prudent to begin 
implementation at the “bookends” of the system.  City staff also submitted a letter to the CHSRA 
regarding the Draft 2012 Business Plan (see Attachment 1), indicating that implementing this 
“bookend” approach in the most urbanized regions of the State at the onset of the project is 
needed to enhance the passenger experience, reduce travel times, improve safety and provide 
critical connections to the existing passenger rail systems in these regions.  It would also 
maximize the investment of State and Federal funds so that these critical improvements will be 
implemented. 
 
Sustainable Communities Strategy – Under SB 375 and only within the SCAG region, 
subregional councils of government were allowed to prepare subregional SCSs that SCAG is 
then required to incorporate into the regional SCS.  In Orange County, OCCOG and OCTA 
developed a countywide SCS (OC SCS) to be included as the County’s contribution to the 
SCAG regional SCS.   SCAG notes in the RTP/SCS that it has incorporated the OC SCS in its 
entirety into the regional SCS as an appendix to the document, but it is unclear what the standing 
of the OC SCS is.  The OC SCS contains a set of strategies agreed upon by local governments, 
agencies and other stakeholders within Orange County and should represent the SCS that is 
applicable to the Orange County region. 
 
Request: 

2. Please revise the text in the last paragraph on page 106 to state:  “These subregional 
SCS documents are incorporated into the regional SCS and represent the SCS for each of 
these subregions.” 

 
References to the RTP inducing growth – Several sections of the RTP/SCS state that it has the 
ability to affect the distribution of growth as well as induce growth (see page 80 under 
Population and Housing as an example).  This is inconsistent with the “bottoms-up” approach 
SCAG undertook in the development of the documents wherein SCAG staff stated that they 
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would accept and use growth forecast data provided by local jurisdictions.  The RTP/SCS is 
intended to incorporate the planned land use pattern that is expected to accommodate the 
projected future growth of this region as well as the planned transportation system that supports 
that growth.  Therefore, growth is not induced, it is planned for.   The document inaccurately 
implies a lack of coordination between land use and transportation entities.  
 
Request: 

3. Please amend text within the RTP/SCS, including the language on page 80, to remove the 
reference to the RTP and SCS inducing growth and replace it with language that 
acknowledges that the document reflects a land use pattern that accommodates the 
forecast growth for the region. 

 
Comments on the Draft PEIR 
 
Intent of the PEIR to Serve as a Menu of Options – The draft PEIR includes mitigation and 
direction to the region that appears to overstep the requirements of SB 375 related to land use 
planning and applies a prescriptive set of mitigation measures to local agencies, project sponsors 
and other entities.  A key principle of SB 375 is that it is not intended to supersede local 
agencies' authority to regulate land uses.  Specifically, Government Code section 65080(b)(2)(K) 
states that “. . . .Nothing in a sustainable communities strategy shall be interpreted as superseding 
the exercise of the land use authority of cities and counties within the region. . . .”  However, the 
language used in the PEIR appears to impose obligations on local agencies within the SCAG 
region, which is inconsistent with this law.   It also appears to be inconsistent with SCAG staff’s 
explanation that the PEIR and its mitigation measures are intended to provide a “toolbox” or 
menu of potential options for local agencies to use at their discretion.   
 
Specifically, the draft PEIR on page 1-7 asserts that mitigation measures have been determined 
to be feasible and states that entities “can and should” implement the measures.  These 
statements, in addition to the use of “can and should” in mitigation measures addressed at local 
agencies and project sponsors, imply that local agencies are obligated to implement and address 
the measures regardless of whether they deem the measures are feasible and applicable to a 
particular project.  It is recognized that the “can and should” language is derived from CEQA; 
however, given the express limitation of SB 375 upon local agencies’ land use authority, the 
language is inappropriate.  Further, SCAG did not complete the Climate and Economic 
Development Project (CEDP) that was intended to analyze and provide documentation related to 
the feasibility and effectiveness certain strategies would have on the region.  Because of the lack 
of information supporting the determinations of feasibility, it is inappropriate for the PEIR to 
make such an assertion. 
 
Requests: 

4. In order for the mitigation measures to truly be considered a toolbox of options for 
consideration by various entities in the SCAG region as intended, it is offered that all 
mitigation measures in the PEIR intended for entities other than SCAG be moved into an 
appendix to the PEIR and be renamed as sustainability strategies.  These strategies could 
then be identified for consideration by lead agencies as mitigation for future projects 
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should a lead agency choose to do so and deem them applicable and feasible.  The PEIR 
should only retain mitigation measures applicable to SCAG.  The PEIR should not make 
any determination of the feasibility of the measures applicable to other entities, as this 
will be made by a lead agency.  The Executive Summary, Introduction, and Project 
Description must also be updated to reflect the nature of the new appendix of 
sustainability strategies.   

 
Regardless of SCAG’s acceptance of Request #4 above, the following comments are also 
provided: 
 

5. Due to the size of the SCAG region, it is not feasible for all potential projects undertaken 
within the SCAG region to be required to report to SCAG when mitigation measures in 
this PEIR are considered.  Nor does it seem feasible for SCAG to accurately track the 
information in a meaningful way.  Please clarify the obligations local agencies may have 
regarding SCAG’s monitoring efforts.  Specifically, clarify on Page 1-5 what the 
responsibilities of lead agencies are in regards to reporting to SCAG either use of or 
compliance with mitigation measures contained in the document.   

6. Please provide the feasibility analysis on the mitigation measures included in the PEIR 
and incorporate as an appendix to the document. 

7. Please amend the language in the first paragraph on page 1-5 to state:  “Mitigation 
Measures proposed in this PEIR are available as tools for implementing agencies and 
local lead agencies to use, as they deem applicable. can be incorporated as policies in 
the Final 2012-2035 RTP/SCS to help ensure that feasible mitigation measures are 
implemented at the project level.” 

8. Please include language in the Executive Summary and in the certifying resolution for 
the PEIR explaining that the PEIR is intended to represent a menu of options available 
for consideration by local agencies and other entities at their discretion. 

9. Please amend the language on page 1-7 under Mitigation Measures subheadings 
Transportation Project Mitigation and Land Use Planning and Development Project 
Mitigation to read:  “The Draft PEIR includes a menu of possible mitigation measures 
that local jurisdictions, project sponsors, and other entities may implement as applicable 
and feasible.  It is reasonable to assume that lead agencies, in their independent 
discretion, will implement measures which they determine to be applicable and feasible.” 

10. Please amend language in all mitigation measures identifying entities other than SCAG 
to state “can and should consider where applicable and feasible.” 

 
Policy Statements in the PEIR – The PEIR should not establish policy that has not been vetted in 
open and public forums.  Most directly, page 2-3 of the Project Description, under the section 
Purpose and Need for Action, includes a bulleted list of policies that are not consistent with those 
included in the RTP/SCS.  Additionally, many mitigation measures throughout the PEIR include 
an action and then, to give the action a direction, a policy statement follows that is inconsistent 
with or extends the policies in the RTP and SCS.  For example, MM-TR 35 states:  “Local 
jurisdictions can and should adopt a comprehensive parking policy that discourages private 
vehicle use and encourages the use of alternative transportation.”  While the policy to 
“encourage the use of alternative transportation” is directly linked to the policies of both the RTP 
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and specifically, the SCS chapter, the policy statement to “discourage private vehicle use” is not 
and would establish additional policy. 
 
Requests: 

11. Please amend the bulleted list on page 2-3 to accurately reflect the actual policies and 
strategies included in the RTP and SCS as opposed to identifying new ones. 

12. Please delete or amend all mitigation measures that include policy statements that would 
establish policy not contained in the RTP/SCS.  If policy statements are amended as 
opposed to being deleted, please ensure that the policy statements are consistent with 
stated policies in the RTP/SCS.  For example, in MM-TR35, please amend the text to 
state:  “Local jurisdictions can and should, where applicable and feasible, adopt a 
comprehensive parking policy that discourages private vehicle use and encourages the 
use of alternative transportation.”  Attachment 2 identifies mitigation measures to delete 
or amend per this request.  This list may not be exhaustive. 

 
CEQA Streamlining – One of the key components of SB 375 was the inclusion of incentives that 
provided CEQA streamlining for projects consistent with the objectives of the bill as well as 
consistent with the SCS.  As identified on pages 1-10 through 1-12, for projects to qualify for 
these incentives, mitigation measures from the applicable environmental document must be 
incorporated into the project.  It is not clear, however, which measures would need to be 
incorporated into a project for it to qualify, particularly in light of the intent of SCAG for the 
measures to be a toolbox. 
 
Request: 

13. Please clarify how the “menu of mitigation measures” from this PEIR is expected to be 
used by a lead agency or a project to qualify for the use of the CEQA streamlining 
provisions of SB 375. 

 
SCAG Authority – Several mitigation measures, listed in Attachment 3, identify actions that 
SCAG shall undertake to mitigate impacts of the plan.  Many appropriately direct SCAG to 
provide a discussion forum or serve as a central data repository for a broad range of topics that 
affect the region as a whole.  However, many others inappropriately direct SCAG to establish 
practices, standards, or policy in areas unrelated to SCAG purview within the RTP.  SCAG’s 
authority is established by state and federal requirements regarding the RTP and its preparation.   
In recent years, its authority has been expanded by new state requirements contained in SB 375 
that direct SCAG to consider the interaction between land uses and the transportation system in 
order to identify strategies that help meet state goals of reducing the cost of transportation 
infrastructure and reducing emissions of greenhouse gases from automobiles and light duty 
trucks that specifically result from the configuration of land uses.  SCAG even stated in a Special 
Meeting of the Community, Economic and Human Development Committee on January 8, 2009, 
that SB 375 does not address green buildings, energy efficiency, municipal operation, waste 
management, water or technology of vehicles. The measures often appear to be directed at policy 
implementation that is under these other topics and is unrelated to the plan itself, such as 
implementing AB 32.  Such measures will essentially require SCAG to establish policy in areas 
for which it has no authority.   
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Additionally, it is not clear how SCAG would fund the work efforts because they are not directly 
related to its mission and, therefore, do not have established funding.  For example, MM-PS 118 
states: “SCAG shall continue to develop energy efficiency and green building guidance to 
provide direction on specific approaches and models and to specify levels of performance for 
regionally significant projects to be consistent with regional plans.”  Green building practices 
and energy efficiency measures are already addressed by various state and federal agencies, as 
well as by other local and regional organizations, and are not related to regional transportation 
planning or requirements under SB 375.  Further, SCAG does not have the authority to specify 
levels of performance for land use or buildings.   
 
SCAG’s development of such policies could have significant effect on the region and its growth 
and development if they become adopted due to changes in CEQA and other state laws that 
require consideration of adopted regional plans.  Policies that could have such an impact should 
not be established without sufficient means to develop and maintain them reflective of new laws, 
regulations, and data.  Without authority and a permanent funding source to maintain such 
offsets of policies, it would not be efficient or effective for SCAG to develop them.   
 
Requests: 

14. Please limit mitigation measures that are applicable to SCAG to those areas for which 
SCAG has purview. 

15. Please clarify how the actions and programs required by the measures SCAG is tasked 
with would be funded to ensure that they are feasible for SCAG to undertake. 

16. Please remove the mitigation measures listed in Attachment 3 that are applicable to 
SCAG and for which it does not have purview for under the law.  Please note that this list 
may not be exhaustive. 

 
SCAG’s Ability to Accomplish Mitigation Measures – SCAG has limited authority in many of 
the areas included in measures it will be required to undertake.  As such, it will not be able to 
ensure impacts are mitigated and that the outcomes identified do actually occur.  SCAG can 
assist, offer information, educate, and provide discussion forums for topics outside its area of 
jurisdiction; however, it is not possible to “ensure” that outcomes are achieved for projects and 
development that are outside of its authority.   
 
Request: 

17. In order for mitigation measures to be achievable by SCAG, it is recommended that all 
references within mitigation measures indicating that SCAG will “ensure” or “shall 
minimize impacts” be removed or amended.  The following is an example of the 
recommended changes:MM-CUL17:  “Impacts to cultural resources shall be minimized 
through cooperation, information sharing, and SCAG’s shall, through cooperation, 
information sharing and ongoing regional planning efforts such as web-based planning 
tools for local government including CA lots, and direct technical assistance efforts such 
as Compass Blueprint’s Toolbox Tuesday series, provide information and assistance to 
local agencies to help them avoid impacts to cultural resources. Resource agencies, such 
as the Office of Historic Preservation, shall be consulted during this process.” 
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Measures Suggesting New Fees or Taxes – Several mitigation measures indicate that local 
jurisdictions or other entities should implement new fees or propose taxes to pay for a variety of 
programs or for acquisition of land for preservation, provision of transit and more.  Increases to 
fees or taxes are issues that could require voter approval may not be approved.  It is more 
appropriate to include such actions as options to implement measures and that such options 
would be at the discretion and consideration of the lead agency. 
 
Request: 

18. Please indicate in measures that any new or increased fee, new tax, or other increase is 
only an option as a way to implement the mitigation.  Additionally, no assertion that 
these options are feasible should be made in the PEIR. 

 
Measures Duplicative of Existing Law – Many of the mitigation measures are duplicative of 
existing regulation or processes (e.g. CEQA review requirements).  Under the California 
Environmental Quality Act, it is intended that measures be identified that will mitigate impacts 
of the project.  Existing regulations are already assumed to be abided by in the evaluation of the 
impact and the significance of the impact after all existing regulation is applied.  Therefore, 
mitigation measures should address those actions that need to be undertaken in addition to 
existing regulation in order to mitigate the impact.  
 
Further, it is possible for regulations to change over time.  Because of this, restatement of the 
regulation in the mitigation measures could result in future conflict between the stated mitigation 
and the regulation. Attachment 4 presents a list of many of the mitigation measures that reflect 
existing regulations.   
 
Request: 

19. Please remove all mitigation measures which are duplicative of existing regulations 
administered by or under the jurisdiction of other agencies.  Attachment 4 includes a list 
of such measures; however, the list may not be exhaustive. 

 
Prescriptive and Specific Mitigation in Measures – Many mitigation measures identify specific 
technologies or prescriptive actions to be undertaken, such as specifying use of Light Emitting 
Diode (LED) technology for streetlights or specifying setback standards.  Because the PEIR 
covers a large region for a several year period, specifying such technology or a specific 
regulation could create future conflict if more energy efficient technology becomes available or 
if better strategies are identified.  It would be more appropriate for the PEIR to use broader 
definitions in what should be included in the implementation of mitigation and provide lead 
agencies with more latitude in determining what is appropriate for each project. 
 
Requests: 

20. Please delete or amend all mitigation measures that include specific technology or 
specify prescriptive actions that are under the purview of local agencies.  For example, in 
MM-TR 23, it is recommended that the measure be amended to state:  “Local  
jurisdictions  can and should, where applicable and feasible,  coordinate  controlled  
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intersections  so that traffic  passes  more  efficiently  through congested  areas.  Where  
traffic  signals  or  streetlights  are  installed,  local jurisdictions should, as applicable 
and feasible, require  the  use  of  a feasible, energy efficient Light  Emitting  Diode  
(LED) technology.” 

21. Please delete mitigation measures or text within measures that is prescriptive, such as 
identifying the reduction of street widths to WWII widths or specifying building setbacks.   

 
Growth Forecast and Mapping 
(Comments in this section are applicable to both the RTP/SCS and the PEIR.) 
 
The City of Anaheim actively participates and works with SCAG, OCCOG, OCTA, and the 
Center for Demographic Research (CDR) at Cal State Fullerton to ensure that GIS and socio-
economic growth forecast data intended for use in regional planning, including the RTP/SCS 
accurately reflects the City’s land use pattern and expected growth.   

 
Accuracy in all of these data sets is essential because these data are used throughout the region 
for a variety of transportation, growth, and air quality modeling that, in turn, is used to determine 
compliance with State and Federal regulation.  With the passage of SB 375, these data carry the 
increased responsibility of demonstrating compliance the State goals to reduce greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions as well as directly linking the growth projections to State mandates relative to 
the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA).  Because of the importance of these data, it is 
necessary for SCAG to utilize the most current and accurate data in the RTP/SCS and PEIR.   
 
Requests: 

22. Please update all documents, tables, maps, narratives, modeling runs, and PEIR 
Alternatives (including the alternate referenced in the documents, including the PEIR, as  
C, 3, and Envision 2) that reference the Orange County growth forecasts with the Orange 
County Projections-2010 Modified Growth Projections, as adopted by the OCCOG 
Board of Directors and consistent with the subregional delegation Memorandum of 
Understanding between OCCOG, OCTA and SCAG. 

23. Please ensure that all maps included in the adopted RTP/SCS and PEIR accurately 
reflect the City of Anaheim’s data, as submitted to SCAG between 2008 and 2011, for 
2008 existing land use, zoning, general plan land uses, and the growth forecast. 

 
There is also a need to ensure that these data remain flexible.  Because the RTP/SCS is adopted 
and in standing for 4 years, it is important to ensure that flexibility is built into the land use and 
growth forecast data so that it can accommodate the large number of land use changes that will 
occur in the SCAG region in each cycle.  It is particularly important for those cities making land 
use changes consistent with the goals and policies of the RTP/SCS that are not consistent with 
the growth forecast at a small scale.  To ensure this flexibility, the growth forecast should not be 
adopted at a small geographic scale such as at a city level or census tract.   
 
Request: 

24. To ensure flexibility and reduce potential conflicts with local control in land use matters, 
it is requested that SCAG adopt the growth forecast data set at the county level and not at 
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a smaller geography such as a subregion, city, census tract, traffic analysis zone or other 
smaller geography. 

We would again like to thank you for the opportunity to comment on these documents. Please 
forward any subsequent public notices and/or environmental documents regarding the projects 
discussed in the RTP/SCS and/or the PEIR to Tracy Sato, AICP, Senior Planner at the address 
listed at the bottom of the first page of this letter. If you have any questions regarding these 
comments, please do not hesitate to contact me at (714) 765-5010. 

Sincerely, 

Sheri Vander Dussen, AICP 
Planning Director 

svd:ts:sr 

Attachments 

t·Meeks., 
Public Works Director 

cc: Doug Williford, Southern California Association of Governments 
Margaret Lin, Southern California Association of Governments 
Jacob Lieb, Southern California Association of Governments 
David Simpson, Orange County Council of Government 
Lacy Kelley, Association of California Cities - Orange County 
Natalie Meeks, City of Anaheim Public Works Department 
Steve Sciortino, City of Anaheim Public Utilities Department 

. Marty DeSollar, City of Anaheim External Affairs 



Attachment 1

200 S. Anaheim Blvd ., Suite 276 
Anaheim, California 92805 

TEL (714)765-5176 
FAX (714) 765-5225 

www.anaheim.net 

City of Anaheim 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 

January 12, 2012 

Chairman Thomas J. Umberg 
Board of Directors 
California High-Speed Rail Authority 
770 L Street, Suite 800 
Sacramento, California 95814 

Subject: California High-Speed Rail - Draft 2012 Business Plan 

Dear Chairman: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Draft 2012 Business 
Plan for the California High-Speed Rail Project. 

Attached to this letter are our comments on the Plan. Of particular interest is the 
proposed phased delivery approach for constructing the project, including the 
implementation of a blended approach allowing for existing rail service providers 
such as Amtrak, Metrolink, and Caltrain to provide much needed connectivity to the 
backbone of the high-speed rail system by sharing facilities and tracks. 
Implementing this approach in the most urbanized regions of the State (the Northern 
and Southern California "bookends" of the project) at the onset of the project, 
instead of the later phasing indicated in the Plan, is needed to enhance the passenger 
experience, reduce travel times, improve safety and provide critical connections to 
the existing passenger rail systems in these regions. It would also maximize the 
investment of State and Federal funds and ensure these critical improvements will 
be implemented. We therefore request your consideration of revising the project 
schedule to start this work at the onset of the project. 

Thank you for your consideration of our comments. Should you have any 
questions, please contact me at 714-765-4530 or NMeeks@anaheim.net. 

Sincerely, 

atalie Meeks 
Public Works Director 

C: Bob Wingenroth, Interim City Manager 
Jamie Lai, Transit Division Manager 
Linda Johnson, Principal Planner 
Project File 

H:\Engineering\ADMIN\LETTERS\TRANSIT\ 
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Page 2-2 
Exhibit 2-1 

Page 2-19 
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Page 8-10 

Page 10-19 

General 
Comment 

General 
Comment 

General 
Comment 

California High Speed Rail 
Comments on the Draft 2012 Business Plan 

Exhibit 2-1. Full high-speed rail systems with connections - There will be Intercity Bus 
services at the Anaheim Regional Transportation Intennodal Center (ARTIC). Please add the 
lnterci Bus s bol to Anaheim on the exhibit. 
Blended operations to Los Angeles and Anaheim - Please modify the second to the last 
sentence in this paragraph as follows (bold shows new word): "Anaheim has will alse lw1e 
connections to Amtrak's Surfliners and the Metrolink commuter rail service." 
San Francisco to Los Angeles/Anaheim (Phase 1)- Please change the end of the first sentence 
as follows: "and the Anaheim Regional Transportation lntermodal Center (ARTIC). m 
,'\Baaeim." 
The Plan discusses potential local agency contributions including cost-sharing, contribution of 
right-of-way and cooperative funding arrangements or revenues from innovative use ofright
of-way/system facilities/equipment. Have discussions with the local agencies been conducted 
to ascertain the level of interest in these t es of ro ams? 
Please revise this section as follows (words requested to be removed shown in strikeeut, 
additional words in bold): 

"Anaheim-The Anaheim Station (AR.TIC i:BteHBedal statiea)is }llanaed as }lart efthe 2Q }llas 
milliea SE}fflli'e feet PlatiBUm Triangle rede•1ele}lmeat jlrejeet, •.vhieh is planned as an 
expansion of the Anaheim Regional Intermodal Transportation Center (ARTIC) located 
between Angel Stadium and Honda Center within the 820-acre Platinum Triangle. This 
area, located north of the confluence of Interstate 5 and State Route 57, is planned for 
development of nearly 19,000 residential units; 5 million square feet of commercial 
development; and, 14.5 million square feet of office development. Currently, 15 projects 
are at or past the design stage totaling more than 8,000 residential units, 600,000 square feet of 
commercial space and 130 hotel rooms. The 17-acre portion of the Platinum Triangle in the 
ARTIC i!!8B0-Mixed Use District is expected to be office-oriented with some retail and 
residential space, specifically allowing for 520 residential units, 2.2 million square feet of 
office space, and 360,000 square feet ofretail. 0'.'@mll, the PlatiBum Triangle has memeatam 
aad is eJEr,eeted te eeatiatte Feg8f6less efHSR aeeess. One major attribute that the Anaheim 
Station and HSR ridership will benefit from is the concentration of recreational and 
convention destinations within close proximity to the station, including Disneyland Park, 
Disney's California Adventure and the Anaheim Convention Center in The Anaheim 
Resort and Aagelesthe Angel Stadium, Honda Center and the City National Grove of 
Anaheim in the Platinum Triangle. The City of Anaheim is also working cooperatively 
with the Orange County Transportation Authority as part of the Go Local Program on a 
proposed fixed-guideway project which would connect ARTIC with destinations in the 
Platinum Triangle and The Anaheim Resort." 

Please consider revising the project schedule to implement the blended approach at the project 
"bookends" at the onset. This will ensure that available funding is maximized to complete 
critical connections in the most urbanized areas of the State at the earliest point. 
It is unclear whether the Project costs include the cost of improvements at AR TIC to 
accommodate high-speed rail services. It is also unclear whether the costs of all mitigation 
measures needed to implement the project are incorporated since the environmental document 
is still underwa . 

Do the project costs reflect increases in electricity costs that could occur with implementation 
ofAB32? 



Attachment 2 
 

Policy Statements to Delete or Amend in Mitigation Measures 
 

Please amend the following mitigation measures (Reference Request #12, City of Anaheim 
Comments).  This list may not be exhaustive. 
 

 MM-BIO/OS 56 
 MM-GEO 3 
 MM-GEO 4 
 MM-GHG 3 
 MM-GHG 11 
 MM-GHG 12 
 MM-LU2 26 
 MM-LU 41 
 MM-LU 42 
 MM-LU 47 
 MM-LU 48 
 MM-LU 51 
 MM-LU 53 
 MM-LU 56 
 MM-LU 57 
 MM-LU 60 
 MM-LU 61 
 MM-LU 65 
 MM-LU 69 

 MM-LU 71 
 MM-LU 74 
 MM-LU 75 
 MM-LU 77 
 MM-LU 80 
 MM-LU 81 
 MM-POP 1 
 MM-PS 25 
 MM-PS 41 
 MM-PS 65 
 MM-TR 21 
 MM-TR 35 
 MM-TR 42 
 MM-TR 53 
 MM-TR 65 
 MM-TR 93 
 MM-TR 96 
 MM-W 65 



Attachment 3 
 

Mitigation Measures Outside of SCAG Authority 
 
Please amend the following mitigation measures (Reference Request #16, City of Anaheim 
Comments). This list may not be exhaustive. 

 

 MM-BIO/OS 44  MM-LU 56  MM-PS 25 
 MM-BIO/OS 45  MM-LU 57  MM-PS 37 
 MM-BIO/OS 46  MM-LU 60  MM-PS 39 
 MM-BIO/OS 48  MM-LU 61  MM-PS 67 
 MM-GHG 3  MM-LU 64  MM-PS 68 
 MM-GHG 8  MM-LU 65  MM-PS 71 
 MM-GHG 11  MM-LU 69  MM-PS 95 
 MM-LU 9  MM-LU 71  MM-PS 118 
 MM-LU 21  MM-LU 74  MM-PS 121 
 MM-LU 22  MM-LU 75  MM-TR 17 
 MM-LU 24  MM-LU 77  MM-TR 23 
 MM-LU 26  MM-LU 80  MM-TR 28 
 MM-LU 32  MM-LU 81  MM-TR 35 
 MM-LU 34  MM-LU 82  MM-TR 83 
 MM-LU 41  MM-LU 83  MM-TR 85 
 MM-LU 42  MM-NO 12  MM-TR 96 
 MM-LU 47  MM-NO 16  MM-W 34 
 MM-LU 48  MM-POP 1  MM-W 59 
 MM-LU 51  MM-PS 3  MM-W 60 
 MM-LU 53  MM-PS 14  MM-W 65 



Attachment 4 
 

Mitigation Measures Duplicative of Existing Regulation 

Please delete the following measures (Reference Request #19, City of Anaheim Comments). 
This list may not be exhaustive. 
 
Air Quality Regulation, some through the Air Districts 
 

 MM-AQ1  MM-AQ9 
 MM-AQ2  MM-AQ10 
 MM-AQ3  MM-AQ11 
 MM-AQ4  MM-AQ12 
 MM-AQ5  MM-AQ13 
 MM-AQ6  MM-AQ14 
 MM-AQ7  MM-AQ17 
 MM-AQ8  MM-AQ18 
  

Regulation Related to Habitat and Endangered Species 
Typically regulated by the California Department of Fish and Game and/or the federal Fish and 
Wildlife Service. 

 
 MM-BIO/OS1  MM-BIO/OS22 
 MM-BIO/OS3  MM-BIO/OS23 
 MM-BIO/OS4  MM-BIO/OS24 
 MM-BIO/OS8  MM-BIO/OS25 
 MM-BIO/OS10  MM-BIO/OS26 
 MM-BIO/OS11  MM-BIO/OS27 
 MM-BIO/OS17  MM-BIO/OS28 
 MM-BIO/OS18  MM-BIO/OS14 
 MM-BIO/OS21  MM-BIO/OS7 
  

Regulated by Water Quality Review Boards (NPDES) 
 
 MM-AQ16  MM-W1 
 MM-BIO/OS19  MM-W13 
 MM-GEO5  MM-W58 
  

Regulated by Federal National Flood Insurance Program 
 
 MM-HM8  
  

Local Agencies 
 

 

 MM-AV11  



Attachment 4 (continued) 
 
Regulated by Federal and State Laws and from Resource Agency Programs 
 
 MM-AV3  MM-HM3  MM-PS1  MM-TR29  MM-W38 
 MM-AV6  MM-HM4  MM-PS2  MM-TR33  MM-W39 
 MM-AV12  MM-HM5  MM-PS4  MM-TR49  MM-W43 
 MM-BIO/OS20  MM-HM6  MM-PS8  MM-TR55  MM-W46 
 MM-BIO/OS29  MM-HM7  MM-PS10  MM-TR75  MM-W47 
 MM-BIO/OS30  MM-HM9  MM-PS12  MM-TR89  MM-W48 
 MM-BIO/OS31  MM-HM10  MM-PS13  MM-W6  MM-W49 
 MM-BIO/OS32  MM-HM11  MM-PS14  MM-W8  MM-W50 
 MM-BIO/OS33  MM-HM12  MM-PS16  MM-W9  MM-W51 
 MM-BIO/OS34  MM-HM13  MM-PS35  MM-W10  MM-W52 
 MM-BIO/OS35  MM-HM14  MM-PS36  MM-W11  MM-W54 
 MM-BIO/OS50  MM-HM15  MM-PS37  MM-W12  MM-W55 
 MM-BIO/OS51  MM-HM16  MM-PS42  MM-W15  MM-W56 
 MM-CUL1  MM-LU10  MM-PS43  MM-W16  MM-W61 
 MM-CUL2  MM-LU11  MM-PS48  MM-W17  MM-W62 
 MM-CUL3  MM-LU17  MM-PS55  MM-W18  MM-W64 
 MM-CUL4  MM-LU14  MM-PS56  MM-W19  MM-W66 
 MM-CUL5  MM-LU19  MM-PS57  MM-W20  MM-W68 
 MM-CUL6  MM-LU20  MM-PS59  MM-W21  
 MM-CUL7  MM-LU28  MM-PS61  MM-W22  
 MM-CUL8  MM-LU30  MM-PS67  MM-W23  
 MM-CUL9  MM-LU38  MM-PS69  MM-W24  
 MM-CUL10  MM-LU43  MM-PS71  MM-W25  
 MM-CUL11  MM-LU44  MM-PS73  MM-W26  
 MM-CUL12  MM-LU48  MM-PS77  MM-W27  
 MM-CUL13  MM-LU58  MM-PS89  MM-W28  
 MM-CUL15  MM-NO1  MM-PS92  MM-W29  
 MM-CUL16  MM-NO4  MM-PS97  MM-W30  
 MM-GEO1  MM-NO8  MM-PS107  MM-W31  
 MM-GEO2  MM-NO9  MM-PS113  MM-W32  
 MM-GEO3  MM-NO18  MM-PS119  MM-W36  
 MM-GEO4  MM-POP2  MM-PS122  MM-W37  
 MM-GEO6  MM-POP4    
 



City of Brea 

February 13, 2012 
sent via email: RTP@,Ycag.ca.gov 

Margaret Lin 
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) 
818 West Seventh Street, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017-3435 

SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT 2012 REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION 
PLAN AND SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES STRAGETY (2012 
RTP/SCS) 

Dear Margaret: 

I am writing this letter to provide you with the City of Brea's comments on the 2012 RTP/SCS. 
We view the proposed RTP/SCS of critical importance to Brea and the region and we 
congratulate SCAG staff on its preparation which is truly a monumental achievement! 

Brea values the dialog we have historically enjoyed with SCAG on regional issues. We have a 
solid track record and commitment to providing land use and transportation policies which are 
consistent with the existing and planned regional transportation system. We appreciate that the 
draft RTP/SCS encompasses three principals: Mobility, Economy, and Sustainability, that 
collectively work to significantly improve existing transportation and air quality challenges for 
the region. The inclusion of active transportation goals and funding at the regional level is one 
which Brea is extremely interested in for our "Tracks at Brea" trail program to increase non
motorized transportation in our community. The plan also indentifies the future bus rapid transit 
connection planned near the Brea Mall that will connect Breans to additional alternative 
transportation modes. We further note that our General Plan has numerous land use and 
transportation goals and policies already in place that align us well with the proposed 2012 
Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable Community Strategy. 

We appreciate this opportunity to comment on the draft RTP/SCS. Our comments are primarily 
at the policy/implementation level although we have included one technical comment on the use 
of the revised OCP 2010 data set (which are also included within our comment letter to SCAG 
regarding the Program EIR). Our comments for the draft RTP/SCS are provided below: 

City Council Don Schweitzer Brett Murdock 
Mayor Mayor Pro Tern 

Ron Garcia 
Council Member 

Roy Moore 
Council Member 

Marty Simonoff 
Council Member 
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1. At what project threshold and how will SCAG review the perfonnance of Brea and other 
local jurisdictions for consistency with the 2012 RTP/SCS through the life of the plan? 

2. Can you explain further how SCAG envisions directing new housing and employment 
growth to High Quality Transit Areas (HQTA) in Brea and Orange County? Are there 
any consequences if agencies find it inappropriate to put growth in these areas, but are 
achieving the Plan's goals in other areas of our City? 

3. Public Health is a concern of our residents. Does SCAG see a conflict in placing a 
majority of our future housing growth for Brea adjacent to high traffic roadways (57 
Freeway) and the potential for public health impacts ( e.g. air quality) associated with 
such areas? 

4. The City supports the RTP/SCS goals for including valuable open space land 
preservation within its mitigation strategies as discussed in the Transportation 
Investments chapter (page 78) of the plan. This approach is consistent with the value 
placed on open space within the City's General Plan and is a key component of a 
balanced land use approach for the region. Lands within and surrounding Brea have the 
potential to provide for such mitigation approaches thus assisting with GHG reductions 
for the region. We welcome discussion with SCAG on this implementation as specific 
projects are submitted in the future. 

5. The Plan includes a significant portion of "New Revenue Sources and Innovative 
Financing Strategies" that are not currently in place or available. While some of the 
proposed revenues are within the control of SCAG or MPOs and County Transportation 
Commissions, the majority of the revenues (in terms of dollars) require either state or 
federal action to implement. What might the implications be if these new revenue 
sources and innovative financing strategies do not become available, for both SB 375/ 
SCS compliance and/or air quality conformity? 

6. Several goals of the plan are implemented through mitigation measures that indicate Brea 
or other entities should implement new fees or propose taxes to pay for a variety of 
programs or for acquisition of land for preservation. Increases to fees or taxes are issues 
that could require voter approval and, thus are speculative. They also represent 
prescriptive means to accomplish the mitigation. It is requested that such measures be 
reworded to indicate that a new or increased fee, new tax, or other increase is only an 
option as a way to implement the mitigation. Also, please clarify whether it was assumed 
that these additional fees were considered feasible and if the new fees that are suggested 
were considered in the financial plan or economic analysis.of the RTP. 

7. On page 149, it is stated that "The following tables list specific implementation strategies 
that local governments, SCAG and other stakeholders can and should undertake in order 
to successfully implement the SCS." Please indicate whether SCAG has conducted any 
feasibility analyses to determine if all of these strategies are feasible and what the 
implications are if not all are implemented. Also, please describe what Brea's obligations 
are anticipated to be as a result of adopting these strategies as a list to be accomplished 
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rather than a menu of options. It is requested that the language in the sentence be clear 
that it is permissive and at a minimum, change the text "can and should" to "may." 

8. We request that internal consistency of the Land Use Pattern map for Orange County be 
confirmed between the plan document (page 145) and the technical reports or appendices. 
Specifically, the Land Use Pattern Map for Orange County (Exhibit 4.17 enclosed) shows 
a significant urban village designated for northeastern Brea. This area appears to be the 
location of the Olinda Landfill. Future residential development in this area cannot occur 
due to its current use. We believe this is simply an oversight as we have provided this 
input to SCAG in 2009 for the CLUS project. We note that the SCS Background 
Documentation Appendix does include an accurate map ( enclosed) for Orange County 
which should be revised in the final document for Regional Council review and approval. 

9. We request that the adoption of the final growth forecast numbers by the Regional 
Council and/or Joint Policy Committee be at the county level consistent with past RTPs 
and that these numbers be reflected in the 2012 RTP/SCS. The use of smaller geographic 
levels, such as at the subregional, city, census tract, T AZ, parcel, or grid cell could limit 
flexibility and a jurisdiction's local control over land use decisions. The final growth 
forecast numbers are a dataset which includes the 2010 Census population and housing 
data, along with the 2010 EDD Benchmark data, consistent with SCA G's updated growth 
forecast dataset. The dataset was provided to SCAG staff in December 2011 by CDR and 
its use would provide consistency with the MOU on sub regional delegation between 
OCTA, OCCOG, and SCAG. All documents, tables, maps, narratives, modeling runs, 
PEIR alternatives (including Alternate C/3/Envision 2), and datasets should be updated 
with the OCP-2010 Modified numbers. 

10. We suggest that the final document should reference the chapter number of each section 
of the plan in the header to assist the reader in cross-referencing the document. 

11. We suggest adding to the glossary a definition for Active Transportation. 

The City of Brea appreciates the opportunity to provide these comments. We recognize that plan 
goals can be successfully achieved through many different routes determined by local control 
and we are ready to work together with SCAG to implement them in Brea. Additionally, we 
have submitted a separate comment letter on the Draft Program EIR to Mr. Jacob Lieb. Please 
feel free to reach me at (714) 671-4421 or David Crabtree, Deputy Director/City Planner at (714) 
990-7674 if you should have any questions about the comments. 

s,'.?'e'.y, I\.~ Q 
~ 
Community Development Director 
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cc: Honorable Mayor and City Council 
Brett Murdock, Member, SCAG Regional Council 
Tim O'Donnell, City Manager 
Charlie View, Public Works Director 
David Crabtree, Deputy Director/City Planner 
Adrienne Gladson, Senior Planner 
Dave Simpson, Executive Director, Orange County Council of Governments (OCCOG) 

Enclosures 
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El0l1BIT4_17 Land Use Pattern Orange County (2035) 
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EXHIBIT 34 Land Use Pattern Map - Orange County 2008 
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CITY OF BURBANK 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

150 Nortli Third Street, P.O. Box 6459, Burbank, California 91510-6459 

www.ci.burbank.ca. us 

February 13, 2012 

Jacob Lieb 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 West Seventh Street, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, California 90017-3435 

via electronic mail to lieb@scag.ca.gov 

Re: Comments on 2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan / Sustainable Communities 
Strategy and Draft Program Environmental Impact Report 

Dear Mr. Lieb: 

The City of Burbank has reviewed the Draft 2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan / Sustainable 
Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) and the related Draft Program Environmental Impact Report 
(PEIR) and respectfully submits the following comments. The Burbank City Council reviewed and 
endorsed the content of this letter at its February 7, 2012 meeting. 

Aviation Forecast 
The City of Burbank has submitted comments on prior RTPs regarding the aviation forecast. As we 
have asserted in prior years, the City of Burbank continues to believe that the forecast of 9.4 million 
annual passengers (MAP) for the Bob Hope Airport is unreasonably high. Two of the primary 
constraints to passenger volume at the Airport are the number of passenger gates and the capacity of 
streets serving the Airport. The City believes that neither the existing streets nor the existing 14 gate 
terminal building could accommodate 9.4 MAP. The City and Airport Authority are engaging in a 
joint public outreach process to discuss the future of the airport, which may include a new terminal 
building. However, it is unlikely that anything other than a replacement terminal with the same 
number of passenger gates as the current terminal would be acceptable to the residents of Burbank 
who must ultimately vote on whether to approve any new terminal facility. 

Based on the passenger volume trend since the airport opened in 1930, the City Council and City 
staff believe that 8.0 MAP is a more reasonable number for 2035. The City is using this number in 
our own forecasts, including our 2035 General Plan update and related BIR. This number is also 
consistent with the Airport Authority's own passenger forecast. 

Transportation Projects 

Project Funding 
The 2012 RTP Financial Plan identifies two broad categories of revenue sources to fund projects 
identified in the plan. Core revenues, in the amount of $305 billion, are identified as committed or 
historically-available funding across the six-county region. Reasonably-available revenues, in the 
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amount of an additional $226 billion, are identified as new transportation funding likely to 
materialize during the plan period. These additional funds include revenues from adjustments to 
state and federal gas taxes, vehicle-miles-traveled user fees, tolling, private funding, and freight fees. 

The plan assumes that these reasonably-available revenues will materialize to fund projects in the 
RTP Financially-Constrained Plan and are necessary to meet the region's greenhouse gas and air 
quality reduction mandates. However, many of these reasonably-available funding sources may in 
fact not materialize, especially given the controversial nature of some of the proposals. In particular, 
it may not be prudent to expect that VMT or mileage-based fees are politically feasible to implement, 
especially if these types of funding sources are relied upon to implement necessary projects in the 
Financially Constrained Plan. Further, the City is unaware of any VMT fee proposal being currently 
discussed at the regional or state level. 

The City believes that SCAG should consider an alternative in the PEIR that does not assume the 
reasonably-available revenues identified the current draft become available during the plan period. 
This alternative would then modify the list of projects to include only those that are funded under the 
core revenues and assess the air quality and greenhouse gas impacts from this reduced plan. The 
City especially notes the significant uncertainty related to funding of the California High Speed Rail 
system. 

Local Transit Service 
The Transit and Rail policies in Section 2 - Transportation Investments, include emphasis on 
encouraging local transit operators to expand local transit services to serve as neighborhood 
circulators and "last-mile" transit connections between regional transit systems and major residential 
and employment centers. The City supports policies to encourage expansion of local transit service; 
however, the plan does not address the significant difficulty local agencies currently have in funding 
these types of services with the operating funds currently available to local jurisdictions within the 
region. The Plan should more specifically identify the additional funding necessary to implement 
expanded local transit, and should bolster policies and objectives that expand the availability of 
operations funding to local transit agencies. 

Regional Transit Projects 
The City believes that there are a number of regional transit projects in the Arroyo Verdugo Cities 
subregion of Los Angeles County that should be included in the 2012 RTP, especially if additional 
funding sources are identified over the next 25 years. These projects are identified in other long
range planning documents and, specifically, are called out in Metro's Long Range Transportation 
Plan adopted in 2009 as "Strategic Unfunded Projects." These important projects would improve 
transit mobility in and around the Arroyo Verdugo Cities region, and would especially improve east
west travel between the San Fernando and San Gabriel Valleys. The City believes that the following 
projects should be considered for implementation using additional reasonably-available funding 
sources as described in the Financial Plan: 

a. Regional transit connection between the North Hollywood Red Line / Orange Line 
Station and the Gold Line in Pasadena via Burbank and Glendale 

b. Extension of the Orange Line and/or Red Line to Bob Hope Airport 
c. Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) or other regional transit connection between Downtown 

Burbank and Hollywood via Universal City. 
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d. Burbank-Glendale Light Rail (implemented as light rail, BRT, heavy-rail DMU, or 
other technology) 

High Speed Rail 
The plan identifies the California High Speed Rail system as influencing regional and intercity travel 
in the SCAG region, but does not specifically identify how this planned transportation improvement 
will integrate with regional and local systems. Integration of any intercity transit system with 
existing and planned transit services is critical to ensuring the effectiveness of this major 
transportation investment. The 2012 RTP should include stronger policies that support development 
of regional and local connections to High Speed Rail, including identification of future regional 
projects and funding needs that support High Speed Rail connections to the local network. 

Land Use Policies 
Regarding the variety of land use policies discussed in the RTP/SCS, the City provides a general 
comment that for these policies to be effective, land use control must remain at the local level. The 
RTP/SCS provides blanket policies that apply generally to the entire SCAG region and may not be 
appropriate in every situation. For example, the RTP/SCS associates Transit Oriented Development 
with higher residential densities and multifamily or mixed-use housing products. However, the City 
of Burbank contains many single family residential neighborhoods that are located within walking 
distance of transit centers and corridors, and within walking distance of commercial districts. The 
City is pleased that the RTP/SCS was developed based on existing local General Plans and local 
input, and that cities will continue to have sole authority over local land use decisions. 

The City of Burbank appreciates the opportunity to comment on the RTP/SCS and PEIR and looks 
forward to continuing to work with SCAG on the issues addressed herein. 

Sincerely, 
Community Development Department 

Michael D. Forbes 
Assistant Community Development Director/ City Planner 

cc: Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council 
Michael Flad, City Manager 
Amy Albano, City Attorney 
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CITY of CHINO 

February 14, 2012 

Mr. Jacob Lieb 
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) 
818 West Seventh Street, 1 ih Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 

PATRICK J. GLOVER 
City Manager 

RE: Draft Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR), SCH# 2011051018 for the 2012-
2035 Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy 

Dear Mr. Lieb, 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Draft Program Environmental 
Impact Report (PEIR), SCH# 2011051018, for the 2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan 
(RTP) and Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS). 

Consistent with concerns raised by SANBAG, the City of Chino requests clarification on the 
legal meaning of the phrase "local jurisdictions can and should ... ," which was used in many 
of the mitigation measures. It may be the case, as demonstrated in our land use comments 
below, that local jurisdictions "cannot" comply with some mitigation measures as they are 
currently written, because they lack the legal authority. Therefore, the word "can" should be 
removed from the mitigation measures. 

Land Use 

Mitigation Measure LU48, page 3.8-21, says "Local jurisdictions can and should increase 
densities in urban core areas to support public transit." While the City's General Plan 
identifies certain areas in the City where future growth would be appropriate, the authority to 
approve density increases rests with our voters. The voters of the City adopted an 
amendment to the General Plan known as "Measure M" on November 8, 1988, codified as 
Chapter 20.15 of the Chino Municipal Code, which prohibits the City Council from increasing 
the density of any land designated for a residential use within the City as of November 8, 
1988. Mitigation Measure LU48 assumes that we as a local jurisdiction can increase 
densities, when in fact the City does not have that authority apart from voter authorization. 

Transportation, Traffic & Security 

The City of Chino is in support of the Goods Movement Truck Route proposal. However, the 
City has concerns with the freeway's proposed cross section and its affect on current and 
future projects. 

13220 Central Avenue, Chino, California 91710 

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 667, Chino, California 91708-0667 

(909) 627-7577 • (909) 591-6829 Fax 

Web Site: www.cityofchino.org 
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The following is a list of five affected projects within the City of Chino contained in the 
"Project List" Supplemental Report: 

1. RTP ID No. 4M07017-201133 SR 60 at Euclid Avenue -Widen W/B exit ramp from 
2-3 lanes. 

2. RTP ID No. 4M07008 SR-60 Ramona Avenue IC to SB 1-15 Connector - Widen 
auxiliary lanes in each direction, widen connector from SB-15 to WB-60 and EB-60 to 
NB/SB-15, widen ramps from one lane to two lanes. 

3. RTP ID No. 4M04050 SR 60 at Central Avenue - Add auxiliary lanes and widen 
ramps, construct entrance loop ramp. 

4. RTP ID No. 4PL07019 SR 60 at Mountain Avenue - Reconstruct interchange SR-60 
at Mountain Avenue. 

5. RTP No. 4120202 SR-60 at Ramona Avenue - Reconstruct Interchange SR-60 at 
Ramona Avenue. 

Close coordination between the State, County, City, and other affected jurisdictions should 
be required for any project proposal to ensure compatibility of design, including any 
interchange or regional arterial highway project along a proposed freeway route that is 
included in the SANBAG Development Mitigation Nexus Study. The Development Mitigation 
Nexus Study identifies fair-share contributions from new developments for regional 
transportation improvements in the San Bernardino Valley and Victor Valley. Please add a 
mitigation measure to the PEIR specifically requiring coordination with affected jurisdictions 
for projects falling within the SANBAG Development Mitigation Nexus Study area. 

Water Resources 

Mitigation Measure W39, page 3.13-42, should be revised to read as follows: 

Local water agencies can and should continue to evaluate future water 
demands and establish the necessary supply and infrastructure to meet that 
demand, as documented in their Urban Water Management Plans and 
Facilities Master Plans. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to review and comment on the Draft PEIR for the 
RTP/SCS. Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (909) 464-
8310. 

S~, 

MikeK~CP 
Senior Planner 

Cc: Jose Alire, Assistant City Manager 
Brent Arnold, Interim Director of Community Development 



City of 

~ ............... Chino Hills 
February 2, 2012 

Ms. Margaret Lin 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 W. 7th Street, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 

Re: SCAG RTP 2012-2035 

Dear Ms. Lin: 

We have reviewed the draft Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) for the 2012-2035 planning 
period. The City of Chino Hills supports SCAG's efforts toward increasing mobility, sustainability 
and quality of life for all cities within the region. 

Specifically, Chino Hills supports inclusion of the following improvements that are included in the 
RTP Project List: 

• Improvement of Eucalyptus Drive from Peyton Drive to the Chino Hills Community Park 
entrance; 

• Improvement of Peyton Drive from English Road to Eucalyptus Drive, consisting of the 
widening of Peyton from 4-6 lanes with marked bike lanes in each direction; and, 

• Improvement of Peyton Drive from Eucalyptus Drive to SR 142, consisting of the 
widening of Peyton to 2-4 lanes with marked bike lanes in each direction. 

As previously indicated in our October 11, 2011, resolution to SCAG, the City of Chino Hills is 
reserving its support of the proposed dedicated truck lane along the SR-60 freeway corridor until 
such time as substantial study has been completed and provided to potentially effected cities, 
including Chino Hills. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me at (909) 364-2610 if you have any questions. 

~~,1~ 
City Manager 

MSF:JL:ssr 

cc: Mayor and City Council Members 

City Council: Art Bennett Ed M. Graham W.C. "Bill" Kruger Gwenn E. Norton-Perry Peter J. Rogers 

14000 City Center Drive, Chino Hills, CA 91709 • (909) 364-2600 • FAX (909) 364-2695 • www.chinohills.org 



CITY OF COLTON 
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

TO: MARK TOMICH, DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 

FROM: AMER JAKHER, P.E., DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITY 
SERVICES DEPARTMENT ,K:, 

SUBJECT: RTP EIR REVIEW COMMENTS 

DATE: FEBRUARY 14, 2012 

In response to your e-mail dated 2/13/12 for the RTP EIR review/workshop, Public 
Works offers the following comments: 

1. The City of Colton strongly recommends that a feasibility study be conducted to 
explore the possibility of locating a commuter rail station in the City of Colton. 
The potential locations are South La Cadena Dr. north of Fogg St. and within the 
downtown area, on the existing BNSF tracks. The City is an ideal location for the 
rail station because of several compelling reasons. First the locations being 
proposed are almost exactly at the midpoint from existing San Bernardino and 
Downtown Riverside stations, making it an ideal spot for a rail station. Secondly 
there are two major freeways that traverse Colton (1-10 and 1-215) in east/west 
and north/south directions providing convenient and ample access. And finally the 
communities of Colton, Grand Terrace and other adjacent areas have no 
reasonable point of access to existing rail facilities in San Bernardino and 
Riverside Counties. Residents must travel long distance to access these facilities, 
hence making them less apt to use commuter rails. Finally he rail station will help 
to revitalize the downtown and adjacent areas of Colton that are impacted by the 
rail roads and the freeways, including the impact of Colton Crossing, that will 
allow additional trains on the existing rail lines. 

2. Attached is the list of RTP that was submitted to SANBAG. The critical element 
on that list are as follow: 

a. Reche Canyon Road - Multi jurisdictional project. (Colton, County of 
San Bernardino, County of Riverside and city of Moreno Valley) 
Completion of design and environmental phase and securing funding 
for right of way acquisition and construction. 

b. Washington Street Extension - multi jurisdiction project. (Colton and 
Grand Terrace), Completion of design and environmental phase and 
securing funding for right of way acquisition and construction. This 
project will also require construction of a rail road grade separation on 
BNSF rail tracks. 



c. Pepper Avenue Extension - This project is stalled due to Delhi Sand 
Loving Fly (an endangered species) habitat within the proposed 
project limits. 

Most of the other projects listed are street widening and/or addition of lanes; the 
challenges for these projects are mostly right of way acquisition and funding. 
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~~n .1'..1!!111,1. r,fo,0 Local Hlghw,1.y VICTOIMLLE 

S~r1 8-err;udir'lo lo.'.alHiE1'iw,1.v VICTORVILLE 

Sar, flc:mardrn.o Los:al Higliw~y \IUCAIPA 

S.an B.e:rnardino 

:S.Z.nB<'imard1n0 

IJD.cal High.way 

local:Hi~way 

SAN 0EflNAADmo 

COUNTY 

ADELANTO 

I\OELA.N"fO 

RANCHO 
C.IJ(AMONGA 

SA" BERNARDINO 

COUNTV 

VICTQ.RVILU 

VICTORVlllE 

APPLfllAll.F( 

San Bernardino locaf Hljh.W~Y ViCTORYILLE 

sinBetNi-dlno Looa1 Hr,t:hwa\" ADELANTO 

~11 8-ema.rclinc l.oetll Highw.111' FONTANA 

an, ID 

4AIH1'!:I 

t:IA.07016 

J,:,.0702-l 

4120157 

.IIHOl63 

'112Cll6l 

41J001 ~ 

41200B 

4AQ44C)5 

4A04400 

4A07248 

200,E:10 

.ilA072!iS 

4120018 

liHOOI~ 

o1A.072ll 

~120155 

4AD1011 

4A071.S.6 

4120096 

4AD10SO 

4120019 

41200]0 

l!;]J00:23 

4AQ1Ul4 

4A071'57 

fllPIO 

2~10 

SOUTHERN CALIFO~NlA 
ASSOCIATION of GOVERNMENTS 

End PM Route Numb« Rol.lte- Narr-c To 

A.rrow ft,ou?.. Cl.~i,mo11\ Coen.lra.lA~ 
Wid~n il.rrow Roule irl;lf110<11rrnQ11-t A"o!! lo C:1MttalAw. f;om 2 tea 4 

lan.M 

Arro,<1 Ftm.J1-e- Htt:l::ory A.111; Tob;r Ave Wider. Arrow RQIJl\l from Hk-km)'A'Y lo Tokay Av frcrri 2 lo4 i.lm:§ 

ArrowR01Jte 

Asttr 

Aster Rd 

A.sterltd 

Aster Rd 

Grove,Stto81 aa~er'S1 Widen A1row Rour~ r-ra-m Grove- :S.t rei B.il::e-r St from 2 to 4 lal'll!'s 

W1Qen Am;iw A,o<.11-ll rrom ~,;i1,1~h 5ide S-00 It east o, 1-i.S to 13:00 ft e.l~l 

lmfn 2 lo 4 l~Mt 

Cclu!i.ill Dl~an.de-r Wid111-n A.m:r from Colusa tc:i OJcandcr 

(I Mirage :P.d Col1Jsa lid Widen Mterf.rom El Mir.11,ee to Cotu1a 

OMne- ~d Df'I R:os.a, Rd Wid!.',r, A1tf'r ~d lra-m Otvine ~d 10 Q,e,l Ro-i.a Rd f-lXfm (J ti:, ~ 1;me,; 

AS.Tilt ~OAD MO~AV.E (lR o.crus RO.AD Wid,en irom l to ~1ann e.idi d,1r 

Aubu111/Adcl.:mi Ci'l3mbc.rl~lt1 
Way\C~1pp,er, Jor,,111'1.a,n :S:1 Widen from~ 104 lr1ne1i -eii,r,, r;lir 

8AKEA 

Banyan St 

&.ant,m 

e.a.rti:mlld" 

Barton lld 

&rlonfl:d 

Q.c:arV:illie:yild 

"I 

141M 5.1 

S1h5t 

llAk'EA ~L\rD. B~lti<iE -OVtil.MDJ/1.YE RIVtFt. O.:i! Ml 5.WOf ClEATH 
VAllf'I' RD lm:,,t.Aa: l lANi: B~IC,GfWdlANf El.ll:IOGE !BRIDG( NO 
S.11(:c]u?~ 

Widen B.aldyMl!!!aRdl.r,om La Mt:l--! Rd lo Ol1~in-e Rd from O lo4 Ian..,~ 

Wld"n BanM~ A~I! from JUri.tll_, Avt lo N/5[,ovol'r AIR! fr,0ri,. 2 lo 4 1~'11!:5 

Ade£a,n.Lo Rd 'J5T395 Wid,c., 8-artleltlromAdel~~toto U5 3~5 

A~tof!t ffi(h-Ho:hon Widcm Bartl!Hl from Amir lo fl:idu.rcl,or, 

:Fll~hatid~ol'I Fld C~uglil'I Widel'I 13.artli!-tt rrom Alcl"lardson to Cauglin 

Honey Hill~ N.E. City Urt1iU WM\!'1'1- ltOl'l'I 1 tQ2 IMi!'$ l!:lldi dir 

Wt!it>id-eof! E.o>l sid-e ;,fl 

WiQ~11 6art,;in lldfrQm 1,om; 1--">d~City Limits to Ca1ifoml.a St rrom 4 to 

5 lane~ 

w,,;1.e,, l,,:im 2 rol1.r,r1e1, ~~(h <Jir jnot.e. 011<!flari1 RTIP12:1.000M .i,r,d 

S:&078022, RKti~ Cvn 10 W;1\U,lf!J,n] 

:!:IS 215 WM-en 6arton Rd,a,L 1-115 OvNcrc~~lri& from Z lo 4 t.iol"~ 

1270' ,..,/QTo~.;i{ At PQw,:rUrn: 

~d EMit:me-nl 

1-:1~0· 11!/C TQpil.l: At Pow..:r ll'11!! 

Rd Ea~em~r'II 

Ar,&)~ Va.HI!\' Rd Navajo Rd 

Wid.e" arn:,I ''"oo"~twct a~5el,11,e 1rr,;,m w,;~t (rty Limlt$ to Ayala or rrom 

2 t.'ii41aM~ 

Widen a~d rewnm11ct Ba:eline Rel fram Wen to EB~t Cltij' Limits from 

4 to Sl~i,.t1 

WJdt!!l'l ll.:!~!l:llfle Rd from E:llw~1faAv10 t-15 froml fane:i.to4'Janes 

WJdcn Btar\lallt:y Cui:iff from Joshu~ RQ. to :S.R-1S from i. to 61..,nea 

Eas..,mcnt 

Widen 1,0m 2 to 3 l.anl!5 read\ dir 

~~tt:r Rd !Mootll! Wicie.n._ IU:arValtey from ,us. Hwy 395 to Ashr lld rrorn .2. la.nu 1B 6 

Jis.ta R;d) lanti 

Be1r'll1lleyRd l<IC1Wa 

BearV.i11ey F!d NnJijoRd }o~hiaa Rd Widen. Be.arV,;illey Rd from Na.vai'I R~ to Jo~ua Rd from 2 to 4 la~ 

I/Ill.I """" Wliden 6tav"'r from 'Viii~ to Vic1o.-

P-JrowRoute :S.K-66 Wid"t!n.B-eechAvclr0mlvrwtRolJ1et0SH---65trom21D.II ~m:S 

11:.n~ ~ndall Widol!!n.0-!ol!!di A~f,om\lal~y1olt!n.clal1Avefrom2104lann 

EleechAve Mil!tr ~e>thill Wi,;jen fit!ol!di A~ r,om Mi[ll!r AV!l! to footl'llll Billi:! from 2 to 41.;me~ 

Rm,:h!N:!lme L<•oth 

MKE.R l'IL\!D •I• 

..... To 

150'£/0 
MOJAVE. H.OOrl- BRtDOE 5.PAI\I 
OiANNEL 

T1;11ultSe,crnellt 

BRIIX:£ REFLA(fMtNr 

,---------+-------j------, ~---·----· 

l inea.i:hdirec.1iot1 

Widen from 1 tc -'I lat1f>~; 2 in. ea-ch, direction 

ExfalConfig: 

2 total k.>ines on north $Id,:, 

WHie-n. from 2 10 ,q !,1.riic:1; 2 Ir. e-oth Olr,..,ttc, .. 

Wii;len from 21,;, Q. l;a.r,e,5; :2 in'l!Uh diro::clier-, 

~¥"i~I C,or,fig: orie lcme in e111:h dltl!('tio~ 

E.-in Config: o~e Lan,., In ,.,am dlr;,,i:tio11 

Model List 
DRAFT DECEMBER 2011 

8a.M!linl! 200B 1012 2014 2il-1B NlD lDU 10lG 203§. 

i i ' 

; 
! )( 
' . 
I X 

! ' 

J • 

I ' 

Ew:in Ctmlig:: :i lanH 1?a~l'I ,dlro::ction ! 
·---·~-------·-----·--· ----<--t---t---r-,~~t-·-··-

~)(inCo,iiig: ~ Ui"J"' Major i!lneri•1 S.ue~t ! 

i 

I X 

l la-nes In eacli dir.ectlc;,n 

i X 

21,')r,r:i; in c.:,cl'a ..::llrectio,n 

Widen from :i! to 4 ~r.t:'i; 2 ii,. l!!ai;I) tlirutl;m 

Widen from 2-..o.4 lan.es,; t: 1n.ie:a~I, dlrcctlor, 
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County ,,,.,m le,11dAj;11:IW;' Rff>ID 

Silnl:li,rn~rd1,n,p t.oe;,IHi,hWAv FONTANA 4A010IIO 

S~nfiern~r.Jirio LoalHi;ghwa11 FONTAN..:. ,U,J.Jl08'9" 

)~fl \¼m~rd;.,o Lot.:ilHithw.:av FONTANA ,S,o1,D,10'i11 

S~11 Btm~rdiM l.ocal/-li1:''°1W;i.'j' FONrANi!r. 4120126 

s~11 Be,nHdino Lout High.way ONiA~IO 4~194 

s~n e.t:rn~•d11l0 lo-;.ii Hir:,hw;a.y CI-HNO 412010S 

5,ailEll!mim:imri L.o,:alH1i:,hw.i.y CHINO .t.A.Ole:12';1 

~r,B,,m.,,dam:i Loc..:,.I HOghw~y Ct,1N-O 44.0lCl-i!S 

San B,unardil'lo LIX.illHighw.iy CHINO '1,11,(11030 

bnBem.a,r~trn:, ~=I lli&l,wav CHINO 4A072DS 

S.r,n Bl!'rnardLl\a L~l11ighWJ\I CHINO 4AOJ.O:H 

Sln-B1!,n.a-,c:1,r,o l-oul tlis.hw~v CHl!IIO 11.0..01aG:1: 

.Sari fll!,n.1-rdir10 Lnc..!1f1i,sliw1.1v 
rv.l'Ja-10 

CUCAMO-r-lGJ.. 
41~DH\S 

San,Bcrri~rdino LO£:~! Highw~y A~-DLAN~.5 ~A0123!cl 

.>~nil;lem.il'diflQ LDl:.;!!Hfghw<1r FONTANA. '+A040~5 

1~n :E',l',rnJtd1n,o LoulW,l!hwa~ fONTMIP. -lll\OU'JIJ4 

:S.1n.8t:rr.~rdi~o t.lK.IIHl.fl'hw.iy f(lNTAUA ~A01D95 

Si1n.Bem~rd1110 ~'"''"'""~ .... FONTANA 41l0127 

s~nll.t!m~ro,no t.oc.;ilHi,ghway llHlLAr.D'i- 4Afl42-40 

:ii~n Bli!:~(1-~rdinti- 1.o;,t.i,IH1ghw.¥r lllCTOIWlll~ 4AD7:J.3l 

S;,nil.!maMir10 l.l)(.alHl,'!!\W.a.~ ADEI.AIDO 4U0036 

S...1181!:mardln0 loc.llHlgbwii'f REOI.ANOS -11uo1n 

S-1.r. Bl!:m;ardin0 Lac.a,ttlghWil-'r' ~ •U20111 

S.i,r,Bc,m~rd<no Lo<.iilttla::""'-'.a.v A()[l.AMO 4120038 

~i,~tt1.ardil'IO U'll'all-llgl'iw..,,. AD£LANTO -IIJ200)9 

S.l1nBo-:m1m:Jin0 Loc..ill-l1;;hw...,, AOU.AJHO .!ll20037 

San El,.,1n;in.lioo L....-al 1-titf-.w.ay GAANO ff:11:AAC:f: 4A0708S-

5anet-m.:irdino local H-lighwa"i' GR.At-.:omi:AAa 4M7on 

SanBem.:irdinil:il Loc:al Klahway HIGHI.AND 4A071S-O 

San 8.trn.a.ri:lino les::;,f Hlgh-w.ay Q-f',IT.A.FUO 4A07326 

San SemAr-tli'fl) I...IXAI Hlgli.way OliTAIUO 4AC.l7H7 

Sanlkr11~rdlt1a, l\X:al t!i&h\'tilY -OtlTARIO 

4A07174 

S..,n BemiirdinO ~I Highw:iy ONTARIO 4Aonoo 

San ~m.;m:lina- loc.lll Hi3hW,l)' OPfll!'ijlQ 

4A07~l7 

S.~t1a.unardin-o Le>cal HiehW.11' Ot./TARIO 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNlA 
ASSOCIATION of GOVERNMENTS 

End PM RoLJ1e-N11mber Route Nam,:-

Chino 11:w'I!-

C:hir.oAve, 

Citfu!.AYf:. 

(ltrLJ,1-A~ 

t:clus.a 

Mcrrtl!Ai.l! 

:SR-71 

M()Jilo11eD1 

S~n l!lerm1dir1c ., 
Whilt1:im.Av~ 

E1.1clid A11 

Cl~pLWln 

Wi;ae-.n.Ctie,,yA.t, rcf'GmV.;.llevlo Foothill 6hJ.d from-' toti l.,,n41~ 

Widenffom 1 toll.1r.e5.e-ac.hd1r 

Wirjen,Che,.,,.6.,.,,.. Bri,;IG"' fn;,m M~rrill Av,: ta Whmramfmm 4 lo 6. 
t:,,.,,,, 

Wlden Chin.:, d.ve fr,;,m 600' ;;/.;; Mon(,: V.i1a Rd \ll 5;,nt, sr from J 11l 4 

lalll!:I 

Widen from l to :l liiol'le~ each di; 

Wod~r. c"hlnu lr!'.1-m M.m,ntain ta Fr:,n Jrom 2 t,:i -'l l3M,a;. 

Cll,no Cree~ Wk:e-r. China 1,;11~ P11NY from Ramona lw-e 10 O,ir.o C:r~-e~ Brid,:~ ln;im 

Bridte 4 ID .!i lan~§ 

Wid"'n frcm 1 to :l. l.ll'le~ 1',0Cl1.di.r~not~: EtT1P~E.D590l2wttfens lrom 

C0koon toO~rkj 

Widecr. from 1 to~ Ian.:,~ t,M.h d1r 

lllmfl,'l Av Wil'iitn rr.:iM'l l tol l~l"I..,~ r:~chd1r 

Ro~ Rad_gr:a.D,r Widen Cwlc C)r r,o.,,,MoJai.re Dr. to flo'I Ro~t:f"'i Of. fromOt,;,.i l.ane~ 

Waba~b Av Cr.ahon Av 

Widen Coltg.n. Av ff(lm Mt, 11~mo,n Ave.A"' to CiW :Limit lror'li 21(1, 4 

I.ant:!. 

Aa;.tr:r Rilflard~on Wid"'n Colrn.'1 irom Ast"'r to Fl:idurdson 

w,dl',n C:urnml"1ceWvfrom 900' n/o 01"!!.eu:y A:!".l tci ~ko A11f1\jm 2 to4 

IMl,ti 

Comm..,rce Wy 900" r'r/f'l. Pim Mill~ 5! 

Cone Camp .P.d Gr~11sp01 Rd 'South ~ty Umi? Cormru~ new stre~I frc:im O 10 2 lane-s 

Ci:in~t.-.i..-,; a 
81ld11con 
&n;hi!,~l(J.Av,e, 

i:,1,1e1 lawer Deer 

CJ't~k 

C11:1nm-.1'1;i. 

llrid11eon 

l).rc:hib~ld Ave 

o,r,e•UPl'.ll'er0eer 

C-reelc 

t",inarruet.a. 

tlrldgt'on 

Archil;i~l-;t A11~ 

o\rollr UpgerOeer 

Cn:'i'kS.pdlw.:r'f 

C.LtUmonga 
c,r:c~ 

Cori.1tru..t.ai 

ij.ridgeon 

funcisStave:r 
Ci>CiirT>Or,11~ 

Creel. 

Mtruda 

H<,11d 
W11,s1 

C.Orinr11ct1 

flridie on Hc-11 
alvdo,, .. r 

CU{am,:i,1g;i; 

"*' 
Cor.n/'~i 

'El,n,;ll,ji:eOo 

MJ~1i1M1.Blv<! 

OJcarr,c,nga 

Cr«k 

Con$tructi;'l 

B.l~g.'!OCI 

M1~~i1(lfl,BlvJ 
a;w,:r w~~t 
Cu~l'IIClll'l,Hii 

Cr«I:: 

CQnftn.i~t ;i, !.!rirj13.II! en Arc:M,:i~IO Ave, over L1,w,..r D;i<er Cr!:'e\-Wid~(l 1Ai 

Ian.~ 

CbMtru~t ;ii flrld~e on ArtMMld /..1,e IOVN Upper DNir (n.'e~-Witleri 4-1;, 

lil~'ai 

CtmW,..ci: .i Bridge 011 Ar,h)l;,<11,;1 A....,. o•·~r l.lpper D,..,r (ri,i,l ~pll!w;,y. 

W.i:lel'l4..f.1~11M 

C::cinslriJct a Bridge on Hold EUvd overWc·'.11 c~~.i.mol'lg~ C•e~l':--Wi1;$c11 

Slin•u 

C0n-1t,uct a Elr'4ge On HOii tlhrd (Mtr C1.reamor,~a Cru k-Widtel'lo-4-c'i 

~<"lt:S 

~roo a SJJij:Bt on Mis5-1011 fl,h,d o,,rer C!Jam.uon&:a V-e,r:k·Wid<!l'I, 4-6 

""'' 

Con~trvct a ~ritlg_e on Mt5~kl,t't 8tr.cl llllf'r Wt:~t Cuamonga Crt:ll"li:

Widen. 4•f.i la.ie~ 

"'""" F,om ,. 

Exi1tConfig: 11.ilric e~thdireC1ion 

Exist Conl:ig; l ~ne each dir,..nio11 

b:l~I Config: l b'le'll:il~r, c:lir-ectfon. 

l ~no:i In. l;!!a.tl'I dlrectlor. 

Wld~ ifom 2 tt> ,i lane~; i 1n e.a.erl di I\C!ctJon. 

2liine~ ln Nett direction 

Exl:!;IConflg:01.-:irie!I. 

il;,"11,jn each dilectlcri 

1la,w,iriuchdir-l"cti\ln 

STe 

Model List 
DRAFT DECEMBER 2011 

Nt:twnrk '(o1,ar (ProJm Com?le-tlon Dv! 

"'•r1.r11:e 100& :i.ou 2-0,1,1, 201,11, :i:01.D Jo:.u 2030 loss 

i 

' X ; 

i 
I 

I X 

I 

I 
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Cout1ty 

S.,nBl!-m,m:l'lno 

~'"-" l!,em~r<jlino 

s~n'&crn~rdino 

5~r1&:mard.1110 

Sin l¼mard, r.0 

San Ckrnard1n.o 

Sa<1 B<!;n:.rdi,io 

San tkrn.iirdlm'.1 

;.an911!:ili.aidino 

ian 9,rm•;,a-rdino 

San ~e-rri~rdmo 

~nl;J.elr,~rdirn;1 

SilnS~mudTno 

5:an.Pem~rdln.1:1 

S:anBl!ma~ino 

s~n6tunarid11K1 

s~n i,iemarifo,a 

SJlliltiJn;.,,rdino 

13nB,,.rnardi,ia 

Sar18ern:i.il'.llno 

San E':l.'•'lsi<din.., 

S.:in BernjrdlnD 

~l"IBErrurd,,-o 

Sar.ae-mardino 

5:~n!:lemndir,o 

5~r>Ucrnordlni~ 

Si1r1Bernardinic 

5~.11l¼:m;srdmr.i 

S1111 l½l~rtl'1r,o 

s~..,8-!malrdiJW 

:S~l'l Bem;m:lino 

Sill'1 Oc™rdinO 

!.:ir11t!etNrd1M 

~r18~r.,..irdinQ 

San~rrlirdino 

s~nl;le~rdiPO 

S~nkrntlrdino 

~~ri,Bem~rdinio 

5~,.., ecmafd,1110 

S;in lJ..ernard,n-o 

~~-n ~rn.atdina 

'S."ri Bem,a,e!Jr,o: 

RTP 10 FTU'lO 

I 
Loc.;il Hi;ghw~v APFl..E VALLEY IIA!;,1-ClB 

lr,.,1;.i1I H1i:;h\V~',' 
SAN B'EilNAROlNO, 

4AD7r,8.l 
Cm'OF 

lol;..ait-1,ehw"'v 't'UCAIPA 4ACB7() 

loi;a~ Highw...,y fONTA.NA GAD7l14 

Loul Highw.;1~ llfCLAt.D~ 4U(l137 

loulHl!:Jhwa~ 
~ANl3.HNMl.OIND 

WlJNTY 
I\ACl10:?ll 

L=:ilHighw:.~ 
SAN El,lfll,U.,ROlNO 

<IA.0?2313 
COlJ~TY 

Lota1Hi_gfiw.a.y ~ONT/I.NA 412il12S 

U!otalHl.j!:hw,1,y FONTANA 4A04Q91! 

Local Hl1hw~y REDLANDS 4A01.2:41 

Lot:iil ~1,1'1:J\W~\I A!lF>J..EVAtllY 4All-7001 

~oc:.IHl,:1-w,i!\r 
~N ElEll:.,AFIOINO 

.l:IA.(i.)'UO courm 

Local Hlc}iw.31' APPLEVAUE'i .::!Afi7D&3 

L,ocalHi,ihw.;ay Af:1-tf VAtL(Y ~AD70ei9 

Loc.al'Hiil:hWi\' AP:f'lEVALLti' 4An7D10 

LoUlHigt,iw:.v 
SAN 6fRN"A.ROlNO, 

qAG72l2. 
r1Tl'OF 

~IHi9.hiw.11~ 
$A.N6E.R:NARD1NO, 

4ALJHW 
Oil"OF 

LDc.111-!i!J,rlw.i,y AO(I.ANTO 4120041 

Lixal Hii-hwq'I' ADELANTO ,n;j>(J(J.'l[l 

loca1 Higli.w~~ A.01:.LANTO 41200~:. 
Loc..il Hi~hw,i.v ADfl.A'NTO 4L10044 

l«~! HljllW~)' A.OElANTO 4120043 

iot.lilHlitiw;.i.v 11.0EtANTO 41200d~ 

L.o,,;;;il Hi.shw~y 5AN~G 4A'Dl27~ 

1.ocalHi;!!fiW~\I 
SAN ll-ERI\IARDINO 

4A071}.5 
COUNTY 

~~lHi,ghw~y 
SAN llU.NAll~INO 

4111()7300 
(OUNIY 

Loail HijjhWi!)' VldOIWIHt ,:uw;iim:lll 

~ll-!ighwa)' \IIClORYlLU: 4A.072lt:J 

l-oc.i,lt-liis:f',wal' FONTANA IIA0129) 

loc.;,ltlit:l1Will' ~ONT.A.NA 41Mll'J 

LacalHiGhW<ll' fQf,IT,A.f.lA .!IUOllO 

toatl l-f1gJ-1w.t'( l-iESF>EIUA ~A07i'.l3.i' 

~11--il(hW~'; ~ 4GC1~0 

t..:c,ca1Hi~hwa,, 
M1-fCHO 

4120Hi2 
C1.1CAMOl'1GA 

u:.talHighwa,, OW'.!Q 4110713.3. 

UJ,U!Hi,ghw..,, (Hlro.10 ~.l\07146 

Lo.,al Hf,ghwav MONTCL.Ai!\ 4AOB3.3 

l.o(alHi8hwa11 
ltANa--10 

CUCAMONGA 
412C1S6 

l.(IQIHi,ghv,~y 
RANCHO 
CUCAMONGA 

412DUS 

L.ocialHi l,w~, CH!NO 4M11)~1 

1,DealKighw.ay CHINO 4A.010B 

lo,;;,11Hlghw-ill\' ONTAJl[O 4A04l'i1 

SOUTHERN CALIFORN1A 
A$S0ClATION of GOVERNMENTS 

CcnsUuct a 

Elridge on 
-River;ir;leDr 

"''' C~c.:i-roon~,; 
Craek 

arid,geon.S.bctll 
$L(l.11er 

Ccr.muct .a. l'.1idge on :fhw,r~ido> Or OT,'fr Cuciimorisa Cre~~·Wide-r, 4-6 

1..311,e~ 

U-ngth 

Roadway $egn11Ent 

lo 

--~i,,,-,---•---+---+----+----t-------·----- ------+----+----+---+---~•~~-~ •-••••U--••.,••ftft"ft•-"-•n•-"-~""•-•nnn--------t----t----1-----1--
CoMUtl~t ri.t.w 

bridte .o.1 WJl~cn 
~nd IJ~y Cr..,,:,,,: 

Clun~-el 

Clll.Jlt1Dn Ti,li~(.a.r»-t: Mt. V~w 

tounlv Li,,e Ftd C.a.limesa filvd i5ryant St 

OViEllCRE5T/rE" 

Nl-1E.SS££ 

Widen Cwlilcm A'i f:0111 Tip;p,ecano-e to Ml. Vitiw from 2 to 4 Jan,c-1 

Widen County Lir,c- Rd IE~m Cillimc-~~ Bl~d to B1y.1t1! -St lrgm 1. to- 4 

l;,11~1' 

Wid~n (taltM ~Ill! P.adway fromW;,ba'Ji tc Tenne~sel.' lrom O 10) 

l3r1-1:i; 

Widen (raft-on Hilh P(',vy from Wabii~f. A,..e tci E/Cralton PUO frc,m C'.l 

OunN" C,1,~cin. lront.;i,g,r Rd II- Widerp Cn,re,,~ Ave fr""rn Ouri'3ni Wnyon lui LO Fr,:mt.a~e ft,d (1-1.5! rrom 
R,;I 15) 1to<l l~T1~~ 

D:.le Evan$ Pilwy Th1.mdP:rbi~ Rd r-JS 

~~1:ar1yo11a1 ~e~:,d,no 

C:nurrty 

E!tHV.allc:,JRd 

Del Oro Rd 

Del ~~• Aw: 6th s, 

Widen <:.11p,re5,-s Ave from So. Highland Av,e io Sie:rr.a 1.3ke:s f'kwy frcm cl 

Widc:ntl<'I<:: t;....,n~ l'~fmm l"h>.Jnd~rb.l;d P.d11>l•lS from 2 l~r1..esto '1 

l3t10"S 

Widen DO"c-p Cirec-k RII from Be;ar ValCey Rd to :5inir,g 5ull Rd from I.) to~ 
l;u,es 

Widel'ID~ep Cir-ee~ Rd from 'ruuloa Rilch Rd 101!-e.a.r Valley l::d r,om ~ 1 

41a.ne$ 

Widel'JO-e.lOro Rd fromA~pl-tyV.a.ll~yMidWCll'niti~1 RdfrDm-0 l.!Ui!M ti) 

Widen L'lel Ro!.a AVrt lrom 6th Sl to 9th St from l to 4 !ant'~ 

Oel "'"~ Aw. Del floH Or 
San B~m~rdl= Wld~n Ocl Flo5:a Avr: irc.rn Del Ro5-a1 Or to 5,a,n 1;1-e mard:illQ Gty Liliii'I..!. 

Cit', ~mlli 

DeaoW A.J!u<l'rlera 1JS·195" Wid~n.Oe!.oU• frcmAgu~der.1t-o U:5--J'!IS 
Dc-10-Co /1.ster Ri,hiJrCaon Wicli;n Pnotr;i from M,t,er to ilichardwr. 

C~jor.611'-d 
11/oj.115 off Widcn Dt,vor1"' Ftd from C11Jcm B""d rn n/o l·~lS offr•mp,sfrorn ?to '1 

ramp~ lane-. 

lnvorc- Rd l(er,wood Dr Foi;'Ch.ill [lr Widt1n Ol!1r01e Rd frcm t.:,n.wocad o, lO FootMI Dr f((om 2 tic- 4 lo1n,~ 

Widen °'3ol i:'ilmuR~ lrom S-.111 M~teo P.d t-of.;i~r;,ima Rd from 2 to 4 

lanes 

t,1.1nt.a.r'ICanvti-11 
Rd .3~mw/o1-l5 ,:/ol-15 

Wid'en.Ouric:anCa-r,yon """' fu;imCitrvsAve to Siert:a-Av.e lrcm [],li.,4 

l.anr,~ 

V{iden Durie.an 0-ri)'(Hlo Fld frQm 1-15 tD Cilrm Ave lrom Oto 41.ine!. 

Wilknl:. A1rt:11uc lrorn M:11!11.Stto l:SI from :Z I041an~~ 

£ '5t ln ((ilti;m HNSr Uouln.g S~f.r-ty Upgr.i..11! ~low Oi;iUon), S..!ety U[Jililde {High Ol)tiOn) 

EP~t l\w Fir, St.a1km Wi~n Av!! Wlden fa .. 1tAve lrom FIH°' Stlltlol\ to 'Nijl50fl Al"C 

tattEn.{IAve 

fromPlimip~ 

Wiel,en l;;1n (nO Aylrom Phtl;ic:l,alphla /1..\o' tol'!llllipo.Blvrl from 2 to4 . .,, 
Jl.lvd tq l;,und PtiiHips E.lvd Grar.d Me 
AW!cfrom210-4 

Ei:llwr, Aw: !,om 
;f;udidAYeto 

1-15 

W-illte< Ave Eudid AYe 

VI-Ct0R~Av£. WJa.fflEA!t Stfl'C)ffl 1·15'!.DVICtar[a Av'1frt.>m2 t,o4 !~rae,; 

~~ aim W~y Wkltti Eait St from W1$Cn to North Rim W,f,fJne:wJ 

Wa,lkerJwe W1den~tl!!.ClnAvf from E:ud,dA\o'~ToWal~Hf~:we frorr, ~ to 5i.,.,ff 

ExLSt Ccnfi:ll: l la11., -c-uh dirol!'tti.c,n 

2 in each d'irediat1, 

1 in,l;'q~h direc1i01'I 

E~istC()f1lig: Dire Ro~,;J 

:;, io e-.uh dir~ction 

1.lr.e~Lhdirection, 

Wldt!l from l 1D 4 lane,; :l if! ecH.;h ,;Jire~i.in 

W<dt-n f;om .2: to 4 l<111e:i.; :Z ,n e.ach -riLrectmn 

W~eri frc,m Z 10 4 1.:me:i.: 2' ifl eath dirmiM 

Widl!l-nfmm2 to 4 r.aine~: 2 1,, '"°a,h-i;lirection 

E:.:lsl Confl~: l ~ne ~;,ch d1-rei:tion-

2 ln tad, dirt{tion 

~Jill! Coofig: t laoe eaich rJirectO;m 

E..dstConfle: l la~f Hcit rJ•recUtrn 

.2: b-ric!;lAe,.,chdirettio11 
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LndJl.lency fTlf' ID Bc1lrif>M 

San e.emaf-0,no Lo<;;.,lt-ii!l,hwav jom,,1r,R10 

I 
i 

! 
JmnARIO 

i 
t 

I 
~.11,., Bern~rd,n,o Local Hi,gl,w.,,y !ONTARIO-

.)anl;!r:mMcli.n.o 

S~ri,Serrun:li11<J, 

);in.;fl.emard111Do 

S~n.6t:r~f"Olr,v 

S~n-llorni;i,d,ria 

:s,~,... !}e,ma,d:raa 

$~;r, Bem~,dino 

Sar, 6em~rij1'1Q 

S.:'!in El.,m~;,l,r;a 

S.a.n l!iernar.d"lno 

5.an e-trr..ar.dl.n6 

5.M.lt;rr,~todlno 

S.in&.!!rnar,dlno 

iari 6err.ar(Jir,o 

s~ n e.e m~.-.:l ino 

:San.Bemardin.:i. 

s~n IM!rnJ1dmo 

S.afi s.t-rn.1r~hr,o 

$.a.ri Bew~r-..tino 

S~n~mar61n.o 

San Bern~rdlno 

S;inS.-ma«:llno 

5~11 Sematd111,;; 

5~ n 6~ mard ino 

Smkm~n;linQ 

Su11;l,,mardmo 

~n Ooem~rdir.,o 

Sarilkm!rdirt0 

S;ir..Berr,.ardir.o 

San 6ern~rd111~ 

S;11r1e:,;tn.a1&iM 

San~rnal'dino 

Sa111!,ecmanfino 

Sir.&m~rdiilQ 

S111t>c:mardli1Q 

SJr, &em~«lino 

Sa"&c:.m.a,d1o1.i-

Sanl'l<tr4'1ardir.o, 

Saii~mardl110 

s.ao1 8oerrordi1110 

S.~Bi,,m;m:hr.a 

~a11 ~rti~rdfr.o 

5<111.flern~rdiM 

SMa.e:l'll~rrliM 

LD!:al Highw.a~ Vu;:"!'01':lllll~ <IAl)iO'n 

~IHighW,ilV VlCTOA:1111..LE 4A07307 

L~.i.1 Hi&hw.ay jv1r:;TOR;~'ILLE <lt..01~30 

l0,JI Highw,;,y I.APPtf\i'AlLEV ol.A.01,270 

' loc~I Higtiwo1v jADELANTO 4A.ol004 

Loc.ilHCgliw;,w A.DfLA!',:T() 4/\.04408 

loc.iill'IIJj:hWQ\I AO~l.AhlTO 4U004J 

~IKlgl;w,iv .:.OELAN'TO 412:00JIS 

Wc..illii,f;hw;,y CHIHO ~ADJOl!il 

l.oc.!I-H1ghway IIHALTO 4ACJ7D9:7 

l6~~1 Hlf!,W.'liV 
511.N ll-EANAi:DtN,o, 

4A0)[)94 
CITY OF 

LOCaij,,lii:ttw.:.~ ADELANTO 4120041! 

Laca(t,lgl\wll~ VICTORVILLE 4A1:m09 

li:xaft,ir.l,wov HESP[RII>. 4/1,()1149 

Local Mlghwnv 
R.AiNCHO 

412~1:;i [I,ICAMONGA 

Loa.I mghw.ay 
fili..~CHO 

jcuCAMONGA 
-ll2(lHi,';1 

tflal Highw~v 
RA"lCl-iO 
-CUCAMONGA 

<U.~Dl~ 

L-o~~I HFgliw.,y 
RA-NCl--1-0 

CUCAMONGA 
41~_-rn~9 

.i.oc~I Hli::tiway ONTA~IO 4A:!M200 

Lxal Hi,1!:hwav YlctQAVILLE .:i11oon49 

Local Highway H~l'ERIA 4J\Oll'iol 

Lo-r;;.I Higlmr~y \,IICTOR.\Jlll[ .,AOJ286 

w;;;.;JI-H•11J1w;,:.y 1,'ICTOR1/ILLE '1A01287 

local J-l!i;:hwa.y VIClORVllU 41?0ll.4 

L,;w;.;,iis,gl.w;,,y ~Hl1.10 4120101;-

~tHigl1w.i.', (.eUNO .q,1t,0403S, 

Loc.ar~iil,lkwa.'f C.Hl~O 4A04(B6 

L0<.J-IHigl1w.i,',' -ONTA"Rl-0 4A04Z01 

L:J~~1 HighW;1.\I' lOMALH>toA 41:20144 
WC..1 Highway - 4'.!;WQS.7 

~lHigt,w~v Af'Pl£Vlli.£'1' 4M716.!.. 

l,Ol;.;llr!ighway APPLEVAl-1,.1:\' ,a;A.4))1,JOS 

L«.al Hi1hwav REDLANDS .a.AOiibM 

Lo,;,.il.H:ighwtlv 
s.AN BERtlA'-DINO, 

'1.A01l30 
CIT'fO~ 

Li;M;.;JIJiighwj.v 
s.AN 8ERNAF.D1No, 

,q.A,01)3,11 
crrvor 

Loc.lli1ighway llEDV.ND"5 41111'116~ 

Loul :Hl11hwav FONTANA 4.A.OollGl 

L«.1oltligl1W.1V FONTANA 4120131 

~!Hlg.hw11)' fONT.ANA M01t'l14 

Loc.;r,r j,jJi:nw~ FONTANA 4A04ll:l2 

LowlHi;:liw"'I' 
f!ANOiO 

-CUC4MONGA 
4ti0161!-

l.JX.:.IHl_gt,w11y FONTANA 4120132 

Lot:!JHjgtlwa, 
RANOfO 

Cl,!CA.MON(ii'. 
4ll10166 

l.br.alH~tiwa'II' AEOt.M!Dli 4AQ12:4l 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
ASSOCIATION of GOVE ltttM.£ NTS 

End ~M Rci1Jt-e: N1imbtr Rc'Jt-t- Naffil' 

Ed;wn.A'llefrcim 

MillC~~tta 

Millile11 Ave Mitl c,-ee\: 

fromZtcR 

£d>nm A"e from 
VLneyarcC Av,:.~~ 
Millt:,~cl:froM \l"inl!va ri::IAve. 

2 toJ3 i~nei; 

Edi~i:lll AW from 
WJ~l;:,e,r A.,,,e, to 

To O~crlptlon 

Milti~en Ave, Wi<len Edis~ri Avelrom Mi11Crel.'~ Ul Millike-ri A""ii Iron, :l:toB l;.!""15 

Mill Crc,e;~ 

1/incy.a..-.J Av.._ W,all,ecr """ Vin"'!'3rd Ave 

frs)r'I\ 210.fJ 

~.,~ .. 

El [v.llcl'C 

El Ev.ido ll:d 
.1260' nlo K~ii,~ At P'uwer Ur..~ 

81 Ea5emeril 

S.10' ,Jo /:l~n,:;rH, Al f"tiw~r U"'t Widc11 fl h~do ~d fr,;irn 510' 1/-0 Ran,i;hc, Rd lo Al ~ower lin.e 

Rd c=a,emerii ~.1~e-mcm frcm ;i_ rn 4 tanee, 

El Pr~da ad L~n~rat A" 

lJS-39S 

W1dN1 fr.OM l (t:, ~ l.i-M~ e~rh di( (1'10[~: .:4AD10IM ir.A.d~l~r.UI wlclcns 

from RichJ1dson IQ US•J'!l'S IQ 4bne1 e;;u;h dirin:;tOlS] 

W,den fror,,.1: to ,1 l.1,nes...,Jch,d11 

Ai:ler,mtoRd New ro~d, 2 l~nese;ii~h dir 

Wi_!en El IAir;i,ue R1J.;1JQ from I.IS-l'9S lo ~teT 

Wid..,n fl'OM l tc, :! l.!.r1"'~ ea.IT! dlr 

Widen Electric Av"' from Mt Vit.w /1.1,1,C to Northparlr: S.hrd f;om, 1 Lo A 
r-..tat'th~~rk Blvd ~nu 

Emmdido Av Mair) 'SI :S:is'l1;;1,n~ S-r Wii:l,en f.rom I, lo l lar1~~ ea.ch dit 

Etiwancl.a Ave- M111er 

~1iw:.mfaAvs 6th 

ElJ~atyp11,1~J\1re 

fram f.udCd Ave 
~ Wi!lli:er lr,;;,m E1,1ci1.I A11e 

~ LD4 l11r1cs 

:Ell~alyptu~ St 1·1S. 

fuci1,ri: Av.., fSR, 

'31 
£11di<lA\I 

hd•-i:$Av 

(udiC Ave frQrn 

fl.lvcr:t.i.it Dito 

M!!-:s..,\li~O, 

Kimba11 

Pir,e 

8.SC' nfo M1l1i!"r Widl!:n Etiw.and.! A'I-! fram Miller 10 SSO'ri/o Mllltr, ostsldt only 

!mawlloul.!! ~,den El1wi1ol\dl~ Avc ffom 6t'h le.Arrow A.:iut.! ffom 2 ta 4 l.J.11es 

r..!onh R,mWa~ Widen Eliw;,.r.d~ Ave lram,c~i1tm& tcrml11u~ 1-o lfortti Rim Wv lri~w] 
(rm..,j 

Me~Vi,::wOr 

0.1S.mlw/o 

Cab.i!lcRc:I 

Ciml:iallAv 

PIM 

SFt71 

Widcr, E1Jutyp11,1~ St from t.ite,,o V~w Dr. Til- Bl.'ll!lower Rd from O tci 4 

La"es NktaMlle portion onlv) 

Widen Euc.alyplui~ St from Ameth'i~t Rd1o0.l5miw/o Col»h Rd (l'l)l'T', 

0 ta ,. kllnM llndl.lc:ilC!s wuh, uo~:1-l4ig} 

Widen rm"1'1 l to .:f lanc~ til,~ dlr 

Widen from l lg..ll l;,neso:a.cbdiT 

Mtll'i~ Ave {tJn fliver~ide Dr Merrill.Ave 
Widen E1Jclio Air,., from f(lver~de- Dr to MC'lnili A'r!': (e.st h~lfl lro,rn 2 lo 

413nes. 
ha!l}fn;imi,~4 

l~r,.,ei 

fVarl~S.t l-10 eart"'" &td. 
OtyUl'l'liB F.aiiiw.a.yor sri~rrvor 

Flftl'iAv 

Fift~ Sl 

Widl!'II F.i.khion FIIJ from 0~1., (van~ Pi,:wytoN.w.ajo R:d fMm o toEi 

0~1.::: EYan~ i-1:wy Wldl"n F.i.lchic111 Ad fram1-15to0.a~ Ev.an~.PJ:wyfromOto 4 l.>nn 

Wabnh A" Crol.fton Av Wldien Filtll Av from W;i,b;nti AvW Cr1fton Av fff>m 2 l!.'4 ~ne1 

:Pdlw Rd Tlai~unc,e A11 W.d!11m Fittt, 'Sit from Fedl~ Rd 10 Tippean~ AIR: from. 2 to 4 lanM 

Watem1an ll.11!l' Pixtrotl,w Rd Wi~ll:r.i Frftt, St fmm-W.iltcrm:llflAlitta,Pedlt'{ild from l to 4 la:n" 

Gr-11enspot ~ Gamfl St 

Sr.flAve. 1·10 

Wlc:Si::n Fl1>rida -St from Grttnspat Rd la Garnet S.t fr,cm 2 lo 4 lanc:~ 

Wic!f;r.i !Mm J_ to 2 l.i,1'111!:.t t!.!lth dit 

Wit:9en Fonlcm~ A.ve rrom V;11e-y e,r.,dto UmeAv~ from 1 to 41alls!~ 

Wic:lie., F001h;II 111 from Vmey.ir-d 1a Md,itlald' A~ from ,i 10 Ii lal\M 

WKI"" Foothill BM'l from E3stA~ ta CfnmyAW fn,m l to 31ilr.e5'Dfl 

e.a~ttx.i1.11"t41 ~di.' 

Wtclen Fofd St from Sth.Ave u, HO from 2 fan-es to~ lanes 

... ..,, ,. ..... Additl,cnal Dt:tll.11; 

blst-Cor'lfifl 

Wl,d:cn from :2. to4lane!; 2 in e;;chdireaicn 

Wider. fr111m ;z Jo.; l:lnc~;:2 in cuhdirc~tr0n 

Jin e;,chdirecti,cr, 

Widen-tram 21'34 lanes;l. in .. a~hdm::(t(on 

2: lo11~t in each dir«tiori 

E.xl.1,t Config: Flcllc:lw:i~ cllists ln -i::l!rtar.n laa1iom 

blst Coe;[lg: "1ew ro.;t~ 

b1~t Config: New road 

1 l~ne Ill e;;ia::hdire,::tiQr, 

E~1st Cr:inli,ii: 2 li1on1;;, !!<l(h d.irt!clieat1 

Exist (onf"1,11: l I.Jnt e.i.ch cjlre,ctkm 

2 fa~s ln uchd!rc~Hor1 

E.llisl Cori{ig'" 1' l:!ne Sec=or.da.ry Ar.terial Strtet 

hitl Coraf,g: not bull! ~t 

linuchdirecti,m,. 

2 i11 each direc:tion 

2ln l!illchdlrectlor. 

3 ira e,l;CI', d'i,ection 

RTP 
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c.:iunty 

locJl!-1:ighwJV lc[HlNO 

5~111 Brrn.1nlino Lm:.il K1gtiw.ioy ONTARIO 

San 11,c-m.JfGil'IC l,,o,:-.alHighWill'( joHT,llUO 

Sane.em.irdino 

IIEDLAt105 

5.AN BfRNAllDl'-10 

COUtHV 

:i/1~ E!,fllf.lA~DINO 

COUf.l'rY 

Sl\"i !El'\NA&lDINO 

COUNTY 

S.a-n ~mard1no Lo~l H111Jwn1y CHINO 

Sa,;iEl~mardf.no Lo,~I ,tEs.h\l<·;;y 

.S~;, Bf-rm<-d"ino Local Hishw;,y 

$J11Berne~ino Ultalf-1\ghwiy 

S~l1 l!i1moa,dll'IO lci::al Highw~y 

L>lL<ll Kighw.ay 

S.ari Bl!rn.a,c:llnc Loca! Hlghw.av 

VICTOR\JlllE 

Hl<:iHV,NO 

Hl6H:1.AN0 

FIEOI..ANb:S 

HIGHlAm} 

ONTARm 

RANCHO 
CUQ\MQNGr. 

ONTAFIIO 

--

fl'rPID 

4A0l27l 

4120100 

4A(l1272 

4AOJ20J 

4A07]17 

4A07l5!:I 

4A07.3-l4 

4AL'.l7127 

4AOJOHI 

4A.07l44 

411.07011 

4A01ln 

4.A0/04'1 

4A.07295 

4UOlW 

-412-01-ifi 

from 

Frnci-; Ave WCL 

To 

Eoo' ... /a 
Uffll:offiCt 

.£loescrlpUon 

wii,e,.~r~r1cisA,,1:fromWCL 10600' cf~(O(I.Cord(tlr.om 2 to 4lMe~ 
('S..S1d,a,On.tyj 

O.llrnw/ofast O.l3e/o Widlertfr~n,ci-sll-.te from .U mw/Qi;;mfn.clto B m e/0Teleprior1e

ll.ve from2to.q !.an-1:~ 

Frnn,.:i&ol'Rdll

lSI 

G~rm:t5t New;:,onAv 

,n S<1n 
Git(! H~ll!il ll'kv.)' 13.l'!rn,m:l1mi, 

Co1,1n!y 

flori~aSt 

(C~/or,J, 

Widleri G~r"1"t St from .08 ffi<;/.o M,c,nto~~ A.vto Menf,o.rl<" A11rroml te 
<llane'j: 

Wed en Gan,et St from Ne.,,1~0n Av to Fl,ui-ida St from 2 :0 'l lane5-

Wid!.>r1 GINI t-1~1,:,r, 8d froMGl!'r1 H:tltn PlW'j'lo t,W/HID from 2 to 4 

bn=-~ 

Wi,;ler, Gfia" 1-.i~len l'hllY from t\f1l,:{1eek ~,;, Nely/a(:aj"" 13.!v,;I !.c;,m ~ to 

~ 1~1it!~ 

~a$t E.n.d Rd R.r,m"n1.1 Avl! Wicfo.r, Grand Ave frcm ~ut En,d fld to R.llimona A.,..e- frGl'!'I- .:i to 4 l.1t1c~ 

G.r~tUpolRd 

CirOOI', AVl',ffom 

Ora011cSt 

.)9m(I/O 

Florida St 

Airp,;ii1 Or 

Riv-!!~ide Dr to Ft.W:r~idt Ot 
M~ttlll ti.11~ from 
.2 lo4 l;in.e-:, 

6ravc A'l~f10JT1 
s/o4tl1 ~! La 

JSO" r./o- Holt -./o 4th s, 
B1..-0fJ(lm.!f ID 6 

8DUL.0Etl. 

Flofid,11St 

Holl Elhn:I 

M~ui11AII~ 

M AT'S&s1m~;f Jtailro.id {i;matn.irt 4-l.an11- Sridi;:11: Wi[len Green Tree O tc 
41~M~ 

Widtnfrom4tc5!al'l.e, 

W1dMG1tt-l'li-l)-Dt Rd rtQM .19 M fl/c Florida ~t tof1orld"sd 5t rrnm 210 d 
bne-s 

Widt-ri Guw~ /lo..re from R~"''~id"' Dr 10 M-errm A've from l 10 41;1,nu 

JSQ' n/o 1111!1 W7de-n G<Olll! AYI!: fr,:i.m s/,t, 4TI1 ~t 10 350' nfo Holt B!wf frori1 4 to~ 

61vd 1~11~~ 

Trandl Segm.,nt 
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Hlt11,l~rnl' A'I 
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H6ll11R6ad 
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l-fo,lt8M:i 

H60k81 

1-,o,o .. Bllfcl 

Hook8lv,;:I 
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1820"e./o US-
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US-395 
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Arntthyst Rd 
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A.!Po-rljr,e 
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Wld.:!n He',.f>erLa Rd from W~lr.ut to Suftan;i from 2 to 4 lilflU 

Widell 1-tesp,eli.1 Rd fr..im Y~ t.i Willm:tfro11'1l to'41~11.1:~ 

Wid'lln High.I.,,-,.! from C:~j011toR<idl.at1d~ SI from ;l' lc,41-aMs 

Widen fMrYI l,. 'In 2 lanl(!,1.1),~d, dir 

W!dol!ri Hlgll-1arn:l Aw from ChL.111:h -SI lo 8:01Jldll!r /'we r,oJll 2 to 4 !.in!"~ 
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WJd,c11 Holly ,i;e,ad from f\khal'd'°n lo U:!Sir1g 

W4ffi,,t1. Holly &lt1.:11i!l from US-lliS 10 Al:ttr 

Comtruct i161'1d,liir en Holt Slv-d trVllrWeit ~mo11~ Creel,; 

Wldol!n H~~ from US 3515 to 0.4 mile~ we~t ot Ameth-yn D tti 4 l;;'"es 

Widen Hor.~ Ell,;d lton, ~.f.Ml' w/-o Emerald Ftc:I to At ll'&.11~r Uni! 

E;nr:mcnt from O to 4 la.nr:s 

Wid-c:" Hopt..1Jd :5-t lrom J1,1~tw/<J Amo:tbpt Rd ti;i Af f,:,wef ti,-,,,: 

~;"!.!l!,m!!r'l.t from '.l to 4 Ian~ 

W!dt!n HDp~nd !i.t frgm U:5-3i15- to COWiti Rd from O t;:i .:1 li!M!1" 

[Victol'lri1b: portion onM 

Etlw.aridaAv Uve O;;kSierr;1 Wfd~r1 from 1 t-o 3-1:.rie-i: each di, 

I 

21J.nemt-Jt"hdilfecfion, 

Widi:11 from 1 to, 41:;rnt~~ 2 in each direa.i.in 

UM ronlig, 1 lan,Q c11chdlr"'ctlor1 

Wid<ir,h~n, 21,;, 4laiw~;211\r-ar.h dircctl~n 

Wlo:f.£:n fJom 2 to .4 IJM); 2 ir1 c-nh difli!t'li,Q.fl 
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t~sa:;:.;~~1.a:!lli:t.i;!!!::r.L~ 

coun.tv svn,m :c...=.aid~eney 

1:i~r, 8t!m:iidinG ILDt.oll l"llghw.iv JfONfANil 

San-!lemardino ll~IHighway JfONTANII, 

5~11- !!err,ardino L.oc;,tHighw;ay 

;s~ri 6e-rr,a>Q•l'lO ~;i,lfii&ttw;i,v 

S~'"1Bt:mard,roo t,:i,,:,;,IHii:;t,wav 

Saro ~emndln.o 'toal Highway 

S-,an"S.!:mardir.c lou! Hfghw;i,y 

S.a,rikmardioo Uia!Hi!hw,;,'f 

ONT/I.RIO 

1.-,w, 
~ 
SAN IIERr-4ARDtNO, 

CITTQF 

~J"i.NflrnNARDINQ. 
cnvo.-
SANBrnNARDINO< 

CITVOF 

CHINO 

·san~mar.J1r,o 1L•,.;;:a1 Hi,gllw.av p,JJ-,'LEVALlf'I' 

S.~nkmardi.l'l,a, jLoc:;ml Hi,ghway IAP~1{VAllt'f 

S11r.lkfr1,,ndi.no lLoc.,1 rli,B~W<IV jAOELANTO 

s~r.Betl'l;UdlflO- jloal Kie:~way iAOElANTO 

1111'1[] 8':i,inPM 

4A07.299 

4AD72:$D 

ollA.!Jllt.i 

4MJ06B 

4JJOUl'9 

4A07086 

4/1.07060 

4A.070S2 

'1-A01070 

l-a..\Q.¾l17 

l4U0055 

l4lJ00SA 

End PM ! lto;mte ,.,.umber J RoLit,: Halim,; frcim lo De-'5<rlp-t!on 

IJ1J•upa Ave Jtil~c A1re !Will-ow Av~ !Widen. J;,run;n .11,.,,,., frorti Li!Jc Ave to Willow A.w frot'l'i 2to4 !~n-H 

IJ,urnp.i. A"e !Tarr,.,,i,..d A;,,e j /I.Ider A1te IW•der, J,mil)il- A°'I!. from Tarri-d'r~nd A11.r:. to ti.ldef Avie fro.,, l lo 6 l;in.e~ 

J,m1i:,.i.St IT,HnNA°' /lr~l,ib~ldAv W,dc-r, Jurupa St ham Turne, /we, toArd,ll:J.alr:IAvl! from l lc,.fi la.nes 

K<mdlSln:i:~ }3rO'i.l !.lh St Wick-rt to 1 lanl! !"Mh dir 

11:eru;l'~IIOr 

t:"1:n<;lallOr 

KeMallOr 

ICimtlall 

Ki,;,w! Rr:i 

1'o.a-1.a 

lfo!IG 

c~mbritf~s' [,i.rnpuCP~wv 

c.~ml;lr:tf8<."i!l.~ j?me-AVI;' 

1';,lmA11e c::.ijon E,t,,,~ 

Ep,llcl H,:llmar. 

Woden. tie-n.dall Dr from C.;imt;rida:e- A11e to (~mpus Plwy from J: to 4 

l,1,1,(l,!. 

W1(jfl'n. lse-n.dt1IIOr t.ornC~mt;ridge A11e~o P1n<1: A,Yt, iram 2to 4 lanet 

Wideri Ken.dall Or fn1m P;,lm Ave. lo -Cajo11 Ellvd foim Z to 4 1.Jr1es 

!Wider. Kimball from Euclicli(I HeLtrn;m from~ to.it l.;,r111es 
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'l'ucca Lom! Rd IBr:oar\l'all~yRd jWidcr.frorn l ~c;, :Z l21ne~ p~ct, d<r 

11,r E.-p,e'lo~W<"Y IEI M1r~J!:'.' R~ jWi,;l.,.n. .KQ~I;;, fo;im Air hpr-e~~w~v to -El Mir~r;E." 

Ca,tu, IAit £~pH:Jl'>V.;,·; jW1tfon. Ko;1la fo:im C<1dus w A;, E,:pre~=~r 

Rr;;,adwar Si,gmitnl Tr.ln$1tS.,;grn.Ht 
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f.,sl(-oo,f,g, lt..1nt ~a.c.hdirtcticn 
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) ,.,,.,.,. inrM,d• cl1reaion 

f1iST(or1fiG:?~ll-!! l..ocilll5lrcet 

E:(jst Con.ris; 2 lo1ne, eilth d,.-e,::ui:,r, with i-w:JJ'f left tl.lfn lo1ne-

2 if!eiltch<lirll'cti..n 

h:ist C.oriJlg: l l~ne ea,h direrticn 

~~t t:0r1r11'.1 l~ne £-<"h d1re"1i,;in 

~.-j'lot Cor.11~: l b1ne m ea~h dircctiM 

~YJi:t Config: l b1m: in e~-th 011c(t1M1 
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5.,,r; ~m.ardlr.o 1-Lo.:a,I Hig!wa,v !VICTORVTLlE: i4A07D92 

S;i.nkmardlno WC.i,I Highway IVICTO~Vlll~ 41\07.2:21\ 
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I.S.i11l;w;:m;,,-d1.11,Q t1..oo;.a.1 H~h~ar jH~F'Htl,. 

1Sa,n,Bern,ardifl0 jLoc,a.1 Hlghw~ IBARS.'\'OW 

j$lr.B1irn::m:l•11o jl.oc.-..J Hi,1:t,w:.,y IAOEt.A.Nto 

1Silr1 lkrria,rdi<"lO !lo-::Jl Hi,gll,\JJ,'f l~lf,LTO 

::s~.r, Bern,irdino loc:c1Hi,p;hwor 

s~r1 eemcrdirio lo~~j f-t;,ghw,a:~ 

s~r1 8em~rd1no t.oc:,IHi,s:C.w.a-y 

SAN ilERN~RDl~O. 

CITY OF 

JAl'il !!'EliN,C,~01~0, 

1,rrv Of: 

S/1."I BEJl:Nll.ROl~o. 

1,m.oF 

S.,r, Berr,,i•~ir,c, l~ac~I Hiie;h.w.iv 1~0-l'llfANA 

5.ilrl 6emndir.~ lt.<x~I Higl'iw.iy IFo-l'IITAN.A 

S..n Elem.irdino jLocil Hi.::;hw~,· l"l'li(Al?A 
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s..n ~-rn.~rdlno ILoc::tl ttlgh.wJy !RIALTO 
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littl<I! L!!c,ajl,ul!"Or 1~!15 rroritil,ge 
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I.Ct1le Mi:,1.mla1n ID,:vil Creek 

Ot Ch.il.l'ln.el 

lrvr:oOak 1uru,p,a """'" 

lilanleC"!Rd 

f.1~LO,tl l',"Jo' 

ElelmotltAvt.". 

t-2l'5Fm11la{:,e 
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4Ellh5t 

Sli:i11.:!rA1.'r 

U-.,,:, O;i.k A'llt jA,11,:i.w Roule !Foothill 

uv~O.Jt.Cyr\ 11,,cl jWe11 Cily L!mi1 11·10 

U~,e.O.ak cvnM l~~;~ot!O !'=, Citv Limit~ 

Wj~e11 Le~~i.r,! from Holl',' to B-;irtlen 

w,d~n uooenA.rs' 1rotr\n...l.l"lil\l! tc;i E:.~1,:,01 Av~ fr,0m o to"4 l~r.~, 

Widen Little leil,E.Ue Dr from 1-l?S. Fro~tijge "d !Cl Ele!rn(lnl Ave 

w,cl!Jdine culv'.",1) from 2 10 4 la~ 

Wi~,:n I.Jttir li:~,B.~e C), fmm l"~!m Av,: 10 l•:HS. Fm11l~l:" Rclft-l'lo"l'I 2 to4 

IMe!-

Woden l,.11tle- Mo1.mi,a.in o~ from Devil Cfeel.: Ch.:innel to 4:!llh 5.l ftOrl'I 2 

loll l~11e1 

W1de,n. Li'l'r Oa~A11~ from Jvrup;rA11r:.toS•;yefAvel•om2t,;,, 4 la,111e, 

Wider> Live O~k A"Jt from Arrow f!Dute t,o foath,ill from 2 WI\ la,r,,e~ 

Widen rmm l w 1 l~n-e-.c.l~hodlr 

Wli::l,Qn Livi! OJkCyn, :Rdfuim s.a11 Timotl?o CV,n Rel lo-E. Cily Umil~ f,om 

2to4Lan~~ 

Uve Oa,lc;IM !V~IJe-ylll !Me-rrill fWi~,e,nfrQ"'l ll,r;-l.1~11,ns:.i~h,d:ir 

l.!Jlu1t AvP j8.'.l!l!1;N! jE~~lOtl Ave {Widtn Ulm1:l Av~ from 8.l~l11il!! to h!lt.on Ave from Oto 4 l,mM 

LQ,;t,,:U Ave jJur'-l:p,a Ave !S.!lr,t.1, A-nil Avr, jWJd,:,n LCK':u~l Ave rr(lm J.,tul'J:,; Ave to Sar.ta An~ AW!. fr1:1m 210 4 l.,mrs 

locunAve <1n ,11 A11e • 
s..an 3erflilrdim:, I• d 1 !Widen Locu~tAvefrcrn51m Bernardino Ave to R~ri.d~II Ave from 1t-o4 
Ave lar,,e\ 

locu~tAve S-.ant.ilAr'l~A'Wi. !~over Al.'ll !Widen l.ocu!l'tAw:fn:im5;ml,;An-ilAven1- S1owrAvrtif•r.:im2 to41-.-r.~s 

locusrA.Ycc Snerilh"51 l~lcvenH1 St lWii:.ll!'fl Loi:;lr.il Ave from ~nth 5tlo ~k:\l'C11tii 5t fromi la;1 II .._ne,. 

valii!y81v-d 
S.:,fl l;l"rri.lldill(I lw,d",e LOCI.JS\ '°,Ill!'" fo,1m V..ill~y l;llvd to S:)n ~mardin.-i A~ fr-i:.m l to 4 

Aw. lanes 

Lllgoniil-..,vc IAJabam/l St ITe-m•e$l!eSt lWid,:n, lugonil!Ave f~om AlaP~m;a St i(>T"!MC:',tt St Imm ltll 4 lan,o 

l1:111onia Aw !Wlifo-m~ IA1,.ib-i'1!11il l~lidf'l l-tlf:Ol'li;I Ave from Olifomi.,:a S1 to Al~b,~ma SI rrom 2 1(1 4 tlnl",s. 

l~gonii, Ave ID1.ir,ge St IWJ!J.ash Aw:. IW11h!n li,goJ'liil Alfe froJn -0 r.;i11ge :St; 't.o W.!lb.iil"J.Avtc frtim 2 tJ) 4 lant1 

Wgi:inia.A"R ~Tenenee St lor~ng, S! iW1de11 Ll.lgDfl~A,,-~ from T,e11tt,ee 5! toO-r.iritlil 51 iroml k, ii I.!!~$. 

Lyde Crr.eli lsummll Av~ jDuf'~iln Av~ Jw1~.11 lvtl~ Cr'rek irom -S1.1i,,m~ A~ to Dun~n Ave from Oto 4 bm:~ 

M;i.in51 (lllh5t l7ttiSt IWKk-<1MvioStfromllthS1to7tilStfromllt.06l;ine$ 

Ma,in Sl fl•J:S lf.ro)m:.lidei A.v iW.,:t,m lrom 210.). l:ia'lti-f'!'~th dil 

ll,b<li1t f1.15, IUSH~.!95 IWl<k:inhomlto21,u1e1rilthdir 

M.o-lnSt 

M;;in S1.(w.b,I 

MAIN $f/u!.ET 

MaDleAv 

in Gr,1f1d Tefl'acel(~an 
6-l'm.'lfdi.-.ol 

5.i".R.lt IWCL 

E1.1ca!'!_ptu~A11 !M.ai11St 

IGra&! Sol!p.:i,,aL!on .u 11,ta.hn St lri Grand T1"rr.i~ or,. rile S;;il'l &em:.irdir.o 

:lin,e 

iWi<f,fL Mair> St iw.b.! from "5'1l:i:t to WCL ~rom 1 to l Ian~~ 

MAIN STR~l;l WIO ENING • l';t45~ JO WEsf OTY UMm-wrt>ENCNG 

lfllOM 1•2 lANE.S IHll-lE E/9 & W/8 DIRECHON,(l!l'lfOGf WIDENING IM;:i.i,n St 

A.NO A:PPRO.,,,CHfS OF A8DUT 100" EN Elo.C:H D1R£CTl0W 

IWi,i;kn from l ta l l.ain,n; each d<, 

r,./;. BNSF 
IWESTCITY 

OMIT> 

W!1,'lfPillNG FROM l·i lANl::S IN tHE (/9; & W(D OH'!ECTIOJ\l"\l!.RIDG[ 

WIDEMNGANDAPPROACH(S OF AB.OUT 100' IN EACH DIRECTION" 

i'E~i~t C:<;mf't:: N~w rciac:l 

!E~isl C011fig. Hew ,,:,;,I'.! 

Exi~tConlig: [).-e, Nol E:,,,s1 Post ton.§truciirln: 2 IJn,: ro~d, 11;:mo:: 
1,:acfldill!(tfon 

~~i51Cor.fig:N0 11:D.ld thtr..- currefltly 

~~i,s.lCor.ll~ 1 lo!r"!l in c~Wd1re-.tion 

No1e: w1,iie-rirriB lo4 lanuwmple-l.oi!! by 2012 under RTIP-# 20062:! 

Witlen from2 t(l 4j~nl."c,; i •n ~~,:hditi,dior, 

~ ir, 11!:,,t, dill!!tliOl'I 

E~i~t .Cr;i,r.fl!!;: l lal'le (:.j(h l'.!i•'!"Ukln 

b.i,:,t {onfig, 11:.ir'lc ,ea~h- dlrettii;,ri 

E:i:.i.i;t Conlle;: i: 1.:>ries c.:>,11 diret1i(ln 

2 ln.ea.~h dlrectiDn 

£Jll:.tCC-rille: ll<1rie:e-achc.'.li;ectililn 

EYl.n Confic: 1 l.1rie !l'ad'I din:!c.lion 

ZIT'l,e.Jd".!lin'lction 

hist Con1cg_: ~ .tli.!11: II!~~ dir~fofl 

2inHchdirol!ction 

21ri~;iehdlrect1M 

j.Z1n~;achdLrecti,:1n 

i2 In 'S"Jc:h dFria«ion 

Exi~t Cr.:in-tis: l b11e e~~ ,di~ction 

E:..J,1,1 Col'lf(S.: 1 br,cceath ;l!'l:'ctkir> 

E.u:1-t~r1.g:il.lir111:~chcli1f:ctlcln 

Erist (onfi.g: 11.irie ,ead"> i:lltl!:ftion 

i ir, ea,~t, Oileetk,r, 

1 in c:;i,~t, di,e'1km 

2 In u~t, dirt:ctii;,11 

b:1,at Conli,!: 2 _f~re ln e.ad, dirr:octFOn 

E;.:i,J;t Cot1fi_i=.; 2 lane ir. e.i~h dire-ct~n 
Exl:st Co11I~: 1 kine jn ~,.i,ti d"ireccion 

Wlc,'!~n, f.-om 2-4 l~nes 

E'xi,t Conf:!; r;me la111e In eatt. drf.e:ction 

Eltist C011f,g: I !an., i;, racll dir~dlon 

1 )( 
! 
i l X 

i X 

' 1 ' 

j X 

' ! X 

i ~ 

X 

1 X 

I X 

i ' 
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~mz~~9l~ RTP 
L>t:'l'll.l I ~,~,!t-lf.'.·laf,o!':1.-r!! 

C:01,mty :Stuie:m l.eii!ldA.g,entY RlPID ffiPID 61!;ttnPM End PM Route- Numbet j Rciu~ Nam I!: fmm ro DcwipUo-n 

SM ~ma,1dir,o !lo'.N'.11 l-li,gf<,w~v !HE:SPERIA tl:A07090 ,M;;rioos.ai ruc.ilv11a1u; B-e;ir \l~ll('\I AG [Wi.den ,,fa,~p,os.a fui,n fu~~~111~ r~ Elc.acr v~,~~ M fiom.2 t-o.41.aft>e'i 

S• r1 llc:ro:iirdino 

S~l'I B~mard•no 

l.oc:.11 Hiii~W.I'( !VICTORVILlE 

LI>.:.'111-!ieti.,....:iy 1Kf:5PtRIA 

4A0733:2. 

4G0429 

.,.,1.ripo~<1 Rd i:Pal.rn<Cale ltd j'l'ate~ Flcl 

M;iun.~ loa flr(l Ave IA"/e 

Wicltrl M.a.r1po~ Rd from ll.2 mLsfo f'.almd.a.lt Rel l0Yo11tl!"5 RI!. 

Gr~de Soe.l'.];.,,l"~lio_n.·Al'.M!n&far1nfro111 0-.:i 
5~n.l!,:m;nrJlrn;, loc;.,ietii;;,~W<')' !l-tl;SPl;llJA 4A011'6,1 M,a~n.al.J;J:i l'thAv L,;moro:St N,:w r,;oij{!,2 l~ne5e;,~h ~" 

1:S•r. Bi!':rn;ud,r.a Lus:.11 Hig~w:.iy lt-1ESPERm 4M1162 M~u-M LOJo fMa-.~_leA~ N•A.w ltlicll!-r..fr.c,m lto::.! lan-!:!.-!!atl1clir 

:i.ar'IEl;,rnMdir.o Loe.ii H.ig-hway !RIALTO 4A01120 M~rrm We\t City Urni1~ Ri~~~ide JWi.l'. .. ri M,i,uill Av .. from w.,,;1 City L,miB :.-. Fl.i~.-r~;d.- Imm 21~ ~ l~-11~s 

1.«..JI Hiellway 'i.1V fOHiANA ~A.0-1114 -0 M!rrinlw Ut~wt,~ f1,1-n1;maA~ Wi,il1"rtfram1toJ.IJ~~-.-e:J(i'ldir 

\..OQl~ighwav I IV {ctt~JIIO MOl040 -0 M~rrilLAv hc;lii;IAv ta,t(J~ 1.Jmi1 Wi<le-n,1r-om t to 2 li~fs-e.achdir 

53n~rrnre.ilio 
IC.~ltt•,hwoy I'°"""' 

i 
I.SanBl!!!rNirdim:i ILM..al H1ghw.a.v IONTAftlO 

! 
Sar, IJ.l>mardu.o lo~l liig}1w11,y [ H~SP;ERIA 

s.i.n~rno1,diM Loul Hi£.hw:.y IGFlAND mi:RAC~ 

Sa., 6t:lrr.ard1no tAr~ EltllftlA.RDINO 
local Hig!-.wa..,. COUNTI 

5ari Bcmudl,,.:'I toc~t,;,g_i,w~\I i~.;~~RNMDINO, 

San Bemar,;lino lLo,:.a,I HljhW.a)" !ONTAlllO 

iS.111 B"rnardlrll"l lbt.!.IHi,p;~W.l'I' 
RANCHO 

C:UCAMOf4GA 

'>~nkrn.-.1dln0 il.OG.11 Hig~w.a\' IOrfiAil!O 

'>ankrn.udino LDC~I kl&~W.lli)' 
RANCHO 

CUCAMONGA 

San fkmnrd1r.cr, ILooll Hi1"1"rw.-i.y !ONTARIO 

S.ari il,:,,•n~-rdiM Loal H•shwa.v !Or.lTA~IC 

I 

I 

's~ i--. 8.-,,r,a.rd ino lolalHighwav ONTARIO 

S.anElll"m.irtlinr.i Lo..~1Highwi!V IMONTCCA,R 

Sar1~tnardlno l.xal H:lg:f'iwa"\I ~mNf.C:lAIR 

S3n~mardlno Lor.al "Hlg2iw~v VICTOiW!llE 

!.an Bun.ardir,o loa!l--li~t,way Vtt:TO!l\lllLE 

Sa.nBern.ardir,o loc.)tj,ji~trway VlCTOFIVlll-E 

':5;i,0B~rn;i,rdJf",o Lowl Hi,fltrway AD~LANTO 

iS.~n5em;ir~il'IO LocalHi,ctlw.;,v AOEI.AN10 

S:lnl¼rnarclOroo Lrn'..i-lHi,ghway AOHA:NTO 

L~n Bem.irdino Loc:al H•ghw.aiv 1-i[SPJ;IHA 

IS.n~mi1rd:1r.o, loc.alHiir:hw.,.y MONTC.l.A!fli 

l~n~m.i,rdi@ Loa,HlJhWil!,' MOlflCLAIR 

1:5ar,&ll"rn.llrdirio L.ix.i(Highwav CI--IINO 

is~n.Betr.atdinc LO(afHighw~v CHINO 

Sa-1\~rn.ardl"o Loc.arHighw~V' CHINO 

SanBt:rci.a.rdii,ii localHighwilV' DNTARrO 

S...,n~Ml;in;lir1o!) lt)¢:11 H',CC-.w;iv (1-i.lNO 

S..n 1:11:rn~n:l•JN l«;"ll H"~;"I'( ll:£1JLAN0$ 

5;;m Bew;iirdioo VX.,l flf&MViJV GP.ANO IT/!:RACE 

San Bc«';i,~100 loc;il H:igh-w,1)' ~l>iTR.PIA-CE 

5on Bcm~fll100 UIUI H111h.way 

liiln Bem;miino l..cwJlt\"if.'rr.\'1,iiy 
SA.i,,f 6EFI.NAAD1NO, 

COYOf 

14,!,070.S:5 

:.:iA012U 

4ACll.1&3 

4120140 

4M7Bl 

4Mn,n 

4A04:2l./l 

141201&1 

4-Glll.17 

4120-150 

4A0421S 

4A04216 

4AOHH 

4A071Bl 

4M1276 

t.MlH1.~ 

'1.A07:3.3EI 

4.A07J.77 

41:l.~ 

ti.1200(;:l. 

,U:l.0051 

4~0116~ 

4.11.0)lOl 

IIA01U:t 

il.l\07329 

4.1167172 

4.1101041 

4120141 

4U:il'Hl7 

11Ur,17!: 

4,Q,D72-8,~ 

4A-Oll46 

4A~O"/"I 

HOJ2{,lll 

~.;_-~ 
~- ~ 

SOUTHERN CAUFORNIA 
ASSOCfATIONofGOVERHMENTS 

M,:,rrillA~ 

Merrill ti,.,,.,, from 

Grol{e Aw,• to 

M,llr-enA.v,e 

[H~!TlllCf.Avt] 

ltr,;,m -2 t-o.d 

l.!.rn,:!, 

Cherry 

Grol'e Ave 

Mosquitll St IT,:i_p~tAI' 

(:ijt-;iwb.i, 

Milli~,er, Ave 

M~pkA~ 

Mithi11,1n St IComn,ef<~ Will"/ iV~r. S41r.e-ri-

Miclw,:1~ /1..venue 15-1-1 1-ll/N 

Mill Pep1•u,.rAv 

IMilJ Cree~ A Wt 

fromEli!fE'rst!Je jm .. enilc:11!!, 

to er.:11e,;vr 

SH247 

M-e:.rid1.iti 

llell&raTo'e-

Mille-rRd flfW<mda Avetojfo~t 5t 

M<lli~o;l"IAY 

Millit~n.Avc 

MilM,'!!!l'IA'Vt>. 

IHarnr1-1HAve} 

ic.O,i1;;rio iui~ Angeles) 

Stl'I St 700"South 

1:: ~~~.:~~~ IEd1~on Ave 5.otvi.rriiu 

frQm2tof. 

bne; 

Millikt!nA1~ 

[.Har1u1erA1'e} 

fromfllvE;"rhfr• 

A,r~ tc Edt,on 

A.Vf!ftom:J:toll: 

l.a11e~ 

.i:wersid-e Awt lEdi·rnr.Ave-

Wiilleri. MemllAvr:: from Cl-i.tuy A~to Ci:ll.i1wb,1frum l lo4 r~.,,~ 

Wider, Merrill Avrt from 6•"11l' A~e "to Mill1k1cn Av,: {H-o-mni:-r A~el !r,;om 

2lo4 l.11n<:"!. 

Widen from 1 ui ~ 1.an,e:i.,e~~hdir 

Widen Mi<;hr&~n ~I -lrc:,m WTimer,;;e W.iv ~11,;I: \/~n Bur~n SL from 2 

L:mes LO 41111'1C~ 

P~vc Dirt R,c;i.d 1 IJl"I! in nacti drr.cct\M 

Wid.-n Mill Imm f'<:pp"r to M,_,.,ii.:l,a<1 fmm 2 lo <1 l!l'lcS 

Wide-n MilE Cre-el: A.11e 1rom ;l:i,,ierside 10 Bel!~r;i·~e J-t,, lane a 

Wkdec, Mi1~r Ad flr:l rn Eti .. '~!1da A\/1' to E.MI St rri11M"r 2 to 4 ~M! 

Safe~\' !Jp(lra,,;le (lowOi;,~i,;ml, Gr;,,;lc ~p;;,..,flo;w [i,lg.h O;,ICa;ml·Wld,;,n 4! 

61dl'IC5 

Widen Milli~,en //<.vor:: from S.t.h$t co 700" ~outh (~c~tsldor::) 

wld~n M.llib!n Ave fH;mn~r Aw,,l fr~ Ediwa Av~ to S. City Limit! 
r,omlta61ir~~ 

W1dE;"ro Milli~O;'n Ave (H~m,.~,A~,;>) fr-i;,m itill,er~id'~ Av~ lo fdi~l)n A~e 

frail'! 2 to a l.11nt:~ 

Mi,i.iiori llt.r.::I IBe-ru.or.Av Mi11ikel"l Ao;e IWJdt>..ro Mi~-1;ior, Btvd from fl.,11,....r-, to- Mlrliken hom 4 to 6 IJ nil"~ 

Mis~kmlll>'G 

1rrom C~l"ltral to 

B=•~nfrom4 

to61.a.nei. 

Mls~ion!lll'd 

1fro-m LA c,ounty 

C-eritra1 tle-M.Dn 

IU"t. tc Pipe Line-I LA Countv l'"''" IPI~ line 
from2106 

l,i,n.t~ 

Widen Mi,;;ion 6~d from Cli"lllril li:i tlE!ns.in from 4 l.i 6 t.;,rw, 

Widen M,1.,ion !!Nd from lA Cou!"lt)' line 10 f'ipe Ll,n~ from 2 1.i- 6 lant1 

MoJ~ve Dr 
IOOO't./o El IAt l'<lwt,; lirii, lwad<:<'I Maj:i.v.- Drfiorl'l lOCICl' c}oa!JEv~,k, Rd IOA1 FOWCt Linc 

El'.ii:lo Eld IE-o~mel"ll IE~semel'lt from~ 1,:,0 la11e~ 

MoJ;a.v.-Dr 
1190',Qfc US- IAt i'owl!r Line · IW!der. MoJ.ave Dr from ll!lO' e/ U:S-195 Le.Al f'(!w-er LJn.e--Easeme,it 
~!l:> E~ili!mell"t From 4 to6 r.ne:~ 

Moj.iveDr 
IJ1.m w/o (..:i,h-alt I At Power line IWJden M.ojavl;!: Dt f;om J ... ~1 w/tJ Lcihlt All t.i A1 Pow tor Un 11: r.-. ... 1!-mrtn 
Rd Eii!ose-men1 !rom o'I toli l.al1e~ 

iMioj~vc- Drive IMt-er fiid,,ird$.On IWic;len Mol'3VC" [lrlvit frgm M1cr 11:1 Ricl,;i,rdwn 

Moj~ve Drlv.a ~Rlch-iml~Ofl Rd lllmin,o: IWlC'.len Mcjav~ Ori11~ fr~m m,11~rd"1n l,:i L!!S$ing 

Mo1Jve0rh1~ ~US-~'95 

Moj;i,vi.iS~ 

MciRtCViSUA'lt! 

i.ro-rn P-h~1iFI~ 

l-15 

Aa:~r iWJd"n :t..101av~ Dd111': frllm us-ns. to A!.tt:r 

Ma~i,:,Av IWiden -lrom 110 2 l<1n.:s e.;Kh di, 

m,.,d to StMt>. St ff'h1ri.ps 8rlld Jst.:ite !i.t w,den Monte-Vis1.-. Avie frnm Phil1ip, BM."!:!" Stall!- "i.1 from 2. to 4 la.-...1 

lfoml10-.o\ 
~i,(!J 

Montre-Vi~t.a, Aw. 

(rMJ. 5.an 15.Jin Bi:m;udir,o-
~,WQr(liroci St to ~t fAm,wHwy l

'Wid"11 Ma~t"Vi~t.:I I\,;" hom S-;tn~rri-;m::i11K1 S.ttoArrcwt-iwyfrom4 
t,),fi.la.m:}: 

Anffl'II' HW\I fo:,m, 

l-4to6l.i-,1u 

Mountaih /ll.v llk:ktrlorl!' 

Mo~r.t~lrt A.>t Chino 
~ 
[diiOrl 

Wide,nMrn.mtai.n.A,renu,: fro,m 11:i\:l::mr.ire m ~I f~o 

iWidt<n M-ount~I.-. ftoro Ct-.lno tc ~d1,;-ori- rm-m 1 tc4 lJ.rtll'J 

Mi:iurot;ilrr, A~ IPtiil.-idelphia SI lllivef'.llde Dr iWidenfrom.2to 3. lane~ cJ<hdir 

Maunt.ilnA"'" le~~~t 

M~rtt.1lr1 A"t< ISch:w-f"r Aw-

Mo,,111.t;iir.Vi,ew 'LI.IJIOll\la 
IAw 

Ba.rton Ftd 

tJlt vernQn Av lea r..il s, 

Sixtti St 

E"dCIIOn 

IWlden 1mm,; lo 61.ilne~ 

jWicfon.Mo1.11r.1ainA,re-fromSeha-ef-erA~ ~~is,or.Avefrom2 to4 
l,,Jnc!.1, 

San bttn11.rdir.o t:-::~:~:::~ri Vio:w Av= fro"' LlillO~iii!o lo ~ill'l llem.prt;lin.i JrQm l. t,,.:;: 

700' n/o Mj'11ln.,jWfde-n M: Verr;or, A>t from "Bar1onc P.ci: 700' n/o Mim,r.o, St from 21:ane~ 

St ho41o.nes. 

North City LimitflW,0:e-r, from It-ti ;i 1.a,ne-~ enhdir 

M1Vo:tt1QdA11 ll.;I (.:irl.,r,,a Dr jl·:US iWiden h,:,m l l~A l;"lno:,. it~d.dir 

M! Vitw llhomp'.'ll"ln Pl IE~ctrir. l\v Wid"~11MtVil:!WAve from Th.;imia">Qr1i'lrlll e1~r~Al'l;from:t104 Lan,:, 

Ro.adw.ay Segment ITr:anlilt Scj::"ment! 

R1,iut,e Nam~ """" Fmm To Oe5Crip~1'Jn Ulrtini:l,..an'!!i lPmpaRdl11n!l"i 
Aclc'lltlonall),et..,il~ 

£.;:i-n Corifig: l lan~ Ln e:acl'i d1rei:1ir,n 

E~i-i;tCQ,,fig: 

hi5t Cori!~: N'a eJ11nin._g (rrusine: i"lt tMis locilti,im 

&i:st Coo1fit;;: r-10 roJdill'J.\I e~i~ts 

f..:1:st Cor,f,f: l l~n~ >n e..w:J-1 <Jir1?tlmn 

(~inCo:ifi13:: 

~L1stCr;i:ifig: 11~m: c:;id, 1:hot(tior. 

u:,.i.t Crmfill;: 1 lant ea,ch-d,r~,tia-ri 

b:i-:;tC011fi11:: l b111: t:~ch directior. 

Z l.:illl'~ i"'l::.a~n ,;lir,ectOcm 

b-1:st Cor,f1i: 1 Ian~ ,n -i:-il,;;h dir1?,r1ion 

2 lanes iri t"adi. direci:ior. 

fri-:;tCcn1it:' D,n; 11~,;I b,;,-lw~l'rl 'iiH 1S& S-1-t ~t..7 

bistConfig; l jan.e e~th dlr~ctlor-

2 lane:s i11 or::.a~h dfr-ect1on 

.Zin.e;i.c;~C11rectt-on 

11.;meirieul,direction. 

j2 l-c1m:~ ln ,e.il<h dor..,ction 

J l.lne i-n. cad! direction 

I.ii l~n~i inea~t, dire~tiDfl {Dl~I 

1tli$t Ccnti,s:: 2.Ja.1u.1 rad1 direction 

3 l.lne !r.co-~ti.c"ireuion 

3 l.i11e lro !;"a.th direction 

E~ist Coof;g_; 2 Ian~~ c;icl'I dircctilm 

hlstC:on.r,.s.,2~ne:,eJ(tidirHlion 

Exist Con.lis_: 2 fanci. end\ dir,ectirJ., 

W~M frnm 2 Ct> J ,anes; 2 Ill each .Jir!Cli"n 

IWNiro trom 1 to A l;niae~; l ii--. u~h clir-Ntlon 

,Widen from 2' to.; !;!inti!.; l ln each dlrK1io11 

Exl~t Cor,ll_g: EwE~ling dirt 

i lii!M! ir> rti>dl dk,eqi1:11'1 

ll~~ ici.c:..Kh dir-1:Q>0n 

ExinO;ml,g:1 lili,,e e.iai. dOrl!"(.tiOl'I 

~n Con!}(: 1 l;a:f'lt c;iU\ direc.tlon 

hisl Col"1fig: 2 li!!m5 e.1crl .-;!1rection 

21.inei ~r1,1!,1-tl"1dirtt1iori 

3 li.n!tt t-ota1 • 1 Ofl east dde ,orJy 

f)(l:!il Cor1frg: 1wo lane! SOYLribll'Llnd/1 h""" n<:irthb-olJnd 

UlslC0<1lig:two l;uiesso11tfib111-11nd/llaM .-mtthbound 

fxjn Conf~: 4 L.i,n~_:!'JlaE.r Anl!(-ial Str,e;r::I 

Ex1'ilC.r.mfig::lla.ll!!t:athrlirN,li()fi 

!ITT 

Bakli~ 

I 

Model List 
DRAFT DECEMBER 2011 

No!!twark 'fHr~f>~Jed Complt=llo r, EM 

1001 I 2011 zoi_. 20,s .rnzn 21'.li.3 10:IO I :tOli 

i 

' 

)( ! 
I x 

! :..'. 

X t 

X i 
l 

1 ' 
I , 
I X 

i 

i 

I 

~ )t 

X l 

' i _l 

I 
! 

I X 

! 
X I 

I 

X I 
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~9~~~~~3~~;~ RTP 
0;,1,1nty S'(item 

Sll11 B<!1".Mtdine1 Lrn:alHi,ghw.ay 

5a,i Elemarci;no i.oail Hi;i;t>.w.av 

l.c=t1d.A,gen.t-Y 

~/lfSfRl,IAROJ"-!O, 

01YO. 

~,'1,N"Sf:RliA.RDlr-.'0, 

(J1"0F 

4A072l! 

'1120190 

!,;tn &1,r1.~Hl,no !toe.ii H,i;gC.w.av j6AANDT€Fl'IACE j200808 

I 

:SanB,im.a.ri'.liri-0 jLocal.l-ligl"lw.a.y •* 2003Si!i 

FTIPlb B.!:gl"PM 

'"'"" 
iooasEi 

l:n,;IPM RQ..,t,: N"mb,;r I l!ol.rlr liamr 

MtVlewl',,v 

MrViewA,ie 

MT. VERNON 

IMT.\1[11:NON 

!-BRfDG:E 

1,10 

Rail\vay CrmsinG 

DM«lpti<ln 

S:in 8efnardir.io IW1~e:n Mt View Av ftorn 1·10 lO ~n Bern.ardino A11 ~rom 2 [I'.! ti lane~ 

i{WESl51DEON'l'() 

'Wi(le,n Mt View A-v": at r.,1lw.1vcr,;,a•,i-11,11 lrom 1 to.r. l.,1"1.e,, ire,l~d1.n,g ii;i1 

1mpro.1111:.mcnt~ 

MT VfllNON t..VO!, 1N~D£Nl"1G -WIDEN Hl:OM 1-~ t~NES 

tmRTHEOlJND FR:OM AAV~N VJAY HJ 'PJCO- ST .. 

llo1.1tf!-Naml' 

MT\'ERNON 

Mi. VE.FINON 0l'1IDGE OV:ERUP-RoR.-ON MT. \l'E.RNDN AVE. FROM ~M" IMf. VERNON 

:ST TO t,100111 ft:AM>'. WIDE~JNG 0~1DGt: Fl:iOM 2.--11 lAN£5 lv\B8l BFIIOGE 

~O~W'l'\I' Se~Cl'l! Tr.in1lt&e!illO:l'ltl 

l!!-nglJr ,~m ,, D0C'ip!io11 U:itti111.L.1nK IPraposiNll...l!llliMI il.a1Jtr 

?!CO WIDl;'H FROM 1-2 1.AN"E"S, 1,l/El 

"'' M"ST. 1-Hl- OU RA.MP jWIDHt nRftiG£ FROM 2-4 LANE.So 

Adclttloll.il uet..iils 

h!st Cce,f,.g: l Li><>t e<!th .;J ,ro::clicm 

1 inc~cii diTf(.[ron 

RIP 

BaRlln.t 

Model List 
DRAFT DECEMBER 2011 

t.l!!twark. Year Jfl~oj~ Co _m_!.et~n 8-vJ 

,.., , '"" I '°" , ,.,._1,.,01,m I '"" I "'" 

X 

' l 

X 

);;in l;.em~ra;lin-i;,, IWUJt Hi!;_f-iW!':!'_ jFONTA."1'- l-4A0...:10J '.1r.1ul::Jo,i1'_ jru;uc'.J.'IA>J ~lo...,, A\/ iWirlo,h f{OM 1 to2 lu,t~ ~.t(i"i dir hi~t(o1"1fig,l.la11e-ea,~,clirE-ai,a.n ~-----f~---r- I j I !----f---1 

~nll,em,1rdin,o, ILocalHigf-iw.i,,. lFOIHAr.t;,. 

S~l">Berr.ndi,n,a. llaa,I Hif,flw.i)' J-FONTA~,9, 

~a,,5'::m.:irdim;t Lou.I Hii;hw.:iy 

S:.r,iktl'l:!!idm.:i L<x!l Higllwar 

S:a.11 !l@nu;diri.o Lo~I K1t;hwav 

$~ r1 ll,:;.u,dirm LQc;I Kia:i,;hway 

S:.r1Berri<111:lil'\0 Lot.ii Highway 

S.~ri Bernan:=in.o Lo~I Highway 

I 

1
5,!,.N ElfltNAflDI NO 

COUNTY 

~'[C'fCRVKL..I: 

I/IC10RVllLE 

VICTORVILLE 

VICTORVILLE 

IAP-l'U \fALI.EY 

S.~ri BernM4ino l~o.:alH1&t.way !RfDlANCS 

~il(I ae-m,m:!1110 Lixal H·•ghw;-,y 
:SAN ernNAll.011<0, 

iCITTOF 

San l'lemarod,no ILm:;.iCH18}1way ]'iUc:Alf>A 

l-4AC~11':. 

l~AO?VL 

l<1G014io 

i4ADJ.i!.39 

4A"Olll9 

4t,:a1ms. 

4lW2~5 

4/l.07011 

4/l07H~ 

4NJ70'il~ 

4A07041 

Mu1Cu::r<!' l"'alkrEII 

Mu1ben'/ """' jh.n\lp;;i 

N.a.tOcmal•t.a.il~ 

r,i.a,1conal r,:.;1~ 
Hwy 

N.a.l~r1il"fui11 

Hwy 

N.a.tlon~1 f;:a,ij1 

Hw, 

h1;1tloriolTr:a.il5 

""' 
N,a.v;,JQRd 

~lOrQGr~ml,: 

Gra.dcScp 

Moj~'tt 1t;,,,e, 

M01i1i,re!l:ij,,ol'• 

Moj;J,'J!'Fl:ij,,oe1 

I0,6l mi rt./o Air 

t,,._p-rc~~w~v 

5il-11:1 

S,.1,II B1"rn.udjm:i- iWtdtri from 1 to2 l~ilt~ .e:ad, di< 

" 
S,1,nl~Am1 

W1do1-11 

iM~lb~rrv Me r,om JtJruti;i,Avl' to S.:mtJ An.iAvl' w,deii r,om 2 to 4 
!taim,>s 

undcl'j'.IJ ½ from fRcpl.!Cc G(adt. Se~r.:.;.1011 a,id widt..;. und~rp:.i!.::. f>OM l·'i ,~,.,.,~ 

1.6n1i . .i/o 

M,c,jar,reJi1y~r 

t-1'5, 

w;der1 Na1rei11o'II Tra,I, /-lig~w;.v froM McJ;r,·t ft111tf ll'l l,li fl'li. n/o 
Moj.1,..., River- l to 4 t1mes 

Wlde-n Jforn l to2 l-i1M~ tl.is~~ d•r (t1,::i1t: 011~rlap~ RT1P11S6D88l.oi10 from 

A" E~pwv 101-151 

Wld'NI N.tl1or,~I TrJII~ tlJ13.hw,ay ll.rld,£1'! OYCI Moj~uC ilNt-1 &".:10,rcpl.:.ce 

e~i5tJ·n_!_~~~:!!e6' ~41; 

i.u mo. n/o Im jWicr,rn N;u,cri~l lra1l1 Kwvlr,;,m O.!il mi n/oJm lc~~re-~~wa~ 10 i nm,. 

E~ f!/o Air E~pwy 

Th'--'hcle-r~ircl ild jWicfun N.ivajo Rel f<oh"oSR-1:8 lei n,un,fo;f,;;d l'lcl from~ 1o 4 Ian.,~ 

r-ile11Ju:la st LLJ,iic,-,iaAwc j?2ilmcll<l Wid:rn Nt11-1,,faS1 rr,o.m LLJ~Of'lll'lAYcto r:.imcu.:i f;am l t.:a -4 lani:~ 

N,ew Ulormedi:ir l~rd 5-l 

lo.a~ Gle-r,, ~ti ICot.Q.radoS.t 

~tli-:U ll.uild oi1(.0t111t=cta; raad b'.!!wcl!!n 3:rd'S1 a,;d .S-Lh:St fflloM01o 4 !.l,n.e::r. 

IW<,cl",eri,O.al: 61e-r, ~d from Wlor11..CO St~oC,.,s..., Ell.;mea~ Jl,11,:lrom l 10 4 
l'.:ua,!Uail~ii.A.1111! 

l.ane~ 

f~i:lt Ci:mfie~ 1 l.a11e -eac~ dke,1i!ln 

l;risT <;aniig: I Id"" ,,;,ell <'lirt:~llo-1'1 

21.!l'IC~ ,l"le~ dirMio~ 

biJt C,;mf,g: 11am, c.ac:h dirtctiotl 

l:ri~t Cen!ii;:; l 1.,.,,.. c.id1 -dirdl1(H'I 

(~i~t Con(is: 

2 ir1ea,i;h direction 

h;~t (oiltig, 11.ane in e-~di. dirKCicm 

hi11 C,::i,ifig~ ! t.;me ~acii dfr,mS,;i.n 

1 inea..:h clire-ctiori 

:E~ist Con fig: 1 l~r,e, i:lilth -0:irec:ti,;m 

s.,n lk:rri;;,ro;Jim;1- Lo~I Hi_&l-,.v,py AO~V,,NT(l .:inom,~ a Olr~r'ld~r MlH ~aughtinj:f;d Wid~n Ole.J.n.de, t,.:iro Aner LO C;1uehlin Wide11from2104 lilrrii!:i; 2 in l!achdi.rl!ction 

San ~r,n;m:foio- j_,:i~,11 H'Shw,1.y ADElANTO 4120064 0 Ole-e11d,r ~Cl,. Adel~nlO R~ W1,;i,:: .. Ole-a.11d,:r from ~CL (o-.Ado.:lant<>Rd Wil'l!f>1 lron1 l Lo 4 lan.e:'i; 2 ine.ith -d1lt1ttior1 

San IW!m.i,«:li,io ~cal Hi,shwJY CAL "HlANS .:IJ\07l'97 a OINr, Slrc(!t :~w, ~=~~= ;~:; ~~i:~:~:~t foim OOOIM w, J.ad1-0n e/DOOJM w, Rancho Av~ Ws1 Co11!it;: 1 l.lne a::;,~i, a;lira::ct11;m 

~itfl 0emar,;li11.i JL;;c;;il Higllw~y jO!.ITARlO 

S_,ar1 Be~i,_:,,_r_dino ____ _JLoc.!i!_tliJ.1~~~1 ,jREDLANOS 

S~1"18~1roid11Ul 11.n~a• Kig~war iRHJLAND~ 

iSari 81!:1nardln.o ILD~I Hl1nwa11 I REDLANDS 

~~n fli:rna.rdSno 11.ntall Kigf-iw;,\' !1tEOLAN'1S 

~~I\ Selnli.tdLnO !Lo-cal H~g-~~~)' jREDlAND~ 

bn ~m,ardlno ILoail:Hierowav j\llCTORWLlf 

s.an Sem.:irdl11ff ll~callil&llWay IVICIOFWILU: 

s,,,.., 6HNrdlt10 ILo("al Hi&hw.av JKtGHlANO 

5.;m&emijl/lJlno t-oc;,1,IH~hw,w 

S.ari l'l~rna1dit,~ lMllil HighwAy 

~.a,,i Eh!tr1~1di~o Lo.-..:.1 Mighw,iiy 

KIGHI.AND 

SAN llERNMCIINO, 

CttYOF-

k!GlslANI'.> 

So1r1 l!trn.t1diria j lo~JI nigl-iw~y !SAN.BAG 

IS.n llema,dirn;i IW'-'11 Highway !ADELANTO 

IS;n. !l'(!rn.:i.;rlir..o !~al Klghw:1y !ADElANTO 

Sall Bl!rn.utbM ILoeal ~lgl'iw;iiv jvrcrnRi/RLf. 

iSa.n. El.crna,rd,ri.o floQol Klghw.ty IADHANTO 

!Saii Serna.rd'-11.,o, ll~l H;lghw~v IP:€01.ANO'i 

~n-B-trn.nclino LocalH11hway 

5.ank,rn;nrdltio Llx.lilHle:hwav 

~n&M"n~fdlna lMalHlghW,l'f 

:S:.n Befn1«l1no- locillHighw.-.y 

~n 8«1><11,rdino loc:alHii:;hwil<'( 

Sanfluriafdlno localHigrl~ 

San fle,--n1n:l1nfl lot:.I Hig,hw.i,y 

San a,,,,rn.atdiiio- L.oc...lHi&hWoly 

S.,n flern.;m;jio,o Loo!Highwai, 

S...nllernil.--di"~ ~tHi_ghwiLir 

RIALTO 

RIALTO 

RIALTO 

FIIAU-0 

I~ 
-sANibERAAltDINO, 

1crrvo~ 
$AN et~N'ARDJNQ 

1COUUn' 

CHINO 

'CHINO 

'CHl,-J"O 

S.an krn.omljOQ llllQI Hi.e:t,.w.iy jCHINO 

l~n &,n,ndir.o IL=I Hi_ghw~y jCHINO 

(l~,12111 

4120li'G 

t1A012'ii! 

tiAOl.247 

Al20I71 

4A010!:4 

I\AD1l00 

4AOU't3 

4A07.i75 

ill\.01:3,11,!I 

;,MJ,71.;.7 

l-'lA07J.23 

iooaa;;o 200850 

1.i:1110067 

l.!l1200ftft. 

l4A0702l 

14120065 

l4A07iS.II 

14A07068 

t1M1n6S 

tlll'OlS'E 

4A07ZOO 

4J10H2 

,U.,1)1]98 

4A0127B 

l4MJ19t 

4A0129:3. 

4.AflnE.9 

4.AA;t104~ 

14A01043 

~< ~ 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
ASSOCIATION of GOVERNMENTS 

Oiit:itiOf-1-tt:llrr.a 

nA,,,~f,n;irn 
AN~r!ld~Or !L"! IF!.N~~~id~ Dr. !El.~llfJi!VC 

W<den. OntariaO-h1:llman A,r.i lrarn fl:Ne-1':1.ith, Or 10 ll,:tlgra,.,11; frnm 2 lo 4 

l;nr..c:1 
Bellg,-~.-e k,a.m-2 

O~<l'n_!e St 

Oran€-eSt 

O@n&cSt 

Or.in11.,..ijr 

'Oraii1est 

j0UijWi1St 

Ottawa st 

P.acificS.I 

P.1fr,1Av 

P,a,rmAv 

P,;,lmll'.' 

PALMII.V£ 

ITI-G Luxoin~ /we jWid1cn o~;,n~! f,r;i~}O t~C1Jn., live from i 10 11 l;m,e~ 

L-ugcmi~Ave 
&.i;; s,..rnmlin~ jWJderi 0fJ"£"'S.t irnm L1ago11ia Aw:to 5.JJ'i 8trnirdmo A~·~ lrnm.2t,o~ ,,. lilflf;!$ 

l-l'iC1ncer A.lie IN.City 1.im;1~ jWido:-r, Or;,11ge 5-tfr11m fiQ-fle1;r Al't"W ,1, C.itl' lcmiblr"Jl' Z lo-1:l l~ncS 

1 Pmoee-rAve 
' •• $.',n e~rn:.rdll"la I . 1w1d~r10;a,;,gl!S.tl1.:om S.ar.&crn.,.rl'ilr'M'l'A"Jtb't Pi.'.lr,rctAw:. r,om 2 to<i 

Aore bin1a:, 

'colto;iA'I Lu,1011i~ Av Widen frr:,rn 1 to ".i l.ir1t>$ ,;i:,1.~h o'ir -.:~ltran~(5-("'" Ro~te 38) 

il--l!l-1.(Jeri.a Ftd l1ndu~tria1 illvd jwldu.om,waS.lf;s:imH>'.!lp,,!ri.a Rd lo 11,cl1.1Wial !ltvdrrcmoLa'I l•r1-et 

M.a.til]'.I;;. Rd IOllawa Pl IWidl!rJ OttawiaS.t f;om r,,Uflla.i~a fidfoOtt.lawa Pl r1om(! tc 4 lani:~ 

2 IJ:>l~ wfoCcl!l- IPatmAve jWidcri frcm 2 tc 41.:ine-s 

3fd St 8,;i~el<ne 

C*llfllvc! 1-115 

flacir1<:II.Y~ Jl,tf.anti~A"e 

Wid,enfrorr. 2 ,0 4 i~ne5 

Wider. p_,1m All rl"l)rn C~J(m l'llvl;i 10 l-2l5 frc,rn Zto41arie5, 

Widen P.iltm f,y,: from ,'.acifa: 5-t !c Atl.amic A1te ln::,m 2 l;ine~ 10 .ii h•nu. 

f'ALMAVf..-GRADE S.EP-AMTION. l'AlMAVf. . .APPR(l);. S3.D' S/01-2:iS 

PALM AVE. l~lrRCHAN(i,f TO Afl"PROll. uso· 5/0 CAJON .B;LVD -
CONSTI..UCl AT bftJ\O[fU'l ~EPMATION • BrnU>BF<IDGE 

OVERC:RO:S.SHIG 5EPAF.ATl!NG TRAFflC FP:OM IIR Cfl0~-SINC3 jNO 
A0DfCIONALUt."'ES12-2 LANES [061.S) 

Po1rmd~1e R.ll !Alter I Pi.1ch,uds-on W1de,n. P.alrr1dalE Rd from A,te-rt<i Rkhilrthll-11 

P.almtliile Fl" ilil.i~ll,Hdwn Fld I Ll.'~~in,g Widen ~jlmda~ Rd fn;im f!l~f-i.ardwn tu L.e~$irig 

P.a.lmt1~111 Fld !U.S MIS IHS 
Wicieii p.,lmdi!!e R-d f!Vffl US 39-5 lo 1-1.5 frum 4 to 61<ml.'i., 8.S I.Jne 

mi1i:5 

P.almd•1e R.d !U.S..l5S IAstet Wldel"I P..almdl~ Rd frOt'l'I US·:l~l:5 to Aitcr 

P~l.-ritt'° A'11i: ICa!i!c.r11i~ St IAl:iih,am,a SI IWldet1- PalMll!,ttO A~ f,orn ~llio,r;l~ S.t to Al.abam~ ~t lrom '2 tc. 4 tan.f~ 

p,.pp"r 

Pt=,pp,:i 

Peppe, Ave 

Pl'p~rAw 

r~psi~r A"! 

Per.ii Hjll ,>.iri!; 

•• 
P!u:,!atiRd 

Phil:,,:lelph<.a 

Phit.idel?h~ 

Philildclp!li,1 

Foothll! ~ft,110 IW11'ltil P.e:r,r;erAw. lrom F-il~tllill Blll'd't,:i.SFl•110fmM 2 to-41ant~ 

R.Ja.110 F-oolh,11 lwil'lctiP.e:ppt,rr..w. Imm RI.a.ho Ave.to R.olnm lllvdf;a.-ra2 to.:il~r\M 

N.T,e-r"ll'lrtlU~ flilit.l.a,o~ A1,1,e IWid,e,i Pep?Q>fA'f,e rrom N. Tl!M"llt.kl-> 10 liiihlandA.w. from 2 tool" fanes 

SIOW!r V~lll!'lf Wld.e:nPtfi,perA~ from S[Ollt-rta VMltvfrom 2 tali T.J,ne!lo 

l•lO Alt.Iii M;,ins./l Ref ~:::~ :.l"lll 11!:>,'Ul'ld f't:"jlp,e1 Avt ftoM 1-10 to AJuli M:.r.u Rd from 0/l 1~ 

:21$t~t ~a.drJC:~t Widen P~rrt-; KmP.;irt Rd from ZhtS-tto PMlfir~I from 7 to4 Cant"'\. 

Sh,: .. pC,..,.,i:IUl JB.aMVMi!c~ Rd W.dc,n. frnm 110 3 lanes e&:h dir 

£,.,~t End Av Jtfortc,11 Av!! 
Widco Phil&d,elphi;a, Av from ~an E,,,ct: (W 10 Nori.Qr, A~ !rom 2 ro 4 

"""' 
lo~ A.ngde~ Q:l I ~:.I End A11 

Widen P.hila,,Je1Df1Q Avfrorr, l,;i~ A11gel,ei; Oi to t:~:.t E"O -Av from 2 to 4 

""" 
1,."imon;i, I Monte Vim WlCeri Phila.d~phi,ii .Avfrom Fi:omo~ 10 Monte Vl5t.t from 2 t,o 4 lanes 

l'hitaddrillia,.St iCenmlAv Elt:n!OnAv Wldtr, from 2 to llanc~ eaci"! dir 

Phi~dt=!~hh'l St !LA Ul-llttc,y, Line ICtl'ltr.i.lA.., Widefl fo:im 1 IC l IMll:5 C,Kfl d,r 

2 lan'L"~ iri eili::"° t11,ec~ion 

:J. in..,.ac~diic,ttillfl 

2 in uc~ dlrcalo-n. 

1,lne:1d1dJ10,ctlo-n. 

12 in uc~ dirl!i:tion. 

J;,:i~t C.::,nf,~: \ ,~""" t"~ct,. ~;1N:tio,i 

E.~ist Confi,J: Ne"" roild 

fl:i~tConfia; "ltWfOi'\t 

bi~t C0nf1,11: ~ l~ne~ 

E'<1'5IC,;inli,g:21Mea 

Exi~t ((lnfi,g; l l~n!! c.;d'Hllll'UIOO 

e,dst(,c-nfi_g: 2:l~n.u 

Inf.a "'' of• ,,, ,,, "'' "'' 

l"/ide-n ft'oOll 2 tr, <1- l.anel; 2 In each direction 

W1deil from 2 tll'4 larie1; 2 In 'L"~dtdire,~ion 

bi:!.!Confl,!!: :l:lan.rJ -Nth Oirection 

Wideri l,om 2 to 4 l;.,~e1; Z Lfl ,:;~di direi:th'Jn 

hlil ~nflB: l li!ni!' ea.~h d'il!l!,Cilol'I 

U:i,acon1i,a: 

EIIJneonri,e.: 

l Jo NC~ Oir"C(ii,," 

l,);i'51CtJr,f'l!: Jjpr,~ E!,;1,~h d'ir'l!ctkln 

11,e-w corme-ctkm in 1.t:~1,0,u lh~l"l wi.dtning re~t 1 ,~oe In ttth dir«:rion 

Z 1nl.";,chdifet'ti(:ail 

Edil ConfiJ: I lilne ,ea,ch diteC'lion 

&i11 Cm•riB,: I l~ri,e each di-ettion 

hist C,or,.lls: l l;i,r.e ~ai;t, dir~ai.in 

Ui.!1 Confijg: 1 lime 1:.a~h dirtGiim 

bht Confi~:} rar,u eoch d1rectio11 

E,in0;,01fi!l::lla~e.i1chdC'ft:c1ion 

. 
j ~ 
i 

i • 

r 

i ' ! 

l • 
I 
1 X 

i X 

!' 
I X 
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i X 

I 
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?.Q'.J1;~8JJ RT P 
Cou.rity Synem l,.e;M:I Ag~..-.cit FltPID :FTIPlb hglnPM End PM Route Nurnbet l Rou1ie N~Mil!' F1om '" OeKl'lp!lon 

S~n ~fnard\n.o jLO.;al Hfttiw~ JAtifLANT(J 4120079 Ri<:~Gr.dwr1 IA.ir Expr"'ssway IE! M11a1s" Rd !Widel'I f:lid1:irdi;.on from Ail Eirpr,.s!w;liyt6 fl Mltac;;;, 

San !lt:H1Mdino i~l H1ghW.'i\' {ADfLANTO ,m.oon Rid1e,dwn IColui.a IOlund~r IWJd<'I\ Richard:1.011 I Mm Cofi;u to Ofea(ldl!r 

S~n Bem;irdirl(I jloc4! Hi,i,;hw;,1,v {ADl;l,Af,J'l"O tin-0018 ~i.c~r-dwr. IET Mi.r~.!e- Rei IColus.a Rd !Wid,en Rich;ird:5,an lrorn n Mir.lJ!." l0Cot~5~ 

Sil., Elem~n;f;n1;1 llor:3! Hi.ghw.a.; fi:i.oU/..NTO owoso flid1~rd,on IMaJ~\I~ Or IAir E~p•eViw~v IWiQen Ri~hi1r,;lw11 from MoJill{e lo Air E>:.P!"lil~a11,,,o,y 

'r...ra Bern-ard,-na loc..il H:i,gtlw.a.v iAOElAN10 R,d,ar,1£.nn !Palmdale Rd IV1<:1ci-r lwiden R,~hard!.On lram Palmd.i1e !oVK'!or 

San BEmard;na latal Hi,1;hw~y !111,uro 'IA[J'i;/.3" Rive.-.;1de !J.n,;uil lo,,dar lw;d.,,.. ifo,.,,,:.,J",,,A,re from'-OCu~tA\f!,' IGJ(....i".;;; Av" ffmi'I 3 IGJ 'l la(l.ti 

R~.i-dw.sy S,egffll!ni fronslt:iee_!.rnent 

~<:wteltiillm,: ....... iJ~ti;;tion hittill( U.nl!:J. I Propow,d Una I ROut,. 
Addl!lonal 0-.:t.:llb 

V,'iden fro ml 10 4 t.!lnes; 1 inearl'i diri!Clior, 

Wid;:n horn :l 10 4 ~ni:s; l in "2cl'i d1rM.ti0'1 

Wider. Imm 2 to 4 r...ne~: 2 ineacr. c!lre,tion 

Widfo.ri lrorn 2 to 4 rarn~s: l in ea,r. (,1Lrf<;t1c,n 

Widen lu;m 2 to d ~ne-~; 2 inl;!a~r. d>rettrnn 

r~ht Corilii!il: 

RIP 

sudiM 

l 

Model List 
DRAFT DECEMBER 2011 

Nlfi!twot:I:: Year (P'r<iJl!d "'1mpleUc,n 8'fJ 

20Di j 2C12 2014 201'8 lO?tl lll?J 2010 I llll!i 

J 
I 

-f 1.-,.w;..,, -{ j -+-~ ~ i . "''""' '"""I . . . E ~~~ ~~g~ ~--- ,A~~o.:.___ ___ -~---~- D "--~ ~~~~~11 Une __ ~or1hC:1r.,.Li-n:_ W,d.enlrom2.tolbn,e,:1-eachd1f ------f----~-----+----+----+-----------------+-----t---- . ----·---··-·-·--··--- ·~~~ 
S.ariBl!rn.udillO Lo,:.3\H1ihw3V lmA~TO I\AOlis.a O RJVen:idl!-A., 5ou1ti Citvllmi, ls1cri1erA.v Widui.irorn1~o3 bnne-a.ehdir \ lt:~ist Confi111: 

£,:iii Config: 4 l,.:,n1: l.·l~illf" Artr:ri,;,1 SVe,;1 

5an.f,l.em.a.rclino 

S.-.M Cl,em~nt,"o 

S.,m E'lem~ffi1r111 

Lo;;atHlshwav 

ux.alliishway 

' j.tlll.LTO 

jFt:tALTD 

l 
local H,~hw.ay jArtl'l.TO 

4/l.0125'9 &;:,"ersideA.i 

41:10187 ~,,,t:rsicl,eA,i~ 

~l2Dl81'l Rwer;ideAve 

V~Llll''I' 81 ri/,;, Sl0VEr Av IWide-n from 2 ~o 4 lane~ e~cil dir l,iote: o-;erlap-s RTW~5BDl1S0B• f>ijt Co,.f;g: 

G~lol!WI)' ~ l:u.a 
S-.an 11,ernardin,c, 1wid11m Rp,,,in.ide A"1! rrom Gate~v.ay Pla2;"i !a San B,,mardim, A~c from 

l\vC'. to 6fanl'~ 
3: ir,e:,di ditettion 

S.1e..-.iAve 1',,,ld'll!rll\le Widen R,,,.,,,1.lde A"'= foam Si,.a.a A"e taAIOettlvefrum .:I to 6.ta,1.,,: ~ iri,e.a,~1'1 t;lirectit'.ln 

l:!i.ii:iBemu-0,n-o Ux:al H(i;hw.ay icgf!jf!,@ -!112Cl117 0 Rwer$ide-Ave ~/::r">id~Count S.ant.a.Arn ll:iv~-r ~~~d:: Ri1•e11-iC~ Al/'t l1omA.it;,(01Jrit~ ~in.e toS..,nt;i.,.,~fli\l'E'r fH1m-!l I l lane in e-<1d1 direo;-tian 

!San El!!!mardino leical Hi,ghw.ay -IIUOUB O Rr .. er,;1d!l' -,ve S;mt•An~ R1W!!r A1<tJ.a M3n>ij Rd 3 lanll- m !!-:!1i;hd1f'!"("t10.:, ~ . _ . Wiclenl!i~e,,,,:l~A,,r,:ln;iri,"5-~"1ilA11-c1!1i~t"r\Q.Agv~M~n~i1Ri:,lfrom41~ . . . 

blanc§ 

Saro 1:1.r,rn.udi.-,o jlc,,:al f-ri,ghw.a-,· jOIINo 

~.a.n Re,11;irdir.Q !Loe.ii Highw.av jCHINO 

~n B-crn31d1no ILiX:al Hiil:hw,ay \CHINO 

S3116'a!m~rdioo IL~! l-li.g~w<1y jCJ-tlNO 

s~n ~r~1dinQ IL.:i~I Hi;i;:hm1y !CHINO 

S~ri IJ.er....,,,:lano l~o,.,I Higt.w.iv jCHlhlO 

S~ri fl<l,m;udiriQ !Louil-HiKf.w.iv j-cHJt,l(l 

S~n flern;m;linr;, (l)x:;;l! Higf.way jt;HmO 

San flc=rnardina j LAl-i:.:ail Highw;;iy fi::Hmo 

iSan Bemartll-oo !Lot.1.I Higtiwav loNFARIO 

S-an El!rnardil10 jL:Jc.al Wghwa~• jHESP-ERIA. 

S.an !l~r.-.aro:Jino jltit~I H,ghw:i.y [APJllf \rAlLfV 

S."rn Sc:rn~~!Ji,io ILoc~I lfighw:1~' fAPf'lf. \l'AlL('f 

~.'lri&?m.titi::l<no Loc~ll-fit,:f,w.a.y 

S.iri.B-ernt,,rdi!lc loc~lKighiwa., 

SAr.ll;ll'ftNA.IUlltllO 

COulffi' 

APPL( VALLEY 

4AD1D4fi 

t/AOJ;OU 

4A01Cl49 

4Mio~c 

41:iCJlDl 

o1rnu-01 

AH0103-

412010!1; 

"IAO/lill9 

~P.OU,6.8 

~MJ-:l"rn32 

l-o,0112l: 

~00:lilb J.00:3.15 

FtiV<!l'!.1cl.,Or jl!c-M<1nAv JMa,;11ali~lw IWido::.-ifroml(oll:!1"1.,:!l!"achdit 
Rir;~rside Dr jFernA.11 jf\Jclid Av !Widen rrorn lto 3 l;ine~ e~c;kdir 

Rl',,c11oide or IM.<Junl3in A~ jM~i;nuli~ Av lwii::lc11 fr(l.ml t~ :J lllflc! c~chdif 
Riversi(le Dr jPi_Et"l1n-e: !Fem A..., IWi<;!e" lrom;? tc-3 fil.,t'~t'~ch01r 

Rii.ri:ri;i\ill' Or jWcnCity ~imit-s j8e:isan /Ii.~ ,Wicl~n frorn2 tc J Ian~ l!c!1:hd;r 

Rive.r,:i,;le Dr !Ceri1r.alA~ jMt.>ii"'-ilin Avll! jW<di:., Rr.rer,i.ide o,lrom Ce-rilr;;,1 A.,ie t(IMc;,.,nU,ita A11 lt,:,m ~M Ii, l.;i.ri1c~ 

Rivel"$ii;le Or I Mo~au;n Awe !Fem Aw {Wide-r, f!i,,ct!ldo! DI' from Mocmt.l.iri Avl!= to fur, A.111' ftll<m :2 lo S lar-.~ 

Rivli:-r.;icte Dr ll'i.ielme lc,..,11r;,.I Av,: {wide" EIM!,sid°" Vr from ~iiJ-"lln"A""! lei c.,M,:il Avr. ~IJoli 4:10 f, l:i.l'lte~ 

Riv,enide Dr !WCL 

RM:.r!irl~ Dr 

from h:,lid Avt 
to M:illik,m A\lll' I E<.i did Aw~ 

rrn1112to4 

l.1m:,i; 

&00" e:/o !Wide" .;i~e,~id~ Cr from W(l ta 600"e/o R~i:e-rvinr A11i: !n,>m<'l lof. 
ili::s.eNi-or A.,,(!. I.a.nils {N. Sicfo: Only) 

M iJli'ken A'll<'l jWLdl!'n F!M!rdcl.e Dr lrom Eu did All<! kl MIUIU!n Avr't. from :?. tJ:l 4 IHl"I 

Rod:$pririgs Rd IGlemfal! Ave jE Cit\' Limits; jWld~ri lnim 1 {Cl 2 t.ar,~s ~.acltdir 

Rot.k:'SF)ri11gs Ftd IMoj~l.'l' Aivl!tCI lrlow~ RI'.! 
Wid~n FIO(~ Springs Rt.I fri,m M1;1j~.,~ Riv,i,r U-1 tJl. ,;.iowa Rit f;om 2 lri ,i 

l,1,i,e~ 

Rod: 'S~ririgs M I Gl1c11,:l:i,f,, Ave Mo;avt iUvt:I c:,-t;~::~::~~::;i n,:~ Rd fm rn Gli:md.ale A,,.,_ to Moja11" Fliv,;:r l'.:d fror,, ;: 

RO(ll" 5:l'RING,5 

RD 

Rcuridui' Wy cu1ll!I 

R[l(il: ~PRING~ RD. FROM o.;l.!i.M( E/06Lrn:DAL! AVE. to KIOWA 

f1:86 MIH:SjWl!lEN FROM i--4 LJ\NES 

Widtri Flc1.11"1d1.1p Wy from t;::l0w:.. Rd 1.6 Ce.itra1 Trom l lo 4 lane1 

£~i~I Corific: i Janl!S e~r.h ciiri:chon 

E~i1! Confi!I_; 1 l.1ne eac1' !1ire,t1c;m 

Lii1-1 CorsfiJ!: 2 l.nn"s cai::h dirc,c:tiori 

E~i~t Corifi!: :l l.;nl'S e,1.ch dire,1km 

E~i1-1 r;o,,r;,, ~ l"!ne~ c.i~h O;r1:i::tion 

31.ane '" e-achcE1r<,cticu1 

J lane in e-.id1od1rect1an 

l h1ne- ir, e:i,i;h di.reciion 

~ Ian;;:~ ,;m l~o,~h ,i;i._lE 

l I~~~ iri ~:,('h i;Jir,:0:.,ii,n 

b-,si Crinfi,g; l t.ant 1.-ir,ach-dir~tiol"I 

("l(iU C.c:inft11: l 1ane c~th dl,,ecl•ol'I 

~ lan~'!-11'1 ie-;uh d-iftltion 

ILOCr; :S;Pll:IN"G'S 'U!.i:i, MltE':i 
ROAO 

1:::N~~L~~VE l~•OWA WIDE"'11N-G 

(xi~l Ccnf,,g: l lart~ l"U.i'idirNh~n 

i ll 

1------l - """'."--4------1 I I I I · --JG-Oto3, [Alh.~mlno-1 (l'll"I< ',pot Wio:Jening jli;,wQpt1ori!, Gr.ad,;> Scp~r2,l,¢,1.fH1gh l)ption)Wlde.n. 2• 
0 !i,.,,r,An1on,,::,A.,, ,nOo1t:i.1r-c, 

..i!GolOtJi M:gr!,.,;;} ,j l~rie> 
53n B!!rnard;nd loc.alHif.hway ONTARIO 

I , 
---·-····--··-··--···········-···-····-···----·-·-·····-----------···--·-··-····----·-·-········-········-···········-·-·~·--····-----·-··+···--------+ ---··--·---t--- -1----r-··1·-··--r··;-

1 llln~i:n "'athd,rrctklon 

1Sat1 (1(!1narci1r,.o fL.o~alHighw;y jiilALTO 

IS;11n E'l,:tn~r<fml) jl..o(al Highw~y !.iEDLANDS 

;Sa" Berno1r-i:11~<1i lo~,11 H"i&hw~v 1~17:ll 
~ 

Sar, S.erriardi.no- jLoc:al Hi~hw.ay IREDL.ANOS 

Sao il-em~f"(l'ino- Lo,<11 Hig.hW<I\' ll~DLANO~ 

SMl"EL!rtl:'lidirao lori"'llrti,gl"iwi"'ly if{H.lTANA 

Sa.n :S"l"rna,d•rso LQ,,11 Hf&hw,1y f-O~TA.~A 

IS2,11 Bel'nJ.ldina Loca!Hithw~ REDlA.NDS 

1:a!'I Bernardino ~~IHie~w;,v ~ 

S...n8c-rn;srdu;Q ~IHiQhw.lY FONTA~A, 

5.an a ... rnarid,MO ll.O<'.Alt-lighw3Y l~IALTD 

5.i~ El~rn,anfai,:,. ILc,,:,1:IHigr.1'1.11y [flE:tllAND5-

S.a,r, Berruirc:Cino IL.oal 1-Ughwi!IV IREDI.AND5 

S.i.riSl;!t.n..at,dim,i. l(l(.31Hi~ltw"y 

S;nfl11,1.ti,a1djM L-oralHigtiwa"( 

~ 
l~N BERNA-IWI.NO 

COUNT,' 

l-"A07JDl 

i.,11:,012.1):1 

'4Ml0BD 

411.!1]2$2 

4A-07147 

4M,on 

.otAC,'072 

.ilADli:SO 

412011!} 

4A071~ 

tiADi'01!!1 

41.!017!! 

4AC1l40 

u2,u::m 

2ooa:1s 2008~> 

~...4 ". ~ SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
ASSOCIATION of GOVERNM£NTS 

S.~r, aun~ r.1,r-.ci IW~>-l City Limils IE.,!l Cil't' limit:!. i:i:~:~:ri Bern~td(rill frnm We.H Citv Llmil! to 'Ei"'lit Ory LiMit:i r'°m 2 

S-~/1 Bemar.ri:'11,o 1AJ:iba.ri1.;; S.t lc~1,f6trafa st jw1d~i, from 1 rti:?. Ian~~ ~;irh dit 

Satif:l(',rt"IMdin,c, ,, P--epperA,i 

5.ln Bem.iri;liric:i 1-Route 30 

Sat1Bl'rr,,1rtli-r>c J.11.li1Cl-ilm:si'.5l .,. 
s.in ~miiln;lilllJ !Alder Avt. ·~ 
S-;ir, B~rn~f-cEl.ri.o , 

C~e-nyAv,: 

'" 
5;mBem~•d11o1J1 fChutth,St 
1,~ 

IS:.n 8~rl\l'lltdiM 'Ct.l1Jf'ty l.imlt 
IAw 

5.lllB-em.i~ioo 1£tiwllrid3A~ 
IA,e 

$3n8('rMrdino IL.l.urelA'lf': 
llw~ 

Sari 8erMrd1no ':5!1-2:I-O 
IA.,e 

1

"5.lr, 8":!m;ird11'\0 lw;buh Av ... 
I-San Be-m.ardin.o ip..,.ppi!-r Av~ 

I
SAN 

ElfRNAflDl~lO 

AV~, 

M-eridi;i.nAv 

OranatSt 

R..-i;llilnd~0-1 

Lau,,...IA111: 

Fer.tan~ City 

l..imitslW.::illl-! 

jWaM!.l'IAvt 

fl.;snch-o ,II.vi;: 

IOir!r,yAvr. 

Wide-n fra;im. I le; 1 lane~ <a2>;;h dir 

Wltlc11 from I to 2 tar.Ci e-.;itO dl• 

Wli:lera "5i1:r> llerriilrc:llr,r.i Ave f~-1J1m-'lli1b~ma 51 tt>ll-elfl;mQ~ Crl 111,mi l-, 
(;[ai,..,:; 

Wid~n San 0.i!rnudtMi Ave r,omAld,e:, Avl?to l..akirelAvc from l w 4 

lme!lo 

Widen 'i.:iln Bema rdlno Ave trorn O.en:y Aliff ta Fonl:i,n..a City Linuf~ 

Imm 2 to.; lines 

Wid~r, San &rno rdll'ltlo t,.vr. fl'OM .(J;t1tth !";t to W.at.,as.11, Ave: !ron, 2 to 4 

l;sne~ 

Wld~ri ~n 8-e'rn~rdlr.oAve fo:1-mCOil,,ty umritoRaracho A11e from lto 
4lanes 

Wideri $,In B.em~n;llno Ave, from 1;:tiw.am:1a A11t, 10 Chi:,-ry AW!. f;om 5 IQ 

!iJ.a<11es 

IWirleri S~n lkr11.1rdlM Avr. from laurel Ai«. to R1;i,fto Cit,/ limit~ from 2 
.P.i;;llo Crfy Limit1 

1041a,no 

Q.-.,.ng-e ;St; 

IOpalA..-

ICourit'{LiMlt 

Wid:~n $~n Elem~rdfl'lot<-w.e !tomSfl-:noto Dr""-11~ St from 2.tc41;ri~~ 

li'lidnri San ~rnard[nc Av from Wab,nhAvto-0-p,a!Avfo:im 110 II l;;me 

VVideri San 13.!mardir.o Aw from ?epr,N Avc:t.o County Limit from ;z 
l~:rie1-1041~flot> 

5.IIN tl:E:R~ARDIN"O AVL ~ROM an:Ril:I' AV[. TO ~ONTANACITYIIMrTS 1:~:f':/1.RDINO 
(LIME Al,IE.}(1,:,ZS. Mll,E$j-W10EN'2--4t.AN'ES AVE 

' E.-lstl.':onfis, ' y 1 

Exltl Corit,g: I la n.o- eac!I dlr-ecticri 

I ~ 
! 

h(~l Ce-n.!lg: 1 lilnl:' !"a.ch dir~nio11 

I 
El•~, Con.Ilg: ~ line e<'~h dir-e('l.ion i X 

I 
h~t Cor1ng: 11,me ,...-.1,h -dim:tion I , 

hiEt i::orif1g:: J la.m, e.ach dit'E-Cl.ii'.ln ix 
2 In. "a~h i::lirttti<ln 

1 
2 ta,ie-s in E'3~h dire-(:lt'IJon ! X 

£..:in Conirig: 2 li"'lnM "a~h dir"l"ctlon 
! 

Exi5t tori Ilg: 11,me c-nh d;,c-(:l~ri 

i in, eillth directi.m 

l.l'IU(hd1111,tti0t1 

! 
2 J;;i,~-s !11 ~~h cll~wio., ' ' l 

FQN""fANACITY 

l.2SMllE.!i 1CHHHf'i A.VE UMfTSfUME lwmrnFF!OMl--4!.ANi.i 

AVEJ 
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Caunty 

! 
I 

S~n ~rn.ir,dino l..of;.a.l Hfghw~\' jMoNr(lAIR 

! 
i 
I 
J 

LaG.Jl Hi,:tiwa~ j-FONTMJA 

S.in Bema1dlno Local Hill,l,w:ay FONTANA 

s~11-BE:rni1rrJillQ !.,oca,l11ighway C::Hlr.'O 

'i~fl Bl'f"Hdll"l(.'I lo.,o.l H1ghw.l'I~ lv1CTOR\.IILH 
I 

L=I Hi,;hway VJCTOilVl~lE 

S:ar1 fit:!rrurdmc, LJ:JUI Hl&t-,~,~ VICTDFMllE 

S,!rn B.,:rn:,rdirm Lr,calHlghw.!.y A.DflArHO 

Lrn::.JI.Hicliway 

VlCTOFlVILlE 

SA~ 6Er\NAR.D1No 
COUNfi 

S-;,n Bern~r(lino Loui,I Highw;;,y FONTANA. 

S~nilk!m.ardino Loo::~1 Hishw;i,~ FONTANA 

5:. i, B.ero.lrdiM lo,:;a1 Hig:lwrA~ R.IAlTO 

$in Bem.;,rdCn.ci Lcc;I Hlghwair VICTORVILL~ 

S.:.n B!-rn.aNllno local Highw11y VICTORVILiE 

Local Highw;ay 

lh(,JIHlghw.irv 

Loc.alHigtrway 

Sj.n &emiii«lino 

SAN &Efll~A'AOINQ, 

OTYOF 

SAN AUtl-lA-ftOINO 

COUNTY 

:SAN 5ERN'ArtD1NO. 
mvo, 

RIP ID FTIPID ilrf;lnPM 

41'!.07132 

<IIA07153 

4A07lEiS 

4A07324 

4U001H 

4A0:l".ll.3: 

4l2008l 

4(,0167 

l'IA.04115 

~A.012.IHB 

~A070'1S 

~A07101 

""""" ""''°' 

4A07043 

4A07\lU 

4120191 

200S24 

4A070S:O 

2:00&01 200201 

4AD73S.9 

itA0il71 

4fi.07167 

4A.U7053 

4Afl7G95 
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'-nd ~M Rot.ti" NtJtnb,:r IUiut" N.llfflc ftom To Dtserlpllon 

~:m S.!-rn:.rd,no 

~I lni,m LA 

~Qvnw t<ne IQ 

fl..,n~nAv"' 

frl)m4iol;i 

lane~ 

LA County lirll!' &N11on A1tr: 
Wi-d!i!n San $il1'1.ardirio St fre-m t.ACour'lly Lifl(! lo 61:MM Ave from 4to 

o&l~IH!'li 

S:mlimolco 

C~li Rd 

"5umm,t 
S.~ns~"'~iflO" Rd 1rorn:a.as~Hl'le ~""'- ro S.ummil .l.ve-W1i:!en lrom 110 4 

lone5 

Wid~SilntaA•wAvefror11 Locu~I A.,ctc (crJ.i•A~e-lrom 2 \Q 41,iine; 

W1dtr.SanlolAnaAvfri.m Mul(l..e(ry Ai.·c to Rcdwool] AVt from 2. to 4 

S~nC<l Ana A~,i; Mutlb-enyAvc Almand Ave 
Widu, Santa Ana Av~ from MCJiltiuryAvc 10 Almond Ave from l 10-l! 

~~~,:Je,A11c

frnmE:udidAve 

Sc-11ecanoll" 

Scn=llid 

SH1-117 

Sh3ElowMI 

tJ4Crw/ofl 

E11ado Rd 

US-395 

Al;erdeen 

Smcl:-e-uee ~d Top,;;11 llid 

Wirlr>n ~~nta Ana Av~ from T;irn.a.,irid w L{lr'.Llit rwef,rorn l Ul 4 l;;"ei 

Widen !Jom I to2 lanc~ c-~,hdir 

Wi,;l~n $d,~i:,fer AVf! from ;£udid Avl! fo fdii,m Aw,from 2 to 4 lar\ei 

At P-owerUne Wide" Sentca Rd from 234(}' w/o £1 Ev~<lo Rd lc:i Al Pew,,, LI= 

E:neme.nt £Meml!.nt from 3 to 41.!n!.'~ 

.2 m r/o W1d~n Sen~;, rtd ~re,,, Hc-.>p,eti~ f;:d 1-o 0.21"lefo He~p,eno Rdirom Otc 

Ho~ri~ R,;I Ii 1.ines 

Linn Widen wilhln ROW lo a,c:ccmmad~U! pas~r,g ldrTie~ 

Wi,d~from.J lo312mMeacrld1r 

Lytle Cree-~ Rd Wid~n.'SkrraAv~ from 1·15 10 lvtleCr~ I\Q'from ;l. 'Co41an.:-~ 

sr., rra Lake~ Pkwy frcm C'1c(f'll A~t to Almui.ii AIII!. Widen fr,i"' l lo J' 

l;:acl\l"i: A" W.dr;-n, from :i. to l lanes t:i.t!'I dtr 

FINcr~ide Av WH:leri jrol'T' ! ta~ l;,11-c~ e.;,,~ ,;lir 

E.Citv limils Sto;oll'r A11 fn;im Tamafind A;i tCI E. (Jil'Limih Widl!.niiom 4 to6 lain!'-~ 

Cherry 

Wtt:eri.Smoll.tr~e Rd lromlupa.l'ffdlo.A.rm1raoi<1 l:ld fni-m Qto 4 l~rie5 

{ir.c:l1,1r,1,eo~ w,i,~h (:1oi;$.in1tl 

Sc. Hii;:111.indfromll.;ics!'-llne Rtl 1i:i Che~.-y AvWi<:ierifn;Jrn C bne~ ic:i 4 

lanes. 

S.O. Hi11til.!,11dAvt:. from 5im;. ~'U: 10-P~lii,.etto Ave Wid'i;s11 fr,;i,m 2 ;.-i -4 

l;mi::s 

$0UTH JI.RCHI B.ALO AVE. GrtADE. :'i'E:l'AFC/1,TION IAT MIS510N &LVD) 

CON~J'f\UCT Al--llGHWAY AND RRGRACESE~ARTION AI D(1S1"rNG Ai, 

U-nph 

SOUTH 

Afl.Cf.tEMLO ~~~J~~;~~~~~Ds:~~~:~::;~iRr:! ~=~:::.~·:;~OM !~~~LD AVE. n/a 

5tate5t 

5t.:!kS1red 

STrw'A.RT 

Sll!<tt 

Huerta fld 

in 5~n 
(l.,rn,;irdi110 

County 

5:tode.!~n:I Welli D;inte SI 

.Summll.A'I Ctier.-y Av 

Drlf(w(l<JdOr 

'5~mmfl \r'i1ley lllam nfrJ SH· n/o SH•l3a 
fld J.~IJ' ~.1em 

;M; l,AN(.Ci ,!1.11.N-ES IJ..IEA(M CIRECT~Ol'IA.Htl LEFT A"10 RiGl"ITTUltN 

lANf.'S':DMJ.N'A.m: IMP'P,OVM£Nn 

Widen. :SpringVal[ey fl:kwy from Hutr'U 11:d t-a Orlrhvood Or frcm 2 lo 4 

l,a;nru. 

widrn S~U: St ftll-M Focthill 81\ld lo l·l1S from 2 t.o-4 l~nei 

Witle-n Slate '51 from H1c:M11"1d ll11e to n/o Oijcin 0111'(!: fr(lm :2 l;c1\H to 4 

\.al'lt:!l 

STATE STRUT FROM.ADAM'S NOIITH to NOI.AN/5HO~r Si. (1.-!;4 
Ml~S)Wll'.J.~NtflOM l-4 lAH['S .(i.flAD~ 5-EMMno~ 

Widen ta Ultim;i,te 

ANDERSON TO UMFUS: ST. 

Wideti 5-!od'ifard Welb; !,am Dii:llte '5t 11r01;bvme Rd',O.S.b m,. j,./a .-1s, 
frQ1'nl.!t041ain~ 

Summit Ali from Ch terry Av tc $3n ~;;in 11, Wio::ltn from i lll!lM 10 '1 

LJ11e!i. 

Widi-,n 54.immitValle'I' Rct from 1.88m N, Sll-138 N i,18m (H~P UI 

SurT'lmi1 ll~lley 43lrn n/o SH· hi/co SH·'ll8 Widen S,.,mmil Vallt';' Fld f,om4.?m..: N,SFM.33&.ll~O;HSP- C::l.&#41; N 

Ref l.~ L20m l..2.0M&l-llicl;H'i-PC!..&-1141; 

~TATt::51RfET l.4ll MllE:io 

STEWA!tl 

STREET 
,,. 

fmm 

A1MISSIO'
lllVD 

To 

"'' 

CAM PU$ $111.EET W10U,l1MG 

lr,11n.1lt Se1mc111t 

DHaip-llon 

Model List 
DRAFT DECEMBER 2011 

I ' Exi1-ICMi,1:1:: 1 IJnl" ~acliOir~ction j I 

i 
X ! 

---------------------- -----i----+----+,-,,-.. ,-,-,,-re::-,-,,-,,-~-,,-,-;r~-ct-iOfl -~--.,--••••---------J-- •nlOH•n• 

2 in ~atli dircdioo 

Wlden,Trc,rr, 2 tll-4 farie:s; 2 in l'il~hd•r1ccticm 

;, tn eilld'o dlrer;tion 

:!: if'I c~ch dirccti~ 

[-i~'t l;:1,'!11fi,c: J lane i:a&i ditre1IO-l'I 

histConflg: 

2ii'1Uthditl!'etion 

&ht Ccr,fig: l lant' in ,tac'1 cli.r~Clio!'I 

I 
I 

I 

! '1' ; 

' ' 

' . 

i ' 
i ' 

X I 

I 
I 
I 

! X 
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:san-SErrnm:lin,c; 

!i~n. 6em.irdlnu 

SanB.emardir.io 

s.a., 13.em.udir.tl'l 

S-anlkrn,udimi 

S.an e.ern,!llfdin.ci 

s.;i,.,~rn:;m:un.o 

~.111 Bern:imlin.o 

,5;;,C1!tem;;m:Cin,a 

S;,rn 8i.!ms'lrXl'ir16 

S,,;in,!km.;;m:li:rm 

'S.:n~rn..1.-.::lln~ 

:!::iri~l'fl:ll(dlnflo 

S-.1-n E!efNl«llr,o 

s.,n Ele~rdlrio 

5,iln flentairtJlnO-

San Eli!M.lln:llno 

!.i'.in~mardino 

S,.in:Ek-ri"h.ltdlno 

SanBe<TI,o1rdlnc 

!.an.81!:man:lil'llo 

S;;in6rcm.-rdlno 

S:.n 8rcmardinci 

San Bu~:udjno 

San '"°rnnrdin:i 

.5;;,n So::lnardint'.l 

San 8,ern.i,rdicaa 

San Bun:iird,n.o 

San D-i::rri.i.rdioo 

Sari8em1n.Hr,o 

~nBcrn,udrflCI 

5a-nDcmilrdioo 

S;a.r,811/!matdln.o 

Sa.n!lemardlno 

Si,r,Sem11«11no 

S..naB"ll'\,)rd:ino 

~n 8ll!n·1,nd.lno 

S.an8t:mard1no 

~n S:t-,n,uc!lna 

S;inB,,rn;;i~110 

s..in6em.irdino 

S-.iln.Bt-rNrdiino 

~n~rn....rd;11Q 

Soilnkmudinu 
5,ian6effl;arri<GO 

San.Sern.air~llO 

~n.B~rn.an:tillP 

$af;8'!,rr.:i1d.M 

Sl,r;f,trn,;in,'.JD() 

RTPtD l'llPIO 

Lot::all-iigtlw3y CALlAANS: -4A07117 

W-Ul t1irtiw~y 
SAN 13EIIN.AROINO 
COUNTY 

4A0109'7 

~il,ip)W-d\l 
SAN Bff!filROINO 

4AO'i'OH coui..m 

local ~if:hw.iy \/lCTOIWH.1f 4120225 

Loco,I Highw.iy VICTOra/lUf 412(J1l7 

local H(ghr,i,ay VICTOF\1/lill <11202:28 

tot;;1I Higt,w.av At'l'ifVALLEV 4M1Dl8. 

LncalH1gf,w.ay 
SAN 1mtNAAOINO, 

OTYOf 
4AfJ71S.:! 

l..QQIH1i:h-.v.iv 
.5/1..N BERNARO!NO, 

4A07~ 
C:ITYOF 

l0(:;ll1-11,11w.w (HINO!irll.$ -4CTll002 

lo.ulKlghwa,11 VKTOl!.VIUE 4A.OB7!l-

Lca1 H1ghw11y VICTOR.Villi 4A012'8.~ 

U'.111'.al Hlg!\w;i,.y \Plt.Tt"lRYllli 4M716-4 

Loc.alHIBh,WD'l' VICTOR\llllf ,llllOHfi.1 

I.Qa!Hli:1,woy 
s.AN'SE~NARDINO, 

-4/<07228. 
CnYOF 

LQOld.filghw.iy fON'tANA. -4A07039 

LccalHlghwa.1 FONTANA 4A01"2?2 

LDiealHii;hway FONTANA 4A07184 

1.o,c;:,IH,~wa.y 
~~ 8ERNA~DINO 

-4A()721)1 

"'""" 
Lat.ilHighwa.y FoNTANA 412()138 

lot.alHiUlllll~ RIALTO -4AOll61 

Lo~IHigh.way COLTON 4A010B2 

LDciltilghw~y ADEI.AN'TO 41200&6 

Lo~IHiJ:hw.:iy A.[)'Et.ANTO 412CIOS.5 

LcKalHlgtlwav ADIE'l.llNTO 4ll0017 

~IHiqlw.ay 
RANCHO 

41i01.5l 
CUCAMOf>lGA 

i.ot..ilHiJ:hW-of ON'rAR~ 4GOlOS. 

l.oail H~hWAY Qi,jTAJ\10 4A0122Z 

lDCillH'Bltw-iY ONTAJl.10 4A04n3 

~OQIIHll;h~ A.DElAITTO AJZ~ 

L=ilHigmYiJI( ADl:lAITTO- 41Z001~ 

l.oc.illl-Jichw~ ADE.IAITTO 412:0091 

Lr,a!1Hle,~""'ay ADEi.AUTO 4120092 

l..oca1Hlg~way ADf.LANT-0 41>0090 

lQC'.lllilfi_r!W'il'( 
SAN IIIEPINARDINO 

:lOOa:31 :.!0083:i" cou,m 

L=IH:ig~ LOr.MU'fDA 4A07l% 

l-0Ci11lH:ll:nw:ir,r AP''°LE~AUEY 4A07019 

loail liig~w;,y REDLANDS ~072!.5 

L..x.llH:lf~:111 RED~OS.A ,, 4A073:2:0___..,, 

l=IHlgltW;r,- ~~_k...v'-'- K4!7J"S.l 

LocalKig:fi-r REDLA~OS ...,, .. , 
1.Da!l1fit:hw.,y RrDlANDS 4ADT.l>4 

tm':.IIH1£tn.r.r,, ONl'AIUI') .... .,, .. 
lociiltti(lfmy- fONTAWA "'1T<fl1 
1-D(:alliig~ FONr.AflJI. 4All4ll7 

l«.a!Hlgmlt;,y ~ AA0:71>4 

laail!-i~ ~ 412:01:U 

le(..llHlg~~ 4UOIU 

1-JX",iilH.~ 
5AN8ERNAPIOl~O, 

4AOll91. crr,o, 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
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~lJMrr.rtV;,I!~ 4.3.lmn/oSrJ· 
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Summit Val~v 
StiB8 .. 

Sunbitm 
S.H15-2,N 

AINHLlJ" 

Thi.--dA111," 
0.25-m ~/c, 
N1$Q1talilRd 

ThitdAv" 
575' We 

N,&quall,Rd 

"lfiird A.ve 
600' ,Vc,B,ear 

V2,l!q-Rd 

Th'llnderl;ilf,;1 Rd Ri,cad1e~J Rd 

Iippe~r;0e M,liSt 

lippe(~ ooc fwe 
"San &i.,.rnard(n-e, ... 

T"OJ'l~Car.i','Ori 
Gr;i,r,Q 

!Four Comer~) 

TeapuFlo 
360';1/o~o.eai 

" 
Ti:iti,,1:i;:d !;Ut:;alyp!U! 

Tap-a:;Rd Hciph.r.-d 

T<:i~t~d ~nl!'~R~ 

Un\\ol!f§l\VPkw;' 1-1':!.llmar~ Pkwy 

Va.llr,, Churv 

V"lleyBl<td Alm1.>wJ 

Va-lle"JB.Nd cheny A.v~ 

Valley Blvd ffr,varu:liAve 

V.ilii:yBti.'d f'oplilfAv~ 

Valle;,6hid Spn.iceAv 

V-'.Llle-,,BW~ StGllti(l!'f!A..., 

v~rbe11~ Alt Elc:pte1i~W3',' 

1!<:"rbl!"!I; "'''" 
Vl!:rbllria El Mlril.!e Rd 

Vk:tol'LlAlll '"' 
Vl!!.ey~fdAv l!'iOntulo 

VmeyardAYe 

fr<1m4thStlol-
4th!it 

10fl'Qrn4t(;lti ·-
V1n~al'OA.vr. 

komll:M!Dtd.: 

[l<toEdl-.onAvt- 11:iio'Ulido::Or. 

froR'l 1to5 

l~n.!~ 

'"""' Alr~.re:rn..,iy 

Vintoo Dl!:1.1!,nF"lowll!r 

Vinton EIMlrQ..,Rd 

Vlnta.-. MoJaveO,-

Vin0011- Pailr'rnii'llleRll" 

VIS7ARD 

W V,lt1lt"1NE'II 

"-
EvantS;t. 

WaaiewM CorM~ftd 

WJ!,:i1hAY 
,30-m~o 
~~rh'.l:t 

Watla-thAv 
6th Av \Q- 5-th Av 

"'"' Wabash Av Co!tJ;,nJ..v 

W.ab~hA11 Red1arwbOtv 
liffl~ 

W:!ot:IMhAv 
~R·!81c$3n 

~!'Mrdinci 

WalkuAve 
fromRi',n,r.Jde ._..,, 
to$.Clty1,i,nil 

W.1ln.LII 1·15 
W.ilnutAv Almeriil 

w"'*'lrlglon:St a...ttonll.d. 

W.alf'.'""1an~t AqvcG~ 

WnhlflB(or,5t W.rterm..r, 

W.ill~rm~n"'-" Slh:iot 

To 0=.:11pllon 

N/oS1-1,B1l Wide,i S1.1mmi1 Valle>' RO fro111 ol J1M ~. SR-138 [H$P.Clj r,, t.WM IHSP 

l.Wm C\J 

-"11.~ m,i~s To 
Wi(jeJ'l S.immil VJ1,ey RQ from ~IHlS to R.i,r1~,err;, RrJ from i to 4 l.M 

f!anche~oR~ 

CN!SMttlh' Wid.r!.n cxistiT'l,il: tr.a111.r i~M:1.: i!dJ1m vertlu.l F"rofi!e .'..~frql 

Nl~~tialli Fld 
Widet1 T!,irdAv.a from.;:$ m)/f.J Ul!ql.lall, Rd 10 Niwuall, Rd Ftom 2 tci~ 

laM~ 

SilitaDI 
Wld~l!'I Third Ave from 575' ~/0 Ni~l.lalli11dto$ilica OrfnimOl(l 4 

""~ 
e..Mv:illevRd 

Wiclei:iThi•cl J\ve, frQm 500' n/QBe,arV;ill,ey RrJ 10:&e.:,rValley r:i,;I from 0 

ia4l!ru,1 

~r.1ra.lA.6 Wideri rr-Qm 1 tc 21ar,e,s."ad11dlr 

Ho1rrima11 w1dei;i flp.-,etar.ol!'frutn Mill:S.t tol-lmiM.1111'1 rrom.:.to61~i'l.f!.!. 

J.Jnt~Ali.lfU11er Wider1 6tidge fi"@m '1 tQ ti L-Jntt 

N,:w ~r1tri~I ttlrridot MM,.,dJng D-iir,o Hill~ wllh ~ft-~71 LA/Of.I Cfl, J 

5.11,.57 
witr. 2 lane~ea,hdir, a,c:e~ to Slli-!>7 at B,,e,a Cyn Rel or Tonn-er CynRO, 
~o~nec;-tic,n te G r,ind A:llt' an.Ii Euc,,,i..,p,~ Alto!, M wn-nect.oh Co 
Val~rrdaAw. 

Atpowe-rll11e Widen Top.at Ii.ti from 360' n,/o 5'!-ne,cl, t:l;d u:i At :Pow,e-rlir.e f,1,,l!m'l!nt 
H!.E-rl"l!!r"lt lrom0t.i.41u1n 

Smok!!Utt:fld Wic!rn fffp,u fid from Eu~!i,&itus Rd tci Smo~etrtt Ad from Oto 4 lan.~ 

Lue1aRd W1Clcn Topar Rd from licplari.d SI to luN Rc.a:c:I lrom O tc 4 lailfi 

hlMl!bltFli::I Wii:111,n from l t'Ll> ). limt-~ t-11ch dir 

B~SFGrad.!! Wic!l!n Un.lwr.sityl'kwylrom Hall mar>: PltwftoSNSf-Gr.adc Scp.:i.ratici~ 

Scp;uaiii:m. from l to 4 l~n,:~ 

AIIC!l'r V,o1lley 13,hid from O,e,-,vto AlrJtr\'ilid11m from i tci-4 li>r'llll:5 

"""' V,o1ll-1:y 6!\ld flVrn .Alrn~ri<J :..-.,1;: 10 (t.e1ry Ave Wide,ri tr(lm 4 to 6 l~n,:~ 

Hemlix.- Wicll!,ri Vall~ Slvd lrl'lm (hi!r-ryAR t.l H1!n'lk1d'.AVll!ftorriS ll'I Gl:i.llH 

Comm,e,.r,11:E)r 
Widel'1 Valley Btv.l from ftiwaricl~ Ave to Commer-ce od~om Ste- 5 

~ne~ 

All!er-Av1a Wi~11:11 Val~ BJvd lr!'Jlll 5.ietr.11 Av,: CoA.la;J~r Al/>.' from 410 6 la I'll~ 

5¥camoreAv Wiclu1 from l to 2 laniu uch dlr 

Mt.'U'M<'ICli'IA'I Wld~n fr!lom 2 to 3 lan.t-~tllr.hdlr 

El Mlr.ag!!:Rd Wlcle,i v,orllt-n; fii:im Alr Ellprr"w~ to El Ml1"agt: 

A.lr£llf,ir!"~W~~ Wii:lt:11 v,n1en2 frOffl Clrtti~ ro Mr Elq:ir.!'~;iiv 

Ca.llt>).il WldC"n Vertmu1 lrorn U Mlnae tCI Cecllc-ja 

HS Wic:let'l Vic;l;orl.i A'llefrorn EHStol-15 

&lt40-,AJhambr~ 'Safol,; Upgadf! &il!40;L.ow Optlan&#41;, Clir;wi:kl 5ep;i,,r,tion &Jl40~Hl&h 

H41; Optle-,,$,#41; Wid,::,n 4~ l;,<10::i 

HO Wictl!-t'l Vin.t,yarrl A~ from 4th "ii to, 1-1~ ftti-m4to !'i l~n~ 

EdlliOriA.ve Wfdc-n Vincv~n:t A..--i:: from lllVl:r">klC"Or to Edi'°r> A.Ill: ITTllll 2to6 l~ri,e~ 

El Mir.Rd W~n \linlfHI frnm Air Ex:"r"lSW.IIY la El PiAWolge 

Ol~nder WIM-n \li[l!Dn from :D-ft.sll!n rlowt!r ID Ole;andtr 

Col1,113Rd Widc-ri Vinl~ from €1 Mlra.p la Colh•:i.i 

Ai.-Exp.-e,; 05W.il" Widc.J'I Vim on from Moj•w: tc Ait U;:iteS$Wi!y 

Victi:ir Wl~l'I Vi11lori tr,o~ P;!ll'l'lc:lll!le to Vlt:t(.r 

VISTAiOADGAADE SE:P,iliTiOH,.\NfDE:M M LA.N~ANDCONST'Ri.lCT 
GRAD~ SlPARA110N 

0JillhS.o?6~ 
Nl'W ro;iid, 1 lar.N ~:Kt'I dir 

"· 
Qr.tr.ail Wlclt!n W•.ilew "d fmm Corwin "d to CC'l'l'tr.ll Rd ff'Clffl 2 to 4- lilnf!,. 

.13m"'/¢ Wl&:!11 w~b~li A1" fr,;im .30 rn ,!t;, $,:<J,er,th S~ to .Uf'l'I r./1)-~11th Sr 

Sl!'llenthSl 1rcm:2tc-4lanr:~ 

5,tJ,.Av W~Waba1hAvr,om Eitr'IAvtoSll">Avrrom 2 to4 lanes 

"" Wldl!n W1b1.1hA11fr,cr.n ~o.n, l,,11tc:i'SR.J8-lrom 2 to41anc-~ 

l-1D Wl~nW11b~:.h Avfru.,, llicdt.and:i:Ol)'Uml~tol-l0fr0012 to.Ii ~Mi 

San&!m~rdll"iCI Wldc:nW;;i.b;uhA11from Sl'l·38to-S.nBemil'll!noA~(~om 2to41ilnc~ 

'S.Otylirn!U Wii:knwa-lbl"A~r,ornR~idttcS.tityUmit 

~nSeN;tlM W;al1nnAwl'r-11m 1·15tQ :;....-.Srrv.l-1incfn1m Zkli ll J,mn , .... WideorrcM'l'l 1tol l~~,ead·rdir 

L~21S W'iden Wi!.5hlrigtcn fmm Rartor. R.cl to i-2.l.S from 4 Ul-& lalil!:S 

LlOl~M-Pt 
iVl-clc-n W,nhlrigtCl-1") 5t to TrrJm Aqueduato- Lili Ci:&™ Drmm,.-c 1o 2 

""" 
1-215. w.&-n w~i:i~ S1 ft~m W:a.tetMan to ,.i15 frtim 4 to S !ane! 

~lloi=A.v Wtdc:n fn;i,m :t ~O 3 I~ e.ich dir 

f'rcm To 

--

tJ.l r,,llllES WE-ST D.2 MIL.ES WEST 

VISTA ROAD 1-MILE 
,OFNIITIQNAI. 

ll!AlLS 

OFNA.TIOtur.l 
llAJLS, 

~IGHWA.V "'IGHWAV 

AddltPD'nal Dcl~ih 
o~~ptlon R-au1111: 

E~ist i;oC11fig: n/a. 

E'.>iln CoC11fig: 4 Uin-t Major An~rial Strei!! 

Widen from 2 lo-4 lancr.; .l In e:ach din:tUo.r, 

Wirfen from l 10 4 lane~: 2 In ~,1cb dlrl!i:tKJ.r; 

Wj;dlen from 2 la 4 lam:~: -2 In Cil~h direC1~n 

2 l~nu In uc~ direction 

3iric.rd•dir-ectli.m 

WIMn from. 2 10 41:ane~; 2 in 11::adi diree1kl.n 

Widtl'II from. 21CI 41.ane~; 2 in eac;h dlr-ecUor, 

GRAD:E: 'S'EPARATION 

2 12,. ead1 dif1:ctkin 

£mt Can.fl&: 4 ~f'l-1!: Major Artl:rbl Strei!! 
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Counrv 5ynl'.:m 

:.AN 6:rnNARDmo, 

Cll'l:OF 

'5anBl;fr'lud1no Loo;:,,! H1shw:i,,. YUCAIPA 

'ia:n Elern.ardino 

S.a.n Biirna,dino 

' 

jP.Af•l'-CHO 

CUO..lvlOftiGA 

~AU B~RNHPI NO 

cour-m 

SAN ernNl\flDI NO 

1COUrflY 

' !APPLE VALLEY 

iAPPLEV~LLEY 

S<11116em.a1dl1110 Loc<1I Highway VICTORVIUE 

-Loc~I H:ighway 
~Al< QEflNA.ROINO. 

CITYOF 

HIG\·H.A~O 

SI\N BfRN/1.RDINO. 

CrrYOF 

~n Bernardino- Loe-al High.w~~ .-; 

Sa-111 &ll!rn:.ramo 1.11.t:.l.! t'lighw~y tiE:DtAND5 

s.a11 BernudiM> lDal Highw.ay YUCA,PA 

RlALrO 

S.in ElcH'l~r.:f1n-o locill llittlway LOMA UNOA 

Sankniarclino I..DGa!ttigh-w,w lilGHt.AND 

FONiANA 

HIGHLAND 

SankfruirdiMI> locilltil,ghW.il'f lOM/1.UNDA 

S.a ri lfL=,mardim;i Loeal Highw:iv 

~l,f EIEFU~AftOINO, 

"""' 

SAH8E-RNAfttl1UO 

COUNlY 

Su, ~rn,;ardirio Local ffi(!hw.l:'( FONTANA 

>ilAOlH6A 

41'.2C!ll0 

41).0IJJ 

4/\01051 

4120097 

2011S7 

SSD0:H421 

4A01353 201lS~ 

'1,r.(l,]119 

20115.B 

SO.DSSOll S.8055031 

200419 2:00•H!l 

:S.80111427 

iOUCl 

"'"' 2ClH57 

S8003Blio1 se.oon:115l 

2Dl1137 

40M0701 i,01191 

saoo:;1111 Sfl.003.1217 

;200018 ~OOOlS 

ro111u 

58-0590-2:1 5BDS90J3 

,,,,.,,. .. 101139 

2000l3: '"""' 
'""'"' 

20041D 200410 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
ASSOCIATION of GOVERNMENTS 

End PM Ro"J:ti! .riumbtt Ro"'tc Na-mr, ro .OHCrlptlon 

W31-l'rrn3nJJ,,,.jl-
lO ,t"sp11ali'ty Lani! R"'dlam:k E'llvd ili!plac"' t-10 II ridge lo Widl!m w~t.,nn~r'I A"'II! ftttr'n 4 ci:i 6 Lar.n!:! 

Wildv,ood 

-Car.yen lld 

w,ld,.,aod 
(al'\ym, ~d 

Wlldwc.:itl Cyn 

" 
w,liOIII Aw, 

Wi1~!iR.ain,t, 

A.,;,~c:I 

YAHSRD 

'f!jC'-1 lorl'llftl'I 

(Moj~1re- IJ.rl 

C:iUme,~ Ill Cok,r~d-0'S1 W,,;ien from 1 tol lo.nesea,,;h i:lir 

CotorJdo St C~fl\1(1" Or 

O,.Mrt-11) 

E.ast/1.VI! 

[}unc.an Ro~d 

w,dr,n w,ll'lwood <'.:~ Rd framOut,..r 1•10 St co t':al,rt1e,;.!J ~lvtl ftoffl 2 

New ild 

W~r.dm:.rVB1,1llo Widen w,l~on Aw,. froR1 (UL A..,,. to Wa~dtn.an/E!Jullo,ch fr<lrYI Oto~ 

ti,. IJM'~ 

J'.a.vi::.dcrt r-ci:i.d.1 lanr::r,M.h d1r 

VAHS fl-0. r'8,0M ,?-1 MILE INOFHHOf (I-IINQUA-PIIIITO ,OZ MllE'1 

SOUTHDFFORTLIIU,(J. ~ M1LESJ-W1DH.I '.;1' LANES 

W,di,n Yuc.i L,:,,n;, ;;;:d imm Wi,sl Jow.i Lim,,~ w ~ll-1.8. from} m 4 

WSd1cn from :i 1G J l~nJcs e;i,;-h ,:lir 

w. Towri limits Wider\ YllU:11 LDni.'.l Rd~Mon,vt- B.r) r,,e,m V~U:! Rdt<'.)W Towr. LimiH 
from O to 4 IJonU 

·1• AVEr-lUE F-ROM RANrnE.RO RD TOMA!N sr. WIDEN S'FIOM 2 LANES 

YATES flOAD 

:u, ,i LANE$ I AVH111.IE 

WAS.tl11·1Gl0111 ST. fltO!IA _go MILH Wf',.TOF WA',HtNGTON S.I. TO lA 
CADENA MT. VERNON CONSTRUCI' NEW <1 UI.N{ 11.0Al'.IWA'/ (~011 f'A & WASl-llNGTON 
ED OrJlV] 'i.TR.fET 

3RbAVf.NLIE BEM VALLEY TO "'ISQlJAll!ROA.D WIDEN' f"ROM2 

LANES 10 4 l.>'INES. EXT.END ROAOWITH 4 I.ANES 

l~O AV('-IU,E JIJ1:SQUAU.1 AOAOTO GRE[t.l"TREC BOUt.EVARO'MOEN 

Fl'.OM ll.ANES T04 lANE5 

3RO STREfT fF!;OM VICTO~IA AVENUE TOP-,!kLM AVfr,,llJE" -5.HOULOER 
IMPRQVEMENT.';>{R:EMAIN54 LANES~(l Mill.I 

FO.illlllERL¥ l"ARTOF Pfl:Oltc;:T tO 200430 

®n-1 ST. F/:1.0M A.l'.:it.E lANt TO H.EC:TIUC:iwmUf.:AC:QUlrlf ~ow ANtl, 
WIUE;N ROAO FROM :Z 
ra 4 LANE:5 \1,100 FT.) 

3RDAVE. 

STHSTl!E:ET .FiiOM !if.ERLING A.VE TO\l'ICTOfl!AAI/£. WlDrn FROM 2-4 
IANC:!i srn STltrET 

l_"',Mll[S 

"'' 
O.SOM!HS 

"'' 

1Mll!' 

.HM:ILES 

2 MILES 

lMILE 

t..GUA MllN5A FROM illt..LTO (J-t:..NNEL TO 11:AN[HO A\IL 2-4 ...ANf 

WiDEN!NG,{l'.ROOMMMfD FU;ND~NGFO!I PA & tOONlV} 
.6iGU4MA1r!SA 1.30Mlllf5 

AtAaAMA ~liEfT FilOM 3RP mEl;T TO SOV"H·I Cr'rY UMJi~ -Wl'DEr-1 ALA!lt..MA 
FROM 2 'l'O 1-5:fB LANE-S jD_2'5, MIW)I S.TA["ET 

ALABAMA 5TRE:ET WI01;NING-Wl01:N FROM i---t:1 I.Ar.!ES F~DM r>iORrn 

C::JT'f LIMITS f(J :tOOL'I FT, N~ll:TH ~Aunmo Al.ASAMA ST 

AMCOV ROA-P-UM AVE TO AOO;f!E R0.15.S MILES! CO!\IS.lRt,JCT N~\I 
:l: LAN{ ROAD (ONE: LAr,;E IN -EACH OIR:ECTKIN] AMBOY FtC 

ARROW lmuTE WIDE.NING <FtOM 2 TO 4 VINES.. tlFtlDGt: AND STFt.[ET 

WIOENINGfORAr:t.ROW ll.OUTE,FflOM M-ONTE\/1$.TA.A\/~NUE •o A.frow Rl. 

HENSON i..WNUt. j!>RO..IECTWA.S 20063.0 H'i 200S FITlP~ 

/!,Vl;'f.lU~ E IMFROV'EM~NT;;.FROM BflYANT:5f. 70 STHSfREET. WIDEN 
~-.4 lANf.S. AVHIUI:; { 

AVA.LA ORI\/£ MSELJNE ROAD TO SR2l0 Wl[)BO FflOM 2 LANES T04 

LANES 

ijAR.fON ROAD(AS"! [fllJ' UMITS m W(ST(IT'r llMITS WIDEN Fil.OM ,4 

lAN[S TO ii lAN[SSPOTWIOE!,IIIJGS 

RASE WIie Ell:TWiEEN S11-J'10RAM~ - WIDtN fR.OM <I LANES T06 

lAN[!i.(D.1 MIL£Sj 

WIDEN s~-:no BRIDGE ON BA.5.E Uhl[ FROM ll LANES T01i,1.ANE.S: 

8A:5EUHE rnoM :S.E1~E A~EN'UETO :STO-N(V-CJl:EEKO~JlJl;-WfOtN 
Fl\QM 4-6 ui.1,;E.5 (O.i MILES) 

A'iALAD1UVE 

BARrOr-Jf!O, 

eASEllNE 

0.25MIU5 

,1, 

0.lMILES 

BEECH AVENUE FOOTHILL TO MCUE!t A.Vf WIDEf.l fflOM ..l: LA.NE:S iO 4 
lANtS eHCHAVENU{ nh 

EOIJLl)'ER AV ACJl:Oii. CIT't ou:E.K 5/0 SA'5EUNE - RECONSTRUCT 

0::1$1ll'IG 311:lb(;E fj;:OM 1 TO 4 lANES; Al.SO WIOHJ BOULDU AVE DOUlDER AOOUT0.3 
FA.OM 190· -NORTH TO 1.43P' SOUTt-lOF illllOG.E l'!'IOM ;i-4 UlNES AVENUE 

j,..:l(],'ISA!ll 

eOUlD,Ef; A\IE, fROMGR(EN'SPOl lO 'SOUTH CITT LI~~' WJO~N eOUlCER 

Fil:(Ud ~~ lA"lf:S (0)0 MIi.a,) A\fENU[ 

UICTUS WIDENING-WIO(NCACTUSFROM VAllEYTO WALNU'f 

AVENUi;SfR.OMl....il: U.N{S 

CIWfOFINIA STFIE.ET IA'RTOH flOAO TO RUl>lANDS BOUl.eVARO 

WIDEN FROM :ZTO 4 LANES 

CAMPU"i P'KW"Y·PEl'r'H','rnlOEN DRIVE f~ENSION FlitoM ll:H.1DALL TO 

1-ll!i, FWf - CONSTRUCT (4j LANE IIOACWA'f - i,l.ETWE!iN t:ENO.i:i.Ll 
OA.IVE ANO l-2JS,PAR1U.L l:IIA.MON0-1:ir.rmu:KIVl!GifOP. N/91[2,000 

m 
CASAGRANO£AVEHUE FROM-lm.E CRESK flOAO l'O MANGO 

A.VrnU!(:6N;T!IOLi' 4 IA~8 

CA(M 

CAllf-ORNIA 
STR'EET 

Cl-(EffflY AVE' AT 

MILES 

D.TMILES 

o/a 

"'' 

CKHIAYAVf.. A.'I' SCFIAA RR Cf1QS5ING- -W1Drn !lRICGE ~ROM -'fr(; 

t.ANES 011 CH.Ell:11Y ovrn llfl CROSSING IFRO-M ME'R:RILL TO 5(:RRARR JMILE 

WHlnilAMJ 

C:HEll:RY AVE. WIO.ENING FROM WHITTAAM'JO R)OiHILL BLVD. • 

WIOf.N 4·6 LANES, 

CHERRYAVrNUE BASfllNE Avrnur to HJGHLANOAVtNUE 

WIOENIN(iSllHt'r FRQM21..AN'E!.TI;l,6W..ES 

Ci-1:ERl'(VAVf. ri/;; 

CK~AFtYA.V( nh 

Ct-lERHYAVENUE Fl<OM SOUTH HfGl-!LANDTO f-J.SWl~E.N f~'-6 l-ANE$) ~:::~ '1• 

0.24 f.'IILES. 

NORrnOf 
C:t<IINQUAPW 

fo 

C.2MILES 

SOLHHOf 
:FORTl}l'tl,0. 

fV.t-.lCHERO RD. M,11,IN ST. 

WF.S1 E.NOOF 

WASl-l!NGTON 
S'rl!E-E'f 

NISQUALU 

\flCTORIA 
llr,VENl,J~ 

P.CRt LAN( 

U.CADENA 

DFl:1\fE 

NISQUALll 

Rl"lAO 

GFt'EENT,'!E.E 

RlVO 

PALMA\l(NUE 

ELfClfl;IC Al/f. 

TWf'ECA.NO[ VICTO~IA, 
AVtNUE AVLNUE 

ST(ft11NG A\IE. VKTQRIA 

Dekl'lplion 

WIOtMHG 

wm:E.N 

EXU:NO WMHINGTDH ~TREET 

WJOU,1 

WID!N 

WID!N 

Rl.0.LTO 
("rlAIIINEL 

RANCHO AV~- WiD~NIN(i 

ll',:[ViTREE1' 

NOl'iTHCll'i' 
LIMIT5 

((AR 

sourn,nv 
rn1111'5, 

3,00" N/0 

"AL.M~no 

HOf'lANO 

WIO(N 

t.eW l 1,.ANE IUJIIO 

WIDEN 

•I• 

"' 
PALMDAlt 

fl.OAO 
:5~~-•-- •------------·------•• -••u••-•••--•- •---.. -~-

ALCERA\/E 

Rfl\lANT~t 

SFlllO 

EASTCnY 

UMI~ 

SfH !.111HT WICJEN :2,4 LANES 

WE:S.TCllY 

UM"' 

WICJEN Fl10M 2-.4 lANES 

WIQf.N 

8.f1WIC:l:'"'$R 

110RAMPi 
,,. ::~~t,,1£ BE'.TWEEN !i.lt ~10~AMPS, WJDrn4-ti L.AI-IES INCLUDlll:GfH~ 4 

Mlllflt wmtN 

190" NOll111 Of l,4J.0'50VTH 

l;IRIDGE OFl!l11DGE 

GREW$POT SOUTH cm 
ROADJ.5-IB ST m,1175 

w1crn 

WAi.NUf 

REDLANDS 
80ULI\IA!IO 

EIAFITOfi f',OAO- WICO~ING 

l(ENOALLClt 

lYTlECR"EO:. .QA. 
SOUTHQl'f 

LIMm 

IVIERRILLAVf 

l,'1/1--HTTllA.M 

BASELINE 

sourn 
Hll.'.iHlANO 

1-:l'IS CONSTRUCT NEW 4 t.ANE ROAD 

CONSTP;UO' NEW ROAD 

WJ[)E:NtNG 

WMITIRAM WlOEN 6Ft1DGE Fl10M 4-(, LANES 

f001Hlll WIDENING 

HIGl-ll.ANO WH)i::N 

WIDENING 

"' 
"'' 

,,. 

AddllLonal CJ~!all,; 

2 irtl'ilt'h c,li,ection 

2 irie.)1:11 direction 

f.Jci.!t Config: Oirt R0,;,i:' 

i 
l 

2 l~nuin,ead'1 di~c~ticm I 

I 
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('.r.ivn~ ~~1!111 

~~111Bctnl!lrdin,i:, Local Highway 

s~n.Bem.ardinc, l.oc:".a1Htghw~I' 

S~nBl",m.itduno L«.ai Highwa~ 

S;in l!!e-rn.ardinc, ~! Highw.a~ 

'i~n BeITtiJrdinc l..oc..'IIHi11hwa'/ 

~a.nBi,,rnMdiM lJIMal Kij~Wa~ 

Sa,i 8.em~rcl1r1D loc,;,IHii:hw,;,\f 

S;),1118,..m~rclino UJc.allti;1h, ... .1.v 

San!l.,.,r:l'IM-dinsdo Lo,.aCHiE;hW.il.\f 

San.S,:,rn~r~1.r.i;; ~~tHii;.hw.a.v 

5an.Bef1'1!tdif10 Loc.alH,ghw.iy 

5~r>ll,e.-ns,~in,;, Ll)t.:l1Hi8,hway 

s~ n e~1nardlna Local H,i;:hway 

San El!!rn.ardi11Q L=lHCg'1way 

s~~ ~e,nJ1di1110 t,oc.i1tiiJ3hWJ\' 

s~., Betl\~1dino l1loGIIHi,ghw.ar 

$.la 1!,,:m~!dim:i Local Hi,i;lhw:.~ 

S.an.jl,ern~r.dino LGC.alHi,:hw.ar 

Sar.:e...rriard,,.," l.o(alHigl:w,a~ 

S.anBemardin.o Loe.a, Hlgh~v;i,~ 

... ~1'18-e"U>l!rdi~IJ localH,i::h1v3>j 

s~r.B<lmat't'liM lOs:.li1 Hlil,~WJi~ 

Sinkm<1Nl1110 "UX.'llHif.hw•v 

San ElerNr<llno local Hii-ti.wooy 

L,,,.aOAgit.-,cv 

~HBl'EAIA 

IHES?ERIA 

!ll/1,N(HO 

iCUCAMOt-.lGA 

' .f.ONiAN.11 

for..irANA 

~ 

I 
rESP'EFtlA 

' 
15',JIEl.l;IINAR::llND, 

jmro:i: 

SANBA.G 

I 
IHtSflEll!A 

FONTANA. 

ciiAANll TERAAc:"I:: 

OhlTA.mo 

OITTAR!O 

!.:t.PPLEVALLEI' 

i 
SAN Rfll.NARDINO 

COIJi-ffY 

SA.~ 6ERNAFIDINO, 

OIYOF 

~N BER.NARDINO, 

CITY OF 

SAN aERNAR[llNO, 

Crn'OF 

S.A.N tlt:R.NJi,(!.t:,1NrJ, 

C'\T'J'OF 

VICTDRVH.U 

VrCTDFWl'LU 

SAN ti;l;RW,RDINO 

rorn.JT'r' 

5.AN8ERNAf1DINO 

couim 

SAN SEltNA.RDlNO 

OOUNT'I! 

RTP1D rn;p 10 8cgi11,PM 

100209 J:OOlO'J 

200211 200lU 

200.!:Ql;!.4 1001:tll].II 

Sl!IOOllUi' S8b(l3.l22' 

.IIMJ.4103 201144 

./ilAOJO&'l 2DJ.10601 

<ll.Qll55 Wlll).I 

200607 200501 

?006:ri' inM~l 

51105.SD2S. S6DSS0l) 

SBD0J1i54 SB0031l54 

4AD72,6.ll 101105 

Sll,C,OJUlS 5!1-l)Cl;l.l;!l1S. 

56003Hl5 s6D03HJS 

"''"'' 20D!Wl 

200657 ~oo85l' 

S6D41311 iBD41U1 

40M0701 i0lll60 

S6D41l16 :saD4l)l6 

, ...... , .. .., 
stmeu.:o se~as140 

"""' 2011711 

]0040?09 20040!0j 

SllDQllU6 SIJ.D0ll426 

200213 

10041,: 

2011H 

~A SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
~!~~ ASSOCIATION of GOVERNMENTS 

End-l>M RcultN..imbu -Rou1tN-IMr From To D11:scrlpllon. 

I~ 1-11:5,~flllA• MVE rscm,mmo f.OAD~P.OM P.ANCrlCkO "f{) Ct:DAR 

(£.OM1Lf51, PAVE 4 IANE5,Qf ROADWAY.! IN J;ACH Olfl~cnON. 
ESC0N0f00 RD 2 M!~tS 

IN liESP.ERttoN' I STflEl;'l' {ROM MAIN st. YO etAft VAU.£'!' ~t>. 
A.?.PllOX. 11.4 M!LE.S • wrDf.N FR()l,ti 2·4 l.J.\t-t(S 

Lil RANCHOCIJCAMOt..iUA.-,Ohl Ptl'tllOWP:Tt:. F:IIQM ETIWAh'.OA 

A.VENUE TO UST '::,Tl!:EET - WIDEN Ff!OM 1:-il !..ANES{J,200FE£Tt 

ISTRHT 

lURUP-A ~\JEN'l,JE EHWA:NDl't. fQ Slf:i'IAAAVElltJEc:mtS.TRLICT 6 LAN[ JIJfttJJlt\ 

JUFtUPA A\/~NUE FROMTAMARlNOA~'Et-lU€ TDA1.bEfl.AV£.Nl!£. 
WIDEN fR:OM 2 To~ LANES 

AVl'N.UE "'' 
"'' 

IVI .c;ADENADR.O'IERSANTA ANA RIVER, 1.S.MI 'iiOIJH-!Of 1-1-0- .LAO.Df.lllA DR nj;;,. 
I Rf PLACE f);ISTING-,1 LANE EIRIDGEWliH.t;lANE. B!IIDGE {S4C007'J 

LEMON STRE£T/MAUNA LOA5TREET-N£w f.lR UNGER(~OSS.JrJ(:i TUA1 

INCtUDES cm.i~~UCTIQN or R f.le:W OVERClliJS$1N(i, B•UtiGe AfJIJ ~EMOI-J 
REA1..\GNMENT ANDf:~CONSlRUCTION 0~ lEM.ON J\~D MA.UNA LOA ST /MAIJNA. LOA SOO FT 

S"fRt:ET:S. f"ROM lRO AVE. TO lUSTWE!iT 0~ EAVE. ST, 

lENAROADt){EN!.ION PRCJ~(J ,0:Ti:NSICN" OF LErJAflti, ffl:OM Min 
ST. TO ORANGE. ~HOWl!D.·Nf:W 4 LANE R.OAD(CO-OP Pll:OJECTWITH LEN:I.FID 

L~NWOOD GRADE SEPARA.TION · NOR.TH OF WEST MAIN ST; 

APl".f!CK400 FL !.1/0 to tiOO ~T !i/0 BNo;.F A.Nb ¼NTAft. RiHllGHT-OF LEr,,v~OOD AIJ'E 
WAY-4 rFIAV[L LAN[ GR,i',,Df S[PA't,1,TION /C..11,62]) 

MlltlN"'iiRUTF!~.-OM i-1S TO MAPU (i)HA.St: liFR.OM "1APU TO I1TI-I 

~:~~E4 2_) ~ ~:: 1:c~~~::;A!~;~~~l~~r A~:~~!t~:;Rua Mt.I~· ST 

MERRIH A\IE.NLJE ALDER TO MAPLE AVENUE WIDEN FlilOM i TO.ti! 
LAN'ES 

M.lCHlGAN A.V£NU[WlEIH.l1Nl:i (l--4 LANE~), ~AOM !"DMIME,f\CEWfJ..Y 
iO MAIN STREET 

MISSION ilOULEw,IH)GFiOVETO HI..VEN WIDEN F~OM 4UNES. T06 

LAME.S.~NCl"SCA.P~D M~DIAMAND STORM ORA1Nl3 ~ Ml) [121.,,00J 

SEG.l ARCKHlAl010 HAYE.N AtJtl S~G.Z· GROVETOARCHl:f!A.lO 

M1S$lQN flOUtf.VAFIOGROVE TO HAVEN WlDfN f.A.OM 4 LANEST06 

lAM£5 JAN DSCAPED MEDIAN AN[l $lORM (lfi.A[N{3-j MIJ iU 1-1160) 
5~G.1 ARCH:1BALC1 TO HAW~ .At.ID :m:..1. C.ROV[ TO AR:CHlaMD 

MOJAVE. R:t\/ER1lA1D(iE(~0S.5ING HIOM TE~IVIINIJ5 OF VU(O..to~A 

JlD TOTfRMlN"lJSOFGRl:tN TR~I: ilLVO- PRE. E.H\lll\ONMENTP..L 
REVIE_W FOi! C'.ONSTFI.LJCTIO~ OF HfW ~ !..ANE" El,l'iJDGE-INCLUOES A 
O.RIOGI; OV~fl THE aNSF RR 1"0 HESPERIA RQ/1.D (Proj-c::-ct9"l'141 
fo~irnnl'l'd!IIILJI l)oc I~ be1.rig ir.,t1.1dlei:I ir, lhii iir-cj~a;:l The prnj .. n1 

rn11n1la ~nd c.rw,rm1.dL1-C i~ rc~uilmg lh,l-l tht wl"tote Pl!ljtctbe 

inti udrd ci-, b01h SflD97147 .;ind 20004"91 

MONTE VlS.tA/1,V[. FROM PHILLIPS !3.LVO-, TO MISSION"atvc jo.s 

MllfS)-WJDENH.J-G FROM 2-,:i lANES 

MT. l/l[W AVE. BRIDGE AT M~$S10N-C11.HI< CHANNEL WIDl;:N 

WIOENlfaG 

Ml5'5iONBlVD 

MISSICltl 

80UlEVA.il.O 

MOJA.Vf RIVEA 
O.RIOGE 

rnoss1mJ 

MONIEVISW/1 

AV£ 

:_':::\~.s~:~~~~fl.i.%0:~~:~vr:~~~~G::~~~\~~~LT~~
1:w-1 Mr" VlEW 

LANI;)(~ IN ~ACl-cl DIRtCTION) 

MT. \111:W AVE. BRIOGEOVER ~NTA ANA RIVE:~ OONSTRUCTNt'N-4 

LAN~ IJ.11.lllGf:_ MT. VIEW CU-fU1UULY TERMINATES AT SOUTt! l;DGl; OF MT. VlEW AVE 
~Ah:TAA-NA111V(FI. PilOlE(TWQUUl l;J;TENP RYM~NSO~ EIRIDGE. BRIDGE 

ACA.0:>5R.M'.R 

M"f. VIEW AVE,RAILWAYGAADE.Cl9.0$SIN"G, 1500 FT. ffC!HHOf 1·10 
WIDrn AA1lWA.V-GflAD-E-Cfl05S1N~ ~ROM J ;.;\NE NO.F!TH &SOU"iH TO MT VIEW fm 

:i LANl:S N'OFITH&SOLJrn & LJPl.'iRAD£GA.TES(0.75Miit:s• rnoss,t.1G 

Mi.VJ~WW1ClrnlNG/iXHNS.ION F'ROJfCT•WlOEN!i/6.fROM ~--4LNS

FROM COULSTO:N TO ltlVERVll=.W {SOUTH()~ SANTA ANA filVHl) 

(P:R'()ll;'.CT 15 :5>'u1 H{'!O L SEPARATE PROJECTS.AS OFTH.E JClll ENTRY} 
MT.VIEW 

NA"flONA.l "iRA1l.S ROAD B~iWEHt1N'TERSTATE IS & Alli:SASE il!D. N4llm~Al 

WINNfROM~lANfST04LANES. 'rRAlti 

NATIONAL TI!.IA~ KKHiWAY 8eTWEEN l-l,ITEll.5TAH 15 8, AIR 

DP-RESSWA.V WIDEN FROM 2·<1 LAN~S \L!:I Mlln) 

N~E.01..E.S HIGHWA.Y FROM 'N" 5TR£ET TO NEVII.OA. STATl; -L.lNE· 

NAllONAL 

TRIAtS 
HIG~WA't" 

l::fAMGN, REKAB.lu7ATE, Wll'.,E"N $H(UJLD&:R.S. TIJR.N lAl',IES. l"AS~ING NHDLl:"5 

LAltE.S.,AlllD ACCE:URATION lANES (l 1AH£ IN EMJ-! or•t.1 RELoan KIGHWAY 

UTill..~(lJRFlfNTLYPRQGRJr.MM~O f-OHP!.{ ONlYj 

"'' 

,/, 

l.7'iMILES. 

"'' 

,,. 

"'' 

0.5MILE5 

:O~MllfS 

,1, 

e/a 

.3~UIH:!i 

,,. 

1,iJ,MllfS 

,OOOFT 

NI.SQUAW RO FROM SA!..5AM ROTO 1-Jl;si:>El'HA fto-W1DE.Nff'C~M l 

LVU:~ ro• LANES, DAAINAG:E lM:F'ROV.E.MEtaS., AND\'EA.TIOIL 

IU'.AUGNMUIT 
1\11.!i,QUA.UI 110 11/a 

0~ 31ill 5T, FROM FAW AVE- TO 5TH 'iT. W1D:EN 3RD ST. EJO PAlM 

AVS. FIi.OM l TO 3 ~N1;5AltD ~XTENl.liROST.~STUlYTO 

CONNECT 5TI-I ST, 

ON (ll,INCAN ROAD FROM OAS-lS EAS.T TO !AlOY ,,,ffS,llr, .f'AVf OHU 

FIOADS 11.ANE IN EACH 011'.ECTKl::li lNO..UU!~-G SJ(lf' $1GN.S. Al RR 
atOS511",1G 

311D5T C.3 MCLES 

OMING'f f.TR"f£T FROM" tuGON!A TO St,.N llfA~JAADtNO AVE_ ·WID~III 
TH:E l"AST5LO!c oFTHf: m£n TD REMOVE A RESTRICT!ON INTI,E 

l:itlADWA'I' "l'RAV£lAREA.. Pf\OJECT fNClUOfS ROADf'AVl~C. C!JR5 
AND GUTIElt, SlOEW"ALK, S.T1t£l;T L~l-fnt.fCi, STR[~rNG ANO MAR ,:,NG, ORANGE ST~EH n/a 

A."1D LAHOSW( i"1~&0V£r.lENi:S. n,r: ,>ROJE.a WILL IMf'IIO\fE 

nDESTRIA!'I ANO VEI-IICULA~ SA.Ff TA.A.VU A.IIID oi:i,l,l~Tlo,~. 

,mm ,. 

R/1,,NCHE"RO fm. CEDAR RI) PAV( 2UIN{ OIRI ROA.0 

MAINS.t. BEAl9 VAlLE'fRO WIDEN 

HIWANOA AVE EA"iT AV~ WLD~N 

HIWANDA AVE SlEFIRA AW CONSTRUCT 6lANE ROAD 

TAMARIND 
AVHmE 

"'' 

01.'H'i.A.r.!U 
ANAlllVEA: 

t.':i MISDUTH OF 1-lORlPlA(f. EXl~Tll,iG 4 lAN[ &RIDGE WITH 6 LANE 'I 
"ll.Ft10G( 

~RDIIVEtJUE 

Mill ST. 
01'1:ANGESHOW 

N"EW 4 LAil~ ltDAQ ,o 

NOFWEST 
li,()ll'N/Om 

MAIN:S.i 
&00' S/0 S:ANiA e.P.AOE SEPARATION WIDENING 

fER~ 

l·lS tJB1:15, WIO~N 

.A.LO~RAVl;NUE MAfLEA\i£NU:E WIDEN 

MAIN ST 

GROVE AVf. AIKHlBALD AVE WIDf:NING, L~N0.5.CAIPE MEDIAN 

AR(HLS~lDA\1£ !-!AV.EN 

TEFIMl~lU$0F TEKMIIW':iO~ 

:VucCA L0!.,1A Gf::(rn t~H 

fl{) E.lLVD 

WIDE!ll, UI.NDSCAPE MEDIAN 

N£W 4 LAN{ 0.Rli%E·INCLUO[S. A 6111-0GE OVHI lH.E' (lr,.!Sf IHI TO 
rt[SPE~l,I,, li:0.11.D 

PHILLl?-S BLVD. MIS~tON fllVl'.I. Wlfl[NIN<i 

Ml~SIOHCRE~l" 

Dvtft SANTA 

"" 

RIVERVIEW 

1-15 

MT.VIEW 

o/a 

lMtLE-N'ORlH 

AND'SQUnt 

CEHTRAL 

AIRBASl;"IIO. 

i;;roFJ.NOFtTH 

OF ~AHDNAL 

WWEN ~ROM 1-~ LANf'.5-

CONSUUCT NEW 4 LANE E!RIDGt MY. VIEW (UftR.E.N"l"ll' THIMINAU.!i 

Al sourn EDGE.01' SAtllA AI-JA RNrn_ P,ROJfCTWO-U~D El(UNDe.Y 
MEANS Of ELfllO(i i; ACROSS RIVf;R 

WID~N 

COltST~UO NEW~ lAl\fE IW/EllllD(i~ 

WIVEN 

~!~.7~ NORTH ~~:~1WSAND wiorn 

BF!VM/l,N RO S/O 

EXf'rla:..S.SWAY 

INTE&l:'5£CTIOH 

M01!Jol1/.;G ll~VMAN RI;>. WtDU,12..,1 lAN-ES 
r./0 MAi!IGOLD 

GLOR.Y 

,1, 

"'' 

"'' 

"'' 

It STRECT 
NEVACIA. STATE WIDEN AND REHMI, WI DEN "51-sOVlDE-AS. TURN LANES A.lllil f'ASSTING 
UN~ l,ANES AND A1'.(E:L c.AltH l 

BAI.SAM flD HE:Si'UUA RO. w1orn 

PAlM5T 5TI-l 5T. WCOl;.N 

0.IQl~RO. SALDrM5A MYE tnfiT flOADS "'' 

"'" HKiONIA BEffNARmNO "'' 
,,, 

"'·· 

.,,,,. 

,,, 

~7'9SofSTPL i:100<'0 Ill P<OJli"~Lin Of, fl.TIP AF":'ICl"ld I~. 0(tot:>~r -i!OCl1 

furi~~ w,:rf;' ~l,ifil!-d tram Per~i~ bhld widen.ir,g _.110,ject in RIVD112D'io. 

PJ1.st CMAQ. ~nd STP~ obi1l11-l1~n~bo1h tolil!rf!d in H"P11S"!"PL-00~7(01ll 
CMII.Qob!1ga1io11. S/14/01 w,lh HPL llbli!!-ill'on9/14-/D6. 

"" B:.~liru, 

• 

! 

,,.. 

I 

i 
I 
' 
I 
I 

! 
i 
! 

! 

I 
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?~1:!~,~I~~ RTP 
Coiinty ,.,,.m U!adAgenw 

San. B.e1n.a.rcl"'11:, ILotai H;g~w~~ fREOlANDS. 

~~ n. Oern,a.rcfo10 

5~ n !lem.c ,c1,110 

S~o Bemcr-"<r.o 

I.S.a,iLkrr'.'lrd,110 

l«alHi1:hw<1r~ 

Lo.'...alH<~hwav j-RIALTO 

Lax.ii H,1,hwiilly kHl~O HILLS 

I 
l 

Looi H,,,w,y 1"'"0 HOLlS 

! 

IS~CJ ~rna;cl,ri.o lt,x:al tlif:h.wav f HE"5f'Ell1A 

,s~., B-t:1o>udir.o j!.ou.l iiif:.hw;1., ltltsPE"lllA 

S,;11"1 ~mardill-0 jlo-'.,J,I H,5-t,1•/,l'f jHt.sPrnlA 

5.;,11 e,er.r,.ard,_.,o J~c,,,;.a.l H(.s.llwav jHfSPE"l:IA 

S.a.r;Jkr,r1~rd1M jLoc.i.lt!l8iWl.'lV jFONTAtJA 

§.;j,r, e.ema1di~o jto,,::al H•B:l'iWilV JtollllA ll~OA 

~;:m St~n~:ifo10 jloc~I Hl,ghw.iv jftlA~fO 

S.lu'l8e4nHdl.,a jLC><'.~l lli.Bliw;ay r-!liNO 

5:.ma.em.;,nlmo Lg,;~l H1,ehway fONiA!.A 

5a'lll-em.a,r~fa,c WUIHi,gtiwar ~ONTAr.A 

5;.,r>l\,em.a,1'11,ic Lrn;a1Ki,ghwar FONiANA 

S;;1r>8,em.ai,di,ic Lo,;.,l!Hi_ghw.av 
SA.N 8ERNAJl.ClNO 

C:OUNT'( 

5cn.131;'miln;lin,;i Loc.a1Hil;hw~v 
51lNIH:llN.A!Ul1NO 

COUNT't 

Ser.Bernardine 1,,,., H;,,w,, j'Q'""' 
5~r,fl,l:mardir,O jL.:ital Hi,i,:hway r'.:HlNO l-slLLS 

l 
S;,n llcmardiM ILo~.-il lii,l;llw~·t !FONTANA 

5if1 !lla'll'lii'r;lir,,:;, ILrxalHi,ghw-ily HIGl-!LAND 

IS1nElemardSr10 Loc;,IHi,![hway CALillAN$ 

2004.10 

.:lAOf200 

2002170 

iH\.1001 

4AtOO~ 

S1l[)~5,0lll 

Se'O:i-5-0JO 

seoo::n.2"76 

S!l[)4\289 

llA0,7225 

SBD0;i.1i96 

200S03 

ls,ioo:111s:. 

S.B003UG6 

4AIJ41:i.6 

4Al)4121 

4AOl:!EI~ 

j4J\01265 

J'lA011~2 

jS.9D4l2·11 

ji!A010S6 

jl"HCGo,ol 

S.El~4.1,'1"~ 

5-Jl'I !!erro~r,:lirio loc;;1iHi.(!hwav lWEN"TYNll\lE PALM!i SBD94L7l 

ltian <lcrnar,fo,o ILotal tti~hw~y 
S/1,,N 8fRNARmua, 

}S:!lD59021 
C:m"OF 

---
s~n a.s:,,,~rdiric ll«al~l1hw~y 

(li.N !lfRNARDINO, 
C:JTYOF 

t40M07-01 

S.,r, Ell'rnardfr,0 ~oail Hie:l:aw.lly 
~o t11JOd.1mo COUNTY 

S.an Bcrr.udLrio I.Mal H1j1hway CHINO r I 

lsan Wn.ardlru:, L-ocalli1gllwav H~H'LAND "' 
iSan 6E!rro~rcli'!o IL«-i!I ){ighw;;:,v 

.SA"' IIH:NARCIINO-. 
jl0015l0 c:moF 

IS:;;ml;l,.:m~rdim)I UX,alHit:hW:!'; FONTANA 4AOT:274 

!»ri E>erri;ii~ini;:, [,;[,Q,lliig!iway FONTANA .clA07.2n 

l»n-8.efN:rdlr)(JI L..IQl~ghwir i'ONTANA alAlOOi 

j!.a-n'B--l!!m.ardlM l~lfiif;~Will'( fONTAUft. .'IA07.-n 

!S-:t,n~rr,udl.Mo Loral fi11;hway FONTANA .i:::AQ7140 

~n ~mudiri,a, ~Lot.ill Ki£hway REOIANOS 120003.~ 

8':f.:k•'"M 

200420 

2.011s, 

20021?0 

LOOS~OI 

WOB.J-402 

SBCl~SCW:l 

51!0550~0 

'5:800'.)]?76 

51l04.l,~.Ei9 

seoo:nrn• 

51l-00l~i95 

10060~ 

lsll-DOl~ 1,~ 

!iB001HG6 

1011-45 

:t0114-6 

201101 

201150 

12011-41 

[S@41~.:.1 

l'.l'Oll4S 

[201186 

Sfll".>94174 

"S]lD!MlJl 

[S6D5o!Kl21 

1201164 

120040:no 

12-0lll> 

1ioua2 

1200610 

21Jll!i2 

~0114"9 

2011,~ 

20111;,s 

L(lllP;.1 

12000.3§. 

~ .... 
t~~:'~ 
I? 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
ASSOCIATION of GOVERNMENTS 

End PM Rciit.e N Ltmboer I Roule Ma.,-,e F,om ,. Cli=sail)llon 

OFM,hlGESTP.fETWICiENIIIIG -fROM NORTH OTY LIMITST(I 

lilVERVll;W 0111\1~ -WID~N'STlll:tl ffl:OM 2-4 lAN~S. 

FEPPE-R AVE. {$ef!Mem south or l•lOj F'IIOM !,U'.JVfR TO AGUA MANSI!,. 

Rr,uteNamt Lrn&th 

ORANGf '!iTRHTjn/;; 

New 2" LANE CQIJNECTION. TRAfl"l(SIGl,IAL AT PE~~5RAND AGIJA lPtl'lPEFlAVf. O.S~Milt-! 
MAIJS/\ 

PEPPfRAVE: FOOTHR~ awo TO SIi ~10 --WID1:N Eli1S1"ING l LAr-."ts, 
T04 I..ANE:S(l! ~~(H DI~) 

F'E.YTON tl!lll/[ FltOM [NGUS!i RO. TO EUCAL'rPTU'S-:W10Ehl PMON 
~fl:OM <1-6 lANfS WITH M_..,RKEO 1)11::£ lAt~~5 IN EACH Dlf.lfc'l"ION 

(ilHJ.SE lJ OF S6D0l41 

P(:PPHI.A'JE. .,, 
P{YTO'"l DFl:Nt jO 

=:~t~"!::~~~ ~~;:i;~:~~~~1::~~~~~~: PMON TC,~ jPEYTON D~iVE \n/~ 

11ANCHH1Qf1.D. FROM-DANElUEtYTa ARROWHEAD lAKE l9D, -WIDEN '.RANLHERO RO /n/~ 
HtOM :t:T04 lArlES U MILCS! 

11.Afi(HERO RD_ FROM J-111, iO ?!H .'11 • WIOEN F~OM J 10 4 i.At-.JES 

ts..so,.m1s• 
IRAf:c::H[RO l'iOAO 7TKAVEh'Uf TO OM<B.URV llEALIGN ROAO ANr, 

WID~U fl1:QM l-4 LANES ANDCON-r,,TRUC1 RAILilOAU 

UNDERCP,OSSING 

AAN(l-sE:1.:0 Im. fS.S MILES 

FCAN(~~FCO 

'ROAD 
o/a 

;~!~:5;~~i:~;~~~:~~~~,~~!~~U:!~:~:~~;~\ ~N(~ 1~;~;0 tAS o/a 

M/1.?DAll J\V-tNm .,rnER "'-VENLJ~ TO MAhE: Av~rmc w1DEN HIOM IRAt.JDAU 

i lO ~ I.ANES AVENUE 
o/a 

-REOIJI.NDS :EIOUUVAf10 EAST CITTUMITS TO WE-ST CITY LIMITS 

WIDEN FFtCIM ~ U.NES 10 6, LANES 
REDLANDS E:lVDln/a 

FIJ\rfll:SIDE IJ.1,1[. OVER ME'rll:O~tm:Ar,,oc BNSF r.:'t", 0.1 MIS Ofl•lO 

l;PE:~~~o::t~I R;;o~~j~ ~~s;·::Ft~E~~~~:~~is~~!~[~~€ &RIOGE IRIVEJUIOf A'JI 10.02 
ti.GIUEM~NJ RE:QUIRcDF!HD~T(J P(AUT!fORiZAT!O~. 

RWEll$1DE Clill;l\lt A TSAU AUTQNIO tLOOO CONTl1.0L CKA.NiJt:l 

WIDEN SRltiG~ FROM 4 VIWE<iT06 lANES 
ili'VEllSIOE/iVE Inf;, 

!~~:,t:i:~!~:TtUH 80ULfVI-\R[)TO 13-ASHINE AVENUE- WIDENIS!Uii.A AVWi..lE !nh 

S.IUAA AVEN"U:E FROM \/ALLEY E.!OULEVAls D TO SJl,N -EIEFINARDIN(l 

l~\/UJIJEWIDH. fROM-il 106tANE$ 

I-S!~II.RA 1.Al(E:S PAll.l':.WAY fROM EUCH AV~NUf TO OlRU~ AV~NUf 

Wll)~N rROM ~ 10 4 tAl~E~. 

SLOVER AVE: fROM AiOrR AVE EAST TO w,mrn AVENUE wrDrn i..,: 
LANl:5 

SlOVERAVENU~ fllOM -crnA,:: A.Vi;. EAST tOlARCH /l.V~. w1orn 
FllOM ~-~ V,,NE'i 

~tO\'ER /1.VENU~ fFlOM HIW/UJOAAV"WU!:T0-9-00HEi EASY 0~ 

~TIW.IINDAAVENlJEWID!'N mo~ ~·4 lAm:.s. 

~OQLJl:l(ANYON" PARKWA'I EXT-EN'i.N10f.l CON:ST.RUCTNEWl 

LANE_fiOi\OW EllKf LtNES.fROM E)llSTlt•G TERMINUS OF SOQU:El 

CANYON P/l.RKWAV !.T PIPUINE II.VE. TO wooovrcw f!OAOAT 

MF.;DLARINCLUD~O ARt l;IIQ'CLE I.ANES MARKED IN ~A(H l'.llt1.(CIION 

SO-.JTH ftEGl--iLANC A\IENUE FI\OM CHERRY AV€NUE TO C~TFIUS 

P..i/ENUE WIOEH Ffi:OM -2. TO 4 lAt.lES 

S.11.110 fl.AMP.~AT BA:O~ Ut.lE·i!AMPWIO{N11'U~Al)0 ~N(SWIOn.l 

O!iAl'lD-OFF 11:ArliPS AT ~oLlTHBOUl'olDSFl-210/B:A.SE U~E j/C 

~TATE R.OUlE 62CAN'!"ON" ?O ~UnRI~~ WIDEN FROM 4 TO 5 LANES: 
FQR COi-.J1~JUOUS LEFt tl)ftN LAI< t 

ISTA"IE FIOIJTE 62 UE CJRIVI; TO LUPINE O"IV~ Wl{ll;N FROM• ioS 
LANfS FOIH;:Q-NTINUCIUS lEFTTURI..I LANE 

l~iAH ~Hli:ET •llOM 16TH ST.'lEUW FOOTI-Cl~Ll;llVl;l.; E.xtfr.OIIND 
CON)TRUCT (4J l..M.iE:SOF ilOADWAY(l.S MILES) TO CONNECT>TAT( 
Sl"AEO TO RAN-CHO AVENUE /NEW ROA DH PHll.5E5- l"OiA.l 11-l 

PROIECT 

S.TERUNG AVE FR.OM 3RD STREET tOSiJ-1 S(REer -WlOEN tft0M2-4 
lANf:S (0-13- MILE~ 

FOR.MERLI' PART OF PROJ.Eei' ID WJ8S2 

SUMMITVAllEYflOAD T FlilOM SH-llll TO RA.NCH~RO f10AD,WIO~N 

FROM ;/:-A tANu; 

iTH.E. CKINO·(CFtONA P.OAO IMP!lOl/fMfNTS PROlfCT l:i U>CAHO IN 

°TH{ Jll~WL'i Af,1NEXE:DAREAO,F1HI: CrtY 01'-0IINO. IMPROVEMENTS 

IN(LUDE.CCNS1"1mCTfONOF A.L',l(W BRl0Gf.CR05SING OVER MIU 

btH:k [B--OXCU~V"ERTWITT-1 ROA"Cl OVEII !JRAIMA.G~i, A.t.AiUJ'W. 

VFtAlrtAGE SVSfEM OWNlD ANbMAIMfAINEOoSY Ul-lf'fED~ATE":5 
'MIMV (':i:"J:RP"5> OF ENGIN ffRS A~ONG- OU NO-CORONA RDAO 

ITIPPEO,NOE AV~NUE f'ROM ~Fm STA.HT 10 STH 'S.tfrEf1'. WiOEN 

F!IDM N lANESIOJ MILES) 

IFORUERLI' ~A.FtlCF f'ROJECTiO 2.(!0;e:52 

TIPP-EU.NO[ WIDEri!I\IG PROJECT - B:ElWEEN ti/lllL AND !AITTAA~ 

SI.E:RRA Al/EN-.!~ n/11 

SlERI\ALAKES 
P,Q.llKWA,Y 

S-LOVEP. 
AVErmE 

')LOVERA.VE. 

SLOV(Ft 

A\'H.IUE 

S.OOUEl 
CANrnM 

l'AIUO:.WA\' 

SOUTH 
ittC(:iHlAND 
1,il\/HIUE 

1s11:nORAlfli'S 

ISR62 

5"1'ATEROlJU 1., 

iSTAH. ST. 

.,, 

.,, 
"'' 
o/a 

;61915' 

,,, 
A"fl.O"UTCJ.5, 

ft.-'IIL-ESALL 
TOT.I'll 

"'' 
"'' 

"'' 
ST£RLING A'./l j0.13 MUES 

:~~:ITVALLFrjn/i! 

:~Nr-(QFtl)NA.jnfa 

TIPPECANOE {D,3 MCL~:!i 

RI.I/ER e~1DG"fST (1.4 MLj•WIDEN HIOM 4-61.ANBINCWD.MmlAt-t i'll~PCCA.hlOE 

LANDSCAPE 

VALLE'W BOULtvAROFROM GE.EC}j AVENUE rocrrn.LJSAVEr;"UE 

IWll'.lE.!i ~IIDM 4-6 LANES 

VALUY SOULEVARO FROM CH(Rft'( AvENLiE. 10 ~EECH AvrnuE 

IWIDHI l'llOM 4-6 lANE'S 
1W•.t.LEY B0Ul£VAAD fROM CITRUS A\f.SNUE TO !i,l ERM AVENUE 

WIV~N tllOM 4·6 LANES 

IYAlli'r' BOULEV.l\~D rw~ 'HE1'JILOCI: AVfhlUE To~EEC:H AVENUE 

WID'EN rnoM 4--.li- LANE5 

iVALLEY 
EIOULf.VARD 
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IT f VP 
5275 Orange Avenue, Cypress, California 90630 

Phone 714-229-6700 www.ci.cypress.ca.us 

February 28, 2012 

Mr. Hasan lkhrata 
Executive Director 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 West Seventh Street, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017-3435 

Subject: OCCOG Letter of February 14, 2012 

Dear Mr. lkhrata: 

On behalf of the Cypress City Council, I am contacting you to urge adoption of 
the comments made by OCCOG in their February 14, 2012 letter (attached) 
regarding the current RTP/SCS process and its corresponding/associated PEIR. 

The work done by OCCOG was exhaustive, well considered and clearly 
demonstrates the commitment made by the member agencies to meaningfully 
participate in the preparation and review of a supportable and balanced 
RTP/SCS. 

We are all aware of the scope and long term importance of these documents. 
The incorporation of the attached comments will contribute greatly to the viability 
of SCAG's efforts in this area and will result in an enhanced final product. 

Thank you for coordinating this effort. The City of Cypress looks forward to a 
final document that incorporates these comments. 

Doug Bailey 
Mayor 

Attachment 

Cc: City Council 
City Manager 
Director of Community Development 

Doug Bailey, Mayor 
Prakash Narain, M.D., Mayor Pro Tern Phil luebben, Council Member 

Leroy Mills, Council Member Todd w. Seymore, Council Member 



Orange County 
Council of Governements 

Member Agencies 

.Aliso Viejo 

Jrvinc 

Sein 1.lunn Capistrano 

TJ.1stm 

VHill Park ( 

't'ort:i Linda 

OCTA 

TCA 

!b'DOC 

February 14, 2012 

Mr. Hasan lkhrata 
Executive Director 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 West Seventh Street, 1ih Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017-3435 

Dear Hasan, 

On behalf of the Orange County Council of Governments (OCCOG), I 
would like to commend the Southern California Association of 
Governments (SCAG) and its staff who worked hard to prepare the draft 
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)/Sustainable Communities Strategy 
(SCS), the Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR), and associated 
documents. This effort was monumental and unprecedented in our history 
and throughout the process collaboration between SCAG and Orange 
County stakeholders has been exceptional. 

The 34 Orange County local jurisdictions and six special districts that 
comprise OCCOG thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft 
2012 RTP and associated PEIR 

As you know, Orange County took upon itself the task of developing a 
subregional SCS. The continued cooperation of SCAG staff and the 
numerous references throughout the document where the RTP/SCS 
expressly states that it incorporates the Orange County Sustainable 
Communities Strategy (OC SCS) into the RTP/SCS document is greatly 
appreciated. 

The OCCOG Technical Advisory Committee {OCCOG TAC), made up of 
member agency planning staff, created an ad hoc committee dedicated to 
the review of the Draft RTP/SCS and PEIR. This committee met four 
times since January 3, 2012, and has collectively spent hundreds of hours 
since reviewing the draft plan and documents. The OCCOG TAC review 
and analysis was considered in late January by the OCCOG Board and 
serves as the basis for OCCOG's comments. 

The following general comments and recommendations are offered by 
OCCOG on the draft 2012-2035 RTP and SCS (draft RTP/SCS) and 
associated Appendices and draft PEIR (draft PEIR). OCCOG requests 
that this letter and its attachments be included in the public record as our 
collective comments on the draft RTP/SCS, PEIR and associated 
documents. 

Orange County Council of Governments 
550 South Main Street i P.O. Box 14184; Orange/ California 92863· 1584 I (714) 560·6282 



1. GROWTH FORECASTS 

Issue: Growth Projections: The 2012 growth projections identify population, housing 
and employment data for the six-county SCAG region, from 2008 (existing) to 2020 and 
2035. These growth projections represent the best available information from local 
jurisdictions, the business community, and landowners. However, as time passes, what 
is feasible for any given project can change. The triggers for change to adopted growth 
projections can range from factors such as market conditions, new information or data, 
infrastructure availability, changes in funding availability (such as the dissolution of 
redevelopment agencies statewide), and changes to jurisdictional boundaries resulting 
from future annexations and incorporations of previously designated unincorporated 
territory. SCAG should continue to adopt the 2012 growth projections at a countywide 
level, consistent with past approvals of the RTP growth forecasts. 

A county level of geography accommodates internal adjustments to changing conditions 
as described above, without compromising the integrity of the overall growth 
projections. However, approving the growth projections at any lower level of geography, 
such as at the city level, would be challenged with continual revisions and shifts to the 
total number of housing, population and employment within a city, among cities, and 
between cities and counties as a result of the factors described above. Adoption of the 
data at a level lower than the county would limit jurisdictional control and create 
inflexibility in a regional planning document. In addition, the level of geography in which 
RTP/SCS growth forecast is adopted should not be determined by other processes. For 
example, the Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA) allocations must be 
consistent with the RTP/SCS; state law does not require that they be identical. The 
RTP/SCS can be adopted at the county level and the RHNA process may proceed 
independently until it is completed after the appeals, trades, and transfers are 
completed. The RHNA allocations that were derived from the growth forecast can still 
be determined to be consistent with the RTP/SCS, even if changes are made to the city 
totals during the appeals, trades, and transfers process. 

Growth Projections Recommendation: SCAG's adoption of the growth forecast 
numbers should be at the county level, consistent with past RTPs, and not at a 
smaller level of geography such as city, census tract, or traffic analysis level. 

Issue: Orange County Projections (OCP)-2010 Modified: On January 26, 2012, the 
update to the OCP-2010 dataset known as "OCP-2010 Modified" was officially approved 
by the OCCOG Board of Directors and is a data amendment to the OC SCS. The 
dataset includes the 2010 Census population and housing data, along with the 2010 
Employment Development Department Benchmark data, consistent with SCAG's 
updated growth forecast dataset. The dataset was provided to SCAG staff in December 
2011 and this letter also serves as the formal notice of the update that should be 
incorporated into the 2012 RTP/SCS, PEIR, and related documents. 

OCP-2010 Modified Recommendation: All documents, tables, maps, narrative, 
modeling runs, PEIR Alternatives (including Alternate C/3/Envision 2) referencing 
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the Orange County growth forecasts should be updated with the Orange County 
Projections-201 O Modified Growth Projections, as adopted by the OCCOG Board 
of Directors and consistent with the subregional delegation Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) between OCCOG, OCTA and SCAG. 

2. DRAFT RTP/SCS 

Issue: 2012 Draft RTP/SCS: The RTP/SCS identifies strategies to reduce greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions from cars and light duty trucks. Because counties, jurisdictions 
and agencies have different needs and feasibility of implementation, we believe these 
strategies should be clearly identified as a menu of options that can be used to achieve 
the goal of reduced GHG emissions. However, the document can be construed to 
suggest that each of the strategies listed in the table on pages 150-153 are necessary 
to successfully implement the SCS, many of which are beyond SCAG's purview or 
control. It is requested that the language be clear that it is permissive. 

2012 Draft RTP/SCS Requests: 

1. Revise language on page 149: "The following tables list specific 
implementation strategies that local governments, SCAG, and other 
stakeholders may use or consider while preparing specific projects 
which that help can and should undertake in order to successfully 
implement the SCS." 

2. Please provide SCAG analysis supporting the strategies in the Draft 
RTP/SCS Chapter 4. 

3. Please describe what municipal obligations are anticipated as a result of 
adopting these strategies as a list to be accomplished rather than a 
menu of options. 

Issue: OC SCS Strategies: There are strategies in the OC SCS that are not included 
in the regional SCS. Similarly, there are some strategies in the regional SCS that are 
not consistent with the strategies in the OC SCS. This creates confusion and 
clarification is needed. 

Under SB 375 and only within the SCAG region, subregional councils of government 
were allowed to prepare subregional plans that SCAG is then required to incorporate 
into the regional SCS. In Orange County, the OCCOG and the Orange County 
Transportation Authority (OCTA) developed a countywide or subregional OC SCS that 
was to be incorporated in whole into the SCAG SCS. Local agencies in Orange County 
developed the OC SCS and approved it in June 2011. SCAG has incorporated the 
OC SCS in its entirety into the regional SCS as an appendix to the regional SCS, but it 
is unclear what the standing is of the OC SCS. The OC SCS contains a set of strategies 
that were agreed upon by local governments, agencies and other stakeholders within 
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Orange County and was accepted by SCAG and should represent the SCS that is 
applicable to the Orange County region. 

OC SCS Strategies Recommendation: Please revise the text in the last paragraph 
on page 106 to state: "These subregional SCS documents are incorporated into 
the regional SCS and represent the SCS for each of these subregions." 

3. DRAFT PEIR 

Issue: Mitigation Monitoring Program Intent: It is unclear how SCAG intends to 
implement the Mitigation Monitoring Program with regard to the proposed mitigation 
measures, as may be implemented by local agencies. Section 1-5 of the PEIR 
specifically provides that "Lead agencies shall provide SCAG with documentation of 
compliance with mitigation measures through SCAG's monitoring efforts, including 
SCAG's Intergovernmental Review (IGR) process." It is infeasible for SCAG to require 
local jurisdictions to report when such mitigation measures are considered for any 
project. Noting that the SCAG region includes 6 counties, 14 subregional entities and 
191 cities, this reporting requirement would surely fall short of expectations. Given this 
identified infeasibility, please clarify what obligations local agencies may have regarding 
SCAG's mitigation monitoring efforts. 

Mitigation Monitoring Program Intent Requests/Recommendations: 

4. 

1. Does SCAG intend to require all jurisdictions that avail themselves of 
the mitigation measures to report to SCAG when such measures are 
considered for any project? 

2. SCAG's approval of the PEIR needs to clearly state the intent and 
applicability of the mitigation measures and the PEIR reflective of our 
comments below and that mitigation measures do not supersede 
regulations under the jurisdiction of other regulatory agencies. 

3. Add language to Executive Summary and ·introduction: "Mitigation 
measures do not supersede regulations under the iurisdiction of other 
regulatory agencies." 

Feasibility and Applicability 

On pages 1-5 and 1-7, the language should reflect that Lead agencies will determine 
the feasibility and applicability of measures and that the measures are intended to offer 
a menu of options available should a lead agency opt to utilize them. The PEIR makes 
the assertion on page 1-7 of the Project Description under Transportation Project 
Mitigation and Land Use Planning and Development Project Mitigation sections that the 
draft PEIR has made a preliminary determination that all of the mitigation measures in it 
are considered feasible. SCAG has not identified any analysis that supports the 
feasibility of the mitigation measures that are to be undertaken by entities other than 
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SCAG and SCAG staff has stated on numerous occasions that the mitigation measures 
were intended to be a menu of options for consideration by lead agencies. 

Issue: Mitigation Measures Impose Obligations Beyond Scope of SB 375. Given 
the combination of the RTP and the SCS processes, as mandated by SB 375, we 
recognize that SCAG must undertake the difficult task of balancing the goal of having a 
coordinated regional transportation system with land use strategies that encourage a 
more compact use of land. However, a key principle of SB 375 is that it is not intended 
to supersede local agencies' authority to regulate land uses. Specifically, Government 
Code section 65080(b)(2)(K) provides, in relevant part that ". . . .Nothing in a 
sustainable communities strategy shall be interpreted as superseding the exercise of 
the land use authority of cities and counties within the region ... " 

In light of the limitation expressed at Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(K), we find 
language in the PEIR, and specifically the mitigation measures therein, imposing 
affirmative obligations on local agencies within the SCAG region to be inappropriate and 
contrary to law. The proposed language as recommended below would remedy the 
legal conflict with Section 65080(b)(2)(K), yet achieve SCAG's recognition that 
project-specific environmental review is the appropriate level of review for projects that 
have their own unique, site-specific circumstances. 

The revisions are further consistent with OCCOG's understanding that SCAG intended 
to provide the mitigation measures as a "toolbox" to local agencies for use within their 
discretion if and when appropriate for projects within their respective jurisdictions. 
Indeed, from materials presented by SCAG, including the January 26, 2012 workshop 
held at the City of Anaheim Council Chambers, SCAG explained that "This PEIR offers 
a "toolbox" of mitigation measures for future project-level environmental analyses ... 
It also includes suggested mitigation measures for local agencies to consider for 
implementation, if appropriate and feasible (phrased as "can and should"). This 
language is permissive and not mandatory upon local agencies." 

Mitigation Measures Impose Obligations Beyond Scope of SB 375 
Recommendations: 

1. Please provide SCAG analysis supporting the feasibility of mitigation 
measures in the PEIR. 

2. Change language on page 1-7 found in 2 places under MITIGATION 
MEASURES, subheadings Transportation Project Mitigation and Land 
Use Planning and Development Project Mitigation: "This Draft PEIR has 
made a preliminary determination that the proposed mitigation 
measures are feasible and effective. Therefore, it is reasonable to 
expect that these agencies will actually implement them where, in the 
agencies' independent discretion, the measures are deemed applicable 
in light specific circumstances at the project level." 
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3. Change language on page 1-5, first paragraph: "Mitigation Measures 
proposed in this PEIR are available as tools for implementing agencies 
and local lead agencies to use as they deem applicable. The 
implementing agencies and local lead agencies !!:! responsible for 
ensuring adherence to the mitigation measures as 2012-2035 RTP/SCS 
projects are considered for approval over time." 

4. Please make similar text amendments to other sections, including the 
Executive Summary, of the PEIR that reference how the mitigation 
measures are to be used by lead agencies. 

5. "Can and Should" 

As indicated in the PEIR on page 1-6, state law provides that it is appropriate to indicate 
in mitigation measures that they "can and should" be implemented where the authority 
to implement the measures rests with agencies other than SCAG. The language 
conveys to local agencies an affirmative obligation to address each mitigation measure, 
irrespective of whether such agencies deem the measures applicable to a particular 
project or duplicative of their own or other governmental agencies' regulatory measures 
(as discussed in Section 14). OCCOG recognizes that SCAG's use of the words "can 
and should" are derived from California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), at Public 
Resources Code sections 21081 and 2155.2(b)(5)(B)(ii) and CEQA Guidelines, 
including section 15091 (a)(2). Nevertheless, given the express limitation of SB 375 
upon respective local agencies' land use authority, OCCOG deems any language 
seemingly imposing affirmative obligations contrary to SB 375 inappropriate. As such, 
the use of the language "can and should" for mitigation measures addressed to local 
agencies is inappropriate. 

"Can and Should" Recommendations: Change language in all mitigation 
measures identifying entities other than SCAG to read "can and should consider 
where applicable and feasible." To clarify the intent that the mitigation measures 
are a menu of options for which feasibility has not been established for any given 
project, the "can and should" language should be changed in all mitigation 
measures identifying entities other than SCAG to read "should consider where 
applicable and feasible." 

6. CEQA Streamlining: 

One of the key components of SB 375 was the inclusion of incentives that provided 
CEQA streamlining for projects consistent with the objectives of the bill as well as 
consistent with the SCS. As identified on pages 1-10 through 1-12, for projects to 
qualify for these incentives, mitigation measures from the applicable environmental 
document must be incorporated into the project. It is not clear, however, which 
measures would need to be incorporated into a project for it to qualify, particularly in 
light of the intent of SCAG for the measures to be a toolbox. 
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CEQA Streamlining Recommendations: Please clarify how the "menu of 
mitigation measures" from this PEIR is expected to be used by a lead agency as 
well as which ones lead agencies should address in order for a project to qualify 
the use of the CEQA streamlining provisions of SB375. 

7. RTP/SCS Policies 

Please ensure that the discussion of the policies represented by the RTP/SCS in the 
draft PEIR is consistent with the policies actually in the RTP/SCS. In particular, the 
bullet list on the page 2-3 is stated to represent the land use strategies of the plan; 
however, the strategies listed are not specifically identified in the regional SCS. 
Including different language in the PEIR implies additional policy. 

RTP/SCS Policies Recommendation: Amend the land use strategies identified on 
page 2-3 of the Project Description, under the section Purpose and Need for 
Action to reflect the strategies included in the SCS chapter of the RTP. 

8. PEIR Mitigation Measures 

By far the most concerning portion of the Draft 2012 RTP/SCS to OCCOG members is 
the PEIR. Specifically, the proposed mitigation measures included in the PEIR extend to 
and impact a broad spectrum of technical and policy areas. Many examples of these 
concerns are included on Attachments 1 and 2 of this letter. In sum, the concerns are 
that the mitigation measures: 

• Appear to go above and beyond the requirements of the Regional Transportation 
Plan and Senate Bill 375; 

• Are measures already required by State and Federal law or are regulated by 
other agencies such as the South Coast Air Quality Management District, 
California Department of Housing and Community Development, Fish and Game, 
and the Regional Water Control Boards; 

• Appear to run counter to local control; and 

• Are financially infeasible for the agencies responsible for implementation. 

PEIR Mitigation Measures Recommendations. 

1. In order for the mitigation measures to truly be considered a toolbox of 
options for consideration by various entities in the SCAG region as 
intended, all mitigation measures in the PEIR intended for entities other 
than SCAG should be moved into an appendix to the PEIR and renamed 
"Sustainability Strategies". These strategies could then be identified for 
consideration by lead agencies as mitigation for future projects should 
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a lead agency choose to do so and deem them applicable and feasible. 
The PEIR would only retain mitigation measures applicable to SCAG. 
This action would also require that the Executive Summary, 
Introduction, and Project Description be updated to reflect the nature of 
the new appendix of Sustainability Strategies. 

2. Remove language within mitigation measures that establishes policies 
not included in the RTP/SCS or modifies the measure to specify a policy 
or endorses specific technology which would limit agency authority. 

3. In the draft PEIR, please replace text in all mitigation measures that 
identify policy for either SCAG or other entities with language that 
reflects either adopted SCAG policies or are policies that are included in 
the RTP and SCS. Mitigation measures should not be used to establish 
new policy for the region. 

For example: 

9. 

• MM-TR 17: "SCAG shall (for its employees) and local jurisdictions can and 
should institute where applicable and feasible teleconferencing, telecommute, 
and/or flexible work hour programs to reduce unnecessary employee 
transportation. 

• MM-TR 23: "Local jurisdictions should consider when applicable and feasible 
coordinated and controlled intersections so that traffic passes more efficiently 
through congested areas. Where traffic signals or streetlights are installed, 
require the use of a feasible, energy efficient Light Emitting Diode (LED) 
technology." 

• MM-TR 35: "Local jurisdictions should consider where applicable and feasible 
the adoption of a comprehensive parking policy that discourages private vehicle 
use and encourages the use of alternative transportation." 

SCAG Authority 

Several mitigation measures identify actions that SCAG shall undertake to mitigate 
impacts of the plan. Many appropriately direct SCAG to provide a discussion forum or 
serve as a central data repository for a broad range of topics that affect the region as a 
whole. However, many measures inappropriately direct SCAG to establish practices, 
standards, or policy in areas unrelated to what SCAG has purview over. Further, the 
measures often appear to be directed at policy implementation that is unrelated to the 
plan itself, such as implementing AB 32. Such measures will essentially require SCAG 
to establish policy in areas for which it has no authority. Additionally, it is not clear how 
SCAG would fund the work efforts because they are not directly related to its mission 
and, therefore, do not have funding. For example, MM-PS 118 states: "SCAG shall 
continue to develop energy efficiency and green building guidance to provide direction 
on specific approaches and models and to specify levels of performance for regionally 
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significant projects to be consistent with regional plans." Green building practices and 
energy efficiency measures are already addressed by various state and federal 
agencies, as well as by other local organizations. Further, SCAG does not have the 
authority to specify levels of performance for land use or buildings. 

SCAG Authority Recommendation: Remove the following mitigation measures for 
SCAG which it does not have purview for under the law or directed to do by the 
Regional Council through policy direction. List may not be exhaustive. 

MM-BIO/OS 44 MM-LU 42 MM-LU 77 MM-PS 68 
MM-BIO/OS 45 MM-LU 47 MM-LU 80 MM-PS 71 
MM-BIO/OS 46 MM-LU 48 MM-LU 81 MM-PS 95 
MM-BIO/OS 48 MM-LU 51 MM-LU 82 MM-PS 121 
MM-GHG 3 MM-LU 53 MM-LU 83 MM-TR 17 
MM-GHG 8 MM-LU 56 MM-NO 12 MM-TR 23 
MM-GHG 11 MM-LU 57 MM-NO 16 MM-TR 28 
MM-LU 9 MM-LU 60 MM-POP 1 MM-TR 35 
MM-LU 21 MM-LU 61 MM-PS 3 MM-TR 83 
MM-LU 22 MM-LU 64 MM-PS 14 MM-TR 85 
MM-LU 24 MM-LU 65 MM-PS 25 MM-TR 96 
MM-LU 26 MM-LU 69 MM-PS 37 MM-W34 
MM-LU 32 MM-LU 71 MM-PS 39 MM-W59 
MM-LU 34 MM-LU 74 MM-PS 41 MM-W60 
MM-LU 41 MM-LU 75 MM-PS 67 MM-W65 

10. SCAG Mitigation Measures 

It would be helpful to understand how SCAG will implement the mitigation measures 
that it is assigned to do. Many of the mitigation measures will expand SCAG's role into 
areas that are not currently under its purview and are under the jurisdiction of other 
entities. Many also constitute significant work efforts. 

SCAG Mitigation Measures Request: Please explain how the actions and 
programs required by the measures SCAG is assigned to do would be funded to 
ensure that they are truly feasible for SCAG to undertake. 

11. Ensuring Outcomes 

SCAG has limited authority in many of the areas included in the measures and will not 
be able to ensure impacts are mitigated and that the outcomes identified do actually 
occur. SCAG can assist, offer information, educate, and provide discussion forums for 
topics outside its area of jurisdiction; however, it is not possible to "ensure" that 
outcomes are achieved for things that are outside of its purview. 
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Ensuring Outcomes Recommendation: Remove all references within mitigation 
measures that SCAG will "ensure" or "shall minimize impacts" that result from a 
mitigation measures. 

Example: 
MM-CUL 17: "lmpaGts ta Gultural reseurGes shall be minimi2:ed through 
Geeperatien, information sharing, and SCAG!s shall, through cooperation, 
information sharing and ongoing regional planning efforts such as web
based planning tools for local government including CA lots, and direct 
technical assistance efforts such as Compass Blueprint's Toolbox Tuesday 
series, provide information and assistance to local agencies to help them 
avoid impacts to cultural resources. Resource agencies, such as the Office 
of Historic Preservation, shall be consulted during this process." 

12. Fees and Taxes 

Several mitigation measures indicate that local jurisdictions or other entities should 
implement new fees or propose taxes to pay for a variety of programs or for acquisition 
of land for preservation. Increases to fees or taxes are issues that could require voter 
approval and, thus not be approved. They also represent prescriptive means to 
accomplish the mitigation. 

Fees and Taxes Recommendations: 

1. Reword measures to indicate that a new or increased fee, new tax, or 
other increase is only an option as a way to implement the mitigation. 
The following list may not be exhaustive. 

MM-BIO/OS55 
MM-LU29 
MM-LU53 
MM-LU54 
MM-LU80 
MM-LU81 
MM-LU82 
MM-LU83 
MM-POP4 
MM-PS12 

MM-PS15 
MM-PS63 
MM-PS75 
MM-PS76 
MM-PS78 
MM-PS92 
MM-PS106 
MM-PS107 
MM-PS113 
MM-TR28 

MM-TR30 
MM-TR37 
MM-TR47 
MM-TR52 
MM-TR60 
MM-TR69 
MM-TR74 
MM-TR75 
MM-TR80 
MM-TR84 

MM-TR88 
MM-TR94 
MM-TR96 
MM-W6 
MM-W32 
MM-W52 
MM-W58 

2. Please clarify whether it was assumed that these additional fees were 
considered feasible and if the new fees that are suggested were 
considered in the financial plan or economic analysis of the RTP. 
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13. Guidance Documents 

Guidance documents are there as information sources for consideration; however, they 
do not represent regulation or establish standards that are required to be achieved. For 
example, MM-AQ19 inappropriately indicates that project sponsors should comply with 
the GARB Air Quality and Land Use Handbook (June 2005) which is only a guidance 
document. 

Guidance Documents Recommendation: Remove references that indicate a 
compliance with guidance documents from mitigation measures. 

14. Duplicative/Existing Regulations 

It is noted that many of the mitigation measures are duplicative of existing regulation or 
processes (e.g. CEQA review requirements). Under the CEQA, it is intended that 
measures be identified that will mitigate impacts of the project. Existing regulations are 
already assumed to be abided by in the evaluation of the impact and the significance of 
the impact is after all existing regulation is applied. Therefore, mitigation measures 
should address those actions that need to be undertaken in addition to existing 
regulation in order to mitigate the impact. Therefore, mitigation measures that simply 
restate existing regulation are not valid mitigation for purposes of CEQA. Further, it is 
possible for regulations to change over time. Because of this, restatement of the 
regulation in the mitigation measures could result in future conflict between the stated 
mitigation and the regulation. It has become common practice to state that existing 
regulation will be implemented. When this is done, it is common practice when 
compliance is used as a mitigation measure to simply state that the responsible entity 
will simply comply with the regulation. If mitigation measures that restate existing 
regulation are not removed, then it is requested that the wording of the measures be 
restated to simply read that compliance with all applicable laws and regulations will be 
undertaken. Language that could be used is: "Local jurisdictions, agencies, and project 
sponsors shall comply, as applicable, with existing federal, state, and local laws and 
regulations." Similar language is included in some mitigation measures. It is offered that 
MM-PS 13 is a good example of the type of appropriate language and reads "Project 
sponsors can and should ensure that projects are consistent with federal, state, and 
local plans that preserve open space." 

The water section provides another example. The PEIR includes 68 mitigation 
measures in the Water Resources section regarding water quality. At least 35 of these 
are related to storm water runoff best management practices (BMPs) that are currently 
regulated through Municipal National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
Storm Water Permits issued by Regional Water Quality Control Boards. In the SCAG 
region, there are five water quality control boards each with its own Municipal NPDES 
Storm Water Permit. The regulations and requirements contained in these permits vary 
from each other. By listing specific measures in the PEIR that are not included in a 
project's applicable Municipal NPDES Storm Water Permit, the PEIR creates conflicting 
compliance requirements. To eliminate potential conflict with existing regulations, the 
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mitigation measures regarding specific BMPs should be removed and replaced with a 
single requirement that each project must comply with its applicable Municipal NPDES 
Storm Water Permit. 

Duplicative/Existing Regulations Recommendations: 

1. Please remove all mitigation measures listed in Attachment 1 which are 
duplicative of existing regulations administered by or under the 
jurisdiction of other agencies. The list may not be exhaustive. 

2. For each impact, please add the following language: "Local 
jurisdictions, agencies, and project sponsors should comply, as 
applicable, with existing federal, state, and local laws and regulations." 

15. Draconian Mitigation Measures 

Many of the mitigation measures in the Draft PEIR are draconian and need to be 
removed. One prime example is MM-LU 85. It reads in part "Local jurisdictions can and 
should reduce heat gain from pavement and other hardscaping including: Reduce street 
rights-of-way and pavement widths to World War II widths (typically 22 to 34 feet for 
local streets and 30 to 35 feet for collector streets curb to curb) ... " Although reduced 
street widths may be appropriate in some cases and have been implemented in many 
jurisdictions, it is inappropriate and counterproductive to require reduced street widths 
as a mitigation measure in the PEIR. Reduced street widths, for example, generally do 
not provide space for on-street parking which may result in greater, additional paved 
areas provided in separate parking lots. A second example is MM-LU15: "Project 
sponsors can and should ensure that at least one acre of unprotected open space is 
permanently conserved for each acre of open space developed as a result of 
transportation projects/improvements." Measures should support the SCAG Energy and 
Environment Committee which recommended that the programs build upon existing 
open space land acquisition and open space programs in the region, tailoring programs 
to each individual county in the region. These include, but are not limited to, OCTA's 
Measure M Mitigation Program, and Transportation Corridor Agency's open space 
mitigation program, which has protected 2,200 acres in perpetuity to date. Open space 
conservation should be pursued in a voluntary manner, working with willing private 
sector landowners and not be overly prescriptive and specific. 

Draconian Mitigation Measures Recommendations: Remove mitigation measures 
that are very prescriptive, such as reducing street widths to WW II widths or 
specifying preferred technology. 

In addition to the above comments, detailed technical comments, language changes, 
and questions on the RTP/SCS, Appendices, and PEIR documents are included in 
Attachment 2. 
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Conclusion 

We recognize the immense efforts it took to prepare these documents. They represent 
incredibly complex technical work and have important and far-reaching policy impacts 
for our region. However, because of this importance and complexity, we would like to 
express concern about the timing of the release of the documents and hope that 
preparation of future RTP/SCS documents will take into account the need to 
accommodate adequate review, discussion and revision time for all of the documents. 
The current timeline of document releases, public comment period, and time allowed for 
the response to comments results in an inability to have credible discussion regarding 
possible changes because the timeline does not allow for recirculation or full discussion 
of requested changes. The documents were released over the holiday season and 
included the release of the draft PEIR document on December 30, 2011. The minimum 
45-day public comment period closes on February 14, 2012. Only a few weeks are 
provided to prepare responses to comments and amend the documents to ensure that 
the Regional Council may consider the certification of the PEIR and the approval of the 
draft RTP/SCS on April 4, 2012. 

We appreciate your consideration of all of the comments provided in this letter and its 
attachments and look forward to your responses. It is a shared goal to have an 
RTP/SCS adopted that is credible and defensible on all levels. If you have any 
questions, please do not hesitate to contact me or Dave Simpson, OCCOG's Executive 
Director. 

cc: OCCOG Member Agencies 
OCCOG Board of Directors 
OCTA Board of Directors 
Orange County City Managers Association 
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Attachment 1: Mitigation Measures Duplicative of Existing Regulation 
(Listed by type of regulation measures duplicates) 

Air CDFG Federal & state Federal law Resource 
Quality/AQMD law agencies 
MM-AQ1 MM-BIO/OS1 MM-HM3 MM-LU14 MM-TR33 

MM-AQ2 MM-BIO/OS3 MM-HM4 MM-LU30 MM-BIO/OS29 

MM-AQ3 MM-BIO/OS4 MM-HM5 MM-BIO/OS30 

MM-AQ4 MM-BIO/OS8 MM-HM6 MM-BIO/OS31 

MM-AQ5 MM-BIO/OS10 MM-HM? NPDES MM-BIO/OS32 

MM-AQ6 MM-BIO/OS11 MM-LU28 MM-AQ16 MM-BIO/OS33 

MM-AQ7 MM-BIO/OS17 MM-N018 MM- MM-BIO/OS34 
BIO/OS19 

MM-AQ8 MM-BIO/OS18 MM-PS13 MM-GE05 MM-BIO/OS35 

MM-AQ9 MM-BIO/OS21 MM-W36 MM-W1 MM-BIO/OS50 

MM-AQ10 MM-BIO/OS22 MM-W37 MM-W13 MM-BIO/OS51 

MM-AQ11 MM-BIO/OS23 MM-W38 MM-W58 

MM-AQ12 MM-BIO/OS24 

MM-AQ13 MM-BIO/OS25 Flood control 

MM-AQ14 MM-BIO/OS26 MM-HMS 

MM-AQ17 MM-BIO/OS27 

MM-AQ18 MM-BIO/OS28 Local 
Aaencies 

MM-BIO/OS14 MM-AV11 

MM-BIO/OS7 

State law 
MM-AV3 MM-HM10 MM-PS4 MM-PS107 MM-W25 

MM-AV6 MM-HM11 MM-PS8 MM-PS113 MM-W26 

MM-AV12 MM-HM12 MM-PS10 MM-PS119 MM-W27 
MM-BIO/OS20 MM-HM13 MM-PS12 MM-PS122 MM-W28 
MM-CUL 1 MM-HM14 MM-PS14 MM-TR29 MM-W29 
MM-CUL2 MM-HM15 MM-PS16 MM-TR49 MM-W30 
MM-CUL3 MM-HM16 MM-PS35 MM-TR55 MM-W31 

MM-CUL4 MM-LU10 MM-PS36 MM-TR75 MM-W32 

MM-CUL5 MM-LU11 MM-PS37 MM-TR89 MM-W39 
MM-CUL6 MM-LU17 MM-PS42 MM-W6 MM-W43 
MM-CUL? MM-LU19 MM-PS43 MM-W8 MM-W46 
MM-CUL8 MM-LU20 MM-PS48 MM-W9 MM-W47 
MM-CUL9 MM-LU38 MM-PS55 MM-W10 MM-W48 
MM-CUL10 MM-LU43 MM-PS56 MM-W11 MM-W49 
MM-CUL 11 MM-LU44 MM-PS57 MM-W12 MM-W50 
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MM-CUL 12 MM-LU48 MM-PS59 MM-W15 MM-W51 
MM-CUL13 MM-LU58 MM-PS61 MM-W16 MM-W52 
MM-CUL15 MM-N01 MM-PS67 MM-W17 MM-W54 
MM-CUL 16 MM-N04 MM-PS69 MM-W18 MM-W55 
MM-GE01 MM-N08 MM-PS71 MM-W19 MM-W56 
MM-GE02 MM-N09 MM-PS73 MM-W20 MM-W61 
MM-GE03 MM-POP2 MM-PS77 MM-W21 MM-W62 
MM-GE04 MM-POP4 MM-PS89 MM-W22 MM-W64 
MM-GE06 MM-PS1 MM-PS92 MM-W23 MM-W66 
MM-HM9 MM-PS2 MM-PS97 MM-W24 MM-W68 
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Attachment 2: Additional Technical Clarifications on documents are also offered as 
follows: 

2012 RTP/SCS 
# TOPIC/ PAGE RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 

REQUEST REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 
1 General all All chapter headings should include the Chapter 

Comment number on each page for ease of reference. 
2 Clarification 1, left column "The 2012 RTP/SCS includes a strong commitment 

to reduce emissions from transportation sources to 
comply with SB 375. eetR improve public health ... 
and meet the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards as set forth by the federal Clean Air Act. 
As 

3 Clarification 4, right "This region needs a long-term, sustainable funding 
column plan that ensures the region receives its fair share 

of funding. supports an efficient and effective 
transportation system that grows the economy, 
provides mobility choices, and improves our quality 
of life." 

4 Clarification page 7- Is additional $0. 15 gas tax the sum total of both 
Table 2 and state and federal taxes or $0. 15 each? 
page 95-
Table 3.3 

5 Clarification 40, left "Strategic investments. put forth by the 12rivate 
column sector. that would remove barriers associated with 

telecommuting are expected ... " 
6 Correction page 42- 241 toll road completion year is 2030 

Table 2.2 

7 Please 50, left "scrip" 
define in the column 
text and add 
to a Qlossarv 

8 Clarification 54, right "Express/HOT Lane Network 
column Despite our concerted effort to reduce traffic 

congestion through years of infrastructure 
investment, the region's system demands continue 
to exceed available capacity durina oeak oeriods." 

9 Clarification 70, 78 Greenhouse Gases and Air Quality 
SCAG seems to rely on CEQA to achieve the 
"maximum feasible" reductions in emissions from 
transportation. However, this is not consistent with 
the intent of SB 375's goal of achieving specific 
thresholds of 8% by 2020 and 13% by 2035 through 
a sustainable communities strategy plan. 
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# TOPIC/ PAGE RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REQUEST REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

10 Clarification 78, right 
column 

11 Clarification 80, left 
column 

Please provide clarification to this section indicating 
if the air quality and greenhouse gas CEQA 
mitigation measures obligate regional agencies and 
project developers to undertake more strategies, 
programs and mandates beyond those included in 
the QC SGS. 
"Greenhouse Gases 
On road emissions (from passenger vehicles and 
heavy duty trucks) constitute 93 percent of the 
transportation sector total. Emissions from 
passenger vehicles, which are the subject of 
SB 375 and this RTP/SCS, constitute % of the 
transportation sector's greenhouse gas emissions 
total." 

Statements are made, such as the following, "the 
RTP has the ability to affect the distribution of that 
growth" (in population in the region). These 
statements could be interpreted to be contrary to 
SCAG's obligation under the Memorandum of 
Understanding with OCCOG to respect the 
strategies and local land use policies in the OC 
SCS. 

Please clarify how it is in SCAG's ability to affect 
local change when the OC SGS is consistent with 
acceptance of local land use plans and planned 
population and employment distribution? 

Recommended text change: "Transportation 
projects including new and expanded infrastructure 
are necessary to improve travel time and can 
enhance quality of life for those traveling throughout 
the region. However, these projects also have the 
potential to induce attract more of the regional 
population growth in certain areas of the region. 
This means that although Although SCAG does not 
anticipate that the RTP would affect the total growth 
in population in the region, the RTP has the ability 
to affect the distribution of that growth." 

"In addition to induced population grmvth, 
transportation projects in the RTP also have the 
potential to divide established communities, 
primarily through acquisition of rights-of-way." 
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# TOPIC/ 
REQUEST 

PAGE 
REFERENCE 
82, right 
column 

12 Clarification Chapter 3 

13 Clarification page 95-
Table 3.3 

RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
RECOMMENDATION 
Text indicates that the RTP and projects in the 
RTP/SCS as "inducing" growth. It is noted that use 
of the term "induced growth" has a negative 
connotation and implies growth above and beyond 
what would occur naturally. However, it is stated in 
the RTP that the population, housing, and 
employment growth totals are fixed and only the 
distributions may change based on the plan. This 
means there will not be "new" growth and that the 
RTP and SCS may simply influence and shift the 
growth anticipated for the region. This moving of 
growth is the result of changes in distribution that 
are due to changes in land use or densities. 
Because of this, it is requested that references to 
"induced growth" be reworded to reflect the shifting 
of growth in the region. 

Recommended text change: "Cumulative impacts 
from the projected growth induced by the RTP 
include increased impervious surfaces; ... " 
SCAG's Financial Plan includes a significant portion 
of "New Revenue Sources and Innovative 
Financing Strategies" that are not currently in place 
or available. While some of the proposed revenues 
are within the control of SCAG or MPOs and 
County Transportation Commissions, the majority of 
the revenues (in terms of dollars) require either 
state or federal action to implement. 

Please explain what the implications are if these 
new revenue sources and innovative financing 
strategies do not become available? 
"Mileage based user fees would be implemented to 
replace gas tax and augment estimated at about 
$0.05 (2011 $) per mile and indexed to maintain 
purchasing power starting 2025." 

Suggested language is from page 31 of Growth 
Forecast Appendix: 

"Current gasoline tax, estimated at_about $0.05 
(2011$) per mile will increase through 2025, then in 
2026 it would be replaced with a mileage-based 
user fee indexed to maintain purchasing power." 
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# TOPIC/ PAGE RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REQUEST REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

14 Clarification 105, right "While the region was once known worldwide as the 
column "capital of sprawl," the region today is projecting 

growth on only a small fraction of the l=las little raw 
land available in the region left te aeeemmesate 
-...J...J:,1.; ___ , ,. __ , ..... ._ " - _ ...... 

15 Clarification 105, right "While the region was once known worldwide as the 
column "capital of sprawl," the region today is projecting 

growth on only a small fraction of the l=las little raw 
land available in the region left te aeeemmesate 
--1-1:.&.:----1 ---.., • ..LL '1 - --·-·· .... 

16 Clarification 106 SCAG indicates that the oc scs has been 
incorporated into the regional SCS. OCCOG was 
one of two subregions that undertook the arduous 
task and obligation of preparing an SCS. 

Please add clarifying text that these subregional 
SCSs, including the oc SGS, represent the 
Sustainable Communities Strategies applicable to 
those subregions. 

17 Clarification 110, right "Municipal water and sewer systems, for example, 
column ensure clean water. At the same time, eenerete 

sterm1,\1ater r1:1neff el=lannels l=larm 11.iater Ef l:lality aoo 
s~rawl eats inte e~en s~aee as areas become more 
urbanized and the percentage of impervious 
surface is increased, the hydrologic regime is 
dramatically altered. Drainage conveyances that 
once were natural and riparian are reguired to be 
engineered as hardened flood control channels to 
provide adeguate protection of private property and 
public infrastructure from the increased freguency, 
duration, peak flow, and overall volume of 
stormwater runoff. With this armoring of once 
natural channels, water guali:ty benefits from 
biofiltration are lost along with opportunities for 
infiltration and evapotranspiration, which can lead to 
hydromodifcation downstream in sections which are 
not yet engineered and hardened. Many 
strategies ... " 

18 Clarification 112,117 The scs documents the development of four 
scenarios to explore basic aspects of future growth. 
These scenarios were used in public outreach and 
the SCS and the associated Appendix states that 
"Using the public dialogue and feedback from the 
analysis of the SCS Scenarios, SCAG developed 
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# TOPIC/ 
REQUEST 

PAGE 
REFERENCE 

19 Clarification 113, 122 

20 Add 
17 glossary 

to 127, right 
column 

21 Clarification 128, left 
column 

RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
RECOMMENDATION 
the 2012 RTP/SCS Plan alternatives." (Similar 
references are also include at RTP/SCS p. 117, and 
SCS Background Documentation p. 71 ). The 
RTP/SCS and Appendix then describes a process 
that led to the Plan alternatives. Neither the 
RTP/SCS, Appendix or PEIR expressly state or 
illustrate the fundamental land use and 
socioeconomic foundation for the SCS. 

In order to confirm consistency with the OG SGS, it 
is requested that SGAG include appropriate tables, 
graphics and maps that provide the detail that 
confirm this consistency. 
The regional SCS states that the 
scenarios/alternatives were developed using the 
Local Sustainability Planning Tool (LSPT). The 
LSPT is a sketch planning tool that flattens 
geographical areas to a 5-acre grid cell. The OC 
SCS land use data was provided at much greater 
level of detail in that specific parcel data and detail 
were provided by each jurisdiction. A cursory review 
of some LSPT data reveals inconsistencies 
regarding interpretation of Orange County land 
uses. 

It is acknowledged that the regional SCS states, 
"Land use inputs for OCCOG SCS were 
unchanged". Yet use of the LSPT and SCAG 
Development and Community Types presented in 
the SCS leave open the question as to whether the 
OC SCS was altered, as noted above. 

Please provide confirmation that the underlying OG 
SGS land use data was used without significant 
alteration and LSPT flattening and interpretation in 
the development of the regional SGS Plan and 
alternatives. 
"Gentrification" 

"Thus, this adjustment allowed the land use pattern 
to conform more closely to local expectations 
general plans, while reducing the amount of vehicle 
miles traveled." 

Whose/What are "local expectations?" 
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# TOPIC/ 
REQUEST 

22 Clarification 

23 Clarification 

24 Add 
glossary 

PAGE 
REFERENCE 
149, right 
column 

150-152 

to 166, right 
column 

25 Clarification 194, right 
column 

26 Clarification 201 

27 Clarification 202, 
203-
Table 7.1 

RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
RECOMMENDATION 
Revise language to clarify that SCAG intends 
policies, strategies, and measures are a menu of 
options. 

"The following tables list specific implementation 
strategies that local governments, SCAG, and other 
stakeholders may use or consider while preparing 
specific projects which would help can and should 
undertake in order to successfully implement the 
SCS." 
The OC SCS was accepted by SCAG and 
represents the set of strategies and the growth 
distribution that outlines the best approach for how 
the requirements of SB 375 would be met within the 
subregion. Specifically, the OC SCS included 15 
specific Sustainability Strategies, reflecting a menu 
of 222 practices and actions that OC agencies have 
agreed to pursue (or continue to pursue) to achieve 
GHG reductions that support SB 375. 

Why doesn't the regional SGS specifically 
acknowledge these 15 strategies yet include other 
strategies and performance measures not included 
in the OG SGS (e.q., Locational Efficiency)? 
"Greenfield" 

"In addition to these targeted outreach efforts, all 
regular and special meetings of the RTP task 
forces, the Transportation Committee (TC), the 
CEHD, the EEC, and the SCAG Regional Council 
are publicly noticed and ... " 
Please clarify whether the text stating "Long-term 
emission reduction for rail, with a goal of zero
emissions rail system" is intended to reflect a zero
emissions freight rail system, or whether this goal 
also applies to passenger rail. 
Unfunded operational improvements, of which 
several are listed on page 203, Table 7.1, include 
transit station improvements in Irvine, Fullerton, and 
Santa Ana, bus rapid transit (BRT) in Orange 
County, and high speed rail (HSR) Phase II. 

Please confirm that these are consistent with the 
OGSGS. 
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# TOPIC/ PAGE RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REQUEST REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

28 Clarification 207 Strategic Finance 

Please explain what will happen if reasonably 
foreseeable revenue sources of approximately $200 
million do not become available? 

29 Add to 205 "Active transportation" 
glossary 

GROWTH FORECAST APPENDIX 
# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

REFERENCE 
1 Updated 23, Table 13 In December 2011, Orange County provided SCAG 

growth with the revised growth forecast dataset, OCP-201 O 
forecast Modified, per the OC SCS MOU (official OCCOG 
numbers Board action 1/26/2012). 

Please incorporate revised Orange County 
numbers (i.e. OCP-2010 Modified) into all reports, 
tables, exhibits, alternatives, maps, and modeling 
runs for final RTP. 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES APPENDIX 
# TOPIC 

1 Clarification 

PAGE 
REFERENCE 
1 

NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

The document states, "The performance measures 
are used to evaluate how well the RTP/SCS 
addresses the adopted goals and performance 
outcomes." 

Is there any formal role for the performance 
measures? 

ARB will evaluate for SB 375 compliance not based 
on these measures but based on ARB process. 

Please include language clarifying that this is a 
requirement to demonstrate compliance with federal 
requirements and not for the obligations under SB 
375. 
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# TOPIC 

2 Clarification 

3 Clarification 

4 Clarification 

5 Clarification 

PAGE 
REFERENCE 
1, end of first 
paragraph 

1, column 2 

13, Table 8 

9 

NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

Add statement: "Performance measures and 
expected outcomes will be used to monitor the 
RTP/SCS at the regional level; these measures and 
outcomes are not proposed for use at the 
subreaional or oroiect-soecific level." 
The document states, "The Regional Council will 
formally adopt the goals and outcomes as part of 
the final 2012 RTP/SCS." 

Does this bring any formal obligation to meet goals? 
Goals are general, flexible, and aspirational rather 
than specific, as on p. 1. 
The RTP/SCS claims an extra 2% C02e emissions 
reduction in 2035 from the NHTS post-processing 
analysis. While the RTP/SCS meets the ARB 
S8375 goal without the extra 2%, we would like to 
note that the extra 2% could be important if the 
attorney general raises concerns about backsliding. 
Consequently, the reliability of the extra 2% 
reduction should be checked. Questions on the 
NHTS model are below. 

It would be useful to know the answers to better 
judge the quality, although we do note that the 
report does look like it meets the standards or best 
practice. 
NHTS Model Documentation Report 

Are the auto and bus accessibility variables 
included in the regression models for 30-mile rings? 

In "Number of trips" model - is number of cars, 
included as an independent variable, the actual or 
predicted value? 

The same question aoolies to other models. 
6 Clarification 23, Table 10 NHTS Model Documentation Report 

Were the elasticities for the SCAG NHTS study 
calculated at sample means, or for each 
observation and then averaged for the sample? 
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# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 
REFERENCE 

7 Clarification 24, Test 3 NHTS Model Documentation Report 

(Compare Trip-Based and NHTS Model): The final 
test was to compare the results of the Trip-Based 
Model and the NHTS Model for the same scenarios. 

Please describe the scenarios tested. 

TRANSPORTATION FINANCE APPENDIX 
# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

REFERENCE 
1 Clarification General What are the implications if revenues other than 

core revenues do not become available? 

Please describe any implications to the ability of the 
region to meet SB 375 GHG emission reduction 
targets or the federally required air quality 
conformity? 

SCS BACKGROUND DOCUMENTATION APPENDIX 
# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

REFERENCE 
1 Please 53, right Housing Options and Mix: 

define column 
Define Larger-lot single family in text 

2 Clarification 71-74, 80-83 Alternatives naming: A, B, C 

Names of Alternatives differ than those listed in the 
PEIR on pages ES-3 and 1-4. 

Please be consistent with naming protocol for 
alternatives between two/all documents. 
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# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 
REFERENCE 

3 Revise 71, right "Plan Alternative (B) 
language to column ... The alternative maintains city-level forecast 
clarify control totals for both households and jobs, 

however, within city boundaries shifts are made to 
focus a much larger share of future growth in a 
more compact way around HQTAs, exce12t in 
Gateway and Orange Countv COG subregions 12er 
their SCS delegation agreements. Future housing 
market demand is expected to shift significantly to 
small lot single-family, townhomes and multi-family 
i....--.~::-:: housina." 

4 Please 71, right Plan Alternative (B) 
define column 

Define small lot single family in text 
5 Revise 71, right Plan Alternative (C) 

language to column "As a result very suburban communities may 
clarify experience no new housing or em12loyment growth, 

while some urban areas with very good access to 
regional transit may experience significant 
increases in housina or emolovment growth." 

6 Revise 72, left "While each alternative is distinctive, a number of 
language to column parameters remained constant across each 
clarify alternative: the regional RTP/SCS forecast total for 

12012ulation, households and jobs; ... " 

"Detailed forecast: the detailed distribution of 
12012u lation, households, and jobs across the 
region ... II 

7 Revise 72, Table D1 Alternatives A & B: 
language to "Controlled to TAZ-based RTP/SCS Forecast for 
clarify 2020; Controlled to city-level RTP/SCS Forecast for 

2020-2035, exce12t in Gateway and Orange County 
COG subregions 12er their scs delegation 
agreements." 

Add statement to table notes: Gateway and Orange 
County COG subregions' local in12ut data will not be 
chanaed oer their SCS deleaation aareements. 

8 Revise 74, Table D2 Alternatives A & B: 
language to Add statement: Gateway and Orange County COG 
clarify subregions' local in12ut data will not be changed 12er 

their SCS deleaation aareements. 
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# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 
REFERENCE 

9 Clarification 75, right "Development Types 
column The alternatives are built on, and provides data at, 

the level of the TAZ, which includes housing units 
and employment." 

Please clarify if TAZ is Tier 1, Tier 2, or both. 
10 Revise 79, right "Subregional SCSs submitted by the Gateway 

language to column Cities Council of Governments (GCCOG) and the 
clarify Orange County Council of Governments (OCCOG) 

will be respected unchanged and integrated into the 
alternatives (with possible revisions for Alternative 
Conly)." 

11 Clarification 79 The section includes the following language: 
"Subregional SCSs submitted by the Gateway 
Cities Council of Governments (GCCOG) and the 
Orange County Council of Governments (OCCOG) 
will be respected and integrated into the 
alternatives (with possible revisions for Alternative 
Conly)." 

Please clearly indicate what the ''possible revisions" 
are and what process would be used to coordinate 
with Orange County should changes to the 
socioeconomic data contained in the OC SGS be 
proposed? 

12 Revise 80 Alternative A 
language to Add statement: Gatewa~ and Orange Count~ COG 
clarify subregions' local inQut data will not be changed 12er 

their SCS deleaation aareements. 
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# TOPIC 

13 Revise 
language to 
clarify 

PAGE 
REFERENCE 
81 

14 Clarification 115, left 
column 

NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

Alternative B 
It is not clear whether Alternative B is the SCS land 
use plan. If it is, statements in the appendix lead 
one to believe the QC SCS foundation has been 
altered. For example, adjustments made to land 
uses to locate proximate to High Quality 
Transportation Areas (HQTA) and intensification of 
residential and employment development in HQTA 
that diverge from local General Plans as well as 
implementation of a vehicle user fee are not part of 
the QC SCS. 

Is Alternative B the SGS land use plan? 

Add statement: Gateway and Orange County COG 
subregions' local input data will not be changed per 
their SCS deleaation aareements. 
Transit Zoning Code Santa Ana 2011 

Is this a duplicate of the 201 O Santa Ana project? 
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PEIR 
# TOPIC PAGE PEIR NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 

REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 
1 Revise ES-2 ES contains matrix of mitigation measures which 

language to reference project sponsors, local agency, and 
clarify project implementation agency without definitions. 

Add definitions into ES at end of ES.1 : 

In general 1 the terms "local agency/ "Qroject 
s12onsor" and "Qroject imQlementing agency" are 
used throughout this PEIR to identifv agencies, 
organizations 1 com12anies and individuals that will 
act as lead agencies or groject agglicants for 
different ty12es of individual 12rojects. Individual 
12rojects that are 
anticiQated to occur gursuant to the 2012-2035 
RTP/SCS consist of Qlanning 12rojects (general 
glans, s12ecific Qlans, climate action Qlans 1 etc.}z 
develo12ment Qrojects (including Transit Priority 
Projects (TPPs} and other similar grojects}z and 
trans12ortation 12rojects. 

In general, "local agency" is used to refer to a QUblic 
agency that would Qrogose a Qlanning 12roject or a 
gublic infrastructure 12roject and/or an agency that 
would be lead agency for individual Qrojects. 
"Project s12onsor" is tvQically used to refer to an 
a1;mlicant (that could be gublic or grivate, an 
organization or an individual} that 12ro12oses a 
Qroject. "Project imQlementing agency" is used to 
refer to an agency res12onsible for imQlementing a 
Qroject. In this document, Qroject-imQlementing 
agencies are those that are res12onsible for car!Ying 
out (reviewing, a1212roving 1 constructing) 
transoortation oroiects. 

2 Clarification ES-3, 1-4, Alternatives' Naming: No Project Alternative, 
Chapter 4 Modified 2008 RTP Alternative, Envision 2 

Alternative; Alternatives 1, 2, 3 

Names of Alternatives differ than those listed in the 
scs Background Documentation appendix on 
pages 71-74 and 80-83. 

Please be consistent with naming protocol for 
alternatives between all documents. 
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# TOPIC PAGE PEIR NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

3 Fix ES-31 Duplicate naming of GHG11 and GHG12 
numberinQ 

4 Please ES-42 LU63- What are the smart growth principles? 
define 

5 Please ES-42 LU64- What are the benchmarks for smart growth? 
define 

6 Fix ES-51 PS17 & PS18 are missing 
numberinQ 

7 Fix ES-53 Duplicate naming of PS36 & PS37 
numbering 

8 Please ES-67 TR 34- what are the identified transportation 
define benchmarks? 

9 Please ES-83, 3.13- Define climate change hydrology 
define 42 

MM-W43 
10 Please ES-40, 3.8-21 Define urban growth boundary 

define MM-LU42 
11 Please ES-57, 3.11- Define parking cash out program/ cashouts 

define 49 
MM-PS68 & 
ES-74, 3.12-
43 MM-TR96 

12 Clarification 1-5 Besides !GR, what other monitoring efforts is SCAG 
in charge of? (that would require lead agencies to 
provide SCAG with documentation of compliance 
with mitigation measures) 

13 Language 1-6, Language correction: "The -lattef former finding ... " 
correction paraQraph 3 

14 Language 2-5 Sustainability section should be separated. 
correction 

Language correction: 
Sustainability. The 2012-2035 RTP/SCS is subject 
to specific requirements for environmental 
performance. 

New !;!aragra!;!h: 
"Beyond simply meetinQ these requirements, a ... " 

15 Language 2-5, Table "Align the plan investments and policies witR while 
correction 2-2 improving ... " 

16 Please 2-14 Define "scrip" 
define 
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# TOPIC 

17 Narrative 

PAGE PEIR NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 
2-21 AB 32 is global warming solutions act. SB 375 was 

determined to be stand-alone legislation. RTP 
document is not forum to address global climate 
change and references distract from RTP goal and 
purpose. "Global warming" and "global climate 
change" are not interchangeable phrases. 
References should be removed or, where 
appropriate, language should be changed to "global 
warming". 
Goods movement is also a major source of GHG 

18 Clarification 2-27 
paragraph 4 

Not in SCAG's authority, nor funding available. 
Delete sentence: 

19 Clarification 2-27 
paragraph 5 

SCAG 'Nill 'Nork with local jurisdictions and 
community stakeholders to seek resources and 
provide assistance to address any possible 
gentrification effects of new 

"The 2012-2035 RTP/SCS land use development 
pattern accommodates over 50 percent of new 
housing and employment growth in HQTAs, while 
keeping jurisdictional totals consistent with local 
input." 

Please confirm that there are no changes to the 
local land use inputs provided by Orange County. 
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# 

20 

21 

TOPIC 

Clarification 

Please 
define 

PAGE 
REFERENCE 
2-29 

3.8-5 
paragraph 3, 

PEIR NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
RECOMMENDATION 
"For purposes of SCAG's SCS, a Development 
Type reflects an estimated average density of 22 
residential units per acre. However, it is important to 
note that the designation is a potential ultimate 
average for the TAZ-and is not an absolute 
project-specific requirement that must be met in 
order to determine consistency with the SCS. In 
other words, the SCS was not developed with the 
intent that each project to be located within any 
given TAZ must exactly equal the density and 
relative use designations that are indicated by the 
SCS Development Type in order for the project to 
be found consistent with the SCS's use 
designation, density, building intensity and 
applicable policies. Instead, any given project, 
having satisfied all of the statutory requirements of 
either a residential/mixed-use project or TPP, may 
be deemed by the lead agency to be consistent 
with the SCS so long as the project does not 
prevent achieving the estimated average use 
designations, densities and building intensities 
indicated by the Development Type within the TAZ, 
assuming that the TAZ will be built-out under 
reasonable local planning and zoning 
assumptions." 

Does the above PEIR language create a 
requirement for average TAZ density levels in 2035 
and a requirement that each local project not 
preclude those density levels? 

Additionally, please clarify whether in HQTAs, these 
densities could be exceeded as well as implications 
of an area that is already fully developed not 
redeveloping such that it ever achieves the 
identified densities. 
Define "open space" 
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# 

22 

TOPIC 

Revise 
language to 
clarify 

PAGE PEIR NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 
4-39 Envision 2 alternative contains growth projections 

that would place housing in flight paths, locate 
housing on sites for which housing is not allowed 
due to environmental contamination, would 
significantly impact existing industrial operations 
necessary to maintain quality jobs in the region, 
and does not include development projects that are 
legally allowed due to having existing entitlement 
for development. Because this alternative does not 
consider the existing health and safety of future 
residents nor the existing legal approvals of 
development in the region, it is not possible to 
determine if the alternative is actually superior to 
other alternatives. It is simply another alternative 
for consideration. 

Please remove references to the Envision 2 ( or any 
other name of this alternative) as being 
environmentally superior. 

ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ENVISION 2 
ALTERNATIVE 

23 Revise 4-40 "Of the three alternatives, the Envision 2 Alternative 
would be considered by State CEQA guidelines as 
the environmentally superior alternative because it 
does not allow further use of land for single-family 
development. .. " 

language to 
clarify 
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Steve Tye 
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City of Diamond Bar 
21810 Copley Drive• Diamond Bar, CA 91765-4178 

February 14, 2012 

Ms. Margaret Lin 

(909) 839-7000 • Fax (909) 861-3117 

www.DiamondBarCA.gov 

Southern California Association of Governments 
818 W. Seventh Street, 1ih Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 

Re: Draft Program Environmental Impact Report for the 2012-2035 
Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Plan 
(SCH# 2011051018) 

Dear Ms. Lin: 

The City of Diamond Bar recognizes the importance of the Southern 
California Association of Governments ("SCAG") Draft 2012 Regional 
Transportation Plan ("2012 RTP") and Draft Program Environmental 
Impact Report ("PEIR"). The City is supportive of strategies that improve 
the regional transportation system within the SCAG region. 

While the overall goal to reduce both the congestion impacts and 
environmental impacts is admirable, we continue to have significant 
concerns regarding the component of the 2012 RTP to designate only the 
Pomona (SR 60) Freeway as an East-West Freight Corridor ("Corridor") 
and the continued focus on the placement of 4 lanes of truck traffic within 

· the San Jose Creek Wash ("SJC") which is located immediately adjacent 
to homes and business of many cities, including Diamond Bar. We have 
provided numerous comments to SCAG over the many months of 
discussion regarding the 2012 RTP public discussion outlining our 
concerns. Copies of our three most recent letters (dated September 29, 
2011, October 28, 2011 and November 14, 2011) are attached describing 
our concerns in more detail. In addition, numerous cities along the SR-60 
corridor have protested the proposal with their adoption of resolutions in 
opposition to the plan. 

We believe it is pre-mature to identify the State Route 60 and the San 
Jose Creek Wash alignments as a viable East-West Freight Corridor 
Project in the 2012 RTP. We have the following specific concerns: 

• No studies have been conducted regarding the localized air, noise, 
vibration, or visual impacts of an elevated facility along the Corridor. 
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Such studies may conclude that the impacts are significant, 
resulting in objections from surrounding communities and the need 
for costly mitigation (including ROW acquisition). 

• While the SR-60 and the SJC are identified as "preferred" 
alignments, further studies may find it more practical/beneficial to 
select another alignment. There are pros/cons to each alignment, 
but selecting a final alignment will need to consider the results of 
the detailed studies for SR-60 and SJC, which have not yet been 
performed. Many of the possible routes were rejected in the 
planning process due to excessive ROW impacts. Further studies 
may find that the ROW impacts along SR-60 and the SJC (due to 
air, noise, vibration and/or visual) are as great or greater than other 
corridors. 

• The desired electric technology does not have any large-scale 
application to verify that it is feasible for this vision. Even if it did 
exist, it is not clear what would motivate truck owners/operators to 
convert? SCAG's East-West Freight Corridor planning documents 
acknowledge that most of the truck traffic in this corridor is not 
going to/from the ports, so it is hard to believe that all of the 
independent truck owners would elect to convert. Furthermore, 
does the RTP specifically allow use of the truck-only freight 
corridor, from day one and thereafter, by only new technology, zero 
emission, "clean" trucks? 

Given the above facts regarding the significant unknowns and that further 
studies are needed, it is our assertion that SCAG has under-stated the 
environmental impacts of the RTP by: 

1. Inappropriately including the East-West Freight Corridor in the 
financially-constrained plan. Given the huge uncertainties in its 
actual cost, it is not reasonable to assume the Corridor can be 
afforded within the constrained monies. The RTP guidelines 
were changed several years ago to prevent agencies from including 
projects that could not reasonably be afforded in the planning 
horizon. The "constrained" plan should only include projects that, in 
aggregate, can be demonstrated as affordable within the available 
revenues. The costs of the Corridor cannot be estimated with any 
credibility, given the lack of technical studies and corresponding 
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lack of knowledge regarding right-of-way or mitigation costs. How 
the proposed Corridor connects to the SR 57 /60 interchange is also 
undefined, which has potentially enormous cost. Much of the 
segment east of SR-57, · within the SR-60 corridor, is severely 
constrained. It is not clear how the truck lane would be 
accommodated in this stretch; therefore, no reasonable estimate of 
cost can be derived. The following citations support the above 
claim and are from the 2010 RTP Guidelines, California 
Transportation Commission: 

• Page 98- "Fiscal constraint is the demonstration of sufficient 
funding (Federal, State, local and private) to operate and 
maintain transportation facilities and services and to 
implement planned and programmed transportation system 
improvements." 

• Page 100 - "If FHWA and FTA find an RTP or FTIP to be 
fiscally constrained and the planned/programmed projects 
are included based on outdated or invalid cost estimates, 
then FHWA/FTA will not make funding or environmental 
approval actions for the listed project(s) ....... " 

• Page 101 - " ..... costs of future transportation projects must 
use "year of expenditure dollars" rather than "constant 
dollars" in cost and revenue estimates to better reflect the 
time-based value of money." 

2. The PEIR air quality analysis assumes that all trucks using the 
proposed east/west facility will be zero-emissions. This is too 
speculative, given the discussion above, to take as fact in 
evaluating the air quality impacts of the RTP. Consequently, 
the emissions are understated in the PEIR. The California 
Attorney General's office and other parties have filed suit 
challenging the legitimacy of the draft SANDAG RTP for the same 
reasons - namely, overly optimistic assumptions regarding the air 
quality analysis. 

Attempts to focus truck lanes on the SR-60 and the San Jose Creek are 
not new. This type of proposal has been previously pursued. The City of 
Diamond Bar and other cities and communities along the proposed 
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Corridor are concerned about being put in another adversarial position. 
Based on past actions our constituents have been strongly opposed to 
proposals that require the SR-60 and the SJC "shoulder the burden" of 
east-west truck movements and have been willing to "go the distance" in 
our efforts against such proposal. 

We respectfully request the 2012 RTP and PEIR to consider all possible 
routes to serve the ever-increasing demands of the east-west goods 
movement between 1-710 and 1-15. It is unreasonable to designate the 
SR-60 and the San Jose Creek as the singular east-west route. 

Thank you in advance for your attention to our concerns. Should you have 
any questions regarding this letter, please contact Mr. David G. Liu, 
Director of Public Works/City Engineer at (909) 839-7041. 

f Ja es Destefano 
City Manager 

c: City Council 
David G. Liu, Director of Public Works/City Engineer 

Attachments: Letters dated September 29, 2011, October 28, 2011, November 14, 2011 
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City of Diamond Bar 
21825 Copley Drive • Diamond Bar, CA 91765-4178 

(909) 839-7000 • Fax (909) 861-3117 

www.diamondbarca.gov 

September 29, 2011 

RE:· Opposition To SCAG's Proposed East West Freight/Truck Lane Corridor 

Dear SCAG Regional Council Members: 

The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) is tasked with many conflicting 
mandates, often requiring very extensive and painstaking processes that often put member 
agencies and individual regional transportation proposals at odds. The City of Diamond Bar 
applauds the efforts of SCAG to meet its clean air mandates, but unfortunately we cannot sit 
idle while the Proposed East West Freight/Truck Lane Corridor is steamrolled into the 2012 
Draft Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), with implications for not only Diamond Bar 
residents, but the millions of Southern California residents living along the proposed corridor. 

The City of Diamond Bar has previously mentioned several concerns with regard to the 
SCAG proposed East-West Freight Corridor, which will run adjacent to the Union Pacific 
Railroad (UPRR) from 1-710 to 1-605, transitioning to a 50 foot elevated four lane structure 
along San Jose Creek to the SR-57/60 Interchange, and merging into the SR-60 with a 
terminus at 1-15. The proposal is missing detailed engineering for the specific location of the 
proposed corridor and connectors, and will certainly impact the available right of way for 
previously approved Metro and SCAG/SGVCOG sponsored transportation projects that 
include the 57/60 Confluence Project, missing connectors between SR-60 and SR-57, SR-57 
HOV lanes, 1-605/SR-60 Mixed Flow and HOV direct connectors, and the Gold Line light rail 
extension from East Los Angeles to South El Monte near 1-605. These are high priority 
projects that will be realized in the coming decades and are essential to all residents and 
businesses in Southern California that utilize public infrastructure on a daily basis. 

I sincerely hope that the SCAG Transportation Committee and Regional Council exclude the 
proposal from the 2012 Draft Regional Transportation Plan. To interfere with even one 
approved project for a proposed freight corridor that will cost unforeseen billions of dollars at 
a time of economic uncertainty and without comprehensive review from agencies such as 
LA County Public Works and the Army Corps of Engineers is irresponsible. 

Thank you for your attention to our concerns. I have also attached copies of Resolutions in 
opposition to the proposal adopted by the directly impacted Cities of Diamond Bar, South El 
Monte and Walnut. If you have any questions, please contact City Manager James 
Destefano at (909) 839-7010 or email at jdestefano@diamondbarca.gov. 

Sincerely, 

~?;;-. 
CC: Cities of Azusa, Brea, Chino, Chino Hills, Claremont, Commerce, Covina, Duarte, El Monte, La Puente, 

Monrovia, Montebello, Monterey Park, Ontario, Pico Rivera, Pomona, Rosemead, San Dimas, San Gabriel, 
South El Monte, Walnut, West Covina, Whittier 
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www.diamondbarca.gov 

September 29, 2011 

RE: Oppositiol) To SCAG's Proposed East West Freight/Truck Lane Corridor 

Dear SCAG Transportation Committee Members: 

The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) is tasked with many conflicting 
mandates, often requiring very extensive and painstaking processes that often put member 
agencies and individual regional transportation proposals at odds. The City of Diamond Bar 
applauds the efforts of SCAG to meet its clean air mandates, but unfortunately we cannot sit 
idle while the Proposed East West Freight/Truck Lane Corridor is steamrolled into the 2012 
Draft Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), with implications for not only Diamond Bar 
residents, but the millions of Southern California residents living along the proposed corridor. 

The City of Diamond Bar has previously mentioned several concerns with regard to the 
SCAG proposed East-West Freight Corridor, which will run adjacent to the Union Pacific 
Railroad (UPRR) from 1-710 to 1-605, transitioning to a 50 foot elevated four lane structure 
along San Jose Creel< to the SR-57/60 Interchange, and merging into the SR-60 with a 
terminus at 1-15. The proposal is missing detailed engineering for the specific location of the 
proposed corridor and connectors, and will certainly impact the available right of way for 
previously approved Metro and SCAG/SGVCOG sponsored transportation projects that 
include the 57/60 Confluence Project, missing connectors between SR-60 and SR-57, SR-57 
HOV lanes, 1-605/SR-60 Mixed Flow and HOV direct connectors, and the Gold Line light rail 
extension from East Los Angeles to South El Monte near 1-605. These are high priority 
projects that will be realized in the coming decades and are essential to all residents and 
businesses in Southern California that utilize public infrastructure on a daily basis. 

I sincerely hope that the SCAG Transportation Committee and Regional Council exclude the 
proposal from the 2012 Draft Regional Transportation Plan. To interfere with even one 
approved project for a proposed freight corridor that will cost unforeseen billions of dollars at 
a time of economic uncertainty and without comprehensive review from agencies such as 
LA County Public Works and the Army Corps of Engineers is irresponsible. 

Thank you for your attention to our concerns. I have also attached copies of Resolutions in 
opposition to the proposal adopted by the directly impacted Cities of Diamond Bar, South El 
Monte and Walnut. If you have any questions, please contact City Manager James 
Destefano at (909) 839-7010 or email at jdestefano@diamondbarca.gov. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
CC: Cities of Azusa, Brea, Chino, Chino Hills, Claremont, Commerce, Covina, Duarte, El Monte, La Puente, 

Monrovia, Montebello, Monterey Park, Ontario, Pico Rivera, Pomona, Rosemead, San Dimas, San Gabriel, 
South El Monte, Walnut, West Covina, Whittler 
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October 28, 2011 

RE: Opposition To SCAG's Proposed East West Freight/Truck Lane Corridor 

Dear SCAG Regional Council Members: 

On behalf of the City of Diamond Bar and the cities along the SR-60 Adjacent Freight 
Corridor, I urge the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG} Regional 
Council to amend the Draft 2012 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) to include all East
West corridors from 1-710 to 1-15 as a comprehensive Zero Emission Freight Corridor 
Network. 

The proposed SR-60 Adjacent Freight Corridor would be an enormous undertaking, 
spanning from 1-710 near the Hobart Rail Lines to the SR-60/1-15 Interchange. Although 
a portion of the corridor would be on the SR-60 freeway east. of the SR-57/60 
Interchange to 1-15, the largest section would be on a 50 foot four lane elevated highway 
along the San Jose Creek and UPRR that bisects residential communities within a dozen 
cities and unincorporated areas. Additionally, the proposed corridor could potentially 
conflict with vital transportation projects that include the SR-57/60 Confluence Project, 
missing connectors between SR-60 and SR-57, SR-57 HOV lanes, 1-605/SR-60 Mixed 
Flow and HOV direct connectors, and the Gold Line light rail extension from East Los 
Angeles to South El Monte near 1-605. 

Many cities along the proposed corridor have expressed concerns with the RTP process 
and have been unable to meet with SCAG prior to the release of the Draft RTP. As 
officials representing the public good for the entire region, it is imperative that the RTP 
process remain open and transparent. By incorporating the expanded East-West Freight 
Corridor Network into the Draft RTP, many of the concerns expressed by corridor cities 
could be ameliorated. 

Lastly, with comment from Los Angeles County Public Works and the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers still pending, it would be ill advised for the Regional Council to move forward 
with releasing the Draft RTP if these agencies that own and operate a significant portion 
of the corridor were to object to the proposal. Amending the Draft RTP to incorporate all 
East-West freight corridors into an expanded Freight Corridor Network could prevent 
future confusion or EIR challenge if the proposal were to be found infeasible. 

Thanl< you in advance for your consideration. If you have any questions, please contact 
City Manager James Destefano at (909) 839-701 O or email at 
jdestefano@diamondbarca.gov. 

Sincerely, 

~:!;-
CC: Cities of Azusa, Brea, Chino, Chino HIiis, Claremont, Commerce, Covina, Duarte, El Monte, La Puente, 

Monrovia, Montebello, Monterey Park, Ontario, Pico Rivera, Pomona, Rosemead, San Dimas, San Gabriel, 
South El Monte, Walnut, West Covina, Whittler 
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October 28, 2011 

RE: Opposition To SCAG's Proposed East West Freight/Truck Lane Corridor 

Dear SCAG Transportation Committee Members: 

On behalf of the City of Diamond Bar and the cities along the SR-60 Adjacent Freight 
Corridor, I urge the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) Regional 
Council to amend the Draft 2012 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) to include all East
West corridors from 1-710 to 1-15 as a comprehensive Zero Emission Freight Corridor 
Network. 

The proposed SR-60 Adjacent Freight Corridor would be an enormous undertaking, 
spanning from 1-71 O near the Hobart Rail Lines to the SR-60/1-15 Interchange. Although 
a portion of the corridor would be on the SR-60 freeway east of the SR-57/60 
Interchange to 1-15, the largest section would be on a 50 foot four lane elevated highway 
along the San Jose Creek and UPRR that bisects residential communities within a dozen 
cities and unincorporated areas. Additionally, the proposed corridor could potentially 
conflict with vital transportation projects that include the SR-57/60 Confluence Project, 
missing connectors between SR-60 and SR-57, SR-57 HOV lanes, 1-605/SR-60 Mixed 
Flow and HOV direct connectors, and the Gold Line light rail extension from East Los 
Angeles to South El Monte near 1-605. 

Many cities along the proposed corridor have expressed concerns with the RTP process 
and have been unable to meet with SCAG prior to the release of the Draft RTP. As 
officials representing the public good for the entire region, it is imperative that the RTP 
process remain open and transparent. By incorporating the expanded East-West Freight 
Corridor Network into the Draft RTP, many of the concerns expressed by corridor cities 
could be ameliorated. 

Lastly, with comment from Los Angeles County Public Works and the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers still pending, it would be ill advised for the Regional Council to move forward 
with releasing the Draft RTP if these agencies that own and operate a significant portion 
of the corridor were to object to the proposal. Amending the Draft RTP to incorporate all 
East-West freight corridors into an expanded Freight Corridor Network could prevent 
future confusion or EIR challenge if the proposal were to be found infeasible. 

Thank you in advance for your consideration. If you have any questions, please contact 
City Manager James Destefano at (909) 839-7010 or email at 
jdestefano@diamondbarca.gov. 

Sincerely, 

~]y 
CC: Cities of Azusa, Brea, Chino, Chino Hills, Claremont, Commerce, Covina, Duarte, El Monte, La Puente, 

Monrovia, Montebello, Monterey Park, Ontario, Pico Rivera, Pomona, Rosemead, San Dimas, San Gabriel, 
South El Monte, Walnut, West Covina, Whittler 
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Mayor 

Ling-Ling Chang 
Mayor Pro Tem 

Ron Everett 
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City of Diamond Bar 
21825 Copley Drive• Diamond Bar, CA 91765-4178 

(909) 839-7000 • Fax(909) 861-3117 

www.diamondbarca.gov 

November 14, 2011 

RE: Opposition To SCAG's Proposed East West Freight/Truck Lane Corridor 

Dear SGVCOG Governing Board: 

The San Gabriel Valley Council of Governments {SGVCOG) has long partnered with 
regional planning entities such as the Southern California Association of Governments 
(SCAG) to spearhead regional transportation projects. The City of Diamond Bar, like many 
cities that are part of the SGVCOG, have benefitted from this partnership. 

However, on behalf of the City of Diamond Bar and many cities in the region, I want to bring 
to your attention several concerns regarding the SCAG Draft 2012 Regional Transportation 
Plan (RTP). Specifically, the RTP includes a proposed East-West Freight Corridor that 
would span from 1-710 to 1-15. While a portion of the corridor would be on the SR-60 
freeway east of the SR-57/60 Interchange to 1-15, the largest section would be on a 50-foot 
four lane elevated highway adjacent to the freeway along the San Jose Creek and UPRR 
that bisects residential communities within a dozen cities and unincorporated areas. 

SCAG's presentation at the November 17 SGVCOG meeting will likely state the proposed 
East-West Freight Corridor will not impact SGVCOG priority transportation projects that 
include the SR-57/60 Interchange, missing connectors between SR-60 and SR-57, SR 57 
HOV lanes, 1-605/SR-60 Mixed Flow and HOV direct connectors, and the Gold Line light rail 
extension from East Los Angeles to South El Monte near 1-605. However, without the actual 
engineering and environmental analysis it is difficult to visualize how all the projects can 
work in such confined and limited rights of way. · 

The City of Diamond Bar has proposed to SCAG that a comprehensive Freight. Corridor 
Network consisting of all corridors from.1-710 to 1-15 should be considered. The City's 
proposal is consistent with the SGVCOG's official current position. I ask that before you take 
any action on the SCAG Draft 2012 RTP, that the Governing Board and all Committees and 
T AC's take adequate time to review the SCAG materials and postpone action until a later 
date when SGVCOG can thoroughly discuss the impacts to SGVCOG transportation 
priorities. 

Lastly, the City of Diamond Bar, along with the cities of Chino Hills, Commerce, Montebello, 
Pico Rivera, South El Monte, Walnut, and West Covina have ad9pted resolutions in 
opposition to the SCAG SR-60/San Jose Creek proposal. When also considering the 
attached written response from Los Angeles County Public Works regarding the San Jose 
Creek East-West Freight Corridor Feasibility Study, adequate analysis Is necessary before 
taking action on the proposal. 

I sincerely request that you take adequate time to review the SCAG Information before 
making a departure from the SGVCOG's current position and supporting a regional proposal 
that would have a disproportionate Impact on SGVCOG cities. 

Thank you In advance for your consideration. If you have any questions, please contact City 
Manager James Destefano at {909) 839-701 O or email at jdestefano@dlamondbarca.gov. 

r 
eye Tye, Mayor Y 
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City of Diamond Bar 
21825 Copley Drive• Diamond Bar, CA 91765-4178 

(909) 839-7000 • Fax (909) 861-3117 

www.diamondbarca.gov 

November 14, 2011 

RE: Opposition To SCAG's Proposed East West Freight/Truck Lane Corridor 

Dear SGVCOG Transportation Committee: 

The San · Gabriel Valley Council of Governments (SGVCOG) has long partnered with 
regional planning entities such as the Southern California Association cif Governments 
(SCAG} to spearhead regional transportation projects. The City of Diamond Bar, like many 
cities that are part of the SGVCOG, have benefitted from this partnership. 

However, on behalf of the City of Diamond Bar and many cities in the region, I want to bring 
to your attention several concerns regarding the SCAG Draft 2012 Regional Transportation 
Plan (RTP). Specifically, the RTP includes a proposed East-West Freight Corridor that 
would span from 1-710 to· 1-15. While a portion of the corridor would be on the SR-60 
freeway east of the SR-57/60 Interchange to 1-15, the largest section would be on a 50-foot 
four lane elevated highway adjacent to the freeway along the San Jose Creek and UPRR 
that bisects residential communities within a dozen cities and unincorporated areas. 

SCAG's presentation at the November 17 SGVCOG meeting will likely state the proposed 
East-West Freight Corridor will not impact SGVCOG priority transportation projects that 
include the SR-57/60 Interchange, missing connectors between SR-60 and SR-57, SR 57 
HOV lanes, 1-605/SR-60 Mixed Flow and HOV direct connectors, and the Gold Line light rail 
extension from East Los Angeles to South El Monte near 1-605. However, without the actual 
engineering and environmental analysis it is difficult to visualize how all the projects can 
work in such confined and limited rights of way. 

The City of Diamond Bar has proposed to SCAG that a comprehensive Freight Corridor 
Network consisting of all corridors from.1-710 to 1-15 should be considered. The City's 
proposal is consistent with the SGVCOG's official current position. I ask that before you take 
any action on the SCAG Draft 2012 RTP, that the Governing Board and all Committees and 
T AC's take adequate time to review the SCAG materials and postpone action until a later 
date when SGVCOG can thoroughly discuss the impacts to SGVCOG transportation 
priorities. 

Lastly, the City of Diamond Bar, along with the cities of Chino Hills, Commerce, Montebello, 
Pico Rivera, South El Monte, Walnut, and West Covina have adopted resolutions in 
opposition to the SCAG SR-60/San Jose Creek proposal. When also considering the 
attached written response from Los Angeles County Public Works regarding the San Jose 
Creek East-West Freight Corridor Feasibility Study, adequate analysis Is necessary before 
taking action on the prop·osal. 

I sincerely request that you take adequate time to review the. SCAG Information before 
making a departure from the SGVCOG's current position and supporting a regional proposal 
that would have a disproportionate Impact on SGVCOG cities. 

Thank you in advance for your consideration. If you have any questions, please contact City 
Manager James Destefano at (909) 839-7010 or email atjdestefano@diamondbarca.gov. 

r 
e\(e Tye, Mayor Y 



CITY OF GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 
Management Services Division 

613 East Broadway, Room 200 

Glendale, Callfornia 91206-4391 

Tel. (818) 548-4844 Fax (818) 547-6740 

www.ci.glendale.ca. us 

Februmy 14, 2012 

Jacob Lieb 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 West Seventh Street, 1th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017-3435 

Transmitted via Email to lieb@SCAG.ca.ca.gov 

Re: Draft 2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) and 
Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR). 

Dear Mr. Lieb: 

The City of Glendale respectfully submits the following comments on the Draft 2012-2035 Regional 
Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (R.TP/SCS) and Program Environmental Impact 
Report (PEIR). 

I. Under the Transit and Rail policies the RTP encourages local transit operators to expand and 
provide cmmections to planned rail and regional transit services as well as the major 
employment centers. While the City of Glendale supports such a policy, the plan fails to 
recognize the additional funding that will be necessmy to fund such services by local agencies. 
Local transit operators cuffently provide key com1ection to the existing commuter rail, light 
rail, and BRT services using local transit funds. Any further expansion of these services 
although important in improving mobility, will create a hardship on local agencies. 

2. Under Los Angeles Metro's 2009 Long Range Plan, the following projects were included as 
"Strategic Unfunded Projects" : 

a. Extension of the Orange line and Red Line to Bob Hope Airpo1t. 
b. East-West Connector between Nm1h Hollywood Red Line/Orange Line and the Pasadena 

Gold Linc via Burbank and Glendale to provide a "missing link" between San Fernando 
Valley and San Gabriel valley. 

c. Burbank- Glendale Light rail to Union Station or expansion/enhancement of the 
Metrolink service. 

The above key transit projects should also be considered for implementation by using the "reasonably
available" revenues similar to RTP Financially Constrained Plan. 

3. The California High Speed Rail (CHSR) in the RTP is included as cuffcntly being planned. 
However, the RTP fails to again address the impact of such a system on the local transit system 
such as the Beeline Service and the lack of funding for service connections to the High Speed 
Rail stations. Considering the tremendous capital and operating cost of the CHSR, we 
recommend implementation of alternatives such as increasing interregional connectivity of the 
existing systems (commuter rail, light rail and bus rapid transit) to improve mobility in the sub
regions at a lower cost and more immediate before the CHSR is constructed. 

4. The RTP only allocates a little more than l % of the funding to Active Transportation. We 
believe that that SCAG should consider increasing the funding for Active Transportation to 
between 5%-8% of the total funding in the RTP. 

0 
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5. The 2012 RTP Financial Plan assumes that the "core revenues" and the "reasonably- available 
revenues" will fund the RTP's Financially Constrained !'Ian. The following are key issues that 
need to be addressed in the Financial Plan: 

a. As stated above, there are no provisions for funding local transit services as a result of 
planned expansion of rail and commuter services. 

b. The "reasonably-available revenues" category in the amount of 226 billion dollars is in 
our opinion optimistic as to the possible adjustment to state and federal gas taxes, 
revenues from TOLL roads, and freight fees. There are no details about the 
controversial "vehicle mile user fees" that regional and local agencies have to enact to 
raise funding. 

c. Highway projects are front loaded as they are easiest to finance in comparison to transit 
projects by bmrnwing against future toll revenues. Highway project increase in Vehicle 
Miles Traveled (VMT) consequently raises compliance issues with SB375 to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. It is our recommendation that transit (bus and rail), bicycle 
and pedestrian projects take priority over highway projects as they can improve 
mobility and reduce emissions as well. 

d. It is recommended that the RTP/SCS Financial Plan include a full benefit/cost ration 
analysis and a Perforn1ance Criteria for major highway and rail projects contained in 
the "Constrained Financial" Plan. 

Overall, we are concerned that the RTP's assumption regarding the "reasonably- available revenues" is 
optimistic and the PEIR should consider alternatives in the draft plan that identifies only projects that can 
be funded as part of the "core revenues" to make the plan more realistic with Qriority given to transit 
projects. 

Lastly, as cited on p. 3.12-25 of the DEIR, "Locally-developed county transportation plans have 
identified projects to close these (highway network) gaps and complete the system , and they are included 
in the Plan .These projects include ... the SR.710 Gap Closure in Los Angeles County ... ". The position of 
the City of Glendale remains consistent with Resolution No. 09-111 approved by the Glendale City 
Council on July 28, 2009, which addresses both the tunnel "gap closure" alternative as well as the general 
subject of "gap closure" alternatives for the SR-710 freeway between the 1-10 and SR-134/1-2 l 0 
freeways. On behalf of City Council and the citizens of Glendale, I wish to reiterate our opposition to any 
"gap closure" alternative that has or could be developed. In addition, I wish to express our opposition to 
the continued effmt and expenditure of tax-payer monies in exploring, studying, and developing illlY 
means to facilitate this "gap closure". It is Glendale's belief and desire that efforts instead be directed to 
the development of alternatives that more effectively and more thoroughly address the concerns of 
mobility, congestion, and the movement of goods in the SR-710 eonidor, particularly from our ports. 
Such alternatives should expand mass transit systems, improve existing infrastructure, and limit the long
distance movement of cargo/freight from the ports to rail. The City of Glendale has opposed this project 
and recommends the development of a multi-modal solution in lieu of further consideration of this 
project. 

The City of Glendale looks forward to working with SCAG to address issues listed above. We appreciate 
the opportunity to comment on the RTP/SCS and the PEIR. 

0 

City Manager 



City of 1femet 
PLANNING 445 EAST FLORIDA AVENUE · HEMET, CALIFORNIA 92543 (951) 765-2375 

February 14, 2012 

Mr. Hasan lkhrata 
Executive Director RTP@scag.ca .gov 
SCAG 
818 W. 7th Street, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 

SUBJECT: City of Hemet Response to Draft 2012-2035 RTP/SCS 

Dear Mr. lkhrata: 

The City of Hemet appreciates the opportunity to respond to the Draft RTP/SCS. Overall, we commend 
you on the comprehensiveness of the document and recognize the complexity of the task to update the 
RTP in concert with the region's first Sustainable Communities Strategy in compliance with SB 375. 
We also appreciate the time and effort that SCAG has taken to outreach and obtain input from the local 
agencies in the preparation of the RTP/SCS, and specifically in meeting with the City of Hemet staff 
regarding revisions to the growth and housing projections. The City of Hemet sincerely thanks you for 
accommodating our previous comments in the preparation of the Growth Forecast and draft RHNA 
numbers. 

The City of Hemet has had an opportunity to review the Draft RTP/SCS document, and offers the 
following comments for your consideration. 

Draft Regional Transportation Plan: 

1. The two highway projects of major interest to the City of Hemet are the realignment and 
widening of SR 79 from Domenigoni Pkwy to Gilman Springs Road (FTIP ID RIV62024) and 
the completion of the Mid-County Parkway (FTIP ID RIV031218). The City's long-term 
growth projections, employment base, housing conditions, and overall economic health 
depend in large part upon the completion of these two thoroughfares. Specifically, our 
comments on the RTP regarding highways are noted below: 

a. Exhibit 2.1 Major Highway Improvements (2035) does not show the realigned SR 79 
through the Hemet area and connecting to major east-west corridors to the north, or the 
Mid-County Pkwy. The City requests that these critical roadway improvements be 
included on Exhibit 2.1. 

b. Table 2.2 shows a list of Major Highway Projects in the region. For Riverside County, 
the CETAP lntercounty Corridor A is noted, however our understanding is the planning 
for that corridor is delayed. We suggest that Table 2.2 be updated to reflect more 
essential projects that are a higher priority for Riverside County, such as the Mid-County 
Pkwy and the SR 79 Realignment project noted above. 
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Letter to SCAG re RTP/SCS 
February 14, 2012 

c. In the Highways & Arterials Report, Exhibit 4 and Exhibit 9 should be corrected to 
include the SR 79 and Mid-County Pkwy road projects, as noted above. In addition, 
Exhibits 11 and A 16 also do not appear to include these critical roadways, although the 
scale of the map makes it difficult to determine if these roadways are included, or if the 
map reflects improvements to existing local arterials in the area. Please verify the 
highway improvements included on these Exhibits and update the exhibits as needed to 
address these roadways. 

d. In the Financially-Constrained RTP list of projects, Warren Road from Domenigoni Pkwy 
to Esplanade Ave (ID Riv 3A01WT041 ), should be shown as widening from 2 lanes to 6 
lanes, consistent with the City of Hemet's updated General Plan Circulation Element. 

The City strongly supports the extension of a commuter rail line to Hemet. It will reduce 
vehicle miles traveled considerably and help spur residential and economic growth in the 
valley. However, the proposed Perris Valley Line (RTP ID 3CR0702) does not indicate a 
station in Downtown Hemet. Our recently adopted General Plan 2030 includes a high
density transit-oriented development strategy based upon the siting of a Metrolink station in 
the downtown area. In addition, SCAG previously prepared a Compass Blueprint Project for 
a Transit Village surrounding a future Metrolink station in Downtown Hemet. We request 
consideration of adding a station to this project in Downtown Hemet. 

3. In addition, as noted in the RTP (ID 3CR0702), a station is proposed at the Hemet-Ryan 
Airport. The locations immediately around the airport are constrained by existing 
development and environmental factors. The City requests that the "Hemet Airport; 
Sanderson Ave@ Stetson Rd" location be replaced with "West Hemet@ Stetson Rd". This 
location is consistent with the recently adopted update to the City of Hemet's General Plan 
that anticipates transit-oriented development and mixed-use residential, commercial, and 
business park uses in the West Hemet area, adjacent to the Perris Valley Line. 

4. The City would like to co-locate a bus transit center with the Hemet Downtown Metrolink 
station. FTIP ID RIV041030 on page 75 of the FTIP Project List indicates the location of the 
transit center at 700 Scaramella Circle. This is the site of the RTA bus yard and not 
appropriate for passenger use. Please reference "in the vicinity of State Street and 
Devonshire Avenue" as the location for the new Hemet Transit Center in the FTIP. The City 
is currently working with RTA on locating a transit center at this location in Hemet's 
Downtown area which would be adjacent to a future Metrolink Station, as well as a proposed 
Courthouse facility and mixed-use Transit Village. 

Draft Sustainable Communities Strategy: 

5. The City is committed to the SCS tenets and concepts. We recently updated our General 
Plan and incorporated many sustainability and mixed-use development measures in 
accordance with these principles. However, it appears that the only way to determine 
ongoing consistency with the SCS is to use the Local Sustainability Planning Tool (LSPT), 
which is not practical for us. Our jurisdiction does not have the resources to access or use 
the tool, although we did submit our comments and revisions to the map during the local 
input process. We are not able to completely ascertain whether our comments have been 
integrated into the SCS land use model and mapping, based upon the regional scale of the 
maps provided to date in the SCS. 
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Letter to SCAG re RTP/SCS 
February 14, 2012 

6. We are also unclear as to whether consistency with the SCS is determined on the basis of 
the revised city-wide Growth Forecast numbers submitted and approved by Hemet and the 
WRCOG's member jurisdictions, or a land use distribution pattern that has been aggregated 
and shown in the SCS in very broad terms? We have only recently become aware of growth 
maps based on T AZ data that has not been confirmed by the City of Hemet or other 
WRCOG jurisdictions, and have concerns regarding the land use accuracy and future 
application of these maps in determining consistency with the SCS or our adopted General 
Plan. The City of Hemet concurs with and supports the comments submitted by WRCOG in 
their comment letter dated February 13, 2012 regarding the use of TAZ data and mapping 
for anything other than scenario modeling purposes. Please provide a clarification as to the 
use of the TAZ data and additional review time to analyze the recently released maps at a 
scale that we can determine consistency with our existing and future land use patterns. 

7. Thank you for recognizing that Hemet and other cities on the region's periphery have less 
housing capacity than the original forecast assumptions. We sincerely appreciate SCAG's 
effort to revise the Growth Forecast numbers and continue to support the Revised Growth 
Forecast for the City of Hemet, as adopted by WRCOG, and the 2035 build-out projections. 

8. Per the comments noted above for the locations of Metrolink and Transit Stations in the City 
of Hemet, Exhibit 4.9 of the SCS needs to be updated to reflect the appropriate transit 
locations. In addition, it appears that the HQTA nodes shown do not align with the actual 
rail line locations. Again, it is difficult to determine at the scale of the map provided in the 
SCS. 

The City of Hemet is committed to the RTP/SCS plan and process and sincerely appreciates the 
outreach SCAG has provided to local government to participate in this important regional plan. The 
City has been impressed with the level of cooperation and consideration that SCAG has made to the 
concerns raised by the City of Hemet and the Western Riverside County region in the development of 
the many components of the plan. We recognize that well-designed and well-functioning transportation 
systems aligned with sustainable land use policies are imperative to our future growth and 
development. We respectfully request that you consider the comments noted above as you prepare 
the final RTP/SCS for adoption, and request that we be informed as to future hearing dates regarding 
the Plan. 

. Sincerely, 

"'·~·, ',, ·w-
D nna Elliano 

ommunity Development Director 

CC: Hemet City Council 
Margaret Lin, SCAG 
Rick Bishop, WRCOG 
Shirley Medina, RCTC 
Gordon Robinson, RT A 
Lorelle Moe-Luna, RT A 
Brian Nakamura, Hemet City Manager 
Jorge Biagioni , Hemet Engineering Director 
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February 28, 2012 

Mr. Hasan lkhrata 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 West th Street, 12111 Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017-3435 

PAGE 01/08 

Q' !: 

Inc. 1987 ~-!ii- ~ 

27215 Base Line 
Highland, CA 92346 
(909) aa4-S861 Subject: Draft 2012 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustarnable 

Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) and associated draft Program 
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) Comments 

(909) 862,3180 FAX 
www.cltyofhighland.org 

City Council 

Mayor 
l~arry McCallon 

M.iyor Pro Tem 
Penny Lilburn 

Sam J. Racadio 
Jody Scott 
John P. Timmer 

City Manager 
Joseph A. Hughes 

Dear Mr. lkhrata: 
This letter is to officially inform you that the City of Highland is in support of 
SANBAG's comments concerning the subject Draft RTP/SCS and DEIR as 
outlined in their February 14, 2012 letter (see attached). 

In addition, the City respectfully request SCAG make additional adjustments to 
the City's Growth Distribution as presented by SANBAG and illustrated on the 
attached Table. Adjustments are highlighted in "Bold". No adjustments to the 
City's Growth Forecast is requested, only the "distribution" of Growth. 

Should you have any questions please contact me at (909) 864~8732, Ext 213, 
or Mr. Lawrence Mainez, City Planner at Ext. 215. 

Sincerely, 

tl!!:aqtr 
Community t:lopment Director 

Attachments: 

A - SANBAG letter dated February 14, 2012 
B ~ City of Highland Proposed Tier 3 Growth Distribution Adjustments 

Cc: Joseph Hughes, City Manager 
Lawrence Mainez, City Planner 
Steve Smith, SAN BAG - Chief of Planning 
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SANBAG comment letter dated February 14, 2012 
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Governments 

' .. ~ San Bernardi no Associated Govern men ti 
. -- ~ -~ -

Wodong Together 1170 W. 3r·d Srre~t, 2nd Floor Son Bernardino, CA 92'110-1715 
Ph011e: (909) 88.d.·8276 fax: (9091 88.5-4407 Web: www.s,:inba9.ea.9o" 

A.l,U,/PO R'l"AllO~ 
·ME!ASUF!ll l 

• Son 13i,rnordfno County Tronsportoilon ComrnillSlon • • '"';,~";::O~(; Counly r~~;;ori'a~1on Au7;;;· """ 
• S0!1 llemardlno Coun1y Congestion Manogemen1" Agancy • Service AuthorllY for freeway Emergencies 

JML •• ,.....,.....,__ •111 ,un••••··---------------....,.. .......... ,.,...._.....,__ ,_....,.. ___ .......,. __ ..., 
February 14. 2012 

Mr. Hasan Ikhtata 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 West ih Street, 12 th Floor 
Los Angel.es, CA 90017-3435 

Dear Mr, Ikhrata: 

This letter transmits San Bernardino Associated Governments' (SANBAG's) cornm.ents on the 
South.em California Association of Governments' (SCAG0s) draft 20.l 2 Regional Transportation 
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) and associated draft Program Environmental 
Impact Report (PEIR). This is pursuant to SCAG's. request for comments, with a closing date of 
February 14, 2012. 

SANBAG recognizes and appredates the extensive effort and deliberations that went into the 
RTP/SCS by SCAG staff and policy committees, We recognize that the RTP/SCS has been 
developed in the context of the largest an.d most geogl'a.phically and demographically diverse 
metropolitan area in t:he United States, involving a great number of complex and challenging 
issues. SANBAG commends the efforts ofSCAG staff and supports approval of the Plan by the 
April deadline, with some suggested clarifications. Our comments on the draft RTP/SCS and 
PEIR are as follows: 

I. The RTP/SCS growth forecasts should be adopted at the County-level, not at the city or 
tra:o.sportation analysis wne (TAZ) level. SANBAG needs the ability to adapt the fore¢asts to 
development trends and new information that will inevitably come to light at the small~a.rea level 
over the next 4-year RTP/SCS cycle. This is consistent with SCAG's approvals in the past. 

2. The growth distribution at the t.ran.sportation analysis zone (TAZ) level needs to be adjusted 
to be consistent with the distribution of growt.h for households and iemployment being submitted 
by SANBAG in parallel with the comment letter. The gtov.1:h distribution is based on the 
disttibuti.on of households and employment previously submitted by SANBAG, together with 
adjustments for the Plan Alternative of the RTP/SCS. No change is being suggested in the city
level distribution of growth. 

HI120'"'J4-lro • , , ,.., '"'" •• r 

Clti~~ of: A<.'felanto, acrs10w, Big llecr Loke, Chino, Chino Htlls, Colton, Font<;mo, Grond iarroce, Hesperlo-. Highland, Loma Lindo, Montclait, 
Nffdles, Ontor!o. ~onoho Cucamonga, !Wdlom;ls, Rlollo, Sdr'l Bernorolno. Twentynine Polrna. !,iplond, Vletorvlll"'1, Yucoli:ia 

Town* of: ApJ;Jle VOll/i!y, Y~cco Volley County ot SQn aemordlno 
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CITY OF HIGHLAND 

3. Please confnm that the East-West Frei.ght Cmrldor (dedicated truck lanes) wBl ·oontinuo from 
SR"'60 northerly on the .I-15 and terminate just to the north of I'-J 0, with appropriate cQnnector 
ramps to and from I-10 east ofI-15. This .is stated in the text of the draft RTP/SCS, but some of 
1he maps and the transportation. model networks are not yet con.sistent with this. 

4, Tho Program EIR uses the phrase ''local jurisdi.ctions can and should ... i, or ''project sponsors 
can and. should ... '' in most of the local-level and project-level mitigation tneBSU'l'l,;';S referenced in 
the BIR. SANBAG's underst.anding is that the mitigation measures are designed to provide local 
jurisdictions and p.r~iect sponsors with choices, not requirements, as they seek to implement 
focal transportation and development Pt'-!iects in the context of the RTP/SCS goals and 
o~jec:tives. However, CEQA also r~quircs that :mitigation measures be feasible and enforceable 
{CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4). As drafted. with the language ''local jurisdictions can and 
:shouklt the mitigation measures are .implied to be feasible and enforceable. TI1erefore. 
SANBAG ~quests the mitigation measures be revised to clarify their intent. SANBAG suggests 
replacing the wording ~~local jwisdictions can and should ... " or .. project sponsors can and 
should .. /' with ''SCAG shall encourage looal jurisdictions to ... .'' SCAG should continue to 
play a role of facilitation, for local jurisdictions and subregional agencies to build technical 
ex.pertise, provide grant funds, disseminate infomtation, and coordinate responses to regional 
issues. These are actions that are under the control of SCAG, the rosponsib]c party under CEQA, 
and can be monitored and enfo~td. 

5. SANBAG recommends. that those mitigation measures that a.re either the same as or similar t·o 
a.n existhig regulation simply reference the regulation without restating the contents of the 
regut.ation. Local jurisdictions and project sponsors are already responsible for complying with 
regulations~ and restating or paraphrasing a regulation. in the PE1iR could Muse confusion in the 
future as regulations are modified. A summary of the regulation can be provided as information, 
but a restatement of the regulation in the PEIR with the "can. and should'' language may be 
oout.l.terproductive. The PEJR should also be careful to distinguish between guidelines and 
regulations. These changes will avoid potential futu:re conflicts between a PEIR mitigation 
measure and an adopted regulation. 

We would also like to request ili.e following modifications to the project list, as submitted to 
SCAG staff through the· standard RTP long-range project list modificatio-n. amd FTIP database 
update pliOCetil$es. These changes h.ave been previously co.rmmm.icatcd to SCAG staff subsequent 
to the release of the Draft RTP and are being confirmed below. 

HH20214-lr.n 
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Major project,mgdific,ations include: 

CITY OF HIGHLAND 

• 1830 - I~ IO Cedar interchange ~ Schedule Chang·e 
• SBD41339 - I-10 Pepper interchange~ Schedule Change 
• 200152-1··15 ArtowRte. Interohange -Schedule Change 
• OHIJ00-1-15 Duncan Canyon Interchange - Schedule Change 
• 20061201- I~l5/215 Devore Interchange~ Schedule Change 
• SB0031279 - I-15 ~chero Interchange· Schedule Change 
• 35556 -I·15 VVRBarstow - Schedule Change 
• '.?00451 - US 395 from I-15 to 1.8 Miles S. of Desert Flower Road - Interim Widening 

from 2-4 lanes 
• 34040 - US 395 Expressway - Widen from 2~4 lanes from High Desert Corridor to 

FanningtOn Road 
• 9811.18- Omnit.rans Bus Service· Schedule Change 
• 20040804 - Need]es - 1 .. 40 Connector - Dovmscope project 

Major ,n,;:ojeet d.@Je:ijpsleo,mgl@tio,ns inc;lud.e: 
• SBD3 l 808 - 1-l O Riverside - Completed Project 
• OH930 -1-10 Watennan-Completed Project 
• 43320 -I·l O Live Oak~ Completed Project 
• 47221 -I-15 Etiwanda (rehab. SHOPP)- Completed Project 
• 34041 and 34042- US 395 New Expressway-Deleted Combined Projects 
• 4G01 l 7MLR-Safety Upgrade-Milliken Ave. - Delete Project 
• 4A07039-LR- Valley from Cherry to Alder (2·4 lanes) - Delete Project 
• 4H0101 t~LR-HOV Conn.ector (I-10/I-15 North to West)-Deletc Project 
• 4H01010-LR- HOV Connector (I~lQ/I .. 15 South to West) -Delete Project 
"' 4H01009~LR-Ii0V Connector (I-10/I-215 South to East)-Delete Project 

We look forward to a productive discussion of all the comments in the coming weeks and the 
approval of the RTP/SCS in April. 

Hl120214-lm 
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February 13, 2012 

Mr. Hasan lkhrata 
Executive Director 

SEAN JOYCE, City Manager www.ci.irvine.ca.us 

City of Irvine, One Civic Center Plaza, PO Box 19575, Irvine, California 92623-9575 (949) 724-6249 

Southern California Association of Governments 
818 West Seventh Street, 1 ih Floor 
Los Angeles, California 90017-3435 

RE: Comments on the Draft 2012-2035 Regional Transportation 
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy and Program Environmental 
Impact Report 

Dear Mr. lkhrata: 

The City of Irvine appreciates the opportunity to review and provide comments on the 
Draft 2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)/Sustainable Communities 
Strategy (SCS) and Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR). The City of Irvine 
commends the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) staff for the 
tremendous amount of work and effort in preparing these documents. The following 
general comments and recommendations are offered by the City of Irvine on the Draft 
2012-2035 RTP/SCS, associated appendices, and the Draft PEIR. In support of this 
letter, please find attached more specific detailed comments from the City of Irvine 
related to the PEIR (Attachment 1) and technical comments from Orange County 
Council of Governments (OCCOG) (Attachment 2). The City of Irvine requests that this 
letter and all of its attachments be included in the public record as our collective 
comments on the Draft RTP/SCS, PEIR, associated documents, and online inventory of 
maps. 

• The City of Irvine concurs with the Orange County Council of Governments 
(OCCOG) and Orange County Transportation Authority comments. 

The City of Irvine concurs with the comments SCAG will receive from the 
OCCOG and the Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA). The City 
requests that SCAG respond to all of the comments detailed in the OCCOG and 
OCTA letters and to act upon any changes advocated by OCCOG, of which the 
City is a member agency. 

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER 
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• SCAG's adoption of the growth forecast numbers should be at the county 
level, consistent with past RTPs, not at a smaller level of geography such 
as city, census tract, or traffic analysis zone level. 

The growth projections provided to SCAG represent the best available 
information from local jurisdictions, the business community, and landowners. 
However, as time passes, what is feasible for any given project can change. A 
county level of geography accommodates internal adjustments to changing 
conditions, without compromising the integrity of the overall growth projections. 
Approving the growth projections at any lower level of geography, such as the 
city level, would be challenged with continual revisions and shifts to the total 
number of housing, population, and employment within a city, among cities, and 
between cities and counties. Adoption of the data at a level lower than the 
county would also limit local jurisdictional control and create inflexibility in a 
regional planning document. 

• The Orange County Sustainable Communities Strategy (QC SCS) should be 
fully integrated into the regional RTP/SCS. Language should be 
incorporated into the document that indicates the OC SCS represents the 
SCS for the Orange County subregion. 

The RTP and appendices include numerous references to the QC SCS and 
SCAG's total use of the document in the regional RTP/SCS. Yet numerous other 
references suggest SCAG may have modified elements of the QC SCS data. 
SCAG shall include a statement and should document all maps, tables, charts, 
and other information that is necessary to confirm all of the QC SCS land use, 
socioeconomic, and transportation data was incorporated into the regional 
RTP/SCS without changes. This would be consistent with statements made by 
SCAG staff to the OCCOG Board of Directors and at the 2012 RTP Workshops 
that the OC SCS data has not been and will not be altered. Furthermore, there 
should be a statement indicating that the QC SCS represents the SCS for the 
Orange County subregion in total and that anything to the contrary in the regional 
2012 RTP/SCS shall have no standing for Orange County. 

• One City of Irvine project, which has both local and regional significance, 
does not appear to be included in the RTP/SCS. This project is identified in 
the Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) for Orange County with the 
Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA) as lead agency. It is, 
therefore, requested that the following project be added to the RTP/SCS: 
Sand Canyon Grade Separation Project. 

• All documents, tables, maps, narrative, modeling runs, and PEIR 
Alternatives (including Alternative C/3/Envision 2 referencing the Orange 
County growth forecasts) should be updated with Orange County 
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County growth forecasts) should be updated with Orange County 
Projections 201 O Modified Growth Projections (OCP-2010 Modified), as 
adopted by the OCCOG Board of Directors and consistent with the 
subregional delegation MOU between OCCOG, OCTA, and SCAG. 

Orange County Projections 2010 Modified (OCP-2010 Modified) was approved 
by the OCCOG Board of Directors on January 26, 2012 and is a data 
amendment to the OC SCS. The dataset includes the 2010 Census population 
and housing data, along with the 2012 Employment Development Department 
Benchmark data, consistent with SCAG's updated growth forecast dataset. 

• SCAG does not have the purview to implement or require mitigation for 
local jurisdictions, other agencies, and project sponsors. SCAG should 
remove all mitigation measures outside their purview and consider moving 
these "mitigation measures" to an appendix of the RTP/SCS that can be 
used by local jurisdictions, local agencies, and project sponsors as a menu 
of options or a toolbox of sustainability strategies. Please also see 
Attachment 1, City of Irvine Comments on Draft PEIR. 

SCAG staff has stated on numerous occasions at the OCCOG Board of Directors 
meeting and at the RTP 2012 Workshops that it was their intent to have the 
mitigation measures serve as a tool box or menu of options that could be used by 
local jurisdictions, local agencies, and project sponsors. However, inclusion of 
these strategies as mitigation measures in the PEIR negates the ability of the 
local jurisdictions, local agencies, and project sponsors to use the strategies in 
that manner. The PEIR should contain only those mitigation measures SCAG 
has the purview to implement and monitor. 

• SCAG should remove all mitigation measures that are duplicative of 
existing regulations administered by or under the jurisdiction of other 
agencies. For each impact, SCAG could add the language "Local 
jurisdictions, agencies, and project sponsors should comply, as applicable, 
with existing federal, state, and local laws and regulations." Please also 
see Attachment 1, City of Irvine Comments on Draft PEIR. 

Many of the mitigation measures in the PEIR are duplicative of existing regulation 
or processes. Under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), it is 
intended that measures be identified that will mitigate the impacts of the projects. 
Existing regulations are assumed to be abided by in the evaluation of the impact. 
Therefore, mitigation measures that simply restate existing regulation are not 
valid mitigation for purposes of CEQA. Further, it is possible for regulations to 
change over time. Because of this, restatement of the regulation in the mitigation 
measures could result in future conflict between stated mitigation and the 
regulation. 
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• The Draft 2012 RTP/SCS and PEIR indicate SCAG has determined the 
strategies and mitigation measures to be feasible. Where SCAG deems a 
mitigation measure is feasible, SCAG shall provide documentation of this 
feasibility. Please also see Attachment 1, City of Irvine Comments on Draft 
PEIR. 

SCAG staff has not identified any analysis that supports the feasibility of the 
mitigation measures in the PEIR and the strategies in the Draft 2012 RTP/SCS 
that are to be undertaken by entities other than SCAG. 

The City of Irvine appreciates your consideration of all the comments provided in this 
letter and its attachments and looks forward to your responses. It is a shared goal to 
have a Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy adopted 
on April 4, 2012 that represents the best in regional planning developed collaboratively 
with local jurisdictions and stakeholders in a manner that is credible and defensible on 
all levels. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sin~ 

Sean Joyce r 
City Manager 

Attachments: 

1. City of Irvine Comments on Draft PEIR 
2. OCCOG Technical Comment List 

cc: City Council 
Sharon Landers, Assistant City Manager 
Eric Tolles, Director of Community Development 
Manuel Gomez, Director of Public Works 
Eric Tolles, Director of Community Development 
Barry Curtis, Manager of Planning Services 
Katie Berg-Curtis, Project Development Administrator 
Marika Modugno, Senior Planner 
Dave Simpson, OCCOG 
Jacob Lieb, SCAG 



Attachment 1: City of Irvine Comments on the PEIR 

I. INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS 

This document provides comments, on behalf of the City of Irvine ("Irvine"), on the Draft 
Program Environmental Impact Report ("PEIR") prepared by the Southern California 
Association of Governments ("SCAG") for the 2012-2035 Regional Transportation 
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy ("2012-2035 RTP/SCS" and/or "Plan"). As explained 
below, the PEIR can and should be revised and clarified, so that it can (i) comply with the 
requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") (Pub. Resources Code, § 
21000, et seq.) and the CEQA Guidelines (Cal. Code Regs., Tit. 14, Ch. 3, § 15000, et seq.), and 
(ii) prove a useful tool in connection with the evaluation of future local and regional projects. 

J. Useability of PEIR in Connection With Later Environmental Analyses 

Irvine's most pressing concern with the PEIR is that the environmental document will create 
unnecessary confusion as to the content and requirements of future local level environmental 
analyses. The PEIR is replete with mitigation measures that SCAG claims "can and should" be · 
implemented by local agencies. And, even with the implementation of those measures assumed, 
the PEIR concludes that "significant and unavoidable" impacts will exist on almost every 
environmental dimension. 

That approach threatens to unnecessarily complicate future environmental analyses for local 
agencies, including Irvine. What if measures that are deemed "feasible" by SCAG at a program 
level prove infeasible at a project level? Even if those measures are implemented at a project 
level, will the local agency have to repeat SCAG's finding that impacts nevertheless remain 
significant and unavoidable? Even though SCAG's RTP/SCS may not be consistent with local 
jurisdictions' general plans and/or cumulative growth assumptions, will local agencies (at least 
for regionally significant projects have to annex the PEIR's forecast of near-universal 
"significant and unavoidable" impacts into the cumulative impact analyses of project-level EIRs? 
If so, will that require repeated local-agency statements of overriding considerations? 

To assist local agencies that will have to wrestle with these issues, we suggest that the PEIR 
acknowledge in the Executive Summary section that while it "includes mitigation measures 
designed to help avoid or minimize significant environmental impacts," those measures were 
selected without the ability to evaluate each project that could occur as a result of the Plan. 
Further, the PEIR should note that many impacts were noted as "significant and unavoidable" 
even though they could be mitigated to "less than significant at the project-level," once such a 
project-level analysis is done. Finally, and consistent with the foregoing, the PEIR should 
acknowledge (as it does in Chapter 3) that "[p]roject specific environmental documents may 
adjust [the mitigation measures listed] as necessary to respond to site-specific conditions." (See, 
e.g., Page 3.2-35, Page 3.3-45, Page 3.4-22, Page 3.12-30.) 

2. Mitigation Measures 
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The PEIR's approach to mitigation suffers from a series of recurring flaws. First, the PEIR relies 
upon dozens of mitigation measures that the PEIR claims "can and should be implemented" by 
local jurisdictions or project sponsors. Unfortunately, for most of those mitigation measures, 
there is little if any data concerning the actual feasibility of implementation. Thus, the notion 
that measures either "can" or "should" be implemented is not supported by evidence in the 
record. That lack of information is important because CEQA only allows the imposition of 
"feasible" mitigation; if a measure is infeasible, then CEQA requires either (i) an identification 
of an alternative measure that is feasible, or (ii) the acknowledgment that the "post-mitigation" 
environmental impact will be more significant than if the (infeasible) mitigation were 
implemented. 

Second, in most chapters, there is no clear means of gauging the effectiveness of the proposed 
mitigation measures. Most of the environmental analyses of anticipated "with project, without 
mitigation" conditions are so general that one cannot tell the severity of an identified impact with 
any certainty. Absent that information, it is difficult to discern whether and to what extent a 
mitigation measure would, if feasible and implemented, reduce the forecasted impacts. 
Consistent with this observation, most section of the PEIR do not include any clear explanation 
of how and to what extent identified mitigation measures reduce impacts that would occur but 
for the imposition of mitigation. 

Third, in almost every case, the mitigation measures do not provide specific, articulable 
standards by which their efficacy may be determined. That approach results in measures that 
have uncertain application, and even more uncertain effectiveness. As one court put it, "[i]f, as 
so many courts have said, the EIR is the heart of CEQA, then to continue the anatomical 
metaphor, mitigation is the teeth of the EIR." (Envtl. Council of Sacramento v. City of 
Sacramento (2006) 142 Cal.App.4th 1018, 1039.) To have legally sufficient "teeth," mitigation 
measures must have definitive performance standards. (Endangered Habitats League v. County 
of Orange (2005) 131 Cal.App.4th 777, 794; Gray v. County of Madera (2007) 167 Cal.App.4th 

1099, 1119, 1126.) 

Fourth, the PEIR appears to confuse "existing regulations" with mitigation measures. Many 
existing regulatory requirements are characterized as "mitigation" even though those 
requirements would have to be honored with or without the approval of the PEIR. Proceeding in 
that manner tends to overstate impacts in the "with project, without mitigation" scenarios. Put 
another way, assuming compliance with existing regulations in the "with project, without 
mitigation" scenarios provides a more accurate forecast of the project's baseline impacts. 

Fifth, the PEIR also appears to confuse "the project" with its mitigation measures. Indeed, many 
of the "mitigation measures" are framed as policy statements to be performed in the 
implementation of the project. As such, those actions should be re-framed and assumed as "part 
of the project" rather than mitigation for the project. 

Sixth, the PEIR's reliance on measures that "can and should" be implemented by local 
jurisdictions has an unclear application. It appears that even though SCAG cannot ensure 
implementation of such measures, it nevertheless assumes that those measures will be 
implemented in the environmental analysis. A superior approach, used by many jurisdictions, is 
to identify measures that "can and should" be implemented by other jurisdictions, then adopt a 
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Statement of Overriding Considerations for the corresponding impact; thereby recognizing that 
the certifying agency (SCAG) has no power to compel implementation of the identified 
mitigation. While the PEIR ultimately finds almost every studied impact to be "significant and 
unavoidable" those determinations are made assuming that those measures that "can and should" 
be implemented will in fact be implemented. 

All of the foregoing issues contribute to an overriding concern for Irvine: Once the PEIR is 
certified, it will be difficult (if not impossible) to either rely on the analysis in the PEIR or to 
prepare a tiered environmental document from the PEIR. The detail and structure of the 
environmental analysis is too general; the relationship between mitigation measures, existing 
regulations, and project components is too unclear; and the standards by which mitigation 
efficacy is to be judged are too vague to meaningfully build upon the first level, programmatic, 
discussion in the PEIR. 

More detail on our concerns with the mitigation measures in the PEIR is provided in Attachment 
A. 

II. CHAPTER-SPECIFIC PEIR COMMENTS 

1. Section 1.0 Introduction 

Item 1: At Page 1-1, second full paragraph of the Summary Section, the PEIR states that 
"Individual transportation projects are preliminarily identified in the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS; 
however, this PEIR analyzes potential environmental impacts from a regional perspective and is 
programmatic in nature. As such, it does not specifically analyze these individual projects," 
choosing instead to defer that analysis to a later time, stating: "Project-specific analysis will be 
undertaken by the appropriate implementing agency prior to individual projects being considered 
for adoption." Thus, the PEIR recognizes that individual transportation projects will require 
project-specific analysis. That recognition conflicts, however, with Page 1-7, at Transportation 
Project Mitigation, where the PEIR states, (emphasis added), "This Draft PEIR has made a 
preliminary determination that the proposed mitigation measures are feasible and effective. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that these agencies will actually implement them." Please 
modify the PEIR to clarify that statements concerning the feasibility and effectiveness of 
mitigation are based on programmatic assumptions, not project-specific determinations, and that 
the ultimate determination of project level feasibility lies with local agencies. 

2. Section 3.1 Aesthetics 

Item 1: The mitigation measures listed in the Aesthetics and Views Impact section do not 
provide specific articulable standards by which their efficacy may be judged. Measures MM
A Vl through MM-A V12 provide guidelines and platitudes, but no measure of effectiveness. As 
an example, MM-A V8 states in general: "Project sponsors can and should design projects to 
minimize contrasts in scale and massing between the project and surrounding natural forms of 
development." This measure is posed as "mitigation" for the following impact: "Potential to 
create significant contrasts with the overall visual character of the existing landscape setting or 
add urban visual elements to an existing natural, rural, and open space area." As is apparent, the 
"mitigation measure" is functionally just a restatement of the "impact"; it has no "bite" in reality. 
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While the Plan is a programmatic one, and aims to address impacts at the program level, such 
that Mitigation Measures were not as detailed as if at the project level, the measures must still 
have a standard by which to determine efficacy so as to distinguish them from a mere suggestion 
(or restatement of the "impact" that they seek to mitigate). 

Additionally, each of the impacts to Aesthetics listed in Section 3 .1, assume performance of the 
mitigation, and even in such performance, concludes the impact is "significant and unavoidable." 
Unlike subsequent sections, this Section, in listing out its Mitigation Measures at Page 3.1-15, 
does not note that such Mitigation Measures can be modified or adjusted as necessary to respond 
to project-specific conditions. This conflicts with the PEIR's stated recognition of the need for 
project-specific analysis, and that "significant and unavoidable" conclusions as to Impact 
mitigation was determined due to the programmatic nature of the PEIR, and can change at the 
project-specific level. Please explain the differential treatment of impacts in this section. 

3. Section 3.2 Air Quality 

Item 1: In analyzing Impact 3.2-1, the PEIR states: "Mobile source emissions of ROG, NOx, 
CO, PM 10, PM 2.5, and SOx would stay approximately the same or decrease (often 
substantially) when compared to existing conditions. This is considered to be a beneficial 
impact. Re-entrained roadway dust would increase proportionate to VMT. This would be a 
significant impact." The PEIR further states that roadway construction activity would contribute 
to regional dust levels, and "re-entrained roadway dust" would be expected to increase under the 
Plan as compared to existing conditions. The PEIR also states that "[t]hese construction 
emissions, although unavoidable, would be partially controlled by air districts fugitive dust 
rules." The applicable "fugitive dust rules" are not clearly identified and explained in the PEIR. 
Please clarify and provide examples of such "fugitive dust rules," and explain how those rules 
would effectively deal with increased regional dust. 

Item 2: At page 3.2-30, the PEIR states there is the "[p]otential to increase population within 
500 feet of transportation facilities that could expose residents (schools and other sensitive 
receptors) to elevated ( as compared to average) cancer and other health risks." The PEIR then 
recommends mitigation measure MM-AQ 19 to reduce this impact to a less-than-significant level. 
MM-AQ19 requires compliance with the California Air Resources Board Air Quality and Land 
Use Handbook (June 2005) to achieve an acceptable interior air quality level for sensitive 
receptors. MM-AQ 19 further suggests that project sponsors "can and should" incorporate 
"appropriate measures" into project building design. 

This mitigation measure elevates the voluntary guidance from the California Air Resources 
Board Air Quality and Land Use Handbook to mandatory compliance on the part of project 
sponsors. Please explain and justify that approach. Furthermore, please explain how such 
compliance would achieve "acceptable interior air quality level for sensitive receptors." 

Item 3: At page 3.2-32, the PEIR states "[m]itigation measures to reduce air quality impacts 
would be established in project-specific environmental documents," and that such impacts should 
be addressed at the project level analysis. Following that, the PEIR states that the overall impact 
of the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS Plan would create substantial emissions and that "Implementation of 
Mitigation Measures MM-AQl through MM-AQ18 would reduce criteria pollutant impacts; 
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however, impacts would remain significant." There is potentially a conflict between conducting 
project-specific environmental analysis and further having to implement MM-AQl through MM
AQ 18 to reduce criteria pollutant impacts. This can likely be clarified by noting that the 
mitigation measures are subject to project-specific feasibility and effectiveness determinations by 
the project sponsor or agency with jurisdiction over the project, and that such project sponsor or 
agency has the authority to implement such measures as appropriate given project-specific 
analysis that is undertaken. 

Item 4: At page 3.2-39 the PEIR states that "[t]ables 3.2-4 and 3.2-5 show the residential and 
workplace cancer risk, respectively." This should be changed to Tables 3.2-7 and 3.2-8." 

Further, in the same paragraph, the PEIR states "[i]t is estimated that the Plan would result in 
293,633 annual health incidences leading to $4,952,996,222 spent on healthcare. This is a 24 
percent reduction when compared to the No Project Alternative." Please explain where the 
number of annual health incidences is derived and the associated costs as the tables do not 
indicate these numerical values, both in the amount spent in healthcare costs and the percentage 
decrease. 

4. Section 3.3 Biological Resources & Open Space 

Item 1: At page 3.3-45 the PEIR states that Mitigation Measures BIO/OS46 through BIO/OS49 
and BIO/OS54 "would reduce open space/rangelands impacts." Please discuss how the concept 
of "induced growth" under MM-BIO/OS47 does not conflict with Measure M2. 

Item 2: At page 3.3-45, "Cumulative Impacts 3.3-10" is noted as the "[p]otential to contribute 
to a cumulatively considerable loss of habitat and biological resources." The PEIR further states 
that implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO/OS 1 through BIO/OS59 would reduce 
cumulative impacts; however, impacts would remain significant." As to MM-BI0/055, the 
mitigation measure states that local agencies "can and should" establish programs and funding 
mechanisms to create protected conservation areas. This Mitigation Measure should include a 
standard to determine how effective imposition of additional taxes and fees in creating programs 
and funding to create conservation plans would reduce the negative impact or loss of habitat and 
biological resources. 

5. Section 3.4 Cultural Resources 

Item 1: Beginning at Page 3.4-22, MM-CULl and MM-CUL2 indicate that "the appropriate 
Information Center" should be contacted to determine whether a project-area has been previously 
surveyed and whether historic resources are identified, and if indicated as such, then a "qualified 
architectural historian" should be obtained by the project sponsors to "conduct historic 
architectural surveys as recommended by the Information Center." And that further, the 
"Information Center," in the event that no· survey has been conducted, "will make a 
recommendation on whether a survey is warranted based on the sensitivity of the project area for 
historical resources within 1,000 feet of the project." Additionally, MM-CUL 7, also references 
an "Information Center" that should be consulted to conduct proper surveys. Please clarify 
which "Information Center" MM-CULl, MM-CUL2, and MM-CUL7 is referring to. For 
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example, MM-CUL6 notes it is the "Information Center of the California Archaeological 
Inventory" to be consulted to conduct the appropriate surveys. 
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6. Section 3.5 Geology, Soils & Mineral Resources 

Item 1: At Page 3.5-23 the PEIR states that a "greater amount of transportation projects in the· 
Plan would increase the amount of transportation infrastructure that would be subject to risk as a 
result of surface rupture, ground-shaking liquefaction, and landsliding and other risks associated 
with seismic events." Additionally, the "No Project Alternative would result in the construction 
of approximately 68,040 new lane miles compared with over 74,297 new lane miles in the 2012-
2035 RTP/SCS," thereby drawing the conclusion that "Impacts related to geologic and seismic 
resources would be similar to the Plan under the No Project Alternative because the population 
would be the same and the entire region is subject to seismic risk." 

This conclusion seems questionable if under the Plan, a greater number of transportation projects 
would be built, resulting in the 74,297 new lane miles, that would be subject to risk associated 
with seismic events. The conclusion appears to be drawn because the total population will be the 
same under both the No Project and the Plan, and that the region as a whole would be subject to 
seismic risk-however, the increase in transportation infrastructure and projects itself is at risk 
due to seismic events, and the increase of such infrastructure in comparison to a No Project 
scenario, would seem to conclude that there be a greater impact under the Plan than under the No 
Project alternative. Because there would be the same population increase and the region would 
be subject to seismic risk, does not preclude greater impacts under the Plan due to increases in 
transportation infrastructure. 

7. Section 3. 6 Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

Item 1: At page 3 .6-6 the paragraph on Assembly Bill 811 appears to be incomplete. 

Item 2: Page 3.6-15, last paragraph on the page explains that Table 3.6-3 shows Greenhouse 
Gas Emissions by County. Second sentence states "Baseline (2005) emissions are estimated to 
be 142 million metric tons (MMT) of C02e compared to an estimated 144 MMT of C02e under 
existing (2011) conditions." According to Table 3.6-3, the total estimate for Baseline (2005) 
C02e emissions in MMT is 132, and the estimate for Existing (2011) C02e emissions in MMT is 
13 0. Please explain the calculation reflected on Page 3. 6-15 as opposed to the table numbers on 
Page 3.6-16. 

8. Section 3. 7 Hazardous Materials 

Item 1: At pages 3. 7-9 through 3. 7-11, Impact 3. 7-1 is discussed, which is the "Potential to 
create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine transport, use, or 
disposal of hazardous materials." Within the discussion of Impact 3. 7-1, on Page 3. 7-10, first 
full paragraph, the PEIR states ( emphasis added) "In general, it is anticipated that the increase in 
transport of hazardous materials would result in a less-than-significant hazard to the public 
and/or the environment, because handling and transport of hazardous materials and wastes are 
subject to numerous laws, regulations, and health and safety standards set forth by federal, State, 
and local authorities that regulate the proper handling of such materials and their containers." 
Further on Page 3.7-10, the PEIR notes that the "2012-2035 RTP/SCS directs growth adjacent to 
transit and transportation facilities, and with this increased growth, there would be greater 
potential for exposure of sensitive receptors as well as other uses to risks associated with 
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hazardous material transport" and that such a greater potential impact "would be analyzed on a 
case-by-case basis." Finally, on Page 3.7-11, the section concludes that "[a]lthough individual 
projects would be required to comply with all existing regulations, due to the volume of projects 
(transportation and development) contained within the RTP/SCS, it is possible that significant 
impacts could occur. Therefore, without Mitigation Measures MM-HMl through MM-HM3, 
impacts could be significant." 

Based on the above, the PEIR notes "in general" the increase in transport of hazardous materials 
is anticipated to result in a less-than-significant hazard, but that projects would have to be 
analyzed on a case-by-case basis, such that it is "possible" significant impacts could occur, and 
that without MM-HMl through MM-HM3, impact could be significant. There does not appear 
to be a conclusion, however, that Impact 3.7-1 would be "significant and unavoidable," even 
with the undertaking of the mitigation measures. This is somewhat conflicting, given the general 
notion that it is anticipated the increase in transport of hazardous materials would result in less
than-significant hazard to the public and/or environment. This is further in conflict with the 
Executive Summary table, in which Impact 3.7-1 is listed on Page ES-33 as being "significant 
and unavoidable" after mitigation despite the statement at Page 3. 7-11, that impacts "could" be 
significant, rather than "impacts would remain significant." 

Item 2: Page 3.7-13, MM-HMl and MM-HM2 both state that "SCAG shall encourage" the 
United States Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency Service, the California 
Department of Transportation, and the California Highway Patrol to continue to take certain 
actions, such as conducting driver safety or enforcing speed limits." These mitigation measures 
only seek to "encourage" other departments to continue carrying out regulations currently 
enforced, and provides no determination of how to determine if such measures serve to mitigate 
Impact 3.7-1 and Impact 3.7-4, for which it is listed, and its effectiveness as a mitigation 
measure. 

9. Section 3.8 Land Use & Agricultural Resources 

Item 1: Page 3.8-12 to 3.8-13, the PEIR recognizes that despite attempts to work with local 
jurisdictions, including, counties, subregions and local city planners, it is likely that the 2012-
2035 RTP/SCS has relied on general plans that are not current and the implementation of 
RTP/SCS transportation projects and resulting growth will be inconsistent with general plans, 
and therefore the RTP/SCS includes the "policy to continue public outreach efforts and 
incorporate local input" to develop a more accurate forecast in future RTP/SCSs. 

The PEIR subsequently notes that SCAG "has no authority to adopt local land use plans or 
approve local land use projects that will implement the SCS" because "SB 375 specifically 
provides that nothing in the law supersedes the land use authority of cities and counties. In 
addition, cities and counties are not required to change their land use plans and policies, 
including general plans, to be consistent with an RTP/SCS. However, local jurisdictions are 
encourage by SCAG to consider the [methods discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 2]." In other 
words, SCAG encourages local jurisdictions to adopt and update general plans that are consistent 
with the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS in order to accomplish the goals of SB 375. To this end, 
implementation of Mitigation Measures MM-LUl through MM-LUlO would reduce impacts 
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related to potential conflicts with an applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of any agency 
with jurisdiction over the project; however, impacts would remain significant. 

There appears to be an inconsistency with this recognition on Pages 3.8-12 to 3.8-13 that SCAG 
can only encourage local jurisdictions to adopt plans that would reduce the impact of 
inconsistent local land use plans and policies with the RTP/SCS, consistent with SB 375's 
protection of ultimate land use authority of cities and counties, with the actual Mitigation 
Measures listed, namely MM-LU3, MM-LU8, and MM-LUI 0. 

a. MM-LU3 states "SCAG shall work with its member cities and counties to ensure that 
transportation projects and growth are consistent with the RTP and general plans." This 
mitigation measure seems to require that the project sponsors in fact comply with the RTP, 
when such projects and growth falls within the protection of SB 375 and is a local land use 
control issue, within the local jurisdiction's purview. 

b. MM-LU8 states "SCAG shall use its Intergovernmental Review Process to provide review 
and comment on large development projects regarding their consistency with the RTP and 
other regional planning efforts." This proposed mitigation measure seems inconsistent with 
SB 375 and SCAG's role to encourage consistency. 

c. MM-LUIO states "Local jurisdictions can and should provide for new housing consistent 
with the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) to accommodate their share of the 
forecasted regional growth." This proposed mitigation measure is problematic because local 
jurisdictions are not required to provide housing, and thus such measure conflicts with local 
authority. This may be remedied by revising the language of MM-LUlO to reflect 
compliance with state law with regard to housing to accommodate forecasted regional 
growth. 

Item 2: At page 3.8-15, the PEIR states that "substantial disturbance and/or loss of forestlands, 
prime farmlands and/or grazing lands, throughout the six-county SCAG region" is mitigated by 
MM-LUIS, which states "Project sponsors can and should ensure that at least one acre of 
unprotected open space is permanently conserved for each acre of open space developed as a 
result of transportation projects/improvements." This proposed mitigation, however, could 
constitute a "taking" of property and mitigates for "induced growth." Furthermore, MM-LU 16 
through MM-LU35, suggested to mitigate Impact 3.8-3, are insufficient in that they state local 
jurisdictions or project sponsors "can and should" take on various measures without noting how 
such measures will be evaluated for effectiveness in mitigating Impact 3.8-3. For example, MM
LU26, states "Project sponsors and local jurisdictions can and should promote infill development 
and redevelopment to encourage the efficient use of land and minimize the development of 
agricultural and open space lands" is again seemingly not a measure that can be meaningfully 
evaluated and/or quantified in determining efficacy. 

Item 3: At Pages 3.8-15 through 3.8-16, the PEIR discusses the "[p]otential to influence the 
pattern of urbanization in the region such that land use incompatibilities could occur," and MM
LU36 through MM-LU85 are recommended to reduce land use impacts and again are 
insufficient insofar as they claim that local jurisdictions "can and should" take on various 
measures without noting how such measures will be evaluated for effectiveness in mitigating 
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Impact 3.8-3. For example, MM-LU44 states "The improvement and expansion of one urban 
public facility or service can and should not stimulate development that significantly precedes 
the local jurisdiction's ability to provide all other necessary urban public facilities and services at 
adequate levels." It is unclear how to determine when one urban public facility or service will 
cause a significant impact on a local jurisdiction's ability to provide all other necessary urban 
public facilities and services at "adequate levels," given that such "adequate levels" are not 
identified. 

Item 4: Page 3.8-21, MM-LU53 states "SCAG shall promote infill, mixed-use, and higher 
density development, and provide incentives to support the creation of affordable housing in 
mixed use zone." Please describe how SCAG will seek to provide such incentives to support the 
creation of affordable housing in mixed use zones. 

Item 5: Page 3.8-23, MM-LU69 states "Local jurisdictions can and should promote greater 
linkage between land uses and transit, as well as other modes of transportation." This Mitigation 
Measures is vague in that it does not provide what "greater linkage" measures would include, 
and how its effectiveness to minimize the impact of incompatible land uses would be 
determined. 

Item 6: Page 3.8-25, MM-LU84 states "Local jurisdictions can and should give preference for 
infrastructure improvements that support or enhance desired land uses and projects." It is 
unclear what are the "desired land uses and projects" in MM-LU84, and how local jurisdictions 
are to give preference to such infrastructure improvement such as how it should be determined 
that such improvements actually enhance a desired land use and project, to be implemented by a 
local jurisdiction, and what measures of effectiveness should be applied. 

Item 7: Page 3.8-25, MM-LU85 states "Local jurisdictions can and should reduce heat gain 
from pavement and other hardscaping, including ... Reduce street rights-of-way and pavement 
widths to pre-World War II widths (typically 22 to 34 feet for local streets, and 30 to 35 feet for 
collector streets, curb to curb), unless landscape medians or parkway strips are allowed in the 
center of roadways." Please explain how reducing streets to pre-World War II widths will not 
conflict with local fire department required street access. Further, please explain how to measure 
the effectiveness of MM-LU85 in reducing Impact 3.8-4. 

10. Section 3.11 Public Services and Utilities 

Item 1: At page 3 .11-6, the PEIR indicates that the Plan has the potential to increase exposure to 
wildfires and hazards due to new or expanded infrastructure. Additionally, at Page 3 .11-9, in the 
PEIR's analysis of Direct Impacts, in comparing the Plan with the No Project Alternative, the 
PEIR notes that "under the No Project Alternative, it is anticipated that 83,990 households would 
be exposed to extreme wildfire threats; whereas under the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS, the number 
would be reduced to 71,553. This would be a 14 percent decrease in households exposed to 
extreme wildfire threats, as measures to reduce wildfire threats are implemented with planned 
2012-2035 RTP/SCS projects." The PEIR notes what the expected number of households 
exposed to wildfire threats would be in 2035 under a No Project scenario, and notes the decrease 
by 14 percent in relation to the number of households exposed under the Plan, however the PEIR 
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does not note the current number of households exposed, to reflect a corresponding potential 
increase under the Plan. 

Item 2: At page 3 .11-4 7, just above Table 3 .11-11, the PEIR states that the Table reflects that 
"urban development and growth that would be accommodated by the transportation investments 
in the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS would result in less overall use of energy resources in 2035 than in 
2011." The total use of electricity and natural gas consumption as reflected in Table 3 .11-11 is 
actually higher compared from 2035 under the Plan to the current 2011 energy consumption. 
What the Table reflects is a less overall use of energy resources in 2035 as between a No Project 
scenario and the Plan scenario. Thus, the statement that the "urban development and growth that 
would be accommodated by the transportation investments in the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS would 
result in less overall use of energy resources in 2035 than in 2011" should be amended 
accordingly. 

Item 3: At page 3.11-49, MM-PS64 states "[s]tate and federal lawmakers and regulatory 
agencies can and should pursue the design of programs to either require or incentivize the 
expanded availability including the expansion of alternative fuel filling stations and use of 
alternative-fuel vehicles to reduce the impact of shifts in petroleum fuel supply and price." This 
mitigation is assigned to State and Federal agencies and lawmakers, who are outside of SCAG's 
purview. 

Item 4: At pages 3.11-51 through 3.11-52, MM-PS91 and MM-PS92 require local jurisdictions 
to take on mitigation measures that will likely directly increase the cost of housing, but do not 
include measures by which to determine the effectiveness of requiring energy audits in achieving 
mitigation of Impact 3 .11-11. 

Item 5: At page 3.11-53, mitigation measure MM-PSI06 states "[l]ocal jurisdictions can and 
should provide, where feasible, creative financing for renewable energy projects, including 
subsidized or other low-interest loans, and the option to pay for system installation through long
term assessments on individual property tax bills." This mitigation measure is currently a 
voluntary program, and should be made clear that it will remain voluntary for local jurisdictions, 
to determine when such programs are "feasible" in accordance with the project-specific analysis 
that will be conducted at the project level. 

11. Section 3.12 Transportation, Traffic, and Security 

Item 1: MM-TRI serves as an example of a mitigation measure that provides no articulable 
standard by which to determine its efficacy. MM-TRI states, "SCAG shall establish a forum 
where policy-makers can be educated and can develop consensus on regional transportation 
safety and security policies." It is unclear how exactly such requirement shall be measured for 
effectiveness and how such measure will mitigate the impacts discussed in Section 3 .12. 

Item 2: At page 3.12-33, MM-TR26 and MM-TR27 both note that "SCAG shall encourage 
local agencies to fully implement these policies and projects." It appears that both mitigation 
measures are more of a suggestion that local agencies fully implement the measures included in 
the Plan, but has no measure of effectiveness if such measures are adopted or that such measures 
must be implemented. 
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Item 3: At page 3.12-36, MM-TR34 states "[l]ocal jurisdictions can and should meet an 
identified transportation-related benchmark." Please explain what would be an "identified 
transportation-related benchmark" and who would determine such benchmark, and the standards 
by which the effectiveness of meeting such a benchmark would achieve in mitigating Impact 
3.12-1. 

Item 4: At page 3.12-36, MM-TR37 states "[l]ocal jurisdictions and transit agencies can and 
should provide public transit incentives such as free or low-cost monthly transit passes to 
employees, or free ride areas to residents and customers." Please describe or explain how the 
subsidies are to be provided for by local jurisdictions and transit agencies in accordance with this 
proposed mitigation measure. 

Item 5: At page 3.12-37, MM-TR52 states"[l]ocal jurisdictions can and should reduce VMT
related emissions by encouraging the use of public transit through adoption of new development 
standards that would require improvements to the transit system and infrastructure, increase 
safety and accessibility, and provide other incentives." Please describe or explain how local 
jurisdictions are to determine these "new development standards" and how the effectiveness of 
such standards will be measured to determine effectiveness of such a mitigation measure. 

Item 6: At page 3.12-37, MM-TR56 deals with System Interconnectivity, stating that "Local 
jurisdictions can and should create an interconnected transportation system that allows a shift in 
travel from private passenger vehicles to alternative modes, including public transit, ride sharing, 
car sharing, bicycling and walking, by incorporating the following ... " which includes (i) "study 
the feasibility of providing free transit to areas with residential densities of 15 dwelling units per 
acre or more, including options such as removing service from less, dense underutilized areas to 
do so" and (ii) "use park-and-ride facilities to access transit stations only at ends of regional 
transitways or where adequate feeder bus service is not feasible." Please explain how this 
measure was determined, that free transit be provided to areas with residential densities of 15 
dwelling units per acre or more. 

Item 7: At page 3.12-38, MM-TR59 states that local jurisdictions "can and should prioritize 
transportation funding to support a shift from private passenger vehicles to transit and other 
modes of transportation" and sets forth two methods to do so, including "Give funding 
preference to improvements in public transit over other new infrastructure for private automobile 
traffic" and "before funding transportation improvements that increase roadway capacity and 
VMT, evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of funding projects that support alternative 
modes of transportation and reduce VMT, including transit, and bicycle and pedestrian access." 
Please explain how this mitigation measure does not conflict with all local transportation 
measures already in place, including Measure M2 and Measure R in Los Angeles County. 

Item 8: Page 3.12-40, MM-TR74: "Low- and No- Travel Employment Opportunities: Local 
jurisdictions can and should facilitate employment opportunities that minimize the need for 
private vehicle trips, including" the measure that local jurisdictions "encourage telecommuting 
options with new and existing employers, through project review and incentives, as appropriate." 
Please describe or explain how the telecommuting networks will be implemented and whether 
such incentives would mean the need for new taxpayer funded subsidies. 
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Item 9: At page 3.12-43, MM-TR97 states "Travel Mitigation: Local jurisdictions can and 
should mitigate business-related travel, especially air travel, through the annual purchase of 
verified carbon offsets." This measure requires that local jurisdictions purchase carbon offsets, 
without setting forth benchmarks or standards to determine the effectiveness of such a measure 
in reducing Impact 3 .12-1 and 3 .12-3. 

Item 15: At page 3.12-43, MM-TR98 states "Transit Access to Municipal Facilities: Local 
jurisdiction and agency facilities can and should be located on major transit corridors, unless 
their use is plainly incompatible with other uses located along major transit corridors." Please 
explain locating municipal facilities in a "major transit corridor" will effectively mitigate Impact 
3.12-1 and 3.12-3. 

Item 16: Page 3.12-30: Impact 3.14-6 should read Impact 3.12-6. 

12. Section 3.13 Water Resources 

Item 1: At page 3 .13-3 9, MM-WR26imposes more regulations than the current National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit requirements, regulated by the State 
Water Resources Control Board as delegated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and 
would require mitigation on project sites smaller than one acre in size. Please explain and justify 
that approach. 

13. Section 4. 0 Alternatives 

Item 1: While an EIR need not include an in depth discussion of the alternatives that were not 
considered feasible, according to CEQA Guidelines, section 15126.6(c), it should briefly identify 
alternatives rejected as infeasible and explain why they were rejected. It does not appear that 
this PEIR does so. 

Item 2: Page 4-4 lists brief descriptions of the Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 projects. 
Alternative 2 only describes Modified 2008 RTP Alternative as an "update of the adopted 2008 
R TP to reflect the most recent growth estimates and transportation planning decisions and 
assumptions" and goes on to say that the alternatives "does not include urban form strategies 
included within the SCS, but includes all of the modifications and projects in the 2008 RTP 
through RTP Amendment 4. The growth scenario for the Modified 2008 RTP Alternative is a 
combination of local input and existing general plan and land use date provided by local 
jurisdictions." 

This does not include enough description of Alternative 2 to verify that the conclusions made as 
to the comparative effects of that Alternative for each of the Impacts discussed in turn from 
Pages 4-22 through 4-30. The analysis of each Impact under the Modified 2008 RTP Alternative 
as compared to the Plan explains the difference in Impact, but without explanation of how such a 
conclusion were formulated/achieved. 

For example, under Hazardous Materials at Page 4-27, it states "The Modified 2008 RTP 
Alternative would have similar impacts related to the accidental release of hazardous materials as 
compared to the Plan." The reasoning behind that conclusion should be provided, and would be 
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supported by a more thorough description of what the Modified 2008 RTP Alternative plan 
would entail. 

14. Section 5.0 Long Term Effects 

Item 1: Page 5-3, the PEIR states "Resources that would be permanently and continually 
consumed by the proposed project's implementation include water, electricity, natural gas, fossil 
fuels, and aggregate resources; however, the amount and rate of consumption of these resources 
would not result in significant environmental impacts related to the unnecessary, inefficient, or 
wasteful use of resources." To better understand how it was determined there would not be 
unnecessary, inefficient, or wasteful use of resources, resulting in irreversible, significant 
environmental effects, the reasoning behind such a conclusion should be provided. 

III. Conclusion 

For all of the foregoing reasons, Irvine respectfully believes the PEIR should be revised to clarify 
the PEIR's approach to mitigation, reflecting that feasibility and effectiveness of the Mitigation 
Measures were determined at a programmatic level, and that project-specific analysis will amend 
or adopt such Measures as appropriate upon further analysis, allowing for measures to be 
bypassed by local jurisdictions when project level analyses find the measures either infeasible or 
unnecessary. Additionally, the Mitigation Measures should be amended to include articulable 
standards by which to determine their efficacy in mitigating their corresponding Impacts 
recognized by the PEIR. A consensus should be reached as to how to conduct future Cumulative 
Impacts determinations upon local jurisdictional undertaking of project-specific analysis, given 
the findings of "significant and unavoidable" impacts at a programmatic, but not project-specific 
level. 

Thank you for considering these comments. 
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X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X 

X X 

Improper Improper Assumption of 
Integration of Integration Implementation 

Regulatory of Project Even though 
Requirement Component Within the 

Control of 
Another Agency 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X 

-4-



BIO/OS46 

BIO/OS47 

BIO/OS48 

BIO/OS49 

BIO/OS50 

BIO/OS51 

BIO/OS52 

BIO/OS53 

BIO/OS54 

BIO/OS55 

BIO/OS56 

BIO/OS57 

BIO/OS58 

BIO/OS59 

CULl 

CUL2 

CUL3 

CUL4 

CUL5 

680/048170-0953 
3013863.1 a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper 
Standard/Deferred Integration of 

Mitigation Regulatory 
Requirement 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

CULTURAL RESOURCES 

X 

X 

X 

-5-

Improper Assumption of 
Integration Implementation 
of Project Even though 

Component Within the 
Control of 

Another Agency 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



CUL6 

CUL7 

CUL8 

CUL9 

CULlO 

CULll 

CUL12 

CUL13 

CUL14 

CUL15 

CUL16 

CUL17 

GEOl 

GE02 

GE03 

GE04 

GE05 

GE06 

GE07 

680/048170-0953 
3013863.1 a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper 
Standard/Deferred Integration of 

Mitigation Regulatory 
Requirement 

X 

X 

X 

X 

GEOLOGY AND SOILS 

X 

X 

-6-

Improper Assumption of 
Integration Implementation 
of Project Even though 

Component Within the 
Control of 

Another Agency 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



GE08 

GE09 

GEOlO 

GEOII 

GEOI2 

GHGI 

GHG2 

GHG3 

GHG4 

GHG5 

GHG6 

GHG7 

GHG8 

GHG9 

GHGIO 

GHGII 

GHG12 

GHG13 

GHG14 

680/048170-0953 
3013863.J a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

No Articulable Improper Improper Assumption of 
Standard/Deferred Integration of Integration Implementation 

Mitigation Regulatory of Project Even though 
Requirement Component Within the 

Control of 
Another Agency 

X 

X 

X 

X 

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X X 

X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X X 

-7-



GHG15 

HMI 

HM2 

HM3 

HM4 

HMS 

HM6 

HM7 

HM8 

HM9 

HMlO 

HMll 

HM12 

HM13 

HM14 

HM15 

HM16 

LUI 

680/048170-09 53 
3013863.1 a02/13/l 2 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper 
Standard/Deferred Integration of 

Mitigation Regulatory 
Requirement 

X 

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

LAND USE 

X 

-8-

Improper Assumption of 
Integration Implementation 
of Project Even though 

Component Within the 
Control of 

Another Agency 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



LU2 

LU3 

LU4 

LU5 

LU6 

LU7 

LU8 

LU9 

LUIO 

LUll 

LU12 

LU13 

LU14 

LUIS 

LU16 

LU17 

LU18 

LU19 

LU20 

LU21 

680/048170-0953 
3013863.1 a02/J3/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper 
Standard/Deferred Integration of 

Mitigation Regulatory 
Requirement 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

-9-

Improper Assumption of 
Integration Implementation 
of Project Even though 

Component Within the 
Control of 

Another Agency 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



LU22 

LU23 

LU24 

LU25 

LU26 

LU27 

LU28 

LU29 

LU30 

LU31 

LU32 

LU33 

LU34 

LU35 

LU36 

LU37 

LU38 

LU39 

LU40 

LU41 

680/048170-0953 
3013863.1 a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper 
Standard/Deferred Integration of 

Mitigation Regulatory 
Requirement 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

-10-

Improper Assumption of 
Integration Implementation 
of Project Even though 

Component Within the 
Control of 

Another Agency 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 



LU42 

LU43 

LU44 

LU45 

LU46 

LU47 

LU48 

LU49 

LU50 

LU51 

LU52 

LU53 

LU54 

LU55 

LU56 

LU57 

LU58 

LU59 

LU60 

LU61 

680/048 I 70-0953 
3013863.1 a02/13/l 2 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper Improper Assumption of 
Standard/Deferred Integration of Integration Implementation 

Mitigation Regulatory of Project Even though 
Requirement Component Within the 

Control of 
Another Agency 

X X X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

-11-



Insufficient No Articulable Improper Improper Assumption of 
Analysis of Standard/Deferred Integration of Integration Implementation 
Feasibility Mitigation Regulatory of Project Even though 

Requirement Component Within the 
Control of 

Another Agency 

LU62 X X X 

LU63 X X X 

LU64 X X X 

LU65 X X X 

LU66 X X X 

LU67 X X X 

LU68 X X X 

LU69 X X X 

LU70 X X X 

LU71 X X X 

LU72 X X X 

LU73 X X X 

LU74 X X X 

LU75 X X 

LU76 X X X 

LU77 X X X 

LU78 X X 

LU79 X X 

LU80 X X 

LU81 X X 

680/048 I 70-0953 
30 I 3863.1 a02/l 3/12 -12-



LU82 

LU83 

LU84 

LU85 

NOi 

N02 

N03 

N04 

NOS 

N06 

N07 

NOS 

N09 

NOIO 

NOil 

NOI2 

NOI3 

NOI4 

NOI5 

680/048 I 70-09 53 
3013863.1 a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper Improper Assumption of 
Standard/Deferred Integration of Integration Implementation 

Mitigation Regulatory of Project Even though 
Requirement Component Within the 

Control of 
Another Agency 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

NOISE 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

-13-



N016 

N017 

N018 

POPI 

POP2 

POP3 

POP4 

POPS 

POP6 

PSI 

PS2 

PS3 

PS4 

PSS 

PS6 

PS7 

PSS 

PS9 

680/048170-0953 
3013863.1 a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper 
Standard/Deferred Integration of 

Mitigation Regulatory 
Requirement 

X 

POPULATION AND HOUSING 

X 

X 

X 

PUBLIC SERVICES 

X 

X 

X 

-14-

Improper Assumption of 
Integration Implementation 
of Project Even though 

Component Within the 
Control of 

Another Agency 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X X 



PSlO 

PSl 1 

PS12 

PS13 

PS14 

PSIS 

PS16 

PS17 

PS18 

PS19 

PS20 

PS21 

PS22 

PS23 

PS24 

PS25 

PS26 

PS27 

PS28 

PS29 

680/048 I 70-0953 
3013863.1 a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper 
Standard/Deferred Integration of 

Mitigation Regulatory 
Requirement 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

-15-

Improper Assumption of 
Integration Implementation 
of Project Even though 

Component Within the 
Control of 

Another Agency 

X X 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



PS30 

PS31 

PS32 

PS33 

PS34 

PS35 

PS36 

PS37 

PS38 

PS39 

PS40 

PS41 

PS42 

PS43 

PS44 

PS45 

PS46 

PS47 

PS48 

PS49 

680/048170-0953 
3013863.1 a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper 
Standard/Deferred Integration of 

Mitigation Regulatory 
Requirement 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

-16-

Improper Assumption of 
Integration Implementation 
of Project Even though 

Component Within the 
Control of 

Another Agency 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



PS50 

PS51 

PS52 

PS53 

PS54 

PS55 

PS56 

PS57 

PS58 

PS59 

PS60 

PS61 

PS62 

PS63 

PS64 

PS65 

PS66 

PS67 

PS68 

PS69 

680/048170-0953 
3013863.1 a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper 
Standard/Deferred Integration of 

Mitigation Regulatory 
Requirement 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

-17-

Improper Assumption of 
Integration Implementation 
of Project Even though 

Component Within the 
Control of 

Another Agency 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X x. 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 



PS70 

PS71 

PS72 

PS73 

PS74 

PS75 

PS76 

PS77 

PS78 

PS79 

PS80 

PS81 

PS82 

PS83 

PS84 

PS85 

PS86 

PS87 

PS88 

PS89 

680/048 I 70-0953 
3013863. I a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper 
Standard/Deferred Integration of 

Mitigation Regulatory 
Requirement 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

-18-

Improper Assumption of 
Integration Implementation 
of Project Even though 

Component Within the 
Control of 

Another Agency 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



PS90 

PS91 

PS92 

PS93 

PS94 

PS95 

PS96 

PS97 

PS98 

PS99 

PS100 

PS101 

PS102 

PS103 

PS104 

PS105 

PS106 

PS107 

PS108 

PS109 

680/048170-0953 
3013863.J a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper 
Standard/Deferred Integration of 

Mitigation Regulatory 
Requirement 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

-19-

Improper Assumption of 
Integration Implementation 
of Project Even though 

Component Within the 
Control of 

Another Agency 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



PSI IO 

PSI I I 

PSI 12 

PSI 13 

PSI 14 

PSI 15 

PSI 16 

PSI 17 

PSI 18 

PSI 19 

PS120 

PS121 

PS122 

PS123 

PS124 

TRI 

TR2 

TR3 

TR4 

680/048 I 70-0953 
3013863.1 a02/13/l 2 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper Improper Assumption of 
Standard/Deferred Integration of Integration Implementation 

Mitigation Regulatory of Project Even though 
Requirement Component Within the 

Control of 
Another Agency 

X X 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

TRANSPORTATION 

X 

X 

X 

X 

-20-



TR5 

TR6 

TR7 

TR8 

TR9 

TRIO 

TRll 

TR12 

TR13 

TR14 

TRIS 

TR16 

TR17 

TR18 

TR19 

TR20 

TR21 

TR22 

TR23 

TR24 

680/048170-0953 
3013863.1 a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper Improper Assumption of 
Standard/Deferred Integration of Integration Implementation 

Mitigation Regulatory of Project Even though 
Requirement Component Within the 

Control of 
Another Agency 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

-21-



TR25 

TR26 

TR27 

TR28 

TR29 

TR30 

TR31 

TR32 

TR33 

TR34 

TR35 

TR36 

TR37 

TR38 

TR39 

TR40 

TR41 

TR42 

TR43 

TR44 

680/048 I 70-0953 
3013863.1 a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper 
Standard/Deferred Integration of 

Mitigation Regulatory 
Requirement 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

-22-

Improper Assumption of 
Integration Implementation 
of Project Even though 

Component Within the 
Control of 

Another Agency 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



TR45 

TR46 

TR47 

TR48 

TR49 

TR50 

TR51 

TR52 

TR53 

TR54 

TR55 

TR56 

TR57 

TR58 

TR59 

TR60 

TR61 

TR62 

TR63 

TR64 

680/048170-0953 
3013863.1 a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper Improper Assumption of 
Standard/Deferred Integration of Integration Implementation 

Mitigation Regulatory of Project Even though 
Requirement Component Within the 

Control of 
Another Agency 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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TR65 

TR66 

TR67 

TR68 

TR69 

TR70 

TR71 

TR72 

TR73 

TR74 

TR75 

TR76 

TR77 

TR78 

TR79 

TR80 

TR81 

TR82 

TR83 

TR84 

680/048 I 70-0953 
3013863.1 a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper Improper Assumption of 
Standard/Deferred Integration of Integration Implementation 

Mitigation Regulatory of Project Even though 
Requirement Component Within the 

Control of 
Another Agency 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

-24-



TR85 

TR86 

TR87 

TR88 

TR89 

TR90 

TR91 

TR92 

TR93 

TR94 

TR95 

TR96 

TR97 

TR98 

WI 

W2 

W3 

W4 

W5 

680/048170-0953 
3013863.1 a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper 
Standard/Deferred Integration of 

Mitigation Regulatory 
Requirement 

X 

X 

WATER 

X 

X 

X 

-25-

Improper Assumption of 
Integration Implementation 
of Project Even though 

Component Within the 
Control of 

Another Agency 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



W6 

W7 

W8 

W9 

WlO 

Wll 

W12 

W13 

W14 

W15 

W16 

W17 

W18 

W19 

W20 

W21 

W22 

W23 

W24 

W25 

680/048 I 70-0953 
3013863.1 a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper Improper Assumption of 
Standard/Deferred Integration of Integration Implementation 

Mitigation Regulatory of Project Even though 
Requirement Component Within the 

Control of 
Another Agency 

X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

-26-



W26 

W27 

W28 

W29 

W30 

W3I 

W32 

W33 

W34 

W35 

W36 

W37 

W38 

W39 

W40 

W4I 

W42 

W43 

W44 

W45 

680/048170-0953 
3013863.1 a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

No Articulable Improper Improper Assumption of 
Standard/Deferred Integration of Integration Implementation 

Mitigation Regulatory of Project Even though 
Requirement Component Within the 

Control of 
Another Agency 

X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

-27-



W46 

W47 

W48 

W49 

W50 

W51 

W52 

W53 

W54 

W55 

W56 

W57 

W58 

W59 

W60 

W61 

W62 

W63 

W64 

W65 

680/048 l 70-0953 
3013863.l a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

No Articulable Improper 
Standard/Deferred Integration of 

Mitigation Regulatory 
Requirement 

X 

X 

-28-

Improper Assumption of 
Integration Implementation 
of Project Even though 

Component Within the 
Control of 

Another Agency 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



W66 

W67 

W68 

680/048 I 70-0953 
3013863.1 a02/13/12 

Insufficient 
Analysis of 
Feasibility 

No Articulable Improper 
Standard/Deferred Integration of 

Mitigation Regulatory 
Requirement 

X 

X 

-29-

Improper Assumption of 
Integration Implementation 
of Project Even though 

Component Within the 
Control of 

Another Agency 

X 

X 



Attachment 2: OCCOG Technical Comments on the Draft 
2012-2035 RTP/SCS and PEIR 

1. GROWTH FORECASTS 

Issue: Growth Projections: The 2012 growth projections identify population, 
housing and employment data for the six-county SCAG region, from 2008 
(existing) to 2020 and 2035. These growth projections represent the best 
available information from local jurisdictions, the business community and 
landowners. However, as time passes, what is feasible for any given project can 
change. The triggers for change to adopted growth projections can range from 
factors such as market conditions, new information or data, infrastructure 
availability, changes in funding availability (such as the dissolution of 
redevelopment agencies statewide), and changes to jurisdictional boundaries 
resulting from future annexations and incorporations of previously-designated 
unincorporated territory. SCAG should continue to adopt the 2012 growth 
projections at a countywide level, consistent with past approvals of Regional 
Transportation plan growth forecasts. A county level of geography 
accommodates internal adjustments to changing conditions as described above, 
without compromising the integrity of the overall growth projections. However, 
approving the growth projections at any lower level of geography, such as at the 
city level, would be challenged with continual revisions and shifts to the total 
number of housing, population and employment within a city, among cities, and 
between cities and counties as a result of the factors described above. Adoption 
of the data at a level lower than the county would limit jurisdictional control and 
create inflexibility in a regional planning document. In addition, the level of 
geography in which RTP/SCS growth forecast is adopted should not be 
determined by other processes. For example, the RHNA allocations must be 
consistent with the RTP/SCS; state law does not require that they be identical. 
The RTP/SCS can be adopted at the county level and the RHNA process may 
proceed independently until it is completed after the appeals, trades, and 
transfers are completed. The RHNA allocations that were derived from the 
growth forecast can still be determined to be consistent with the RTP/SCS, even 
if changes are made to the city totals during the appeals, trades, and transfers 
process. 

Growth Projections Recommendation: SCAG's adoption of the growth 
forecast numbers should be at the county level, consistent with past RTPs, 
and not at a smaller level of geography such as city, census tract, or traffic 
analysis level. 

Issue: OCP-2010 Modified: On January 26, 2012, the update to the OCP-2010 
dataset known as "OCP-2010 Modified" was officially approved by the OCCOG 
Board of Directors and is a data amendment to the OC SCS. The dataset 



includes the 2010 Census population and housing data, along with the 2010 EDD 
Benchmark data, consistent with SCAG's updated growth forecast dataset. The 
dataset was provided to SCAG staff in December 2011 and this letter also serves 
as the formal notice of the update that should be incorporated into the 2012 
RTP/SCS, PEIR, and related documents. 

OCP-2010 Modified Recommendation: All documents, tables, maps, 
narrative, modeling runs, PEIR Alternatives (including Alternate 
C/3/Envision 2 referencing the Orange County growth forecasts) should be 
updated with the Orange County Projections-2010 Modified Growth 
Projections, as adopted by the OCCOG Board of Directors and consistent 
with the subregional delegation MOU between OCCOG, OCTA and SCAG. 

2. DRAFT RTP/SCS 

Issue: 2012 Draft RTP/SCS: The RTP/SCS identifies strategies to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions from cars and light duty trucks. Because counties, 
jurisdictions and agencies have different needs and feasibility of implementation, 
we believe these strategies should be clearly identified as a menu of options that 
can be used to achieve the goal of reduced GHG emissions. However, the 
document can be construed to suggest that each of the strategies listed in the 
table on pages 150-153 are necessary to successfully implement the SCS, many 
of which are beyond SCAG's purview or control. It is requested that the language 
be clear that it is permissive. 

2012 Draft RTP/SCS Requests: 

1. Revise language on page 149: "The following tables list specific 
implementation strategies that local governments, SCAG, and 
other stakeholders may use or consider while preparing specific 
projects which that help can and should undertake in order to 
successfully implement the SCS." 

2. Please provide SCAG analysis supporting the strategies in the 
Draft RTP/SCS Chapter 4. 

3. Please describe what municipal obligations are anticipated as a 
result of adopting these strategies as a list to be accomplished 
rather than a menu of options. 

Issue: QC SCS Strategies: There are strategies in the Orange County SCS 
that are not included in the regional SCS. Similarly, there are some strategies in 
the regional SCS that are not consistent with the strategies in the QC SCS. This 
creates confusion and clarification is needed. 



Under SB 375 and only within the SCAG region, subregional councils of 
government were allowed to prepare subregional SCS's that SCAG is then 
required to incorporate into the regional SCS. In Orange County, the Orange 
County Council of Governments (OCCOG) and the Orange County 
Transportation Authority (OCTA) developed a countywide or subregional SCS 
(OC SCS) that was to be incorporated in whole into the SCAG SCS. Local 
agencies in Orange County developed the OC SCS and approved it in June 
2011. SCAG has incorporated the OC SCS in its entirety into the regional SCS 
as an appendix to the regional SCS, but it is unclear what the standing is of the 
OC SCS. The OC SCS contains a set of strategies that were agreed upon by 
local governments, agencies and other stakeholders within Orange County and 
was accepted by SCAG and should represent the SCS that is applicable to the 
Orange County region. 

OC SCS Strategies Recommendation: Please revise the text in the last 
paragraph on page 106 to state: "These subregional SCS documents are 
incorporated into the regional SCS and represent the SCS for each of these 
subregions." 

3. DRAFT PEIR 

Issue: Mitigation Monitoring Program Intent: It is unclear how SCAG intends 
to implement the Mitigation Monitoring Program with regard to the proposed 
mitigation measures, as may be implemented by local agencies. Section 1-5 of 
the PEIR specifically provides that "Lead agencies shall provide SCAG with 
documentation of compliance with mitigation measures through SCAG's 
monitoring efforts, including SCAG's Intergovernmental Review (IGR) process." 
It is infeasible for SCAG to require local jurisdictions to report when such 
mitigation measures are considered for any project. Noting that the SCAG region 
includes 6 counties, 14 subregional entities and 191 cities, this reporting 
requirement would surely fall short of expectations. Given this identified 
infeasibility, please clarify what obligations local agencies may have regarding 
SCAG's mitigation monitoring efforts. 

Mitigation Monitoring Program Intent Requests/Recommendations: 

1. Does SCAG intend to require all jurisdictions that avail 
themselves of the mitigation measures to report to SCAG when 
such measures are considered for any project? 

2. SCAG's approval of the PEIR needs to clearly state the intent and 
applicability of the mitigation measures and the PEIR reflective of 
our comments below and that mitigation measures do not 
supersede regulations under the jurisdiction of other regulatory 
agencies. 



3. Add language to Executive Summary and Introduction: 
"Mitigation measures do not supersede regulations under the 
jurisdiction of other regulatory agencies." 

4. Feasibility and Applicability 

On pages 1-5 and 1-7, the language should reflect that Lead agencies will 
determine the feasibility and applicability of measures and that the measures are 
intended to offer a menu of options available should a lead agency opt to utilize 
them. The PEIR makes the assertion on page 1-7 of the Project Description 
under Transportation Project Mitigation and Land Use Planning and 
Development Project Mitigation sections that the draft PEIR has made a 
preliminary determination that all of the mitigation measures in it are considered 
feasible. SCAG has not identified any analysis that supports the feasibility of the 
mitigation measures that are to be undertaken by entities other than SCAG and 
SCAG staff has stated on numerous occasions that the mitigation measures 
were intended to be a menu of options for consideration by lead agencies. 

Issue: Mitigation Measures Impose Obligations Beyond Scope of SB 375. 
Given the combination of the RTP and the SCS processes, as mandated by SB 
375, we recognize that SCAG must undertake the difficult task of balancing the 
goal of having a coordinated regional transportation system with land use 
strategies that encourage a more compact use of land. However, a key principle 
of SB 375 is that it is not intended to supersede local agencies' authority to 
regulate land uses. Specifically, Government Code section 65080(b)(2)(K) 
provides, in relevant part that" .... Nothing in a sustainable communities strategy 
shall be interpreted as superseding the exercise of the land use authority of cities 
and counties within the region ... " 

In light of the limitation expressed at Government Code sec. 65080(b)(2)(K), we 
find language in the PEIR, and specifically the mitigation measures therein, 
imposing affirmative obligations on local agencies within the SCAG region to be 
inappropriate and contrary to law. The proposed language as recommended 
below would remedy the legal conflict with Section 65080(b)(2)(K), yet achieve 
SCAG's recognition that project-specific environmental review is the appropriate 
level of review for projects that that have their own unique, site-specific 
circumstances. 

The revisions are further consistent with OCCOG's understanding that SCAG 
intended to provide the mitigation measures as a "toolbox" to local agencies for 
use within their discretion if and when appropriate for projects within their 
respective jurisdictions. Indeed, from materials presented by SCAG, including 
the January 26, 2012 workshop held at the City of Anaheim Council Chambers, 
SCAG explained that "This PEIR offers a "toolbox" of mitigation measures 
for future project-level environmental analyses .... It also includes suggested 
mitigation measures for local agencies to consider for implementation, if 



appropriate and feasible (phrased as "can and should"). This language is 
permissive and not mandatory upon local agencies." 

Mitigation Measures Impose Obligations Beyond Scope of SB 375 
Recommendations: 

1. Please provide SCAG analysis supporting the feasibility of 
mitigation measures in the PEIR. 

2. Change language on page 1-7 found in 2 places under 
MITIGATION MEASURES, subheadings Transportation Project 
Mitigation and Land Use Planning and Development Project 
Mitigation: "This Draft PEIR has made a preliminary determination 
that the proposed mitigation measures are feasible and effective. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that these agencies will 
actually implement them where, in the agencies' independent 
discretion, the measures are deemed applicable in light specific 
circumstances at the project level. 

3. Change language on page 1-5, first paragraph: "Mitigation 
Measures proposed in this PEIR are available as tools for 
implementing agencies and local lead agencies to use as they 
deem applicable. The implementing agencies and local lead 
agencies are responsible for ensuring adherence to the mitigation 
measures as 2012-2035 RTP/SCS projects are considered for 
approval over time." 

4. Please make similar text amendments to other sections, including 
the Executive Summary, of the PEIR that reference how the 
mitigation measures are to be used by lead agencies, including 
the Executive Summary. 

5. "Can and Should" 

As indicated in the PEIR on page 1-6, state law provides that it is appropriate to 
indicate in mitigation measures that they "can and should" be implemented where 
the authority to implement the measures rests with agencies other than SCAG. 
The language conveys to local agencies an affirmative obligation to address 
each mitigation measure, irrespective of whether such agencies deem the 
measures applicable to a particular project or duplicative of their own or other 
governmental agencies' regulatory measures. OCCOG recognizes that SCAG's 
use of the words "can and should" are derived from CEQA, at Public Resources 
Code sections 21081 and 2155.2(b)(5)(B)(ii) and CEQA Guidelines, including 
section 15091 (a)(2). Nevertheless, given the express limitation of SB 375 upon 
respective local agencies' land use authority, OCCOG deems any language 
seemingly imposing affirmative obligations contrary to SB 375 inappropriate. As 



such, the use of the language "can and should" for mitigation measures 
addressed to local agencies is inappropriate. 

"Can and Should" Recommendations: Change language in all mitigation 
measures identifying entities other than SCAG to read "can and should 
consider where applicable and feasible." To clarify the intent that the 
mitigation measures are a menu of options for which feasibility has not 
been established for any given project, the "can and should" language 
should be changed in all mitigation measures identifying entities other than 
SCAG to read "should consider where applicable and feasible." 

6. CEQA Streamlining: 

Pages 1-10 through 1-12 describe requirements for the CEQA streamlining 
offered under SB 375. In each section, it is indicated, consistent with SB 375, for 
projects to qualify for the CEQA streamlining, mitigation measures from the 
applicable environmental document must be incorporated into the project. 
Further, CEQA streamlining relative to the infill exemption under CEQA is also 
being developed pursuant to SB 226 passed last year. 

CEQA Streamlining Recommendations: Please clarify how the "menu of 
mitigation measures" is expected from this PEIR for project to qualify for 
CEQA streamlining under SB 375 and, if possible, the regulations being 
developed under SB 224. 

7. RTP/SCS Policies 

Please ensure that the discussion of the policies represented by the RTP/SCS in 
the draft PEIR is consistent with the policies actually in the RTP/SCS. In 
particular, the bullet list on the page 2-3 is stated to represent the land use 
strategies of the plan; however, the strategies listed are not specifically identified 
in the regional SCS. Including different language in the PEIR implies additional 
policy. 

RTP/SCS Policies Recommendation: Amend the land use strategies 
identified on page 2-3 of the Project Description, under the section Purpose 
and Need for Action to reflect the strategies included in the SCS chapter of 
the RTP. 

8. PEIR Mitigation Measures 

By far the most concerning portion of the Draft 2012 RTP/SCS to OCCOG 
members is the Draft Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR). Specifically, 
the proposed mitigation measures included in the PEIR extend to and impact a 
broad spectrum of technical and policy areas. Many examples of these concerns 



are included on Attachments 1 and 2 of this letter. In sum, the concerns are that 
the mitigation measures: 

• Appear to go above and beyond the requirements of the Regional 
Transportation Plan and Senate Bill 375; 

• Are measures already required by State and Federal law or are regulated 
by other agencies such as the South Coast Air Quality Management 
District, California Department of Housing and Community Development, 
Fish and Game, and the Regional Water Control Boards; 

• Appear to run counter to local control; and 

• Are financially infeasible for the agencies responsible for implementation. 

PEIR Mitigation Measures Recommendations. 

1. In order for the mitigation measures to truly be considered a 
toolbox of options for consideration by various entities in the 
SCAG region as intended, all mitigation measures in the PEIR 
intended for entities other than SCAG be moved into an appendix 
to the PEIR and renamed "Sustainability Strategies". These 
strategies could then be identified for consideration by lead 
agencies as mitigation for future projects should a lead agency 
choose to do so and deem them applicable and feasible. The 
PEIR would only retain mitigation measures applicable to 
SCAG. This action would also require that the Executive 
Summary, Introduction, and Project Description be updated to 
reflect the nature of the new appendix of Sustainability Strategies. 

2. Remove language within mitigation measures that establishes 
policies not included in the RTP/SCS or modifies the measure to 
specify a policy or endorses specific technology which would 
limit agency authority. 

3. In the draft PEIR, please replace text in all mitigation measures 
that identify policy for either SCAG or other entities with language 
that reflects either adopted SCAG policies or are policies that are 
included in the RTP and SCS. Mitigation measures should not be 
used to establish new policy for the region. 

For example: 
• MM-TR 17: "SCAG shall (for its employees) and local jurisdictions can and 

should institute where applicable and feasible teleconferencing, 
telecommute, and/or flexible work hour programs to reduce unnecessary 
employee transportation. 



• MM-TR 23: "Local jurisdictions should consider when applicable and 
feasible coordinated and controlled intersections so that traffic passes 
more efficiently through congested areas. Where traffic signals or 
streetlights are installed, require the use of a feasible, energy efficient 
Light Emitting Diode (LED) technology." 

• MM-TR 35: "Local jurisdictions should consider where applicable and 
feasible the adoption of a comprehensive parking policy that 
discourages private vehicle use and encourages the use of alternative 
transportation." 

9. SCAG Authority 

Several mitigation measures identify actions that SCAG shall undertake to 
mitigate impacts of the plan. Many appropriately direct SCAG to provide a 
discussion forum or serve as a central data repository for a broad range of topics 
that affect the region as a whole. However, many measures inappropriately 
direct SCAG to establish practices, standards, or policy in areas unrelated to 
what SCAG has purview over. Further, the measures often appear to be directed 
at policy implementation that is unrelated to the plan itself, such as implementing 
AB 32. Such measures will essentially require SCAG to establish policy in areas 
for which it has no authority. Additionally, it is not clear how SCAG would fund 
the work efforts because they are not directly related to its mission and, 
therefore, do not have funding. For example, MM-PS 118 states: "SCAG shall 
continue to develop energy efficiency and green building guidance to provide 
direction on specific approaches and models and to specify levels of 
performance for regionally significant projects to be consistent with regional 
plans." Green building practices and energy efficiency measures are already 
addressed by various state and federal agencies, as well as by other local 
organizations. Further, SCAG does not have the authority to specify levels of 
performance for land use or buildings. 

SCAG Authority Recommendation: Remove the following mitigation 
measures for SCAG which it does not have purview for under the law or 
directed to do by the Regional Council through policy direction. List may 
not be exhaustive. 

MM-BIO/OS 44 MM-LU 42 MM-LU 77 MM-PS 68 
MM-BIO/OS 45 MM-LU 47 MM-LU 80 MM-PS 71 
MM-BIO/OS 46 MM-LU 48 MM-LU 81 MM-PS 95 
MM-BIO/OS 48 MM-LU 51 MM-LU 82 MM-PS 121 
MM-GHG 3 MM-LU 53 MM-LU 83 MM-TR 17 
MM-GHG 8 MM-LU 56 MM-NO 12 MM-TR 23 
MM-GHG 11 MM-LU 57 MM-NO 16 MM-TR 28 
MM-LU 9 MM-LU 60 MM-POP 1 MM-TR 35 



MM-LU 21 MM-LU 61 MM-PS 3 MM-TR 83 
MM-LU 22 MM-LU 64 MM-PS 14 MM-TR 85 
MM-LU 24 MM-LU 65 MM-PS 25 MM-TR 96 
MM-LU 26 MM-LU 69 MM-PS 37 MM-W 34 
MM-LU 32 MM-LU 71 MM-PS 39 MM-W 59 
MM-LU 34 MM-LU 74 MM-PS 41 MM-W60 
MM-LU 41 MM-LU 75 MM-PS 67 MM-W65 

10. SCAG Mitigation Measures 

It would be helpful to understand how SCAG will implement the mitigation 
measures that it is assigned to do. Many of the mitigation measures will expand 
SCAG's role into areas that are not currently under its purview and are under the 
jurisdiction of other entities. Many also constitute significant work efforts. 

SCAG Mitigation Measures Request: Please explain how the actions and 
programs required by the measures SCAG is assigned to do would be 
funded to ensure that they are truly feasible for SCAG to undertake. 

11. Ensuring Outcomes 

SCAG has limited authority in many of the areas included in the measures and 
will not be able to ensure impacts are mitigated and that the outcomes identified 
do actually occur. SCAG can assist, offer information, educate, and provide 
discussion forums for topics outside its area of jurisdiction; however, it is not 
possible to "ensure" that outcomes are achieved for things that are outside of its 
purview. 

Ensuring Outcomes Recommendation: Remove all references within 
mitigation measures that SCAG will "ensure" or "shall minimize impacts" 
that result from a mitigation measures. 

Example: 
MM-CUL 17: "Impacts to cultural resources shall be minimized 
through cooperation, information sharing, and SCAG.!s shall, through 
cooperation, information sharing and ongoing regional planning 
efforts such as web-based planning tools for local government 
including CA lots, and direct technical assistance efforts such as 
Compass Blueprint's Toolbox Tuesday series, provide information 
and assistance to local agencies to help them avoid impacts to 
cultural resources. Resource agencies, such as the Office of Historic 
Preservation, shall be consulted during this process." 



12. Fees and Taxes 

Several mitigation measures indicate that local jurisdictions or other entities 
should implement new fees or propose taxes to pay for a variety of programs or 
for acquisition of land for preservation. Increases to fees or taxes are issues that 
could require voter approval and, thus not be approved. They also represent 
prescriptive means to accomplish the mitigation. 

Fees and Taxes Recommendations: 

1. Reword measures to indicate that a new or increased fee, new 
tax, or other increase is only an option as a way to implement the 
mitigation. The following list may not be exhaustive. 

MM-BIO/OS55 MM-PS15 MM-TR30 MM-TR88 
MM-LU29 MM-PS63 MM-TR37 MM-TR94 
MM-LU53 MM-PS75 MM-TR47 MM-TR96 
MM-LU54 MM-PS76 MM-TR52 MM-W6 
MM-LUSO MM-PS78 MM-TR60 MM-W32 
MM-LU81 MM-PS92 MM-TR69 MM-W52 
MM-LU82 MM-PS106 MM-TR74 MM-W58 
MM-LU83 MM-PS107 MM-TR75 
MM-POP4 MM-PS113 MM-TRSO 
MM-PS12 MM-TR28 MM-TR84 

2. Please clarify whether it was assumed that these additional fees 
were considered feasible and if the new fees that are suggested 
were considered in the financial plan or economic analysis of the 
RTP. 

13. Guidance Documents 

Guidance documents are there as information sources for consideration; 
however, they do not represent regulation or establish standards that are 
required to be achieved. For example, MM-AQ19 inappropriately indicates that 
project sponsors should comply with the CARB Air Quality and Land Use 
Handbook (June 2005) which is only a guidance document. 

Guidance Documents Recommendation: Remove references that indicate a 
compliance with guidance documents from mitigation measures. 

14. Duplicative/Existing Regulations 

It is noted that many of the mitigation measures are duplicative of existing 
regulation or processes (e.g. CEQA review requirements). Under the California 



Environmental Quality Act, it is intended that measures be identified that will 
mitigate impacts of the project. Existing regulations are already assumed to be 
abided by in the evaluation of the impact and the significance of the impact is 
after all existing regulation is applied. Therefore, mitigation measures should 
address those actions that need to be undertaken in addition to existing 
regulation in order to mitigation the impact. Therefore, mitigation measures that 
simply restate existing regulation are not valid mitigation for purposes of CEQA. 
Further, it is possible for regulations to change over time. Because of this, 
restatement of the regulation in the mitigation measures could result in future 
conflict between the stated mitigation and the regulation. It has become common 
practice to state that existing regulation will be implemented. When this is done, 
it is common practice when compliance is used as a mitigation measure to simply 
state that the responsible entity will simply comply with the regulation. If 
mitigation measures that restate existing regulation are not removed, then it is 
requested that the wording of the measures be restated to simply read that 
compliance with all applicable laws and regulations will be undertaken. 
Language that could be used is: "Local jurisdictions, agencies, and project 
sponsors shall comply, as applicable, with existing federal, state law, and local 
laws and regulations." Similar language is included in some mitigation 
measures. It is offered that MM-PS 13 is a good example of the type of 
appropriate language and reads "Project sponsors can and should ensure that 
projects are consistent with federal, state, and local plans that preserve open 
space." 

It is noted that many of the mitigation measures are duplicative of existing 
regulation or processes (e.g. CEQA review requirements). Under the California 
Environmental Quality Act, it is intended that measures be identified that will 
mitigate impacts of the project. Existing regulations are already assumed to be 
abided by in the evaluation of the impact and the significance of the impact is 
after all existing regulation is applied. Therefore, mitigation measures should 
address those actions that need to be undertaken in addition to existing 
regulation in order to mitigation the impact. Therefore, mitigation measures that 
simply restate existing regulation are not valid mitigation for purposes of 
CEQA. Further, it is possible for regulations to change over time. Because of 
this, restatement of the regulation in the mitigation measures could result in 
future conflict between the stated mitigation and the regulation. It has become 
common practice to state that existing regulation will be implemented. When this 
is done, it is common practice when compliance is used as a mitigation measure 
to simply state that the responsible entity will simply comply with the 
regulation. If mitigation measures that restate existing regulation are not 
removed, then it is requested that the wording of the measures be restated to 
simply read that compliance with all applicable laws and regulations will be 
undertaken. Language that could be used is: "Local jurisdictions, agencies, and 
project sponsors shall comply, as applicable, with existing federal, state law, and 
local laws and regulations." Similar language is included in some mitigation 
measures. It is offered that MM-PS 13 is a good example of the type of 



appropriate language and reads "Project sponsors can and should ensure that 
projects are consistent with federal, state, and local plans that preserve open 
space." The water section provides another example. The PEIR includes 68 
mitigation measures in the Water Resources section regarding water quality. At 
least 35 of these are related to stormwater runoff best management practices 
(BMPs) that are currently regulated through Municipal National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Stormwater Permits issued by Regional 
Water Quality Control Boards. In the SCAG region there are five water quality 
control boards each with its own Municipal NPDES Stormwater Permit. The 
regulations and requirements contained in these permits vary from each 
other. By listing specific measures in the PEIR that are not included in a project's 
applicable Municipal NPDES Stormwater Permit, the PEIR creates conflicting 
compliance requirements. To eliminate potential conflict with existing 
regulations, the mitigation measures regarding specific BMPs should be removed 
and replaced with a single requirement that each project must comply with its 
applicable Municipal NPDES Stormwater Permit. 

Duplicative/Existing Regulations Recommendations: 

1. Please remove all mitigation measures listed in Attachment 1 
which are duplicative of existing regulations administered by or 
under the jurisdiction of other agencies. The list may not be 
exhaustive. 

2. For each impact, please add the following language: "Local 
jurisdictions, agencies, and project sponsors should comply, as 
applicable, with existing federal, state, and local laws and 
regulations." 

15. Draconian Mitigation Measures 

Many of the mitigation measures in the Draft PEIR are draconian and need to be 
removed. One prime example is MM-LU 85. It reads in part "Local jurisdictions 
can and should reduce heat gain from pavement and other hardscaping 
including: Reduce street rights-of-way and pavement widths to World War II 
widths (typically 22 to 34 feet for local streets and 30 to 35 feet for collector 
streets curb to curb) ... " Although reduced street widths may be appropriate in 
some cases and have been implemented in many jurisdictions, it is inappropriate 
and counterproductive to require reduced street widths as a mitigation measure 
in the PEIR. Reduced street widths, for example, generally do not provide space 
for on-street parking which may result in greater, additional paved areas provided 
in separate parking lots. A second example is MM-LU15: "Project sponsors can 
and should ensure that at least one acre of unprotected open space is 
permanently conserved for each acre of open space developed as a result of 
transportation projects/improvements." Measures should support the SCAG 
Energy and Environment Committee which recommended that the programs 



build upon existing open space land acquisition and open space programs in the 
region, tailoring programs to each individual county in the region. These include, 
but are not limited to, OCTA's Measure M Mitigation Program, and TCA's open 
space mitigation program, which has protected 2,200 acres in perpetuity to date. 
Open space conservation should be pursued in a voluntary manner, working with 
willing private sector landowners and not overly prescriptive and specific. 

Draconian Mitigation Measures Recommendations: Remove mitigation 
measures that are very prescriptive, such reducing street widths to WWII 
widths or specifying preferred technology. 

Mitigation Measures Duplicative of Existing Regulation 
(Listed by type of regulation measures duplicates) 

Air CDFG Federal & state Federal law 
Quality/AQMD law 
MM-AQ1 MM-BIO/OS1 MM-HM3 MM-LU14 

MM-AQ2 MM-BIO/OS3 MM-HM4 MM-LU30 

MM-AQ3 MM-BIO/OS4 MM-HM5 

MM-AQ4 MM-BIO/OS8 MM-HM6 

MM-AQ5 MM-BIO/OS10 MM-HM7 NPDES 
MM-AQ6 MM-BIO/OS11 MM-LU28 MM-AQ16 

MM-AQ7 MM-BIO/OS17 MM-N018 MM-
BIO/OS19 

MM-AQ8 MM-BIO/OS 18 MM-PS13 MM-GE05 

MM-AQ9 MM-BIO/OS21 MM-W36 MM-W1 

MM-AQ10 MM-BIO/OS22 MM-W37 MM-W13 

MM-AQ11 MM-BIO/OS23 MM-W38 MM-W58 

MM-AQ12 MM-BIO/OS24 

MM-AQ13 MM-BIO/OS25 Flood control 
MM-AQ14 MM-BIO/OS26 MM-HM8 

MM-AQ17 MM-BIO/OS27 

MM-AQ18 MM-BIO/OS28 Local 
Aaencies 

MM-BIO/OS14 MM-AV11 

MM-BIO/OS7 

State law 
MM-AV3 MM-HM10 MM-PS4 MM-PS107 

MM-AV6 MM-HM11 MM-PS8 MM-PS113 

MM-AV12 MM-HM12 MM-PS10 MM-PS119 

MM-BIO/OS20 MM-HM13 MM-PS12 MM-PS122 

MM-CUL 1 MM-HM14 MM-PS14 MM-TR29 

MM-CUL2 MM-HM15 MM-PS16 MM-TR49 

Resource 
agencies 
MM-TR33 

MM-BIO/OS29 

MM-BIO/OS30 

MM-BIO/OS31 

MM-BIO/OS32 

MM-BIO/OS33 

MM-BIO/OS34 

MM-BIO/OS35 

MM-BIO/OS50 

MM-BIO/OS51 

MM-W25 

MM-W26 

MM-W27 

MM-W28 

MM-W29 

MM-W30 



MM-CUL3 MM-HM16 MM-PS35 MM-TR55 MM-W31 

MM-CUL4 MM-LU10 MM-PS36 MM-TR75 MM-W32 

MM-CUL5 MM-LU11 MM-PS37 MM-TR89 MM-W39 

MM-CUL6 MM-LU17 MM-PS42 MM-W6 MM-W43 

MM-CUL? MM-LU19 MM-PS43 MM-W8 MM-W46 
MM-CUL8 MM-LU20 MM-PS48 MM-W9 MM-W47 

MM-CUL9 MM-LU38 MM-PS55 MM-W10 MM-W48 

MM-CUL 10 MM-LU43 MM-PS56 MM-W11 MM-W49 

MM-CUL 11 MM-LU44 MM-PS57 MM-W12 MM-W50 

MM-CUL 12 MM-LU48 MM-PS59 MM-W15 MM-W51 

MM-CUL 13 MM-LU58 MM-PS61 MM-W16 MM-W52 

MM-CUL 15 MM-N01 MM-PS67 MM-W17 MM-W54 

MM-CUL 16 MM-N04 MM-PS69 MM-W18 MM-W55 

MM-GE01 MM-N08 MM-PS71 MM-W19 MM-W56 

MM-GE02 MM-N09 MM-PS73 MM-W20 MM-W61 

MM-GE03 MM-POP2 MM-PS77 MM-W21 MM-W62 

MM-GE04 MM-POP4 MM-PS89 MM-W22 MM-W64 

MM-GE06 MM-PS1 MM-PS92 MM-W23 MM-W66 

MM-HM9 MM-PS2 MM-PS97 MM-W24 MM-W68 



Additional Technical Clarifications on documents are also offered as follows: 

2012 RTP/SCS 
# TOPIC/ PAGE RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 

REQUEST REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 
1 General all All chapter headings should include the Chapter 

Comment number on each page for ease of reference. 
2 Clarification 1, left column "The 2012 RTP/SCS includes a strong commitment 

to reduce emissions from transportation sources to 
comply with SB 375, ootR improve public health ... 
and meet the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards as set forth by the federal Clean Air Act. 
As 

3 Clarification 4, right "This region needs a long-term, sustainable funding 
column plan that ensures the region receives its fair share 

of funding, supports an efficient and effective 
transportation system that grows the economy, 
provides mobility choices, and improves our quality 
of life." 

4 Clarification page 7- Is additional $0. 15 gas tax the sum total of both 
Table 2 and state and federal taxes or $0.15 each? 
page 95-
Table 3.3 

5 Clarification 40, left "Strategic investments, put forth by the private 
column sector, that would remove barriers associated with 

telecommuting are expected ... " 
6 Correction page 42- 241 toll road completion year is 2030 

Table 2.2 

7 Please 50, left "scrip" 
define in the column 
text and add 
to a Qlossarv 

8 Clarification 54, right "Express/HO T Lane Network 
column Despite our concerted effort to reduce traffic 

congestion through years of infrastructure 
investment, the region's system demands continue 
to exceed available capacity durina oeak oeriods." 

9 Clarification 70, 78 Greenhouse Gases and Air Quality 
SCAG seems to rely on CEQA to achieve the 
"maximum feasible" reductions in emissions from 
transportation. However, this is not consistent with 
the intent of SB 375's goal of achieving specific 
thresholds of 8% by 2020 and 13% by 2035 through 
a sustainable communities strategy plan. 



# TOPIC/ 
REQUEST 

10 Clarification 

11 Clarification 

PAGE RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

78, 
column 

80, 
column 

82, 

Please provide clarification to this section indicating 
if the air quality and greenhouse gas CEQA 
mitigation measures obligate regional agencies and 
project developers to undertake more strategies, 
programs and mandates beyond those included in 
the OC SGS. 

right "Greenhouse Gases 
On road emissions (from passenger vehicles and 
heavy duty trucks) constitute 93 percent of the 
transportation sector total. Emissions from 
passenger vehicles, which are the subject of SB 
375 and this RTP/SCS, constitute % of the 
transportation sector's greenhouse gas emissions 
total." 

left Statements are made, such as the following, "the 
RTP has the ability to affect the distribution of that 
growth" (in population in the region). These 
statements could be interpreted to be contrary to 
SCAG's obligation under the Memorandum of 
Understanding with OCCOG to respect the 
strategies and local land use policies in the OC 
SCS. 

Please clarify how it is in SCAG's ability to affect 
local change when the OC SGS is consistent with 
acceptance of local land use plans and planned 
population and employment distribution? 

Recommended text change: "Transportation 
projects including new and expanded infrastructure 
are necessary to improve travel time and can 
enhance quality of life for those traveling throughout 
the region. However, these projects also have the 
potential to induce attract more of the regional 
population growth in certain areas of the region. 
This means that although Although SCAG does not 
anticipate that the RTP would affect the total growth 
in population in the region, the RTP has the ability 
to affect the distribution of that growth." 

"In addition to induced population growth, 
transportation projects in the RTP also have the 
potential to divide established communities, 

right primarily through acquisition of rights-of-way." 



# TOPIC/ 
REQUEST 

12 Clarification 

13 Clarification 

PAGE RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 
column 

Chapter 3 

page 95-
Table 3.3 

Text indicates that the RTP and projects in the 
RTP/SCS as "inducing" growth. It is noted that use 
of the term "induced growth" has a negative 
connotation and implies growth above and beyond 
what would occur naturally. However, it is stated in 
the RTP that the population, housing, and 
employment growth totals are fixed and only the 
distributions may change based on the plan. This 
means there will not be "new" growth and that the 
RTP and SCS may simply influence and shift the 
growth anticipated for the region. This moving of 
growth is the result of changes in distribution that 
are due to changes in land use or densities. 
Because of this, it is requested that references to 
"induced growth" be reworded to reflect the shifting 
of growth in the region. 

Recommended text change: "Cumulative impacts 
from the projected growth induced by the RTP 
include increased impervious surfaces; ... " 
SCAG's Financial Plan includes a significant portion 
of "New Revenue Sources and Innovative 
Financing Strategies" that are not currently in place 
or available. While some of the proposed revenues 
are within the control of SCAG or MPOs and 
County Transportation Commissions, the majority of 
the revenues (in terms of dollars) require either 
state or federal action to implement. 

Please explain what the implications are if these 
new revenue sources and innovative financing 
strategies do not become available? 
"Mileage based user fees 1Nould be implemented to 
replace gas tax and augment estimated at about 
$0.05 (2011$) per mile and indexed to maintain 
purchasing power starting 2025." 

Suggested language is from page 31 of Growth 
Forecast Appendix: 

"Current gasoline tax, estimated at_about $0.05 
(2011$) per mile will increase through 2025, then in 
2026 it would be replaced with a mileage-based 
user fee indexed to maintain purchasinQ power." 



# TOPIC/ PAGE RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REQUEST REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

14 Clarification 105, right "While the region was once known worldwide as the 
column "capital of sprawl," the region today is projecting 

growth on only a small fraction of the Aas little raw 
land available in the region left te aGG9FflFfleElate 
.... r1r1;+;,... ...... 1 ,,, __ ,.,+h " 

;_,.,,_ ·- - -· ... 
15 Clarification 105, right "While the region was once known worldwide as the 

column "capital of sprawl," the region today is projecting 
growth on only a small fraction of the Aas little raw 
land available in the region left te asseFf!FfleElate 
.... r1r1;+; .... --1 ... --· ....... " ,_, ___ ,_ ...... - ..... 

16 Clarification 106 SCAG indicates that the oc scs has been 
incorporated into the regional SCS. OCCOG was 
one of two subregions that undertook the arduous 
task and obligation of preparing an SCS. 

Please add clarifying text that these subregional 
SCSs, including the oc SGS, represent the 
Sustainable Communities Strategies applicable to 
those subregions. 

17 Clarification 110, right "Municipal water and sewer systems, for example, 
column ensure clean water. At the same time, seRsFete 

steFFf!WateF Fl:IR9ff GAaRRels AaFFfl 1.vateF Efl::lality aAd 
s~Fa1.vl eats iRte e~eR s~ase as areas become more 
urbanized and the percentage of impervious 
surface is increased, the hydrologic regime is 
dramatically altered. Drainage conveyances that 
once were natural and riparian are reguired to be 
engineered as hardened flood control channels to 
provide adeguate protection of private property and 
public infrastructure from the increased freguency, 
duration, peak flow, and overall volume of 
stormwater runoff. With this armoring of once 
natural channels, water guality benefits from 
b iofiltration are lost along with opportunities for 
infiltration and evapotranspiration, which can lead to 
hydromodifcation downstream in sections which are 
not yet engineered and hardened. Many 
strategies ... " 

18 Clarification 112,117 The scs documents the development of four 
scenarios to explore basic aspects of future growth. 
These scenarios were used in public outreach and 
the SCS and the associated Appendix states that 
"Using the public dialogue and feedback from the 
analysis of the SCS Scenarios, SCAG developed 



# TOPIC/ 
REQUEST 

19 Clarification 

20 Add 
17 glossary 
21 Clarification 

PAGE RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

113, 122 

to 127, 
column 
128, 
column 

the 2012 RTP/SCS Plan alternatives." (Similar 
references are also include at RTP/SCS p. 117, and 
SCS Background Documentation p. 71 ). The 
RTP/SCS and Appendix then describes a process 
that led to the Plan alternatives. Neither the 
RTP/SCS, Appendix or PEIR expressly state or 
illustrate the fundamental land use and 
socioeconomic foundation for the SCS. 

In order to confirm consistency with the OG SGS, it 
is requested that SCAG include appropriate tables, 
graphics and maps that provide the detail that 
confirm this consistency. 
The regional SCS states that the 
scenarios/alternatives were developed using the 
Local Sustainability Planning Tool (LSPT). The 
LSPT is a sketch planning tool that flattens 
geographical areas to a 5-acre grid cell. The OC 
SCS land use data was provided at much greater 
level of detail in that specific parcel data and detail 
were provided by each jurisdiction. A cursory review 
of some LSPT data reveals inconsistencies 
regarding interpretation of Orange County land 
uses. 

It is acknowledged that the regional SCS states, 
"Land use inputs for OCCOG SCS were 
unchanged". Yet use of the LSPT and SCAG 
Development and Community Types presented in 
the SCS leave open the question as to whether the 
OC SCS was altered, as noted above. 

Please provide confirmation that the underlying OG 
SGS land use data was used without significant 
alteration and LSPT flattening and interpretation in 
the development of the regional SGS Plan and 
alternatives. 

right "Gentrification" 

left "Thus, this adjustment allowed the land use pattern 
to conform more closely to local expectations 
general plans, while reducing the amount of vehicle 
miles traveled." 



# TOPIC/ PAGE RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REQUEST REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

WhoseM!hat are "local expectations?" 
22 Clarification 149, right Revise language to clarify that SCA G intends 

column policies, strategies, and measures are a menu of 
options. 

"The following tables list specific implementation 
strategies that local governments, SCAG, and other 
stakeholders may use or consider while 12re12aring 
sgecific 12rojects which would helg eaA aAEI sRe1::1IEI 
1::1ndertake in erder to successfully implement the 
SCS." 

23 Clarification 150-152 The oc scs was accepted by SCAG and 
represents the set of strategies and the growth 
distribution that outlines the best approach for how 
the requirements of SB 375 would be met within the 
subregion. Specifically, the OC SCS included 15 
specific Sustainability Strategies, reflecting a menu 
of 222 practices and actions that OC agencies have 
agreed to pursue (or continue to pursue) to achieve 
GHG reductions that support SB 375. 

Why doesn't the regional SGS specifically 
acknowledge these 15 strategies yet include other 
strategies and performance measures not included 
in the OC SGS (e.g., Locational Efficiency)? 

24 Add to 166, right "Greenfield" 
glossary column 

25 Clarification 194, right "In addition to these targeted outreach efforts, all 
column regular and special meetings of the RTP task 

forces, the Transportation Committee (TC)~ 
CEHD, the EEC, and the SCAG Regional Council 
are publicly noticed and ... " 

26 Clarification 201 Please clarify whether the text stating "Long-term 
emission reduction for rail, with a goal of zero-
emissions rail system" is intended to reflect a zero-
emissions freight rail system, or whether this goal 
also applies to passenger rail. 

27 Clarification 202, Unfunded operational improvements, of which 
203- several are listed on page 203, Table 7.1, include 
Table 7.1 transit station improvements in Irvine, Fullerton, and 

Santa Ana, bus rapid transit (BRT) in Orange 
County, and high speed rail (HSR) Phase II. 

Please confirm that these are consistent with the 



# TOPIC/ PAGE RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REQUEST REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

OCSCS. 
28 Clarification 207 Strategic Finance 

Please explain what will happen if reasonably 
foreseeable revenue sources of approximately $200 
million do not become available? 

29 Add to 205 "Active transportation" 
glossary 

GROWTH FORECAST APPENDIX 
# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 

REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 
1 Updated 23, Table 13 In December 2011, Orange County provided 

growth SCAG with the revised growth forecast 
forecast dataset, OCP-2010 Modified, per the OC SCS 
numbers MOU (official OCCOG Board action 

1/26/2012). 

Please incorporate revised Orange County 
numbers (i.e. OCP-2010 Modified) into all 
reports, tables, exhibits, alternatives, maps, 
and modeling runs for final RTP. 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES APPENDIX 
# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 

REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 
1 Clarification 1 The document states, "The performance 

measures are used to evaluate how well the 
RTP/SCS addresses the adopted goals and 
performance outcomes." 

Is there any formal role for the performance 
measures? 

ARB will evaluate for SB 375 compliance not 
based on these measures but based on ARB 
process. 

Please include language clarifying that this is 
a requirement to demonstrate compliance 
with federal requirements and not for the 
obligations under SB 375. 



# TOPIC 

2 Clarification 

3 Clarification 

4 Clarification 

5 Clarification 

PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 
1 , end of first 
paragraph 

1, column 2 

13, Table 8 

9 

Add statement: "Performance measures and 
expected outcomes will be used to monitor 
the RTP/SCS at the regional level; these 
measures and outcomes are not proposed for 
use at the subregional or project-specific 
level." 
The document states, "The Regional Council 
will formally adopt the goals and outcomes as 
part of the final 2012 RTP/SCS." 

Does this bring any formal obligation to meet 
goals? Goals are general, flexible, and 
aspirational rather than specific, as on p. 1. 
The RTP/SCS claims an extra 2% C02e 
emissions reduction in 2035 from the NHTS 
post-processing analysis. While the RTP/SCS 
meets the ARB SB375 goal without the extra 
2%, we would like to note that the extra 2% 
could be important if the attorney general 
raises concerns about backsliding. 
Consequently, the reliability of the extra 2% 
reduction should be checked. Questions on 
the NHTS model are below. 

It would be useful to know the answers to 
better judge the quality, although we do note 
that the report does look like it meets the 
standards or best practice. 
NHTS Model Documentation Report 

Are the auto and bus accessibility variables 
included in the regression models for 30-mile 
rings? 

In "Number of trips" model - is number of 
cars, included as an independent variable, 
the actual or predicted value? 

The same question applies to other models. 



# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

6 Clarification 23, Table 10 NHTS Model Documentation Report 

Were the elasticities for the SCA G NHTS 
study calculated at sample means, or for 
each observation and then averaged for the 
sample? 

7 Clarification 24, Test 3 NHTS Model Documentation Report 

(Compare Trip-Based and NHTS Model): The 
final test was to compare the results of the 
Trip-Based Model and the NHTS Model for 
the same scenarios. 

Please describe the scenarios tested. 

TRANSPORTATION FINANCE APPENDIX 
# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 

REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 
1 Clarification General What are the implications if revenues other 

than core revenues do not become available? 

Please describe any implications to the ability 
of the region to meet SB 375 GHG emission 
reduction targets or the federally required air 
quality conformity? 

SCS BACKGROUND DOCUMENTATION APPENDIX 
# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 

REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 
1 Please 53, right Housing Options and Mix: 

define column 
Define LarQer-lot sinQle family in text 

2 Clarification 71-74, 80-83 Alternatives naming: A, B, C 

Names of Alternatives differ than those listed 
in the PEIR on pages ES-3 and 1-4. 

Please be consistent with naming protocol for 
alternatives between two/all documents. 



# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

3 Revise 71, right "Plan Alternative (B) 
language to column ... The alternative maintains city-level 
clarify forecast control totals for both households 

and jobs, however, within city boundaries 
shifts are made to focus a much larger share 
of future growth in a more compact way 
around HQTAs, exceQt in Gateway and 
Orange County COG subregions Qer their 
SGS delegation agreements. Future housing 
market demand is expected to shift 
significantly to small lot single-family, 
town homes and multi-family R9Sl::liR§ 

housina." 
4 Please 71, right Plan Alternative (B) 

define column 
Define small lot single family in text 

5 Revise 71, right Plan Alternative (C) 
language to column "As a result very suburban communities may 
clarify experience no new housing or emQloyment 

growth, while some urban areas with very 
good access to regional transit may 
experience significant increases in housing or 
emolovment qrowth." 

6 Revise 72, left "While each alternative is distinctive, a 
language to column number of parameters remained constant 
clarify across each alternative: the regional 

RTP/SCS forecast total for QOQulation, 
households and jobs; ... " 

"Detailed forecast: the detailed distribution of 
QOQUlation, households, and jobs across the 
reqion ... " 

7 Revise 72, Table 01 Alternatives A & B: 
language to "Controlled to TAZ-based RTP/SCS Forecast 
clarify for 2020; Controlled to city-level RTP/SCS 

Forecast for 2020-2035, exceQt in Gateway 
and Orange County COG subregions Qer 
their SGS delegation agreements." 

Add statement to table notes: Gateway and 
Orange County COG subregions' local inQut 
data will not be changed Qer their SGS 
deleaation aareements. 



# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

8 Revise 74, Table D2 Alternatives A & B: 
language to Add statement: Gateway: and Orange County: 
clarify COG subregions' local inQut data will not be 

changed 12er their scs delegation 
aareements. 

9 Clarification 75, right "Development Types 
column The alternatives are built on, and provides 

data at, the level of the TAZ, which includes 
housing units and employment." 

Please clarify if TAZ is Tier 1, Tier 2, or both. 
10 Revise 79, right "Subregional SCSs submitted by the 

language to column Gateway Cities Council of Governments 
clarify (GCCOG) and the Orange County Council of 

Governments (OCCOG) will be respected 
unchanged and integrated into the 
alternatives (with possible revisions for 
Alternative Conly)." 

11 Clarification 79 The section includes the following language: 
"Subregional SCSs submitted by the 
Gateway Cities Council of Governments 
(GCCOG) and the Orange County Council of 
Governments (OCCOG) will be respected 
and integrated into the alternatives (with 
possible revisions for Alternative Conly)." 

Please clearly indicate what the "possible 
revisions" are and what process would be 
used to coordinate with Orange County 
should changes to the socioeconomic data 
contained in the OC SGS be proposed? 

12 Revise 80 Alternative A 
language to Add statement: Gateway: and Orange County: 
clarify COG subregions' local inQut data will not be 

changed 12er their scs delegation 
aareements. 



# 

13 

TOPIC 

Revise 
language to 
clarify 

PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 
81 Alternative B 

It is not clear whether Alternative B is the 
SCS land use plan. If it is, statements in the 
appendix lead one to believe the OC SCS 
foundation has been altered. For example, 
adjustments made to land uses to locate 
proximate to High Quality Transportation 
Areas (HQTA) and intensification of 
residential and employment development in 
HQTA that diverge from local General Plans 
as well as implementation of a vehicle user 
fee are not part of the OC SCS. 

Is Alternative B the SCS land use plan? 

Add statement: Gateway and Orange County 
COG subregions' local input data will not be 
changed per their SCS delegation 
aareements. 

14 Clarification 115, left Transit Zoning Code Santa Ana 2011 
column 

Is this a duplicate of the 2010 Santa Ana 
project? 



PEIR 
# TOPIC PAGE PEIR NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 

REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 
1 Revise ES-2 ES contains matrix of mitigation measures 

language to which reference project sponsors, local 
clarify agency, and project implementation agency 

without definitions. Add definitions into ES at 
end of ES.1: 

In general 1 the terms "local agency/ "Qroject 
SQonsor" and "Qroject imQlementing agency" 
are used throughout this PEIR to identify 
agencies, organizations, comQanies and 
individuals that will act as lead agencies or 
Qroject aQQlicants for different tyQeS of 
individual Qrojects. Individual Qrojects that are 
anticiQated to occur Qursuant to the 2012-
2035 RTP/SCS consist of Qlanning Qrojects 
(general Qlans 1 SQecific Qlans, climate action 
Qlans 1 etc.}, develoQment Qrojects (including 
Transit Priority Projects (TPPs) and other 
similar Qrojects), and transQortation Qrojects. 

In general, "local agency" is used to refer to a 
QUblic agency that would QrOQose a Qlanning 
Qroject or a 12ublic i nfrastru ctu re 12roject 
and/or an agency that would be lead agency 
for individual Qrojects. "Project SQonsor" is 
tyQically used to refer to an aQQlicant (that 
could be QUblic or Qrivate 1 an organization or 
an individual} that QroQoses a Qroject. 
"Project imQlementing agency" is used to 
refer to an agency resQonsible for 
im12lementing a 12roject. In this document, 
Qroject-imQlementing agencies are those that 
are res12onsible for carrving out (reviewing, 
aQQroving, constructing) transQortation 
oroiects. 



# TOPIC PAGE PEIR NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

2 Clarification ES-3, 1-4, Alternatives' Naming: No Project Alternative, 
Chapter 4 Modified 2008 RTP Alternative, Envision 2 

Alternative; Alternatives 1, 2, 3 

Names of Alternatives differ than those listed 
in the SGS Background Documentation 
appendix on pages 71-74 and 80-83. 

Please be consistent with naming protocol for 
alternatives between all documents. 

3 Fix ES-31 Duplicate naming of GHG11 and GHG12 
numbering 

4 Please ES-42 LU63- What are the smart growth principles? 
define 

5 Please ES-42 LU64- What are the benchmarks for smart 
define growth? 

6 Fix ES-51 PS17 & PS18 are missing 
numberinq 

7 Fix ES-53 Duplicate naming of PS36 & PS37 
numberinq 

8 Please ES-67 TR 34- what are the identified transportation 
define benchmarks? 

9 Please ES-83, 3.13- Define climate change hydrology 
define 42 

MM-W43 
10 Please ES-40, 3.8-21 Define urban growth boundary 

define MM-LU42 
11 Please ES-57, 3.11- Define parking cash out program/ cashouts 

define 49 
MM-PS68 & 
ES-74, 3.12-
43 MM-TR96 

12 Clarification 1-5 Besides /GR, what other monitoring efforts is 
SCAG in charge of? (that would require lead 
agencies to provide SCAG with 
documentation of compliance with mitigation 
measures) 

13 Language 1-6, Language correction: "The ffittef former 
correction paraqraph 3 findinq ... " 



#· TOPIC PAGE PEIR NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

14 Language 2-5 Sustainability section should be separated. 
correction 

Language correction: 
Sustainability. The 2012-2035 RTP/SCS is 
subject to specific requirements for 
environmental performance. 

New ~aragra~h: 
"Beyond simply meeting these requirements, 
a ... " 

15 Language 2-5, Table 2- "Align the plan investments and policies witR 
correction 2 while improving ... " 

16 Please 2-14 Define "scrip" 
define 

17 Narrative 2-21 AB 32 is global warming solutions act. SB 
375 was determined to be stand-alone 
legislation. RTP document is not forum to 
address global climate change and 
references distract from RTP goal and 
purpose. "Global warming" and "global 
climate change" are not interchangeable 
phrases. References should be removed or, 
where appropriate, language should be 
changed to "global warming". 
Goods movement is also a major source of 
Gl=IG emissions tl=!at eontrieute te gleeal 
~•=---L- -L.-----·· ,_ - ,_ •.._-J • 

18 Clarification 2-27 Not in SCAG's authority, nor funding 
paragraph 4 available. Delete sentence: 

SGAG 111ill 111ork 111itl=! loeal jurisdietions anEI 
eomm1:1nity: stakel=!olElers to seek resol::lrces 
anEI 19reviEle assistanee to adElress any: 
possiele gentrifieatien effeets ef ne111 
de11ele19ment en e*isting eemm1:1nities and 
,. ,_ I·~-.-.-.-.. I . -·· - ,_ -~ ·-· 

19 Clarification 2-27 "The 2012-2035 RTP/SCS land use 
paragraph 5 development pattern accommodates over 50 

percent of new housing and employment 
growth in HQTAs, while keeping jurisdictional 
totals consistent with local input." 

Please confirm that there are no changes to 
the local land use inputs provided by Orange 
County. 



# TOPIC PAGE PEIR NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

20 Clarification 2-29 "For purposes of SCAG's SCS, a 
Development Type reflects an estimated 
average density of 22 residential units per 
acre. However, it is important to note that the 
designation is a potential ultimate average for 
the TAZ-and is not an absolute project
specific requirement that must be met in 
order to determine consistency with the SCS. 
In other words, the SCS was not developed 
with the intent that each project to be located 
within any given TAZ must exactly equal the 
density and relative use designations that are 
indicated by the SCS Development Type in 
order for the project to be found consistent 
with the SCS's use designation, density, 
building intensity and applicable policies. 
Instead, any given project, having satisfied all 
of the statutory requirements of either a 
residential/mixed-use project or TPP, may be 
deemed by the lead agency to be consistent 
with the SCS so long as the project does not 
prevent achieving the estimated average use 
designations, densities and building 
intensities indicated by the Development 
Type within the TAZ, assuming that the TAZ 
will be built-out under reasonable local 
planning and zoning assumptions." 

21 Please 
define 

3.8-5 
paragraph 3, 

Does the above PEIR language create a 
requirement for average TAZ density levels in 
2035 and a requirement that each local 
project not preclude those density levels? 

Additionally, please clarify whether in 
HQTAs, these densities could be exceeded 
as well as implications of an area that is 
already fully developed not redeveloping 
such that it ever achieves the identified 
densities. 
Define "open space" 



# TOPIC PAGE 
REFERENCE 

22 Revise 4-39 
language to 
clarify 

23 Revise 4-40 
language to 
clarify 

PEIR NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
RECOMMENDATION 
Envision 2 alternative contains growth 
projections that would place housing in flight 
paths, locate housing on sites for which 
housing is not allowed due to environmental 
contamination, would significantly impact 
existing industrial operations necessary to 
maintain quality jobs in the region, and does 
not include development projects that are 
legally allowed due to having existing 
entitlement for development. Because this 
alternative does not consider the existing 
health and safety of future residents nor the 
existing legal approvals of development in 
the region, it is not possible to determine if 
the alternative is actually superior to other 
alternatives. It is simply another alternative 
for consideration. 

Please remove references to the Envision 2 
(or any other name of this alternative) as 
being environmentally superior. 

ENVIRONMENT,A.LLY SUPERIOR 
ENVISiON 2 ALTERNATIVE 
"Of the three alternatives, the Envision 2 
Alternative would be considered by State 
CEQA guidelines as the environmentally 
supe'rior alternative because it does not allow 
further use of land for single-family 
development. .. " 



February 9, 2012 

Mr. Jacob Lieb 
Ms. Margaret Lin 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 W. 7th Street, lih Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 

CITY COUNCIL 

David A. Spence, Mayor 
Stephen A. Del Guercio, Mayor Pro Tern 

Michael T. Davitt 
Laura Olhasso 

Donald R. Voss 

Re: Draft 2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy 
(RTPISCS) and Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) 

Sent: Via e-mail (rtp@scag.ca. gov and 2012P EIR@scag.ca. gov) and via 1st Class Mail 

Dear Mr. Lieb and Ms. Lin: 

On behalf of the City Council of the City of La Canada Flintridge, please accept these comments 
regarding the SCAG 2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy 
(RTP/SCS) and associated Transportation Conformity Report and Draft Program Environmental 
Impact Report (PEIR). 

The City' s comments are as follows: 

1. PURSUANT TO FEDERAL REGULATIONS, PROJECTS SHOULD NOT BE 
INCLUDED IN THE RTP/SCS CONSTRAINED PLAN WHICH HA VE ONLY 
SECURED A SMALL PORTION OF THE REQUIRED FUNDING NEEDED TO 
COMPLETE THE PROJECT: 

The RTP/SCS, according to federal regulations, in "nonattainment and maintenance 
areas," (which includes the area covered by the RTP/RCS) must "address the specific 
financial strategies required to ensure the implementation of projects and programs to 
reach air quality compliance" (23 CFR § 450.322 (b) (11) (part)). Projects which only 
have secured a small portion of the needed funding, and which rely on speculative 
funding, such as potential and/or possible tolling authority, should not be included in the 
RTP/SCS, since this inclusion does not meet the federal requirements for a fiscally 
constrained plan. 
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2. LANGUAGE SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN THE RTP/SCS REQUIRING A FULL 
COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS FOR ALL PROJECTS IN THE CONSTRAINED 
PLAN: 

Language should be included in the RTP/SCS that clearly states that a full cost/benefit 
analysis shall be completed for each project contained in the RTP/SCS constrained plan. 
These cost benefit analyses should then be used, in an era of limited financial resources, 
to prioritize projects. A model for the cost/benefit analysis of every project in the 
RTP/SCS should be built and put into the Plan. The RTP/SCS should reflect this process 
and model in its language. 

3. SCAG SHOULD VIGOROUSLY PURSUE PROJECTS WHICH WOULD 
PROVIDE ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVES TO THOSE 
CURRENTLY IN THE PLAN IN ORDER TO BEST COMPLY WITH EXISTING 
ENVIRONMENT AL LEGISLATION: 

The PEIR states that: (1) "Re-entrained roadway dust would increase proportionate to 
VMT. This would be a significant impact;" (2) "Impacts related to total GHG 
(Greenhouse Gas) emissions were determined to be significant even after mitigation. ;" 
(3) the PMlO Emissions Exhaust Only for Heavy Duty Trucks will increase (Table 3.2-
4).; and (4) the "Plan would result in a significant and unavoidable impact related to 
heavy-duty truck VHD [Vehicle Hours Driven], among other impacts. " 

SCAG should vigorously pursue projects under CEQA, the Clean Air Act, SB375 and 
AB 32 which would provide environmentally superior alternatives to those currently in 
the Plan, such as freight to rail mixed with additional transit. Additionally, sensitive 
receptors, such as schools and residences, must have adequate mitigation measures that, 
at a minimum, satisfy or exceed these legal requirements. 

4. MAJOR HIGHWAY EXP ANSI ON PROJECTS SHOULD NOT BE 
FRONTLOADED IN THE RTP/SCS: 

The RTP/SCS frontloads highway modalities by disproportionately allocating funding 
and anticipated completion dates. This is evidenced by comparing Table 2.2 - Major 
Highway Completion Project against Table 2.5, Major Transit Projects, in chapter 2 of 
the RTP/SCS. Transit projects are built in segments with the final project not being 
completed until 2030-2035. Expanding highways induces VMT and therefore 
frontloading major highway completion before transit projects does not comply with the 
tenets of SB 375 and AB 32 to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by reducing VMT. 
Additionally, it is well documented that land uses adjacent to freeways are prone to 
increased toxins which cause negative health impacts. 

According to SCAG staff, highway projects may be more easily financed than transit 
projects by borrowing against future toll revenues. They state that this is the reason that 
the highway projects are frontloaded. This financial reasoning does not justify sacrificing 
environmental concerns by building the highway projects prior to transit projects. 
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5. THE TERM "SR-710 GAP CLOSURE" USED IN THE PLAN SHOULD BE 
SUBSTITUTED WITH "710 NORTH EXTENSION": 

The "SR 710 Gap Closure" language, already in the 2008 RTP, should be modified to 
consistency with Metro's stated intent, which should serve to ease, if not eliminate, the 
current polarizing language. The shift in title from "710 North Extension" to "710 Gap 
Closure" is invalid, since there is no gap. SR-710 terminates at Valley Boulevard. There 
is no northerly extension to connect to, since the portion of the 210 interchange including 
Del Mar Boulevard was built conditioned upon the fact that it "would have no effect on 
the decision as to the ultimate freeway location and will not foreclose alternatives to the 
proposed ultimate ... Freeway." This title seems to create a sense of inevitability or 
priority for this project over competing ones and cannot be justified. 

6. SCAG ASSUMPTIONS REGARDING THE "SR-710 GAP CLOSURE" PROJECT 
PRODUCING CONGESTION RELIEF AND LOWER GREENHOUSE GAS 
EMISSIONS ARE FLA WED, BASED UPON EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON 
OTHER HIGHWAY PROJECTS THAT HAVE BEEN BUILT: 

The PEIR states that "The Plan would increase VMT when compared to existing 
conditions." (SCAG RTP/SCS p. 3.2-25). Specifically, decreasing VMT is the goal of 
SB 375 and should also be the goal of the RTP/SCS. The increase in VMT is the Plan' s 
reliance on freeway (whether tunnel freeway or above ground freeway) expansion to 
meet the region' s mobility needs. Notably, the RTP/SCS describes the SR-710 tunnel as 
a tunnel with 4 lanes in each direction. This is a major highway expansion being 
introduced into the region. To the extent that this causes the widening of other freeways 
(such as the 1-210), it will further expand the freeway system. The region would be better 
served with an alternate project which is not highway oriented and which would 
potentially decrease VMT, rather than increasing it. 

SCAG assumes that the SR-710 extension will produce congestion relief and lower 
greenhouse gas emissions. These assumptions are not borne out by recent research, and 
there are a host of other previous studies showing that an increase in highway capacity 
increases VMT and that once the project is built, congestion, within a few years returns. 
These SCAG assumptions are flawed. 

7. THE DEFINITION OF THE SR-710 GAP CLOSURE PROJECT FROM ONE 
PRECISE POINT TO ANOTHER THREATENS PROGRAM-LEVEL 
CONFORMITY IN THE PLAN AND PREJUDICES FUTURE 
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSES: 

The Plan has modeled the SR-710 extension from one precise point north to another. 
Unfortunately, this assumption removes the low-build or multi-modal solution to the 
congestion problem. Under federal regulations, because of this specificity, the Plan and 
the PEIR threaten program-level conformity and prejudice future project-level 
environmental analyses. 
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In addition, this definition differs significantly from that used by the Los Angeles County 
Metropolitan Transportation Authority, which is currently conducting the EIR for the 
project and is the lead agency for the project. Metro says, "We are beginning with a 
fresh perspective to initiate an environmental review process that will focus on a range of 
solutions to specifically evaluate the effects of the SR 710 gap. This process involves an 
education and public involvement program to seek both regional and community-based 
solutions that are suggested by you, your friends and family, your neighbors, and 
everyone else in your community. As our public involvement program name (SR- 710 
Conversations) suggests, the process for identifying these solutions will be through 
dialogue and conversation. These solutions from you can come in any possible form -
from maintaining the status quo to considering new infrastructure, from single-modal to 
multi-modal approaches. " 

This project should not be characterized as a single solution. The solution to the 
congestion problem in the area of the proposed project should be multi-fold. It could 
include the Green Rail Intelligent Development (GRID) project, for example, along with 
better bus service, a multi-modal approach, a low-build option, better traffic light 
synchronization, a better intersection of the SR-710 and the I-10, or other projects. 

The SCAG "project" should reflect the same process being currently used by Metro. 

8. THE SR-710 "GAP CLO URE PROJECT" SHOULD BE TAKEN OUT OF THE 
RTP/SCS ALTOGETHER DUE TO EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE OF HEALTH 
IMP ACTS ON CHILDREN AND ADULTS ONCE THE PROJECT IS 
CONSTRUCTED: 

Dr. Rob McConnell, representing the USC Keck School of Medicine stated, "The 
increase in truck and automobile traffic on the I-210 freeway resulting from the proposed 
SR-710 extension would increase the exposure of surrounding communities to vehicular 
pollutants that may cause asthma and other respiratory diseases." Supported by empirical 
research, USC has also stated that there is an "emerging scientific consensus that 
residential or school proximity to major traffic corridors is associated with respiratory 
impairment in children and in adults." Further, it has been shown, in a 12-community 
Southern California study that a group of pollutants associated with residential proximity 
is a strong predictor of "debilitating lung disease and mortality in later life." 

The City of La Canada Flintridge has twelve schools in close proximity to the I-210, 
which would likely be impacted by the "SR-710 Gap Closure" project. These schools 
existed prior to the freeway being constructed and would be adversely impacted in the 
worst possible way by increased vehicular pollutants. 

The Preliminary Final Draft of a SCAG study, done for the Arroyo Verdugo Region, 
called the "SR-710 Missing Link Truck Study," conducted by Iteris, Inc. Traffic 
Engineers, showed that there would be a 25% increase in daily traffic volumes on the I-
210, that 30,000 incremental vehicles would go through the communities of La Canada 
Flintridge, Pasadena, La Crescenta and Glendale, and that 2,500 of these would be heavy 
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duty trucks in peak hours (an incremental truck every four seconds). It can also be 
concluded from that study that 75% of local streets in the region, such as Fair Oaks 
Avenue, Fremont Avenue, Los Robles Avenue and Atlantic Boulevard would still be 
over capacity, as well as twelve arterial streets which would actually experience higher 
traffic volumes regionally as a result of the project. Additionally, the study showed that 
there would be more delay, gas consumption and air pollution as a result of the study 
(regionally). It can also be concluded as a result of the study that the system-wide, 
regional benefit would only be an increase of .6 miles per hour. Importantly, the study 
showed that motorists would still be driving farther and spending more time on the road 
if the tunnel is built. 

Regionally, a Metro study concluded that "in the peak (northbound) direction, the gap 
closure is projected to operate at LOS F .. . " This means gridlock in the proposed tunnel 
and idling at the portals, where congestion and air pollution already exist and should be 
alleviated rather than exacerbated. 

The previously discussed SCAG conclusions that there would be lower greenhouse gas 
emissions and that congestion relief would be produced appear to lack foundation, in the 
face of one of its own studies, along with the others cited. 

The City of La Canada Flintridge wants to see the regional congestion problem resolved in a way 
that is the best solution for all stakeholders. We believe that this all-stakeholder congestion relief 
is possible, if you implement our comments, and particularly if you eliminate the "SR-710 Gap 
Closure" as the primary (if not the only) alternative in this particular region for congestion relief. 
Congressman Adam Schiff said, "I believe the next logical step should be to consider a broad 
range of transportation options that might provide the same congestion relief and improvement 
in the quality of life for residents of the region at a cost equal to or lower than the amount Metro 
estimates it would take to build one of the jive tunnel alternatives. " We concur with this 
statement. 

Thank you for your consideration of our comments. 

Sincerely, 

~~a-~ 
David A. Spence 
Mayor 

c: City Council Members, City of La Canada Flintridge 
The Honorable Adam Schiff, Congressman 
Mark R. Alexander, City Manager 
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City of La Habra 

"A Caring Community" 

February 13, 2012 

Mr. Hasan lkhrata 
Executive Director 
Southern California Association of Governments 
818 West Seventh Street, 1ih Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017-3435 

Re: SCAG Draft RTP/SCS and PEIR 

Dear Mr. lkhrata, 

ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING 

,:,·~ 

201 E. La Habra Boulevard 
Post Office Box 337 

La Habra, CA 90633-0785 
Office: (562) 905-9701 

Fax: (562) 905-9781 

SCAG 
FEB Id 20:2 

MAIL RECEIVED 

On behalf of the City of La Habra I would like to commend the Southern California 
Association of Governments (SCAG) and its staff who worked hard to prepare the draft 
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)/Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) the 
Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR), and associated documents. This effort 
was monumental and unprecedented in our history and throughout the process 
collaboration between SCAG and Orange County stakeholders has been exceptional. 

As you are aware, Orange County took upon itself the task of developing a subregional 
SCS. The continued cooperation of SCAG staff and the numerous references 
throughout the document where the RTP/SCS expressly states that it incorporates the 
Orange County Sustainable Communities Strategy (QC SCS) into the RTP/SCS 
document is greatly appreciated. 

The OCCOG Technical Advisory Committee (OCCOG TAC), of which the City of La 
Habra is an active member, created an ad hoc committee dedicated to the review of the 
DraftRTP/SCS. 

The following general comments and recommendations are offered by the City of La 
Habra in conjunction with the OCCOG on the draft 2012-2035 Regional Transportation 
Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy (draft RTP/SCS) and associated 
Appendices and draft Program Environmental Impact Report (draft PEIR). The City of 
La Habra requests that this letter and its attachments be included in public record as our 
collective comments on the draft RTP/SCS, PEIR and associated documents. 

1. GROWTH FORECASTS 

Issue: Growth Projections: The 2012 growth projections identify population, housing 
and employment data for the six-county SCAG region, from 2008 (existing) to 2020 and 
2035. These growth projections represent the best available information from local 
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jurisdictions, the business community and landowners. However, as time passes, what 
is feasible for any given project can change. The triggers for change to adopted growth 
projections can range from factors such as market conditions, new information or data, 
infrastructure availability, changes in funding availability (such as the dissolution of 
redevelopment agencies statewide), and changes to jurisdictional boundaries resulting 
from future annexations and incorporations of previously-designated unincorporated 
territory. SCAG should continue to adopt the 2012 growth projections at a countywide 
level, consistent with past approvals of Regional Transportation plan growth forecasts. 
A county level of geography accommodates internal adjustments to changing conditions 
as described above, without compromising the integrity of the overall growth 
projections. However, approving the growth projections at any lower level of geography, 
such as at the city level, would be challenged with continual revisions and shifts to the 
total number of housing, population and employment within a city, among cities, and 
between cities and counties as a result of the factors described above. Adoption of the 
data at a level lower than the county would limit jurisdictional control and create 
inflexibility in a regional planning document. In addition, the level of geography in which 
RTP/SCS growth forecast is adopted should not be determined by other processes. For 
example, the RHNA allocations must be consistent with the RTP/SCS; state law does 
not require that they be identical. The RTP/SCS can be adopted at the county level and 
the RHNA process may proceed independently until it is completed after the appeals, 
trades, and transfers are completed. The RHNA allocations that were derived from the 
growth forecast can still be determined to be consistent with the RTP/SCS, even if 
changes are made to the city totals during the appeals, trades, and transfers process. 

Growth Projections Recommendation: SCAG's adoption of the growth forecast 
numbers should be at the county level, consistent with past RTPs, and not at a 
smaller level of geography such as city, census tract, or traffic analysis level. 

Issue: OCP-2010 Modified: On January 26, 2012, the update to the OCP-2010 
dataset known as "OCP-2010 Modified" was officially approved by the OCCOG Board of 
Directors and is a data amendment to the QC SCS. The dataset includes the 2010 
Census population and housing data, along with the 2010 EDD Benchmark data, 
consistent with SCAG's updated growth forecast dataset. The dataset was provided to 
SCAG staff in December 2011 and this letter also serves as the formal notice of the 
update that should be incorporated into the 2012 RTP/SCS, PEIR, and related 
documents. 

OCP-2010 Modified Recommendation: All documents, tables, maps, narrative, 
modeling runs, PEIR Alternatives (including Alternate C/3/Envision 2 referencing 
the Orange County growth forecasts) should be updated with the Orange County 
Projections-2010 Modified Growth Projections, as adopted by the OCCOG Board 
of Directors and consistent with the subregional delegation MOU between 
OCCOG, OCTA and SCAG. 

2. DRAFT RTP/SCS 

Issue: 2012 Draft RTP/SCS: The RTP/SCS identifies strategies to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions from cars and light duty trucks. Because counties, jurisdictions and 
agencies have different needs and feasibility of implementation, we believe these 



strategies should be clearly identified as a menu of options that can be used to achieve 
the goal of reduced GHG emissions. However, the document can be construed to 
suggest that each of the strategies listed in the table on pages 150-153 are necessary 
to successfully implement the SCS, many of which are beyond SCAG's purview or 
control. It is requested that the language be clear that it is permissive. 

2012 Draft RTP/SCS Requests: 

1. Revise language on page 149: "The following tables list specific 
implementation strategies that local governments, SCAG, and other 
stakeholders may use or consider while preparing specific proiects 
which that help can and should undertake in order to successfully 
implement the SCS." 

2. Please provide SCAG analysis supporting the strategies in the Draft 
RTP/SCS Chapter 4. 

3. Please describe what municipal obligations are anticipated as a result of 
adopting these strategies as a list to be accomplished rather than a 
menu of options. 

Issue: OC SCS Strategies: There are strategies in the Orange County SCS that are 
not included in the regional SCS. Similarly, there are some strategies in the regional 
SCS that are not consistent with the strategies in the QC SCS. This creates confusion 
and clarification is needed. 

Under SB 375 and only within the SCAG region, subregional councils of government 
were allowed to prepare subregional SCS's that SCAG is then required to incorporate 
into the regional SCS. In Orange County, the Orange County Council of Governments 
(OCCOG) and the Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA) developed a 
countywide or subregional SCS (QC SCS) that was to be incorporated in whole into the 
SCAG SCS. Local agencies in Orange County developed the OC SCS and approved it 
in June 2011. SCAG has incorporated the QC SCS in its entirety into the regional SCS 
as an appendix to the regional SCS, but it is unclear what the standing is of the OC 
SCS. The QC SCS contains a set of strategies that were agreed upon by local 
governments, agencies and other stakeholders within Orange County and was 
accepted by SCAG and should represent the SCS that is applicable to the Orange 
County region. 

On Page 8 discussion is provided regarding the Sustainable communities strategy 
2012-2035 plans to SB 375 integrate the transportation network with new development 
but minimal discussion is provided as to how that will be achieved and how it will be 
funded. 

Discussion of the need for cities to dramatically increase the reach of transit in our 
communities is provided on Page 13 but no definition of what "dramatically'' means is 
provided. La Habra has no transit centers. 



High speed rail is discussed on Page 21 but no approved alignment has been reached. 
It is very likely the BNSF right-of-way will be utilized. This being the case, very little 
benefit will be forthcoming to the City of La Habra due to the distance to the rail line. 

The RTP suggests planning for electrification of the vehicle fleet and supporting new 
automobile technology on Page 30 but no discussion is provided as to how the 
improvements will be funded. 

On page 53 there is discussion of making deficient sidewalks accessible to all. The City 
supports such action but minimal funds are made available to accomplish the task. 

The RTP notes on page 80 that the transportation and safety mitigation program 
includes: increasing ride share and work at home opportunities, invest in land use 
transportation connection projects, investments to reduce heaving duty truck delays, 
enhance transportation infrastructure practices to enhance security and working to 
enhance emergency preparedness. There is no discussion as to how the 
improvements will be funded. 

The City of La Habra is limited to bus service as a means of regional transportation. 
Alternative modes of transportation, as per page 81, to communities like La Habra need 
to be discussed further and how those improvements will be funded. 

State or County agencies should be mandated to publish lists of contaminated 
properties where new development would disturb contaminants and provide them on a 
yearly basis to cities as suggested on Page 83. 

A discussion of Measure M in Orange County should be included on page 133. 

Page 139 discusses bringing the majority of sidewalks and intersections into 
compliance with ADA. The City of La Habra continues to make improvements to 
intersections when street improvements are proposed. What presents a challenge to 
the City are continued changes to the accessibility requirements which make recently 
completed improvements obsolete. The plan also suggests improved traffic signal 
synchronization projects but how those improvements will be funded are not discussed. 

The City is limited to regional bus transportation. The land use growth strategies 
discussed on page 149 revolve around transportation centers typically associated with 
rail lines. Should the gold line be extended to Whittier, the proposed line could be 
extended into La Habra and onto Fullerton where it could connect to the Fullerton transit 
center then making it possible for a transit center in La Habra. 

The conversion of the City's fleet to electric or other zero-emission transportation 
technologies as noted on page 153 could be possible if funds were made available for 
the construction of the infrastructure and vehicles themselves. 

OC SCS Strategies Recommendation: Please revise the text in the last paragraph 
on page 106 to state: "These subregional SCS documents are incorporated into 
the regional SCS and represent the SCS for each of these subregions." 



3. DRAFT PEIR 

Issue: Mitigation Monitoring Program Intent: It is unclear how SCAG intends to 
implement the Mitigation Monitoring Program with regard to the proposed mitigation 
measures, as may be implemented by local agencies. Section 1-5 of the PEIR 
specifically provides that "Lead agencies shall provide SCAG with documentation of 
compliance with mitigation measures through SCAG's monitoring efforts, including 
SCAG's Intergovernmental Review (IGR) process." It is infeasible for SCAG to require 
local jurisdictions to report when such mitigation measures are considered for any 
project. Noting that the SCAG region includes 6 counties, 14 subregional entities and 
191 cities, this reporting requirement would surely fall short of expectations. Given this 
identified infeasibility, please clarify what obligations local agencies may have regarding 
SCAG's mitigation monitoring efforts. 

Mitigation Monitoring Program Intent Requests/Recommendations: 

1. Does SCAG intend to require all jurisdictions that avail themselves of 
the mitigation measures to report to SCAG when such measures are 
considered for any project? 

2. SCAG's approval of the PEIR needs to clearly state the intent and 
applicability of the mitigation measures and the PEIR reflective of our 
comments below and that mitigation measures do not supersede 
regulations under the jurisdiction of other regulatory agencies. 

3. Add language to Executive Summary and Introduction: "Mitigation 
measures do not supersede regulations under the jurisdiction of other 
regulatory agencies." 

4. Feasibility and Applicability 

On pages 1-5 and 1-7, the language should reflect that Lead agencies will determine 
the feasibility and applicability of measures and that the measures are intended to offer 
a menu of options available should a lead agency opt to utilize them. The PEIR makes 
the assertion on page 1-7 of the Project Description under Transportation Project 
Mitigation and Land Use Planning and Development Project Mitigation sections that the 
draft PEIR has made a preliminary determination that all of the mitigation measures in it 
are considered feasible. SCAG has not identified any analysis that supports the 
feasibility of the mitigation measures that are to be undertaken by entities other than 
SCAG and SCAG staff has stated on numerous occasions that the mitigation measures 
were intended to be a menu of options for consideration by lead agencies. 

Issue: Mitigation Measures Impose Obligations Beyond Scope of SB 375. Given 
the combination of the RTP and the SGS processes, as mandated by SB 375, we 
recognize that SCAG must undertake the difficult task of balancing the goal of having a 
coordinated regional transportation system with land use strategies that encourage a 
more compact use of land. However, a key principle of SB 375 is that it is not intended 
to supersede local agencies' authority to regulate land uses. Specifically, Government 
Code section 65080(b)(2)(K) provides, in relevant part that ". . . .Nothing in a 



sustainable communities strategy shall be interpreted as superseding the exercise of 
the land use authority of cities and counties within the region ... " 

In light of the limitation expressed at Government Code sec. 65080(b)(2)(K), we find 
language in the PEIR, and specifically the mitigation measures therein, imposing 
affirmative obligations on local agencies within the SCAG region to be inappropriate and 
contrary to law. The proposed language as recommended below would remedy the 
legal conflict with Section 65080(b )(2)(K), yet achieve SCAG's recognition that project
specific environmental review is the appropriate level of review for projects that that 
have their own unique, site-specific circumstances. 

The revisions are further consistent with OCCOG's understanding that SCAG intended 
to provide the mitigation measures as a "toolbox" to local agencies for use within their 
discretion if and when appropriate for projects within their respective jurisdictions. 
Indeed, from materials presented by SCAG, including the January 26, 2012 workshop 
held at the City of Anaheim Council Chambers, SCAG explained that "This PEIR offers 
a "toolbox" of mitigation measures for future project-level environmental 
analyses. . . . It also includes suggested mitigation measures for local agencies to 
consider for implementation, if appropriate and feasible (phrased as "can and should"). 
This language is permissive and not mandatory upon local agencies." 

Mitigation Measures Impose Obligations Beyond Scope of SB 375 
Recommendations: 

1. Please provide SCAG analysis supporting the feasibility of mitigation 
measures in the PEIR. 

2. Change language on page 1-7 found in 2 places under MITIGATION 
MEASURES, subheadings Transportation Project Mitigation and Land 
Use Planning and Development Project Mitigation: "This Draft PEIR has 
made a preliminary determination that the proposed mitigation 
measures are feasible and effective. Therefore, it is reasonable to 
expect that these agencies will actually implement them where, in the 
agencies' independent discretion, the measures are deemed applicable 
in light specific circumstances at the proiect level. 

3. Change language on page 1-5, first paragraph: "Mitigation Measures 
proposed in this PEIR are available as tools for implementing agencies 
and local lead agencies to use as they deem applicable. The 
implementing agencies and local lead agencies are responsible for 
ensuring adherence to the mitigation measures as 2012-2035 RTP/SCS 
projects are considered for approval over time." 

4. Please make similar text amendments to other sections, including the 
Executive Summary, of the PEIR that reference how the mitigation 
measures are to be used by lead agencies, including the Executive 
Summary. 

5. "Can and Should" 



As indicated in the PEIR on page 1-6, state law provides that it is appropriate to indicate 
in mitigation measures that they "can and should" be implemented where the authority 
to implement the measures rests with agencies other than SCAG. The language 
conveys to local agencies an affirmative obligation to address each mitigation measure, 
irrespective of whether such agencies deem the measures applicable to a particular 
project or duplicative of their own or other governmental agencies' regulatory measures 
(as discussed in Recommendation below). OCCOG recognizes that SCAG's use of the 
words "can and should" are derived from CEQA, at Public Resources Code sections 
21081 and 2155.2(b)(5)(B)(ii) and CEQA Guidelines, including section 15091 (a)(2). 
Nevertheless, given the express limitation of SB 375 upon respective local agencies' 
land use authority, OCCOG deems any language seemingly imposing affirmative 
obligations contrary to SB 375 inappropriate. As such, the use of the language "can and 
should" for mitigation measures addressed to local agencies is inappropriate. 

"Can and Should" Recommendations: Change language in all mitigation 
measures identifying entities other than SCAG to read "can and should consider 
where applicable and feasible." To clarify the intent that the mitigation measures 
are a menu of options for which feasibility has not been established for any given 
project, the "can and should" language should be changed in all mitigation 
measures identifying entities other than SCAG to read "should consider where 
applicable and feasible." 

6. CEQA Streamlining: 

Pages 1-10 through 1-12 describe requirements for the CEQA streamlining offered 
under SB 375. In each section, it is indicated, consistent with SB 375, for projects to 
qualify for the CEQA streamlining, mitigation measures from the applicable 
environmental document must be incorporated into the project. Further, CEQA 
streamlining relative to the infill exemption under CEQA is also being developed 
pursuant to SB 226 passed last year. 

CEQA Streamlining Recommendations: Please clarify how the "menu of 
mitigation measures" is expected from this PEIR for project to qualify for CEQA 
streamlining under SB 375 and, if possible, the regulations being developed 
under SB 226. 

7. RTP/SCS Policies 

Please ensure that the discussion of the policies represented by the RTP/SCS in the 
draft PEIR is consistent with the policies actually in the RTP/SCS. In particular, the 
bullet list on the page 2-3 is stated to represent the land use strategies of the plan; 
however, the strategies listed are not specifically identified in the regional SCS. 
Including different language in the PEIR implies additional policy. 

RTP/SCS Policies Recommendation: Amend the land use strategies identified on 
page 2-3 of the Project Description, under the section Purpose and Need for 
Action to reflect the strategies included in the SCS chapter of the RTP. 



8. PEIR Mitigation Measures 

By far the most concerning portion of the Draft 2012 RTP/SCS to OCCOG members is 
the Draft Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR). Specifically, the proposed 
mitigation measures included in the PEIR extend to and impact a broad spectrum of 
technical and policy areas. Many examples of these concerns are included on 
Attachments 1 and 2 of this letter. In sum, the concerns are that the mitigation 
measures: 

• Appear to go above and beyond the requirements of the Regional Transportation 
Plan and Senate Bill 375; 

• Are measures already required by State and Federal law or are regulated by 
other agencies such as the South Coast Air Quality Management District, 
California Department of Housing and Community Development, Fish and Game, 
and the Regional Water Control Boards; 

• Appear to run counter to local control; and 

• Are financially infeasible for the agencies responsible for implementation. 

PEIR Mitigation Measures Recommendations. 

1. In order for the mitigation measures to truly be considered a toolbox of 
options for consideration by various entities in the SCAG region as 
intended, all mitigation measures in the PEIR intended for entities other 
than SCAG be moved into an appendix to the PEIR and renamed 
"Sustainability Strategies". These strategies could then be identified for 
consideration by lead agencies as mitigation for future projects should 
a lead agency choose to do so and deem them applicable and 
feasible. The PEIR would only retain mitigation measures applicable to 
SCAG. This action would also require that the Executive Summary, 
Introduction, and Project Description be updated to reflect the nature of 
the new appendix of Sustainability Strategies. 

2. Remove language within mitigation measures that establishes policies 
not included in the RTP/SCS or modifies the measure to specify a policy 
or endorses specific technology which would limit agency authority. 

3. In the draft PEIR, please replace text in all mitigation measures that 
identify policy for either SCAG or other entities with language that 
reflects either adopted SCAG policies or are policies that are included in 
the RTP and SCS. Mitigation measures should not be used to establish 
new policy for the region. 

For example: 
• MM-TR 17: "SCAG shall (for its employees) and local jurisdictions can and 

should institute where applicable and feasible teleconferencing, telecommute, 
and/or flexible work hour programs to reduce unnecessary employee 
transportation. 



• MM-TR 23: "Local jurisdictions should consider when applicable and feasible 
coordinated and controlled intersections so that traffic passes more efficiently 
through congested areas. Where traffic signals or streetlights are installed, 
require the use of a feasible, energy efficient Light Emitting Diode (LED) 
technology." 

• MM-TR 35: "Local jurisdictions should consider where applicable and feasible 
the adoption of a comprehensive parking policy that discourages private 
vehicle use and encourages the use of alternative transportation." 

9. SCAG Authority 

Several mitigation measures identify actions that SCAG shall undertake to mitigate 
impacts of the plan. Many appropriately direct SCAG to provide a discussion forum or 
serve as a central data repository for a broad range of topics that affect the region as a 
whole. However, many measures inappropriately direct SCAG to establish practices, 
standards, or policy in areas unrelated to what SCAG has purview over. Further, the 
measures often appear to be directed at policy implementation that is unrelated to the 
plan itself, such as implementing AB 32. Such measures will essentially require SCAG 
to establish policy in areas for which it has no authority. Additionally, it is not clear how 
SCAG would fund the work efforts because they are not directly related to its mission 
and, therefore, do not have funding. For example, MM-PS 118 states: "SCAG shall 
continue to develop energy efficiency and green building guidance to provide direction 
on specific approaches and models and to specify levels of performance for regionally 
significant projects to be consistent with regional plans." Green building practices and 
energy efficiency measures are already addressed by various state and federal 
agencies, as well as by other local organizations. Further, SCAG does not have the 
authority to specify levels of performance for land use or buildings. 

SCAG Authority Recommendation: Remove the following mitigation measures for 
SCAG which it does not have purview for under the law or directed to do by the 
Regional Council through policy direction. List may not be exhaustive. 

MM-BIO/OS 44 MM-LU 42 MM-LU 77 MM-PS 68 
MM-BIO/OS 45 MM-LU 47 MM-LU 80 MM-PS 71 
MM-BIO/OS 46 MM-LU 48 MM-LU 81 MM-PS 95 
MM-BIO/OS 48 MM-LU 51 MM-LU 82 MM-PS 121 
MM-GHG 3 MM-LU 53 MM-LU 83 MM-TR 17 
MM-GHG 8 MM-LU 56 MM-NO 12 MM-TR 23 
MM-GHG 11 MM-LU 57 MM-NO 16 MM-TR28 
MM-LU 9 MM-LU 60 MM-POP 1 MM-TR 35 
MM-LU 21 MM-LU 61 MM-PS 3 MM-TR 83 
MM-LU 22 MM-LU 64 MM-PS 14 MM-TR 85 
MM-LU 24 MM-LU 65 MM-PS 25 MM-TR 96 
MM-LU 26 MM-LU 69 MM-PS 37 MM-W 34 
MM-LU 32 MM-LU 71 MM-PS 39 MM-W 59 



MM-LU 34 
MM-LU 41 

MM-LU 74 
MM-LU 75 

10. SCAG Mitigation Measures 

MM-PS 41 
MM-PS 67 

MM-W 60 
MM-W 65 

It would be helpful to understand how SCAG will implement the mitigation measures 
that it is assigned to do. Many of the mitigation measures will expand SCAG's role into 
areas that are not currently under its purview and are under the jurisdiction of other 
entities. Many also constitute significant work efforts. 

SCAG Mitigation Measures Request: Please explain how the actions and 
programs required by the measures SCAG is assigned to do would be funded to 
ensure that they are truly feasible for SCAG to undertake. 

11. Ensuring Outcomes 

SCAG has limited authority in many of the areas included in the measures and will not 
be able to ensure impacts are mitigated and that the outcomes identified do actually 
occur. SCAG can assist, offer information, educate, and provide discussion forums for 
topics outside its area of jurisdiction; however, it is not possible to "ensure" that 
outcomes are achieved for things that are outside of its purview. 

Ensuring Outcomes Recommendation: Remove all references within mitigation 
measures that SCAG will "ensure" or "shall minimize impacts" that result from a 
mitigation measures. 

Example: 
MM-CUL 17: "lmpaGts to Gultural resouroes shall be minimized through 
Gooperation, information sharing, and SCAG!s shall, through cooperation, 
information sharing and ongoing regional planning efforts such as web
based planning tools for local government including CA lots, and direct 
technical assistance efforts such as Compass Blueprint's Toolbox Tuesday 
series, provide information and assistance to local agencies to help them 
avoid impacts to cultural resources. Resource agencies, such as the Office 
of Historic Preservation, shall be consulted during this process." 

12. Fees and Taxes 

Several mitigation measures indicate that local jurisdictions or other entities should 
implement new fees or propose taxes to pay for a variety of programs or for acquisition 
of land for preservation. Increases to fees or taxes are issues that could require voter 
approval and, thus not be approved. They also represent prescriptive means to 
accomplish the mitigation. 

Fees and Taxes Recommendations: 

1. Reword measures to indicate that a new or increased fee, new tax, or 
other increase is only an option as a way to implement the mitigation. 
The following list may not be exhaustive. 



MM- MM-PS15 MM-TR30 MM-TR88 
BIO/OS55 
MM-LU29 MM-PS63 MM-TR37 MM-TR94 
MM-LU53 MM-PS75 MM-TR47 MM-TR96 
MM-LU54 MM-PS76 MM-TR52 MM-W6 
MM-LU80 MM-PS78 MM-TR60 MM-W32 
MM-LU81 MM-PS92 MM-TR69 MM-W52 
MM-LU82 MM- MM-TR74 MM-W58 

PS106 
MM-LU83 MM- MM-TR75 

PS107 
MM-POP4 MM- MM-TR80 

PS113 
MM-PS12 MM-TR28 MM-TR84 

2. Please clarify whether it was assumed that these additional fees were 
considered feasible and if the new fees that are suggested were 
considered in the financial plan or economic analysis of the RTP. 

13. Guidance Documents 

Guidance documents are there as information sources for consideration; however, they 
do not represent regulation or establish standards that are required to be achieved. For 
example, MM-AQ19 inappropriately indicates that project sponsors should comply with 
the GARB Air Quality and Land Use Handbook (June 2005) which is only a guidance 
document. 

Guidance Documents Recommendation: Remove references that indicate a 
compliance with guidance documents from mitigation measures. 

14. Duplicative/Existing Regulations 

. It is noted that many of the mitigation measures are duplicative of existing regulation or 
processes (e.g. CEQA review requirements). Under the California Environmental 
Quality Act, it is intended that measures be identified that will mitigate impacts of the 
project. Existing regulations are already assumed to be abided by in the evaluation of 
the impact and the significance of the impact is after all existing regulation is applied. 
Therefore, mitigation measures should address those actions that need to be 
undertaken in addition to existing regulation in order to mitigation the impact. Therefore, 
mitigation measures that simply restate existing regulation are not valid mitigation for 
purposes of CEQA. Further, it is possible for regulations to change over time. Because 
of this, restatement of the regulation in the mitigation measures could result in future 
conflict between the stated mitigation and the regulation. It has become common 
practice to state that existing regulation will be implemented. When this is done, it is 
common practice when compliance is used as a mitigation measure to simply state that 
the responsible entity will simply comply with the regulation. If mitigation measures that 



restate existing regulation are not removed, then it is requested that the wording of the 
measures be restated to simply read that compliance with all applicable laws and 
regulations will be undertaken. Language that could be used is: "Local jurisdictions. 
agencies. and project sponsors shall comply, as applicable. with existing federal. state 
law. and local laws and regulations." Similar language is included in some mitigation 
measures. It is offered that MM-PS 13 is a good example of the type of appropriate 
language and reads "Project sponsors can and should ensure that projects are 
consistent with federal, state, and local plans that preserve open space." 

It is noted that many of the mitigation measures are duplicative of existing regulation or 
processes (e.g. CEQA review requirements). Under the California Environmental 
Quality Act, it is intended that measures be identified that will mitigate impacts of the 
project. Existing regulations are already assumed to be abided by in the evaluation of 
the impact and the significance of the impact is after all existing regulation is 
applied. Therefore, mitigation measures should address those actions that need to be 
undertaken in addition to existing regulation in order to mitigation the impact. Therefore, 
mitigation measures that simply restate existing regulation are not valid mitigation for 
purposes of CEQA. Further, it is possible for regulations to change over time. Because 
of this, restatement of the regulation in the mitigation measures could result in future 
conflict between the stated mitigation and the regulation. It has become common 
practice to state that existing regulation will be implemented. When this is done, it is 
common practice when compliance is used as a mitigation measure to simply state that 
the responsible entity will simply comply with the regulation. If mitigation measures that 
restate existing regulation are not removed, then it is requested that the wording of the 
measures be restated to simply read that compliance with all applicable laws and 
regulations will be undertaken. Language that could be used is: "Local jurisdictions. 
agencies. and project sponsors shall comply. as applicable. with existing federal. state 
law. and local laws and regulations." Similar language is included in some mitigation 
measures. It is offered that MM-PS 13 is a good example of the type of appropriate 
language and reads "Project sponsors can and should ensure that projects are 
consistent with federal, state, and local plans that preserve open space." The water 
section provides another example. The PEIR includes 68 mitigation measures in the 
Water Resources section regarding water quality. At least 35 of these are related to 
stormwater runoff best management practices (BMPs) that are currently regulated 
through Municipal National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
Stormwater Permits issued by Regional Water Quality Control Boards. In the SCAG 
region there are five water quality control boards each with its own Municipal NPDES 
Stormwater Permit. The regulations and requirements contained in these permits vary 
from each other. By listing specific measures in the PEIR that are not included in a 
project's applicable Municipal NPDES Stormwater Permit, the PEIR creates conflicting 
compliance requirements. To eliminate potential conflict with existing regulations, the 
mitigation measures regarding specific BMPs should be removed and replaced with a 
single requirement that each project must comply with its applicable Municipal NPDES 
Stormwater Permit. 

Duplicative/Existing Regulations Recommendations: 



1. Please remove all mitigation measures listed in Attachment 1 which are 
duplicative of existing regulations administered by or under the 
jurisdiction of other agencies. The list may not be exhaustive. 

2. For each impact, please add the following language: "Local jurisdictions, 
agencies, and project sponsors should comply, as applicable, with 
existing federal, state, and local laws and regulations." 

15. Draconian Mitigation Measures 

Many of the mitigation measures in the Draft PEIR are draconian and need to be 
removed. One prime example is MM-LU 85. It reads in part "Local jurisdictions can and 
should reduce heat gain from pavement and other hardscaping including: Reduce street 
rights-of-way and pavement widths to World War II widths (typically 22 to 34 feet for 
local streets and 30 to 35 feet for collector streets curb to curb) ... " Although reduced 
street widths may be appropriate in some cases and have been implemented in many 
jurisdictions, it is inappropriate and counterproductive to require reduced street widths 
as a mitigation measure in the PEIR. Reduced street widths, for example, generally do 
not provide space for on-street parking which may result in greater, additional paved 
areas provided in separate parking lots. A second example is MM-LU15: "Project 
sponsors can and should ensure that at least one acre of unprotected open space is 
permanently conserved for each acre of open space developed as a result of 
transportation projects/improvements." Measures should support the SCAG Energy and 
Environment Committee which recommended that the programs build upon existing 
open space land acquisition and open space programs in the region, tailoring programs 
to each individual county in the region. These include, but are not limited to, OCT A's 
Measure M Mitigation Program, and TCA's open space mitigation program, which has 
protected 2,200 acres in perpetuity to date. Open space conservation should be 
pursued in a voluntary manner, working with willing private sector landowners and not 
overly prescriptive and specific. 

Draconian Mitigation Measures Recommendations: Remove mitigation measures 
that are very prescriptive, such reducing street widths to WWII widths or 
specifying preferred technology. 

In addition to the above comments, detailed technical comments, language changes, 
and questions on the RTP/SCS, Appendices, and PEIR documents are included in 
Attachment 2. 

Conclusion 

We recognize the immense efforts it took to prepare these documents. They are 
incredibly complex documents establishing important and far-reaching policy for the 
region. However, because of this importance and complexity, we would like to express 
concern about the timing of the release of the documents and hope that preparation of 
future RTP/SCS documents will take into account the need to accommodate adequate 
review, discussion and revision time for all of the documents. The timeline of document 
releases, public comment period, and time allowed for the response to comments 
results in an inability to have credible discussion regarding possible changes because 



the timeline does not allow for recirculation or full discussion of requested changes. 
The documents were released over the holiday season and included the release of draft 
PEIR document on December 30, 2011. The minimum 45-day public comment period 
clo$eS on February 14, 2012. Only a few weeks are provided to prepare responses to 
comments and amend the documents to ensure that the Regional Council may consider 
the certification of the PEIR and the approval of the draft RTP/SCS on April 4, 2012. 

We appreciate your consideration of all of the comments provided in this letter and its 
attachments and look forward to your responses. It is a shared goal to have an 
RTP/SCS adopted that is credible and defensible on all levels. 

szr:t 
Carlos J 
Deputy 

cc: Do anna, City Manager 
Jennifer Cervantez, Assistant City Manager 
Michael Haack, Director of Community Development 
Chris Johansen, City Engineer 
Roy Ramsland, Planning Manager 



Attachment 1: Mitigation Measures Duplicative of Existing Regulation 
(Listed by type of regulation measures duplicates) 

Air CDFG Federal & state Federal law Resource 
Quality/AQMD law agencies 
MM-AQ1 MM-B10/0S1 MM-HM3 MM-LU14 MM-TR33 
MM-AQ2 MM-B10/0S3 MM-HM4 MM-LU30 MM-B10/0S29 

MM-AQ3 MM-B10/0S4 MM-HM5 MM-B10/0S30 
MM-AQ4 MM-B10/0S8 MM-HM6 MM-B10/0S31 

MM-AQ5 MM-B10/0S10 MM-HM? NPDES MM-B10/0S32 
MM-AQ6 MM-B10/0S11 MM-LU28 MM-AQ16 MM-B10/0S33 
MM-AQ7 MM-B10/0S17 MM-N018 MM- MM-B10/0S34 

B10/0S19 
MM-AQ8 MM-B10/0S18 MM-PS13 MM-GE05 MM-B10/0S35 
MM-AQ9 MM-B10/0S21 MM-W36 MM-W1 MM-B10/0S50 
MM-AQ10 MM-B10/0S22 MM-W37 MM-W13 MM-B10/0S51 
MM-AQ11 MM-B10/0S23 MM-W38 MM-W58 

MM-AQ12 MM-B10/0S24 
MM-AQ13 MM-B10/0S25 Flood control 
MM-AQ14 MM-B10/0S26 MM-HM8 
MM-AQ17 MM-B10/0S27 
MM-AQ18 MM-B10/0S28 Local 

Aaencies 
MM-B10/0S14 MM-AV11 
MM-BIO/OS? 

State law 
MM-AV3 MM-HM10 MM-PS4 MM-PS107 MM-W25 
MM-AV6 MM-HM11 MM-PS8 MM-PS113 MM-W26 
MM-AV12 MM-HM12 MM-PS10 MM-PS119 MM-W27 
MM-B10/0S20 MM-HM13 MM-PS12 MM-PS122 MM-W28 

MM-CUL1 MM-HM14 MM-PS14 MM-TR29 MM-W29 
MM-CUL2 MM-HM15 MM-PS16 MM-TR49 MM-W30 
MM-CUL3 MM-HM16 MM-PS35 MM-TR55 MM-W31 
MM-CUL4 MM-LU10 MM-PS36 MM-TR75 MM-W32 

MM-CUL5 MM-LU11 MM-PS37 MM-TR89 MM-W39 
MM-CUL6 MM-LU17 MM-PS42 MM-W6 MM-W43 
MM-CUL? MM-LU19 MM-PS43 MM-W8 MM-W46 
MM-CUL8 MM-LU20 MM-PS48 MM-W9 MM-W47 
MM-CUL9 MM-LU38 MM-PS55 MM-W10 MM-W48 
MM-CUL 10 MM-LU43 MM-PS56 MM-W11 MM-W49 
MM-CUL 11 MM-LU44 MM-PS57 MM-W12 MM-W50 
MM-CUL 12 MM-LU48 MM-PS59 MM-W15 MM-W51 
MM-CUL13 MM-LU58 MM-PS61 MM-W16 MM-W52 



MM-CUL 15 MM-N01 MM-PS67 MM-W17 MM-W54 
MM-CUL 16 MM-N04 MM-PS69 MM-W18 MM-W55 

MM-GE01 MM-NOB MM-PS71 MM-W19 MM-W56 
MM-GE02 MM-N09 MM-PS73 MM-W20 MM-W61 

MM-GE03 MM-POP2 MM-PS77 MM-W21 MM-W62 

MM-GE04 MM-POP4 MM-PS89 MM-W22 MM-W64 
MM-GE06 MM-PS1 MM-PS92 MM-W23 MM-W66 

MM-HM9 MM-PS2 MM-PS97 MM-W24 MM-W68 



Attachment 2: Additional Technical Clarifications on documents are also offered as 
follows: 

"2012 RTP/SCS 
# TOPIC/ PAGE RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 

REQUEST REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 
1 General all All chapter headings should include the Chapter 

Comment number on each page for ease of reference. 
2 Clarification 1 , left column "The 2012 RTP/SCS includes a strong commitment 

to reduce emissions from transportation sources to 
comply with SB 375, aatR improve public health.,_ 
and meet the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards as set forth by the federal Clean Air Act. 
As 

3 Clarification 4, right "This region needs a long-term, sustainable funding 
column plan that ensures the region receives its fair share 

of funding, supports an efficient and effective 
transportation system that grows the economy, 
provides mobility choices, and improves our quality 
of life." 

4 Clarification page 7- Is additional $0. 15 gas tax the sum total of both 
Table 2 and state and federal taxes or $0. 15 each? 
page 95-
Table 3.3 

5 Clarification 40, left "Strategic investments, put forth by the private 
column sector, that would remove barriers associated with 

telecommutinQ are expected ... " 
6 Correction page 42- 241 toll road completion year is 2030 

Table 2.2 

7 Please 50, left "scrip" 
define in the column 
text and add 
to a glossary 

8 Clarification 54, right "Express/HO T Lane Network 
column Despite our concerted effort to reduce traffic 

congestion through years of infrastructure 
investment, the region's system demands continue 
to exceed available capacity durina oeak oeriods." 

9 Clarification 70, 78 Greenhouse Gases and Air Quality 
SCAG seems to rely on CEQA to achieve the 
"maximum feasible" reductions in emissions from 
transportation. However, this is not consistent with 
the intent of SB 375's goal of achieving specific 
thresholds of 8% by 2020 and 13% by 2035 through 
a sustainable communities strategy plan. 

Please provide clarification to this section indicating 
if the air quality and greenhouse gas CEQA 



# TOPIC/ 
REQUEST 

10 Clarification 

11 Clarification 

PAGE RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

78, 
column 

80, 
column 

82, 
column 

mitigation measures obligate regional agencies and 
project developers to undertake more strategies, 
programs and mandates beyond those included in 
the OCSCS. 

right "Greenhouse Gases 
On road emissions (from passenger vehicles and 
heavy duty trucks) constitute 93 percent of the 
transportation sector total. Emissions from 
passenger vehicles, which are the subject of SB 
375 and this RTP/SCS, constitute % of the 
transportation sector's greenhouse gas emissions 
total." 

left Statements are made, such as the following, "the 
RTP has the ability to affect the distribution of that 
growth" (in population in the region). These 
statements could be interpreted to be contrary to 
SCAG's obligation under the Memorandum of 
Understanding with OCCOG to respect the 
strategies and local land use policies in the OC 
SCS. 

Please clarify how it is in SCAG's ability to affect 
local change when the OC SGS is consistent with 
acceptance of local land use plans and planned 
population and employment distribution? 

Recommended text change: "Transportation 
projects including new and expanded infrastructure 
are necessary to improve travel time and can 
enhance quality of life for those traveling throughout 
the region. However, these projects also have the 
potential to induce attract more of the regional 
population growth in certain areas of the region. 
This means that although Although SCAG does not 
anticipate that the RTP would affect the total growth 
in population in the region, the RTP has the ability 
to affect the distribution of that growth." 

"In addition to induced population gFOwth, 
transportation projects in the RTP also have the 
potential to divide established communities, 

right primarily through acquisition of rights-of-way." 

Text indicates that the RTP and projects in the 
RTP/SCS as "inducing" growth. It is noted that use 
of the term "induced growth" has a negative 
connotation and implies growth above and beyond 



# TOPIC/ PAGE RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REQUEST REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

what would occur naturally. However, it is stated in 
the RTP that the population, housing, and 
employment growth totals are fixed and only the 
distributions may change based on the plan. This 
means there will not be "new" growth and that the 
RTP and SCS may simply influence and shift the 
growth anticipated for the region. This moving of 
growth is the result of changes in distribution that 
are due to changes in land use or densities. 
Because of this, it is requested that references to 
"induced growth" be reworded to reflect the shifting 
of growth in the region. 

Recommended text change: "Cumulative impacts 
from the projected growth iRSl.::JSee sv tt:ie R+P 
include increased impervious surfaces; ... " 

12 Clarification Chapter 3 SCAG's Financial Plan includes a significant portion 
of "New Revenue Sources and Innovative 
Financing Strategies" that are not currently in place 
or available. While some of the proposed revenues 
are within the control of SCAG or MPOs and 
County Transportation Commissions, the majority of 
the revenues (in terms of dollars) require either 
state or federal action to implement. 

Please explain what the implications are if these 
new revenue sources and innovative financing 
strategies do not become available? 

13 Clarification page 95- "Milea§e sasee l::JS9F fees 1ll01.::Jle se im13lemeRtee te 
Table 3.3 re13laee §as ta* aREi a1.::J§meRt estimates at a001.::Jt 

$Q.Q5 (2Q~ ~ $) 13eF mile aRe iRee*ee ta maiRtaiR 
131.::JrohasiR§ 13eweF startiR§ 2Q25." 

Suggested language is from page 31 of Growth 
Forecast Appendix: 

"Current gasoline tax, estimated at_about $0.05 
(2011 $) per mile will increase through 2025, then in 
2026 it would be reglaced with a mileage-based 
user fee indexed to maintain purchasing power." 

14 Clarification 105, right "While the region was once known worldwide as the 
column "capital of sprawl," the region today is grojecting 

growth on onl~ a small fraction of the has little raw 
land available in the region left te aeeemmeeate 
--l...J:4-"---,1 --- ,,J.L II ~· -.. -· . 

15 Clarification 105, right "While the region was once known worldwide as the 
column "capital of sprawl," the region today is grojecting 

arowth on onlv a small fraction of the has little raw 



# TOPIC/ PAGE RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REQUEST REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

land available in the region left te aeeemmeeate 
-...1,.j;,t.;--~I --- ,aJ.L " --·-···· . 

16 Clarification 106 SCAG indicates that the QC scs has been 
incorporated into the regional SCS. OCCOG was 
one of two subregions that undertook the arduous 
task and obligation of preparing an SCS. 

Please add clarifying text that these subregional 
SCSs, including the OC SGS, represent the 
Sustainable Communities Strategies applicable to 
those subregions. 

17 Clarification 110, right "Municipal water and sewer systems, for example, 
column ensure clean water. At the same time, eeRei=ete 

sterm•11ater ruReff ehaRRels harm water quality aR€l-
s~ra·11I eats iRte e~eR s~aee as areas become more 
urbanized and the gercentage of imgervious 
surface is increased, the hydrologic regime is 
dramatically altered. Drainage conveyances that 
once were natural and rigarian are reguired to be 
engineered as hardened flood control channels to 
grovide adeguate grotection of Qrivate QroQerty and 
QUblic infrastructure from the increased freguency, 
duration, Qeak flow, and overall volume of 
stormwater runoff. With this armoring of once 
natural channels, water guality benefits from 
biofiltration are lost along with OQQOrtunities for 
infiltration and eva12otransQiration, which can lead to 
hydromodifcation downstream in sections which are 
not yet engineered and hardened. Many 
strateQies ... " 

18 Clarification 112, 117 The scs documents the development of four 
scenarios to explore basic aspects of future growth. 
These scenarios were used in public outreach and 
the SCS and the associated Appendix states that 
"Using the public dialogue and feedback from the 
analysis of the SCS Scenarios, SCAG developed 
the 2012 RTP/SCS Plan alternatives." (Similar 
references are also include at RTP/SCS p. 117, and 
scs Background Documentation p. 71 ). The 
RTP/SCS and Appendix then describes a process 
that led to the Plan alternatives. Neither the 
RTP/SCS, Appendix or PEIR expressly state or 
illustrate the fundamental land use and 
socioeconomic foundation for the SCS. 

In order to confirm consistency with the QC SGS, it 
is requested that SCAG include appropriate tables, 



# TOPIC/ PAGE RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REQUEST REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

19 Clarification 113,122 

20 Add 
17 Qlossary 
21 Clarification 

22 Clarification 

to 127, 
column 
128, 
column 

149, 
column 

23 Clarification 150-152 

right 

left 

right 

graphics and maps that provide the detail that 
confirm this consistency. 
The regional SCS states that the 
scenarios/alternatives were developed using the 
Local Sustainability Planning Tool (LSPT). The 
LSPT is a sketch planning tool that flattens 
geographical areas to a 5-acre grid cell. The QC 
SCS land use data was provided at much greater 
level of detail in that specific parcel data and detail 
were provided by each jurisdiction. A cursory review 
of some LSPT data reveals inconsistencies 
regarding interpretation of Orange County land 
uses. 

It is acknowledged that the regional SCS states, 
"Land use inputs for OCCOG SCS were 
unchanged". Yet use of the LSPT and SCAG 
Development and Community Types presented in 
the SCS leave open the question as to whether the 
OC SCS was altered, as noted above. 

Please provide confirmation that the underlying OC 
SGS land use data was used without significant 
alteration and LSPT flattening and interpretation in 
the development of the regional SGS Plan and 
alternatives. 
"Gentrification" 

"Thus, this adjustment allowed the land use pattern 
to conform more closely to local expectations 
general plans, while reducing the amount of vehicle 
miles traveled." 

Whose/What are "local expectations?" 
Revise language to clarify that SCA G intends 
policies, strategies, and measures are a menu of 
options. 

"The following tables list specific implementation 
strategies that local governments, SCAG, and other 
stakeholders may use or consider while preparing 
specific projects which would help oan and should 
undertal<:e in order to successfully implement the 
SCS." 
The OC SCS was accepted by SCAG and 
represents the set of strategies and the growth 
distribution that outlines the best approach for how 



# TOPIC/ PAGE RTP NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REQUEST REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

the requirements of SB 375 would be met within the 
subregion. Specifically, the OC SCS included 15 
specific Sustainability Strategies, reflecting a menu 
of 222 practices and actions that OC agencies have 
agreed to pursue (or continue to pursue) to achieve 
GHG reductions that support SB 375. 

Why doesn't the regional SGS specifically 
acknowledge these 15 strategies yet include other 
strategies and performance measures not included 
in the OG SGS (e.g., Locational Efficiency)? 

24 Add to 166, right "Greenfield" 
qlossary column 

25 Clarification 194, right "In addition to these targeted outreach efforts, all 
column regular and special meetings of the RTP task 

forces, the Transportation Committee (TC), the 
CEHD, the EEC, and the SCAG Regional Council 
are publicly noticed and ... " 

26 Clarification 201 Please clarify whether the text stating "Long-term 
emission reduction for rail, with a goal of zero-
emissions rail system" is intended to reflect a zero-
emissions freight rail system, or whether this goal 
also applies to passenger rail. 

27 Clarification 202, Unfunded operational improvements, of which 
203- several are listed on page 203, Table 7.1, include 
Table 7.1 transit station improvements in Irvine, Fullerton, and 

Santa Ana, bus rapid transit (BRT) in Orange 
County, and high speed rail (HSR) Phase II. 

Please confirm that these are consistent with the 
OGSGS. 

28 Clarification 207 Strategic Finance 

Please explain what will happen if reasonably 
foreseeable revenue sources of approximately $200 
million do not become available? 

29 Add to 205 "Active transportation" 
qlossary 

GROWTH FORECAST APPENDIX 
# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

REFERENCE 
1 Updated 23, Table 13 In December 2011, Orange County provided SCAG 

growth with the revised growth forecast dataset, OCP-2010 
forecast Modified, per the OC SCS MOU (official OCCOG 
numbers Board action 1/26/2012). 



# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 
REFERENCE 

Please incorporate revised Orange County 
numbers (i.e. OCP-2010 Modified) into all reports, 
tables, exhibits, alternatives, maps, and modeling 
runs for final RTP. 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES APPENDIX 
# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

REFERENCE 
1 Clarification 1 The document states, "The performance measures 

are used to evaluate how well the RTP/SCS 
addresses the adopted goals and performance 
outcomes." 

Is there any formal role for the performance 
measures? 

ARB will evaluate for SB 375 compliance not based 
on these measures but based on ARB process. 

Please include language clarifying that this is a 
requirement to demonstrate compliance with federal 
requirements and not for the obligations under SB 
375. 

2 Clarification 1 , end of first Add statement: "Performance measures and 
paragraph exgected outcomes will be used to monitor the 

RTP/SCS at the regional level; these measures and 
outcomes are not grogosed for use at the 
subreaional or oroiect-soecific level." 

3 Clarification 1, column 2 The document states, "The Regional Council will 
formally adopt the goals and outcomes as part of 
the final 2012 RTP/SCS." 

Does this bring any formal obligation to meet goals? 
Goals are general, flexible, and aspirational rather 
than specific, as on p. 1. 



# TOPIC 

4 Clarification 

5 Clarification 

PAGE 
REFERENCE 
13, Table 8 

9 

NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

The RTP/SCS claims an extra 2% C02e emissions 
reduction in 2035 from the NHTS post-processing 
analysis. While the RTP/SCS meets the ARB 
SB375 goal without the extra 2%, we would like to 
note that the extra 2% could be important if the 
attorney general raises concerns about backsliding. 
Consequently, the reliability of the extra 2% 
reduction should be checked. Questions on the 
NHTS model are below. 

It would be useful to know the answers to better 
judge the quality, although we do note that the 
report does look like it meets the standards or best 
practice. 
NHTS Model Documentation Report 

Are the auto and bus accessibility variables 
included in the regression models for 30-mile rings? 

In "Number of trips" model - is number of cars, 
included as an independent variable, the actual or 
predicted value? 

The same question applies to other models. 
6 Clarification 23, Table 10 NHTS Model Documentation Report 

Were the elasticities for the SCAG NHTS study 
calculated at sample means, or for each 
observation and then averaged for the sample? 

7 Clarification 24, Test 3 NHTS Model Documentation Report 

(Compare Trip-Based and NHTS Model): The final 
test was to compare the results of the Trip-Based 
Model and the NHTS Model for the same scenarios. 

Please describe the scenarios tested. 

TRANSPORTATION FINANCE APPENDIX 
# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

REFERENCE 
1 Clarification General What are the implications if revenues other than 

core revenues do not become available? 

Please describe any implications to the ability of the 
region to meet SB 375 GHG emission reduction 
targets or the federally required air quality 



# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 
REFERENCE 

conformity? 

SCS BACKGROUND DOCUMENTATION APPENDIX 
# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

REFERENCE 
1 Please 53, right Housing Options and Mix: 

define column 
Define Larger-lot single family in text 

2 Clarification 71-74, 80-83 Alternatives naming: A, B, C 

Names of Alternatives differ than those listed in the 
PEIR on pages ES-3 and 1-4. 

Please be consistent with naming protocol for 
alternatives between two/all documents. 

3 Revise 71, right "Plan Alternative (B) 
language to column ... The alternative maintains city-level forecast 
clarify control totals for both households and jobs, 

however, within city boundaries shifts are made to 
focus a much larger share of future growth in a 
more compact way around HQTAs, exceQt in 
Gateway and Orange County COG subregions Qer 
their SCS delegation agreements. Future housing 
market demand is expected to shift significantly to 
small lot single-family, townhomes and multi-family 
L--_:. : housina." 

4 Please 71, right Plan Alternative (B) 
define column 

Define small lot single family in text 
5 Revise 71, right Plan Alternative (C) 

language to column "As a result very suburban communities may 
clarify experience no new housing or emQloyment growth, 

while some urban areas with very good access to 
regional transit may experience significant 
increases in housina or emolovment growth." 

6 Revise 72, left "While each alternative is distinctive, a number of 
language to column parameters remained constant across each 
clarify alternative: the regional RTP/SCS forecast total for 

QOQulation, households and jobs; ... " 

"Detailed forecast: the detailed distribution of 
QOQulation, households, and jobs across the 
reoion ... " 



# TOPIC PAGE NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 
REFERENCE 

7 Revise 72, Table D1 Alternatives A & B: 
language to "Controlled to TAZ-based RTP/SCS Forecast for 
clarify 2020; Controlled to city-level RTP/SCS Forecast for 

2020-2035 1 excegt in Gateway and Orange County 
COG subregions Qer their scs delegation 
agreements." 

Add statement to table notes: Gateway and Orange 
County COG subregions' local inQut data will not be 
chanaed oer their SCS deleaation aareements. 

8 Revise 74, Table D2 Alternatives A & B: 
language to Add statement: Gateway and Orange County COG 
clarify subregions' local inQut data will not be changed Qer 

their SCS deleaation aareements. 
9 Clarification 75, right "Development Types 

column The alternatives are built on, and provides data at, 
the level of the TAZ, which includes housing units 
and employment." 

Please clarify if TAZ is Tier 1, Tier 2, or both. 
10 Revise 79, right "Subregional SCSs submitted by the Gateway 

language to column Cities Council of Governments (GCCOG) and the 
clarify Orange County Council of Governments (OCCOG) 

will be respected unchanged and integrated into the 
alternatives (with possible revisions for Alternative 
Conly)." 

11 Clarification 79 The section includes the following language: 
"Subregional SCSs submitted by the Gateway 
Cities Council of Governments (GCCOG) and the 
Orange County Council of Governments (OCCOG) 
will be respected and integrated into the 
alternatives (with possible revisions for Alternative 
Conly)." 

Please clearly indicate what the ''possible revisions" 
are and what process would be used to coordinate 
with Orange County should changes to the 
socioeconomic data contained in the OC SGS be 
proposed? 

12 Revise 80 Alternative A 
language to Add statement: Gateway and Orange County COG 
clarify subregions' local inQut data will not be changed ger 

their SCS deleaation aareements. 



# 

13 

TOPIC 

Revise 
language to 
clarify 

PAGE 
REFERENCE 
81 

NARRATIVE, COMMENT & RECOMMENDATION 

Alternative B 
It is not clear whether Alternative B is the SCS land 
use plan. If it is, statements in the appendix lead 
one to believe the OC SCS foundation has been 
altered. For example, adjustments made to land 
uses to locate proximate to High Quality 
Transportation Areas (HQTA) and intensification of 
residential and employment development in HQTA 
that diverge from local General Plans as well as 
implementation of a vehicle user fee are not part of 
the OC SCS. 

Is Alternative B the SGS land use plan? 

Add statement: Gateway and Orange County COG 
subregions' local input data will not be changed per 
their SCS deleaation aareements. 

14 Clarification 115, left Transit Zoning Code Santa Ana 2011 
column 

Is this a duplicate of the 2010 Santa Ana project? 



PEIR 
# TOPIC PAGE PEIR NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 

REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 
1 Revise ES-2 ES contains matrix of mitigation measures which 

language to reference project sponsors, local agency, and 
clarify project implementation agency without definitions. 

Add definitions into ES at end of ES.1: 

In general, the terms "local agency," "Qroject 
s12onsor'' and "Qroject imQlementing agency" are 
used throughout this PEIR to identify agencies. 
organizations, com12anies and individuals that will 
act as lead agencies or Qroject aQQlicants for 
different ty12es of individual Qrojects. Individual 
Qrojects that are 
anticiQated to occur 12ursuant to the 2012-2035 
RTP/SCS consist of Qlanning Qrojects (general 
Qlans, s12ecific Qlans, climate action Qlans, etc.}, 
develo12ment Qrojects (including Transit Priority 
Projects (TPPs} and other similar 12rojects}, and 
trans12ortation Qrojects. 

In general. "local agency" is used to refer to a Qublic 
agency that would 12ro12ose a Qlanning 12roject or a 
Qublic infrastructure 12roject and/or an agency that 
would be lead agency for individual Qrojects. 
"Project s12onsor'' is tyQically used to refer to an 
a1212licant (that could be QUblic or Qrivate, an 
organization or an individual} that 12ro12oses a 
Qroject. "Project imQlementing agencY:' is used to 
refer to an agency res12onsible for imQlementing a 
groject. In this document, 12roject-im12lementing 
agencies are those that are res12onsible for carrving 
out (reviewing. aoorovina. constructing} 
transportation oroiects. 

2 Clarification ES-3, 1-4, Alternatives' Naming: No Project Alternative, 
Chapter 4 Modified 2008 RTP Alternative, Envision 2 

Alternative; Alternatives 1, 2, 3 

Names of Alternatives differ than those listed in the 
SGS Background Documentation appendix on 
pages 71-74 and 80-83. 

Please be consistent with naming protocol for 
alternatives between all documents. 

3 Fix ES-31 Duplicate naming of GHG11 and GHG12 
numbering 

4 Please ES-42 LU63- What are the smart growth principles? 
define 



# TOPIC PAGE PEIR NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

5 Please ES-42 LU64- What are the benchmarks for smart growth? 
define 

6 Fix ES-51 PS17 & PS18 are missing 
numbering 

7 Fix ES-53 Duplicate naming of PS36 & PS37 
numbering 

8 Please ES-67 TR 34- what are the identified transportation 
define benchmarks? 

9 Please ES-83, 3.13- Define climate change hydrology 
define 42 

MM-W43 
10 Please ES-40, 3.8-21 Define urban growth boundary 

define MM-LU42 
11 Please ES-57, 3.11- Define parking cash out program/ cashouts 

define 49 
MM-PS68 & 
ES-74, 3.12-
43 MM-TR96 

12 Clarification 1-5 Besides /GR, what other monitoring efforts is SCAG 
in charge of? (that would require lead agencies to 
provide SCAG with documentation of compliance 
with mitigation measures) 

13 Language 1-6, Language correction: "The -lattef former finding ... " 
correction paragraph 3 

14 Language 2-5 Sustainability section should be separated. 
correction 

Language correction: 
Sustainability. The 2012-2035 RTP/SCS is subject 
to specific requirements for environmental 
performance. 

New QaragraQh: 
"Beyond simply meeting these requirements, a ... " 

15 Language 2-5, Table 2- "Align the plan investments and policies wit-A while 
correction 2 improving ... " 

16 Please 2-14 Define "scrip" 
define 



# TOPIC 

17 Narrative 

PAGE PEIR NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 
2-21 AB 32 is global warming solutions act. SB 375 was 

determined to be stand-alone legislation. RTP 
document is not forum to address global climate 
change ·and references distract from RTP goal and 
purpose. "Global warming" and "global climate 
change" are not interchangeable phrases. 
References should be removed or, where 
appropriate, language should be changed to "global 
warming". 
Goods movement is also a major source of GHG 

18 Clarification 2-27 
paragraph 4 

Not in SCAG's authority, nor funding available. 
Delete sentence: 

19 Clarification 2-27 
paragraph 5 

SCAG will work 1.vith local jurisdictions and 
community stakeholders to seel< resources and 
provide assistance to address any possible 
gentrification effects of new 

"The 2012-2035 RTP/SCS land use development 
pattern accommodates over 50 percent of new 
housing and employment growth in HQTAs, while 
keeping jurisdictional totals consistent with local 
input." 

Please confirm that there are no changes to the 
local land use inputs provided by Orange County. 



# TOPIC PAGE PEIR NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 

20 Clarification 2-29 "For purposes of SCAG's SCS, a Development 
Type reflects an estimated average density of 22 
residential units per acre. However, it is important to 
note that the designation is a potential ultimate 
average for the TAZ-and is not an absolute 
project-specific requirement that must be met in 
order to determine consistency with the SCS. In 
other words, the SCS was not developed with the 
intent that each project to be located within any 
given T AZ must exactly equal the density and 
relative use designations that are indicated by the 
SCS Development Type in order for the project to 
be found consistent with the SCS's use 
designation, density, building intensity and 
applicable policies. Instead, any given project, 
having satisfied all of the statutory requirements of 
either a residential/mixed-use project or TPP, may 
be deemed by the lead agency to be consistent 
with the SCS so long as the project does not 
prevent achieving the estimated average use 
designations, densities and building intensities 
indicated by the Development Type within the TAZ, 
assuming that the TAZ will be built-out under 
reasonable local planning and zoning 
assumptions." 

21 Please 
define 

3.8-5 
paragraph 3, 

Does the above PEIR language create a 
requirement for average TAZ density levels in 2035 
and a requirement that each local project not 
preclude those density levels? 

Additionally, please clarify whether in HQTAs, these 
densities could be exceeded as well as implications 
of an area that is already fully developed not 
redeveloping such that it ever achieves the 
identified densities. 
Define "open space" 



# 

22 

TOPIC 

Revise 
language to 
clarify 

PAGE PEIR NARRATIVE, COMMENT & 
REFERENCE RECOMMENDATION 
4-39 Envision 2 alternative contains growth projections 

that would place housing in flight paths, locate 
housing on sites for which housing is not allowed 
due to environmental contamination, would 
significantly impact existing industrial operations 
necessary to maintain quality jobs in the region, 
and does not include development projects that are 
legally allowed due to having existing entitlement 
for development. Because this alternative does not 
consider the existing health and safety of future 
residents nor the existing legal approvals of 
development in the region, it is not possible to 
determine if the alternative is actually superior to 
other alternatives. It is simply another alternative 
for consideration. 

Please remove references to the Envision 2 (or any 
other name of this alternative) as being 
environmentally superior. 

ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ENVISION 2 
ALTERNATIVE 

23 Revise 4-40 "Of the three alternatives, the Envision 2 Alternative 
would be considered by State CEQA guidelines as 
the environmentally superior alternative because it 
does not allow further use of land for single-family 
development. .. " 

language to 
clarify 



CITY OF LAKE FOREST 

February 14, 2012 

Jacob Lieb 

Mayor 
Kathryn McCullough 

Mayor Pro Tem 
Scott Volgts 

SCAG 
818 W. 7th Street, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 

council Members 
Peter Herzog 

Marcia Rudolph 
Mark Tettemer 

Via U.S. Mail and Email to: 2012PEIR@scag.ca.gov 
City Manager 

Robert C. Dunek 

Subject: Comments on the Draft PEIR for the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS 

Dear Mr. Leib: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Program EIR for the 
2012-2035 RTP/SCS. City of Lake Forest Staff has been involved with the 
review of the documents as facilitated by the Orange County Council of 
Governments (OCCOG) Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and would like to 
express our sincere support and agreement with the comments submitted by the 
OCCOG Board. In addition to the comments of the OCCOG, the following 
comments are offered on the Draft 2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan and 
Sustainable Communities Strategy (draft RTP/SCS) and the associated 
Appendices and draft Program Environmental Impact Report (draft PEIR). 

General Comments 

• Concern with the timeline. We recognize the immense efforts it took to 
prepare these documents. They are incredibly complex documents 
establishing important and far-reaching policy for the region. However, 
because of this importance and complexity, we would like to express concern 
about the timing of the release of the documents. The timeline of document 
release, public comment period, and time allowed for the response to 
comments results in an inability to have credible discussion regarding 
possible changes because the timeline does not allow for recirculation or full 
discussion of requested changes. The documents were released over the 
holiday season and included the release of draft PEIR document on 
December 30, 2011. The minimum 45-day public comment period closes on 
February 14, 2012. Only a few weeks are provided to prepare responses to 
comments and amend the documents to ensure that the Regional Council 
may consider the certification of the PEIR and the approval of the draft 
RTP/SCS on April 4, 2012. .. 
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• Growth Forecasts. It is requested that the adoption of the growth forecast 
numbers by the Regional Council and/or Joint Policy Committee be at the 
county level, consistent with past RTPs. Planning documents need to be 
flexible. Smaller geographic levels, such as at the subregional, city, census 
tract, T AZ, parcel, or grid cell would limit jurisdictional control over land use. 

• Growth Forecasts. The OCCOG Board approved the update to the OCP-
2010 dataset used in the OC SGS. OCP-2010 Modified was officially 
approved by the OCCOG Board on January 26, 2012 and is a data 
amendment to the OC SGS. The dataset includes the 2010 Census 
population and housing data, along with the 2010 EDD Benchmark data, 
consistent with SCAG's updated growth forecast dataset. The dataset was 
provided to SCAG staff in December 2011 and this is the formal notice of the 
update which should be incorporated into the 2012 RTP/SCS, PEIR, and 
related documents. To be consistent with the MOU on subregional delegation 
between OCTA, OCCOG, and SCAG, all documents, tables, maps, 
narratives, modeling runs, PEIR alternatives (including Alternate C/3/Envision 
2), and datasets should be updated with the OCP-2010 Modified numbers. 

• Intended Use of the PEIR. The applicability of the PEIR and its 550 mitigation 
measures to projects throughout the region should b.e clarified. Specifically, 
additional language is needed to reflect that lead agencies will determine the 
feasibility and applicability of measures to specific projects under local 
jurisdiction. 

• PEIR Mitigation Measures. SCAG Staff has indicated that the mitigation 
measures in the PEIR are intended to represent a menu of options for 
implementation with projects, as determined appropriate and feasible. 
However, the concept of a menu of options is not clear in the PEIR. We 
request added language to clarify the applicability of the mitigation measures 
to projects undertaken or approved by local government. 

• PEIR Mitigation Measures. Hundreds of mitigation measures in the PEIR use 
the language "can and should". For example - "Local jurisdictions can and should 
meet recognized 'smart growth' benchmarks." We are concerned that the word 
"can" indicates that the measure has already been determined to be feasible. 
Additionally, we are concerned that this language does not support the use of the 
mitigation measures as a menu of options for local use. We recommend that the 
words "can and" be removed in all instances, leaving the language "should" as 
clearly optional. 
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• PEIR Mitigation Measures. Many mitigation measures have been identified 
which appear to expand SCAG's purview. Specifically, the OCCOG Board's 
letter identifies in its attachments proposed mitigation measures which extend to a 
broad spectrum of technical and policy areas. We echo the concerns of the 
OCCOG Board and affirm that mitigation measures should not be used to 
establish policy for the region. 

Should you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Cheryl 
Kuta, Planning Manager at (949) 461-3479 or via email at · 
ckuta@lakeforestca.gov. 

Sincerely, 
CITY OF LAKE FOREST 

fi~u_ ~ 
Gayle Ackerman, AICP 
Director of Development Services 

cc Mayor and City Council 
Robert C. Dunek, City Manager 
Dave Simpson, OCCOG Executive Director 
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